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introDUction

Dear friends and colleagues,

Welcome to IFTR 2017 in São Paulo!

The realization in Brazil of this encounter 
between researchers of the whole world 
means, for us, a narrowing of the dialogue 
with other universities, countries and 
continents, beyond the recognition and 
appreciation of the cultural, artistic and 
academic differences that constitute the 
transactional territory of the Performing 
Arts. The IFTR represents the opening 
of a space of conviviality and interaction 
among the participants, thus broadening the 
bonds that define a permanent exchange 
of experiences between institutions with 
common interests.

The theme of the Conference - Unstable 
Geographies / Multiple Theatrics - reflects 
the conditions of creation and permanence 
of artists and researchers of the Performing 
Arts that create forms and practices capable 
of confronting the issues that generate 
enormous differences and social injustices in 
a country of continental proportions, Involved 
in a significant political crisis. The formation, 
over the years, of an artistic generation that 
is reflective and attentive to national and 
international events, continually replaces 
focus on transnational issues. Theater, 
dance and performance make up a unique 
body that, in its plurality of artistic and 

aesthetic forms, intervene in the city as an 
action of resistance, becoming unthinkable, 
in contemporaneity, conceive Politics and 
Aesthetics as remote dimensions.

It is important to emphasize that this 
meeting, by bringing together Brazilian 
researchers and artists from the most distant 
universities of this immense country with 
participants from other countries, proposes, 
as a collective action, to reflect how the 
Performing Arts influence, engage and reflect 
in behavior, gestures And actions of the 
individuals, crossed by the contemporary 
social and political issues of the whole 
world. Our differences are the sensitive 
engines capable of mobilizing the affections 
necessary to advance in these reflections.

We learn from the irreverence and 
vanguardism of the Brazilian artists Oscar 
Niemeyer, Flávio de Cavalho, Lygia Clark, 
Helio Oiticica and Augusto Boal, icons 
of Brazilian modernism, that art can be 
relational before even being seen as an 
aesthetic. They anticipate our destinies with 
multi-relational radical actions, broadening 
the perception among us that the 
representational arts can be collaborative 
and have a translation of own culture. 
And, decolonizing the forms of production 
and the public policies with an integrating 
vision of the world, where the plural and the 
different make art a way of existence with 
its audience. The influence of these thoughts 
coming from the Brazilian artistic experience 

abertUra

Queridos amigos e colegas,

Sejam bem-vindos ao IFTR 2017 em São Paulo!

A realização, no Brasil, deste encontro entre 
pesquisadores das Artes Cênicas do mundo 
inteiro significa, para nós, o estreitamento 
do diálogo com outras universidades, países 
e continentes. Além do reconhecimento e da 
valorização das diferenças culturais, artísticas 
e acadêmicas que constituem o território 
transacional das Artes Cênicas. O IFTR 
representa a abertura de um espaço de convívio 
e interação entre os participantes, ampliando 
dessa forma, os vínculos que definem uma troca 
de experiências permanente entre as instituições 
com interesses comuns. 

O tema da Conferência - Geografias instáveis/
Múltiplas Teatralidades - reflete as condições 
de criação e permanência de artistas e 
pesquisadores das Artes Cênicas que criam 
formas e práticas capazes de confrontar as 
questões geradoras de enormes diferenças e 
injustiças sociais, em um país de proporções 
continentais, envolvido em uma significativa 
crise política. A formação, ao longo dos 
anos, de uma geração artística reflexiva 
e atenta aos acontecimentos nacionais e 
internacionais, recoloca continuamente o foco 
nas questões transnacionais. O teatro, a dança 
e a performance compõem um corpo único 
que, em sua pluralidade de formas artísticas 
e estéticas, intervêm na cidade como ação 

de resistência, tornando-se impensável, na 
contemporaneidade, conceber a Política e a 
Estética como dimensões apartadas.

É importante enfatizar que este encontro, ao 
reunir pesquisadores e artistas brasileiros das 
mais distantes universidades desse imenso 
país com participantes de outros países, se 
propõe, como ação coletiva, a refletir como as 
Artes Cênicas influem, se engajam e refletem 
no comportamento, nos gestos e ações dos 
indivíduos, atravessados pelas questões 
sociais e políticas contemporâneas mundiais. 
Nossas diferenças são os motores sensíveis 
capazes de mobilizar os afetos necessários para 
avançarmos nessas reflexões.

Aprendemos com a irreverência e 
vanguardismo dos artistas brasileiros Flávio de 
Cavalho, Lígia Clark, Helio Oiticica e Augusto 
Boal, ícones do modernismo brasileiro, que a 
arte pode ser relacional antes mesmo de ser 
vista como uma estética. Eles antecipam os 
nossos destinos com ações multi relacionais 
radicais, ampliando a percepção entre nós 
de que as artes representacionais podem 
ser colaborativas e ter tradução de cultura 
própria. E, descolonizando as formas de 
produção e as políticas públicas com uma 
visão de mundo integradora, onde o plural 
e o diferente tornam a arte um modo de 
existência junto ao seu público. A influência 
destes pensamentos vindos da experiência 
artística brasileira faz emergir uma grande 
variedade de grupos de arte e ativistas, no 
centro e fora do eixo das grandes cidades, 
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gives rise to a great variety of art groups 
and activists, in the center and outside the 
axis of the big cities, that singles out the act 
of making that boils on all sides. It remains, 
however, a question to be explored together: 
how can we continue to debate without 
cultural homogeneity, and seek mutual 
understanding in social relations marked by 
the global, the local, the national and the 
regional? The geographer Milton Santos 
revealed to us the possibility of constructing 
a more human globalization with the 
phenomena that emerge a new history, 
made of the mixture of peoples, races and 
cultures. May these internationalization 
processes make us exercise inclusion 
practices, overcoming the global issues of 
segregation, violence and poverty that make 
many artists and researchers unfeasible for 
the right to knowledge and access to ways 
of wisdom. The list of those with whom 
we learn to make and think art among 
Brazilians is enormous. Nevertheless, It 
could not lack the great teacher Paulo Freire, 
with whom we learned that only Education 
can be a way to conquer our freedom and 
intellectual emancipation. In the singularity 
of his thought, Freire proposes a sharing 
of the world from the construction and 
reconstruction of knowledge.

In this sense and with these experiences, 
we wish that networks of human relations 
such as the IFTR, of enormous artistic and 
academic qualities, open themselves to 
other countries which, like ours, experience 
in their aesthetic forms the dynamics of 
contemporary life. And let them continue 
with the dialogue and always allow  
us, through these encounters, to  
socialize knowledge.

Beth Lopes, Zebba Dal Farra  
and Ferdinando Martins.
the organizers

que singularizam os fazeres que fervilham por 
todos os lados. Permanece, no entanto, uma 
questão a desbravar juntos: como prosseguir 
debatendo sem a homogeneidade cultural, e 
buscar o entendimento mútuo nas relações 
sociais marcadas pelo global, o local, o nacional 
e o regional? O geógrafo Milton Santos nos 
revelou a possibilidade de construir uma 
globalização mais humana com os fenômenos 
que fazem emergir uma nova história, feitos da 
mistura de povos, raças e culturas. Que estes 
processos de internacionalização nos façam 
exercitar as práticas de inclusão, superando as 
questões mundiais de segregação, violência 
e pobreza que inviabilizam muitos artistas e 
pesquisadores do direito ao conhecimento e ao 
acesso as formas de saber. A lista daqueles com 
quem aprendemos a fazer e pensar a arte entre 
os brasileiros é enorme. Não poderia faltar, 
no entanto, o grande professor Paulo Freire, 
com o qual aprendemos que só a Educação 
pode ser um caminho para conquistar a nossa 
liberdade e emancipação intelectual. Na 
singularidade do seu pensamento, Freire propõe 
um compartilhamento do mundo a partir da 
construção e reconstrução do conhecimento.

Nesse sentido e munidos dessas experiências, 
desejamos que as redes de relações humanas 
como a do IFTR, de enormes qualidades 
artísticas e acadêmicas, se abram para outros 
países que, como o nosso, experimentam em 
suas formas estéticas as dinâmicas da vida 
contemporânea. E que prossigam com o diálogo 
e nos permitam sempre, com estes encontros, 
socializar o conhecimento.

Beth Lopes, Zebba Dal Farra  
e Ferdinando Martins.
os organizadores
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GP
GENERAL PANELS

young people and in the juvenile prison 

system in Mexico City.

Janina Möbius studied Science of Theatre, 

Film, and TV as well as Spanish Philology at 

the Freie Universität Berlin, the University of 

Granada Spain, and the UNAM in Mexico City. 

She received her PhD on the subject of 

Mexican Wrestling in 2002 with the thesis “And 

behind the mask ... the people. Lucha Libre – a 

Mexican popular spectacle between tradition 

and modernity, Department of Theatre Studies, 

Freie Universität Berlin.

SPhereS of interVentionS – 
Political, aeSthetical anD ethical 
reSPonSeS to Violence in mexico

In the context of accelerated levels of publicly 

exposed violence in Mexico, the use of the public 

sphere to stage or a theatre of political power or to 

send violent threatening messages to the public, 

mainly done by drug cartels, is actually challenging 

the theatrical practitioners to reconsider their 

“campos de batalla” – spaces-of-action” strategies.

Facing this massive public staginess of 

violence and politics in Mexico, where the 

exposed tortured body is used as a memento 

mori or forms part of a necroteatro concept 

developed by Ileana Diéguez and politics are 

dominated by symbolical, theatrical gestures, 

theatre practitioners are questioned to develop 

different aesthetical means and to conquer 

other spaces for intervention: 

On the one hand, several theatre groupes, 

labelled as “La Escena Expandida – The Extended 

Stage” are leaving behind the theatrical space in 

order to intervene in concrete social settings. Or 

destiny of all people confronted with a national 

border. Today it is more topical than ever.

Even if contemporary performing art 

overcomes national borders in thinking, 

transnational cooperations and a strong 

aesthetical approximation, some countries like 

Mexico have to deal with it. Mexican theater 

stuns with its growing heterogeneous and often 

very political theater landscape. The precarious 

condition off the country induced by the non-

stopping drug wars, the asymmetrical boarder 

politics with the US and the continuing refugee 

tragedies is directly addressed in plays, festivals 

and research projects. In comparison to the 

Western theater, ‘political theater’ in Mexico 

seams to mean an existential form of resisting 

rather than a discursive negotiation. 

In my paper I would like to present several 

Mexican theater artist from the perspective 

of the ‚frontera’ border and the ways of 

“confronting“ it.

Janina möbiUS

FREiE UNivERSität BERLiN

jANiNA.moEBiUS@FU-BERLiN.dE

Janina Möbius, PhD, works as author, director 

and producer of documentaries and does 

academic and cinematographic research on 

cultural phenomena in Latin America and Europe.

Since December 2012, she is a research 

associate at the ERC granted research project 

“The Aesthetics of Applied Theatre”, based 

at the Freie Universität Berlin. Here, her focus 

is on theatre initiatives with “marginalized” 

JUrGita imbraSaite

RUhR-UNivERSity BochUm

jURGA_imBRAS@yAhoo.dE

Dr. des. Jurgita Imbrasaite LT/D is a research 

assistant at the Institute for Theatre Studies at 

the Ruhr-University Bochum D. She also works 

as a free dramaturge, translator and organizer of 

academic events. In 2003 Ms. Imbrasaite moved 

from Lithuania to Germany to study Media and 

Theatre Studies. After graduating in Bachelor of 

Arts she continued with Dance and Performance 

studies in Germany and Belgium and gained 

her Master of Arts in 2009. Between 2004 and 

2013 she participated in differed theater and 

dance projects as dramaturge and performer. 

Between 2011 and 2016 Ms. Imbrasaite 

organized several interdisciplinary conferences 

and summer schools. 2015 she finished 

her dissertation project with the title “The 

révolution in Dance. From King to the Modern 

Subject”. Her research foci are: dance history 

and epistemology, psychoanalysis, postcolonial 

theory, contemporary performing arts in Mexico 

and the USA.

con_fronteraS: borDerS, boDieS anD  

contemPorary mexican theater

An immense wall closes the horizon, a wall 

named by Mexicans as “The Wall of Shame”. 

This monolithic wall shows the ambiguity of the 

border relationship between Mexico and the 

United States. The applicants going through it 

are always a lot the coyotes are greedier each 

time and the police control of the American 

border is more violent each time.’ This is not 

a depiction of a possible future given that 

president Trump keeps his campaign pledge to 

“build the wall“. The portrayal is an introduction 

to the play “Amarillio“ 2012 by one of the most 

celebrated Mexican theater ensembles ‘Teatro 

Linea de la Sombra’. It sets a very exact view 

on the current immigrant condition. The wall 

is already there, endangering hundreds of 

women, men and children everyday who try 

to flee from the ridiculously bloody drug wars 

and poverty, looking for a better tomorrow. This 

piece directed by Jorge A. Vargas addresses a 

particular refugee movement from Mexico to the 

Texan town Amarillo and turns it into a collective 
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regaining public spaces, abandoned because 

of violence, creating “a stage in state of 

emergency” as Angel Hernández is proposing 

in Tampico with his festival “theatre for the 

end of the world”. Or to bear witness of the 

multitude of forced disappearences of people, 

as done by the collective “Campo de Ruinas” 

from Mexico City.

On the other hand, applied theatre forms 

such as prison theatre try to intervene on the 

basis of structural violence by working with 

juvenile inmates – within a justice system which 

is performing itself within violent discourses of 

power relations and punishment.

My paper will present some examples of these 

theatrical strategies developed in the context of 

violence in Mexico, and will discuss the ethical 

and aesthetical questions arising in this “battle 

for representation – or meaningfulness”.

aZaDeh Sharifi

dEPARtmENt oF thEAtRE StUdiES 

thEAtERwiSSENSchAFt, LmU mUNich

AzAdEh_ShARiFi@wEB.dE

Azadeh Sharifi is a writer, researcher and 

activist. She is currently working on her a 

Postdoc Habilitation project Postmigrant 

Theatre in German Theatre History – 

DisContinuity of aesthetics and narratives as 

part of the Theatre Department Munich LMU.

Her research interests include post-migrant 

theatre in Europe, cultural theory and minority 

discourse, postcolonial discourses in theatre and 

performances of race and gender. 

She was a Fellow at the International Research 

Center “Interweaving Performance Cultures”, Freie 

Universität Berlin from 2014 until 2015. Previous 

she was a researcher at the Balzan Prize Project 

“The Role of Independent Theatre in Contemporary 

European Theatre: Structural and Aesthetic 

Changes” by Prof. Dr. Manfred Brauneck, organized 

by the International Theatre Institute ITI, Germany. 

She completed her Ph.D. in Cultural Studies at the 

University of Hildesheim in 2011.

DiS/continUity of PoSt-miGrant theatre in 

Germany theatre hiStory

The history of theatre by immigrants and people 

of color in Germany is affiliated with one specific 

venue, Ballhaus Naunynstraße in Berlin. Ballhaus 

Naunynstraße was founded in 2008 because 

immigrants and artists of color living and working 

in Germany were not present in German theatres. 

The self-defined label post-migrant 

theatre have become a synonym for stories 

and perspectives of the second generation 

immigrant artists and artists of color who 

have migration as part of their personal 

knowledge and collective memory. Since at 

least its production Verrücktes Blut mad blood 

by Nurkan Erpulat and Jens Hillje which was 

invited to Berliner Theatertreffen, Ballhaus 

Naunynstraße and its post-migrant theatre 

has become internationally well known. And 

since then also the German theatre studies has 

become well interested in their topic. But as the 

artists themselves always referred to, the work 

and the achievements of post-migrant theatre 

is built on the work of artists - immigrants and 

people of color - who were there before them. 

My PostDoc research projects aims to 

question who these artists and their work were. 

Since their theatrical work is not documented 

or contextualized within German theatre 

studies, I want to investigate theatre made 

by migrants and artists of color throughout 

German theatre history. While my research is 

based mostly on oral history and the maybe 

private documentation of the artists themselves, 

in my presentation I want to inquire how an 

archive can be created that somehow relies on 

memory of the artists themselves as well as 

their invention. And in very close relation to the 

conference I want to examine possible theatrical 

landscapes which could be created by an post-

mgirant theatre archive.

ViniciUS torreS machaDo

UNESP

viNiciUStoRRESmAchAdo@GmAiL.com

Vinicius Torres Machado is the artistic director 

of Coletivo Plataforma2 and professor of Acting 

and Performance at São Paulo State University 

Julio de Mesquita Filho- UNESP. He completed his 

PhD in theory and practice of theater at University 

of São Paulo USP in 2014. His research focuses on 

questions of the materiality of the theatre as an 

affection factor by itself, designed both historically 

and in the contemporary theatrical landscape. 

His artistic production as director and dramatist 

include: “ A Porta” 2009, “Aporia” 2015, ”Saudade” 

2013, “Anonimo” 2012 and “Romeo et Juliett” from 

Charles Gounod’s opera 2011.

the materiality of  

theater anD intenSitieS.

This article is based on Gilles Deleuzes’s 

aesthetics of intensities and analyses a form of 

theatre which plays with the actualized time of non 

fictional theatre elements. It seeks to present the 

materiality of the theatre as an affection factor by 

itself, and contrasted by the time of its perception. 

Therefore I also analyse how these elements can be 

set up in time, favouring an intensive relationship 

between them in a performing context in order to 

emphasize to the audience the perception of the 

presence. Finally, I discuss how playing with non 

fictional theatre elements could lead the viewer to 

the feeling of suspended time.

Keywords: intensity, matter, time, perception

a materialiDaDe Do teatro  

e aS intenSiDaDeS.

Este artigo toma por base a estética das 

intensidades de Gilles Deleuze para analisar o teatro 

que tem por característica o jogo com o tempo 

real da matéria cênica não fabulada. Procura-se 

apresentar a materialidade da cena como fator de 

afecção por si contrastada no tempo da percepção. 

A partir daí analiso se os elementos da cena 

podem ser compostos no tempo, privilegiando uma 

relação intensiva entre as partes de um espetáculo 

e possibilitando destacar para o espectador a 

percepção da presença. Por fim, abordo como o jogo 

com a matéria cênica não fabulada pode conduzir o 

espectador à sensação de um tempo em suspensão.

Palavras-chave: intensidade, matéria,  

tempo, percepção
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SebaStian KirSch

RUhR-UNivERSity BochUm

SEBAStiAN.KiRSch11@GmAiL.com

Sebastian Kirsch studied theatre, german 

literature and history in Bochum 2000-2005 

where he, during a position as lecturer 2008-2011, 

also reached his PhD with a work on the Baroque 

and Lacans pschyoanalysis 2011, supervisor Prof. 

Ulrike Haß. In 2013/2014 he held a post-doc-

assistance at the department for theatre, film and 

media studies of the university in Vienna where 

he since then has also regularly been teaching. 

Since 2014 S. Kirsch is again associated to the 

university of Bochum with the habilitation project 

Beyond Oedipe which is supported by the DFG 

for 36 months. Beyond his academic work S. 

Kirsch was also en editor of the German  theater 

magazine Theater der Zeit 2007-2013.

chaoS anD KhaoS. laUrent chÉtoUaneS 

choreoGraPhic exPloration of tUrbUlence

In my lecture I want to talk about the dance 

piece “KHAOS” 2016, a production that was 

developed by the French-born choreographer 

and director Laurent Chétouane in cooperation 

with the Philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy. Under 

the condition that the present is today a 

synonym for crisis, this piece tries to relate 

a bodily experience of chaos not so much 

to the notion of “state of execption” but to 

understand it as an inevitable model for the 

future. How to find ways to deal with chaotic 

processes – that for example derange our 

usual ideas of space and time as metric 

entities – without relying on the politicial 

traditions of souvereignty, that have more and 

more turned out to be phamtasms?

Starting with the observation that the greek 

word “KHAOS” is much more ambivalent than 

our generally accepted “chaos”, Chétouanes 

piece uses the ancient atomic theory of 

Epicure – which implies at the same time 

an ethical understanding of the world – as a 

philosophical echo and as an inspiration for a 

strange choreography. Especially the Epicurean/

Lucretian theory of “clinamen” which has had, 

following Michel Serres, an enormous afterlive 

in modern physics of turbulence is a starting 

point for a complex exploration of vertical and 

horizontal orders that is undertaken by the 

dancing bodies themselves: “Exposed to the 

possibility of crashing, of losing, of fear and 

mourning, the dance becomes an autonomous 

doing and becoming, a state without goals or any 

predictable time axis“, Chétouane says. I want to 

discuss what this ambivalent dispositions means 

on the one hand for contemporary ways of 

subjectivation and on the other hand for todays 

possibilities of politics.

michael bachmann

UNivERSity oF GLASGow

michAEL.BAchmANN@GLASGow.Ac.UK

Dr Michael Bachmann is Lecturer in Theatre 

Studies at the School of Culture and Creative 

Arts, University of Glasgow. He has also taught 

at the universities of Vienna, Berne, Cologne, and 

Mainz, where he was Junior Professor in Theatre 

and Comparative Media Studies from 2010-2014

the DiSlocation of theatre

In recent years, calls for a spatial 

historiography and material semiotics of theatre 

(Banks, Kobialka, Knowles) have delivered 

poignant critiques of the often unacknowledged 

tendency in theatre and performance studies 

to disregard the “unstable geographies” of 

performance, e.g., the spatial contradictions 

within supposedly coherent theatre cultures or 

the localized meanings of seemingly universal 

performance practices. Within this larger 

framework, I am interested in the discursive 

formations of space that underlie such acts of 

“dis-locating” theatre. Taking “World Without 

Us” (2016) by Belgian company Ontroerend 

Goed as my starting point, I will read this 

performance, which asks us to imagine a space 

without humans, against its grain, arguing that 

it becomes paradigmatic for a genealogy of 

modern Western theatre, in which attention to 

space and to performance as a highly localised 

practice ultimately leads to its opposite: the 

“dislocation” of theatre.

Sheri anDerSon

moNmoUth UNivERSity

ShANdERS@moNmoUth.EdU

Sheri Anderson has an MFA in Stage 

Management from University of California–San 

Diego. Anderson began her Broadway career as 

the Assistant Director for the musical Play On!. 

She has subsequently worked on more than a 

dozen Broadway plays, including Phantom of 

the Opera, Little Me, and The Full Monty. Prof. 

Anderson has also worked on two national 

tours and numerous regional and off-Broadway 

productions. Her fields of interest include musical 

theater and postcolonial drama. Anderson is 

currently Assistant Director of Theatre Arts, 

Specialist Professor, and the Department Advising 

Coordinator in the Department of Music and 

Theatre Arts, Monmouth University.

bohemianS in the emPire State: a 

PoStcolonial reaDinG of Jonathan 

larSon’S rent

In their 1902 work A Short History of the 

State of New York, John Jacob Anderson and 

Alexander Clarence Flick praise New York for its 

“higher conception of state, national, and world 

citizenship,” before stating that “New York is well 

called the Empire State, therefore, not only because 

of the vastness of its resources, but because it 

so conspicuously illustrates the imperial power 

of law-abiding liberty among the people.” While 

Anderson and Flick were directly referencing the 

grand history of the state, this paper seeks to 

explore the ways in which title might also refer to 

the darker side of imperialism, in which weaker 

societies find themselves disenfranchised by a 

greater imperial power. Unlike Jay Z’s 2009 hit 

“Empire State of Mind” which views the city as 

a land of possibility, the characters of Jonathan 

Larson’s RENT find that their outsider status denies 

them the aforementioned “imperial power.”As 

such, it provides an excellent vehicle to further 

explore the notion of New York as “empire.” In 

viewing RENT through a postcolonial theoretical 

lens, we will explore such colonial constructs as 

the “ideal citizen,” the consequences of deviance 
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from societal norms, and the struggle to maintain 

individual identities while under pressure to 

adhere to the status quo of the dominant power. 

We will likewise study the roles of race, class, 

gender, sexual orientation, and health, not only 

in terms of their contributions to the characters’ 

disenfranchisement, but also as unifying factors in 

the creation of a bohemian subcommunity.

• Joint work with Molly Huber

carolina De naDai

USP

cAcAdENAdAi@GmAiL.com

Performer, researcher and dance producer, 

born in Brazil. Lives and works in São Paulo-SP. 

Acts with contemporary dance, body awareness, 

performance and creation of articulated 

proposals between academic and artistic 

environments. Developed her PhD research 

USP-Brasil and ISCTE-Portugal: Gambiarração 

gambiarration: poetics in choreographic 

composition. Made improvements in Motor 

Coordination, body awareness method and 

postural organization developed by Madame 

Béziers. She has experience in the field of 

Arts as a performer and educator with an 

emphasis on dance, mainly in research that 

relates the following topics: dance, body, 

design, performance, composition, creative 

procedures and operating modes. He is currently 

developing a series of performances based on 

the Composition method in Real Time that make 

up the practical development of his doctorate 

http://cargocollective.com/cacanadai.

GambiarraÇÃo Gambiarration: PoeticS in 

choreoGraPhic comPoSition

The hypothesis here constructed is that from 

the notion of gambiarra, gambiarração can be 

understood as a way for the body to operate 

devices for dance composition. In this way, 

it becomes relevant to think about the daily 

practices, seen in Michel de Certeau as poetic 

productions that trigger formulations about 

the immanent relations to the production of 

gambiarras, as well as make possible to perceive 

a power for the creation of procedures and 

actions directed to the artistic composition. 

Within the framework of choreographic 

compositions, the Real Time Composition 

method, developed by the portuguese 

choreographer João Fiadeiro since the beginning 

of the 1990s, and the AND Operational Mode, 

structured by the anthropologist Fernanda 

Eugénio, were responsible for sharing senses 

that compose with the subject gambiarra, 

contributing to the research in its theoretical-

practical unfolding. Thus, the notion of 

gambiarração appears as a state of action of and 

in the body, perceptions that are also ways of 

doing or of being that operate in the likeness of 

gambiarras, from the improvisation, the ability to 

act actions in real time, to deal With accidents, 

with instability and precariousness and with 

the sufficiency of what there is in a certain 

compositional circumstance. We have identified 

in the thinking of Baruch Spinoza and Gilles 

Deleuze and Félix Guattari ways of perceiving 

affection, body, experience and composition, 

which strengthen this artistic proposition.

GambiarraÇÃo: PoÉticaS  

em comPoSiÇÃo coreoGráfica

A hipótese aqui construída é que a partir da noção 

de gambiarra, pode-se entender a gambiarração 

como um modo do corpo operar dispositivos para a 

composição em dança. Deste modo, se faz relevante 

pensar acerca das práticas cotidianas, vistas em 

Michel de Certeau como produções poéticas que 

desencadeiam formulações acerca das relações 

imanentes à produção de gambiarras, assim como 

possibilitam perceber uma potência para a criação de 

procedimentos e ações voltados à composição artística. 

No âmbito das composições coreográficas, o método 

de Composição em Tempo Real, em desenvolvimento 

pelo coreógrafo português João Fiadeiro desde o 

início da década de 1990, e o Modo Operativo AND, 

estruturado pela antropóloga Fernanda Eugénio, 

foram os responsáveis por partilharem sentidos que 

compõem com o tema gambiarra, contribuindo para 

a pesquisa em seu desdobramento teórico-prático. 

Assim, a noção de gambiarração surge como um 

estado-ação do e no corpo, percepções que são 

também modos de fazer ou de ser que operam à 

semelhança das gambiarras, a partir do improviso, da 

capacidade de agenciar ações em tempo real, de lidar 

com acidentes, com a instabilidade e precariedade 

e com a suficiência daquilo que há em determinada 

circunstância compositiva. Identificamos no 

pensamento de Baruch Spinoza e Gilles Deleuze e Félix 

Guattari modos de perceber afetos, corpo, experiência 

e composição, que fortalecem essa proposição artística.

iPoJUcan Pereira Da SilVa

USP

iPojUcAN22@hotmAiL.com

Actor, director and professor of Acting, 

Theory, Physical Theatre and Masks. Bachelor, 

Master and Doctor in Performing Arts at 

the School of Communication and Arts of 

University of São Paulo USP. It developed a 

doctoral research on Spatial Masking, which 

includes the Physical Theatre, Contemporary 

Dance, Performance and the Puppets and 

Masks Theatre. It working with performing arts 

in São Paulo since 1992, leads in recent years 

the Theater Group Isla Madrasta, in which 

develops a focused research work on the actors 

body as the center of creation, combined with 

physical languages such as Puppets and Masks 

Theatre, Clown, Commedia dell Art, Mime etc.

the SPace aS folD: boDy,  

maSK anD maSKinG

It is from the coexistence between materials 

of such diverse natures such as the actor and 

scenic space that projects of staging are based 

on. When we observe the dialogue between 

spatiality and performativity, there comes the 

possibility of considering the relation between 

the plasticity of the body and space as a possible 

axis of exploration of the actor’s work, here called 

Spatial Masking. Mask and masking may end up 

having the same idea, but can also be seen from 

different points of view: besides being the cause 

of the absence/presence of the body, masking 

has also the possibility to connect quickly and 

intensely to the territory of performativity.
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For the spatial masking the space is not a 

different nature of the body, nor is it the absence 

of impenetrable substances, as if it were an 

entity that isolates and separates the visible 

elements. It is the investigation of the spatiality 

emanating from both organisms and scenic 

materialities, as affects and fields of forces, or 

as more subtle unfoldings of dense materials. 

The scenic space would operate this way in a 

continuous flow of spatialitiy folds.

Even though they are present in different 

parts of the stage environment, the scenic ele-

ments are connected in an exchange of affect 

between the audience and the stage, setting 

up a recursive structure, which incessantly 

returns upon itself in a feedback process, and 

that causes the space to bend, configuring a 

privileged place for the development of the 

subject’s relationships with the world. To 

observe the staging as a system of organic and 

non-organic folds that continually interpenetrate 

in creating the scenic environment seems to be 

a good proposition, not only to think about the 

theatrical writing but also to relativize the work 

of the contemporary actor.

Keywords: fold, space, body, masking.

o eSPaÇo como Dobra: corPo, máScara e 

maScaramento

É da coexistência entre materiais de naturezas 

tão diversas, que são o ator e o espaço cênico, 

que se fundam os projetos de encenação. Ao se 

lançar um olhar para o diálogo entre espacialidade 

e performatividade, surge a possibilidade de se 

observar a relação entre a plasticidade do corpo 

e do espaço como um eixo possível de exploração 

do ofício do ator, denominado de Mascaramento 

Espacial. Máscara e mascaramento podem vir a 

significar a mesma ideia, mas podem também 

serem encarados de pontos de vista diferentes: 

para além de apenas provocar a ausência/

presença do corpo, o mascaramento tem a 

ainda a possibilidade de nos conectar rápida e 

intensamente ao território da performatividade.

Para o mascaramento espacial o espaço não 

é de natureza diversa do corpo, e tampouco é a 

ausência de matéria impenetrável, como se fosse 

um ente que isola e separa os elementos visíveis. 

Trata-se de investigar a espacialidade emanada, 

tanto dos organismos quanto das materialidades 

cênicas, como afetos e campos de forças 

manifestos, ou ainda como desdobramentos mais 

sutis da matéria densa. O espaço cênico operaria 

dessa maneira segundo um fluxo contínuo de 

dobras espacialidades. 

Os elementos cênicos se conectam embora 

estejam em diferentes pontos do ambiente, 

num intercâmbio de afetos entre a plateia e o 

palco, configurando uma estrutura recursiva, 

que retorna incessantemente sobre si mesma 

num processo de realimentação, e que provoca 

a dobragem dos espaços, configurando um lugar 

privilegiado para o desenvolvimento de relações 

do sujeito com o mundo. Observar a encenação 

como um sistema de dobras orgânicas e não-

orgânicas que se interpenetram continuamente 

na criação do ambiente cênico parece ser uma 

boa proposição, não só para se pensar a escritura 

teatral como também para relativizar o trabalho 

do ator contemporâneo. 

Palavras-chave: dobra, espaço,  

corpo, mascaramento

claUDia mUller SachS 

UFRGS

cLAUdiASAchS@tERRA.com.BR

Doctorate and Master in Theater at UDESC 

University of the State of Santa Catarina. She 

works as an actress, director and theater teacher, 

with emphasis on acting, body movement 

and improvisation. She studied at the École 

International de Thèatre Jacques Lecoq 1992/93. 

Research on how certain practices based on the 

pedagogy of Jacques Lecoq contribute to the 

development of the imagination of the actor and 

to the productions of collaborative theater with 

the emphasis on the actor as author. Ministered 

the extension course “Painting in Lecoq: 

Composition from Motion in Space” at UFRGS. 

Postdoc scholarship PNPD holder at the PPGAC 

- Postgraduate Program in Performing Arts, 

UFRGS. She is currently Adjunct Professor A at 

the Department of Dramatic Art at the Federal 

University of Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS. Artistic 

name: Claudia Sachs

the yoUnG theater artiSt in a DominateD 

braZil: creatiVe ProceSSeS from manifeStoS

The year 2016 was marked by radical political 

and social changes in Brazil. The popular 

demonstrations against and in favor of the 

impeachment that led to the overthrow of 

the elected president, as well as the Occupy 

Movement of public schools and universities left 

deep marks on those who participated in them. 

I propose here the evaluation of a moment that 

followed the occupations in our department of 

dramatic art at UFRGS. Back in the classroom we 

proposed a 7-day experience of practical meetings in 

which the teachers of body, voice and acting joined 

to recover the interrupted semester. We suggested 

that each student bring a written manifesto from 

which to build a scene. Thus, we had the opportunity 

to get to know the anxieties of each one, creating 

a space for different aesthetics and themes, a 

privileged locus to analyze some trends of the young 

Brazilian artists. I highlight some of the recurring 

themes, such as feminism, multi-sexuality, disbelief in 

politics and even in human beings, among others, to 

establish relationships between art, subjectivity and 

contemporaneity. 

Keywords: subjectivity impeachment occupation 

creation process

o JoVem artiSta De teatro nUm braSil 

DominaDo: ProceSSoS criatiVoS a Partir De 

manifeStoS

O ano de 2016 foi marcado por mudanças políticas e 

sociais radicais no Brasil. As manifestações populares 

contra e a favor do impeachment que acarretou 

na derrubada da presidente eleita, assim como o 

Movimento de Ocupação das escolas e universidades 

públicas deixaram marcas profundas naqueles que 

delas participaram. Proponho aqui a avaliação de 

um momento que se seguiu às ocupações em nosso 

departamento de arte dramática da UFRGS. De volta 

à sala de aula propusemos uma vivência de 7 dias de 

encontros práticos nos quais as professoras de corpo, 

voz e atuação se juntaram para recuperar o semestre 

interrompido. Sugerimos que cada aluno trouxesse um 

manifesto escrito a partir do qual construiria uma cena. 

Assim, tivemos a oportunidade de conhecer as ânsias de 

cada um, suscitando um espaço para diferentes estéticas 

e temas, um locus privilegiado para analisar algumas 
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tendências do jovem artista brasileiro. Saliento 

alguns dos temas que foram recorrentes, como do 

feminismo, da multi sexualidade, da descrença na 

política e mesmo no ser humano, entre outros, para 

estabelecer relações entre arte, subjetividade e 

contemporaneidade.

Palavras-chave: subjetividade impeachment 

ocupação processo de criação

maria celina Gil

USP 

mARiAcELiNA.GiL04@GmAiL.com

Maria Celina Gil, brasileira e estudante do 

Mestrado no Programa de Pós-Graduação em 

Artes Cênicas da ECA-USP. Formada em Cinema 

pela FAAP e Letras pela FFLCH-USP

textileS anD memory: hanDmaDe anD 

embroiDery on coStUmeS

Embroidery is a very popular everyday art in 

Brazil and has a close relationship, not only with 

oral tradition, but also with a construction of a 

collective memory. Most of the people have a 

personal tale connected to their memories, in 

which embroidery stands at a central position. 

When used in costumes, embroidery is more 

than just a decorative piece: it is also narrative 

in a certain way. In view of this relation between 

the textiles and the memory, this presentation 

will explore how this relation is expressed in 

its process of making and in its final result and 

relation with the audience. Some contemporary 

Brazilian artists have been using the technique 

as key to create personal universes and poetics. 

One of the most popular artists using the textiles 

in a very particular way is Gabriel Villela. On 

this presentation, as a visual complement, 

some examples of different uses of embroidery 

techniques from Villela’s costumes will be shown. 

oS tÊxteiS e a memÓria: o trabalho manUal 

e o borDaDo no traJe De cena

O bordado é uma arte cotidiana muito popular no 

Brasil e guarda estreita relação, não só com a tradição 

oral, como com a construção de uma memória 

coletiva. A grande maioria das pessoas possui alguma 

história pessoal, ligada às suas lembranças, que tem 

o bordado como elemento central. Quando está 

presente no traje de cena, o bordado se mostra não só 

como elemento decorativo, mas também narrativo. 

Pensando nessa relação entre os têxteis e a memória, 

essa apresentação explorará como essa relação 

se expressa nos trajes de cena, tanto no processo 

de feitura quanto no resultado final e na relação 

estabelecida com o público. Alguns artistas brasileiros 

contemporâneos têm usado a técnica como peça 

chave para a criação de universos e poéticas próprias. 

Um dos artistas mais conhecidos que explora os 

têxteis de maneira particular é Gabriel Villela. Nessa 

apresentação, para embasar as afirmações teóricas, 

serão apresentados alguns exemplos de possíveis 

usos do bordado – para além da simples decoração de 

trajes – a partir de sua obra.

iZabela brochaDo

UNB

izABELABRochAdo@GmAiL.com

Izabela Brochado is a researcher, theater 

director and permanent professor of the 

Department of Performing Arts at the University 

of Brasília, where she coordinates the Laboratory 

of Puppet and Animated Theater, created in 2001.

Her thesis, Mamulengo Puppet Theater in the 

Socio-Cultural Context of Twentieth-Century 

Brazil Trinnity College Dublin – 2005 is a 

historical and aesthetic study of the Brazilian 

Northeastern puppet tradition.

From 2008 to 2014, she coordinated the 

Process of Registration of the Northeastern 

Puppet Theater as Cultural Heritage of Brazil 

within the National Historical and Artistic 

Heritage Institute - IPHAN - Ministry of Culture.

In 2012, she became part of the Trapusteros 

Teatro, directed by Marcos Pena Spain. Within 

Trapusteros she directed Contos Escolhidos 

2013 and translate and directed the Portuguese 

versions of the shows Este Conto não é meu 

2012 e Uma História Simples 2013. The group 

has been participated in several puppet festivals 

both in Latin American and European countries.

She is part of the editorial board of Moin-

Móin – Revista de Estudos sobre Teatro de 

Formas Animadas and has published many 

articles and book chapters focusing on 

puppetry and theatre education. 

In 2016 she became part of the Unima 

Union Internationale de la Marionnette 

Research Commission.

braZilian PoPUlar PUPPet theater - 

mamUlenGo, babaU, JoÃo reDonDo anD 

caSSimiro coco aS an intanGible heritaGe: 

what that meanS?

Mamulengo is a puppet theatre tradition of 

Pernambuco, that seems to have originated 

about two centuries ago, and even today it 

remains a significant form of entertainment 

for the people of the Northeast region, and an 

affirmation their cultural identity. 

From Pernambuco, this puppet theatre 

spread to others northeastern states acquiring 

particular features and different names. It 

is called Babau in the state of Paraiba João 

Redondo in Rio Grande do Norte and Cassimiro 

Côco in Ceará. 

Considering the fact that from the 1980s, 

this part of Brazilian culture had suffered 

considerable decline in its original ways of 

production and circulation, the Brazilian Puppet 

Theater Association asked the Historical and 

Artistic National Institute to open a registration 

process of the Northeastern Popular Puppet 

Theatre as part of Brazil’s intangible heritage. On 

March 2015, the Consultative Council of Cultural 

Heritage of Brazil endorsed the process. 

In terms of patrimony, the Brazilian Northeastern 

Popular Puppet Theater is part of the social life 

of a community, linked to other aspects that 

characterize it as such. At the same time, it is in 

dialogue with puppet theater forms that are located 

in the field of “the Arts”, and are recognized as 

predominantly artistic events within the context of 

other urban arts. So, some questions arise: how do 

these two forms and their variations coexist and/

or conflict? How does this popular puppet theater, 
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whether in its traditional or more contemporary 

form, relate to the theater segment included in 

the field of performing arts? The answers to these 

questions are complex, since the dynamics of 

the present time dislocate categories which were 

once solid and fixed, by bringing new spaces and 

configurations which make categorization more 

difficult. Those are the points that will be discussed 

in the propose article.

Keywords: Puppet theater. Intangible heritage. 

Brazilian culture

mamUlenGo, babaU, JoÃo reDonDo anD 

caSSimiro coco - Patrimônio imaterial Do 

braSil: o qUe iSSo SiGnifica?

Mamulengo é um teatro de bonecos popular do 

Brasil e embora não existam informações precisas 

sobre o assunto, ele parece ter se originado em 

Pernambuco há cerca de dois séculos e, ainda 

hoje, continua a ser uma forma significativa de 

entretenimento e forte elo de identidade cultural.

De Pernambuco, essa forma teatral realizada 

com bonecos espalhou-se para outros estados do 

Nordeste, adquirindo características particulares 

 e nomes diversos. É chamado Babau na Paraíba 

João Redondo no Rio Grande do Norte e Cassimiro 

Côco no Ceará. 

Considerando que, a partir da década de 

1980, essa expressão cultural sofreu um declínio 

considerável em seus modos originais de 

produção e circulação, a Associação Brasileira 

de Teatro de Bonecos solicitou ao Instituto de 

Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional – 

IPHAN que abrisse um processo de registro do 

Teatro de bonecos Popular do Nordeste Parte 

como patrimônio imaterial do Brasil. Em março 

de 2015, o Conselho Consultivo do Patrimônio 

Cultural do Brasil aprovou o processo.

Como um patrimônio, o TBPN está inserido na 

vida social das comunidades, articulado aos demais 

aspectos que o caracterizam como tal. Ao mesmo 

tempo, ele está em diálogo com as formas de 

teatro de bonecos que se localizam no campo “das 

artes” e que são reconhecidas como manifestações 

predominantemente artísticas, inseridas no contexto 

das outras artes urbanas. Como essas duas ‘formas’ 

e suas variações convivem ou entram em conflito? 

Como esse teatro ‘popular’, seja o tradicional ou o 

‘urbano’, relaciona-se com o segmento do teatro 

inserido no campo das artes cênicas e/ou das 

manifestações e expressões populares? As respostas 

a estas perguntas são complexas, uma vez que 

a própria dinâmica dos tempos atuais desloca 

categorias antes sólidas e fixas, inserindo nos novos 

espaços configurações nas quais antigos conceitos 

e categorizações já não servem. São esses os pontos 

discutidos no artigo proposto.

Palavras-chave: Teatro de bonecos popular. 

Patrimônio imaterial. Cultura brasileira.

weSlley fontenele 

UERj

wESLLEy.FoNtENELE@hotmAiL.com

Weslley Fontenele is a brazilian actor, theater 

director and researcher born in Piauí, northeast 

of Brazil. He published some academic articles, 

acted in many plays and directed the play Sofia 

-35 about a fictional brazilian transvestite from 

the state of Ceará. He holds a degree in Theater 

from UNIRIO University of the State of Rio de 

Janeiro with the final work “First steps towards 

Étienne Decrouxs Corporeal Mime: scene and 

pedagogy”. He was sponsered by the Ministry of 

Culture of Brazil with the scholarship “Connection 

Culture Exchange” 2014, by wich he was resident 

artist at HANGAR - Centre de producció i recerca 

darts visuals of Barcelona and exchange student 

at MOVEO - International School of Corporeal 

Mime of Barcelona. He studied Specialization in 

Arts Education at Cândido Mendes University and 

currently does a Master of Arts at UERJ University 

of Rio de Janeiro with the research project Raízes do 

Nordeste Group and Berra Boi play: identities in the 

theater of Piauí”. He has experience in the Arts area, 

having interest especially in the following subjects: 

Pedagogy Popular Culture and History of Brazilian 

Theater out of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.

raÍZeS Do norDeSte GroUP anD berra boi Play: 

iDentity anD alterity in the theater of PiaUÍ

The Bumba-meu-boi is seen by Mário de 

Andrade 1982 as one of the brazilian dramatic 

dances. The researcher Tácito Borralho 2012 

analyzes the Bumba-meu-boi, perceiving it as a 

theatrical manifestation, which presents mixed 

techniques, such as the Theater of Animation. Aci 

Campelo 2001, a director, playwright and historian 

from the brazilian state of Piauí, points to the search 

for an identity and to the need to find out what 

would be the heritage of the Theater produced in 

Piauí. The state has many groups of Bumba-meu-

boi that work intensively and continuously during 

the year. This is the case of Nova Fazendinha, which 

performs in the city of Parnaíba the presentation 

of the death and resurrection of a bull, involving 

dozens of people around the ritual-spectacle-

party and bringing together approximately forty 

thousand people during the June presentations. 

That research presents the production of the 

groups of Bumba-meu-boi from Piauí, focusing 

on Nova Fazendinha, and on the play Berra Boi 

of the dance-theater group Raízes do Nordeste, 

created in exchange with Nova Fazendinha, as 

an alternative to the standard historiography 

that emphasizes the inexistence of a continued 

theater production in the state. It is not a matter 

of restricting Bumba-meu-boi and the production 

of these artistic groups to the Theater field, but of 

perceiving them at the crossroads of the Theater, 

as Tácito Borralho defended of the dramatic 

dances, as Mario de Andrade said and even of the 

Folklore. This not folklorized i.e., not crystallized 

as Torquato Neto 1968 also wanted.

GrUPo raÍZeS Do norDeSte e eSPetácUlo 

berra boi: iDentiDaDe e alteriDaDe no 

teatro Do PiaUÍ

O Bumba-meu-boi é visto por Mário de Andrade 

1982 como uma das danças dramáticas brasileiras. 

O pesquisador maranhese Tácito Borralho 2012 

analisa o Bumba-meu-boi, percebendo-o enquanto 

manifestação teatral, que apresenta técnicas 

mistas, como a do Teatro de Animação. O diretor, 

dramaturgo e historiador piauiense Aci Campelo 

2001 aponta para a busca de uma identidade e 

para a necessidade de encontrar qual seria a herança 

do Teatro produzido no Piauí. O estado apresenta 

inúmeros grupos de Bumba-meu-boi que trabalham 

de forma intensiva e continuada ao logo de todo o 

ano. É o caso do Nova Fazendinha, que realiza na 

cidade de Parnaíba a apresentação da morte e da 

ressurreição do boi, envolvendo dezenas de pessoas 
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tradicionais, o cânone no qual foi situado, para 

ser relido como uma exposição crítica e histórica 

da época em que viveu, introduzindo diálogos 

com um público à espera de outros aspectos 

da obra do autor, que não sejam as mesmas de 

sempre: autobiográficos, psicologizantes e autos 

de moralidade.

Palavras-chave: Tennessee Williams - realismo 

psicológico - Dramaturgia norte-americana

mariela lamberti De abreU

UNivERSidAdE EStAdUAL dE mARiNGá

mARiELALAmBERti@GmAiL.com

Graduada em Psicologia pela Universidade 

Estadual de Maringá - UEM 2008, pós graduada 

pela mesma instituição em Intervenções 

Sistêmicas, com monografia sobre o tema 

Narrativas e Auto-Narrativas no Teatro. 

Mestranda no Programa de Pós Graduação de 

Artes Cênicas pela Escola de Comunicações e 

Artes ECA na Universidade de São Paulo USP 

com orientação do Prof. Dr. Ferdinando Crepalde 

Martins. Como atriz trabalhou em núcleos de 

pesquisa no Teatro Universitário de Maringá de 

2002 até 2011, com estudos de textos, montagens 

e oficinas, e na companhia Circo Teatro Sem Lona 

PR. Nestes grupos exerceu também a função 

de educadora e diretora, ministrando oficinas 

vinculadas à UniversidadeEstadual de Maringá 

de interpretação, jogos dramáticos, circo e teatro 

contemporâneo, Em São Paulo participou de 

diversas oficinas sobre a cena contemporânea, 

teatro documentário, performance, método 

Suzuki e Viewpoints, Interpretação Realista para 

appreciation and even the political context of 

several themes arranged in his work not only as 

adornments or superficialities. These visions, 

which go beyond psychological realism, are 

shown from the succinct analysis of some of his 

works, which shows how much the Tennessee 

Williams´ Theater must be taken from the 

traditional principles, the canon in which it was 

situated, to be reread as a critical and historical 

exposition of the time in which he lived, 

introducing dialogues with an audience waiting 

for other aspects of the authors work, which 

are not the same as always: autobiographical, 

psychologizing, and morality.

Keywords: Tennessee Williams - psychological 

realism - North-American Dramaturgy

alÉm Do “realiSmo PSicolÓGico”: aS 

qUeStÕeS SociaiS e hiStÓricaS na obra  

De tenneSSee williamS

Este artigo procura revelar criticamente como é a 

leitura hegemônica da obra de Tennessee Williams 

no Brasil e nos Estados Unidos, tradicionalmente 

vista como psicologizante e autobiográfica. 

Contornos históricos, sociais e políticos são, 

geralmente, negligenciados, diminuindo dimensões 

críticas de sua dramaturgia. Discute-se como esta 

visão restringe consideravelmente o conjunto de 

obras do dramaturgo, desdenhando sua apreciação 

social e histórica e, inclusive, o contexto político 

dediversos temas dispostos em sua obra não 

apenas como adornos ou superficialidades. Estas 

visões, que vão além do realismo psicológico, são 

mostradas a partir da análise sucinta de algumas 

de suas obras, o que mostra o quanto o teatro de 

Tennessee Williamsdeve ser tirado dos princípios 

heroines usually performing acts of comedy 

and drama from everyday life. The aim of this 

presentation is to briefly analyse some popular 

forms of Brazilian puppetry in its relations to 

a wider context of specifically political theatre 

such as the one performed by Peter Schumanns 

Bread an Puppet Theater, starting from the 

tradition of Punch and Pulcinella to Russian agit-

prop Petrushka and Bread and Puppets Kasperle.

Keywords: Puppetry Mamulengo  

Punch Petrushka

lUiS marcio arnaUt De toleDo

UNivERSity oF São PAULo

SP.vi@hotmAiL.com

Actor and Educator, graduated at Faculdade 

Paulista de Artes FPA, Luis Marcio Arnaut is also 

a Civil Engineer, Specialist in Energy and Master in 

Buildings Construction. With a post-graduate degree 

in Theater-Education, holds a PhD in Performing 

Arts at University of São Paulo ECA-USP

beyonD PSycholoGical realiSm: the 

Social anD hiStorical iSSUeS in tenneSSee 

williamS´PlayS

This paper reveals critically the hegemonic 

reading of Tennessee Williams plays in Brazil 

and the United States, traditionally seen as 

psychologizing and autobiographical. Historical, 

social, and political contours are often 

neglected, diminishing critical dimensions of 

his dramaturgy. It is discussed how this view 

restricts considerably the set of works of the 

playwright, disdaining his social and historical 

em torno da festa-ritual-espetáculo e reunindo 

aproximadamente quarenta mil pessoas durantes 

as apresentações juninas. Esta pesquisa apresenta 

a produção dos coletivos de Bumba-meu-boi do 

Piauí, com foco no Grupo Nova Fazendinha, e no 

espetáculo Berra Boi do grupo de teatro-dança Raízes 

do Nordeste, criado em intercâmbio com o primeiro, 

como alternativa para a historiografia padrão que 

enfatiza a inexistência de uma produção teatral 

perene no estado. Não se trata de restringir o Bumba-

meu-boi e a produção destes coletivos ao domínio 

do Teatro, mas de percebê-los na encruzilhada do 

Teatro, como defendeu Tácito Borralho das danças 

dramáticas, como definiu Mário de Andrade e até 

mesmo do Folclore. No entanto, não folclorizado ou 

seja, não cristalizado como disse o também piauiense 

Torquato Neto 1968.

mayUmi ilari

USP

mAyUmi_iLARi@yAhoo.com

Professor of English and American Literatures 

at University of São Paulo, Brazil, since 2009. 

Department of Modern Languages, English Area, 

Faculty of Philosophy, Languages and Social 

Sciences. Research in the field of Drama Studies, 

English and American Contemporary Theatre.

PUPPetry anD inSUrrection  

in braZilian theatre 

A member of Mr Punchs worldwide folk 

puppet family, Mamulengo is a Brazilian 

traditional and popular puppet show that tells 

lively stories featuring familiar heroes and 
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positive, Edgar died after an intense legal battle for 

his health insurance, so it would cover the expenses 

of his treatment against AIDS, setting precedents for 

the rights of patients in Brazil. From the perspective 

of gender and sexuality studies, the intention is 

to rebuild dimensions of his social experience 

elucidating at the same time, the interrelationship 

between politics and culture and the possibilities for 

social transformation through theatrical practice. In 

this sense, understanding the connection between 

urban space, cultural production and the expression 

of sexuality is crucial to the comprehension of the 

story of Edgar Gurgel Aranha.

Keywords: Gender, Aids, Brazilian Theatre

Um corPo fora De foco: eDGar GUrGel  

aranha, homoSSexUaliDaDe e aiDS 

 no teatro braSileiro

Esta Pesquisa tem por objetivo deter-se sobre a 

trajetória do ator Edgar Gurgel Aranha 1937-1990 

a partir da produção teatral brasileira feita durante 

a Ditadura Militar nas cidades do Rio de Janeiro e 

São Paulo. Aluno da Escola de Arte Dramática da 

USP, o ator viveu de perto o engajamento político de 

alguns setores da intelectualidade e da classe artística 

brasileiras, atuando em espetáculos como O Rei da 

Vela e Navalha na Carne ao lado de nomes importantes 

como Jairo Arco e Flexa e José Celso Martinez Corrêa. 

Portador do vírus HIV, Edgar faleceu após uma intensa 

batalha na Justiça para que sua seguradorade saúde 

cobrisse os gastos com seu tratamento contra a AIDS, 

abrindo precedentes para os direitos dos pacientes no 

Brasil. Sob a ótica dos estudos de gênero e sexualidade, 

pretende-se reconstruir dimensões de sua experiência 

social que elucidem, ao mesmo tempo, a inter-

relação entre política e cultura e as possibilidades de 

pensamentos representam uma contribuição 

teórica fundamental na tarefa de levar a 

cabo o alargamento da compreensão do que 

designamos por teatro feminista.

carolina De melo ferrareSi

UNivERSidAdE dE São PAULo

cARoLiNA.FERRARESi@UoL.com.BR

Mestranda em Artes Cênicas pela 

Universidade de São Paulo USP, bacharel 

em Direito pela Faculdade de Direito de São 

Bernardo do Campo 2006, e técnica em 

Arte Dramática pela Fundação das Artes de 

São Caetano do Sul 2012. Tem experiência 

na área de Artes Cênicas, com ênfase em 

interpretação teatral, dublagem, processos 

de criação e estudos de gênero e sexualidade. 

Atualmente é dubladora, intérprete, dramaturga 

e pesquisadora do Coletivo Burla de Teatro.

a boDy withoUt a focUS: eDGar GUrGel 

aranha, homoSSexUality anD aiDS in 

braZilian theatre

This research aims to dissert on the trajectory of 

the actor Edgar Gurgel Aranha 1937-1990 starting 

from the Brazilian theater production made during 

the military dictatorship in the cities of Rio de 

Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Student at the School of 

Dramatic Arts EAD - USP, the actor lived closely 

the political engagement of some sections of 

the Brazilian intelligentsia and the artistic class, 

performing in plays such as O Rei da Vela and 

Navalha na Carne alongside big names like Jairo 

Arco e Flexa and José Celso Martinez Corrêa. HIV 

deTeatro. In order to assist the analysis of object, 

mainly as a methodological proposition, we will 

use the concept of “post-dramatic theater”, 

proposed by Hans- Thies Lehmann, considering 

that these thoughts represent a fundamental 

theoretical contribution necessary to carry out 

the assignment of enlarging the understanding 

of what we call feminist theater.

Do amor à hiSteria: Uma análiSe acerca Do 

lÉxico teatro feminiSta na PeÇa hySteria 

Do GrUPo xix De teatro.

O presente estudo visa debruçar-se 

sobre o conceito de teatro feminista e suas 

reverberações a partir da análise de um 

espetáculo contemporâneo, de modo a 

perceber a quantidade de elementos teatrais, 

tanto do ponto de vista do conteúdo quanto 

da forma, que são influenciados pelos papéis 

desempenhados pelas mulheres no teatro 

e de suas representações, na esteira das 

teorias feministas da contemporaneidade. 

A fim de discutir a abrangência do conceito 

teatro feminista, utilizaremos a obra teórica 

das pesquisadoras Maria Brígida de Miranda, 

Elza Cunha de Vincenzo, Lúcia Romano, 

Lizbeth Goodman e Jill Dolan que discorrem 

sobre este tema. Para também não deixar de 

fazer ressoar a presente discussão teórica 

no plano da prática teatral, analisaremos a 

obra teatral Hysteria, do Grupo XIX de Teatro.

De forma a auxiliar a análise do objeto, 

principalmente como proposição metodológica, 

utilizaremos o conceito de teatro político e 

de teatro pós-dramático, proposto por Hans-

Thies Lehmann, por considerar que estes 

teatro, Interpretação para Cinema, entre outros. 

Foi produtora de cinema na empresa Bela 

Filmes, onde produziu o longa metragem 

Hamlet de Cristiano Burlan. Atuou como 

produtora teatral das peças A vida dos 

Homens Infames - São Paulo 2014, e Josefina 

Canta- São Paulo 2015. Sócio-fundadora do 

Estúdio Colordrama junto com o videomaker 

e diretor dearte Luís Gustavo Meneguetti, 

trabalhando como atriz, pesquisadora e 

produtora em projetos relacionados a teatro, 

cinema e artes visuais. Professora convidada 

na Academia Internacional de Cinema AIC 

no curso técnico FilmWork. Atriz nos longa-

metragens: No Vazio da Noite e Antes do 

Fim de Cristiano Burlan Círculo do Amor de 

Marcelo Sakabe.

from loVe to hySteria: an analySiS on the 

concePt of feminiSt theater in the Play 

hySteria of GrUPo xix.

The present study aims to discuss the concept 

of the feminist theater and its reverberations 

based on an analysis of a theatrical show, 

pointing the quantity of theatrical elements, 

from both perspectives, form and content - 

which are influenced by the roles played by 

women in theater and its representations 

- based on contemporary feminist theory. In 

order to discuss the scope of the “feminist 

theater” concept , we will use the theoretical 

work of researchers Maria Brigida Miranda , 

Elza Cunha de Vincenzo, Lizbeth Goodman and 

Jill Dolan. To echo the theoretical discussion in 

terms of theatrical practice, we will also analyze 

a theatrical works Hysteria, from Grupo XIX 
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the courses at the integrated secondary level 

in Communication and Arts and Performing 

Actor of the State College of Paraná from 2003 

to 2010. She provided services in the SAREH 

- Hospital Escolarização At the Waldemar 

Monastier Childrens Hospital from 2011 to 2016. 

She was director of the Amador Theater Group 

at the Campo Largo Cultural House 2014/2015. 

She has been a professor at the Education 

Department of the State of Paraná since 1998, 

currently has a 20-hour release for studies. She 

has a Masters degree in Theater from UDESC, 

with research in Theater, Society and Scenic 

Creation. Research interest areas: NURSING 

AND MEDICINE BASED ON SIMULATIONS 

Work of the actor / actress.

attraction anD actor worK  

on SimUlation ScenarioS

This communication is a part of the masters 

research on THEATER PRACTICES IN THE 

COURSES OF MEDICINE AND NURSING and 

will address the work of the actress and the actor 

in a hospital learning environment. It will start 

by presenting the practice named Simulation 

that is supported by specific laws that guide and 

guarantee this new methodology of teaching 

/ learning in medical and nursing graduations. 

Among the techniques of Simulation, will be 

presented those that use practices coming from 

the theater such as scenarios, scripts, scene 

assembly, characterization of characters, artists 

and dolls. According to Quilici 2012, page 31: 

according to the new guidelines, several health 

graduations have had or have to modify teaching 

practice, especially in medical and nursing 

articulação entre diferentes esferas do campo 

teatral: a formação de atores, o ensino do teatro 

e a criação artística. Tais ações operaram como 

processos formativos e investigativos para os 

atores, ao mesmo tempo que proporcionaram 

às crianças experiências nas quais elas puderam 

se apropriar da linguagem teatral por meio da 

atuação em contextos ficcionais complexos que 

tinham ressonância com suas próprias realidades 

sócio-étnico-culturais. A busca por realizar 

processos artísticos que associem a pedagogia 

do ator, a aprendizagem do teatro e a experiência 

cênica surge como um desdobramento prático de 

ideias e fenômenos que foram investigados em 

pesquisas teóricas realizadas anteriormente e 

publicadas no livro Isto não é um ator: O teatro da 

Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio 2016, tais como a noção 

de pedagogia reversa, os modos de ser e estar na 

criança em cena, as novas identidades artísticas 

da cena contemporânea e os limites e as fronteiras 

entre a criação artística e a pedagogia.

raqUel maStey 

UdESc

RAqUELmAStEy@BoL.com.BR

Rachel Mastey holds a Bachelors Degree 

in Theater from the Faculty of Arts of Paraná 

2007 and a Bachelors Degree in Performing 

Arts from the Faculty of Arts of Paraná 2000. 

Specialization in Art Education FAP-2003 

and Health for Elementary and Middle School 

Teachers, by the Department of Nursing 

UFPR 2013. She was a professor of technical 

disciplines, theater director and coordinator of 

articulation between different spheres of the 

theatrical field such as the training of actors, 

theater teaching and artistic creation was a 

peculiar aspect of these experiments carried 

out in the scope of the postdoctoral research 

developed at the Federal University of Ouro 

Preto. Such actions, worked as training and 

investigative processes for the actors, provided 

the children with acting experiences in complex 

fictional contexts that resonated with their 

own socio-ethno-cultural realities. The search 

for artistic processes that associate actors 

pedagogy, theater learning, and performing 

experience emerges as a practical unfolding of 

ideas and phenomena that were investigated in 

previous theoretical researches and published in 

the book Isto não é um ator: O teatro da Socìetas 

Raffaello Sanzio 2016, such as the notion of 

reverse pedagogy, the ways of being child on 

stage, new artistic identities in the contemporary 

scene and the limits and borders between 

artistic creation and pedagogy.

atoreS, PerformerS e crianÇaS  

em ParceriaS artÍSticaS: articUlaÇÕeS 

entre a formaÇÃo Do ator, o enSino  

Do teatro a criaÇÃo artÍStica

Este trabalho aborda a noção de prática 

como pesquisa no contexto de uma série de 

experimentos cênicos que promoveram parcerias 

artísticas entre atores, performers e crianças da 

educação infantil de uma escola pública na cidade 

de Ouro Preto Brasil nos anos de 2015 e 2016. A 

peculiaridade destes experimentos, realizados no 

âmbito da pesquisa de pós-doutorado realizado 

na Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto, está na 

transformação social por meio da prática teatral. 

Nesse sentido, entender a conexão entre o espaço 

urbano, a produção cultural e a manifestação da 

sexualidade é crucial à compreensão da trajetória de 

Edgar Gurgel Aranha.

meliSSa ferreira

UdESc

mELLUNAR@hotmAiL.com

Melissa Ferreira is a director, actress, 

performer, researcher and professor at the 

University of the State of Santa Catarina, 

in the field of Performing Arts. She holds a 

PhD in Theater UDESC - University of the 

State of Santa Catarina. She is the author 

of the book Isto não é um ator: O teatro da 

Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio Perspectiva, 2016. 

As an artist, she participated in festivals in 

Brazil, Costa Rica, Germany and Italy. She 

is cofounder of Cria - Collective of Theater, 

Education and Gender. In her current research, 

she investigates articulations between theater 

pedagogy, actor training, and artistic creation.

actorS, PerformerS anD chilDren in artiStic 

PartnerShiPS: articUlationS between the 

traininG of the actor, theater teachinG anD 

artiStic creation

This work approaches the notion of practice 

as research in the context of a series of scenic 

experiments that promoted artistic partnerships 

between actors, performers and children in early 

childhood education of a public school in the 

city of Ouro Preto Brazil in 2015 and 2016. The 
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TYA, which in return affects the conditions of 

production and reception. In particular, there 

is a perceived notion that these imports are 

necessarily ‘better’ than local productions.

My intention in this paper is to examine the 

contested and messy space of local TYA that cuts 

across education, art making and nation building in 

relation to western imports. Rather than defining 

the extreme polarities- the ugly side of commercial 

capitalism and the other as emancipatory- I am 

interested in finding ways to negotiate the tricky 

terrain and to find new ways to think through 

structures of power, patterns of consumption and 

political implications that overlap. Importantly, I 

hope to loosen the tensions and find points where 

commodification, social dimensions and artistic 

practices blend and merge.

ilDa anDraDe

UNESP

iLdA_ANdRAdE@hotmAiL.com

Actress, Educator and Storyteller. Brazilian, 

born on 05/03/1985, holds a Masters Degree 

in Arts from the Institute of Arts - UNESP, 

where she also graduated in Art-Theater in 

2012. She participated in several Congresses, 

Seminars and Meetings as the IX Congress of 

ABRACE - Brazilian Association of Research 

and Postgraduate Diploma in Performing 

Arts in 2016 III International Symposium of 

Contemporary Scenic Reflections at the State 

University of Campinas - UNICAMP in 2014 II 

Engrupe - Meeting of the Research Groups in 

Dance at the Federal University of the State of 

From 2011-2014, he was the Festival Manager 

for I Theatre, in which he curated and managed 

the ACE! Festival- A performing arts festival 

dedicated to children and their families. 

Caleb is currently an independent producer 

for TYA- specialising in international projects 

management. He is also a Creative Associate 

of The Paper Boats project- an international 

partnership platform for performance-makers. 

As an academic, he is on the Editorial Board of 

The Journal of Theatrex Asia. 

Caleb recently established the Singapore 

Theatre for Young Audiences Researchers 

STYAR- A research collective that is interested 

in and committed to engaging with research, 

discourse and documentation of TYA.

PlayinG it local - neGotiatinG  

the PoliticS of theatre for yoUnG 

aUDienceS in SinGaPore.

Theatre for Young Audiences TYA is 

a growing area of interest in Singapore. 

In the recent years, there has an been 

increasing number of TYA activities and 

initiatives, signifying how TYA is quickly 

being embedded in urban spaces and is 

contributing to defining city and cultural 

life. Given this climate where much focus is 

placed on young people and their families, it 

is not surprising that western mega-musicals 

such as Disney’s The Lion King that targets 

family audiences have been introduced 

and integrated into the city. While these 

musicals help enhance the global image of 

the city, their presence in the TYA ecologies 

complicates and troubles the place of local 

2012, p. 31: de acordo com as novas diretrizes, 

diversas graduações em saúde, tiveram ou têm que 

modificar a prática de ensino, sobretudo as escolas 

de medicina e enfermagem, isso significa incorporar 

técnicas de simulação aos métodos educativos. 

Neste contexto, a Simulação em Saúde, configura-

se em novas oportunidades de trabalho e pesquisa 

aos profissionais de teatro, já que a prática em 

Simulação trabalha com representações. Para isso, 

serão citados depoimentos de artistas que atuam em 

hospitais distintos como o Albert Einstein e o Hospital 

Universitário de Florianópolis, que nos contam como 

desenvolvem este trabalho e como estão inseridos 

em protocolos e práticas de ensino nas graduações 

de saúde como Medicina e Enfermagem, para 

que possamos ter uma ideia comparativa sobre os 

métodos de composição. A Simulação em Saúde 

é uma prática, que utiliza métodos de teatro e 

atualmente emprega artistas. Tende a crescer em 

nosso país, mesmo diante da atual conjuntura política 

brasileira, que está propícia a cortar verbas para as 

áreas de Educação e Saúde.

caleb lee 
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Caleb Lee is a Lecturer in Performance 

at LASALLE College of the Arts and holds 

a Masters and Bachelor of Arts Hons in 

Theatre Studies from the National University 

of Singapore. He is currently pursuing his 

PhD at Royal Holloway, University of London, 

researching on Theatre for Young Audiences 

TYA in Creative Cities.

schools, this means incorporating simulation 

techniques into educational methods. In this 

context, the Simulation in Health, configures 

itself in new opportunities of work and research 

to the theater professionals, since the practice in 

Simulation works with representations. For this, 

we will cite testimonials from artists who work 

in different hospitals such as Albert Einstein and 

Hospital Universitário de Florianópolis, who tell 

us how they develop this work and how they 

are inserted in protocols and teaching practices 

in health graduations such as Medicine and 

Nursing, So that we can have a comparative 

idea about the methods of composition. The 

Simulation in Health is a practice, that uses 

methods of theater and currently employs 

artists. It tends to grow in our country, even in 

the current Brazilian political situation, which 

is conducive to cutting funding for the areas of 

Education and Health.

trabalho Do ator e Da atriZ  

em cenárioS De SimUlaÇÃo

Esta comunicação é uma parte da pesquisa 

de mestrado sobre PRÁTICAS DE TEATRO NOS 

CURSOS DE MEDICINA E ENFERMAGEM e 

abordará o trabalho da atriz e do ator em ambiente 

de aprendizado hospitalar. Iniciará apresentando a 

prática nomeada Simulação que é amparada em 

leis específicas que norteiam e garantem esta nova 

metodologia de ensino/aprendizado nas graduações 

de medicina e enfermagem. Dentre as técnicas de 

Simulação, serão apresentadas as que utilizam 

práticas advindas do teatro tais como cenários, 

roteiros, montagem da cena, caracterização de 

personagens, artistas e bonecos. Segundo Quilici 
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Tellas, an Argentinian director who coined the 

bio-drama, composed of written biographical 

scenes. For this work, the director brought her 

biological mother and aunt for the staging, in 

accordance with the director’s proposition that 

use non-actors (here in Brazil, Augusto Boal had 

already used this approach). It is noteworthy 

that in countries like Brazil and Argentina, the 

autobiography is used to mirror social situations, 

at first revealing individual relationships and 

then broadening to the social level, with a 

focus on artistic practices. In this sense, this 

autobiographical research beside female seeks 

to investigate the testimony, documents and that 

which is considered minor, focusing the analysis 

on evidence of this artistic practice here in Brazil.

Keywords: Autobiography, women, theatre.

PoÉticaS De Si: aUtobioGrafia e hibriDiSmo 

tranSborDante na cena contemPorânea

A autobiografia não se limita apenas à literatura, 

mas aparece em outros desdobramentos artísticos. 

Proporciona, em meados do século XX, diversas 

manifestações artísticas que potencializam através 

das representações do eu na arte. O fio condutor 

da pesquisa pauta-se na autobiografia do gênero 

feminino como alicerce de análise, esmiuçando, 

os documentos tidos como menores, mas que 

transpuseram narrativas deixadas para trás pela 

História As perguntas que cerceiam o tema da 

autobiografia de mulheres para a encenação 

teatral, toma como aporte inicial o olhar para as 

artes visuais que apresenta um avanço, sobretudo 

na arte da performance. Desta forma, o que se 

pretende levantar é por que o autobiográfico no 

teatro ainda subjaz em relação a outras linguagens 

flaViana benJamin
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Mestranda pela Escola de Comunicação e 

Artes USP, pelo Programa de Pós Graduação 

em Artes Cênicas na área de Teoria e Prática do 

Teatro. Graduada em Artes Cênicas com ênfase 

em direção teatral pela Universidade Federal 

de Ouro Preto, Minas Gerais. Pesquisa o corpo 

como ferramenta de criação e suas variáveis. 

É artista atua nas áreas de teatro, dança, 

fotografia, vídeo e performance

PoeticS of the Self: aUtobioGraPhy anD 

hybriD formS in contemPorary art

The autobiography is not limited to literature; 

it appears in other artistic forms. In the middle of 

the twentieth century, it was used to represent 

the self in various artistic manifestations. 

The main thread of this research relies on the 

female autobiography as a basis for analysis, 

scrutinizing documents considered “minor”, 

but which convey narratives left behind by 

history. Thematic questions surrounding the 

theatrical staging of the female autobiography 

takes its first cues from visual arts, especially 

performance art. Doing so raises the question: 

why is the autobiography still subordinate to 

other artistic languages in theatre? How did 

female artists conceive of their autobiographies 

as political acts through art? Given the rise of 

its use in Brazil, where else in Latin America 

is there evidence of the autobiography being 

employed in theatre? This research is based 

on the work Mi mama y mi tia (2003) by Vivi 

regions. For this it is based on the bibliographic 

study and analysis of the translations and 

transcriptions of these classes.

Keywords: Jerzy Grotowski: Collège de France.

fronteiraS entre arte e ViDa  

naS aUlaS De GrotowSKi no  

collèGe De france

A presente comunicação integra a pesquisa de 

mestrado em andamento, cuja busca consiste em 

analisar e discutir entendimentos e noções oriundas 

das pesquisas de Jerzy Grotowski. O período 

escolhido para investigação são as aulas ministradas 

por ele na cadeira de Antropologia Teatral do 

Collège de France entre os anos de 1997 – 1998, 

com o curso “A linhagem orgânica no teatro e no 

ritual”. De modo específico neste texto, a discussão 

se dará a partir de questões relativas aos diálogos 

possíveis e as delimitações inferidas por Grotowski 

no que tange as regiões fronteiriças entre teatro 

e ritual arte e vida. Também discutirá como suas 

colocações acerca das linhas orgânica e artificial, 

e das performing arts podem contribuir para novos 

modos de compreensão dessas regiões, muitas 

vezes, nebulosas. Para isso pauta-se no estudo 

bibliográfico e análise das traduções e transcrições 

dessas aulas.

Palavras-chave: Jerzy Grotowski:  

Collège de France.

Rio de Janeiro - UNIRIO in 2009 Meeting of 

the Teaching Nucleus of UNESP at the Institute 

of Arts of UNESP in 2009 World Meeting of 

the Performing Arts - ECUM in 2008 4th. 

University Extension Congress of Unesp in 

2007 International Seminar on Memory and 

Culture at SESC Vila Mariana in 2007, in 

addition to having participated as a scholar in 

the Research Group on Dance, Aesthetics and 

Education coordinated by Kathya Godoy and 

currently participates in the Terreiro Group for 

Research and Scenic Investigations: Theater, 

Games, Rituals And Mischief coordinated by 

Marianna Monteiro.

frontierS between art  

anD life in GrotowSKi’S claSS at the 

collèGe De france

The present communication integrates 

the research of master in progress, whose 

search consists in analyzing and discussing 

understandings and notions from the 

researches of Jerzy Grotowski. The chosen 

period for investigation are the classes taught 

by him in the chair of Theater Anthropology 

of the Collège de France between 1997 and 

1998, with the course The organic lineage in 

the theater and in the ritual. Specifically in this 

text, the discussion will be based on questions 

regarding the possible dialogues and the 

delimitations inferred by Grotowski in what 

concerns the border regions between theater 

and ritual art and life. He will also discuss how 

his statements about organic and artificial lines 

and performing arts can contribute to new 

ways of understanding these often nebulous 
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assumir e dando ênfase a seu caráter processual. 

A relevância estética é deflacionada, dando lugar 

à programaticidade e relacionalidade. Em muitos 

casos, neste contexto, os procedimentos de criação 

tornam-se, mais do que a revelação do mecanismo 

ou teatralidade das obras, a própria matéria da 

arte em sua dimensão performativa, destacando a 

indeterminação entre as fronteiras das linguagens. 

Dentro deste amplo escopo, nosso problema diz 

respeito às relações que a dança estabelece com a 

escultura. Se o caráter performativo de obras como 

as do escultor minimalista Robert Morris e do artista 

visual neoconcreto Hélio Oiticica estão consolidados 

em estudos histórico-críticos, há uma contraparte 

que ainda merece atenção. A partir da análise do 

minimalismo na dança estadunidense dos anos 1960 

e sua recepção no Brasil, pretendemos introduzir 

algumas questões que colaborem para a ampliação 

do debate acerca das contaminações dos processos 

escultóricos nos procedimentos de criação de 

coreógrafos e dançarinos contemporâneos.

Palavras-chave: dança contemporânea, escultura, 

minimalismo, linguagens híbridas
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Having teaching experience of more than 

Eight years ranging from Undergraduate to 

Postgraduate levels as Assistant Professor, Dept. 

of English, BPSMV, Khanpur Kalan, Sonipat, from 

August 2008, teaching Contemporary Literary 

Theory, Indian Poetics, Cultural Studies and 

Western Literary Theory and Criticism to M.A., 

on such issues, demystifying the ways art can 

take and emphasizing its procedural character. 

Aesthetic relevance is deflated, giving way to 

programmability and relationality. In many cases, 

in this context, creation procedures become, 

rather than the revelation of the mechanism 

or theatricality of works, the matter of art in 

its performative dimension, highlighting the 

indetermination between the boundaries of 

languages. Within this broad scope, our problem 

concerns the relationships that dance establishes 

with sculpture. If the performative works’ 

character of artists such the minimalist sculptor 

Robert Morris or the neo-concrete visual artist 

Hélio Oiticica, for exemple, are consolidated in 

historical-critical studies, there is a counterpart 

that still deserves attention. From the analysis 

of the minimalism in the 1960s American dance 

and its reception in Brazil, we intend to introduce 

some questions that contribute to the expansion 

of the debate about the contaminations of the 

sculptural processes in the procedures of creation 

of contemporary choreographers and dancers.

Keywords: contemporary dance, sculpture, 

minimalism, hybrid languages

contaminaÇÕeS eScUltÓricaS na DanÇa: 

aProximaÇÕeS e DiStanciamentoS De 

ProceDimentoS interlinGUaGenS a Partir 

Do minimaliSmo

A arte contemporânea é marcada pelo desejo 

crítico, seja às relações que estabelece com seu 

contexto institucional, seja com seu contexto social. 

De formas, às vezes, radicalmente diferentes, 

artistas de diversas localidades põem em foco tais 

questões, desmistificando as formas que a arte pode 

different, artists from different places focus 

on such issues, demystifying the ways art can 

take and emphasizing its procedural character. 

Aesthetic relevance is deflated, giving way to 

programmability and relationality. In many cases, 

in this context, creation procedures become, 

rather than the revelation of the mechanism 

or theatricality of works, the matter of art in 

its performative dimension, highlighting the 

indetermination between the boundaries of 

languages. Within this broad scope, our problem 

concerns the relationships that dance establishes 

with sculpture. If the performative works’ 

character of artists such the minimalist sculptor 

Robert Morris or the neo-concrete visual artist 

Hélio Oiticica, for exemple, are consolidated in 

historical-critical studies, there is a counterpart 

that still deserves attention. From the analysis 

of the minimalism in the 1960s American dance 

and its reception in Brazil, we intend to introduce 

some questions that contribute to the expansion 

of the debate about the contaminations of the 

sculptural processes in the procedures of creation 

of contemporary choreographers and dancers.

ScUlPtUral contaminationS in Dance: 

aPProximationS anD DiStancinG of 

interlinGUal ProceDUreS from minimaliSm

Sculptural contaminations in dance: 

approximations and distancing of interlingual 

procedures from minimalism

Contemporary art is marked by a critical 

desire, either to the relations it establishes 

with its institutional context, either to its social 

context. In ways that are sometimes radically 

different, artists from different places focus 

artísticas? Como artistas mulheres postularam suas 

autobiografias como um ato político através da arte? 

Em um deslocamento geográfico, quais insurgências 

destas práticas em países da América Latina? Visto 

que, existe um crescente em países como o Brasil 

sobre o autobiográfico nas obras teatrais. Para 

tanto, pauta-se na obra Mi mama y mi tia (2003) 

de Vivi Tellas: diretora de teatro na Argentina que 

cunhou o termo biodrama - um projeto de escrever 

biografias cênicas. Nesta obra, a diretora trouxe sua 

mãe e tia (biológicas) para a encenação. Segundo 

a diretora a proposta coloca em cena não-atores e 

antes dela, aqui no Brasil, Augusto Boal já desenhava 

esta prática. É notório ressaltar que o uso do 

autobiográfico em diferentes países como o Brasil e 

a Argentina, por exemplo, aparecem em contextos 

geopolíticos que podem servir para testemunhar 

situações sociais que se inicia numa esfera singular 

e se amplia para revelar uma esfera social e assim, 

derrama-se para as práticas artísticas. Neste 

sentido, o autobiográfico, nesta pesquisa, perpassa o 

gênero (feminino) e pretende olhar os testemunhos, 

documentos e aquilo que é tido como menor, 

direcionando para indícios desta prática artística no 

Brasil, tentando diagnosticar como aqui se apresenta. 

Palavras-chave: Autobiografia, mulheres, teatro.
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Contemporary art is marked by a critical 

desire, either to the relations it establishes 

with its institutional context, either to its social 

context. In ways that are sometimes radically 
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the method in French and English, enabled 

the Theatre of the Oppressed to spread 

throughout Europe as well as to countries in 

Africa and in Asia. This presentation will focus 

on the changes and transformations of the 

method in France, by analysing the reports 

of the “Bulletins du Théâtre de lOpprimé”, 

publications of this pioneer centre of the 

Theatre of the Oppressed in Europe.

Keywords: Theatre of the Oppressed, 

Augusto Boal, transnationality.

teatro Do oPrimiDo De aUGUSto boal: aÇÃo 

PolÍtica local e reDe tranSnacional

Este trabalho reflete sobre uma dinâmica dupla 

do Teatro do Oprimido, método desenvolvido pelo 

diretor, teatrólogo e ativista político brasileiro 

Augusto Boal. A primeira parte dessa dinâmica se 

refere ao seu caráter de ação local, ao ser aplicado 

como ferramenta política por grupos sociais com 

interesses comuns, e a segunda diz respeito à 

sua expansão transnacional, ao ter se difundido 

globalmente pelos cinco continentes, formando uma 

rede internacional dos praticantes do método. 

O Teatro do Oprimido foi gerado quando Boal 

encontrava-se em trânsito, durante seu exílio 

político 1971-1986 e, assim, atravessou fronteiras 

e regimes distintos. A ideia central deste trabalho 

é refletir historicamente e teoricamente como, 

a partir da mobilidade do exílio, o Teatro do 

Oprimido adquiriu uma abertura metodológica 

que possibilitou sua difusão em rede 

internacional. Tal característica condicionante 

do método permitiu que acontecessem trocas, 

adaptações e contaminações com culturas locais 

e tradições dos territórios em que passou a ser 

aUGUSto boal’S theatre of the  

oPPreSSeD: local Political action a 

nD tranSnational networK

This work reflects on a double dynamic of the 

Theatre of the Oppressed Teatro do Oprimido, 

a method developed by the Brazilian director, 

playwright and political activist Augusto Boal. The 

first part of this dynamic refers to its local action, 

when applied as a political tool for social groups 

with common interests, and the second is about 

its transnational reach, spread globally throughout 

the five continents, forming an international 

network of practitioners of the method.

The Theatre of the Oppressed was shaped 

during Boal’s political exile 1971-1986 and 

thus crossed borders and different political 

regimes. The central idea of this work is to 

analyse historically and theoretically how, 

from the mobility of exile, the Theatre of the 

Oppressed acquired an open methodological 

approach that enabled its dissemination in an 

international network. Such characteristic of 

the method allowed changes, adaptations and 

contamination by local cultures and traditions 

of the territories in which it came to be 

applied, which enabled its survival in the most 

diverse contexts. 

In France, for example, the method received 

a strong influence from the French theatrical 

traditions, when it absorbed contributions 

from artists and intellectuals that gathered 

around Boal in the first centre for research 

and practice of the Theatre of the Oppressed, 

founded in Paris. This dialectical process that 

combines appropriation and dissemination, 

coupled with the publication of books on 

Keywords: Experimental Theatre, Abhinaya, 

‘Spect-actor’, Ancient Indian Theatre, language 

of theatre, Dramaturgy etc.
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Clara de Andrade is an actress, singer, 

researcher and professor of theatre. Currently 

she finishes her PhD in Performing Arts at the 

Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro, 

UNIRIO, with a scholarship from CAPES. Her 

current research focuses on the relations 

between theatre and politics in the methods 

and processes of the Brazilian playwright 

and director Augusto Boal. In 2014 she held 

a sandwich appointment at the Sorbonne 

Nouvelle, Paris 3. She is the author of “The exile 

of Augusto Boal: reflections about a theatre 

without frontiers” ed. 7Letras, 2014 and co-

organizer of the collection of articles “Augusto 

Boal: art, pedagogy and politics” ed. Mauad X, 

2013. Her own articles have been also published 

in specialized journals such as Palimpsesto 

UERJ, Cena UFRGS and Sala Preta USP. Clara 

graduated in Theatre Interpretation and holds 

a Masters Degree in Performing Arts from 

UNIRIO. She also teaches interpretation for 

singers, at the Instituto Casa do Choro, and as 

an actress she has been active in the scene of 

Rio de Janeiro for about 20 years. Recently, she 

co-idealized and acted in “Crônicas de Nuestra 

América 2014/2015, a stage adaptation of the 

stories written by Augusto Boal in exile.

M.Phil. & Ph.D. Students. My doctoral thesis is on 

European Experimental Theatre covering Antonin 

Artaud, Bertolt Brecht, Augusto Boal, Jerzy 

Grotowski and Bharata’s Natyasastra. To hone 

my abilities and skills as teacher of English, I have 

done PDCTE & PGDTE from EFLU Hyderabad.

maKinG boDieS talK in theatre: an analoGy 

between bharata anD aUGUSto boal

Human body is central to the conception of 

European Experimental theatre and ancient 

Indian theatre. Both the traditions perceive 

the metaphysical roots of theatre in human 

body. Bharata and Augusto Boal, two great 

names in European Experimental theatre and 

ancient Indian theatre respectively, based their 

dramaturgy on theatrical possibilities of human 

body and made it central to performance. Their 

philosophy of theatre does not project any 

possibility of performance without human body 

as they identify it as the main source of action 

and movement. In their respective theatrical 

aesthetics, they create a semiotic structure 

of human body exploring its possibilities as a 

theatrical tool. Despite temporal and spatial 

differences in their respective theories, there 

are some deep rooted similarities in the 

fundamental premises of their dramaturgy. This 

research paper attempts to analyze these two 

entirely different conceptions of theatre in order 

to find out a common pattern in their theatrical 

aesthetics. The paper focuses on Bharata’s 

concept of abhinaya and Boal’s concept of 

‘spect-actor’ to explore the communicative 

possibilities of human body as a theatrical tool or 

human body as language of theatre. 
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Key-words: anti-performance, strike, caste-

system, Neoliberalism and Performative Regime
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Fran Teixeira is director of theater and artist 

of the Teatro Máquina Fortaleza-CE. She has a 

degree in Psychology from the Federal University 

of Ceará 1997, a Masters degree in Arts from 

the School of Communications and Arts at 

the University of São Paulo 2001 and a PhD in 

Performing Arts at UFBA 2013. Her research 

focuses mainly on Brechtian poetry, his models 

of staging and the dramaturgy of the learning 

plays. She also investigates creative processes 

in group theater in the interfaces dramaturgy 

and staging. She is a professor of the Theater 

Degree at the IFCE, a course she currently 

coordinates, anda also of two Master in Arts 

UFC anda IFCE. She leads the research group 

Drama, dramaturgy, scene: contemporary issues 

CNPq / IFCE and participates in the Dramatis 

Group - Dramaturgy: media, theory, criticism 

and creation CNPq/UFBA.

what Still belonGS to the theater? 

reflectionS on PoliticS anD hiStory 

throUGh the creatiVe ProceSSeS  

of teatro máqUina

In this article we reflect about the creative 

processes in theater contemporaneously, 

studying the case of the group Teatro Máquina, 

from Ceará, Brazil. The question that triggers 

yoU’re mother, yoU Perform: critiqUe of 

PerformatiVe reGime anD the meaninG of 

‘anti-Performance’ in inDia

In 2016, India witnessed an unprecedented strike 

and protest march in the state of Gujarat after the 

incident of flogging of Dalit youth in public by a cow 

vigilant group. Known as Una strike, the protest 

created a history and signaled a new practice 

of politics as well as an unceremonious end of 

performance by the most performative regime 

in the post-independent India. The protestors 

in Gujarat defied the structure by refusing to 

perform caste assigned roles and created uproar by 

dumping animal carcasses at the state government 

offices and public places. The unperformative 

declaration of the strike, “Your Mother, You Perform 

the last rites” had an inherent statement: we 

will not perform it any longer. The protest led to 

resignation of then the chief minister of Gujarat 

Anandiben Patel and an emotional appeal from 

Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi. I read Una 

strike as critique of performative regime and 

emergence of what I term as the formation of “anti-

performance” in postcolonial Indian context. 

Unlike seeing strike as performance, I take 

“strike as cease” in a more conventional sense. 

The strike here stands for an act of empting 

the movement or shutting down the factory 

by workers. What can be conceptualized as 

“strike as cease” emerges as a motif through 

which Indian Dalits can be seen organizing 

themselves. In the context of Una strike, Kalpana 

Kannabiran 2016 rightly observes that what is 

frightening especially to the ruling party and its 

fringe armies is the “consequences of strike” 

[emphasis. which shuts their performance]. 
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aplicado, o que possibilitou sua sobrevivência nos 

mais diversos contextos. 

Na França, por exemplo, o método recebeu forte 

influência das tradições teatrais francesas, ao 

absorver as contribuições dos artistas e intelectuais 

que se juntaram em torno de Boal no primeiro 

centro de pesquisa e prática do Teatro do Oprimido, 

fundado em Paris. Esse processo dialético que 

conjuga apropriação e propagação, somado às 

publicações dos livros sobre o método em francês 

e inglês fizeram com que o Teatro do Oprimido 

se espalhasse geograficamente por toda Europa, 

assim como para países da África e Ásia. Esta 

apresentação se concentrará sobre as adaptações 

e transformações do método ocorridas na França, 

a partir dos relatos dos Bulletins du Théâtre de 

l’Opprimé, publicações desse núcleo pioneiro do 

Teatro do Oprimido na Europa. 

Palavras-chave: Teatro do Oprimido, Augusto 

Boal, transnacionalidade.
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becomes more evident when the object under 

scientific study is human consciousness, as 

happens in Stoppard’s 2015 play. It is the aim of 

this paper to analyze comparatively the treatment 

given to scientific issues in drama, as reflected by 

the work of the aforementioned playwrights.

Keywords: Stoppard, Frayn, science
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Thiago Russo is a psychoanalyst, a member 

of the Arthur Miller Society in the United 

States, and a doctoral student in the American 

Literature Department at the University of São 

Paulo. His master’s thesis in American literature 

drew upon the relationship between Arthur 

Miller and Henrik Ibsen and explored the 

sociopolitical essence of American theater of 

the 1940s and 1950s. His doctoral dissertation 

concerns Miller’s critique of 1980s and 2000s 

American culture in the Reagan and Bush Eras. 

His central themes of study are Neoliberalism, 

Conservatism, Society of the Spectacle and 

Imperialism. He teaches American culture and 

literature courses.

PoliticS, imPeraliSm anD SPectacle:  

arthUr millerS tranSGeoGraPhic  

critiqUe of the bUSh era

Historian Sean Willentz argues that the 

Reagan Era began with Nixon’s resignation in 

1974 and ranged until 2008, having George W. 

Bush as the last representative of the period. 
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María Inés Castagnino holds a degree in 

Literature from the University of Buenos Aires, 

Argentina and has trained as a Literature teacher 

for secondary and higher education. Since 1996 

she works as an assistant teacher for the chair 

of English iterature at the School of Philosophy 

and Literature of the University of Buenos Aires. 

She has also taught courses on literature for the 

Cambridge IGCSE exam, and on the work of Tom 

Stoppard, about which she published a book 

in Spanish in 2005. She has translated works 

by Oscar Wilde, Tom Stoppard and Edward 

Albee. She is the author of several reviews and 

articles and has participated in research projects 

connected with different aspects of Samuel 

Becketts work.

 
Science at Play in the worK of tom 

StoPParD anD michael frayn

Tom Stoppard has more than once turned 

aspects related to science into drama, either 

by applying scientific concepts dramatically 

Hapgood, 1988 or by presenting characters 

who are scientists Arcadia, 1993 The Hard 

Problem, 2015. Michael Frayn employs a different 

technique in Copenhagen 1998: he turns real-life 

scientists Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg 

into characters and places them in very specific 

historical circumstances. In either case, dramatic 

structure brings to the fore the moral dilemmas 

and the personal dimension which scientific 

abstraction seems to disregard. This feature 
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Mnena Abuku is a creative artist,  

teacher and scholar.

the worlD aS a Global marKet Place: a 

reflection of wole SoyinKaS SamarKanD

The 21st century has brought with it a 

tremendous and growing change as post dramatic 

theatre has advanced and taken the frontline in 

style, space, technique and form. Theatre has 

therefore moved from the conventional art of 

script, stage, actor and voice to a more diverse 

trend, thus evolving the contemporary. This 

paper explores contemporary performance, new 

trends and forms. Since contemporary theatre is 

intercultural, it creates a bridge between cultures of 

different nations, especially in terms of techniques 

and modes which carries the audience along as 

it now takes place in the fields, museum, church, 

courtyard, the lake and parks. It thus prods the 

mind for deeper reflection. This paper focuses 

on performance as a global market place with 

particular reference to Wole Soyinka’s Samarkand 

in a unifying whole of diverse cultures and 

ethnicities. The turn of the century has created 

grounds for the emergence of, and introduction 

of traditional dance, religious rites, oral and poetic 

theatre. The conclusion is that the new millennium 

has witnessed greater innovations in theatre 

practice which need support as society continues 

to find opportunities for its growth through 

performing arts. 

Keywords: Culture, Arts, Space and Ethnicities

theoretical reflection is: what still belongs to the 

theater? For this purpose, the topics of history 

and politics are chosen as key points of reflection, 

supported by the studies of Benjamin 1994, 

Arendt 2015, Nancy 2015 and Ranciére 2005. 

Reflecting on the practice of the group is also to 

discuss the close relationship between creative 

processes and the awareness that theater is 

production of history. The collective practices of 

Teatro Máquina are presented and defended as 

the notions of historical consciousness, political 

topology, distribution of the sensible and crisis of 

representation are debated.
o qUe ainDa cabe ao teatro? reflexÕeS 

Sobre PolÍtica e hiStÓria atraVÉS DoS 

ProceSSoS criatiVoS Do teatro máqUina

No presente artigo refletimos sobre os processos 

criativos em teatro contemporaneamente, estudando 

o caso do grupo Teatro Máquina, de Fortaleza, 

Ceará. A pergunta que dispara a reflexão teórica é: 

o que ainda cabe ao teatro? Para tanto elegem-se 

os tópicos história e política como pontos-chave da 

reflexão, amparados pelos estudos de Benjamin 1994, 

Arendt 2015, Nancy 2015 e Ranciére 2005. Refletir 

sobre a prática do grupo é também discutir a estreita 

relação entre os processos criativos e a consciência 

de que o teatro é produção de história. As práticas 

coletivas do grupo Teatro Máquina são apresentadas 

e defendidas à medida em que são debatidas as 

noções de consciência histórica, topologia política, 

partilha do sensível e crise da representação.
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operations are sustained by violent ideological 

procedures that disrupt, dissolve and reinscribe 

the cultural space of an indigenous society 

Young 1995, 2003, and are justified by a 

certain epistemology that produces discursive 

disputes based on dominant and apparently 

irrefutable narratives. This late colonialism, as 

a neoliberal project, targets lands and bodies, 

and here it is essential to invoke concepts such 

as bared life Agamben, 2014 and necropower, 

necropolitics Mbembe, 2011 to understand 

how large that cultural rewriting process can 

be. I also consider the hypothesis that similar 

procedures of symbolic and territorial occupation 

are reproduced within a society as instruments of 

domination whose aim is to homogenize identities 

always under neoliberal capitalism premises. 

Then, I intend to discuss how and why 

theatre can challenge those main narratives 

that naturalize social hierarchies and violent 

procedures of land and human control. By 

analyzing the case of Palestinian theatre in 

the context of Israeli occupation, I reveal how 

meaningful can be to put individuals from 

marginalized populations on the stage, allowing 

them to create new possible worlds through 

performances, giving them the possibility to 

speak and be heard by an audience. I also 

propose a brief dialogue with the plays of 

Chilean young director Paula Gonzalez Seguel, 

who works with Mapuche themes as well 

as Mapuche actors in the scene. In different 

levels, the Palestinian theatrical panorama 

and Gonzalezs documental approach get to 

mobilize underground memories Pollak, 1989, 

despised subjectivities and ignored voices, 
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theatre anD hUman riGhtS: ethicS anD 

aeStheticS aS a way of reSiStance

In times of unstable geographies, late-colonial 

enterprises – generated at the heart of neoliberal 

capitalist system – continue to be put into action 

causing territorial and symbolic conflicts. Such 

Miller’s transgeographic position shows 

English speaking characters in a Spanish 

speaking country who will be actors or 

spectators in this transhistorical plot. 

Keywords: Arthur Miller, American Theater, 

Bush, Reagan
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the french reVolUtion on StaGe

The French Revolution is a modern myth. 

His various scenic rewrites constitute a 

new theatrical tradition that connects 

past and present. Our objective is to carry 

out a comparative study of two French 

performances: 1789 by Ariane Mnouchkine 

and Ça Ira by Joël Pommerat.

Keywords: French Revolution, 1789, Ça Ira

a reVolUÇÃo franceSa em cena

A Revolução francesa é um mito moderno. Suas 

várias reescrituras cênicas constituem uma nova 

tradição teatral que conecta passado e presente. 

Nosso objetivo é realizar um estudo comparativo 

de duas montagens francesas: 1789, de Ariane 

Mnouchkine, e Ça Ira, de Joël Pommerat. 

Palavras-chave: Revolução Francesa,  

1789, Ça Ira

The Era, characterized by a remarkable 

empowerment of the Right, Conservatism 

and Neoliberalism, has caught great attention 

of American dramatists such as Arthur Miller, 

Tony Kushner and Paula Vogel.

With the end of the Cold War and the 

triumph of imperial policies 1980s and 

1990s there was a paradoxical scenario of 

victory, individual success and profits on one 

side, and violence, poverty and dictatorship 

on the other. One such play that explores 

the devastating effects of imperialism 

is ‘Resurrection Blues’, written in 2002, 

by Arthur Miller. Focusing on the violent 

consequences of imperial policies outside 

the U.S, this darkly comic satirical allegory, 

written during George W. Bush Era, is a bold 

play that asserts Miller’s stature as a militant 

of/from the Scenic Arts.

This paper will analyze how the form and 

content of this play function dialectically to 

provide a clearer view of Miller’s Critique 

of the Bush Era. The play, which is a farce, 

is set in an unidentified country in Latin 

America where a self-entitled savior 

promises to free the people who live under 

a dictatorial regime. Taken as a subversive 

and revolutionary leader, the savior will be 

crucified and have his crucifixion televised by 

a twenty-four-hour reality-TV which bought 

the exclusive rights. Oddly enough, on and 

offstage the moment was equal: the whole 

world stopped to watch the live broadcast of 

CNN and other channels bombarding Iraq. 

Spectacle and alienation have revealed a dark 

dynamic of society and its individuals.
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in this cartographic binomial entity, as well to 

problematize it.

Keywords: Cartography, Orientalism, Orient, 

Occident, Extreme-Occident,

re-cartoGrafanDo o mUnDo: Por Uma 

PerSPectiVa braSileira Da Dicotomia 

ociDente x oriente

Durante os últimos seis anos, em paralelo a minha 

pesquisa doutoral, perguntei a diversos artistas e 

pesquisadores de várias partes do mundo a seguinte 

questão: Onde você colocaria o Brasil num mapa-

múndi dicotomicamente dividido em Oriente e 

Ocidente? Para a maioria dos não-brasileiros e 

não-latinoamericanos, a resposta era clara : o 

Brasil não era visto como parte do Ocidente. Ele 

se situa num não-lugar geográfico, onde também 

estão os continentes latino-americano e africano. 

Uma minoria mencionou o fato de que algumas 

de suas cidades, como o Rio de Janeiro e São 

Paulo, serem muito ocidentalizadas. Os colegas 

brasileiros presentes nessas conferências sempre 

ficavam extremamente surpresos: eles eram os 

únicos a pensar o Brasil como um pais ocidental. 

Esse assunto é profundamente relacionado a minha 

própria experiência como artista e pesquisadora 

em Bali. Quando me dei conta de como as formas 

teatrais asiáticas eram percebidas no Brasil, através 

de uma perspectiva euroamericana, comecei a 

pesquisar as origens dos estereótipos relacionados 

à noção de Oriente. Essas noções geográficas 

podem ser analisadas por perspectivas múltiplas. 

Elas são uma maneira eurocêntrica de dividir o 

mundo, definindo ideologicamente estes territórios. 

A noção de Ocidente continua ainda muito presente 

nos discursos e nas mentalidades em geral. Porém, 

re-cartoGraPhinG the worlD: towarDS 

a braZilian PerSPectiVe of the occiDent x 

orient Dichotomy

During the last six years, in parallel to my 

Ph.d. research, I asked to some artists and 

researchers of different parts of the world the 

following question : where would you place 

Brazil in a world map divided by an Orient x 

Occident dichotomy? For most of the non-

Brazilian and non-Latin-american, the answer 

was clear: Brazil was not considered as being a 

part of the Occident. Its placed in a geographical 

nowhere, as the Latin American and African 

continents are. A minority evoked the fact that 

some Brazilian cities, as Rio de Janeiro and 

São Paulo, were very occidentalized. Some 

hesitated, not knowing what to answer. The 

Brazilian colleagues in these conferences were 

always extremely surprised : they were the only 

ones to consider Brazil as being an Occidental 

country. This subject is deeply related to my 

own experience as an artist and a researcher in 

Bali. As I realized that Asian theatre forms are 

perceived in Brazil through an Euro-american 

perspective, I began to search the origins of the 

stereotypes linked to the notion of Orient itself. 

Orient and Occident are geographical notions 

that can be analized by multiple and changing 

perspectives. They are also an eurocentric way 

of dividing the world, ideologically defining these 

territories. The notion of Occident remains still 

very present in the discourses and mentalities. 

However, the Orient one was upseted from 

1970s, thanks to Edward Saids works and the 

postcolonial studies field. Finally, we intend 

interrogate ourselves about the Brazilian place 

permitindo que eles criem novos mundos possíveis por 

meio das performances, dando-lhes a oportunidade 

de falar e serem ouvidos por uma audiência. Também 

proponho um breve diálogo com as obras da jovem 

diretora chilena Paula Gonzalez Seguel, que trabalha 

com temas mapuche tanto quanto com atores 

mapuche na cena. Em diferentes níveis, o panorama 

teatral palestino e a abordagem documental 

de Gonzalez conseguem mobilizar memórias 

subterrâneas Pollak, 1989, subjetividades desprezadas 

e vozes ignoradas, além de criar espaço liminares para 

o surgimento de uma communitas Turner, 1974, uma 

condição efêmera de coletividade que reorganiza o 

universo simbólico de um grupo social.
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besides creating liminal spaces for the outbreak 

of a communitas Turner, 1974, an ephemeral 

condition of collectivity that reorganizes the 

symbolic universe of a social group.

teatro e DireitoS hUmanoS: Ética e eStÉtica 

como forma De reSiStÊncia

Em tempos de geografias instáveis, 

empreendimentos coloniais tardios – gerados 

no cerne do sistema capitalista neoliberal – 

continuam a ser colocados em prática provocando 

conflitos territoriais e simbólicos. Tais operações 

são sustentadas por procedimentos ideológicos 

violentos que arruínam, dissolvem e reinscrevem 

o espaço cultural de uma sociedade originária 

Young 1995, 2003, e são justificadas por uma certa 

epistemologia, que produz disputas discursivas 

baseadas em narrativas dominantes aparentemente 

irrefutáveis. Esse colonialismo tardio, como projeto 

neoliberal, objetiva terras e corpos, e aqui é essencial 

invocar conceitos como vida nua Agamben, 2014 

e necropoder, necropolítica Mbembe, 2011 a fim 

de entender quão amplo pode ser esse processo de 

reescritura cultural. Também considero a hipótese 

que procedimentos similares de ocupação simbólica 

e territorial são reproduzidos no interior de uma 

mesma sociedade como instrumentos de dominação 

cujo objetivo é homogeneizar identidades sempre 

sob premissas capitalistas neoliberais.

Pretendo, então, discutir como e por que o teatro 

pode desafiar aquelas narrativas dominantes que 

naturalizam hierarquias sociais e procedimentos 

violentos de controle de terras e indivíduos. Ao analisar 

o caso do teatro palestino no contexto da ocupação 

israelense, revelo quão significativo pode ser colocar 

indivíduos de populações marginalizadas no palco, 
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Faridkot is a site unsupported by historical 

fact, yet this calendrical event not only exhibits 

a strong narrative energy and social memory 

with respect to Baba Farid, but also nests this 

geographical location within a set of other sites 

that celebrate other Gurus and Sufis. This paper 

will begin to ask questions relating to the nature 

of this space as scenography for a particular 

synthesis, i.e., the way in which a collective 

identity Punjabiyat is brought into being through 

sharing the poetic renditions of song and story. It 

will also pay attention to questions of materiality 

of the textual artifacts circulating in this 

space, such as pilgrimage manuals, belletristic 

pamphlets, personal breviaries, and attend to the 

genre-specific and use-specific construction of 

space through them.
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reflexive proof of the sanctity of the event that 

is being celebrated. This seemingly inert bundle 

by its very inertness helps perform the historical 

stability and felt sanctity of the larger event that 

is being celebrated, as does the sacred book of 

the Sikhs that sits at the centre of a Gurudwara 

by the same name adjoining the shrine. Patterned 

motion is also involved as pilgrimage brings 

throngs of outsiders to Faridkot, replicating the 

memory of Farids original travel to this town. As 

it happens, this specific pilgrimage to Faridkot is a 

recent post-independence phenomenon.

While two small shrines have existed in the 

town for much longer – a tillā literally, a mound, 

usually one on which a Sufi has done penance, 

and the godri asthān shrine – the celebration 

of an annual “Day of Arrival” festival is a new 

addition. My preliminary assessment is that 

this site fills the lacuna that is left by the 

dissection of Punjab in 1947 that has taken 

Pakpattan Farids resting site, and the location 

of his urs, i.e., a death-anniversary festival out 

of common reach for eastern/ Indian Punjabis. 

The present form of the festival came about 

post-1984 when the central government under 

Rajiv Gandhi decided to offer state patronage 

and broaden the scope of the festival to more 

secular activities such as inter-zonal sport and 

cultural competitions. Not only is this site then 

shared variously, it is a site created by sharing 

in the wake of trauma and lack. Yet, it is also 

a site that celebrates, attuning its energies 

towards remembering the arrival of the 

historical Farid, not the impossibility of access 

to the imagined munificence of the pīr in his 

historical resting place, i.e. Pakpattan.
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celebratinG the “Day of arriVal”: 

commemoration aS teStimony in fariDKot

This paper presents a preliminary 

ethnographic study of a festival site associated 

with the figure of the early Chishti Sufi and a 

thirteenth-century poet-saint Baba Farid Sheikh 

Farīd ud dīn Masūd Ganj-e Śakar, d. 1265. Farid is 

brought to life in Faridkot, Punjab, where an annual 

festival allows participants and devotees to relive 

the historically erroneous fact that Baba Farid 

arrived and settled there, leading to the eventual 

naming of the town after the saint. These actors 

witness the saints compositions not only through 

songs in performance but also as couplets written 

in public spaces of all kinds, from mosque walls to 

commercial banners. Physical objects too serve 

as snapshots of the long course of history. For 

instance, In a small shrine under a tree lies the 

bundle of ragged clothes that Farid is said to have 

brought with him. The bundle godri serves as self-

a partir dos anos 70, a idéia de « Oriente » é 

revisitada, graças aos trabalhos de Edward Said e 

ao campo de estudos póscoloniais. Dessa maneira, 

pretendemos nos questionar sobre o lugar brasileiro 

dentro desta entidade binomial cartográfica, 

problematizando-a.

Palavras-chave: Cartografia, Orientalismo, 

Oriente, Ocidente, Extremo-Ocidente, crítica 

orientalista
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Kulturstiftung des Bundes, the federal  

state, the municipality, by several  

banking houses and private enterprises. 

Beside the presented repertoire, the 

declared festival’s aim is to enhance the 

international exchange and a transboundary 

collaboration that is paradigmatic for a 

globalized world as the foreign minister is 

mentioning within his greeting.

In Pierre Bourdieu’s sense, a lot of economic, 

cultural and social capital is circulating around 

and accumulated by this festival. In view of 

my general research on the German theatre 

system I am going to reveal that such festivals 

in the framework of cities and their theatres 

are rather part of the symbolic capital – due to 

an intended increase of attractiveness of the 

city and its cultural institutions – than of the 

cultural capital in the narrower sense.
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¡aDelante! – how an ibero-american 

theatre feStiVal iS accUmUlatinG ‘caPital’ 

boUrDieU for a German city anD itS theatre

¡ADELANTE!, an Ibero-American theatre 

festival is taking place from February 11th to 

18th 2017 at the city theatre of Heidelberg, 

a small city in the south-west of Germany. 

Twelve guest performances of ten Ibero-

American countries are shown and one 

coproduction of a Chilean company and 

the Heidelberg ensemble is staged. The 

festival under the patronage of the German 

foreign minister is financially supported by 

the German Federal Cultural Foundation 

geo-political context. Second, it assesses 

the festival as a collective effort to uphold 

ethnic solidarity and to open the gate to a new 

tributary, making their local scene more global. 

Third, it explores the implications of theatre 

performance as reflecting the universal nature 

of diasporic community and the region’s 

mission to intercede between two parties of 

their divided motherland.

The region of Yanbian, an autonomous 

prefecture along the river where Tumen belongs, 

was founded by migrants crossing the Tumen 

River from the Korean peninsula in the 19th 

century. The area has been constrained by a 

series of ideological struggles and the inevitable 

sensitivity of the border region to the political 

climate of its neighbors. The river draws 

international attention as the route of defectors 

out of North Korea, and economic aid and 

investment into North Korea.

Yanbian’s theatre is strewn with migrating 

memories and archaic styles from their 

forefathers. South Korean artists and staff 

volunteered for the festival, attracted by its unique 

features. When this area faces clashes among its 

stakeholders, can the power of theatre contribute 

to turn this site of confrontation into conviviality? 

That is the question I discuss in my paper. 

Keywords: Tumen, Border, Diaspora,  

Theatre, Memories
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PerforminG DiaSPoric memorieS of 

croSSinG the borDer: imPlicationS in 

theatre ProGramS of the tUnen riVer 

cUltUral feStiVal

In 2010, the city of Tumen, a border city 

between China and North Korea, inaugurated 

the Tumen River Cultural Festival to celebrate 

the opening of The National Intangible Museum 

of Chinese-Korean Heritage on the waterfront 

facing North Korea. I was the general artistic 

director, responsible for establishing the concept 

and structure of the festival. Under the slogan, 

“River of Life and Gate of Hope” the committee 

set up two pillars of the program: inheriting 

memory and transcending the border. 

My paper frames the festival through the 

relationship between territorial history and 

cultural legacy. First, it lays out the region’s 
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relationship of two famous actresses: Fernanda 

Torres and her mother Fernanda Montenegro 

– a television star and symbol of the previous 

modern theater school.

The symbolic language loaded with strong 

images, the almost mute mixture of the Grand-

Guignol with performance art, allowed The 

Flash and Crash Days to go beyond the Brazilian 

redemocratization context of the 1980s-1990s and 

to be included in the emerging international circuit 

of experimental productions that arose in those 

decades and endures to this day. The analysis of 

this performance and its conditions may reveal an 

aesthetic and production change in the Brazilian 

theater that is linked to an international context of 

formation of new global markets, whose artistic 

paradigms point to a new role for theater in society. 

The return of Brazilian director Gerald Thomas to 

Brazil in the mid-1980s, after a promising early 

career in the New York avant-garde scene, helped 

to trigger a large twist that was related to these 

changes in contemporary theatrical performance. 

Thomas brought from Europe and the United 

States a new proposal for the stage, through which 

the materialization of theatricality moved away 

from the idea of drama as it shifted from box office 

receipts to a new mode of production, based  

on sponsorship.

Keywords: theatrical sociology, global circuits, 

postdramatic theater

tranSnacionaliDaDe e PÓS-Drama: 

 the flaSh anD craSh DayS Do  

teatro braSileiro

A partir do estudo de um caso brasileiro, este 

artigo comenta a influência que novos paradigmas 

interpretation for singers, in the Casa do Choro. 

Gustavo has been working since 1989 as an 

actor, singer, director and producer. Graduated 

as an actor in 1995, he holds a Master’s 

degree in Theory and Literature and a PhD in 

Comparative Literature, both from the State 

University of Rio de Janeiro UERJ – 2011/2015. 

In 2014 he held a sandwich appointment at 

the Sorbonne Nouvelle University Paris III as 

part of his doctoral research on the relations 

between the aesthetics and socio-economics of 

the theater in Rio de Janeiro. In the same year, 

Gustavo has also directed “Crônicas de Nuestra 

América”, by Augusto Boal. In 2015 he directed 

the show “Rosa de Ouro - 50 years” and in 2016 

the series “Hermínio Bello de Carvalho at 80”. 

His articles have been published in prestigious 

Brazilian specialized journals such as Sala Preta 

USP, Urdimento UFSC and Gragoatá UFF.

tranSnationality anD  

PoSt-Drama: the flaSh anD  

craSh DayS of braZilian theater

Based on a Brazilian case study, this paper 

comments on the influence that new paradigms 

and global circuits have exerted locally on the 

relationship between theater aesthetics and 

production. The underlying thesis here is that 

these two spheres, poetic and socioeconomic, are 

inseparable for the understanding of contemporary 

theater, especially in its political aspects.

The play chosen to explore this thesis was 

The Flash and Crash Days, staged in 1991 by 

Gerald Thomas. This innovative work, which 

could be considered hermetic, achieved 

great popularity when it relied on the real-life 

oriundos dos respectivos países, têm na guerra e suas 

consequências sociais seu principal leitmotiv, que se 

revela nas ações das personagens. Pensando na ideia 

do subtema proposto “Violências culturais: identidades 

e alteridades”, lançamo-nos a uma análise dos textos 

dramatúrgicos Incêndios, de Mouawad, e Krum, de 

Levin, com base nas noções da Pragmática linguística, 

entendida como o “estudo da linguagem a partir de 

uma perspectiva funcional, isto é, que tenta explicar 

as facetas da estrutura linguística por referência a 

pressões de causa não-linguística” Levinson, 2007 

apud Lins, 2008 ou, nos termos de Katz e Fodor 

1963 apud Lins, 2008, a interpretação das formas 

linguísticas “levando em conta o que é acrescentado 

pelo contexto”. Apresentamos, assim, uma análise das 

falas das personagens – mais que isso, do modo como 

agem em suas falas, ou, mesmo, em seus silêncios 

– refletidas no contexto hostil em que habitam, 

observando aquilo a que Austin 1990 chama de “atos 

de fala” e o que eles provocam/determinam na vida de 

quem os enuncia e de quem os ouve. 

Palavras-chave: Pragmática. Dramaturgia 

contemporânea. Wajdi Mouawad. Hanoch Levin.

GUStaVo GUenZbUrGer
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Gustavo Guenzburger is an artist, researcher 

and professor of Theater and Literature. Since 

2015, he works at the Federal State University 

of Rio de Janeiro UNIRIO, where he teaches 

and develops postdoctoral research on Theater, 

aesthetics and fostering policies, with FAPERJ 

scholarship since 2016. He also teaches 

the Silence which SPeaKeS anD  

other wayS of actinG: a looK oVer 

incenDieS anD KrUmS caracterS

Lebanon and Israel are border regions at the 

heart of the Middle East conflict. The dramaturgies 

of Wajdi Mouawad and Hanoch Levin, from that 

respective countries, have in war and their social 

consequences their main leitmotiv, which is 

revealed in the actions of the characters. From the 

proposed sub-theme Cultural Violence: Identities 

and Alterations, we turned to an analysis of Levins 

play Krum and Mouawads play Incendies based 

on the notions of linguistic pragmatics, understood 

as the study of language from a functional 

perspective that tries to explain the facets of the 

linguistic structure by reference to pressures of 

non-linguistic cause Levinson, 2007 apud Lins, 

2008 or, according to Katz and Fodor 1963 apud 

Lins, 2008, the interpretation of linguistic forms 

taking into account what is added by the context. 

We present, therefore, an analysis of the characters 

speeches - more than that, the way they act in their 

speeches, or even in their silences - reflected in the 

hostile context in which they inhabit, observing 

what Austin 1990 calls acts of speech and what 

they provoke /determine in the lives of those who 

enunciate them and of those who hear them.

Keywords: Pragmatics. Contemporary 

dramaturgy. Wajdi Mouawad. Hanoch Levin.

Do SilÊncio qUe fala e DoUtroS moDoS De 

aGir: Um olhar Sobre aS PerSonaGenS De 

incÊnDioS e KrUm

Líbano e Israel são regiões fronteiriças situadas no 

coração do conflito que envolve o Oriente Médio. As 

dramaturgias de Wajdi Mouawad e de Hanoch Levin, 
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shopping centers. We are especially interested 

in describing the relation between their aesthetic 

organisations and their respective transgressive 

or reconciliatory efficiency. We discuss their 

different aesthetic strategies to turn visible 

what is usually meant to stay invisible in urban 

space, most of all the different modalities of 

the socio-economic dispute. We reflect on the 

logic by which the two practices propose what 

Rancière calls the “distribution of the sensible”, 

the perception of the common space and the 

participation of the public in it by way of collective 

action. We argue that flashmobs overall reconcile 

its participants with the hegemonic status quo 

and follow what Rancière calls a police logic, 

whereas the rolezinhos expose the contradictions 

of Brazilian society and distribute the shared 

space according to a political logic.

Keywords: Political and collective body, 

aesthetic strategies, urban space, social and 

economic dispute

o flaShmob e o roleZinho: conSiDeraÇÕeS 

Sobre a conStrUÇÃo eStÉtica De Um 

corPo PolÍtico coletiVo nUm eSPaÇo De 

oStentaÇÃo caPitaliSta no braSil

O presente artigo discute o flashmob e o rolezinho 

no que diz respeito a suas eficácias transgressivas 

e/ou conciliatórias. Discutimos suas diferentes 

estratégias estéticas para tornar visível algo que se 

mantém cotidianamente invisível no espaço urbano 

sobretudo sob a ótica do litígio socioeconômico. 

Refletimos sobre as lógicas com quais as duas 

práticas propõem o que Jacques Rancière chama 

de “partilha do sensível”, a percepção do espaço 

comum e, nele, a participação do público por meio 

– antropófago, the modernista movement, and 

the nationalisms of the tropicália movement – 

as a means of redefining the contact zones of 

“culture.” Neither theorizations nor experiences 

suggest an easy, settled melding as much as an 

ongoing renegotiation erupting in moments of 

violence and artistic insight. These eruptions 

of intrasubjective interculturalism are readily 

visible in the complex negotiations of Brazilian 

encenadores auteur-directors.

StePhan baUmGartel
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Stephan Baumgartel got his Masters Degree 

in 1995 from Ludwig-Maximilians-University/ 

Munich and his Doctoral Degree form Federal 

University of Santa Catarina UFSC in 2005. He 

is currently Associate Professor at the State 

University of Santa Catarina UDESC, where he 

carries out research on contemporary Brazilian 

dramaturgy, on political theatrical poetics in 

Brazil and abroad and on non-mimetic forms of 

producing contemporary texts by an interplay 

between theatre and installation art. 

flaShmob anD roleZinho: conSiDerationS on 

the aeSthetic conStrUction of a collectiVe 

Political boDy in a SPace

The proposal discusses two cultural 

performances, the internationally known flashmob 

and the local Brazilian rolezinho, which denotes 

organized cultural performances by members 

of the socially underprivileged classes within 

de drama, enquanto transitava da bilheteria para 

um novo modo de produção, baseado no patrocínio.

Palavras-chave: sociologia teatral, circuitos 

globais, teatro pós-dramático

Glenn oDom
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Glenn Odom is a scholar of comparative 

world drama, theatre, and performance. He is 

the author of Yorùbá Performance, Theatre, and 

Politics: Staging Resistance Palgrave, 2015 and A 

Guide to World Theatre Theory Routledge, 2017. 

He is currently working on a comparative study 

of theories of theatre and performance emerging 

from Africa, Asia, and Latin America entitled 

Theatre, Globalizations, and Intercultural Worlds.

intraSUbJectiVe intercUltUraliSm  

anD conflict: braZilian theorieS 

 of cUltUral contact

In their article “Toward a Topography of 

Cross-Cultural Theatre Praxis,” Jacqueline Lo 

and Helen Gilbert note that interculturalism 

“entails a process of encounter and negotiation 

between different cultural sensibilities.” What 

then is the status of intercultural theatre in a 

situation like Brazil’s, where such encounters 

occur not just between nations or groups within 

nations, but within individual subjects – in 

a culture that is, at its most intimate levels, 

always already defined as cross-cultural and 

assimilative? This essay looks at three distinct 

Brazilian modes of comparative artistic practice 

e circuitos globais têm exercido localmente sobre 

a relação entre estética e produção de teatro. A 

tese subjacente aqui é que essas duas esferas, 

poética e socioeconômica, são inseparáveis 

para a compreensão do teatro contemporâneo, 

especialmente em seus aspectos políticos.

A peça escolhida para explorar esta tese foi 

“The Flash and Crash Days”, encenada em 1991 

por Gerald Thomas. Este trabalho inovador, que 

poderia ser considerado hermético, alcançou grande 

popularidade ao se basear na relação real de 

duas atrizes famosas: Fernanda Torres e sua mãe 

Fernanda Montenegro - uma estrela de televisão e 

símbolo da escola de teatro moderna anterior.

A linguagem simbólica carregada de imagens 

fortes, a mistura quase muda de Grand-Guignol 

com performance art, permitiu que “The Flash and 

Crash Days” ultrapassasse o contexto brasileiro 

de redemocratização dos anos 80 e 90 e fosse 

incluída no emergente circuito internacional de 

produções experimentais, que surgia nessas décadas 

e perdura até hoje. A análise deste espetáculo e 

de suas condições pode revelar uma mudança 

estética e de produção no teatro brasileiro que está 

ligada a um contexto internacional de formação 

de novos mercados globais, cujos paradigmas 

artísticos apontam para um novo papel do teatro 

na sociedade. O retorno do diretor brasileiro Gerald 

Thomas ao Brasil em meados da década de 1980, 

depois de uma promissora carreira inicial na cena 

vanguardista de Nova York, ajudou a desencadear 

uma grande reviravolta relacionada a essas 

mudanças no espetáculo teatral contemporâneo. 

Thomas trouxe da Europa e dos Estados Unidos 

uma nova proposta para o palco, através da qual a 

materialização da teatralidade se afastava da ideia 
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we will looK after yoU: the raDical 

PromiSe of ‘the time after’ rancière in 

recent theatre inVolVinG actorS with 

intellectUal DiSabilitieS

‘We will look after you’, the last words of Back 

to Back Theatre’s Lady Eats Apple Melbourne, 

October 2016 echo in the darkness of spaces 

of transposition: the audience on stage, the 

performers in the auditorium. The words are 

spoken by intellectually disabled characters/

performers to another who is able but playing 

disabled. Intellectual disability in its social and 

political context underpins the genesis and 

evolution of the company, but in Lady Eats Apple 

it is a subject that is placed to the side, referred 

to obliquely, in favour of a more fundamental 

questioning of what it is to see, to hear and to be 

present in posttheatrical performance, and what 

efficacy such performance might have. 

Throughout the production face microphones 

and individual audience headphones offer at 

once the intimacy and alienation of mediatized 

presence, the audience’s eyes are subjected to 

pulsating extremes of brightness and darkness, 

their sense of space is disoriented as successive 

envelopes of black and white inflatables give way 

to a final, utterly dislocating, reveal. Dramatic 

narrative and characterization are deconstructed 

in ‘theatricality,’ in Féral’s sense, that wavers 

unstably between theatre’s representation and 

performance’s presentation. 

After this destabilization of the demarcations 

of identity and alterity: of performance and 

audience, of ability and disability, of mythos 

and myth, how are the closing words ‘We will 

look after you’ to be taken? They constitute a 

the powers that be in government, the financial 

world and mainstream media.
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A member of the working group Performance 
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cyberformeD DiSSiDence: the rebellioUS art 

of tweetS anD memeS

Social media has been a vital part of organized 

activism in the later years and has developed 

into an ongoing manifestation of all aspects of 

life, including political struggle. Pictures from 

war zones have made huge impact on how 

clearly we see the situation many now live in. I’ll 

look at a few examples from Iceland and abroad 

on how simple photos and reports on Facebook 

have ignited chance in policy both in the public 

and private sector. Just this last year the prime 

minister has resigned, animal cruelty on an 

egg farm was outed and 85.000 people signed 

a petition demanding improvements in the 

healthcare system. In this paper Im continuing 

my research on protest signs from last year, but 

now Im looking at cyber space and how the use 

of meme, Facebook statuses and tweets can and 

have proved to have social and political impact. 

Using Christina Papagiannoulis theories 

and definitions of Political Cyberformance, 

I´ll also be drawing on theories of Jaques 

Rancier Emancipated spectator, in particular 

and also look to theories put forth in the book 

Tactical Performance: Serious Play and Social 

movements by Larry Bogad. The aim is to look at 

performative structures of the afterlife of news 

coverage in social media and how the public now 

has the power to change the course set forth by 

da ação coletiva. Argumentamos que os flashmobs 

conciliam os espectadores-participantes com o 

status quo e seguem a lógica homogeneizante 

ou policial, enquanto os rolezinhos abrem as 

contradições da sociedade brasileira e reorganizam 

o espaço compartilhado conforme uma lógica 

genuinamente política.

Palavras-chave: Corpo politico coletivo, estratégias 

estéticas, espaço urbano, litígio socioeconômico
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Nadia Saito is a PhD candidate on Theory 

and History of Theater at University of Sao 

Paulo, MBA Cultural Studies and Management 

at Fundacao Getulio Vargas, Latu Sensu Art 

and Cultural Education at University of Sao 

Paulo, MSc Social HIstory at University of Sao 

Paulo, and BSc Ed on History at Sao Paulo State 

University.

Mayra Schatzer is graduated in International 

Relations at the Federal University of São 

Paulo UNIFESP, I have studied Sociology at 

the University of Salamanca during a mobility 

period abroad. I was a teacher assistant of a 

joint project of the departments of Economics 

and International Relations on the influence 

of capitalism in the history of International 

Relations and presented my term paper on 

political economy and international regimes. 

In parallel, I have worked in management and 

cultural production. Currently studying Social 

Sciences at FFLCH / USP and conducting a 

research on public policies for theater in Brazil.

ViGGiani SettinG a StaGe in braZil

This paper is part of a larger research that 

deals with the formation of public policies for 

theater in the 1930s. Niccolino Viggiani is a great 

part of the development process of the theater 

industry. The foreign shows presented by him 

comprised an artistic and cultural tendency that 

prescribed the dynamics of the São Paulo theater 

market. Although the proportions of the city 

de revista, compuseram um rico cenário cultural. 

Esses gêneros difundiram uma diversidade de 

atrações que deu vida e expressividade a uma 

teatralidade tipicamente brasileira, baseada nas 

diversas manifestações culturas existentes no país. 

Os espetáculos de variedades são uma das formas 

do teatro popular. Eles podem ser segmentados em 

diferentes partes, sem ter uma ligação direta entre 

elas. Nesse formato, um esquete pode ser seguida 

de um número de dança, que por sua vez poderá ser 

seguida por um quadro de malabaristas ou por uma 

declamação sentimental. O circo, a pantomima, 

o music-hall, o cabaré, a operá buffa e o teatro de 

revista seguem esse mesmo modelo. Utilizaremos 

a teoria de Sergei Eisenstein para compreender 

a construção e montagem do espetáculo de 

variedades. Para o teórico russo, essa produção é 

coletiva e relaciona distintos segmentos. O gênero 

ligeiro formado pelos números de variedades 

ganhou popularidade no momento em que a cidade 

passava por uma intensa transformação. É em 

meados do século XIX que ocorreu a expansão 

das cidades brasileiras, momento em que elas se 

tornaram tipicamente urbanas, construindo espaços 

heterogêneos que reuniram pessoas de diferentes 

regiões do Brasil e de várias partes do mundo. O 

crescimento acelerado e as constantes mudanças 

urbanísticas ajudaram a gerar esse novo ambiente 

de intensa produção cultural. O estudo do teatro de 

variedades que surge nessa cidade em construção 

pode ser promissor para as artes cênicas pois tem 

revelado um rico universo de produção teatral. A 

reflexão a respeito dessa produção pode contribuir 

com debate em torno da cena teatral atual.

 

parts without having a direct link between them. 

In this format, a skit can be followed by a dance 

number, which in turn may be followed by a 

juggler or by a sentimental recitation. The circus, 

the pantomime, the music hall, the cabaret, the 

opera buffa and the magazine theater follow 

the same model. We will use Sergei Eisensteins 

theory to understand the construction and 

assembling of the variety show. For the Russian 

theorist, this production is collective and 

relates different segments. The slight genre 

formed by the numbers of varieties gained 

popularity at a time when the city underwent 

an intense transformation. It was in the middle 

of the nineteenth century that the expansion 

of Brazilian cities occurred, when they became 

typically urban, building heterogeneous spaces 

that brought together people from different 

regions of Brazil and from various parts of the 

world. The accelerated growth and the constant 

urban changes helped to generate this new 

environment of intense cultural production. The 

study of the variety theater that appears in this 

city under construction can be promising for the 

performing arts because it has revealed a rich 

universe of theatrical production. The reflection 

on this production can contribute with debate 

around the current theatrical scene.

o teatro De VarieDaDeS e SUa relaÇÃo com a 

cUltUra PoPUlar braSileira

Este trabalho tem como objetivo refletir sobre a 

cena teatral produzida pelos espetáculos populares 

que foram realizados no teatro de variedades de 

Santos no final do século XIX e início do XX. O 

teatro de variedades, assim como o circo e o teatro 

performative utterance made by people with 

intellectual disabilities to look after those 

without such disabilities: a complete overturning 

of conventional ethicopolitical relationships. 

They also represent the promise of a radical 

time after current political crises that threaten 

the eradication of compassion, empathy and 

egalitarianism. After Rancière, this time is 

neither utopian nor catastrophic, but that in 

which we take interest in the ‘sensible stuff’, the 

‘material events’ against which hope and despair 

is measured.

lÍlian rocha
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Mestranda em Artes Cênicas no Instituto de 

Artes da UNESP, linha de pesquisa estética e 
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the theater of VarietieS anD itS relation 

with braZilian PoPUlar cUltUre

This work aims to reflect on the theatrical 

scene produced by the popular shows that were 

performed at the Santos Variety Theater in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

Variety theater, as well as the circus and the 

magazine theater, made up a rich cultural scene. 

These genres spread a diversity of attractions 

that gave life and expressiveness to a typically 

Brazilian theatricality, based on the diverse 

manifestations cultures existing in the country. 

Variety shows are one of the forms of popular 

theater. They can be segmented into different 
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poética do teatro de convenção - para tomá-la como 

meio de manifestação de um temperamento artístico 

do ator. Tal procedimento situa o ator na exploração 

da linguagem teatral circense guiando a composição 

da personagem-tipo através da qual o ator, dispondo-

se ao contato direto com o público, deverá operar a 

cena. O desenvolvimento deste processo, pedagógico 

e de criação, é abordado na presente pesquisa na 

intenção de refletir sobre o modo de operação de uma 

poética cênica convencional, revelando a dinâmica 

que a inspira e as estratégias do ator para operá-la, 

considerando o trabalho da Cia. Os Fofos Encenam 

em diálogo com a tradição do ator popular.

Palavras-chave: circo-teatro teatro de 

grupo atuação sobrete, ator popular emploi, 

temperamento artístico personagem-tipo.

eDelcio moStaÇo
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KaSSanDra

Kassandra lives banished from her country in 

third rate nightclubs spelling a poor immigrant 

English. In this performed version she is a 

transvestite that narrates about Trojan War 

horror, nothing different nowadays one.

KaSSanDra

Kassandra vive desterrada de seu país natal e 

em boates de última categoria falando um inglês 

de imigrante. Nessa versão performada ela é um 

travesti que narra o horror da Guerra de Tróia, nada 

diferente dos dias atuais.

to the pedagogic work, which the pivot is the 

conventional scene that takes into consideration 

the specialization in a certain type of role - as 

in the old emploi system. Yet, the poetics of the 

theater of convention is suspended in order to 

be taken as means of manifestation of an artistic 

temperament of the actor. This procedure 

situates the actor in the exploration of the circus 

theatrical language guiding the type-character 

composition, through which the actor, making 

him/herself ready for direct contact with the 

audience, should operate the scene. This study 

approaches the development of this process, 

pedagogic and of creation, to reflect upon the 

modus operandi of the poetics of conventional 

scene, revealing the dynamics that inspires it and 

the actors strategies to operate it, considering 

the work of the theater company Os Fofos 

Encenam in dialogue with the tradition of the 

popular actor.

Keywords: drama-circus theatre group 

acting sobrete popular actor emploi artistic 

temperament type-character.

Sob o olhar Da Sobrete: a linGUaGem  

Do circo-teatro braSileiro na cia. o 

S fofoS encenam

A pesquisa é o olhar, de uma atriz-sobrete, sobre a 

linguagem teatral desenvolvida desde 2003 na Cia. 

Os Fofos Encenam a partir do diálogo com a tradição 

do circo-teatro brasileiro. O ator e diretor Fernando 

Neves conduz o trabalho na Cia. e, ao longo dos anos, 

dedicou-se também ao trabalho pedagógico cujo eixo 

é a cena convencional que considera a especialização 

em determinado tipo de papel - como no antigo 

sistema de emplois suspendendo, entretanto, a 
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Kátia Daher graduated in Performing Arts at 
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2001 she has been part of the theater company 

Os Fofos Encenam, from São Paulo, where she 

acts in the plays that explore the language of 

brazilian drama-circus, directed by Fernando 

Neves – A Mulher do Trem, Ferro em Brasa, the 

project Baú da Arethuzza and O deus da cidade 

– and in the plays directed by Newton Moreno 

– Assombrações do Recife Veho, Memória 

da Cana and Terra de Santo. The interest in 

drama-circus tradition and the experience as 

assistant director of Neves in the plays Terra 

Natal, O Médico e os Monstros, O Mistério Bufo, 

the project O Maravihoso Teatro Mambembe 

da Academia de Palhaços and Chica Boa, 

encouraged the achievement of the research 

conducted under the guidance of Prof.ª Dr.ª 

Maria Thaís in the University of São Paulo – USP.

UnDer the SobreteS looK: the braZilian 

Drama-circUS lanGUaGe at the comPany oS 

fofoS encenam

The study is the look of a sobrete actress 

about the theatrical language developed since 

2003 by the company Os Fofos Encenam from 

the dialogue perspective with the brazilian 

drama-circus tradition. The actor and director 

Fernando Neves conducts the work of the group 

and, through the years, also devoted himself 

of São Paulo were incomparable to the present 

days, its growth was ecstatic. Correspondent 

was the effervescent dispute by the market 

of the spectacle. The economic dependence 

generated, from the days of the colony, framed 

the cultural consumption of the population 

formed immigrants and the different textures of 

identity that the State was trying to pattern up. 

Keywords: Sao Paulo, cultural market, theater 

formation, Viggiani, public policies

ViGGiani: confiGUraÇÃo 

De Uma cena no braSil

Esse trabalho é parte de uma investigação maior 

que trata da formação políticas públicas voltadas 

para o teatro nos anos 1930. Niccolino Viggiani é 

parte contundente do processo de desenvolvimento 

da indústria teatral. Os espetáculos estrangeiros 

apresentados por ele compunham uma tendência 

artística e cultural que prescreveu a dinâmica do 

mercado teatral paulistano. Embora as proporções 

da cidade de São Paulo fosse incomparável 

aos dias atuais, seu crescimento era extático. 

Correspondente era a efervescente disputa 

pelo mercado do espetáculo ainda parco a 

todos os públicos, e no entanto, muito popular. 

A dependência econômica gerada, desde os 

tempos da colônia, emoldurou o consumo cultural 

da população que se formava com a leva de 

imigrantes, as bordas da escravidão e as diferentes 

texturas identitárias que o Estado formatava. 

Palavras-chave: Sao Paulo, mercado cultural, 

formação teatral, Viggiani, políticas públicas.
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Butler’s theory of performativity in the assembly 

and Lefebvre’s theory of ‘the production of space’. 

Then I will explore the dramaturgy within the 

present renovation plan of the city to invent a 

future culture hub at the crossroads of Asian and 

global art culture. Centering on Gwangju, I hope 

to connect the theatrical and the space.

tania branDÃo

UNiRio

tABRASiL@UoL.com.BR
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1973, Bachelor’s at Licenciatura Plena in History 
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1974 and Doctorate at History from Universidade 

Federal do Rio de Janeiro UFRJ 1998. Teacher of 
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at Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de 

Janeiro UNIRIO. Work as Theatre Critic since 1982 

and as Theatre Researcher since 1977. Publish 

theatre critics in the Blog Folias Teatrais: http://

foliasteatrais.com.br/ 
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on the following subjects: History of Brazilian 

Theatre, Modern Brazilian Theatre, Brazilian 
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Actresses Eva Todor, Itália Fausta and Maria Della 

Costa. Worked as theatre festival programmer 

since 1983 FITEI, LITF/NY. Curator of Curitiba 

Festival Theatre 2000-2015. Published the books 

“A máquina de repetir e a fábrica de estrelas: 

Teatro dos Sete” 2002 e “Uma Empresa e seus 

segredos: Companhia Maria Della Costa” 2008.

GwanGJU aS memory anD inVention

This paper will discuss my memories related 

to a Korean city, Gwangju. As Henri Lefebvre 

suggested, any space is produced through the 

ideological and economic hegemony. This city 

illustrates his theory with some specific examples. 

As a generation who went through university 

life in the 1980s, Gwangju is not a neutral city to 

any of us with little personal relationship with it. 

My last visit to Gwangju, two years ago, led to a 

particularly special feeling that I had belonged 

to it for all of those years. This occurred to me 

one evening when I joined an artist’s talk with 

Tsai Ming-liang, a Malaysian Chinese filmmaker 

and theatre director at the Opening Festival of 

the Asian Culture Center. It was so natural for 

the space to hold such a cultural event especially 

after the performance, The Monk from Tang 

Dynasty. At that time, I was also fully aware that 

I was between the past and the present. I was 

in the same room, the former city hall, wherein 

the last resistance lost their lives at the hands of 

the military soldiers during The May Democratic 

Uprising in 1980. They chose to die rather than 

surrender, and saved their honor in the face of the 

military government who announced that they 

were part of the North Korean communists. The 

everyday space was made into a historical space 

by them first, and was represented later by the 

cultural works. It was recreated into a third space 

with an ideal of the future Asian culture hub. 

In my paper, I will argue about Gwangju as ‘the 

boundary of history: memory and invention’. First, 

I will compare the historical moment of the city 

hall with theatrical representations such as May 

Bride and The Green Days, while discussing Judith 

de uma dramaturgia radiofônica de Os Sete Contra 

Tebas de Ésquilo em um processo de coautoria. Nessa 

direção, a recriação da textualidade de Ésquilo é 

atravessada por uma cartografia, que relaciona a 

densa coralidade épica aos vários espaços musicais, 

míticos, ficcionais e reais da narrativa, bem como 

pelo intenso jogo agonístico e múltiplos movimentos 

entre a cidade e seus moradores sitiados – pelo 

ataque iminente do acampamento inimigo, dos 

guerreiros fortemente armados, culminando no 

extermínio mútuo de Etéocles e Polinices, os irmãos 

inimigos Nessa dramaturgia as possibilidades da 

cena presencial conectada ao drama radiofônico 

são também consideradas enquanto procedimentos 

do jogo dramatúrgico. Para relatar esse processo e 

discutir a efetividade da poética e dos temas trágicos 

da guerra sobre os desdobramentos da violência no 

tempo presente, o ensaio volta-se para as conexões 

entre tragédia antiga e renovadas formas de 

percepção, ação e reflexão crítica. 

Palavras-chave: tragédia, rádio drama, 

dramaturgia/performance, Ésquilo.
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Research professor at Korean National 

Research Center for the Arts, while teaching 
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Dramaturg and translator, contributing essays 

regularly to the theatre journals in Korea.
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the SeVen aGainSt thebeS anD the SieGe of 

war - the effectiVeneSS of traGic Poetry now

The paper brings up the procedures and 

performative elements involved in the working 

out of a Aeschylus’ radio drama The Seven 

Against Thebes in a process of co - authorship. 

Therefore, the rebuilding of Aeschylus 

textuality is traversed by cartographies, which 

relates the dense epic chorality to the various 

musical mythical, fictional and real spaces 

of the narrative, as well as by the intense 

agonistic game and manifold moves between 

the city and its inhabitants under siege - the 

impending attack of the heavily armed warriors, 

culminating in the mutual extermination of 

Etheocles and Polinices, the enemy brothers. 

In this work, every aspect of the presential 

performative possibilities related with the radio 

drama is also considered as a game procedure. 

In order to report this process and to discuss 

the effectiveness of the tragic poetry and the 

tragic themes of the war on the unfolding of 

violence at the present time, this essay turns 

to the connections of the old tragedy with the 

renewed forms of perception, action and critical 

reflection in the performative scene.

Keywords: tragedy, radio drama, dramaturgy/

performance, Aeschylus

oS Sete contra tebaS e o cerco Da GUerra - a 

efetiViDaDe Da PoeSia tráGica no PreSente

O artigo apresenta os procedimentos e os 

elementos performativos envolvidos na elaboração 
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involves Artistic and Quality Assessment for 

Arts Council England, chairing the board of ATC 

and advisory programming for the London Film 

Festival. She writes regularly for the leading film 

magazine Sight & Sound her publications include 

ten co-edited volumes and two monographs. 

She is also co-editor of the Routledge journal 

Contemporary Theatre Review.

cUltUral caPital anD aGency:  

nUria eSPert at 80

In 2015 at the age of 79 Nuria Espert played 

King Lear at Barcelona’s Teatre Lliure, a 

performance that was to influence her friend 

Glenda Jackson to take on the title role in her 

80th year at London’s Old Vic Theatre. In 

this paper I provide a brief overview of the 60 

year career of one of Spain’s most important 

actresses, from her role as a powerful agent for 

change during the difficult years of the Franco 

regime to her cultural importance in democratic 

Spain as actress, director, producer and cultural 

commentator. Her multiple roles – and indeed 

multiple theatricalities – have offered potent 

signifiers both for a mode of engagement 

with the shifting socio-political landscape of 

Spain and for a wider understanding of how 

cultural capital operates across the nascent 

democracy of this nation-state. I end with a 

brief consideration of her performance as Lear 

reprised in 2016, and its wider resonance in 

destablising particular cultural geographies 

through a process of reminding audiences of 

why it’s important to create work that argues for 

the role culture should play in helping shape and 

understand the contemporary world.

Aos 14 anos, casou com o empresário e autor Luiz 

Iglesias 1905-1963. Novo mentor de sua carreira, ele 

levou-a para o teatro de comédia. Da sua maneira 

de representar, unindo transgressão ingênua e forte 

expressividade física, nasceu um gênero teatral local, o 

gênero Eva, de comédias elegantes, ágeis, petulantes, 

de malícia discreta. O apoio feminino garantiu a 

popularidade de seu teatro, nos anos 1950/1960: ela 

foi um nome decisivo na história da mulher no Brasil. 

Após a morte do primeiro marido e o eclipse total do 

velho teatro do primeiro ator, a atriz abraçou propostas 

modernas mais ousadas e, finalmente, se tornou 

uma grande estrela da televisão. Sua história artística 

impõe o estudo da relação profunda entre perfil 

individual e processo histórico, notadamente a partir 

de abordagens da sociologia da arte, em particular 

os estudos de Nathalie Heinich dedicados à relação 

individualidade/coletividade. 

Palavras – chave: Eva Todor, Biografia e História 

do Teatro, Historiografia da História do Teatro, 

Comédia de costumes brasileira, Gênero Eva, Teatro 

e feminismo no Brasil

maria DelGaDo
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Maria M. Delgado is Professor and Director of 

Research at The Royal Central School of Speech 

and Drama, University of London and Honorary 

Fellow at the Institute of Modern Languages 

Research at the University of London. She has 

published extensively in the area of Spanish-

language performance and film and European 

theatre. Her work with the creative industries 

women´s history. After Iglesias death and the 

sunset of the old actor-managers theatre, she 

took on more daring modern work, and finally 

became a great television star. Todors body of 

work requires examining the deep relationship 

between individual profile and historical process, 

especially from a sociology of art perspective, and 

in particular through the lens of Nathalie Heinichs 

studies of the relationship between individuality 

and collectivity.

Keywords: Eva Todor, Biography and history of 

theatre, History of theatre historiography, Brazilian 

comedy of manners, Eva genre, Theatre and 

feminism in Brazil

eVa toDor e a malÍcia feminina braSileira - 

fronteiraS e iDentiDaDeS

Um grande desafio percorre a escrita da História do 

Teatro: esboçar a fronteira delicada entre o perfil de cada 

artista e a engrenagem histórica. O enfoque é obrigatório 

para o estudo da obra de Eva Todor Budapeste,1919. 

Húngara de nascimento, estudou balé na Ópera Real 

da Hungria, dos quatro aos oito anos, revelando grande 

talento. Ao emigrar para o Brasil, aos nove anos, possuía 

formação suficiente para apresentações amadoras, 

iniciadas no Teatro Municipal de São Paulo. Após a 

mudança para o Rio de Janeiro, o aprendizado continuou 

com Maria Olenewa. Os escassos recursos da família 

impulsionaram a profissionalização. As dificuldades com 

o idioma estimularam a sua versatilidade expressiva e 

a sua simpatia, passaportes para ingressar, em 1934, 

no Teatro Recreio, o grande templo do teatro de revista 

carioca. Na seleção, apresentou quadros de balé húngaro. 

Portanto, entrou no quadro de artistas como bailarina. 

Apesar do português precário, logo começou a participar 

de cenas dramáticas simples, com sucesso imediato. 

eVa toDor anD braZilian  

female miSchieVoUSneSS –  

boUnDarieS anD iDentitieS

There´s a great challenge in writing theatre 

history: navigating the delicate boundary 

between each artists profile and the gears 

of history. The theme is inescapable when 

studying the work of Eva Todor Budapest, 

1919. Hungarian by birth, she studied ballet 

in the Hungarian Royal Opera House from 

ages four to eight, already displaying signs of 

great talent. By the time nine-year-old Todor 

emigrated to Brazil, she had enough training 

to make amateur performances at the São 

Paulo Municipal Theatre. After moving to Rio 

de Janeiro, she studied under Maria Olenewa. 

Her family´s meagre resources pushed her 

towards professional work. The language 

barrier stimulated her expressive versatility 

and charm, which in 1934 opened the doors to 

Recreio Theatre—the great temple of Rios revue 

scene. In the selection process, she performed 

Hungarian ballet pieces. She therefore joined 

the artists world first as a ballerina. Despite her 

limited Portuguese, she soon began to take part 

in simple drama scenes, to immediate success. 

At 14, she married manager and playwright Luiz 

Iglesias 1905–1963, who would then mentor 

her, leading Todor to comedy theatre. A new 

local genre was born from her acting style, 

which blended naïve transgression with strong 

physical expressiveness: the Eva genre, with 

elegant, agile, petulant comedies, full of subtle 

mischievousness. Female support guaranteed 

her popularity in the theatre in the 50s and 

60s she was a decisive name in Brazilian 
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conSiDerationS on actinG  

PeDaGoGy in the PerforminG artS: Some 

caSeS of coUnter-DiScoUrSe in the 

braZilian theater

Observing the teaching of acting in Brazil, 

this paper recover the contours of the almost 

unexplored field of brazilian performing arts 

pedagogy, an exemplar case of non-european 

countries, commenting on the brief bibliography 

on the subject and contrasting the traditional 

space of formal education, traditionally based on 

the trajectory of the “foreign masters” and to their 

historical laboratories, to the territory inhabited 

by the Brazilian theater groups, understood 

as unique spaces of teaching and learning in 

dialogue with the local context. The survey 

indicates the dominance, in a certain period of our 

recent history, of a philosophical line related to 

Stanislavski’s pedagogy, although different from 

the Russian source, proving that the formation 

on acting in theatrical performance is a field of 

constant aesthetic and ideological disputes. 

Keywords: pedagogy of acting, actor training, 

Brazilian theatre history, group theater.

conSiDeraÇÕeS Sobre PeDaGoGia atoral 

naS arteS cÊnicaS: alGUnS caSoS De 

contra-DiScUrSo no teatro braSileiro.

Observando o ensino da atuação no Brasil, o 

presente ensaio recupera os contornos do quase 

inexplorado campo da pedagogia atoral nacional, 

caso exemplar no contexto dos países não-

europeus, comentando a sucinta bibliografia sobre 

o tema e contrapondo o espaço do ensino formal, 

fundamentado tradicionalmente na trajetória 

dos “mestres estrangeiros” e seus laboratórios 

of the established actors and Prielle occasionally 

lent some of her objects for stage performances. 

The set of the imagined saloon, or the saloon-

as-life as appearing, for e.g. in the director’s 

promptbook of Les Fourchambault Émile Augier 

included specific elements but it is important 

to note the entanglement of staging with the 

domestic aspect. 

Keywords: professional acting, 19th 

century,Central Europe, staging practice
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Placed in National-Patriotic Rhetoric. Hungarian 

Celebrations of Ira Aldridge. Symbolon, 27/2014, 

27:37- 52.

french well-maDe PlayS into hUnGarian 

SaloonS: an actreSS career in the SeconD 

half of the 19th centUry

The presentation concentrates on the 

relationships between certain roles of Kornélia 

Prielle 1826-1906, a famous Hungarian actress, 

her stage directing/–assistance activities 

outside the professional theatre and her home 

apartment, especially her saloon designed to 

reflect her artistic achievements. She had been 

born half German and half Hungarian, and 

became one of the acclaimed actresses on the 

Hungarian-speaking stage. She was regarded 

as the eloquent representative of a perceived 

French elegance by performing important roles 

in French well-made plays. Such plays, while 

addressing various social issues, used the saloon 

for their main scenes – the same saloon which 

was the quasi-public, representative space of 

the aristocratic and bourgeois homes within the 

period therefore, the saloon may be conceived as 

an imaginary space where different subjectivities 

emerge in the context of theatre performances, 

including those of the audience as well.

In the context of amateur acting of certain 

aristocrats, the staged saloon or the saloon-

as-life was re-created within ‘real’ saloons of 

noble homes, a directing move assumed by 

Kornélia Prielle and her husband. Ultimately, their 

experiences served to design their own home and 

its representative space. The domestic saloon had 

a central role in creating the professional identity 
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A investigação, intitulada “Ator rapsodo: pesquisa 

de procedimentos para uma linguagem gestual” 

teve início em 1998, na Universidade Federal do 

Estado do Rio de Janeiro – UNIRIO e, desde 2012, 

encontra-se na etapa “Teatro e Espiritualidade”. Tem 

se realizado com alunos atores e na prática atorial da 

própria pesquisadora e produzido eventos cênicos e 

performances. 

Palavras-Chave: Teatro e Espiritualidade Teatro e 

Ritual Pedagogia do Ator Ator Rapsodo
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Boris Daussà-Pastor is a performer, director, 

and theatre scholar from Barcelona. He is 

currently professor and Head of the Theatre 

Theory and History Department at Institut del 

Teatre de Barcelona. He earned a Theatre MA 

and MPhil degrees at CUNY New York, and 

is currently working on a PhD dissertation on 

Margolis Method. His areas of interest include 

also South Indian performance. He trained 

in Kathakali and published several articles in 

academic journals as well as a training guide 

for kathakali body-exercise routine. Boris is also 

the Assistant Director of the award-winning 

Catalan theatre company Dei Furbi. He is an 

active member of the international academic 

community, having served as a board member of 

the Association for Asian Performance AAP, and 

currently serving at the Executive Committee 

of the International Federation for Theatre 

Research FIRT/IFTR.

student actors as well as by the author herself in 

her own acting practice, and has also resulted in 

scenic events and performances.

Keywords: Theater and Spirituality Theatre and 

Ritual Actor pedagogy Rhapsode-actor

o SiStema De chaKraS como fUnDamento 

Para a exPeriÊncia PeDaGÓGica e criaDora 

Do Performer

Considerando o Teatro com um Ritual, o Sistema 

de Chakras como fundamento para a experiência 

cênica e pedagógica do performer é abordado 

através do exercício somático e psicofísico em 

conexão com a Yoga Suksma Vyayama asanas, 

a Sidda Yoga cantos e meditação e com alguns 

conteúdos do panteão afrobrasileiro curimba, 

danças e incorporação. Mesmo que não acionadas 

diretamente, estão presentes no trabalho elementos 

de diferentes práticas terapêuticas vivenciadas 

pela pesquisadora, como Alinhamento Energético 

ou Fogo Sagrado Monica Oliveira Leitura Corporal 

Nereida Fontes Vilela Constelação Familiar Bert 

Hellinger Transmissão do Retorno à Fonte Serafim 

Vieira. Todas elas consideram o Ser em sua 

multidimensionalidade, capaz de atingir vários 

e profundos níveis de Consciência para além do 

Corpo Físico, mas sempre considerando-o como 

instrumento indispensável para isto. Pressupõem o 

contato com diferentes Dimensões do Universo, que 

abrem caminhos para um processo de Canalização. 

Nesta pesquisa, interessa este ator que, através da 

Canalização pode se conectar com seus diferentes 

Corpos e, em cena, coloca-se humildemente como 

um sacerdote ou um pai-de-santo que professa um 

teatro de cura, como habitante ou porta-voz de um 

universo sagrado. 

the chaKra SyStem aS a baSiS for  

the PeDaGoGical anD creatiVe exPerience  

of the Performance

Conceiving the Theater as a Ritual, the Chakra 

System as a basis for the pedagogical and 

creative experience of the performer has been 

approached in this research through somatic 

exercises, considering actors psychophysicality, 

in connections mainly with elements of Susksma 

Vyayama Yoga asanas, Siddha Yoga chants and 

meditation and some aspects of afrobrasilien 

pantheon curimba, dances and incorporation. 

Different forms of therapy have inspired the 

work in question: Sacred Fire, by Monica Oliveira 

Sistemic Constellation, by Bert Hellinger Body 

Reading, by Nereida Fontes Vilela and Return-

to-source Transmission, by Serafim Vieira, all 

of which consider the multidimensionality of 

the Being, which is capable of achieving deep 

Consciousness levels beyond the Physical Body, 

but always taking the latter as an indispensable 

instrument for achieving them. These thinkers 

understand that humans are capable of 

contacting different Dimensions of the Universe, 

and that this paves the way for the process 

of Channeling. The object of this research 

are performers who, through Channeling, are 

capable of connecting with their manifold Bodies 

and humbly present themselves on stage as 

ministers on a sacred ground.

The research, named “Rhapsode-actor: 

procedure research for a gestural language”, was 

initiated in 1998 at the Federal State University 

of Rio de Janeiro – UNIRIO, and has been in 

development phase Theater and Spirituality from 

2012 on. It is currently being carried out with 

históricos, ao território habitado pelos grupos 

teatrais, entendidos como espaços singulares de 

ensino-aprendizado em diálogo com o contexto 

local. A prospecção indica a dominância, num 

certo período da nossa história contemporânea, 

de uma linha filosófica relacionada à pedagogia 

de Stanislavski, ainda que diversa da fonte russa, 

comprovando ser a formação em interpretação 

teatral um campo de contínuas disputas 

estéticas e ideológicas.

Palavras-chave: pedagogia da interpretação, 

treinamento atoral, história do teatro brasileiro, 

teatro de grupo.
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scenic paths for Narrative Theater. She holds 

a PhD. from UNIRIO, on “Pedagogical Way for 

the narrative-actor” and a post doctorate from 

Lisbon University on “Portuguese contemporary 

narrative theater”. Her recently theater 

productions as an actress and dramaturg are 

You can not live without love No se puede vivir 

sin amor and How beautiful it was there! Como 

era bonito lá!. Has published book chapters and 

articles in specialized magazines. Her research 

interests include movement for actor, somatics 

and theater conected with spirituality and ritual.
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sociopolíticos e culturais. Tendo como base a ideia 

do liminar como condição ou situação a partir 

da qual se vive e se produz arte. Busco valorizar 

o estado de experiência como transformação, 

entrecruzamentos no meio em que está inserido 

e as articulações afetivas que o acompanham. 

Compreendo os ritos de passagem como um 

mundo liminar de espaços de diferenças e fronteira, 

de encontros e afetações criativas que permeiam 

nossa condição de artistas e pesquisadores. 

Palavras-chave: Ritos de passagem Teatro 

Liminaridade Experiência Performatividade.
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Director, dancer, teacher, playwright. Master’s 

degree in progress at University of São Paulo 

ECA-USP since 2015 with a theoretical-practical 

research about the dramaturgy of a melancholic 

body, which included the performance Anatomia 

da Melancolia – experiência I, her last solo 

performance. Nathalia is graduated in Performance 

Arts Dance, Theatre and Performance programme 

at Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo 

Pontificate Catholic University of Sao Paulo 

in 2003. In september 2013, Nathalia was an 

artist resident in the International Tanzlabor at 

Kunstlerhaus Mousonturm in Frankfurt, Germany, 

as a solo performer directed by Ivo Dimchev AT/

BG. Frágil Fragile, her second dance solo, was 

supported by the State Secretariat for Culture, 

premiering in August 2012 at São Paulo. In 2009, 

Nathalia toured in the state of Sao Paulo with 

substantiated in Victor Turner, Ileana Dieguéz 

Caballero and Jorge Dubatti thoughts. This 

paperwork integrates the master research Rites 

of passage: the contemporary approach in the 

actors creative process by Federal University 

of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The objective is 

investigate the rites performativity as margin to 

create and scenic expressions in sociopolitical 

and cultural dialogues. The base is the liminal 

as condition or situation from where lives and 

produces the art. I seek to value the experience 

state as transformation, where it is intertwined 

and the affective articulation which following 

them. I understand the rites of passage an 

liminal of spaces of differences and board 

world, of meetings and creative affection that 

permeates our artistic and researchers condition.

Keywords: Rites of passage theatre experience 

liminality performativity.

ProceSSoS liminareS: aS exPeriÊnciaS 

DoS ritoS De PaSSaGem, tranSformaÇÃo 

e afetaÇÃo Para a criaÇÃo cÊnica em 

DiáloGoS SocioPolÍticoS e cUltUraiS

Este trabalho apresenta alguns caminhos 

introdutórios acerca da reflexão teórica sobre 

a liminaridade dos ritos de passagem em 

um contexto urbano, fundamentada pelos 

pensamentos de Victor Turner, Ileana Diéguez 

Caballero e Jorge Dubatti. Este trabalho integra-

se a pesquisa de mestrado Ritos de Passagem: 

uma abordagem contemporânea no processo 

criativo do ator pela Universidade Federal do Rio 

Grande do Sul, Brasil. Em que objetivo investigar 

a performatividade destes ritos como margem 

para a criação e expressão cênica em diálogos 

relationships, the production of voice, etc. in 

ways that are viscerally perceived as natural. In 

the same way, the artist’s choice of presenting 

something as “non-natural” can be easily 

exercised once the artists clearly knows how 

things behave according to everyday physics. 

Thus, it becomes a training methodology 

not geared towards any particular culture or 

convention of performance, but towards gaining 

basic understanding of how things behave so 

that the artist can use such principles to their 

own aesthetic or conventional choices.

SUellen brito

UFRGS

SUELLEN.ABRito@GmAiL.com

Master´s in progress in Performing Arts from 

the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, 

UFRGS, Brasil. Advisor: Inês Alcaraz Marocco. 

Research related to the rites of passage 

and performativity in the contemporaneity. 

Specialization in Cultural Management from 

the Centro Universitário Senac, SENAC/SP, 

Brasil. Graduation in Theatre from the Federal 

University of Paraíba, UFPB, Brasil. Actress and 

theater teacher.

liminal ProceSS: riteS of PaSSaGe 

exPerience, tranSformation anD 

affectation to Scenic creation in 

SocioPolitical anD cUltUral DialoGUe

This paperwork presents some introductory 

ways regarding to the theory reflection about the 

rites of passage liminality in an urban context, 

ShiftinG the ParaDiGm in theatre 

traininG: marGoliS methoD aS an examPle 

of traininG PrinciPleS for mUltiPle 

theatricalitieS rather than actinG 

techniqUeS for SPecific conVentionS

The performative turn expanded the purview 

of Theatre Studies into a larger field where 

all forms of performance can be treated with 

similar methodological frameworks, whether 

they come from the western classical tradition 

of theatre or not. However, the practice of 

theatre training has not yet achieved a similar 

effort. In most cases, theatre training is either 

focused towards the mastery of a particular 

theatrical convention for example, Kathakali 

or Commedia dell’arte training, or towards the 

achievement of a number of abilities that may be 

useful in performance voice training, movement 

training, play analysis, some acting technique, 

etc. Some theatre artists and scholars such as 

Grotowski and Eugenio Barba, looked into the 

possibility of finding common aspects to acting 

and performance that could be used out of their 

original setting, but hardly ever gave a specific 

methodology to train theatre artists in such 

principles of performativity.

Margolis Method is an example of theatre 

training based on principles that could be 

applied to training artists from all cultures of 

performance. Its basic stance is that physics 

affect all human beings and is perceived as 

a natural construction of how everything 

behaves in the world. Looking and mastering 

the principles of physics allows us to articulate 

the behavior of everything around us characters, 

objects, dramatic or narrative structures, spatial 
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method known as participant observation. 

The research also intends to use the “Método 

Matricial” of Jacó Guinsburg, bringing the 

analytical methodology to the field of theatrical 

pedagogy, initially proposed for creation 

processes in the performing arts.

Thus, it is expected that the dissertation 

can contribute to the discussion in the field 

of clown formation in the country, making 

possible the documentation and reflection 

on a pedagogical practice not yet studied by 

recent academic research.

formaÇÃo Do artiSta circenSe e teatral 

na linGUaGem Do PalhaÇo, Pelo ProGrama 

De formaÇÃo De PalhaÇo Para JoVenS DoS 

DoUtoreS Da aleGria

A presente pesquisa trata-se de um estudo 

voltado à formação do artista circense e teatral 

na linguagem do palhaço, tendo como recorte 

a investigação acerca da prática pedagógica 

do Programa de Formação de Palhaço para 

Jovens dos Doutores da Alegria. A pesquisa 

tem como objetivo documentar o processo de 

formação desta escola e sua trajetória desde 

2004, identificando possíveis especificidades 

artístico-pedagógicas.

Desde o século XVIII, o processo de organização 

dos artistas circenses passou por várias 

transformações e a partir das décadas de 1950 e 

1960, com o surgimento das escolas de circo, a 

forma de transmissão de conhecimentos, até então 

de caráter geracional e familiar, começou a sofrer 

alterações. Apesar disso, a discussão envolvendo 

o estudo da formação na linguagem do palhaço é 

algo bastante recente.

thaÍS caroline PÓVoa balaton

USP

thAiS.PovoA@USP.BR

Thaís Caroline Póvoa Balaton studies Master 

Degree in Theater Pedagogy from the University 

of São Paulo. She holds a degree in Performing 

Arts (USP) and is graduated from the School 

of Dramatic Art (São Paulo - Brazil). She has 

experience in the Art’s field, with emphasis in 

Theater. Founder and member of Cia Lona de 

Retalhos (São Paulo - Brazil).

 

formation of the circUS anD theatrical 

artiSt in the lanGUaGe of the clown, by the 

clown traininG ProGram for yoUnG PeoPle 

of the DoctorS of Joy

The present research is a study aimed at the 

formation of the circus and theatrical artists in 

the language of the clown, with focus on the 

investigation about the pedagogical practice of 

the Clown Training Program for Young People 

of Doutores da Alegria. The research aims 

to document the process of formation of this 

school and its trajectory since 2004, identifying 

possible artistic and pedagogical specificities.

Since the eighteenth century, the process of 

organization of circus artists has undergone 

several transformations and since the 1950s 

and 1960s, with the arising of circus schools, 

the form of transmission of knowledge, initially 

from a generational and family nature, began to 

change. Despite this, the discussion involving the 

study of clown language training is quite recent.

The methodological procedure chosen for the 

research is the ethnographic anthropological 

significance of the melancholy for this research 

is founded in the possibility that it seems to offer 

to ponder on the contemporary body, founded 

in a social structure that produces subjective 

experiences of pauperization.

Keywords: Body, Dramaturgy, Melancholy

a DramatUrGia De Um  

corPo melancÓlico

A presente pesquisa investiga a dramaturgia de 

um corpo melancólico que pode ser visto como um 

reflexo das contradições do estado de exceção da 

experiência social contemporânea. Compreende-

se que este corpo melancólico é um corpo social 

em estado de desordem e de suspensão, mas que, 

contraditoriamente, está engajado em uma reflexão 

e criação críticas diante de sua própria falência.

Pesquisa-se aqui o diálogo que pode ser 

estabelecido entre um corpo performativo e a 

subjetividade contemporânea a partir da ação de 

um corpo melancólico. Com o termo “performativo” 

pretende-se descrever um corpo em suas 

implicações tanto sociais quanto estéticas.

É possível buscar em Walter Benjamin aspectos 

da melancolia como um sintoma social do nosso 

século, relacionando o desencanto do melancólico 

ao efeito de uma inadequação ou de uma recusa em 

relação as suas condições sociais. A desvalorização 

da experiência da vida conduziria ao fatalismo 

que está na origem da indolência do coração do 

melancólico. A importância da melancolia para esta 

pesquisa se funda na possibilidade que ela parece 

oferecer de reflexão sobre o corpo contemporâneo, 

fundado em uma estrutura social produtora de 

experiências subjetivas de pauperização. 

Palavras-chave: Corpo, Dramaturgia, Melancolia

Nathpark, her first site-specific solo. This project 

began in 2007, based on the monographic study 

Dramaturgia e espaço: ressignificação do lugar-

comum Dramaturgy and space: re-signifying the 

commonplace, also sponsored by State Secretariat 

for Culture.

http://www.nathaliacatharina.com/anatomia-

da-melancolia

http://buscatextual.cnpq.

br/buscatextual/visualizacv.

do?id=K8534470T0&idiomaExibicao=2

the DramatUrGy of a melancholic boDy

The presenting research ponders the 

dramaturgy of a melancholic body that can 

be seen as a reflection of the contradictions 

of the state of exception in our contemporary 

social experience. It is understood that this 

melancholic body is a social body in state 

of disorder and suspension, but which is, 

contradictorily, engaged in a critical reflection 

and creation regarding its own failure.

    It is researched the dialogue that can be 

established between a performative body and 

the contemporary subjectivity, starting from 

the action of a melancholic body. The term 

performative intends to describe a body in their 

social and aesthetics implications. 

    It is possible to look for in Walter 

Benjamin’s ideas, aspects of melancholy as 

a social symptom of our century, relating the 

melancholic disenchants from the effect of an 

inadequacy or a refusal of their social conditions. 

The depreciation of the experience of life would 

lead to the fatalism that is in the origin of the 

indolence of heart of the melancholic. The 
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trellicK taleS: the thirDSPace  

of trellicK tower

This article presents the project Trellick 

Tales, by SPID Theatre, resultant of mapping 

the lives of the residents through more than 

40 years of the London Iconic building Trellick 

Tower by Erno Goldfinger. This project, funded 

amongst others by the 20th Century Society, 

the British Council of Arts and the BBC, 

allowed us to create an inherent layer of the 

building and its residents through interviews, 

and principally memories. This project was 

also adapted for the InTransit Festival in 

London in June 2016, and in February 2017 

the materials were displayed in a temporary 

exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum 

called Reimagining Goldfinger.

The creative team – an architect, a performer 

and a soundscape designer – in collaboration 

with the directors and the young people of 

SPID, went through different derives around 

the building. These derives were not only based 

on the spatial experience, but also on different 

interviews with the inhabitants of the building 

that emerged as a Thirdspace. As Edward Soja 

suggests, this Thirdspace is where “everything 

comes together ... subjectivity and objectivity, 

the abstract and the concrete, the real and the 

imagined, the knowable and the unimaginable, 

the repetitive and the differential, structure 

and agency, mind and body, consciousness 

and the unconscious, the disciplined and the 

transdisciplinary, everyday life and unending 

story” Soja, E., 1996:57. 

The objective of this article is to present a new 

layer of information that is located in-between 

funda o espaço da manifestação performática que 

no decurso do tempo histórico se transmuta de 

acordo com o processo assimilativo de objetivação e 

ancoragem, conforme definido por Serge Moscovici 

1928-2014. Ritos modernos, ritos de consumo, ritos 

de posses e protestos, novos ritos religiosos, ritos 

performáticos, cultos da consciência aportados em 

contratos de pertencimento e exclusão tecem a rede 

da inacessibilidade contemporânea. Este trabalho 

procura refletir tais processos e experiências com 

exemplos concretos que evidenciam as relações 

entre os canais icônicos de reconhecimento e as 

arquiteturas da performance.

maria JoSe martineZ SancheZ

BiRmiNGhAm city UNivERSity

mARiA.mARtiNEzSANchEz@BcU.Ac.UK

María José Martínez Sánchez Ph.D. MA MArch 

Architect is a lecturer in Interior Architecture 

and Design at Birmingham City University 

United Kingdom . She studied architecture in 

the Universidad Politécnica of Madrid Spain and 

graduated with distinction from the MA Advanced 

Theatre Practice at RCSSD in London. In 2012, 

together with Alba Fernández and Cris R. Sanz 

de Siria, she won with Vacío the INJUVE Prize of 

scenic arts of the Spanish Ministry of Culture. She 

has published several articles in scientific journals 

such as Hipo-tesis and Urban. She has worked 

as a set designer and exhibition designer in UK 

and Spain, where her work has been seen at Soho 

Theatre, InTransit Festival, London Trinity Laban, 

Museum of Contemporary Art Reina Sofia, or 

Conde Duque Theatre in Madrid amongst others.

Social riteS anD Performance 

architectUreS

Rite and performance are words that relay 

deep marks and deep roots and devise artistic, 

religious, civic and barbaric experiences. 

Such experiences reveal architectural 

arrangements of symbolic and edifying types 

that shape the space-time of performance. 

Since ancient times, the connection between 

social rite and architecture founds the space 

of the performative expression. In the course 

of historical time, such space has been 

transfigured towards the assimilative process 

of objectification and anchoring, as defined 

by Serge Moscovici 1928-2014. Modern rites, 

consumer rites, rites of possessions and 

protests, new religious rites, performance 

rites, consciousness cults brought on 

contracts of belonging and exclusion devise 

the network of contemporary inaccessibility. 

This paper seeks to define such processes and 

experiences through concrete concepts and 

to expose historic interfaces concerning the 

iconic and social recognition channels and the 

performance architectures.

oS ritoS SociaiS e aS arqUitetUraS  

Da Performance

Rito e performance são palavras que carregam 

marcas e raízes profundas e que tramam 

experiências artísticas, religiosas, cívicas e 

barbáricas. Tais experiências se manifestam em 

arranjos arquitetônicos de cunho simbólico e 

“edificante” e dão forma ao que é reconhecido 

como o espaço-tempo da performance. Desde a 

antiguidade, a relação entre rito social e arquitetura 

O procedimento metodológico escolhido para 

a pesquisa é o método antropológico etnográfico, 

conhecido como observação-participante. A 

pesquisa pretende se utilizar, também, do “Método 

Matricial” de Jacó Guinsburg, trazendo para 

o campo da pedagogia teatral a metodologia 

analítica, inicialmente proposta para processos de 

criação em artes cênicas.

Deste modo, espera-se que a dissertação possa 

contribuir para a discussão no campo da formação 

do palhaço no país, viabilizando a documentação e 

reflexão sobre uma prática pedagógica ainda não 

estudada por recentes pesquisas acadêmicas.

milton De anDraDe Jr.

UdESc

dEANdRAdEmiLtoN@hotmAiL.com

Milton de Andrade is a full professor of 

the Department of Performing Arts and the 

Postgraduate Program in Theater of the Arts 

Center CEART - State University of Santa 

Catarina UDESC. He holds a master and a 

doctorate in performing arts and dance at the 

University of Bologna Italy and a post-doctorate 

in cultural anthropology at the University of 

Palermo Italy. Leader of the research group 

directory - CNPq Performativity paths: 

Mediterranean, Africa, Americas, he has worked 

as a visiting professor in the Department of 

Eurythmy at Alanus University Germany and 

maintains collaboration with Italian universities 

and institutions such as the University of 

Palermo, the University of Florence and the 

Academy of Fine Arts in Turin.
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thought. To elaborate on these processes, I will 

present some recent discussions on the topic 

of the Real and schizophrenic by philosopher 

Peter Pál Pelbart 2014 and schizoanalyst Ana 

Carmen in their long practice with the Ueinzz 

theatre group from São Paulo. Considering 

performance practice as mode of thinking, 

my argument is that it does not fall back 

on a mere representation of the world as 

fiction, but function as processual gestures 

of thought, as fictioning. The artistic practice 

of performance is a generation of thought as 

indeterminate fictioning and not mere analysis 

or representation of the world.

annette arlanDer

UNivERSity oF thE ARtS hELSiNKi

ANNEttE.ARLANdER@UNiARtS.Fi

Annette Arlander is an artist, researcher 

and a pedagogue based in Helsinki. She is 

educated as theatre director, MA philosophy 

and DA theatre and drama. She was professor of 

performance art and theory at Theatre Academy, 

Helsinki 2001-2013, head of the Performing 

Arts Research Centre 2007-2009, professor of 

artistic research and vice dean for research at 

University of the Arts Helsinki Theatre Academy 

and visiting professor at Stockholm University of 

the Arts 2015-2016. At present she is university 

researcher at Helsinki Collegium for Advanced 

Studies at Helsinki University, visiting researcher 

at Academy of Fine Arts, University of the Arts 

Helsinki and the PI of the Academy of Finland 

funded research project How to Do Things with 

Matters in London, and at the New Performance 

Festival in Turku, among other venues.

http://teronauha.com

http://howtodothingswithperformance.

wordpress.com/

the UnStable ‘fictioninG’ in Performance 

anD PhiloSoPhy

This presentation asks what is the relationship 

between performance art and philosophy, 

if they are regarded as gestures of thought. 

Decision as reflection, analysis and reduction 

both in performance and philosophy produces 

the differential base for the world. Decisional 

gestures of thought allocate meaning and 

norms. In these terms, both philosophy and 

performance as practice think, but their thinking 

is not parallel or relational, but happen in their 

own terms with a particular kind of consistency. 

From ‘equalizing of thought I will proceed to 

articulate thought as ‘fictioning, by which I mean 

a particular operation, which has a root in a term 

fictionale, or philofiction, coined by François 

Laruelle 2013. I will articulate fictioning in terms 

with fabulation used by Bergson 1935, Deleuze 

1997 and film theorist Ilona Hongisto 2015, or 

how Simon O’Sullivan 2017 has written about art 

practice using ‘fiction as method’. Both fictioning 

and fabulation have a common direction for 

perceiving the actual reality as processual. 

These terms need to be distinguished from the 

common use of ‘fiction’, as being something 

altogether different operation of thought. 

Both fictioning and fabulation are terms which 

emphasise the unstable and precarious nature of 

reality being a product of decisional gestures of 

taking place in Miami, Florida, echoed Ais 

gesture by dropping a vase that formed part 

of Ai’s installation, using the triptych as a 

backdrop. The event was captured in amateur 

footage, which circulated widely in the press. 

The perpetrator, Maximo Carminero was 

charged with criminal mischief. At a later press 

conference, Carminero, whom it emerged 

was also an artist, claimed that his action 

was a protest against unfairness of the art 

world, its preoccupation with high-status, 

high yield international artists, and at the 

gallery’s omission of local and less renowned 

artists. His act, apparently prompted by Ai’s 

triptych, raised questions about the business of 

international art, and around which iconoclasts 

are feted or condemned.

tero naUha
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Tero Nauha is an artist and a postdoctoral 

fellow at the Helsinki Collegium for Advanced 

Studies. He is a member of the Academy of 

Finland postdoctoral research project ‘How To 

Do Things With Performance?’ He defended 

his doctoral research on schizoanalysis at the 

Theatre Academy of the University of the Arts 

Helsinki in January 2016. In 2015, he published 

his first fiction novel Heresy & Provocation for 

the Swedish publishing house Förlaget. His 

performance art projects have been presented at 

the Frankfurter Kunstverein, Theatrediscounter 

in Berlin, CSW Kronika in Bytom, Performance 

the architectural space and the everyday 

life of their inhabitants through a series of 

performative elements, that weave the past, the 

present and the future.

Keywords: Trellick Tower, Thirdspace, 

performance
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Joel Anderson is a Senior Lecturer at Central 

School of Speech and Drama, University of 

London. His book, Theatre & Photography, was 

published in 2015, and he has recently presented 

research in France, China, Korea, and in Britain.

a broKen Urn - Performance ProteStS, 

international artiStS anD iconoclaSm

Chinese artist Ai Weiwei engages both with 

the potential of photography to document and 

with the possibility of creating photographic 

performances, figuring as photographer and 

as the subject of photographs in his works. His 

triptych Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn 1995, a set 

of photographs, sequentially pictures the artist 

dropping a priceless and unreplaceable urn, 

which smashes to pieces. Ai is celebrated as a 

dissident in the western art sphere in which his 

work circulates, and this work has been received 

as a critique of oppressive discourses of heritage, 

as well as as a consideration of the cultural and 

financial value of artworks. 

On 16 February 2014, a visitor to Ai’s 

retrospective exhibition, According to What?, 
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Universidad de Chile and PhD in Literature P. 

Universidad Católica de Chile. Her Spanish 

translations of English, American, and French 

plays, have been produced by leading Chilean 

directors, and have also been published along 

with her various translations of books and 

papers on Chilean history, and theater studies. 

Her longstanding work in practice as research 

methodologies was rendered in the book La 

investigación de los procesos teatrales. Manual 

de uso Santiago: Frontera Sur / Ediciones 

Apuntes, 2011. In the last years, she has been 

working on traumatic memory, postmemory, and 

theater in postconflict societies.

aPPrecUerDoS: the memory flâneUr

In January 2017, AppRecuerdos Appmemories 

was premiered in Santiago, Chile, displaying 

the result of a collaborative work that brought 

together Rimini-Protokoll and a team of Chilean 

artists led by Mauricio Barría playright and 

scholar and Verónica Troncoso visual artist. 

AppRecuerdos is a downloadable application for 

mobile phones which allows the user to listen 

to various testimonies from 1970 to 1990 while 

wandering around the historic center of the city. 

Working on the idea of the everyday expert Stefan 

Kaegi, 79 testimonies were recorded in the same 

places of the city where the events being told 

had happened. This sample recovered individual 

experiences of different subjectivities belonging 

to a wide political, social and cultural spectrum. 

Along with the testimonies, listeners had access 

to certain documents Salvador Allendes speech, 

radio communications, etc. and songs of a time 

that went from the election of Salvador Allende, 

Torkkel, Jouni Järvenpää, and Maija Reeta 

Raumanni – we explored what remains of 

past bodies in photographs, drawings, notes, 

and reviews not in an effort to reconstruct a 

past practice or re-create an ‘original’ 1913 

choreography but in order to explore the 

currency of a dance purportedly about the 

future. There is always a gap between the 

historical materiality of performance and 

any contemporary understanding of that 

materiality, but performative historiographical 

exploration can create an affective link between 

the interrupted legacy of a past performance 

and the future of the art form. In addition, 

a performed history takes these questions 

out of the academia into wider circulation, 

evident in how the 2016 choreography was 

received in Finnish media. This brought about 

questions not only about how a performance is 

remembered, but by whom and to what purpose. 

Diana Taylor has argued that the power of the 

repertoire is in challenging the hegemony of the 

historical archive. I argue that performances 

of reconstructions complicate this dichotomy: 

any critical understanding of the legacy of past 

art works requires challenging the politics of 

attribution in and of performance practice.

milena GraSS
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Milena Grass Kleiner. Translator and theater 

scholar, Professor at Pontificia Universidad 

Católica de Chile. MA in Latin American Studies 

http://www.av-arkki.fi/teokset/the-tide-in-

kan-tiang/. For information about the research 

project, see https://www.researchcatalogue.net/

view/281037/281038
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Dr Järvinen is the author of Dancing Genius 

Palgrave Macmillan 2014 as well as several edited 

collections and articles in journals such as The 

Senses and Society, Dance Research, AVANT, 

and Dance Research Journal. She is a University 

Lecturer at the doctoral programme of the 

Theatre Academy of the University of the Arts 

Helsinki and a Senior Researcher in the Academy 

of Finland research project How to Do Things with 

Performance? 2016-2020, in which she focuses 

on uses of power in the construction of authors 

and canons through re-performance and research.

on the hiStorical materiality of 

Performance, PaSt anD PreSent

In this presentation, I ask how studio work with 

dancers can contribute to our understanding of 

historicity of dance practice. In 2016, I worked 

as an expert advisor on a contemporary dance 

piece, Jeux: uudelleen kuviteltu/re-imagined. 

Together with the choreographer Liisa Pentti, 

I devised exercises for re-imagining a dance 

work no-one alive has any experience of: 

Jeux, a 1913 choreography by Vaslav Nijinsky 

for himself, Ludmila Schollar and Tamara 

Karsavina. With the three performers – Anna 

Performance. For artworks and publications, see 

https://annettearlander.com

how to Do thinGS by PerforminG  

with PlantS?

Understanding the relationship between 

performer and environment from a post-

humanist and new-materialist perspective 

prompts us to consider how to perform together 

with creatures, life forms and phenomena around 

us, including plants. This paper attempts a 

diffractive reading of physicist and queer theorist 

Karen Barad’s 2007 2014 notions ‘intra-action’ 

and ‘agential cut’ with regard to the environment 

and of philosopher Michael Marder’s 2013 

2015 examination of the specificities of vegetal 

being and the challenges it presents us with, 

in combination with my experiences of a small 

one-day performance for camera together with 

a tree on the seashore in Thailand, The Tide in 

Kan Tiang 2016. The performance can be linked 

to unstable geographies of rising sea levels and 

complications of mass tourism the paper aims 

to examine the implications of ‘performing 

with’. Could ‘performing with’ be used as a tool 

in order to generate experiences of increased 

understanding of life forms unlike us, despite 

the impossibility of direct communication, 

and could ‘performing with’ help us in shifting 

the focus from the effects of performance on 

the viewer or audience to its impact on the 

performer? This presentation is connected to 

the Academy of Finland funded research project 

How to Do Things with Performance and to 

the artistic research project Performing with 

Plants. For an excerpt of the performance, see 
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antitéticos: Palco / Drama e Ator / Espectador 

para encontrar no eixo central a imagem dialética 

que aqui é denominada de Gestus, elemento 

primordial para a definição benjaminiana 

do teatro épico praticado por Brecht. Para 

elaboração das polaridades antitéticas e a 

consequente visualização da imagem dialética foi 

utilizado como referencial teórico o livro Dialética 

do olhar: Walter Benjamin e o Projeto das 

Passagens 2002, de Susan Buck-Morss.

Palavras-Chave: Walter Benjamin, Bertolt 

Brecht, teatro épico, dialética

martynaS PetriKaS

viLNiUS UNivERSity

mARtyNAS.PEtRiKAS@KF.vU.Lt

Martynas Petrikas is an associate professor 

at the Institute of Creative Media, Vilnius 

University Lithuania. His fields of interest among 

others are: social aspects of theatrical practice, 

history of Lithuanian theatre, and history and 

theory of theatre criticism. In recent years he 

has headed and participated in several research 

projects funded by the Research Council of 

Lithuania Bridge Between Cultures: Relations 

Between Lithuanian and Polish Theatre in 

20th Century 2012-1014, Popular Performers 

in Interwar Lithuania 2015 among others. He 

has authored academic publications as well as 

numerous presentations at scholarly events 

in Lithuanian, English and Polish. In 2014 M. 

Petrikas published a collective monograph “Post-

Soviet Lithuanian Theatre: History, Memory, 

Identity” co-author, in Lithuanian.

of seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades 

Project 2002, by Susan Buck-Morss.

Keywords: Walter Benjamin, Bertolt Brecht, 

dialectic, Epic Theatre

benJamin leitor De brecht: o teatro como 

Uma Sala De exPoSiÇÃo

Walter Benjamin entre os anos de 1930 a 

1939 escreveu um total de onze textos sobre 

Bertolt Brecht, apesar da amizade entre os 

dois retroceder a 1924 quando a atriz Asja 

Lacis empenhou esforços para que eles se 

encontrassem. Brecht talvez tenha sido o artista 

de maior afinidade eletiva na consolidação da 

obra benjaminiana, inclusive em textos e teorias 

que não abordavam especificamente o teatro 

épico, mesmo com as reiteradas implicações 

negativas que Gershom Scholem e Theodor 

Adorno indicavam para essa amizade e para o 

trabalho intelectual de Benjamin. O presente 

ensaio, resultado inicial de um projeto-maior 

que busca entender a ideia de Literatura/Arte 

como intervenção, ideia defendida por Benjamin 

e Brecht, mas que não foi desenvolvida em 

seus textos, busca analisar o texto Que é o 

teatro épico?: um estudo sobre Brecht [Was is 

das epische theater?] 1931 dialogando com as 

análises realizadas pelo filósofo Gerd Bornheim 

no livro Brecht: a estética do teatro 1992. O ponto 

de partida para o diálogo é a problematização de 

duas ideias apresentadas por Benjamin em sua 

definição de teatro épico: a relação estabelecida 

entre i o teatro épico e o esporte e ii a palavra e 

o gesto. O caminho metodológico foi elaborado 

a partir da construção de coordenadas em 

que seus extremos se posicionam conceitos 

of them began years before, more specifically 

in 1924, when the actress Asja Lacis made an 

effort for them to meet each other. Perhaps, 

Brecht may have been the artist with more 

elective affinity in the consolidation of 

Benjamins work, including texts and theories 

that did not approach specifically the epic 

theater, even with the repeated negative 

implications that Gershom Scholem and 

Theodor Adorno indicated for that friendship 

and for the intellectual work of Benjamin. The 

present essay- initial result of a larger project 

that seeks to understand the idea of literature 

/art as an intervention, an idea defended by 

Benjamin and Brecht, but not developed in 

his texts- seeks to analyze the text “What is 

the epic theater?: a study on Brecht” [Was is 

das epische theater?] 1931, dialoguing with 

the analysis made by the philosopher Gerd 

Bornheim in the book “Brecht: the aesthetics 

of the theater” 1992. The starting point for the 

dialogue is the problematization of two ideas 

presented by Benjamin in his definition of epic 

theater: the relation established between i epic 

theater and sport, and ii word and gesture. 

The methodological procedure was elaborated 

from the construction of coordinates, where 

in the extremes were positioned antithetical 

concepts: stage/drama and actor/spectator, 

to find in the central axis the dialectical image 

that here is denominated as Gestus, primordial 

element for the Benjaminian definition of epic 

theater practiced by Brecht. For the elaboration 

of the antithetical polarities and the consequent 

visualization of the dialectical image was used 

as a theoretical reference the book Dialectics 

first Socialist President of Chile, to the end of 

Agusto Pinochet’s Dictatorship. The project thus 

created a XXI Century flâneur walking the streets 

of the political core of Santiago, Chile’s main city, 

while filling the urban space with the testimonies 

being heard. This papers aims at presenting this 

project and reflecting on some of the questions 

is raises about the double dimension of memory 

–individual and collective at the same time-, and 

the way its multiple layers overlap in the urban 

landscape of today. It also addresses some hot 

issues like the definition of theatre itself, the 

possibility of turning applications designed for 

private use into a gadget whose purpose is to 

reinforce collectiveness instead of fostering 

individuality, and consumption. And even, how 

much historical context do we need to be able 

to decipher these individual testimonies in their 

relation to the broader horizon of political events.

cláUDio GUilarDUci

UFSj

GUiLARdUci@UFSj.EdU.BR

PhD in Theater, Federal University of the State 

of Rio de Janeiro-UNIRIO, professor in the major 

of Theater, and in the letters Post-Graduation 

program masters degree of the Federal 

University of São João del-Rei-UFSJ

benJamin reaDer of brecht: the theater aS 

an exhibition room

Walter Benjamin in the years of 1930 to 1939 

wrote a total of eleven texts about Bertold 

Brecht, although the friendship between both 
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doNGSEo UNivERSity

hKwoN@doNGSEo.Ac.KR

Hye-Gyong Kwon is Professor at the Dept. of 

English, Dongseo University, Busan, Republic 

of Korea South Korea. She got her Ph.D. from 

Korea University, Seoul, Korea. She is also Vice 

President of the New Korean Association of English 

Language & Literature and Editor of the Journal of 

Modern British and American Drama published 

by Modern British & American Drama Society 

of Korea. Her academic concerns are British and 

American drama, feminism, film, comparative 

criticism between Korean and foreign culture and 

literature. She has published books and articles 

on Samuel Beckett, Tom Stoppard, Eve Ensler and 

James Barrie, as well as on gender politics and 

modern consumer culture, and on the political 

appropriations in the transformation of western folk 

tales into fairy tales and animations. In addition to 

these, she has also directed 17 drama performances 

in English with college stdents, such as Our Town, 

Romeo and Juliet, The Caucasian Chalk Circle, A 

Doll’s House, Death of a Salesman, etc.

DiViDeD coUntry anD DiViDeD literatUre: the 

reStoration of the loSt Korean Poet in lee 

yUn-taeK’S Play baeK SUKS fableS

After the Korean War 1950-53, Korea was 

divided into two, North & South Koreas. Since then, 

two Koreas have developed upon different political 

and economic systems and have confronted with 

each other with a hostile attitude. Korean art and 

literature has been also separated and developed 

respectively. In South Korea, all the names of the 

also compatible with the original concept of the 

word kabuku behave cool and unique. Such efforts 

include performances in unexpected places and 

temporary theatres, cooperative kabuki works 

with playwrights and directors from modern 

theatres and collaborations with artists from 

different genres. Nakamura Kanzaburo XVIII 

1955-2012 was passionate about entertaining 

audiences through innovative ideas and 

challenging projects, while he was also brilliant 

in performing a variety of roles covering both 

genders in traditional kabuki performances at the 

Kabuki-za theatre. In terms of kabuki performing 

venues, his temporary theatre series, Heisei 

Nakamura-za has been continued by his sons 

and performing Shunkan on location in Iwo-jima 

island was based on his idea of performing kabuki 

in such a natural setting with a history related 

to the drama. He had repeatedly cooperated 

with modern directors and playwrights, such 

as Kushida Kazuyoshi, Noda Hideki and Kudo 

Kankuro, each of whom contributed to adding 

modern tastes to the world of kabuki, Kushida as 

a modern director, Noda and Kudo as a modern 

playwright and director. The paper will discuss 

how successful the challenging venues Kanzaburo 

chose and his cooperative works with modern 

directors were in broadening the kabuki world 

and attracting new audiences. [kabuki, Nakamura 

Kanzaburo XVIII, tradition, innovations]

chieKo hiranoi

hoSEi UNivERSity

chiEKo@hoSEi.Ac.jP

Professor in the Faculty of Humanity and 

Environment, at Hosei University in Japan, 

teaching comparative theatre and regional 

theatre in Japan.

Research interests include British theatre, 

Japanese theatre, regional theatre, theatre 

festivals and dramatic works applied to education.

Her most recent publication related to the 

presentation are A Shameless Priest Travelling 

Overseas -The Entertainment of Hokaibo, or 

Sumidagawa Gonichi no Omokage-2013 and 

Aida as a Drama: Aida Directed by Olivier Py 

and Noda Kabuki Version of Princess Aida2017.

She conducted a research on Edinburgh 

festivals, being associated with the University of 

Edinburgh, from April 2016 to March 2017.

UniqUeneSS in KabUKi contribUtionS by 

naKamUra KanZabUro xViii

Most major professional kabuki actors have 

been born and raised in distinguished kabuki 

families. They must train their physicality in 

traditional Japanese dancing as well as stylized 

acting and speech from childhood. They normally 

follow their family tradition in acting to pass it 

on to their descendants with names. As they 

respect tradition basically, kabuki is one of the 

representative traditional performing arts in 

modern Japan. On the other hand, some of 

them try hard to invite new audiences through 

enlightening or innovative events and shows, 

which is not only useful for preserving kabuki but 

how theatre maKeS US to remember

In this paper the theatre will be considered 

as a tool for retrieval of historical events and for 

channeling them into realm of collective memory. 

To classify the modes of remembering one can 

turn to Friedrich Nietzsche 1874, who speaks 

of an antiquarian, monumental and critical 

historiography not only as of attitudes towards 

the history, but also as of ideologically informed 

agendas. In my paper, I will focus on critical mode 

of representing the past on the stage. As Marvin 

Carlson notes, the “haunted stage” of the theatre 

functions as memory machine, where “ghosts” of 

the past appear in various guises Carlson: 2003, 

revealing one and by the same token – concealing 

another side, or image, or aspect of the historical 

events. Any instance of nation building would 

include both: forgetfulness and remembrance, 

whereas theatre often becomes a stage, that 

reveal the dialectical tension between them. This 

is especially true in case of countries and nations 

with difficult if not troublesome past. My case in 

point are two very different productions that deal 

with history of Lithuania, a country that in the last 

century underwent several radical transformations: 

being a province of Russian Empire, an independent 

republic, then a part of USSR and since 1990 an 

independent state again. Despite being different in 

their aesthetic conventions both productions could 

be regarded as examples of the questioning and 

wandering mode of remembrance, that refuses to 

believe and to internalize the canonical discourse of 

collective memory.

Keywords: memory, performance, history, the 

Baltic states
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the Fukushima perspective. Keywords: Fukushima, 

Butoh, Bishop Yamada, Hijikata Tatsumi

chriS collinS

UNivERSity oF NottiNGhAm

chRiStoPhER.coLLiNS@NottiNGhAm.Ac.UK

Chris Collins is an Assistant Professor of 

Drama and Performance at the University 

of Nottingham. He has published widely on 

collective memory in Irish performance including 

a recent co-edited collection of essays (with 

Mary P. Caulfield) entitled Ireland, Memory 

and Performing the Historical Imagination. He 

has published two monographs on the plays 

and performances of Irish playwright, J.M. 

Synge. He is also the acting Secretary General 

(Communications) for IFTR.

PerforminG collectiVe noStalGia: rUral 

SPaceS in Urban PlaceS

This paper offers a performance analysis of the 

2013 immersive theatre performance of Farm by 

the multi-award winning Irish theatre company, 

WillFredd Theatre. The paper considers how the 

performance used collective memory of rural 

spaces in an urban place (city-centre Dublin) to 

create feelings of affective, collective nostalgia 

that stayed with spectators long after the 

performance ended. Much attention has been 

given to the concept of collective memory when 

analysing performance. In this paper I draw on 

contemporary psychological and sociological 

research on nostalgia, as I try to model how 

collective nostalgia can be created through 

caused serious nuclear accidents, primarily 

the level 7 meltdowns at three reactors in the 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant complex, 

forced the residents within a 20 km radius of the 

plant evacuated. The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 

Power Plant was built and run by “Tokyo” Electric 

Power Company though it existed in Tohoku 

northern rural area of main island of Japan, and 

its electricity had been used for supporting the 

service function for urban life around Tokyo not for 

the neighboring area. The atomic power plant has 

both ‘universality/urbanity’ and ‘locality/rurality’ 

as its essence, a coexistence that sometimes 

confounds its identity as is the same case with 

the paradox of Butoh dance. Bishop Yamada, after 

being well trained by Hijikata Tatsumi in Tokyo, set 

off to the foot of Mt. Haguro in Tsuruoka in rural 

Tohoku and founded Hoppo Butoh-ha Northern 

Butoh School on the site, where Bishop produced 

Shiokubi Salted Heads—dead heads preserved 

with salt, 1975 for the opening Hoppo Butoh-ha. 

Butoh has since expanded from Tokyo to many 

other places in the local and global level with 

changing its ideas and fundamental forms and 

approaches. The expansion of Butoh reflects its 

ambivalent combination of urbanity and rurality—

on the one hand thermalizing the Northern Hoppo 

area as the Urheimat of Hijikata’s ‘darkness’ and, 

on the other hand, emphasizing a ubiquitous, 

transnational, and nomadic nature detached from 

any cultural values. Both the atomic power plants 

and Butoh have remained amorphous and capable 

of expanding its political and cultural articulation. 

In this presentation, focusing on Bishop Yamada 

and Hoppo Butoh-ha, especially on Shiokubi, the 

paradoxical nature of Butoh will be considered from 

hayato KoSUGe

KEio UNivERSity

hAyAtoK@Kvj.BiGLoBE.NE.jP, hAmLEt@KEio.jP 

Hayato Kosuge is professor of Foreign 

Languages and Liberal Arts, Keio University in 

Tokyo, and Director of Keio Research Center for 

Liberal Arts. He is Executive Committee member 

of IFTR since 2013 Organizing Committee 

member of PSi #21 Fluid States 2015 and 

representative of its Tohoku cluster. He finished 

doctoral course in 1990 at Keio. He is visiting 

scholar at the University of Cambridge in 1996-

98, and Stanford University in 2003. His research 

interests include the Japanese underground 

movement of the 1960s and 1970s, with a focus 

on Butoh performance. He is involved in the 

Hijikata Tatsumi Archive in Keio University Art 

Centre with project leader of the research group, 

Portfolio Butoh, and is a research fellow at the 

Research Institute for Digital Media and Content, 

Keio University. He is also interested in English 

Tudor drama mainly focusing on Shakespearean 

dramaturgy, referring to Japanese Shakespeare 

productions and their cultural context. He is editor 

and coauthor of Fuhai to Saisei Corruption and 

Regeneration in 2004, and coauthor of Shintai I 

Bunka-ron Body, Medicine, and Culture in 2002 

among his English publications is “Transformed 

and Mediated Butoh Body: Corpus Moriens in 

Hijikata’s Earthen Statue Project” in 2013.

the Urbanity anD locality of northern 

bUtoh School from fUKUShima PerSPectiVe

The tsunami by the Great East Japan 

earthquake at 2:46 pm on Friday 11 March 2011 

poets and novelists who chose North Korea were 

not included into the Korean literary history and 

their names were nearly forgotten until 1990s. 

Lee Yun-Taek, one of the most representative 

Korean playwrights, chose Baek Suk 1912-1996, 

a North Korean poet, as a writing material for his 

play Baek Suk’s Fables 2015. Born in Chungju in 

North Korea, Baek Suk studied in Seoul and Tokyo 

and worked as journalist and teacher. He was very 

famous for his lyrical and folksy poems woven 

with traditional and beautiful Korean words and 

expressions. When the war broke out, he stayed 

in Pyeongyang in North Korea while translating 

Russian novels into Korean. Since then, he has been 

nearly forgotten from the South Korean society.

  Playwright Lee tries to restore the life and the 

literary world of the forgotten poet Baek Suk. In 

the play, Lee introduces the situation which Baek 

Suk met in North Korea after the war. The poet 

wanted to write lyrical poems as he usually did, 

however, his works were severely criticized by 

the North Korean government due to the lack 

of communistic ideas and propaganda. He even 

tried to find an exit from children’s literature 

breaking out of the communitarian society. 

Despite his effort, in 1962, the North Korean 

government collected and discarded Baek Suk’s 

poems, and finally sent him to a collective farm 

in far Northern district. Restoring the lost poet 

Baek Suk in his play, Lee succeeds in enlarging 

and deepening the Korean literature.  

Keywords: Lee Yun-Taek, Baek Suk, war, 

divided country, divided literature, restoration
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UtoPiaS, DyStoPiaS, heterotoPiaS. the 

common in DiSPUte

In the contemporary urban imagination, our 

common future is prefigured more often as a 

dystopia - life in extreme conditions of oppression, 

vigilance, deprivation - than in the utopian forms 

that stimulated the modernist imagination. 

Here, we discuss whether a human act like art, 

characterized by its in-usefullness among other 

human actions as work, may work as a device 

of resistance at this awful perspective. We 

think about artistic gestures that are capable of 

challenging our ways of life and modifying them: 

urban interventions, happenings, installations, 

site-specific acts and other aesthetic-political 

behaviours based on displacement that we 

designate under the sign of artivism. How can art 

displace from its current destiny of commodity 

and redeem its utopian and revolutionary 

potential? How such experiences of urban art 

may displace the conventional actor-spectator 

expectations of in the representational system? 

How art could stand out as an act of resistance, 

in our societé du spectacle saturated by media 

writings and images which are normative of our 

everyday conducts? The reflection is based on 

the empirical work of the my Research Group 

on Aesthetics and Politics, especially the series 

of actions we designed as invisibles held in Rio 

de Janeiro between 2013 and 2015, inspired by 

Le città invisibili of Italo Calvino, among other 

lectures such as Hakim Bey, Lefevbre, De Certeau, 

Jacques Rancière, Nicholas Bourriaud, Nestor 

Garcia Canclini, David Harvey, Milton Santos etc. 

We have created ten human installations that 

works as counter-conduct, resisting to urban 

PUC-Rio de Janeiro where she founded 

and directed 2009-2014 the Performing 

Arts Department. Since 2014, a Professor 

of Stage Direction at the Communication 

School of the Universidade Federal of Rio de 

Janeiro ECO-UFRJ, also teaching Creative 

Processes in the PhD course in Performing 

Arts. She has been invited professor in 

some GB Universities such as E-15 Acting 

School, Essex and Queen Mary University. 

A distinguished stage director, above more 

than 30 works some as Descoberta das 

Américas 2005, Arlecchino all’inferno 2007 

or Il cattivo selvaggio 2008 were awarded 

in Brazil and Italy the most travelled overall 

Latin America and Europe. Some majeures 

projects were awarded by the XXXVII 

Biennale, Venice Arlecchino d’oro, 2007, by 

the Brazilian Ministry for Culture Interações 

Estéticas for Laboratorio Madalenas, twice: 

2009, 2010, by the British Art & Research 

Council price for realizing Utopias, part of 

the Creative Lab with other artists, 2016, 

by FAPERJ Apoio a grupos de Pesquisa for 

Artivismo e utopia, 2014-2015 and Legados 

do Boal, 2016, by CNPq for Laboratorio de 

Estética e Politica, 2015. As a playwrighter, 

eight of her plays written since 2004 have 

been staged in Europe, by Teatro Cargo 

 one been indicated as best text in italian 

national award Premio Ubu. She is an 

activist of Theatre of the Oppressed since 

1993, writing, founding and realizing 

projects on theatre and citizenship in 

schools, communities, penitentiaries  

in Italy and Brazil.

Stephens’s Song from Far Away, in which an 

Amsterdam expat in New York returns home 

for his brother’s funeral, and is confronted with 

the shallowness of an existence that left behind 

every trace of a national identity. Also the first 

two parts of Peeping Tom’s trilogy, Father and 

Mother, have as one of their central themes the 

dissolution of an identity that is called home. 

My presentation will be informed by what Marc 

Augé has called ‘non-places’, not dissimilar to 

Foucault’s notion of heterotopias. Remarkably, 

both Stephens’s plays and Peeping Tom’s theatre 

productions are often set in or make reference to 

transit places such as hotels, museums or airport 

lobbies, postmodern purgatories that one the 

one hand break up boundaries but on the other 

hand also create the illusion of the possibility 

of a life without national identity. I will try to 

find an answer to the question what home and 

national identity mean in contemporary plays 

and performances and what position they take 

towards the concept of homelessness in the 

figurative sense. In addition, how does this stance 

relate to the uncanny or un-heimlich as set out by 

Freud almost exactly 100 years ago? Do we need 

to update Freud’s definition in light of a changed 

interpretation of ‘home’ in the 21st century?

aleSSanDra VannUcci

UFRj

ALEvANNUcci@GmAiL.com

Italian artist and art researcher, PhD in 

Literature at Pontificia Universidade Católica 

performance. The dangers of nostalgia in a 

globalised world are well documented, and when 

experienced by a collective it regularly leads 

to the rejection of pluralism. However, in Farm, 

collective nostalgia was not seen as a negative, 

reductive phenomenon, but rather a productive 

phenomenon; memory was not seen as painful 

longing but as a productive facilitator of new 

memories, experiences and communities. This 

paper asks how, and why that was the case and 

what this means for the future of longings for the 

past in performance.

laUrenS De VoS
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Laurens De Vos is assistant professor in 

Theatre Studies at the University of Amsterdam. 

He obtained his PhD in 2006 from the University 

of Ghent. 

He is the author of Cruelty and Desire in the 

Modern Theater (Dickinson Fairleigh UP, 2011) 

and Shakespeare (Lannoo, 2016) and the editor 

of Sarah Kane in Context (Manchester UP, 

2010). His most recent research publications 

were on David Greig (in latest issues of JCDE 

and Modern Drama) and the dynamics of the 

gaze in the theatre.

the homely anD national iDentity in 

contemPorary theatre

The concept of home has been deprived of its 

sense of belonging, it has lost its familiarity that 

used to be crucial in building up one’s identity. 

This is very well exemplified in e.g. Simon 
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boundaries of role, self-identification and even 

physical position that theatrical and scholarly 

conventions alike tend to reinforce. Anyone with 

the minimum of relevant competencies can talk 

theatre, regardless of the nature or extent of 

their involvement in a given event. 

Ultimately, I suggest, careful attention to 

theatre talk underscores the ways in which 

theatre is continuously constituted anew: 

sometimes on stage, sometimes in speech, but 

always in combinations of novel and familiar 

components that partly, but never wholly, overlap 

with other iterations and enactments. It is not 

a matter of treating theatre talk ‘as’ theatre, if 

the latter term goes unmodified. Rather, it is a 

question of recognizing the mutually constitutive 

role they play in the social circulation – and 

occasional cultural crystallization – of those 

objects, discourses, activities and identities whose 

contingent combination we might validly describe 

as theatre.

yUKo KUrahaShi

KENt StAtE UNivERSity

yKURAhAShi@KENt.EdU

Dr. Yuko Kurahashi is an associate professor 

of theatre in the School of Theatre and Dance 

at Kent State University. Her areas of specialty 

include multicultural theatre, community-based 

theatre, and intercultural theatre. She is the 

author of Asian American Culture on Stage: The 

History of the East West Players Garland, 1999 

and Multicultural Theatre Kendall/Hunt, 2004 & 

2006. Kurahashi is a writer for PlayShakespeare.
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Paul Rae is Associate Professor of Theatre 

Studies at the University of Melbourne. He is 

author of Theatre & Human Rights and Senior 

Editor of the IFTR-affiliated journal Theatre 

Research International. He has published widely 

on contemporary theatre and performance 

theory, and his book Real Theatre: Essays in 

Experience is forthcoming from Cambridge 

University Press.

theatre talK

In this paper, I respond to some of the prompt 

phrases in the Call for Papers – ‘territories of 

conviviality and confrontation’ ‘memory and 

invention’ ‘relations of artistic production’ – by 

stepping back from the events and practices 

where these issues are most fraught or acutely 

felt, and investigating instead how they inhere 

in the apparently mundane activity of having a 

conversation about theatre. While it is tempting 

to view such an activity as insignificant by 

comparison with theatrical performances, I 

argue rather that casual conversation plays an 

important and revealing role in sustaining the 

medium of theatre as durable social institution 

and forceful cultural practice. 

Talk allows us to sound out theatrical 

performance from an appropriately 

compromised position: one that is distanced, 

but, only nominally so. Theatre talk displays 

few of the formal hedging strategies of 

academic analysis. On the contrary, it blurs the 

A arte ainda pode “representar” o mundo? Como 

pode destacar-se como ato de resistência, em nossas 

metrópoles-espetáculo, saturadas por mídias escritas 

e imagens normativas das condutas cotidianas? 

Como pode a arte distanciar-se de seu atual destino 

de mercadoria e resgatar seu potencial utópico  

e revolucionário?

A reflexão se fundamenta no trabalho empírico 

do Grupo de Pesquisa em Estética e Política GEEP 

da PUC-Rio, especialmente da série de ações que 

definimos “invisíveis” realizadas na cidade do Rio 

de Janeiro, entre 2013 e 2014, a partir da obra 

Cidades Invisiveis do Italo Calvino. Criamos dez 

“instalações humanas” que se apresentam como 

contra condutas práticas, proliferando possibilidades 

de cidades que se sobrepõem ao mapa da cidade 

real e o contaminam. As instalações são bolhas que 

embaraçam o regime de visibilidade, no sentido 

daquilo que é dado a ver pelo sistema de controle 

e vigilância exercido pelo panópticon urbano. São 

frestas sensoriais, em que o transeunte porventura 

se adentra. São táticas concretas para buscar, como 

sugere Calvino, “o que no meio do inferno, não é 

inferno e abrir-lhe espaço e fazer com que dure”. 

Assim, abandonada a perspectiva utópica, 

implicando em seu oposto distópico, buscamos ao 

invés disso abrir interstícios, multiplicar espaços. 

Seguindo a ideia situacionista da “deriva”, procuramos 

o equivalente performático das “heterotopias” 

descritas por Foucault como “espaços ilusórios que 

denunciam como mais ilusório qualquer espaço real” e 

expõem o seu avesso – uma intervenção estética capaz 

de visibilizar os invisíveis, interferir na vivência urbana e 

na disputa pela partilha do comum.

Palavras-chave: cena expandida deslocamentos 

novos regimes estéticos, impasses da representação

rules and proliferating possibles cities which 

overlap and contaminate the map of the city. 

They are sensory gaps, in which the passer-by 

may enter strange bubbles that embarrass the 

regime of visibility what is given to be seen in 

the urban panopticon they are concrete tactics 

to seek, as Calvin suggests, what in the midst 

of hell, is not hell and open space and make it 

last. Instead of the modern utopian perspective, 

implying in its dystopic results, we try to open 

interstices, to multiply spaces, in the idea of drift. 

The installations are the performative equivalent 

of the heterotopias described by Foucault as 

illusory spaces that denounce as any real space 

more illusory and expose its reverse: an aesthetic 

intervention which tries to visibilize the invisible, 

interfere the urban life and act a resistance in the 

struggle for our common.

UtoPiaS, DiStoPiaS, heterotoPiaS.  

o comUm em DiSPUta.

No imaginário metropolitano contemporâneo, 

o futuro é prefigurado mais frequentemente como 

uma distopia – em que viver-se-ia em condições de 

extrema opressão, vigilância, privação – do que nas 

formas utópicas que estimulavam a imaginação 

modernista. Aqui, tentamos refletir se uma ação 

humana como a arte, caracterizada por sua 

inoperosidade entre outras ações humanas alienadas 

como o trabalho, poder funcionar como dispositivo de 

resistência neste sinistro quadro de futuro. Pensamos 

em gestos artísticos que sejam capazes de pôr em 

disputa nossos modos de vida e de modifica-los: 

intervenções urbanas, happenings, instalações,  

cenas site-specific e outros comportamentos estético-

políticos que designamos do âmbito do artivismo. 
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this set population in the ‘Acting for Fun’ project 

is the Guided Imagery performance technique. 

Guided Imagery has been described as a form of 

hypnotherapy. It is a gentle but powerful technique 

that focuses and directs the imagination. If properly 

constructed, it has the capacity to deliver multiple 

layers of complex, encoded messages by way of 

simple symbols and metaphors.

This paper is a report-based document 

from the project, with findings which suggests 

that the Guided Imagery performance in 

its essence constitutes a deep and almost 

spiritual transformative process akin to the 

Shaman experience in which consciousness is 

manipulated to effect healing.

iGor alexanDer martinS

USP

iGoRALEXANdREmARtiNS@hotmAiL.com

Igor Alexandre Martins is a visual artist 

and set designer, with bachelor’s degree from 

UNESP-Institute of Arts, has technical training 

in communication and interior design, and 

scenography at the J.C Serroni Cenographic 

Space. He has worked for more than eighteen 

years as a scenographer in different aspects 

of scenography, from the project to the 

execution process. He works in the following 

areas: cinema, theater, television, exhibitions 

and special effects. In his graduation he 

studied art and madness artistic processes 

with the TCC, “Arthur Bishop of the Rosary 

and the scenography of the Sacred.” Today he 

develops research projects in scenography and 

‘New Scholars’ Prize’ and the African Theatre 

Association’s ‘Emerging Scholars’ Prize’. He was 

a Diversitas Fellow at the Carl Von Ossietzsky 

University, Oldenburg Germany in 2013, and a 

Fulbright Scholar in Drama Therapy and Trauma 

Studies at Kansas State University, Manhattan, 

USA between 2014 and 2015. He is a Playwriting 

instructor at the Department of Theatre Arts, 

University of Ibadan in Nigeria.

the Performance of GUiDeD  

imaGery: PlayinG with the  

altereD StateS of conScioUSneSS  

in the ‘actinG for fUn’ ProJect

The ‘Acting for Fun’ project is a designed 

experimental performance-based intervention 

programme which provides therapeutic 

intervention that involved drama therapy as 

a creative modality to address areas of social 

difficulty and problem behaviours among 

a group of children. The objectives of the 

intervention were to offer various drama-based 

activities and group processes whereby the 

children were able to develop and practice 

their social skills and manage their problem 

behaviours with others. The project sought to 

improve upon social and emotional functioning 

of the selected children participants while 

reducing stress among them. 

The project substantially engaged a participatory, 

observatory and exploratory methods of execution. 

It has pre-identified some set population of 

children between the age of four and eight who 

have symptoms of autism, autistic related ailments, 

attention deficit syndrome and other mild cognitive 

disabilities. One of the models used in working with 

within the new community. “Beyond Sacred,” 

2016 was commissioned by the LaGuardia 

Performing Arts Center and later toured in 

various cities in the United States. In this work 

five young participants who live in New York City 

share their personal experience as “Muslims” in 

the post-9/11 Islamphobic environment.

Both works illustrate lives and feelings of 

people who resettled in two cities Syracuse 

and New York City, fleeing from their worn-

torn countries. The purpose of my presentation 

will be: 1 identifying common messages that 

the participants wish to share with their 

audiences 2 placing key incidents as portrayed 

in the pieces that impacted the participants’ 

lives in the historical context 3 evaluating the 

role of Chong’s oral history works in society, 

particularly at the time of “division and suffering” 

to borrow the words of the mayor of Berlin 

Michael Müller in January 2017. Through my 

presentation, I would like to explore in what 

way community-based theatre pieces like these 

two would continue to provide a platform to 

initiate dialogue for interracial, interethnic, and 

intercultural understanding and healing. 

Keywords: Refugees, Ping Chong, Undesirable 

Elements, Oral Narrative

olUSoJi cole 

UNivERSity oF iBAdAN

SojicoLE15US@yAhoo.com

Soji Cole is a scholar of Performance, 

Social Theatre, Drama Therapy, and Trauma 

Studies. He has won the prestigious IFTR’s 

com. Her most recent articles include: “A 

Performance for Social Justice: The Life and 

Times of Patricia Prewitt” St. Lou Fringe Festival, 

San Diego Free Press, February 2017. 

Review of Objectively Reasonable Playwrights 

Local, Cleveland OH, Continuum originally 

published in HowlRound, November 2016, 

Spring Issue, 2017 upcoming.

Review of The Crucible Cleveland Play House, 

Arthur Miller Society Journal, March 2017 

upcoming. 

Review of IN THE VA VA VOOM ROOM 

Diversionary Theatre, San Diego, CA, San Diego 

Free Press, January 2017.

Review of Objectively Reasonable Playwrights 

Local, Cleveland, OH, HowlRound Journal, 

November 2016.

VoiceS in UnStable GeoGraPhieS:  

PinG chonGS “cry for Peace” anD  

“beyonD SacreD”

My paper examines two installments of 

Ping Chong’s oral narrative series Undesirable 

Elements “Cry for Peace, Voices from the Congo” 

and “Beyond Sacred: Voices of Muslim Identity.” 

Presented at Syracuse Stage a and LaMaMa in 

2012 “Cry for Peace” is a collaboration between 

members of the Congolese community in 

Syracuse, Syracuse Stage, and Ping Chong 

+Company. As Chong asserts, the “Cry for 

Peace” provides a tool for “healing, unity and 

reconciliation within the Congolese community 

and promote peace and justice in the Congo.” 

The work functions as a powerful vehicle to raise 

the public awareness of history of the Congo, 

the Congolese diaspora, and unsolved tensions 
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therefore supposed to promote equality, and 

even more, is supposed, as a « public theatre 

», to contribute to personal and collective 

emancipation, it doesn’t avoid gender or 

racial bias.

On the question of sex equality specifically, 

some progress has been done, in the sense 

that the ministry of culture has acknowledged 

the problem and, pushed by organizations 

such as H/F, is progressively building policies 

aiming at correcting gender inequalities 

(budget, executing positions, etc.). The 

question of the aesthetic manifestations of 

those inequalities remains way less taken 

into consideration by activists or public 

authorities. Yet, both the problems and their 

possible solutions also lie in the narratives 

and the discourses on masculinities 

and feminities built by texts and shows. 

Scrutinizing different works of the past years 

(for instance Poings - Pauline Peyrade, La 

Lesbienne Invisible - OcéaneRoseMarie, 

Le projet Féministes - Marine Bachelot-

Nguyen, La Famille Royale - La Meute, Le 

Prince de Machiavel – Laurent Gutman), this 

presentation will focus on the question of the 

representation of desire and sexuality of both 

men and women, confronting “male gaze” 

and “female gaze”. What does it mean for a 

text or a show to be sexist or, on the contrary, 

feminist, as far as the representation of desire 

and sexuality are concerned?

this workshop impulse works as a practical tool 

with which the actor starts to grow meaning 

together with the participant in relation to 

the environment they are embedded in. The 

focus is on what kind of technique the actor 

uses to sense the meaning emerging from the 

participant and what are the skills needed in 

this re-orientation of an actor’s position. In the 

workshop impulse works as a starting point 

always already in a state of infection into which 

the actor and the participant germinate. Acting 

is often regarded as pointedly human activity 

(Toporkov 2008), but I propose to explore it 

as a process of impulses continuously moving 

between cells of materials in turmoil. By 

considering acting technique not as something 

to be seen by the spectator, but as shared 

embodied experience, the workshop applies Alva 

Noë’s thoughts on presence as an enactment of 

ourselves in achieving the world (Noë 2012).

bÉrÉnice hamiDi-Kim

iNStitUt UNivERSitAiRE dE FRANcE

BERENicE_hAmidi@hotmAiL.com

Senior Lecturer in theatre and performance 

studies at the Institut Universitaire de France/

Université Lyon 2

male GaZe VS female GaZe: SexiSm anD 

feminiSm in french theatre toDay

It is only recently that French theatre 

artists, presenters and officials have realized 

that, though the professional sector of 

live arts is funded with public money and 

Sami henriK haaPala

UNivERSity oF thE ARtS hELSiNKi

SAmi.hAAPALA@UNiARtS.Fi

Sami Henrik Haapala is a Finnish actor FIA, 

dancer, live art maker, anthropologist and a dj. He 

is also a doctoral candidate in artistic research at 

the Performing Arts Research Centre Tutke of the 

Theatre Academy of the University of the Arts 

Helsinki. In addition to having degrees in both 

acting and dance he also holds a Bachelor of Arts 

in Cultural Anthropology. Haapala’s works cut 

through theatre, dance and live art. He is the artistic 

director of a performing arts production company 

The Center for Everything. In his doctoral research 

Haapala focuses on acting in participatory and 

immersive performances. The title of his doctoral 

research is ‘Creators of Given Worlds’. www.

samihenrik.me

imPUlSe aS a SeeD in tUrmoil

The proposal is a workshop. It looks at acting 

in immersive and participatory performances 

through the concept of impulse. It aims to re-

evaluate acting technique from the point of view 

of participatory and immersive performances 

by using impulse as a main tool and concept. 

It posits that impulse is one of the key terms 

in both acting and dance. However, it is rarely 

explained, but is understood ”automatically”. 

I’m particularly referring here to the work of 

Sanford Meisner (Meisner 1987), Steve Paxton 

(Paxton 2008) and Jerzy Grotowski (Grotowski 

1968). By drawing on practical research, my 

own practice I assert that impulse is corporeally 

understood knowledge crystallized in praxis. In 

performance, and studies the process of creation 

in altered states of consciousness.

Performance in the DoUble  

ViSionary fielD

The research deals with the appropriation of 

contemporary performance-related artists using 

techniques of ecstasy in their creative process, 

whose objective is to bring to the experimental 

field, non-ordinary states of consciousness, and 

a hybridism between languages, characteristic of 

the dynamics of post- modernity. The research is 

based on relational aesthetics, and as a parameter 

of analysis, the ethnic rite as archaic performance.

Keywords: ayahuasca, alteration of 

consciousness, visionary art, rite/performance

Performance no DUPlo  

camPo ViSionário

A pesquisa aborda a apropriação de artistas 

contemporâneos relacionados à performance, 

que utilizem de técnicas de êxtase em seu 

processo de criação, cujo objetivo é trazer ao 

campo experimental, estados não ordinários de 

consciência, e um hibridismo entre linguagens, 

característico da dinâmica da pós-modernidade. 

A pesquisa se baseia na estética relacional, e 

como parâmetro de analise, o rito étnico como 

performance arcaica.

Palavras-chave: ayahuasca, alteração de 

consciência, arte visionária, rito/performance
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Contemporary Performance beyond Site-Specific, 

is forthcoming from SIU Press. Bertie is a graduate 

of Yale University, has a Masters in Performance 

Studies from NYU, and earned her PhD from The 

Graduate Center, CUNY.

artiStic interVention anD  

the other SPectator

Artists’ desire to intervene in the public sphere has 

run parallel to critical discourse that engages with 

the role of the spectator, audience reception, modes 

of spectatorship, and audience makeup. In response 

to this year’s IFTR on “Unstable Geographies,” this 

paper will discuss the possibility of various modes of 

audience engagement at unintended destinations, 

primarily through the examination of artist duo 

Faivovich & Goldberg’s El Chaco en Kassel 2012 and 

director Lola Arias’ Mi Vida Después 2009.

Both works generated new relations among 

otherwise disconnected audiences. They allowed 

for spaces of alternative spectator sites, what I 

call an off-site spectatorship—and allowed for “an 

other” spectator—to inform the work. 

As part of Documenta 13, Faivovich & Goldberg 

planned to transport El Chaco, the 37,000 

kg meteorite, from its original crash site in 

Argentina to Germany. This intercontinental 

and temporary relocation caused a public media 

frenzy and prompted the artists to cancel the 

meteor’s scheduled trip. By embracing the public 

debates incited by their initiative, the artists 

changed the context of El Chaco en Kassel and 

raised questions about the very “object” of art. 

The meteor, in its journey as art, became the 

object through which a multiplicity of audiences, 

including a city council, emerged. 

anDrea carUSo SatUrnino

USP

ANdREAcARUSoSAtURNiNo@GmAiL.com

PhD student at the University of São Paulo under 

the direction of Dr. Felisberto Sabino da Costa, 

Andrea Caruso Saturnino is preparing a thesis 

on the concept of real shift in the construction of 

subjectivity in contemporary theater.

tranSVeStiSm anD PrecarioUS teStimony

Through the works of Mapa Teatro, from 

Colombia, and As Travestidas, from Brazil, we 

face violent aspects of Latin America social and 

political life. We aim to discuss how artists share 

their experiences - aesthetically, ethically and 

poetically - calling our attention to the power of 

precariousness in transvestism and testimony as 

artistic acts.

bertie felDman

city UNivERSity oF NEw yoRK

BFERdmAN@Bmcc.cUNy.EdU

Bertie Ferdman is Assistant Professor at 

BMCC at the City University of New York, where 

she teaches theater studies courses and public 

speaking. Her essays have appeared in TDR, PAJ, 

Theatre Journal,Theatre Survey, and Performance 

Research. She was co-editor of a Special Issue 

of Yale’s Theater Magazine on Performance 

Curating. Her essay from that collection is 

upcoming in an anthology titled Curating Live 

Arts: Global Perspectives, Envisioning Theory 

and Practice in Performance. Her book, Off Sites: 

women anD SPectroS: DialoGUeS  

between GenDer iSSUeS anD Performance 

SPectral PreSenceS

This project takes the field of performance art 

as a privileged place for research. The research 

deals with issues that have arisen and are 

constantly get up in my artistic production. This 

production lies at an intersection between gender 

and what I identify as spectral presences. On the 

issue of gender my work finds affinity in feminist 

discussions to deal with the body, sexuality 

and representation of women as the spectral 

presences, it is a spiritual dimension, ritual and 

imagery present in the work. Nature thus appears 

as a privileged place: as space, matter, but also 

as a discussion of its relation to the female body, 

whether in an ancestral spiritualistic perspective of 

reference of Brazilian Afro-Indigenous practices, or 

a critique of the construction of patriarchal ideas 

of domination.

This research aims to a deepening of the 

relationship between these elements, since the 

artwork seem to evidence and claim an intricate 

variety of dialogues. As theoretical references 

are presented to the authors Erick Felinto, Phillip 

Dubois and Clément Chéroux to assist in the 

discussion of the spectra Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht 

for reflection on the presence and materiality and 

the authors Griselda Pollock, Luana S. Tvardovskas 

and Anna Bernstein for discussions about art 

and feminism. The works of artists Maya Deren 

and Ana Mendieta are artistic references to the 

research, during which it is intended to carry out 

a survey of Brazilian artists whose works hold 

discussions with the project.

Kim caValcante 

KimcAvALcANtE1111@GmAiL.com

Kim Cavalcante is a visual artist, performer, 

dancer and art educator, Bachelor of Visual 

Arts from the University of São Paulo. Currently 

studying Masters in Visual Poetry, in the 

same institution. Her artistic research is in the 

field of the performance art, in a confluence 

between spiritual, ethnic and gender issues. 

Her production launches various media, such 

as photography, video, drawing, engraving, 

finding its most relevant production in the field 

of performance.

In 2013 she makes academic exchange in 

Mexico. Among her recents works: co-curator 

of the film and video show Videos on the Street 

Educator in the Cultural Center of Penha, in the 

Center of Cultural Training Cid. Tiradentes, in 

the Theater Company of the Apparitions and in 

the Cultural Association Nego Fugido Assistant 

of Restoration of Papers at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art of the from São Paulo 

Freelancer at the Ipiranga Museum.

Main exhibitions: 2016-2017 Sesc Belenzinho: 

Im here. Sao Paulo-SP 2016 Red Bull Station: 

Afrotranscendence. Are Paulo-SP 2015 Gallery: 

Performance Show Noise Gesture. Rio Grande 

- RS 2015 AGADU Park: Meeting of New 

Artists. Montevideo - Uruguay 2015 Gallery 

Cañizares: V Performance Show - Conflicts and 

Convergences. Salvador BA 2015 Ibirapuera 

Park: Mato. Sao Paulo-SP
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NHL Hogeschool, which aims to develop and 

monitor interactive social media communication 

strategies of art organizations in Leeuwarden, 

the Netherlands. She ’s working on her 

PhD thesis ‘Values of theatre attendence in 

Groningen’ at the University of Groningen 

forthcoming 2017 and is also a member of STEP 

Project on European Theatre Systems.

SPaceS for DialoGUe – DeVeloPinG Social 

meDia commUnication StrateGieS to 

enhance online conVerSation between 

theatre comPanieS anD aUDience memberS

We live in a world that is increasingly 

influenced by social media. They offer a wide 

range of possibilities when it comes to sharing 

and exchanging ideas, opinions, experiences 

and conceptions. Not only have technological 

developments made it possible to share these 

opinions, experiences etcetera whenever and 

wherever, they have also expanded its potential 

reach. Arts organizations are aware of the 

benefits that social media use can bring but they 

generally use it as one-way-communication: 

information is ‘send’ by the organization and 

merely ‘received’ by the recipient. 

Our research project ‘Spaces for Dialogue’ 

focusses on developing more interactive social 

media communication strategies and methods, 

that can be deployed by professionals within 

theatrearts organizations to further develop 

interactive dialogue and relations between the 

organization and its audience and between 

members of the audience. A more effective 

interactive communication about the art 

event can contribute to the way it resonates 

significativas do teatro e da vida cotidiana. Para o 

estudo da experiência dos espectadores do teatro 

toma-se como base teórica o estudo de John Dewey 

Arte como experiência 2010 [1934]. A teoria do 

espectador é embasada pelo estudo Figurations du 

spectateur: une réflexion par limage sur le théâtre et 

sur sa théorie 2006 da professora francesa Marie-

Madeleine Mervant-Roux. Dessa forma, a partir de 

relatos de espectadores que assistiram ao espetáculo 

Go down, Moses Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio - Itália, 

demonstra-se como o processo de construção da 

memória e da própria experiência atua de maneira 

dinâmica, num trabalho contínuo BOSI, 2012 [1979], 

mesclando a experiência do teatro a vivências 

cotidianas. Para tal empreitada acompanhou-se 

o percurso da experiência de alguns espectadores, 

do momento que eles saem do espetáculo até as 

ressonâncias verificadas alguns meses depois da peça 

ser assistida pelo espectador. Para a coleta utilizou-se 

a técnica da entrevista aberta BAUER & GASKELL, 

2007 [2000], analisada qualitativamente com base 

no método de análise de conteúdo BARDIN, 2000 

[1989]. Como um dos desdobramentos das entrevistas 

surge a possibilidade de uma vida do teatro, vida esta 

que opera em simbiose com a vida do espectador.

Palavras-chave: Atenção. Emoção. Espectador. 

Experiência. Memória.

antine ZiJlStra

NhL hoGESchooL/UNivERSity oF GRoNiNGEN

ANtiNE.zijLStRA@NhL.NL, AzijLStRA@XS4ALL.NL 

Antine Zijlstra (1965) is project manager 

and leading researcher of the research project 

‘Ruimte voor dialoog’ Spaces for dialogue at 

reveals the interaction between the significant 

experiences of the theater and everyday life 

experiences. For the study of spectators’ 

experience, we take as theoretical basis John 

Deweys Art as Experience 1934. Our vision 

about the spectator is based on the study 

Figurations du spectateur: une réflexion par 

limage sur le théâtre et sur sa théorie 2006 by 

the French teacher Marie-Madeleine Mervant-

Roux. Thus, from the speech of spectators 

who have seen the theatrical performance Go 

down, Moses Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio - Italy, 

we must show how the construction’s process 

of memory and experience acts in a dynamic 

way, working continuously BOSI, 2012 [1979], 

Mixing the experience of the theater with 

the everyday experiences. For this work, we 

followed the course of the experience of some 

spectators, from the moment that they leave 

the theatre until the resonances verified a few 

months later. To do this, the technique of the 

open interview is used BAUER & GASKELL, 

2007 [2000], and such an approach is 

analyzed qualitatively through the content 

analysis method BARDIN, 2000 [1989]. The 

interview, thus, becomes a possible trajectory 

of a theater’s life, a life that operates in 

symbiosis with the life of the spectator.

Keywords: Attention. Emotion. Experience. 

Memory. Spectator.

a conStrUÇÃo Da exPeriÊncia Do 

eSPectaDor: narraÇÃo, memÓria e inVenÇÃo

Este trabalho discute como a narração do espectador 

acerca de sua experiência de um espetáculo teatral 

revela o imbricamento entre as experiências 

Mi Vida Después, a play written in 

collaboration with its original Argentine cast, all 

of whom were born at the height of the military 

dictatorship between 1976 and1983, enabled 

the space of theatre to become the site of public 

witnessing. One of the performer’s testimonies 

was accepted at trial, impacting Argentine law, 

generating an “off-site” spectatorship concurrent 

with the one in the theatre.

In what ways did these performances 

materialize a relationship that united other 

“non-art” spectators? And how might such an 

interaction help us approach the porous divide 

that has always existed between art, on the one 

hand, and politics, on the other?

leonel martinS carneiro

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL do AcRE

LEoNELmcARNEiRo@GmAiL.com

Professor at University of Acre Brazil, Actor 

and Director. Currently his research is focused 

on the Spectacles reception and in the relation 

between memory, attention and experience. 

Ph.D. in Theatre at University of São Paulo with 

collaborative period in Université Sorbonne 

Nouvelle - Paris 3 .Master´s in Theatre at 

University of São Paulo, Graduate in Theatre 

at State University of Campinas. Member of 

Editorial Board: aSPAs and Rascunhos.

the conStrUction of the SPectator’S 

exPerienceS: SPeech, memory anD inVention

This paper aims to discuss how the speech 

of the spectator about a spectacle experience 
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inscription of procedures and aesthetics, and 

even ideas of the past about a present and its 

potential generators of communication, are a 

way of relating and designing. Dilate and mix 

correspondences and translations for an active 

present, observing us as part of the same story, 

which relates directly to our cultures and ways 

of being in the world. It is on this observation 

of Agamben that we understand in the 

masking procedures of Ariane Mnouschkine 

a correspondence to the past, but projected 

for a future, this because the director, affirmed 

on the influences of Copeau and Lecoq in its 

observance of the paper of the body of the 

actor in the Scene and influenced by Oriental 

theater forms and procedures, recreates and 

processes these processes in seemingly very 

classic devices, but in their recreations they 

gain new contours and textures that project 

them to this present.

Keywords: Intercultural Theater,  

performance, mask.

marcello amalfi

UNivERSidAdE dE São PAULo

AmALFi@USP.BR

Conductor, Composer Theater, Television, 

Cinema, Musical Producer, Arranger, Interpreter, 

Writer and Researcher. website: maestroamalfi.

com Doctorate student at University of São Paulo 

/ Université Paris VIII Doctorate Sandwich, Editor 

of ASPAS Magazine USP, member of the SPA 

Organizing Committee ECA / USP. Author of the 

book THE MACRO-HARMONY OF THE MUSIC 

the performative practices where to investigate 

those relations, for example by focusing on the 

diversity of cultural expressions and references 

of the stage performances, regardless of their 

„autochtone“ or „foreign“ nature. A key point 

for this investigation is the concept of cultural 

appropriation, understood in the realm of 

glocalisation. This paper will discuss how this 

approach can give further insides into the 

relationalities of talent shows’ performances.

rUDSon marcelo DUarte

USP

RUdSoN@USP.BR

Postgraduate degree in Performing Arts at the 

University of São Paulo. Graduated in Performing 

Arts from the University of Campinas. Actor 

and Theater Director, creator of the Ovo Theater 

Research center and participant of the O Círculo 

Hybrid Theatrical Language Research Group.

the maSK aS an intimate GeoGraPhy  

at the thÉâtre DU Soleil.

According to Agambem, being contemporary 

is keeping the gaze inTo perceive in the dark of 

the present this light of the centuries that seeks 

to reach us, from this reading it is observed 

that contemporaneity is written in the present, 

marking it first of all the past, and only the 

one who perceives in the modern and recent 

the indices and signatures Of the archaic may 

be contemporary. Agambens reading of the 

needs inscribed in a present, projected by 

the past, corresponds to observing that the 

the thesis „Vokale Performancekunst als 

feministische Praxis. Meredith Monk und das 

künstlerische Kräftefeld Downtown New York 

von 1964 bis 1979“, published by transcript 

in 2015, supported by a scholarship of the 

Mariann Steegmann Foundation as well as by 

the DAAD for a research visit to New York City 

as visiting scholar at the NYU. Kohl holds a MA 

in Musicology and Gender Studies from the 

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, and in Media and 

Communication Studies from the Freie Universität 

Berlin. From 2012 till 2015 she was co-director 

and chief curator of the Berlin-based art space 

alpha nova-kulturwerkstatt & galerie futura which 

promotes the interaction of artistic, theoretical 

and political practices with an explicit gender-

critical perspective. Her key activities in academia 

encompass Gender Studies, Voice and Vocal 

Music, Music and Postcolonialism, Performance.

aboUt the Violence of cUltUral 

aPProPriation. talent Show  

PerformanceS anD the ProceSSeS of 

iDentity anD alterity bUilDinG

Nigeria’s Got Talent, Arab Idol, X Factor Brasil, 

The Voice of Germany. Major talent show brands 

are increasingly dominating the entertainment 

market. They are a phenomenon of the Global 

North exported into the entire world, calling 

for inquiring about power relationships, profit 

distribution, dissemination of values and 

cultural identity building. Despite thorough 

studies of various aspects of casting shows, 

little attention has been paid to the actual 

performative, theatrical, musical aspects of the 

whole phenomenon. However, I say it is exactly 

within both individual audience members and 

the audience as a collective, thus enhancing 

the societal effects of that art event. Since 

professionals are a crucial part of this process, 

we have chosen an iterative approach to the 

research, in which the strategies and methods 

that are designed based on literature and good-

practices, are subsequently applied in real-life 

cases by professionals. Based upon these case-

studies, the implementation of the strategies is 

analyzed and evaluated, adjusted and improved. 

Methodologies used include network-analysis 

and focusgroup interviews with professionals 

and audience members.

The presentation focusses on the case of 

Tryater. This theatre company is based in 

Leeuwarden, the Netherlands and has applied 

one of the interactive social media strategies 

on their theatre performance De wierheid fan 

Wylgeragea that premiered in October 2016. 

This case will be contextualized by examples 

of social media communication of other 

professional Dutch theatre companies. 

Keywords: social media, conversation, theatre 

professionals, theatre audiences

marie-anne Kohl

UNivERSity oF BAyREUth, GERmANy 

mARiE-ANNE.KohL@UNi-BAyREUth.dE

Member of research staff and Managing 

Director of the Research Institute for Music 

Theater Studies at the University of Bayreuth 

since 2015. She finalized her PhD at the 

Hochschule für Musik und Tanz Köln with 
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and entrusted the work to Vishnudas. Here 

the intertwining of cultures happened between 

two local cultures Kannada and Marathi and 

culminated in to a drama and it’s production. 

This interweaving of cultures subjected for a 

political shift during the post independent period 

by the interventions of the state apparatus. 

It directed to connect to the speculated 

frameworks of Sanskrit theatricality in order 

to create a ‘National’ theatre. It was opposite 

to the early official discussions on framing a 

strategy for Indian performance cultures in 

general and modern in particular focused on 

the rich and diverse folk performance traditions. 

The embroiling situation to discover a form 

compelled to locate the other classical forms 

to appropriate the idea of classical in modern 

time by exploring the forms like Kudiyattam, 

Kathakali, dance forms and non-narrative martial 

arts forms. Paper will be drawing attention to 

the politics of this crossovers and migrations of 

performance forms in to a new body of modern 

theatrical re presentation in India.

JoSePh nietlonG

BENUE StAtE UNivERSity

jNiEtLoNG@GmAiL.com

Joseph Nietlong is scholar and teacher with 

special interest in Philosophy of Mind.

realiSm anD miGration in chimamanDa 

aDichieS americanah

Chimamanda Adichie’s Americanah uses 

realism to explore the question of diaspora in 

indígena, localizando no mapa do espetáculo o 

novo mundo no qual a trupe irradia a sua arte.

ananDha KriShnan balaKriShna Pillai

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

ANANthU60@GmAiL.com

B. Ananthakrishnan is Professor of Theatre 

Arts at University of Hyderabad and fellow of 

International Research Centre- Interweaving 

Performance Cultures, Freie University, Berlin. 

This paper has been written during his stay at 

International Research Centre- Interweaving 

Performance Cultures.

interweaVinG of Performance cUltUreS 

anD itS PoliticS in moDern inDian theatre

Diversity in performance cultures has been 

a potential exploratory terrain for modern 

performance making in India. It dates back to 

1795, when the Russian violinist and linguist 

Lebedeff adapted an English play ‘Disguise’ in to 

Bengali language and produced it for the Bengali 

audience in Calcutta Kolkata. The production 

epitomized a synthesis of Western and Indian 

cultures in textual and performative levels. It 

continued in a different fashion in the writing 

and making of Sitaswayamvar in Marathi by 

Vishnudas Bhave, which has been considered 

as the first modern Indian language play. It was 

not limited to one culture. The King of Sangli 

a small state located in the extreme south 

of Maharashtra after seeing a Yakshagana 

performance in Kannada language desired to 

have a performance like it in Marathi language 

Du Soleil plays can not be inscribed in one place. 

Through the most varied instruments, acquired 

by the musician in almost forty years of travelling 

around the world, they invariably present a 

wealth of rhythmic patterns and musical styles 

that bring to life a new music, when scales 

and timbres of different cultures and times are 

amalgamated in one Joint creation process 

with the scenes. In every new play they draw a 

cartography of the impossible, in which we find 

the Sonographic Geography of Lemêtre breaking 

borders and revealing fantastic lands where 

the Chinese gong and the Indian raincoat can 

cohabit, locating in the map of the spectacle The 

new world in which the troupe radiates its art.

a múSica De Jean-JacqUeS lemÊtre Para o 

thÉâtre DU Soleil: GeoGrafiaS inStáVeiS, 

múltiPlaS teatraliDaDeS.

O artigo objetiva demonstrar o porquê das 

composições de Jean-Jacques Lemêtre para os 

espetáculos do Théâtre Du Soleil não poderem 

ser inscritas em apenas um lugar. Através dos 

mais variados instrumentos, adquiridos pelo 

músico em quase quarenta anos de viagens pelos 

quatro cantos do planeta, elas invariavelmente 

apresentam uma riqueza de padrões rítmicos e 

estilos musicais que dão vida a uma nova música, 

quando escalas e timbres de diferentes culturas 

e épocas são amalgamados em um processo 

de criação conjunta com as cenas. A cada novo 

espetáculo elas desenham uma cartografia do 

impossível, na qual encontramos a Geografia 

Sonora de Lemêtre rompendo fronteiras e nos 

revelando terras fantásticas onde podem coabitar, 

por exemplo, o gongo chinês e o pau-de-chuva 

OF THEATER 2015. Member of ARTA - Ass. de 

Recherche des Traditions de lActeur, Paris, Fr. do 

CIRRAS - Centre International de Réflexion et 

de Recherche sur les Arts du Spectacle Paris, Fr., 

e do IFTR - International Federation for Theatre 

Research NY, USA Organized and taught a 

University extension course on SOUND DESIGN 

in UNIFESP - Federal University of São Paulo 2014. 

Idealizer, pedagogical coord. and manager of 

CLM, the first Municipal School of regular Music 

education in the city of São Bernardo do Campo, 

SP, Brazil 2009-2010. Coordinator of the Theater 

Scoring Course FUNARTEs CAT 2007. With more 

than 25 years of experience, has composed for 

over 60 plays, working with Antonio Abujamra, 

Naum Alves de Souza, Roberto Lage, Ivam Cabral, 

Hugo Possolo, Marco Antonio Pâmio, Mario 

Bortolotto, Rodolfo Vasquez, Celso Frateschi, 

Barbara Bruno, Georgete Fadel, among others. 

For television, he has composed for programs 

and mini-series, working with TV Cultura and 

NATGEO And acting as a conductor at MTVs 

2012 VMB. He was awarded the Best National 

Film Soundtrack Award twice, with Our Life 

Does not Fit in an Opal, directed by Reinaldo 

Pinheiro 2009, CINE PE and Hypotheses for Love 

and Truth directed by Rodolfo García Vázquez, 

screenplay by Ivam Cabral. 2015, DropsMagazine. 

“Hipoteheses… soundtrack was also nominated at 

the Brazilian Academy of Cinema.

the mUSic of Jean-JacqUeS lemÊtre for the 

thÉâtre DU Solleil: UnStable GeoGraPhieS, 

mUltiPleS theatricalitieS.

The article aims to demonstrate why Jean-

Jacques Lemêtre’s compositions for the Théâtre 
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expressions and the type of historical plays 

written by new generation of playwrights. It is 

also about how the dislocation of history has 

affected the arrangement of historical materials 

forcing playwrights to amend their thematic 

pre-occupations in their plays. The three plays 

chosen for this study which are written by two 

Nigerian award winning playwrights – Sam 

Ukala’s Iredi War, and Ahmed Yerima’s Attahiru, 

and Ame Oboni the Great, emerged from the 

colonial history of Nigeria and have forced the 

playwrights in their thematic expression to 

re-examine the effect of forced cultural fusion – 

African and European – and also to arrive  

at a more plausible story which will encourage 

a new nationalistic spirit in the new generation 

African audience. The plays represent the 

playwrights’ dilemma in representing the 

historical, cultural, and social dislocation as 

offshoots of unstable geographies, and at the 

same time embody the dialectic and didactic 

elements of theatrical performance.

Keywords: Historical Drama, Cultural  

Fusion, Playwrights, Theatrical Expression, 

Literary Commitment.

Joint work with Ahmed Yerima

Stenio DiaS ramoS

UNivERSidAdE dE São PAULo

StENioRAiS@yAhoo.com.BR

Graduated in Languages and Literatures 

Portuguese and English in 2005 and 

Intermediate level in Spanish and Italian, with 

a 3-month specialization in 2008 at Sociante 

ephemera of protest and performance. In 

doing so, it shows how ephemera can support 

other struggles and create dynamic sites of 

contemporaneous translation, where knots of 

social unease can continue to be scrutinized and 

reconsidered across a range of media. 

nGoZi UDenGwU

UNivERSity oF NiGERiA, NSUKKA

NGozi.UdENGwU@UNN.EdU.NG

Ngozi Udengwu is a Senior Lecturer in the 

Department of Theatre and Film Studies, 

University of Nigeria, Nsukka where she teaches 

a wide range of courses, as well as supervises 

research projects, at both undergraduate and 

postgraduate levels. She holds a PhD in Theatre 

Arts from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria an 

MA in Literature and BA Hons in Dramatic Arts 

both from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. 

A Fellow of the American Council of Learned 

Societies, Ngozi Udengwu is currently working 

on a book on Women in the Professional Yoruba 

Travelling Theatre, and has to her name several 

articles in mainline academic journals, book 

chapters and she is the author of Contemporary 

Nigerian Female Playwrights: A Study in Ideology 

and Themes. She is a member of IFTR, AfTA, 

SONTA, ANA, ARTerial Network, etc.

UnStable GeoGraPhieS, hiStory, anD 

theatrical exPreSSionS: a StUDy of three 

niGerian PlayS

In this paper we examine the effect of cultural 

and historical diversities on the theatrical 

2014) and co-edited Multiple Translation 

Communities in Contemporary Japan 

(Routledge 2015). She is the current editor of 

IASIL Japan’s Journal of Irish Studies.

PerforminG manGa: tranSlation aS a moDe 

of enGaGement

Yokkaichi in Mie Prefecture is one of four 

major sites of industrial pollution in Japan. 

When the Yokkaichi petrochemical complex 

opened in 1960 it was the largest petrochemical 

plant in the Asia respiratory diseases due to 

sulphur oxides released into the atmosphere, 

and classrooms could not have open windows 

because of the odour. Manga artist Yada Eriko 

grew up in Yokkaichi and through most of her life 

considered the petrochemical complex she saw 

every day as just part of the landscape and the 

pollution it had caused, which she had studied 

about at school, as a thing of the past. However, 

when she met people whose lives continued 

to be affected by the pollution, she decided 

to create Sora no Ito (2016) about Naoko, a 

nine-year-old with acute asthma, the effects of 

the environmental pollution on her body, and 

the resonance of her story. This presentation 

discusses a performance project based on Yada’s 

manga that translated the manga into powerful 

and diverse performances in order to engage 

with the work and as a way of circulating a local 

site-specific story of Yokkaichi environmental 

pollution through media translation and the 

materiality of pollution through the materiality 

of the body. In the process, it considers the 

circulation of knowledge concerning Yokkaichi 

environmental pollution as it appears in the 

the contemporary context of migration and 

globalization. In literature, realism aims at the 

reproduction of objective reality with emphasis 

on the portrayal of everyday, quotidian activities 

and life, primarily among the middle or lower 

class society, without romantic idealization 

or dramatization. This paper examines how 

Americanah raises a plurality of themes and 

subthemes: studies in Philosophy, psychology, 

Politics, Race, Gender, etc. Globalization 

occasions Migration. Chimamanda’s perspective 

articulates the experience of Ifemelu, a migrant 

that is a template at once particular and universal. 

Americanah collides the histories of race and 

colonialism. This paper critiques how this 

collusion enriches Anglo-American experiences 

of racial formation and how it can be an invaluable 

tool for the archeology of race, gender and 

normative performances. In Americanah Adichie 

characterizes the global society as a multi-voiced 

body, a unity composed of differences.

Keywords: Migration, Realism, Politics, Race.

beVerley cUrran
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Beverley Curran teaches linguistic, cultural, 

and media translation in the Department of 

Society, Culture and Media at International 

Christian University in Tokyo. She is the author 

of Theatre Translation Theory and Performance 

in Contemporary Japan (2008; Routledge 
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trafficking and the mimetic representations of 

this in the global sphere. Previous social justice 

plays shes written include LINES: THE LIVED 

EXPERIENCE OF RACE, SEVEN PASSAGES:  

THE STORIES OF GAY CHRISTIANS, 

GRAINS OF HOPE: REFUGEE EXPERIENCE 

IN AMERICA, CHECK YOUR PRIVILEGE: 

WHITENESS IN THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 

and STORIES IN BLUE: A PILGRIMAGE TO 

HEAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING

the efficacy of moment: how PlayS on 

hUman trafficKinG are fiGhtinG to be 

hearD on the Global StaGe.

In the past several years more than fifty 

new works have been written and/or staged 

worldwide that explore the meaning, the origins, 

and the effects of human trafficking. These plays 

span the globe, telling the real-life stories of 

persons involved in the trade of humans from 

the pimps of Dubai to the plight of sex workers 

in New Delhi. My own play STORIES IN BLUE: A 

PILGRIMAGE TO HEAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING 

is part of these works and covers the lives of six 

trafficking survivors from the Northern United 

States. In preparing to write my own play on 

the subject, I spent the past year researching 

the plays, companies, and playwrights who 

were also working on the issue. This paper will 

first catalog the variety of plays that have been 

written since 2008s TRAFFICKED which opened 

at the Edinburgh Festival and then examine 

the playwriting techniques used in the writing 

of six of the most representative plays of the 

genre TRAFFICKED, SHE HAS A NAME, COLD 

PIECE OF WERK, USELESS, THE WALK, and 

de territórios e ao convívio dentro deles. Inicia-se 

com reflexões e parâmetros usados pelo dramaturgo 

Nelson Rodrigues para a inserção do tema do 

futebol em sua peça A Falecida, destacando 

uma época em que a narração e a descrição dos 

acontecimentos, tanto quanto a imagem gravada 

ou mesmo o testemunhal da ação, chegavam às 

pessoas de modo a dá-las injeções de euforia ou 

depressão nesses diferentes espaços de catarse 

coletiva – o teatro e o estádio. Em seguida, tratamos 

de Chapetuba Futebol Clube, peça do dramaturgo 

brasileiro Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, obra de teatro 

com preocupações sociais e militantes, junto a 

Maracanazo, do dramaturgo mexicano Ernesto 

Anaya, que trata de racismo e fracasso a partir da 

derrota do Brasil para o Uruguai na Copa do Mundo 

de Futebol em 1950, e O Último Vôo do Condor do 

dramaturgo chileno Ivan Ernandez, que relembra 

um outro episódio chamado de Maracanazo 

chamado assim apenas por conterrâneos. A 

análise comparativa dessas obras permite elaborar 

questões sobre a teatralidade e a performatividade 

permeando as diferentes representações do  

futebol na dramaturgia.

StePhanie SanDberG

wAShiNGtoN ANd LEE UNivERSity

SANdBERGS@wLU.EdU

Dr. Sandberg is a dramaturg, playwright 

and director working at Washington and Lee 

University in Lexington Virginia. Her works 

focus on social justice issues of both local and 

international importance with a current focus 

on the dramatization of modern day human 

Rodrigues to insert the theme of football in his 

play “A Falecida” The Deceased, highlighting 

a time when the narration and description of 

events, as much as the recorded image or even 

the testimonial of the action, came to people 

in order to give them injections of euphoria or 

depression in these different spaces of collective 

catharsis - the theater and the stadium. Next, 

the present work deals with “Chapetuba Futebol 

Clube”, by Brazilian playwright Oduvaldo Vianna 

Filho, a play with social and militant concerns, 

“Maracanazo”, by the Mexican playwright 

Ernesto Anaya, which deals with racism and 

failure after the defeat of the Brazilian team 

to Uruguay in the World Cup in 1950, and “El 

Ultimo Vuelo del Condór” – The Last Flight 

of the Condor by the Chilean playwright Ivan 

Ernandez , which recalls a different episode 

called Maracanazo understood only by locals. 

The comparative analysis of these works allows 

us to elaborate questions on theatricality 

and performativity permeating the different 

representations of football in dramaturgy.

Keywords: modern and contemporary theatre 

Latin America dramaturgy football gender issues

territÓrioS, conVÍVioS e fronteiraS: 

conSiDeraÇÕeS Sobre a rePreSentaÇÃo Do 

fUtebol na DramatUrGia latino-americana

O objetivo deste paper é traçar linhas gerais 

da representação do futebol em obras de teatro 

moderno e contemporâneo em uma perspectiva 

comparada que evidencia traços universais, 

inerentes às caracterizações desse esporte, e 

ressaltar traços particulares que singularizam essa 

experiência a partir de questões ligadas à ocupação 

Dante Alighieri and 6 months of Specialization 

in Philosophy - Centro di Studi SantAnselmo - 

Rome Italy - not completed

Three months of Extension Course in 

Literary Translation Theory - USP - completed 

in December / 2014 - and 3 months of study 

for and Extension Course in Literature - USP - 

completed in December / 2015

Contributor for sport websites after an 

Extension Course in Sport Journalism at Centro 

Integrado Rio Branco in 2015

Since January 2017, student for Master´s 

Degree in Performing Arts at USP.

Translator and proofreader of English and Italian 

for Portuguese for subtitles of DVD releases and 

from Spanish to Portuguese for plays read and 

staged at Teatro da USP in São Paulo

Special Projects Advisor for Secretary of State 

for Culture in São Paulo in 2007, giving assistance 

to NGOs for fund-raising and insertion of cultural 

programs at the Secretariat budget

territorieS, coexiStence anD  

borDerS: aPPreciationS on the 

rePreSentation of football in latin 

american DramatUrGy

The purpose of this paper is to outline 

the representation of football in modern 

and contemporary plays in a comparative 

perspective that reveals universal traits inherent 

to the characterization of this sport, and to 

emphasize particular features that singles 

out this experience from issues related to the 

occupation of territories and the coexistence 

onto them. This thought begins by the 

parameters used by the playwright Nelson 
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twentieth and twenty-first centuries”. Today, she 

is preparing her third book “The New Porteña 

Scene. Theater companies in Valparaíso 2000-

2015”. Since 2011, Larraín works as a theater 

director of Cronópolis Theatre Company. In 

2011, she debuted with Living Proof, written and 

directered by herself. In 2012, she debuted with 

a new play Light red on dark red”. Her third play, 

about women wtriters Gabriela Mistral, Virginia 

Woolf and Simone De Beauvoir called Tryptic was 

debuted in 2013. She is now preparing her fourth 

play, about novelist Fiodor Dostoievsky.

the archiVe aS a cracK of the real in the 

theatre of GUillermo calDerÓn: a reaDinG 

of eScUela anD matelUna

The Chilean theatre scene of the last fifteen 

years has shown a significant interest in working 

with materials that are intrinsically related to 

the recent historicity of the country, particularly 

those linked to Augusto Pinochet’s Military-Civic 

Dictatorship. With this goal, Chilean playwrights 

work from the operational logic between the 

archive and the memory, aiming for the real to 

appear on stage in a way that is both clear and 

honest. Playwright Guillermo Calderón gathers 

this need for reality in his last two plays: Escuela 

and Mateluna. The first one is centred on the 

paramilitary education received by a group 

of opponents of the regime, in a clandestine 

cell. Meanwhile, the second one is based on 

the presumably unfair sentence received by 

the former revolutionary Jorge Mateluna three 

years ago. For Calderón, the latter case is of 

an intimate significance, as Mateluna himself 

would collaborate in the job of documenting 

qualquer tentativa de sistematização. Neste ensaio, 

sigo pistas de escrituras que, vistas à distância, 

permitem fazer perceber o que ocorre quando a 

vida do escritor parece se apresentar pelas pontas, 

driblando as possibilidades do princípio e do fim. O 

retrato de um artista quando jovem, de James Joyce, 

e o Retrato do artista quando velho, de Joseph Heller, 

são escrituras emblemáticas porque permitem a 

apreciação, discussão e crítica das tensões produzidas 

pela vida que se inicia e pela vida que se conclui no 

confronto e atravessamento das pulsões da escrita 

e da criação literária. Por sua abrangência, estas 

escritas buscam formas diferenciadas de incluir outras 

vozes na sua elaboração individual, possibilitando 

diálogo com seu tempo.

JaViera larrain GeorGe

PoNtiFiciA UNivERSidAd cAtóLicA dE chiLE

jAviERA.LARRAiNG@GmAiL.com

Javiera Larraín holds a degree on Spanish 

Literature at Pontificia Universidad Católica 

de Chile and is Master of Arts with a Major in 

Theatre Directing at Universidad de Chile. She 

is currently a PhD student in Literature and 

now she realized a Phd Internship at the Royal 

Central School of Speech and Drama, University 

of London. She has participated in numerous 

research projects related to theater, and in 

different international congress. She has also 

published articles in national and international 

academic journals, book chapters an editing work 

on several theater books highlighting her book 

publication Notes of theater direction in Chile: 

1940-1979 and “Melodrama in the scene of the 

art & life: aUto fictional anD 

alterbioGraPhical PortraitS of artiStS

Autofiction and alterbiography are ways of 

being of fictional writing that respects only one 

principle: that there must be some recognition, 

a possible identification, between subject of the 

writing / character and subject that signs the 

work or is referred to by the work. In addition to 

this principle, both contemporary literary forms 

disrespect any attempt at systematization. This 

essay follows clues scriptures that, viewed at 

a distance, make it possible to perceive what 

happens when life of the writer seems to appear 

by the extremities, dribbling the possibilities 

of the principle and the end. James Joyces 

Portrait of the Artist as Young Man and Portrait 

of the Artist as an Old Man, by Joseph Heller, 

are emblematic writings because they allow 

appreciation, discussion and criticism of the 

tensions produced by the life that begins and 

life that ends in the confrontation and crossing 

of the drives of writing and literary creation. 

Because of their comprehensiveness, these 

writings seek differentiated ways of including 

other voices in their individual elaboration, 

allowing dialogue with their time. autofiction – 

alterbiography – portraits of artist - James Joyce 

- Joseph Heller

arte & ViDa: retratoS aUto ficcionaiS e 

alterbioGráficoS De artiStaS

A autoficção é um modo de ser da escrita ficcional 

que respeita apenas um princípio: de que deve haver 

algum reconhecimento, uma identificação possível, 

entre sujeito da escrita/personagem e sujeito que 

assina a obra. Para além deste princípio, desrespeita 

ROADKILL. As the research on human trafficking 

continues to unfold and grow, this paper looks 

at how the theatre is taking on the issues on the 

global stage, using diverse staging and writing 

techniques, and bringing this most pressing of 

human issues to our eyes and ears through the 

mimesis of drama. In addition, I examine how 

the plays have received public attention from 

the press and media, as well as general audience 

reception. At the heart of the paper is the 

question, In what way might the theatre work to 

have any type of efficacy on the stark reality of 

human trafficking?

ana maria De bUlhÕeS-carValho

UNiRio/BRAziL

ANAmARiABULhoES@yAhoo.com.BR

Post-doctorate in Letters Puc-Rj 2008-2009, 

PhD in Comparative Literature UFRJ, 1997, 

Associate Professor since 2013 Coordinator of 

the discipline Literature in the formation of the 

reader, for the course of Licenciatura in Pedagogy 

at a distance Consortium CEDERJ-UNIRIO. 

Founder and general editor of the operevejo 

online newspaper, since its paper release, in 1993 

until the electronic version,http://www.seer.

unirio.br/index.php/opercevejoonline/issue/

archive. Researcher of contemporary theater, 

with publications on biographical musical 

theater and themes related to autofiction and 

alterbiography in both Theater and Literature. 

Leader of the research group of CNPq 

Dramaturgia, History: genres and languages 

since 2000.
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approaching the most different musical styles 

and played with several musicians. He has 

been performing at Barbatuques since 2000, a 

worldwide reference group in the area of body 

percussion, which has been performing at shows 

and giving workshops throughout Brazil and 

around the world. He is also musical director, 

sound engineer, musical educator of actors, 

theatrical educator of musicians and creator of 

soundtracks. Since 2000, he has been artistically 

presenting and regularly ministering in Brazil 

and in the world, music, theater and body music 

percussion workshops.

boDy mUSic anD mUSic GameS: barbatUqUeS 

in mUSical eDUcation of theater artiSt

This work proposes an investigation into 

the possibilities of applying the corporal 

musicalization practices used by the 

Barbatuques group, a world reference in 

body percussion, in the musical education 

of the theatrical artist. Therefore, this work 

is intended to help fill a gap still existing in 

music education currently present in various 

theater schools. Theatrical artist must have in 

his training a minimum of musical knowledge. 

The practical use of the various musical body 

games contributes to the development and 

appropriation of several musical qualities 

and concepts: rhythm, pulse, tuning, motor 

coordination, temporal notion, creativity, 

sensitivity, expressiveness, listening, attention, 

playing, composition and improvisation. The idea 

of interdisciplinarity between Theater and Music 

is of paramount importance at this time. The 

artist needs to expand his musical possibilities, 

voice, and with that voice intricacies of African 

American oral cultural history are revealed.

[i] Works that recall the history of the African 

oral tradition in the Americas by transmitting 

to the reader of prose and poetry the quality of 

black speech have been called “speakerly” texts. 

In The Signifying Monkey, Henry Louis Gates 

defines a speakerly text as one “whose rhetorical 

strategy is designed to represent an oral literary 

tradition,” and Gates argues that Hurston’s Their 

Eyes Were Watching God was the first speakerly 

text in the African American tradition (195). 

Subsequently, the “illusion of narration,” which 

Hurston uses in Their Eyes Were Watching God, 

among other pieces, has become the feature 

of Hurston’s writing most consistently drawing 

commented (195).

maUrÍcio De oliVeira maaS

UNivERSidAdE dE São PAULo
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Maurício Maas is actor, musician and 

professor of theater and music.

Graduated in Performing Arts from the 

University of São Paulo and holds a Masters 

Degree in Theater Pedagogy from the University 

of São Paulo ECA-USP. Since 1997 he has 

been developing research on the possibilities 

of integration between musical and scenic 

languages. He was a professor at several 

schools and universities. He began his theatrical 

career in 1994, having performed in more than 

thirty shows. As a self-taught musician and 

instrumentalist he participated in several bands, 

A former RFK Fellow, Kinyon’s current research 

project is supported by a NUIG doctoral grant.

John SynGe, Zora hUrSton, anD the 

Performance of ethnoGraPhy

Their Eyes Were Watching God and Zora 

Neale Hurston’s other prose effectively generate 

the parameters of what a speakerly text is meant 

to do, yet it is her dramas that actually continue 

a form of the African American oral tradition 

through performed theatrical presentations.[i] 

Hurston’s prose give the impression of being 

orally communicated, but Hurston’s theatre 

makes the most startling and effective use of 

vernacular speech in order to represent the 

heritage of creatively rendered oral and aural 

forms, representing what can be termed the “oral 

literary tradition” in African American culture. 

And while all the voices of Hurston’s heroes 

seem to carry the weight of her main objective 

as an autoethnographer—which is to provide an 

insider’s perspective on the varied literacies of 

African American culture—it is her male heroes 

that access and capture African American 

oral culture in a range of instances, whereas 

Hurston’s female heroes are primarily recognized 

and reflected on in regards to the men in their 

lives. This point is especially true as it relates 

to the oral forms created during the production 

of African American labor, such as the work 

songs that Hurston presents in her productions. 

In this paper I illustrate how Hurston privileges 

the voices of her males heroes through an 

examination of the title character in the play 

Spunk. In the play, Spunk exerts command 

over the community through the power of his 

and archiving for the previous play, Escuela, in 

his condition of former member of the armed 

guerrilla against the Dictatorship. The following 

presentation aims towards understanding the 

mechanisms with which historical memory is 

built, as they are exposed through the act of 

performing fiction proposed by both plays, with 

the archive being the operational logic from 

which the stage and dramatic devices will work. 

Calderon, through the archival work, creates 

a crack wherein the real appears on stage to 

capitalize not only the narrative, but also on 

the tangential reality itself. Thus, Calderón 

establishes subterranean relations between 

the archival nature of his texts and the current 

Chilean political development, making use of a 

ciphered reconstruction of the facts of memory, 

in and around the politics of armed civic 

resistance during the Dictatorship.

chantÉ moUton Kinyon

NAtioNAL UNivERSity oF iRELANd, GALwAy

chANtE.moUtoN@NUiGALwAy.iE

Chanté Mouton Kinyon is currently a PhD 

candidate at the National University of Ireland, 

Galway and a Lecturer of Theater at Dartmouth 

College. She will receive a PhD in English, June 

of 2017, after completing her thesis: Analogous 

States: John Millington Synge, Zora Neale 

Hurston, and the Performance of Ethnography. 

In her thesis, Kinyon establishes Synge and 

Hurston as autoethnographic researchers who 

use their theatre to present the performative 

aspects of Irish and African American culture. 
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transmitted to her PhD student the dancer 

Luiza Banov 1985. In the research, it questions 

how gestures, movements, words, songs 

and feelings, archived in the body memories 

of the interpreters throughout their lives, 

can come out to the surface during the 

creation processes. In the specific case of 

the transmission of Caminhos 1998, it is 

intended to discuss from the thinkers such 

as Brandstetter 2007, Fischer-Lichte 2011, 

Fernandes 1999-2010, among others, the 

relationships established between the original 

author-interpreter and the new interpreter. 

It is possible that the work remains through 

the authors memory, and the video record. 

However, how much the work will be changed 

or updated when the original one is transmitted 

to another body, who has other history and 

body memories? How will the other body 

perceive the intentions of movements, of 

musicality, of manipulation with the props  

of the work, besides the use of time, and of 

space? Therefore, new updating possibilities 

will arise, making sure that the dance piece will 

survive in time.

Keywords: transmission, choreography, 

updating, memory, time.

tranSmiSSibiliDaDe: atUaliZaÇÃo Do 

PaSSaDo ao encontro De noVoS caminhoS

É possível pensar que a transmissão de uma obra 

cênica seja comparável a um tipo de “história oral”, 

pela fluidez de sua forma de apreensão, por ser 

trazida do passado e repassada para bailarinos da 

contemporaneidade. O presente artigo refere-se a 

um recorte, da pesquisa em andamento que esta 

Germany, Post PhD 2009 , and PhD 2007 in Arts-

Dance at the University of Campinas UNICAMP 

-SP Brazil. Graduated in Dance Pedagogy at the 

Hochschule Für Musik und Tanz-Köln / Germany 

2003. In Essen /Germany, with a invitation from 

the dancer and choreographer Susanne Linke, 

Pereira was a guest student at the Folkwang 

Hochschule 1985, at the time Pina Bausch was 

the school Director. In Essen Pereira settled and 

worked as a dancer, choreographer and modern 

dance teacher during 19 years 1985-2004. She 

is also author of different choreographic pieces, 

articles, and books. His research transitions 

between the creative process of scenic works, with 

contemporary themes, the memories recorded 

and inscribed in the body of the interpreter, and the 

analysis of gestures, in association with elements 

worked on the aesthetics of Dance Theater. http://

lapettcia.wordpress.com

tranSmiSSibility: UPDatinG the PaSt to 

meetinG new wayS

It is possible to think that the transmission 

of a dance piece is comparable to a type of 

oral history, by the fluidity of its apprehension, 

for being brought from the past and passed 

to contemporary dancers. The present article 

refers to a clipping of the current research 

being carried out by the research group 

LAPETT-ECA-USP Laboratory of Research and 

Studies in Tanz Theatricalities of the School of 

Communications and Arts of the University of 

São Paulo. Through the process of transmission 

of the dance piece Caminhos [Ways] 1998, 

which was created and performed by the 

choreographer Sayonara Pereira 1960, and 

noção temporal, criatividade, sensibilidade, 

expressividade, escuta, atenção, estado de jogo, 

composição e improvisação.

A ideia da interdisciplinaridade entre Teatro 

e Música é de suma importância neste atual 

momento. O artista precisa expandir suas 

possibilidades musicais, desenvolver seu repertório 

de possibilidades e ter ferramentas à sua disposição 

para o seu fazer artístico. É preciso trazer esta 

força musical para dentro das salas de aula de 

teatro, não apenas do modo tradicional que vem 

sendo trazido mas abrindo novas possibilidades 

e novos horizontes. A proposta desta pesquisa 

é poder compartilhar, estudar e refletir sobre o 

uso de todo este conhecimento pedagógico dos 

Barbatuques na formação do artista teatral. Fazer 

com que esta educação seja mais completa e 

coesa, proporcionando uma ferramenta disponível, 

acessível e inovadora. Transformá-lo em semeador 

e multiplicador desta nova linguagem que propõe 

uma volta às origens, à sua fonte primária artística 

e sonora, utilizando um conhecido instrumento de 

trabalho: o seu próprio corpo.

Palavras-chave: teatro, jogos, música, percussão 

corporal, educação musical

Sayonara Pereira

UNivERSity oF São PAULo

SAyoPESSEN@GmAiL.com

Professor, researcher, adveiser, editor of 

Sala Preta magazine, and director of LAPETT 

- Laboratory for Research and Studies in Tanz 

Theatricalities at the University of São Paulo - ECA 

/ USP. Post PhD 2016 Freie Universität Berlin-

develop his repertoire of possibilities and have 

tools at his disposal for his artistic doing. It is 

necessary to bring this musical force into the 

theater classrooms, not only in the traditional 

way that has been brought but opening new 

possibilities and new horizons. The purpose 

of this research is to share, study and reflect 

on the use of all this pedagogical knowledge 

of Barbatuques in the formation of theatrical 

artist. To make this education more complete 

and cohesive, providing an available, accessible 

and innovative tool. To turn him into a sower and 

multiplier of this new language that proposes a 

return to the origins, to his primary artistic and 

sonorous source, using a well-known working 

instrument: his own body.

Keywords: theater, games, music, body 

percussion, music education

múSica corPoral e JoGoS mUSicaiS: 

barbatUqUeS na eDUcaÇÃo mUSical Do 

artiSta teatral

Este trabalho propõe uma investigação sobre 

as possibilidades de aplicação das práticas de 

musicalização corporal utilizadas pelo grupo 

Barbatuques, referência mundial em percussão 

corporal, na educação musical do artista teatral. Por 

conseguinte, este trabalho pretende ajudar a preencher 

uma lacuna ainda existente no ensino musical presente 

atualmente nas diversas escolas de teatro.

O artista teatral precisa ter em sua formação, 

um mínimo de conhecimento musical. A utilização 

prática dos diversos jogos musicais corporais 

contribui no desenvolvimento e na apropriação 

de diversas qualidades e conceitos musicais: 

ritmo, pulso, afinação, coordenação motora, 
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com cantos de tradições em sua abordagem 

terapêutica e pedagógica de experiência da voz 

poética. 2 O processo de criação, sobretudo o 

trabalho vocal, do espetáculo Recusa, da Cia 

Teatro Balagan – companhia teatral de São 

Paulo, dirigida por Maria Thaís. Em ambos me 

propus à aproximação e ao diálogo a partir da 

observação direta, a realização de entrevistas, e, 

no primeiro, a participação em oficinas e curso de 

formação. No capítulo conclusivo da dissertação 

e em diálogo com os campos elegidos, elenco 

elementos/princípios que atravessam os 

contextos e que estariam à interface voz/sagrado. 

Assim sendo, como resultado da experiência 

de pesquisa crio algumas categorias para a 

formulação de um pensamento sobre a dimensão 

sagrada da voz.

Palavras-chave: Voz poética: Presença: Sagrado: 

Teatro: Grotowski.

ValÉria SoUZa

wAShiNGtoN UNivERSity iN SAiNt LoUiS

vSoUzA@wUStL.EdU

Valéria M. Souza is a scholar of Luso-

Afro-Brazilian Studies and Theory who 

specializes in sixteenth-century Portuguese 

literature and nineteenth and twentieth-

century Brazilian literature and culture. 

She has published articles on Camões and 

Guimarães Rosa, and is currently working 

on a study of race and tourist photography 

in Salvador da Bahia, tentatively entitled 

_Exposures: Photographing Cross-Cultural 

Tensions in Bahia.

approach to explore the poetic voice. 2 

The creative process of the play Recusa by 

Cia Balagan de Teatro - Theater Company 

from São Paulo, directed by Maria Thaís. 

The first field had as specific experience 

the therapeutic scope of vocal practice, and 

included as voice pedagogy, as a “working 

practice on oneself”. The second field of 

study, on the other hand, had as specificity 

the affiliation with the scenic art, a context 

that involves not only the creation process, 

such as production, placement, preparation 

and meeting with an audience. In both I set 

out the approach and dialogue from direct 

observation, interviews, and in the first case, 

participation in workshops. In dialogue with 

the chosen fields I chose some elements or 

categories to formulate a thought about the 

sacred dimension of voice.

Keywords: Poetic Voice: Presence: Sacred: 

Theater: Grotowski.

a VoZ e o SaGraDo: cantoS Sobre PoÉticaS 

Da VoZ em DoiS contextoS

Este canto-pesquisa, intitulado A Voz e o 

Sagrado: Cantos sobre Poéticas da Voz em dois 

contextos consistiu no estudo de natureza teórica 

sobre a dimensão sagrada da voz. Como parte 

da metodologia dialoguei com dois contextos 

de pesquisa em campo. Tais campos de estudo 

formaram pontos de apoio, nos quais me ancoro 

para pensar o tema. Penso sobre o sagrado a 

partir da perspectiva de Grotowski, relacionada 

ao “alargamento de si e do mundo”, desvinculada 

de dogmas religiosos. Os campos de estudo que 

elegi foram: 1 O trabalho de Cecília Valentim 

maria lyra

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dE UBERLâNdiA

mARiAcLAUdiALoPES9@hotmAiL.com

Maria Lyra stage name is a Substitute 

Teacher in the area of Interpretation / Voice in 

the Theater course of the Federal University of 

Uberlândia. Master of Arts, Subarea Theater, 

in the research line Practices and Processes 

of the Graduate Program in Arts of the 

Federal University of Uberlândia. Graduated 

in Theater, 2014 Licenciatura and Literature 

2003, by the same university. She has been 

researching the area of   Voice and his poetics, 

as a member of the Research Group on 

Practices and Vocal Poetics CNPQ Directory 

since 2009, coordinated by Prof. Dr. Fernando 

Aleixo. Currently beginning the doctorship at 

USP researching voice and singing as a way of 

expanding actor´s presence.

the Voice anD the SacreD: chantS on Poetic 

Voice in two contextS

This chant-research, entitled The Voice 

and the Sacred: Chants on Poetic Voice in 

two contexts consisted in the study of the 

sacred dimension of voice in dialogue with 

two contexts in field research. These fields 

of study are places of support, in which I 

anchor my reflection about the theme. The 

sacred here is thought from Grotowski´s 

perspective, related to enlargement of 

oneself and the world, divorced from religious 

dogma. The chosen fields of study were: 

1 Cecilia Valentim´s work with traditional 

chants in a therapeutic and educational 

sendo realizada no grupo de pesquisa LAPETT-

ECA-USP Laboratório de Pesquisa e Estudos em 

Tanz Theatralidades da Escola de Comunicações 

e Artes da Universidade de São Paulo através do 

processo de transmissão da obra cênica Caminhos 

1998, que foi criada e dançada pela coreógrafa 

Sayonara Pereira1960, transmitido à sua orientanda 

a bailarina Luiza Banov 1985. Na pesquisa 

questiona-se de que forma gestos, movimentos, 

palavras, canções e sentimentos, arquivados nas 

memórias corporais dos intérpretes ao longo de suas 

existências, podem vir à tona durante os processos 

de criação. No caso específico da transmissão de 

Caminhos 1998, pretende-se discutir a partir de 

teóricos como Brandstetter 2007, Fischer-Lichte 

2011, Fernandes 1999-2010, entre outros, as 

relações que se estabelecem entre autor-intérprete 

original e o novo intérprete. É possível que a obra 

permaneça através da memória do autor e do 

registro em vídeo. Todavia quando a obra original 

é transmitida para outro corpo, que possui outra 

história e memórias corporais, o quanto esta obra 

irá se modificar, e se atualizar? Como o outro 

corpo perceberá as intenções dos movimentos, da 

musicalidade, do manuseio com os adereços da 

obra, além, do uso do tempo, e do espaço? Com 

isso, novas possibilidades de atualização vão surgir, 

garantindo que a obra persista no tempo.

Palavras-chave: transmissão, coreografia, 

atualização, memória, tempo.
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Ze celSo VerSUS SilVio SantoS: the 

theatraliZation of Urban SPaceS DiSPUteS.

Founded in the late 1950s, the group Teatro 

Oficina Uzyna Uzona has developed an extensive 

research and experimentation on actors work, 

dramaturgic possibilities and scenic creation, 

establishing its place in the history of Brazilian 

Theater, with a characteristic language and own 

poetics of creation.

During this trajectory, the space occupied by 

the group – their theater – was cultivated as a 

territory of intense relationships, dramaturgical 

creations and sacred symbology: the stage of 

the Oficina was created in symbiosis with the 

theater group and with all the other creative 

languages that were born there. Today, the 

groups headquarters building is known 

worldwide by its architecture.

This building, more specifically the empty space 

surrounding the building, has also been the set of 

a space dispute in which, on one end, the Oficina 

clains the land for a bigger project of occupation 

with a large open theatre and common use and on 

the other end, a big developer company, headed 

by the Silvio Santos Group, owner of the land, has 

maintained the space as a tool of speculation over 

the years. There is also in this dispute a feature of 

theatralization of real estate relations and urban 

policies that is of great interest to this study.

This research proposes to analyze this 

territorial dispute and these movements of 

spatial occupation germinated in the Oficina and 

the relations with the neighborhood and the city. 

To observe this new genre that is created - which 

is theater, it is dramaturgy, but it is also urban 

politics, it is also real estate economy, and it is 

Hollywood and Paris, the play refracts its Afro-

Brazilian characters through multiple frames of 

interculturalism—combining jazz with samba to 

create bossa nova, and reinterpreting the longing 

of “saudade” through the existentialist dyad of 

self and other. As I demonstrate in this paper, 

Morães deploys this intercultural aesthetic to 

unsettle the perspective of the Teatro’s mostly 

white audience and thus enlist them in a new 

kind of identification—one that calls upon the 

universalizing power of myth to invite cross-racial 

identification, even as it insists upon the visual 

logic of racial difference. Staging a dialectic of 

“tropicalismo” and “negrura” Negritude, Morães 

hails his audience to self-identify as multi-

racial, while affirming the experience and fact of 

blackness within that shared heritage.

iSaDora affonSo

UNivERSidAdE dE São PAULo
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Isadora Affonso holds a degree in Performing 

Arts by the State University of Londrina - UEL, 

where she initiated her studies in scenography 

and the space of theater. She also holds a degree 

in Architecture and Urbanism by the Instituto 

Filadelfia Unifil, in Londrina, Brazil. Currently, she 

is a student in the Architecture and Urbanism 

Master program at the Institute of Architecture 

and Urbanism of São Carlos (University of Sao 

Paulo), where she is researching the relations 

between theater and cities and the theatralization 

of urban policies by analyzing the history of the 

group Teatro Oficina, in the city of Sao Paulo.
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Julia A. Walker is a scholar of dramatic literature 

and theatrical modernism, who is an Associate 

Professor at Washington University in St. Louis, 

where she holds a joint appointment in English 

and Drama. She is the author of _Expressionism 

and Modernism in the American Theatre: 

Bodies, Voices, Words_ Cambridge University 

Press, 2005, along with several commissioned 

essays and journal articles, including the recent 

Comparative Modernist Performance Studies: 

A Not-So-Modest Proposal, co-authored with 

Glenn Odom JDTC 31.1. Walker is currently 

completing her second book, a history of modern 

performance entitled _Modernity & Performance: 

Enacting Change on the Modernizing Stage_, 

for which she has won research fellowships 

from ASTR and the Center for the Humanities at 

Washington University in St. Louis. The paper she 

proposes for this panel draws from research for 

the fifth chapter of this book.

troPicaliSmo e neGrUra: iDentity  

anD Difference in ViniciUS De morÃeS’S 

orfeU Da conceiÇÃo

After serving as guide and translator to 

visiting American writer Waldo Frank in the 

early 1940s, Brazilian poet-diplomat Vinicius de 

Morães returned to Rio de Janeiro radicalized 

by what he had seen. The play that came out 

of that experience—Orfeu da Conceição—was 

the first to feature an all-black cast on the 

stage of Rio’s Teatro Municipal. Written in Rio, 

all DreSSeD in white: the inflUence of 

north anD SoUth american ‘women’S 

maGaZineS’ on nelSon roDriGUeS’ the 

weDDinG DreSS 1943

When playwright Nelson Rodrigues’ 

The Wedding Dress premiered in 1943, it 

revolutionized the Brazilian stage, single-handedly 

ushering in a new era of Modernist theater. The 

groundbreaking technical achievements of the 

play were, indisputably, the handiwork of Polish 

director Zbigniew Ziembinski, whose European 

cultural and artistic contributions helped breathe 

new life into Brazilian drama. Yet there were other 

cross-cultural influences on the development of 

The Wedding Dress, which, up until now, have 

been overlooked by critics. Focusing on two 

specific aspects of Nelson Rodrigues’ play—its 

staging and its use of invisible props—I argue 

in this paper that interhemispheric dialogues 

between early twentieth-century American 

“women’s magazines” such as Brides 1934 and 

Jornal das Moças 1913-1965 regarding the subject 

of matrimony played an important role in shaping 

both Rodrigues’ written representations and 

Ziembinski’s visual and acoustic arrangements of 

“traditional” wedding paraphernalia such as the 

white dress, veil, garter, and bouquet during The 

Wedding Dress explosive Rio de Janeiro debut.

Keywords: Nelson Rodrigues, Vestido de 

Noiva, The Wedding Dress, Modernism, Jornal 

das Moças, Zbigniew Ziembinski, matrimony, 

marriage, gender.
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globalizing world. I will analyse the images of 

different identities according to outstanding 

theatre and music examples of last three 

decades in Estonian theatre in the context of 

aforementioned post-terms.

Keywords: Identity, representation, cultural 

practices, postmodernism, postdramatic theatre, 

globalization.

Dana blacKStone
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Dana Blackstone MA, is an actor trainer, a 

researcher and a theatre-maker. She is a recent 

graduate of the Royal Central School of Speech 

and Drama’s MA Actor Training and Coaching 

course. She teaches acting on the Royal Central 

School’s Central Connects evening courses 

as well as serving as an audition panelist and 

audition workshop tutor for Central’s BA Acting 

course. She is currently teaching Stanislavsky 

and Meyerhold Technique on Rose Bruford’s 

BA American Theatre Strand. She is currently 

directing a limited run children’s West End show 

as well as developing a feminist clowning piece 

for Edinburgh Fringe with her collective, ‘A Blond, 

a Brunette, and a Redhead’.

worlD war ii era cenSorShiP anD actor 

traininG ParaDiGmS in the UniteD StateS 

anD UniteD KinGDom a cUltUral anD 

hiStorical analySiS

Actor training programs in the United States 

and United Kingdom vary significantly. Actor 

processes started since then have influenced 

the political and cultural scene drastically, 

including the field of performing arts. My 

paper is focused on the processes taken place 

in Estoania since 1990s.

The variety of post-terms – post-soviet, 

post-colonial, postmodern and postdramatic 

– form a complex pattern of concepts, which 

are used to describe the period since returing 

to independence of Estonia in 1991. Today, 

in the conditions of vast migration numbers, 

the geographically defined and borders of a 

nation are contested. I will take a look of how 

understanding of nation is still deeply rooted 

in the cultures performative practices. In 

Estonia, the most remarkable of the practices 

that manifest national identity, is Song and 

Dance Celebration tradition of choir music 

and folk dance. The historical highlight of the 

tradition took place in 1987-1988, period known 

as Singing Revolution, a non-violent mass 

movement to gain independence from USSR 

occupation. The idea of the Celebrations is even 

today to affirm the national unity: in 2017, the 

theme of 12th Youth Celebration is “Here I’ll 

stay”, confirming a emotional bound with the 

country of Estonia. 

Theatre art, on the contrary, has taken 

different positions in the construction work 

of the general identity narrative: affirmative, 

revealing, de- and reconstructing, while 

often re-interpreting the traditional music 

repertoire. Contemporary theatre pays 

attention to the now-moment and personal 

life stories in documentary theatre, giving a 

say to people with different experiences in the 

das relações imobiliárias e das políticas urbanas 

que interessa bastante a este estudo.

Esta pesquisa propõe-se a analisar esta disputa 

territorial e estes movimentos de ocupação espacial 

germinados no Oficina e a relação com o bairro e 

com a cidade. Observar este “novo gênero” que se 

cria – que é teatro, é dramaturgia, mas também é 

política urbana, também é economia imobiliária, 

e também é arquitetura, possibilita um novo 

ângulo de visão e uma nova chave de compreensão 

da cidade e das relações político-urbanas 

acompanhadas da produção artístico-teatral.

Palavras-chave: Teatro Oficina, Teatro e Espaços 

Urbanos, Jose Celso Martinez Correa.

riina orUaaS

UNivERSity oF tARtU

RiiNA_oRUAAS@hotmAiL.com

Riina Oruaas is PhD student and Lecturer 

in theatre research in the Institute of Cultural 

Research and Arts, University of Tartu. Her 

PhD thesis topic is “Postmodernist aesthetics 

in Estonian Theatre”. Her research is focused 

on transforming aesthetic in Estonian theatre 

since 1990ies, including dramaturgy, performing, 

scenography, and new media.

looKinG for Stability, meetinG 

Global iDentitieS: maPPinG chanGinG 

rePreSentationS of iDentitieS in a 

tranSforminG Society.

Eastern Europe had turbulent times 30 

years ago. The fall of Berlin Wall in 1989, 

collapse of Soviet Union in 1991. The 

also architecture, allows a new angle of vision 

and a new key of understanding for the city 

and the political and urban relations guided by 

artistic and theatrical productions.

Keywords: Theatre Oficina, Theater and Urban 

Spaces, Jose Celso Martinez Correa.

ZÉ celSo VerSUS SilVio SantoS:  

a teatraliZaÇÃo Da DiSPUta Pelo  

eSPaÇo Urbano.

Fundado no final da década de 50, o grupo Teatro 

Oficina Uzyna Uzona desenvolveu um extenso 

trabalho de pesquisa e experimentação do trabalho 

do ator, das possibilidades dramatúrgicas e da criação 

cênica, firmando seu lugar na história da encenação 

Brasileira com uma linguagem característica e poética 

de criação própria.

Durante esta trajetória, o espaço ocupado pelo 

grupo – o edifício teatral – foi cultivado como um 

território de relações intensas, criações dramatúrgicas 

e simbologia sagrada: o palco do Teatro Oficina se 

criou em simbiose com o grupo teatral e com todas 

as outras linguagens criativas que nasceram ali. 

Atualmente, o edifício sede do grupo representa um 

marco na arquitetura teatral mundial.

Este edifício, mais especificamente o terreno 

vazio no entorno do prédio, também vem sendo 

palco de uma disputa espacial na qual, de um 

lado, o Teatro Oficina, deseja o espaço para a 

execução de um projeto maior de ocupação do 

espaço urbano voltado para as artes e uso comum, 

e do outro, uma grande incorporadora comandada 

pelo Grupo Silvio Santos, proprietário do terreno, 

mantém o espaço como uma ferramenta de 

especulação imobiliária ao longo dos anos. Existe 

ainda nesta disputa um caráter de teatralização 
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Huan Nuo Yuan rituals, the focus of the 

paper, occur from late November into January 

throughout rural and village Miao areas and 

are one of the most frequently enacted. The 

family sponsored ritual takes several days to 

prepare and occurs over twenty-four hours, 

and conducted to “fulfill the will of the Nuo,” 

the spirit protectors of the Miao.

The author documented—interviews, 

video and photographic—several Huan Nuo 

Yuan rituals in 2015-16 and will present and 

overview of his findings.

anGharaD harroP & rUan De VarGaS

ANGhARAd.hARRoP@hotmAiL.com

RUBAvARGAS@hotmAiL.com

Angharad Harrop is a Lecturer in Dance at 

The University of Chester, UK. She is currently 

undertaking research for her PhD study into 

‘The use of cultural and social dance within 

choreographic process and performance’.

Ruan de Vargas is a capoeirista and 

musician from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

Together with Angharad Harrop they direct 

Cymru:Brasil a performance company 

that engages in intercultural dialogue and 

exchange to create performance.

PerGUntaS & atebion: DeVeloPinG a DialoGUe 

for intercUltUral collaboration

Ateb: Verb Welsh – to answer, to reply, 

 to respond.

Perguntas & Atebion is a practice led research 

project that is concerned with notions of identity, 

miao ritUal Performance: SPace of  

memory anD iDentity

Miao, one of China’s largest ethnic 

minorities, live primarily in the Xiangxi 

Autonomous Prefecture in Hunan. Six 

hundred years ago, seeking refuge from the 

invading Han, they fled to the rugged and 

isolated mountainous region, which has 

served as protection and ultimately, cultural 

preservation. The impoverished and, until 

recently, politically marginalized Miao live 

between two worlds, modern China, and 

an ancient agriculturally based subsistence 

culture. Until recently the Miao were 

shamed by the central government, their 

cultural practices considered “primitive,” 

“superstitious” and counter to the aspirations 

and identity of a modern and developed China.

The Miao have carried and sustained their 

five-thousand-year-old culture into the 

twenty-first century by way of highly complex 

and developed performance traditions. At 

the center of their tradition is the Badai, 

community-based, shaman-like ritualist who 

serve as healers, performers, and keepers 

of Miao culture. Their ritual performances, 

apply a rich array of masks, regalia, 

dance, poetry, song and music to enable 

the myth to heal. The work of the Badai 

compliments the Xian Niang, female spirit 

mediums who often work in collaboration. 

Both Badai and Xian Niang are nature and 

ancestor based practices that interweave 

spirituality, memory, identity, mythology, and 

performance that have sustained individuals, 

community, and culture.

thomaS riccio

UNivERSity oF tEXAS

thomAS.Riccio@UtdALLAS.EdU

Thomas Riccio, performance and media artist, 

writer and director, is Professor of Performance 

and Aesthetics at the University of Texas at 

Dallas, previous positions: Professor of Theatre, 

University of Alaska Artistic Director, Chicagos 

Organic Theater Company Resident Director, 

Cleveland Play House Assistant Literary Director, 

American Repertory Theatre Visiting Professor, 

University of Der es Salaam, University of 

Pondicherry India, University of Nairobi, and 

the Korean National University for the Arts 

and Artistic Director, Tuma Theatre, an Alaska 

Native performance group. He has directed at 

American regional theatres, including, LaMama 

ETC, The New York Theatre Workshop, and the 

National Theatre of Italy. Riccio works extensively 

in the area of indigenous performance, ritual, 

and shamanism, developing performances and/

or fieldwork in South Africa, Zambia, Kenya, 

Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Russia, Alaska, 

Korea, India, Nepal, China, Vietnam, and the 

Republic of Sakha Siberia, which declared him a 

“Cultural Hero.” His current research is with the 

Miao, an ethnic minority group in China. Riccio 

has conducted workshops and given lectures 

throughout the world. A recent Watermill Center 

resident artist, he has received numerous grants 

for his projects. He is the Artistic Director of Dead 

White Zombies, a Dallas-based, post-disciplinary 

performance group, www.thomasriccio.com & 

www.deadwhitezombies.com

training in the United Kingdom is overwhelmingly 

delivered through conservatoire and university 

programs that utilize a holistic approach balancing 

voice, physicality and intellectual/emotional 

technique. Actor training in the United States 

is mainly delivered through private studios that 

focus on emotional engagement and intellectual 

analysis voice and physicality are often trained 

separately and secondary, if at all. I contend that 

the lack of holistic training in the US has caused 

an imbalance in its reliance on intellectual and 

emotional engagement, which may contribute to 

recent casting trends and the rise in representation 

of more holistically trained British actors in the 

American film and television industries.

In this research I analyze the historical and 

cultural differences that have bred this variance 

in actor training paradigms in the US and UK. I 

link the effects of World War II and Stalin’s pre-

world war artistic constrictions, and subsequent 

systematic annihilation of artists, as well the 

rise of Freudian psychoanalysis contributing to 

the spread of Strasburg’s Method as historical 

contributors to this variance. I explore and 

compare key concepts within the cultures of 

both countries that may also be instrumental in 

this variance.

I argue for increasing the practice of balanced, 

holistic actor training in the United States. I 

contend that this will increase the quality of 

actor training and acting in the United States, 

making American training and American 

trained actors more competitive in the film and 

television industries.

Keywords: Actor training, History, Culture, 

Balance, Contemporary US Casting
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here as a “mobile territory”, receiving from 

the world as much as generating from the self, 

information in motion. How do we keep contact 

with self while continuously tuning the moving 

body with “unstable” visual surroundings? 

How can we map and act on those “sensory 

geographies”, activating the space in-between?

Intermezzo – words in-between

Linking phenomenological approaches with 

James Gibsons work on perception, I will share 

aspects of the embodied knowledge I developed 

through choreographic experimentation named 

“Choreo-haptic Encounters” held in Montreal 

and in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Here I used 

choreography as a research methodology to 

pursue sensory investigations stressing the 

haptic perception, the interplay between touch 

and kinesthesia. 

act#2 – embodying contact
Suspending sight eyes closed or blindfolded 

participants will now experiment contact with 

partner in order to highlight and intensify the 

haptic perception and the liminal space of the 

in–between. How do we perceive and relate 

with the other through touch and movement? 

How can we build a world in common in order 

to create interconnectedness? How can we 

develop an awareness of being both self and 

the other for the other?

intermezzo – lines in-between
Participants will document with drawings their 

embodied experience encountering the other, 

using fine motor skills in order to live a visible 

trace of the haptic experience.

act #3 – embodying sharing
An exchange to feed In-Betweeness, to 

installation Transparent Shift #1, that invites 

the audience to view the dance from under a 

plexiglass stage, the conference-performance 

Isabel de Mariani – walking affects and Poetica 

de la Relacion. 

Since 2010, Florence has been sharing her 

sensory research in national and international 

Congresses Montreal, Buenos Aires, Yokohama 

and Vienna, unfolding and questioning the 

practice and kinaesthetic knowledge from a socio-

political perspective as well as the translatability 

from embodiment into digital media.

Florence Figols also collaborates in theatre 

she worked with directors Barbara Poggemiller, 

Michael Springate, Harry Standjofski and Paula 

de Vancocelos. She holds a Master’s degree in 

Dance from UQAM and has been teaching since 

1999 in the Contemporary Dance Department of 

her Alma Mater Concordia University.

emboDyinG in-betweenneSS

Prologue
This workshop proposes to activate and 

expand our perceptions while being in motion 

with others, shifting spatial relationships from 

distance into contact, shifting our attention from 

visual-kinesthetic cues into tactile-kinesthetic 

awareness. Putting at the forefront of my artistic 

research the interplay of the senses, participants 

will experience the involvement of the sensory - 

kinesthesia, touch, aural and sight - in relation to 

others, creating here mobile connections, always 

in composition.

act#1- embodying distance
Continuously moving as an ensemble, simply 

walking at different speeds, the body is seen 

knowledge of the principles of the research. The 

improvisatory tasks will allow participants to 

work within the frame of their own experience 

to physically explore concepts of identity and 

alterity, to corporally question the boundaries of 

past and present and to wander into territories 

of conviviality and confrontation. They will be 

interspersed with extracts of performance that 

have been created with the same processes. 

It is hoped that through the combination of 

somatic experience alongside the artistic 

presentation of research, participants will gain 

an embodied understanding of the methods 

developed and insights reached from this 

intercultural collaboration.

florence fiGolS

coNcoRdiA UNivERSity

FLoRENcE.FiGoLS@coNcoRdiA.cA

Researcher and choreographer, it’s after having 

flirted with chemistry that Florence decided to 

pursue in vivo her experiences on the matter 

that moves us. Her fields of research encompass 

sensory connections, stage presence, micro-

politics of the dancing body and the blurring of 

borders. Recipient of many grants, Florence’s 

choreographic works have been presented on 

national and international dance platforms 

Montréal, Québec City, Toronto, London Ontario, 

Guelph, Madrid, New-York, Puerto Rico.

Her recent creations include mute / sense 

veu / en silence – named Best Choreography 

by Hour Magazine, in-perfections – solo 

sans territoire, the choreographic and video 

heritage and interculturalism. A series of cultural 

exchange visits between artists in Wales and Brazil 

saw the conception of the research. An investigation 

of the choreographic processes of intercultural 

dialogue emerged as the collaborators began to 

create work that delves into territories of conviviality 

and confrontation, blurs the boundaries of history 

and seeks to explore notions of identity and alterity.

Guiding the investigation are the following 

research questions:

* How are performers enabled to engage 

in a process of discovery and embodiment 

concerning cultural dance forms during 

choreographic creation with particular 

attention to the means of communication in 

the rehearsal process?

* Through what processes are questions of 

identity raised for both performer and audience, 

in contemporary performance that draws upon 

folkloric practices?

* How can choreographic processes  

make the past visible and urgent in the  

present of performance?

This proposal is directed towards the thematic 

strand of Embodied Practice. Lead investigators 

Angharad Harrop and Ruan de Vargas would 

lead a workshop within which an embodied 

understanding of the project’s objectives would 

emerge for those who took part.

The workshop will invite participants on 

a journey through a series of structured 

improvisations that are informed by the 

underlying principle of ‘Questions & Answers’. 

These practical explorations, which have arisen 

from Perguntas & Atebion’s working processes, 

will allow participants to develop a bodily 
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memory anD forGettinG: the creatiVe 

ProceSS, DiaSPoric imaGination anD 

caribbean cUltUral iDentity

This paper explores the creative process 

behind the making of a feature-length film 

production “Zora’s Dream” and its use in 

documenting the problem of bridging the 

historical past to future generations. Using 

the disease of Alzheimer’s as a metaphor, the 

narrative makes the argument that present 

generations suffer when official histories fail 

to acknowledge the experiences of ancestors 

traumatized by geographical and cultural 

displacement. The film takes its inspiration from 

the 1660s exodus of Africans from Barbados 

accompanying their European masters to settle 

the area near Charleston, South Carolina. While 

the historical documentation makes references 

to the contribution of the white Planter class 

little is known about the lives of the Africans 

and their progeny. The filmmaker creates a 

fictional protagonist, Alfred Bowes, a descendant 

struggling in an attempt at “rememory” while 

exploring a non-traditional cinematic narrative 

form to address this challenge. Guided by family 

lore and with the help of his granddaughter, he 

fulfills his desire to return to the historical site 

called the Ashley River, in an attempt to ensure 

this history is not lost to future generations.

Keywords: History Memory Film  

Diaspora Caribbean

anDrew millinGton

UNivERSity oF thE wESt iNdiES

ANdREw.miLLiNGtoN@cAvEhiLL.Uwi.EdU

Andrew Millington is an independent 

filmmaker and educator born on the island 

of Barbados. He is currently Senior Lecturer 

in Motion Picture Arts at the Errol Barrow 

Center for the Creative Imagination, University 

of the West Indies in Barbados. He holds an 

undergraduate degree in History and English 

from that institution and graduate degrees in 

Film and Mass Communication from Howard 

University in Washington, DC.

As an educator, he has taught film production 

and film studies at Emerson College in 

Boston and served as Coordinator of Howard 

University’s Film School in Washington, DC. His 

research interests include film, digital media 

and the intersections with culture, creativity 

and education. He is a former founding member 

of The Creative Edge in Maryland USA, an 

initiative designed to support viable and 

sustainable creative spaces within communities 

with a specific focus on developing digital 

media industries.

Andrew is currently producing a documentary 

called Sugar, Spirits and Sovereignty, a historical 

treatment of the evolution of Barbadian society. 

He is the writer, director and editor of the 

narrative feature film Guttaperc 2000. Zora’s 

Dream another feature is scheduled for release 

in 2017 while he is also scheduled to begin 

production on a new film entitled John Crow 

Paradise in 2018, both through his company 

Shango Films LLC.

Cardiff, Maynooth University, and University 

of the Arts Helsinki. Ben’s current research 

extends his interdisciplinary methodology for 

embodied research into postcolonial Jewish 

studies and has recently been presented at 

the Royal Flemish Academy of Belgium, the 

Orpheus Institute in Ghent, University of 

Manchester, and University of Leeds.

emboDieD reSearch roUnDtable

The new IFTR Embodied Research Working 

Group ERWG will hold its inaugural meeting 

at the 2017 annual conference in São Paolo. 

According to its mission statement, ERWG 

supports individual and collaborative research 

projects in which embodied practice is an 

explicit and essential part of the methodology. 

It aims to establish an international platform 

through which to share innovative and 

traditionally informed approaches to embodied 

research and to explore relevant methodological, 

epistemological, and ontological questions. 

ERWG pursues its goals along four simultaneous 

threads of activity: embodied practice, 

multimedia documentation, interdisciplinary 

connections, and institutional frameworks.

This roundtable will introduce the new ERWG 

to a broad IFTR audience by putting forward a 

set of questions, proposals, and provocations 

regarding the place of embodied methodologies 

in theatre and performance research.

https://www.iftr.org/working-groups/

embodied-research

question aspects of the investigations, to unfold 

and share in words the embodied experience. 

Also an invitation to focus on reciprocity and our 

relation with the “Other”, opening up fields that 

resist translation into writing.

epilogue
Welcoming all ideas to question and pursue 

“Choreo-haptic Encouters”.

Keywords: sensory knowledge - 

intercorporeality - haptic encounters

benJamin SPatZ

UNivERSity oF hUddERSFiELd

B.SPAtz@hUd.Ac.UK

Ben Spatz is Senior Lecturer in Drama, 

Theatre and Performance at the University 

of Huddersfield Arts & Humanities Research 

Council Leadership Fellow 2016-2018 author of 

What a Body Can Do: Technique as Knowledge, 

Practice as Research Routledge 2015 convener 

of the Embodied Research Working Group 

within the International Federation for Theatre 

Research and editor of the Journal of Embodied 

Research, a new peer-reviewed, video-based 

journal launching in 2017 from Open Library of 

the Humanities. Ben’s recent and forthcoming 

articles appear in Contemporary Theatre 

Review Performance Philosophy Theatre, 

Dance and Performance Training Journal of 

Interdisciplinary Voice Studies and an edited 

volume on Documenting Performance Methuen 

2017. Ben has been invited to speak at the 

British Library, the Centre for Performance 

Research, University of Kent, University of 
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interaction among the races. Though the 

playwrights wrote pro-Japanese works according 

to official trends and performed those works in 

‘the national theatre contest’ held by imperial 

Japan, the represented contents couldn’t be 

the pro-Japanese itself. The utmost anxiety 

originated from the processes of cultural 

adaptation was filled with the stages overall and 

pro-Japanese discourses thrown like a scream 

were all obscurity. The theatre showed clearly 

how miserable the crossing cultural borders by 

violence was to the life of human being. Thus, we 

can presume that the new advent of nationalism 

would be the sensitive reaction of people’s 

anxiety derived from rapid globalization.

lariSSa fereS eliaS

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL do Rio dE jANEiRo – UFRj

LARiSSAFERESELiAS@GmAiL.com

Performing Arts Adjunct Professor and 

Researcher at Fine Arts School – EBA – at 

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro – UFRJ. 

Master and PhD in Theatre at UNIRIO – Federal 

University of State of Rio de Janeiro –, with 

research on Peter Brook and Anton Chekhov. 

Member of ABRACE – Brazilian Association 

for Research and Post Graduate Studies in 

Performing Arts. At UFRJ coordinates the 

LABATOR – Laboratory of Actors Process of 

EBA. Currently develops the staging project 

Strindberg - the secrets of the tribe. Provided 

performing workshops for various educational 

institutions of Rio de Janeiro: UERJ – University 

of State of Rio de Janeiro Language Centers of 

References: Bhabha, H. K. 1990. Nation and 

narration. London: Routledge. Soja, E. W. 1996. 

Thirdspace: Journeys to Los Angeles and other 

real-and-imagined places p. 53. Oxford: Blackwell.

SeUnGSUK baiK

whitEPANzA@yU.Ac.KR

yEUNGNAm UNivERSity, SoUth KoREA

Seungsuk Baik is Assistant Professor - 

Department of Korean Language and Literature, 

Yeungnam University, South Korea. Ph.D., 

Korean Literature, Yeungnam University, South 

Korea, 2001. M.A., Korean Literature, Korea 

University, South Korea, 1991. B.A., English 

Literature, Korea University, South Korea, 1989

theatre in Violent miGration: exPlicit 

anxiety, obScUre ViSion - focUS on the 

colonial Korean theatre DUrinG aSian-

Pacific war

The migration in East Asia in the first half of 

the 20th century had been deeply connected 

with imperial wars. Especially Asian-pacific 

war by Japan gave the processes of cultural 

violence to the colonial people. During the 

period of Asian-pacific war, so many people in 

colonial Korea forcibly moved to Manchuria, 

Russia and other abroad areas beyond the 

borders by Japan’s national migration policy. The 

experiences of migration were also represented 

in the theatre of colonial Korea. The characters 

had revealed explicit anxiety because their 

visions of the future were extremely obscure. 

The anxiety was amplified by violent cultural 

thirD SPace aS meetinG Point: beyonD firSt 

SPace/SeconD SPace DUaliSmS

The proposed paper aims to explain how “third 

space” theory can be applied to create theatre 

that is able to reflect on a South African society 

“united in diversity”. Such theatre lends itself 

to the open-hearted exploration of difference 

in terms of both form and content. To do so it 

employs a generative rather than fixed approach: 

in the case of the production Ekspedisies 

[Expeditions], each version of the play produced 

material from which the next production could 

be made, opening a space for exchange as 

new versions emerged. The interaction that 

this allows can in turn be viewed in terms of 

the “third space”, understood to be a “meeting 

point” and “hybrid place” Soja, 1996.

In Homi Bhabha’s 1990 terms, the third 

space is one in which the cultures of colonisers 

and colonised can come together, offering 

opportunities for the formation of new cultural 

forms in post-colonial contexts – forms that 

are neither representative of the one nor the 

other. Edward Soja 1996 explains that it is a 

place “where old connections can be disturbed 

and new ones emerge” 56: something vital 

within a South African context where many 

connections and relationships are still based 

on a black/white apartheid mind-set. The 

search for a third way, then, is an attempt 

to cross borders so as to transcend strict 

and well defined oppositions in an attempt 

to create future possibilities. The manner in 

which this can be done will be explained using 

examples from the various iterations of the 

production Ekspedisies.

heiKe GehrinG

RhodES UNivERSity

h.GEhRiNG@RU.Ac.zA

Heike Gehring is a senior lecturer at the 

Drama Department of Rhodes University, 

South Africa, where she teaches both 

theory and practice. Her teaching and 

research areas are diverse, but can often 

be connected to contemporary concerns 

related to South African theatre. She is 

interested in contemporary performance as 

well as gender, postcolonial and intercultural 

studies. Apart from her role as lecturer, she 

fulfils multiple managerial functions, such 

as being the director of the Rhodes Theatre 

complex 2008 – 2014. For this role, she 

has been awarded with a Rhodes University 

merit award for outstanding work. She is also 

involved as theatre maker in the capacity 

of creator, director and producer. For this 

she has won several awards, amongst them 

the Sanlam Prize for Afrikaans Theatre 

SPAT, in the categories Best Director and 

Best Production and the Rhodes Women of 

the Year Award for her contribution to the 

performing arts in 2006. Recently 2013 – 

2015 she has been a guest lecturer at the 

universities of Stockholm, Vienna, Olomouc 

Czech Republic and the University of the Arts 

UdK in Berlin. She graduated with a PhD in 

2016 with a thesis entitled: Shifting identities: 

An exploration of the possibilities for a 

syncretic Afrikaans theatre by means of three 

case studies – Hex 2003, Lady Anne 2007, 

Ekspedisies 2008.
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SUSana eGea

iNStitUt dEL tEAtRE dE BARcELoNA

SUSANA.EGEA@ESmUc.cAt

Susana Egea Ruiz Barcelona actress, stage 

director and researcher in performing arts. She 

obtained her PhD in Performing Arts at the 

Autonomous University of Barcelona, with her 

thesis: Fundations for the Development of an 

Acting Technique for the Operatic Stage. For her 

work entitled Actor training in opera: Analysis 

of a specificity she was granted the “Artez Blai 

International Award for Performing Arts Research” 

2011. She is graduated in Romance Philology at 

the University of Barcelona and received training 

in music, dance and drama. As an actress she has 

worked with directors such as: Adolfo Marsillach, 

Calixto Bieito, Ferran Madico, Hansel Cereza, 

Antonio Simon, Hasko Weber or Malena Espinosa, 

amongst others. As a stage director, her work 

is mainly interdisciplinar. She is professor at the 

Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya, where 

she currently teaches Lyric Theatre and Acting 

Skills for Singers and where she has been in charge 

of the stage direction of the Opera Workshop 

since 2009 and she teaches also at the “Institut 

del Teatre de Barcelona”. She is the author of Actor 

training for opera ed. Artez Blai, Bilbao: 2012.

the leGacy of chaliaPin, StaniSlaVSKi anD 

meyerholD. reDifinG hiStory anD concePtS 

throUGh their worK in oPera.

To analyze the theatrical and – as I show, 

here, operatic -innovations developed by Fedor 

Chaliapin, Konstantin Stanislavski and Vsevolod 

Meyerhold means to approach to an intricate 

desdobramentos que incluem referências textuais, 

fílmicas, musicais e teatrais, como: minha tese de 

doutorado as versões de “O jardim das cerejeiras” de 

P. Brook e de G. Strehler o poema “Branca-de-neve 

despede-se dos sete anões”, de Leopoldo M. Panero 

o filme “Fanny e Alexander”, de Bergman o desenho 

“Branca-de-neve”, de Walt Disney, o documentário 

“Opening in Moscow”, de D. A. Pennebaker as 

cartas escritas pelas atrizes durante os ensaios 

textos teóricos acerca da obra tchekhoviana 

e, principalmente, textos, contos e cartas de 

Tchekhov. Mais do que referências, estas fontes 

são o arcabouço da dramaturgia e se presentificam 

na encenação, que em sua gênese propunha 

experimentar duplicações, mediações, presença 

de segundo grau e interseções teatro-cinema. O 

objetivo deste trabalho é desmontar o processo 

de criação do espetáculo, visando refletir sobre 

questões como: qual o sentido de retomar Tchekhov 

e de intervir em sua dramaturgia? A interseção de 

meios e fontes poderia ser um caminho de busca 

de “novas formas”, de novas teatralidades, de uma 

nova expressão? Voltamos a Tchekhov. Maiakóvski 

em seu artigo “Os Dois Tchekhov” diz: “[...] toda 

época traz de maneira peculiar a necessidade de 

uma expressão nova”. Que conexões podem ser 

produzidas entre o passado e o presente?

Palavras-chave: O jardim das cerejeiras: Tchekhov: 

teatralidades: cinemática.

theoretical texts about the chekhovian work and, 

especially, texts, tales and letters of Chekhov. 

More than references, these sources are the 

dramaturgy framework and present themselves 

in the scene, which in its genesis proposed 

experiment duplications, mediations, presence 

of second degree, intersections theater-cinema. 

The purpose of this work is dismantling the 

process of creation of the spectacle to reflect on 

questions such as: what is the sense of resuming 

Chekhov and to intervene in his dramaturgy? 

Could the intersection of means and sources 

be a way of searching for “new forms”, new 

theatricalities, for a new expression? We are 

back to Chekhov. Maiakovsky in his article The 

Two Chekhov says: [...] every age brings in a 

peculiar way the necessity of a new expression. 

What connections can be produced between the 

past and the present?

Keywords: The cherry orchard: Chekhov: 

theatricalities: cinematic.

eStá à VenDa o JarDim DaS cereJeiraS – De 

tcheKhoV/1904 a tcheKhoV/2016

A montagem teatral “Está à venda o jardim 

das cerejeiras” integra projetos desenvolvidos 

de 2011 a 2016 no LABATOR – Laboratório de 

Processos do Ator da EBA/UFRJ. Estes projetos 

envolveram encenações que aliavam textos de 

Tchekhov a filmes-de-teatro baseados em obras 

do autor russo. O espetáculo cumpriu temporada 

em novembro/2015 no Teatro Sede das Cias, RJ 

e foi realizado em parceria com a dramaturga 

Vanessa Teixeira de Oliveira e com Os Cênicos 

Cia. de Teatro. A concepção de “Está à venda o 

jardim das cerejeiras” é resultado de uma série de 

the State Department of Education DEGASE – 

Socio-educational Actions Department of the 

State. Actress, director and producer, member 

of the theatre group Os Cênicos Cia. de Teatro, 

since its creation in 1999. As an actress, worked 

with the theatre group Mergulho no Trágico 

and with the actress and director Silvia Pasello, 

member of Fondazione Pontedera Teatro. 

Author of the book “The Cherry orchard is on 

sale – Peter Brook via Anton Chekhov”, which 

will be released in September 2015.

the cherry orcharD iS on Sale – from 

cheKhoV/1904 to cheKhoV/2016

The stage production “The cherry orchard 

is on sale” integrates projects developed from 

2011 to 2016 in the LABATOR – Actor Processes 

Laboratory of the EBA/UFRJ. These projects 

involved staging proposals that allied Chekhov’s 

texts and movies-of-theater based on the 

Russian authors works. The spectacle fulfilled 

season in November/2015 at the Sede das Cias. 

Theatre, RJ, and was realized in partnership with 

the dramaturge Vanessa Teixeira de Oliveira 

and with the group Os Cênicos Cia. de Teatro. 

The design of “The cherry orchard is on sale” 

is the result of a series of outspreads including 

textual, filmic, musical and theatrical references, 

as: my doctoral thesis the versions of “The 

cherry orchard” of P. Brook and G. Strehler 

the poem” Blancanieves se despide de los 

siete enanos”, of Leopoldo M. Panero the film 

“Fanny and Alexander”, of Bergman the cartoon 

“White Snow”, of Walt Disney the documentary 

“Opening in Moscow”, of D. A. Pennebaker the 

letters written by actresses during rehearsals 
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atlas warbuguiano? de obras e autores não vale 

como mera citação artística, mas como uma outra 

dimensão cênica baseada numa rede significante de 

imagens e símbolos.

Palavras-chave: Vsévolod Meyerhold, Aby 

Warburg, teoria do teatro, montagem, imagem.

DeniSe alcantara-hochbaUm

dENiSE.hochBAUm@GmAiL.com

Denise Avivit Hochbaum is an architect with 

a Master’s Degree in Performing Arts from 

the School of Communications and Arts of 

the University of Sao Paulo and a Doctorate in 

Theater Design from the School of Architecture 

and Urban Studies of the University of Sao Paulo.

Since the early 90’s, she has researched, 

taught and designed subjects regarding the 

history of theatre, contemporary design 

theater and experimental sets for plays and 

operas. Working as an architect and theatre 

director during 15 years at Theatro Municipal 

of Sao Paulo, one the most recognized opera 

houses in Latin America, she was able to learn 

the needs and the dynamics of the house. In 

parallel, connected with academic studies, she 

wrote articles for newspapers and specialized 

magazines, in addition to teaching graduate 

students in art and theatre.

During the past 9 years, as a permanent 

resident in the US, she has contributing to expand 

Brazilian Culture in architecture, art and theatre 

for scholars and professionals in this field.

Planning lectures and exhibitions in museums, 

architectural associations and universities, 

Warburg would say of paintings and authors 

doesn’t work as simple artistic quotations, but 

as a whole new scenic dimension, based on a 

significant web of images and symbols.

Keywords: Vsévolod Meyerhold, Aby Warburg, 

theatre theory, montage, image.

a cena Paralela: Um caDerno De imaGenS De 

meyerholD

Em Pinóquio: um livro paralelo, Giorgio 

Manganelli observa que um “livro paralelo” não 

significa “um texto escrito ao lado de outro livro já 

existente”, o paralelismo ocorre, de fato, “no interior 

do livro que [o paralelista] persegue”. Esta visão 

geométrica do livro e das infinitas possibilidades de 

jogo no qual todas as palavras e mesmo aspectos 

gráficos do livro são pontos de partida para uma 

nova montagem da obra literária pode também 

ser aplicada às camadas de imagens de faturas 

diversas que constituem a história do teatro e ao 

pensamento sobre a cena teatral. Nesse sentido, 

o procedimento do paralelista parece próximo ao 

pensamento de uma crítica do continuum histórico 

possibilitada por autores que operam por meio da 

“montagem” Serguei Eisenstein, Walter Benjamin. 

O encenador Vsévolod Meyerhold no livro Do teatro 

lista várias referências de artistas visuais para 

pensar uma nova cena em contraposição à cena 

naturalista stanislavskiana. O intuito do presente 

trabalho é demonstrar como essa galeria de obras 

se articula com a teoria do teatro meyerholdiana, 

e com a sua prática artística vide o caderno de 

montagem da peça A morte de Tintagiles, de 

Maurice Maeterlinck, na construção de uma cena 

paralela cuja teatralidade é forjada nas tensões 

entre diferentes práticas artísticas. Esse index ou 

courses on drama, theater theory and history, 

and coordinates researches on Russian and 

Soviet cinema and theater. She published the 

book Eisenstein ultrateatral in 2008 Editora 

Perspectiva, São Paulo. In 2015, she debuted 

as a playwright on an adaptation of the Cherry 

Orchard by Anton Chekhov, and is currently 

working on the play The secrets of the tribe, an 

adaption of Strindberg’s last plays.

the Parallel Scene: a meyerholDS notebooK

In Pinocchio: un libro parallelo, Giorgio 

Manganelli points out that “a parallel book” 

doesn’t mean “a book that’s written aside 

another existent book”. Parallelism, for 

Manganelli, occurs “in the interior of the book 

that is pursued”. This geometrical conception 

of literature, as the infinite possibilities in which 

words and even physical aspects of a book 

can drive a new montage, can be applied to 

understand the several layers of images, from 

different backgrounds, that constitute theater 

theory and history. Parallelism can be seen 

close to Eisenstein and Benjamin’s procedures, 

in which montage is used to criticize the notion 

of an historical continuum. Russian director 

Vsévolod Meyerhold, in his book On Theater, 

lists several visual artists that can help us 

thinking a new theatrical scene, confronting 

Stanislavsky’s naturalism. This work aims to 

expose how these visual references are related 

to Meyerhold’s theory and artistic practice 

vide Meyerhold’s notes concerning The death 

of Tintagiles, a play by Maurice Maeterlinck, 

building a parallel scene on tensions between 

different art forms. This index or atlas, as Aby 

period of Russian History. A period signified by 

the fervent atmosphere of creativity and artistic 

development which emerged, but also tragic 

and disconcerting by the warlike circumstances 

that finally framed it. To work in this framework 

means to meet with a material associated with 

names that, like Chaliapin or Meyerhold, were, 

turned off, or erased from part of the history a 

material a priori full of contradictions and missing 

links. The analysis of the operatic work of these 

artists contributes to a better understanding of 

the theatrical conceptions of Stanislvaski and 

Meyerhold, both linked to the contributions of 

Fedor Chaliapin. And shows as the necessity to 

integrate the important technical innovations that 

were at that time achieved, not yet nowadays not 

completely assumed.

Keywords: opera, Chaliapin, Stanislavski, 

Meyehold, Russia

o leGaDo De chaliaPin, StaniSlaVSKi e 

meyerholD. reDefininDo a SUa hiStÓria e 

conceitoS atraVÉS Do trabalho na ÓPera.

Palavras-chave: Ópera, Chaliapin, Stanislavsky, 

Meyerhold, Rússia

VaneSSa texeira De oliVeira

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL do EStAdo  

do Rio dE jANEiRo UNiRio

vANESSA.t.oLivEiRA@UNiRio.BR

Vanessa Teixeira de Oliveira Fortaleza, 

Brasil, 1976 teaches at the Theater School of 

the Federal University of the State of Rio de 

Janeiro UNIRIO where she is responsible for 
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and an acting diploma at Martins Pena 

Professional Theater School 2003. Currently, 

she is an Associated Professor of the History and 

Theory Department at Faculty of Architecture 

and Urbanism of UFRJ, where she coordinates a 

research about architecture and scenography. She 

is also a researcher of the Laboratory of Theatrical 

Space Studies at UNIRIO. She is the author of The 

Scenography of Santa Rosa – space and modernity 

RioBooks 2014. She has published a variety of 

articles on Arts, with emphasis on architecture. 

Focused, mainly, in the subjects: Scenography, 

Theater Architecture, Brazilian Modern 

Scenography and the history of Rio de Janeiro.

ScenoGraPhy aS a fielD for architectUral 

exPerimentation - the SetS by Diller + 

ScofiDio anD herZoG&De meUron

Architecture and scenography have been 

sharing, historically, researches on the concept 

of space, time dimensions, illusion, and reality. 

Whenever science and technology propose new 

dimensions, is the Art which is concerned to 

try them and remind us that space and time are 

constructions subject to reinterpretation and 

disassembly. In this section, we investigated 

Diller+Scofidio sets for Moving Target 1996 

and EJM 1 and 2 1998, and Zaha Hadid sets for 

Metapolis I and II 1999 and 2007, all for Frédéric 

Flamand´s choreographies and Herzog&De 

Meuron sets for Tristan und Isolde Berlin Opera 

House, 2006 and Atilla Metropolitan Opera 

House, 2010. Crossing theory’s reflections of 

art, theater and architecture, as Hal Foster, 

Rafael Moneo and RoseLee Goldberg, the 

investigation seeks to baste the set design 

inovadoras para grupos teatrais de vanguarda 

durante o período de censura no Brasil.

Neste programa, pretendo me concentrar em sua 

contribuição ao teatro desde seu tempo em Salvador 

1960, atuando como diretora do Teatro Castro 

Alves, epicentro do Tropicalismo, e trabalhando com 

o dramaturgo Martim Gonçalves e com o cineasta 

Glauber Rocha de volta a São Paulo, com o diretor 

José Celso Martinez Correa em O Rei da Vela de 

Oswald Andrade, Selva da Cidade de Bertold Brecht 

e, nos anos 80, com o encenador Caca Rosset em 

Ubu Rei de Alfred Jarry. Todas esses espetaculos 

revelam seu profundo conhecimento da dramaturgia 

moderna e o compromisso com atores e público. 

Lina trouxe novas indicacoes para as artes cenicas 

no Brasil, especialmente uma vez que o país estava 

sob ditadura e seus conceitos artísticos reagiram 

contra a pressão política.

Discutiremos esses exemplos nesta conferência 

e sugerimos ao grupo que verifique sua visão 

espacial democrática explorando in loco, alguns 

teatros e lugares de arte que obedecem à sua 

orientação conceitual, como Teatro OficinaSP, SESC 

PompéiaSP, Teatro Polytheama Jundiai-SP, MASPSP 

e Conjunto do Pelourinho Salvador-BA.

niUxa DraGo

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL do Rio dE jANEiRo

NiUXAdRAGo@GmAiL.com

Niuxa Drago has graduation at Faculty of 

Architecture and Urbanism of the Federal 

University of Rio de Janeiro UFRJ 2000, MA and 

Ph.D. in Performing Arts at Federal University of 

the State of Rio de Janeiro UNIRIO 2005/2012, 

Cidade” by Bertold Brecht and, in the 80s, and 

also with scenic performer Caca Rosset in “Ubu 

Rei” by Alfred Jarry. All these plays described 

her deep knowledge of modern dramaturgy and 

the compromise between actors and the public, 

bringing new view for performing arts in Brazil, 

especially once that the country was under 

dictatorship and her artistic concepts reacted 

against the political pressure.

We will discuss those examples in this lecture 

and strongly suggest that the work group 

check her democratic spatial interpretation by 

exploring in loco, some theatres and art places 

that obey her conceptual orientation, such 

as Theatro-OficinaSP, Sesc-PompeiaSP and 

Theatro-Polytheama Jundiai-SP, MASPSP, and 

Complex Pelourinho Salvador-BA.

cenoGrafia e eSPaÇoS De SUbJetiViDaDe: 

arte e ViDa

lina bo barDi: Prática criatiVa em 

cenoGrafia e arqUitetUra teatral

Uma vez que o IFTR-2017 está acontecendo em 

São Paulo, Brasil, acredito que é oportuno trazer 

ao Scenography-Work-Group alguns exemplos 

teatrais desenhados pela arquiteta Lina Bo Bardi, 

personalidade que tem influenciado e inspirado 

gerações de profissionais devido sua profunda 

compreensão sobre a cultura brasileira.

Nascida na Itália 1914-1992, chegou ao Brasil em 

1946 com Pietro Bardi, sob a missão de construir a 

coleção de arte do Museu de Arte de São Paulo. O 

brilho da arquitetura de Lina Bo Bardi é a reconhecido 

em todo o mundo, no entanto, mesmo que seja 

escassa, há informações sobre sua contribuição para 

o teatro e cinema. Na realidade, ela criou cenografias 

she is developing a continuing work that has 

contributed to a unique approach about the 

extraordinary Brazilian cultural legacy to 

academic groups in Washington, DC and New 

York City.

ScenoGraPhy anD SPaceS of SUbJectiVity: 

art anD life

lina bo barDi: creatiVe Practice in 

ScenoGraPhy anD theatrical architectUre

Since IFTR-2017 is taking place in Sao 

Paulo, Brazil, it is opportune to bring to the 

Scenography-Work-Group some theatrical 

examples designed by Architect Lina Bo Bardi, 

a personality which legacy has been influencing 

and inspiring generations due her deep 

comprehension about the Brazilian culture.

Born in Italy 1914-1992, she arrived in Brazil 

in 1947 with Pietro Bardi with a mission to build 

the art collection for the new Museum of Art of 

Sao Paulo. The brightness of Linas architecture 

has been extremely recognized by professionals 

in the entire world, however, even scarce, there 

is also information regarding her contribution to 

theater design and cinema. Actually, she created 

innovative scenographies for vanguard theatrical 

groups in both Sao Paulo and Salvador, Bahia, 

during the period of censorship in Brazil.

In this program, I plan to focus on her 

contribution to theater since her time in Salvador 

60s, serving as director of Teatro Castro Alves, 

epicenter of Tropicalism, and working with the 

dramaturge Martim Goncalves and with the 

film-maker Glauber Rocha back to Sao Paulo, 

with director Jose Celso Martinez Correa in “ 

O Rei da Vela” by Oswald Andrade, “Selva da 
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Following the concepts from Aronson, Carlson, De 

Certeau, Argan and from cultural studies theorists, 

this paper aims to analyze three scenography projects 

by this artist: the show LeGal [1970] by Gal Costa at 

Rio de Janeiro, the show Gilberto Gil in Concert [1971] 

by Gilberto Gil in New York and the film project A 

Cangaceira Eletrônica [1970] by Antonio da Fontoura 

non-realized. These environmental scenographies 

may highlight the everyday life materials and the 

behavior suggested by the songs and performance 

from these musicians and their public.

haDeel abDelhameeD

LA tRoBE UNivERSity

hAdEEL.ABdELhAmEEd73@GmAiL.com

AcAdEmic qUALiFicAtioNS

03/2015- date PhD

College of Arts, Social Sciences and Commerce.

Theatre and Drama Program

La Trobe University, Bundoora Campus 

Doctoral Thesis: Imaging Women in War Time: A 

Comparative Study in Selected Australian and Iraqi 

War Theatres

11 / 2014 Postgraduate Diploma in Education

School of Education

Majors: English Literature and ESL

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, 

Bundoora Campus.

10/2007-05/2010 Master of Art

College of Languages

Department of English

Major: Contemporary American Literature

Baghdad University, Baghdad Master Thesis: The 

Image of Women in Edward Albee’s Late Plays

and Scenographies: Lina Bo Bardi and the 

Theatre. Nowadays she is the coordinator of 

the group of work Spatial Visual and Sound 

Poetry at the Brazilian Association of Scenic Arts 

Researchers ABRACE. Since 2006 she integrates 

the Theatrical Space and Urban Memory Studies 

Laboratory at Federal University of the State of 

Rio de Janeiro UNIRIO.

hÉlio oiticica’S enVironmental ScenoGraPhy: 

an exPerience of an imaGe-braSil

Since the tropicália moment, Helio Oiticicas 

artwork is related to experimental practices 

from visual arts, cinema, theater and music. In 

this process, the Brazilian underdevelopment 

concept is revised and it turned possible to have 

an environmental and performative program 

that discusses the image-Brasil that puts its 

sociocultural condition and culture in a global 

point of view. The revision of Brazilian modern art 

movement, anthropophagy concepts, behavior 

aspects and the inter-relation between art and life 

has connected many artists from different fields 

of work. The Oiticica’s art environment, Tropicália 

[1967], became a symbol and a name – Tropicalism 

- of a movement that transformed Brazilian popular 

music in the 1960’s. As many avant-gard artists at 

this period Oiticica believed that art should have 

no limits imposed by language. From this point 

on scenography became to Oiticica a possible 

path to be even more connected to these artists 

and revolutions in modern culture in the world. 

The scenic environments projected by Oiticica 

announce his perspective about the marginal 

position underground – subterranean in relation to 

pop-rock musicians and to underground cinema. 

2006 e Atilla Metropolitan Opera House, 2010. 

Cruzando reflexões de teóricos da arte, do teatro 

e da arquitetura, como Hal Foster, Rafael Moneo 

e RoseLee Goldberg, a pesquisa procura alinhavar 

os projetos de cenografia e arquitetura num 

mesmo campo de investigação reivindicado por 

cada um dos arquitetos. Destaca-se, na obra de 

Diller+Scofidio, o pensamento sobre a imagem real 

e mediada e as novas dimensões do espaço. Para 

a dupla Herzog&De Meuron, a tela e a textura 

material potencializam o desenho de luz, lançando 

questões sobre volumetria e bidimensionalidade, 

bem como sobre a teatralidade e o real. Para Zaha 

Hadid, o movimento e as tensões modificam o 

espaço, negando a relação entre figura e fundo e 

a decomposição do volume em três dimensões. 

As obras estudadas permitem identificar como 

se refletem nesses campos artísticos as noções 

contemporâneas de hibridismo, transformação 

virtual e dobra, e demonstram o quanto a 

natureza do espetáculo tem tomado a arquitetura, 

lançando-a numa pesquisa sobre a ilusão, o 

espaço-tempo e o movimento ou, para Tschumi, na 

substituição da “utilitas” ou “função” pelo “evento”.

cáSSia maria fernanDeS monteiro

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL do Rio dE jANEiRo

cASSiAmARiAmoNtEiRo@GmAiL.com

Scenographer, costume designer and 

researcher, PhD Cássia Maria Fernandes 

Monteiro is Scenography Professor at the 

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro UFRJ. In 

2012, Cássiapublished with Evelyn Furquim 

Werneck Lima the book Between Architectures 

and architecture projects in the same research 

field claimed by each of the architects. In the 

work of Diller+Scofidio, stands out the thougth 

about real and mediated images and the new 

dimensions of space. For Herzog&De Meuron, 

the screen and the texture materials potentiate 

the light design, cast questions about volume 

and flatness, as well as theatricality and reality. 

For Zaha Hadid, the movement and tensions 

modify the space, denying the relationship 

between figure and background, and the 

volume decomposition in three dimensions. 

The works studied reflect in these artistic fields 

the contemporary notions of hybridity, virtual 

processing and fold. They show how the nature 

of the spectacle has taken the architecture, 

launching it into a research on illusion, space-

time and movement or, to Tschumi, the 

replacement of utilitas or function by the event.

a cenoGrafia como camPo De 

exPerimentaÇÃo arqUitetônica - oS cenárioS 

De Diller + ScofiDio e herZoG & De meUron

Arquitetura e cenografia compartilham, 

historicamente, investigações sobre o conceito de 

espaço, dimensões temporais, ilusão e realidade. 

Sempre que a ciência e a tecnologia propõem 

novas dimensões, é a arte que se ocupa de 

experimentá-las e lembrar-nos de que espaço e 

tempo são construções passíveis de releitura e 

desmontagem. Nesta primeira etapa, investigamos 

os cenários de Moving Target 1996 e EJM 1 e 2 

1998, de Diller+Scofidio, e de Metapolis I e II 1999 

e 2007, de Zaha Hadid, todos para coreografias 

de Frédéric Flamand e os cenários de Herzog&De 

Meuron para Tristan und Isolde Ópera de Berlin, 
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Kuwait SIK. The YSC’s performance began with a 

45-minute, audience participatory introduction to 

the play and to particular elements of performance, 

like stage fighting—all accompanied by lively 

examples—before passing to a highly truncated, 

but still original language, version of Shakespeare’s 

play. The production even incorporated some 

young actors and dancers from Kuwait in the roles 

of extras at Macbeth’s coronation feast.

English-language community theatre has a 

long history in Kuwait. It reaches back to the 

establishment, in 1948, of an amateur troupe 

by employees of the Kuwait Oil Company, and 

for decades likeminded expats have gravitated 

towards theatre both for entertainment and 

as a way to make new friends and to feel 

they ‘belong’ in their new place of residence. 

Participants in a 2010 documentary celebrating 

the 60th anniversary of the Kuwait Little Theatre 

describe community theatre as ‘a godsend,’ ‘a 

lifeline,’ ‘a family,’ ‘a home away from home.’

While not exclusively an expatriate pursuit, 

English-language community theatre has not 

attracted a preponderance Kuwaiti citizens to its 

stage or its audiences, until quite recently. The 

artistic director of SIK proudly told me that his 

organization has succeeded in gradually building 

up a Kuwaiti audience base, which he estimates 

now constitutes around half of the spectators in 

a given performance.

Through a combination of textual research and 

personal interviews, this paper will investigate 

what this demographic shift signifies in terms 

of the elements of community theatrical 

practice. Questions to be investigated touch 

on issues of self- or unofficial censorship, and 

women who went by boat to Australia. Their 

case was rejected. This production was based 

on a true story and in accordance, Al-Assadi 

added several details about the Al-Anfal genocide 

that happened in North of Iraq 1986–1989. In 

2014 Al-Assadi renamed the play into Women 

without God and that his protagonists would be 

Syrian women and he added the dilemma of ISIS 

empowerment to several places in Syria and Iraq.

Katherine henneSSey

AmERicAN UNivERSity oF KUwAit

hENNESSEy818@GmAiL.com

Katherine Hennessey is the author of 

Shakespeare on the Arabian Peninsula New York: 

Palgrave, 2017, and co-editor, with Margaret 

Livtin, of the Arab Shakespeares special issue 

of Critical Survey 28.3, Dec 2016. From 2009 

to 2014 she lived in Sana’a, researching the 

history of Yemeni theatre, after which she held 

a Global Shakespeare research fellowship at 

the University of Warwick and Queen Mary 

University of London, and a visiting fellowship 

at the Moore Institute, NUI Galway. She now 

serves as an Assistant Professor of English at the 

American University of Kuwait.

‘home’ iS an UnStable GeoGraPhy: 

commUnity theatre in KUwait

In Kuwait in early February 2017, the UK-

based Young Shakespeare Company YSC staged 

Macbeth on the beautiful stage of the American 

United School in a production organized by a 

local community theatre group called Staged in 

responsive to human rights dilemmas, it also 

shows how the problems facing women in 

particular highlight the difficulties of being 

a refugee. The article points out that the 

identities of the refugee women in each 

production are specific to one culture but 

that the plight of the refugee is a transferable 

problem across national and ethnic identities 

with each successive production. Further, this 

might be transferable across time as aspects of 

Women in War can be compared with Euripides 

The Trojan Woman.

Three Iraqi women Ameena, Reyhana, and 

Mariam are in a detention centre waiting 

for a decision that legalizes their residency 

as refugees. They are still being interviewed 

or perhaps interrogated. The three asylum 

seekers converse about life or death, 

admission or deportation. The theme of the 

play is about living an in-between zone and 

it depicts the multiple frustrations of the 

characters faced with significant obstacles to 

residency. The reasons behind their decisions 

to flee and the horrendous journey is followed 

by the impassivity experienced during the long 

time in detention.

The background of the first production which 

finally happened in 2005 in Baghdad reflected 

the miserable conditions of Iraq after the 

coalition invasion. It proved that there are still 

theatre productions in Iraq even under the worst 

conditions of the aftermath of war. Women in 

War was produced again in Tunisia and Algeria 

in 2005. In 2010 Al- Assadi decided to take the 

concept further by changing the ethnicity of 

the three protagonists into three Kurdish Iraqi 

10/1990-07/1995 Bachelor Degree of Arts

College of Languages

English Department

Baghdad University, Baghdad majors: 

Linguistics and English Literature
SchoLARShiPS ANd AwARdS:

02/2015 – date

La Trobe University Postgraduate Research 

Scholarship LTUPRS

A sessional academic staff:

1-School of Art and Education, Melbourne 

Institution of Technology an affiliation with 

Federation University

2-School of Education, Royal Melbourne 

Institution of Technology

3-Victorian School of Languages,  

North Melbourne area

‘troUblinG, troUbleD anD troUbleSome’: 

GeoGraPhical inStability anD female refUGeeS

The Iraqi playwright Jawad Al-Assadi decided 

to produce his play Women in War in Baghdad 

2003 shortly after the American and coalition 

invasion of Iraq. The play tackles the theme of 

Iraqi refugee women under Sadam Hussein’s 

rule. In 2010, the play was produced in North 

of Iraq in Kurdistan and directed by the Iraqi 

director Kadhum Nassar but this production 

featured refugee Kurdistan women. In 2014 the 

play was produced with refugee Syrian women.

This article considers how this play about 

women in war and its changing profile of 

character identities and geographical instability 

convey the human cost of recent political 

events, war and upheaval of the region. While 

the play suggests how theatre can be fully 
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Theatre, as part of iShed’s Theatre Sandbox 

scheme Watershed’s Open City programme for 

European City of Culture, Guimarães, Portugal 

Bristol’s Enterprise Zone, as one of the Temple 

Quarter commissions Rotterdamse Shouwburg, 

as part of De Keuze Festival, in collaboration with 

Rotterdam’s New Institute Hiet Nieuwe Instituut, 

which supports architecture, design and e-culture. 

In October 2016 a version that speculated on 

future universities was produced for University of 

Bristol, and also Give Me Back was performed 9 – 

11 November at Deptford Lounge, commissioned 

by Lewisham Council and the Albany Deptford.

critical UtoPian anD DyStoPian 

thinKinG: UninViteD GUeStS’ GiVe 

me bacK my broKen niGht

Give Me Back takes the form of a theatrical 

guided tour, not of the historic past, but of the 

future of a place, and uses location-sensitive 

mobile devices. Groups of participants are 

told site-specific science fiction stories, 

both utopian and dystopian, and have the 

opportunity to collaboratively imagine their 

ideal future architecture, seeing it drawn real-

time and in situ, using micro projectors and a 

networked drawing app. The event concludes 

with a fictional planning meeting, which brings 

together local inhabitants or users of the area, 

councillors, architects, planners and developers 

for debate around the groups’ proposals and 

plans. Give Me Back tends to be commissioned 

for places undergoing gentrification, where 

there are disputed developments or a crisis 

around the availability of affordable housing. 

Whilst the concluding meeting is convivial, it 

negative criticisms of leading members of the 

cultural elite? What made some members of the 

audience walkout of the theatre during the first 

act and during intermission? What makes the 

play so controversial?

In this paper, I will discuss the controversy, 

but I will also identify a ventriloquism that is 

common in performances of orientalism: the 

colonizer’s dialog in the mouth of the colonized! 

The power of Jasmine and Roses primarily 

stems from the reversal of the orientalist 

ventriloquism: the colonizers, for once, speak 

the dialog of the colonized. 

PaUl clarKe

UNivERSity oF BRiStoL

P.cLARKE@BRiStoL.Ac.UK

Dr Paul Clarke is a Senior Lecturer in 

Performance Studies at University of Bristol. He 

is the director of theatre company Uninvited 

Guests, whose work has toured nationally 

and internationally, and is a member of the 

art collective Performance Re-enactment 

Society PRS. From 2008-2010 he was Research 

Fellow on Performing the Archive: the Future 

of the Past, hosted by University of Bristol’s 

Theatre Collection and Arnolfini archive. He is 

an investigator on the AHRC-funded project 

Performing Documents and is currently co-

editing the book Artists in the Archive, to be 

published by Routledge.

Place-specific versions of Give Me Back 

My Broken Night by Uninvited Guests and 

Circumstance have been developed for: Soho 

Hakim. Given the play’s originality, multi-layered 

perspective, and spectacular staging, the tour 

promises to be a unique encounter with Palestinian 

cultural politics on the one hand and an invigorating 

dramatic presentation of three generations of 

Palestinians, Israelis, and Brits.

Upon the initial opening of Roses and Jasmine 

in June of 2015, controversy and vibrant debate 

overtook the constituency of Jerusalem’s 

Palestinian National Theatre (PNT). Not since 

El-Hakawati’s 1985 production of the Story of 

the Eye and the Tooth and Al-Kasaba’s 1995 

co-production with the Jewish-Israeli Khan 

Theatre, Romeo and Juliet, has an original 

theatrical creation stirred such contrarianism, 

complex public discourse, and opposing 

viewpoints in the Palestinian performing arts. 

The PNT has not only garnered the attention 

of audiences at the sold out box office, but also 

the harsh criticism of some members of the 

discerning local community of vocal artists. 

Commenting on the spirited atmosphere in 

Palestine’s first fully dedicated and highly 

equipped modern theatre, Al-Nuzha/Hakawati 

Theatre, a longtime technician stated after the 

opening night performance: “the spirit of the 

production and the audience remind me of the 

1980s.” Although the glorious past of Palestinian 

theatre in Jerusalem during the eighties may 

not return or be replicated, the sentiment 

reflected the energetic, multifaceted, and 

vigorous debates following the PNT’s offering. 

But why has the discursively complex and 

technically sophisticated spectacle generated 

polar opposite reactions in the audience’s 

standing ovation and, inversely, the adamant 

the power dynamics that govern Kuwaiti vs. 

expat participation. Above all, the paper will ask 

whether the shifting dynamics of community 

theatre in Kuwait broaden participants’ 

delineations of the geography of ‘home.’

Samer al-Saber

FLoRidA StAtE UNivERSity

Samer Al-Saber works as assistant professor of 

theatre at Florida State University. Most recently, 

he held a position as a Mellon postdoctoral fellow 

at Davidson College. He has a PhD in Theatre 

History, Theory, and Criticism from the University 

of Washington, an MFA in Directing from the 

University of Calgary, and a B.A. from the University 

of Ottawa. As a director and creative artist, he 

worked in Canada, Australia, and the Middle East. 

His first monograph will bear the title Permission to 

Perform: Palestinian Theatre in Jerusalem (1967-1993). 

His scholarly interests include Middle Eastern 

theatre, politics, and Culture, the Euro-American 

theatre from the Greeks to the present, and the 

performance of news.

Roses and Jasmine: PaleStinianS Perform 

JewiSh characterS on the eUroPean StaGe

From January to March 2017, Roses and Jasmine, 

as a co-production between the Palestinian 

National Theatre (PNT) and the Parisian Theatre 

D’Ivry, will be presented in Paris and on tour at 

La Comédie de Génève and Théâtre National de 

Strasbourg. This extraordinary play marks the third 

co-production between the PNT and the Parisian 

theatre under the leadership of director Adel 
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cláUDia tatinGe naScimento

wESLEyAN UNivERSity

cNAScimENto@wESLEyAN.EdU

Cláudia Tatinge Nascimento holds an Acting 

Conservatory Degree from Casa das Artes de 

Laranjeiras and a Ph.D. in Theatre and Drama 

from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

An actor, director, and scholar, she began a 

professional stage career while living in Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil. In the United States, Tatinge 

Nascimento joined Cleveland’s New World 

Performance Laboratory NWPL. With this 

company, she participated in Jerzy Grotowski’s 

final Objective Drama Session at the UC-Irvine, 

and performed in Europe, North and South 

America. In 2007, she received a Consulate 

General of Brazil in New York Arts Grant to 

direct Pornographic Angel, her published 

adaptation of Brazilian playwright Nelson 

Rodrigues’ short stories. She is the author of 

Crossing Cultural Borders Through the Actor’s 

Work: Foreign Bodies of Knowledge Routledge, 

2008. Her articles appear in journals such as 

TDR, Theatre Research International, Biblioteca 

Teatrale, Didaskalia, A[l]berto, and Folhetim. 

In recent years, Tatinge Nascimento was a 

scholar with the Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski 

and Thomas Richards, and a fellow at Freie 

Universität-Berlin’s “Interweaving Performance 

Cultures” International Research Center and 

Trinity College Dublin’s Long Room Hub. 

Her current scholarly project examines the 

performances of the Brazilian post-dictatorship 

generation. She is a Professor of Theater at 

Wesleyan University.

economic crisis 2010–2016 in Athens and 

challenged dominant practices of spatial and 

cultural production. During this period of 

upheaval and impoverishment, while social 

frameworks were collapsing, cultural workers 

questioned the limits of their praxes as they 

sought to respond to the changing landscape 

of crisis, and a diversity of self-instituted forms 

emerged such as occupations, interventions, 

acts of institutional critique, emergent DIY 

performance praxes, and collective platforms. 

These performative mobilizations, emerging in 

a country not usually considered an important 

site for avant-garde artistic production, acted 

as counterpoints to larger social movements 

within Greece and globally and marked a 

paradigm shift in the modes of practicing and 

taking part in politics and culture. Questioning 

the ongoing recuperation of “participation” 

and the potential of the “political turn” in the 

arts in conditions of precarity in this paper I 

will seek to rethink the role of performance 

practice in the political field and vice versa 

while aiming to contest distinctions between 

the cultural and the political. Exploring diverse 

forms of performance practice this paper 

will work from within specific conditions 

in order to offer wider considerations on 

imaginative destituent strategies that bear 

the potential to criticality devise ephemeral 

forms of instituting otherwise. This paper 

problematises the relation between art 

and activism, resistance and incorporation, 

performance and politics in order to theorise 

potential positions we might seek to institute 

in the coming years.

GiGi arGyroPoUloU 

01cRASh@GmAiL.com

Gigi Argyropoulou is a researcher, theorist, 

director and curator working in the fields of 

performance and cultural practice based in 

Athens and London. Gigi has initiated and 

organised festivals, conferences, performances, 

actions and cultural collaboration projects both 

inside and outside institutions. She is a founding 

member of Green Park, Mavili Collective, 

Institute for Live Arts Research, and Mkultra. 

As a member of Mavili and other collectives 

Gigi co-initiated/co-organised theatre and 

cultural occupations, interventions, programmes 

and cultural critique actions during the crisis. 

Gigi received the Routledge Prize for PSi 18 

and her work is published in journals, books 

and magazines. She delivers regularly talks in 

conferences and universities. She has taught 

at Universities and drama schools in UK and 

Greece. Gigi was Associate Researcher for 

Performance Matters, Associate Research 

Fellow at Birkbeck College, UK and invited writer 

for L’internationale Platform. She co-initiated 

the Performance Biennial Athens, 2016 and 

co-curated its first edition. Gigi is the editor 

with Hypatia Vourloumis of the special issue of 

Performance Research Journal “On Institutions”. 

https://gigiargyropoulou.wordpress.com/diary/

DeStitUent SPaceS: Performance anD 

actiViSm in timeS of criSiS

This paper examines critical manifestations 

of activism and performance that emerged 

in unexpected forms during the years of 

also opens a space for listening to antagonistic 

positions and conflicting interests. 

In line with Jaap Bakema’s ideal of an open 

society, Give Me Back stages a participatory and 

democratized approach to urban design and 

planning consultation. People take the place of 

architects and planners, collaboratively imagining 

the future of their built environment. Despite 

our bottom up mode of design and idealized 

consultation being framed as science fiction, 

this theatre work can be applied as a model 

for engaging publics in participatory planning 

processes, to enable critical conversations between 

municipalities and local people. The use of theatre 

as a tool enables playful, improvisatory and 

collaborative approaches to generating proposals 

for remaking places, fictional versions that can feed 

into real urban design and public consultancy.

The process of researching Give Me Back 

partly involves looking back to look forward, 

a form of archaeological imagining. Our 

located, site-specific science fictions draw 

both on research around the past and local 

people’s hopeful or dystopian imaginings of 

possible futures for their place. I am reminded 

of Jose Muñoz describing his approach to 

critical utopianism as a backward glance that 

enacts a future vision, although Uninvited 

Guests also applied critical dystopianism. 

Drawing on Ernst Blochs The Principle of Hope 

and Muñoz’ Cruising Utopia, Give Me Back 

considers whether visualising and speaking of 

utopian futures might “fuel [the] critical and 

potentially transformative political imagination 

of a community.
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‘company theatre’ took over the reins of today’s 

Bengali theatre from the erstwhile ‘group 

theatre’. This paper takes off from Bratya’s 

observation and attempts to situate it in the 

context of contemporary Bengali theatre. I 

argue that the suggested shift, apparently in 

terms of organizational principles that predate 

the performance is actually a conceptual 

paradigm shift across several levels in terms 

of spaces of performance and registers 

of globalization that has the possibility of 

transforming conditions of performance.

The emerging company theatre in Bengal is a 

practice that lays emphasis on the materiality 

of performance and learns from history and 

memory. The shifting patterns of theatre practice 

in Bengal today emerges from a discontent that 

seeks to balance an increasingly global system 

of production and the aesthetic demands of the 

stage. An important aspect of this transformation 

is the emergence of the new unbound actor who 

is committed to the theatre but not to a particular 

group. This paper also cites the performance of 

Mumbai Nights, a recent adaptation of Twelfth 

Night as an effort in mapping global registers  

on Bengali theatre. Finally, this paper seeks  

to ask if such new inroads in the theatre are 

governed by positions of power that could 

mediate conditions of performance through 

institutional and spatial control.

Keywords: Historiography, Globalization 

and Theatre, Bengali Theatre, Modern Indian 

Theatre, Memory

SamiPenDra banerJee

UNivERSity oF GoUR BANGA

SAmiPENdRA@yAhoo.com

Dr Samipendra Banerjee is an assistant 

professor at the department of English, 

University of Gour Banga, India. He represents 

Malda, an economically backward district of 

West Bengal in India. He has done his Ph.D 

from Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, a reputed 

central government institution established by 

Rabindranath Tagore. The title of his thesis 

was “Historiography, Politics and Indian Drama 

in English: Interrogating the Nation in Select 

Plays of Asif Currimbhoy and Mahesh Dattani”. 

His areas of interest include modern Indian 

theatre, feminist theatre, theatre historiography, 

globalization and gender and sexuality studies. 

He is currently engaged in exploring critical 

historiciziations of contemporary Bengali theatre 

vis-à-vis its institutions and performative spaces.

He contributes articles/chapters in edited 

books and journals on drama and theatre and has 

participated in several conferences and seminars 

in India on theatre and drama. One of his articles 

has been published by the De Gruyter journal, 

Berlin. Dr Banerjee also regularly writes and 

directs plays performed by his students.

ShiftinG SPaceS Global reGiSterS: the 

contemPorary hiStory of benGali theatre

In a recent pamphlet in Bengali, a crucial 

intervention amidst the historiographical 

dearth on contemporary Bengali theatre, Bratya 

Basu, a major Bengali playwright and theatre 

practitioner has suggested that it is time that 

to privileging the canon in a cycle that is self-

justifying and self-replicating, and propose 

that reclaiming the theatrical in experimental 

productions may illuminate the presence of a 

second wave avant-garde.

carloS VarGaS-SalGaDo

whitmAN coLLEGE, wAShiNGtoN

vARGAScA@whitmAN.EdU

Carlos Vargas-Salgado is Assistant Professor 

of Spanish at Whitman College in Washington. 

He has published on performance studies 

applied to Latin American culture, Andean 

literatures,and human rights/memory studies in 

the Spanish-speaking world. His work has been 

published in Latin American Theatre Review, 

Hispanic Issues Online, Revista de Crítica Literaria 

Latinoamericana, and various other scholarly 

journals in Peru, Chile, Brazil, and Spain.

the mUltiPle theatricality SyStemS in PerU

Peru shows a stunning cultural diversity, 

and it is clearly reflected into the theatrical 

production. Exploring Peruvian Theatre 

from Performance Studies and Sociology 

approaches, this communication seek to 

demonstrate that Peruvian theatricalities are 

organized in concentric systems, isolated 

and mostly disconnected. This paper focuses 

especially in the presence of Professional and 

Independent/Popular theatre as well as the 

Andean Theatricality through the presence of 

Performative artifacts allocated in Religious/

Traditional festivities and rituals.

chain reaction on a SleePy territory: 

theater conSerVatorieS, UniVerSitieS, anD 

the ProfeSSional mÉtier at the DiSSerVice 

of contemPorary theater

Some of the most innovative contemporary 

productions are generally viewed as “performance” 

rather than “theater”—already in the late 1970s, 

RoseLee Goldberg re-categorized avant-garde 

theatrical pieces from Futurism, Dada, and 

Surrealism, as “performance” and thus brought 

them under the umbrella of her field of study, the 

fine arts. In this paper, I focus on the contemporary 

antipathy for the theater because the prejudice that 

it meets with today does not do justice to its history 

as a key subject in philosophical debates or as an 

art form that has incited riots at so many opening 

nights. I look at a few of the forces at play in the 

grooming of a theater that is tame and derivative, 

and thus justifies the contemporary anti-theatrical 

prejudice: 1. the insistence of the commercial 

métier and conservatories in replicating past 

theatrical forms with a twist in particular Realism, 

but also other twentieth-century avant-garde 

movements without regard for the fact that in their 

historical contexts they represented rupture; 2. the 

establishment of Theater academic departments 

and conservatory programs, which in many cases 

have suffocated theatrical innovation and robbed 

this ephemeral art form of its sense of urgency and 

3. the subsequent rise of the term “performance” to 

describe so many contemporary theatrical works 

as a way to evade association with the stream of 

uninteresting works. I am particularly interested 

in examining how a chain reaction connecting 

main stream theater, academic departments, and 

conservatory programs effectively contributes 
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Keywords: public city theaters, cultural  

policy, market, artistic excellence, the culture  

of innovation

Joint work with Vesna Djukic

eliZabeth omorUyi 

& rantimi JUliUS-aDeoye

UNivERSity oF LEidEN, NEthERLANdS

ELizomoRUyi@GmAiL.com

jULiUS.RANtimi@GmAiL.com

Elizabeth A. Omoruyi studied at the University 

of Ibadan, Nigeria where she obtained a BA and 

MA in English Literature. Shes currently a PhD 

researcher in the Department of Literary and 

Film Studies, Leiden University. Her research 

is on women writing in Nigeria with emphasis 

on Zulu Sofola, Buchi Emecheta and Bunmi 

Oyeyemi Julius-Adeoye.

REcENt PUBLicAtioNS:

Julius-Adeoye, R.J., & Omoruyi, E.A. “Narrative 

Techniques in Femi Osofisan’s Midnight Hotel 

and Who’s Afraid of Solarin.” In Parnassus: 

University of Uyo Journal of Cultural Research, 

Vol 12. Sept 2016

Julius-Adeoye R.J., & Omoruyi, E.A. “Narrative 

of Homosexuality in Nigerian Film: A Study of 

Kunle Afolayan’s October 1st. In Utoh-Ezeajugh, 

T., Asigbo, A.C. Eds. Theatre, Culture and Change 

Management in Nigeria. Awka: Sonta, 2016.

Rantimi Jays Julius-Adeoye is a Senior Lecturer 

in the Department of Theatre and Film Studies, 

Redeemer’s University RUN, Nigeria. He studied 

for his Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts in 

and Apparatuses, this study researches the 

possibility of overcoming the above described 

crisis – using Belgrade’s public theaters system 

as an example. Belgrade’s public theaters 

are faced with all of the above stated global 

problems as well as with problems particular 

for this region in connection with the turbulent 

circumstances Dragicevic Sesic, Dragojevic, 

2005 regarding systematic and structural social 

changes. The study questions to which extent 

are public city theaters able to apply strategies 

which would enable further development, 

without compromising basic values to which 

they aspire to audience development, repertory 

innovations, , application of new technologies, 

education, the development of partnerships and 

cooperation and internationalization and others. 

An important part of the research questions 

deals with the relation between “the state model 

of cultural policy” and the position of subsidized 

arts with emphasis on decentralization and 

reduction of political influence on decision 

making in public theaters established by the 

city government. So, the subject of this research 

is economics of theater policy in turbulent 

circumstances. Empirical research will be based 

on case study method and interviews carried 

out with the theatrical management, theatrical 

emissaries and representatives of cultural policy 

on the city level, with aim to understand how 

far have these theaters as well as the state 

apparatus moved towards excepting ‘cultural 

innovations’ Hasan Bakshi, David Throsby 

which would lead towards establishing a flexible 

and adaptable functioning model within new 

imposed challenges and requirements.

towards a model in which the market should 

represent the main determinant of cultural 

production. Due to the theatrical organizations’ 

decreased capacity for financing as well as the 

altered understanding of the value of theaters’ 

social role as such, the systematic and structural 

changes in theatrical systems Molar, 2000: 

21 Dragicevic Sesic, Stojkovic, 2011: 126-127, 

Djukic, 2012: 321-332 are directly provoked. 

Public repertory theaters are particularly 

affected by the uncertainty of artistic and 

economic sustainability under the conditions 

of altered patterns for using external sources of 

financing. With a large number of employees 

and an intensive production these theaters are 

very expensive for running especially having in 

mind the following: the continuously growing 

difference between profits and expenditures 

McCarthy, 2001: 79 the malady of prices in the 

field of performing arts Baumol, Bowen, 1966 the 

continual growth of expenses imposed by the 

modified approach to attracting an audience ‘the 

cultural omnivores’ Peterson, 1992 the technical 

and technological development, the human 

resources development the expected growth 

of the role of theaters in local communities 

continuous work on enriching the expression of 

cultural diversity. On the other hand, the idea of 

public theaters ‘entering the market’ potentially 

threatens them carrying out their basic social 

roles: engaging in artistic experiments and 

discovering new forms education and talent 

development and mediation in creating 

responsive citizens and initiating public debates.

Referring to one of the conference themes: 

Relations or Artistic Production: Institutions 

KSeniJa marKoVic boZoVic

KSENijAmARKovicARt@yAhoo.com

Ksenija Markovic hold Bachelor in 

contemporary and costume design 2005, 

Faculty of applied arts, Belgrade and Master 

of applied arts 2010. Faculty of applied arts, 

Belgrade. Currently, she is PhD candidate in 

management culture, the Faculty of Dramatic 

Arts in Belgrade expected 2017. Ksenija is 

employed at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts as the 

Art Research and Development Coordinator 

and the Research Associate. Her scientific 

researches, in domain of management culture 

and cultural policy are specially focused on 

theatre management and theatre policy, creative 

entrepreneurship, the transformation of the 

public sector and public-private partnerships 

in culture. She participated in various scientific 

and professional meetings and her papers 

were published in diverse scientific journals. 

During last five years she has been engaged on 

developing and organizing diverse educational 

conferences and for aplied artists and has been 

engaged on the TEMPUS project Scen-Tec as 

a researcher and the trainer in the field of the 

theatre organizational structure. She participated 

in various exhibitions and did numerous costume 

and set designs.

PUblic city theatreS between marKet 

SUcceSS anD artiStic excellence: caSe StUDy 

of belGraDe theatrical SyStem

The pressure to which subsidized arts are 

exposed to is particularly eminent in theatrical 

arts, as a result of recession and a transition 
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Valerie KaneKo-lUcaS

REGENtS UNivERSity LoNdoN

LUcASv@REGENtS.Ac.UK

Dr. Valerie Kaneko-Lucas is Course Leader of 

the BA Acting and World Theatre at Regents 

University London. Her research focuses 

upon representations of race, gender and 

hybridity in post-Empire Britain. Published 

work has appeared in Alternatives Within the 

Mainstream: Black British and British Asian 

Theatre and Reconstructing Hybridity. As a 

theatre-maker, Dr. Kaneko-Lucas works as a 

director and scenographer in Britain and abroad.

looK bacK in anGer: PerforminG the 

racialiZeD boDy.

At the height of European colonial power, 

ethnographic exhibitions featured ‘natives’ 

from exotic locales such as Africa, India, and 

the Far East offered to the public gaze. These 

served as popular culture, but the type and 

mode of representation propagated colonialist 

discourses of racialized bodies. As Coco Fusco 

notes: Black women’s “entry into the symbolic 

order of the Western culture hinged on the theft 

of their bodies” Fusco 2001 and subsequent 

objectification. Such exhibitions often sought to 

justify and promote colonial domination.

Through their work, postmodern playwrights 

of colour revisit the ethnographic exhibition 

in order to write a counter-narrative, to ‘look 

Black in anger.’ This presentation will consider 

Suzan-Lori Parks’ Venus 1996, Guillermo 

Gomez-Pena’s The Temple of Confessions 1996 

and Third World Bunfight’s Exhibit B 2014. 

scenic lighting, analysis of the scene theater and 

culture of African-descent.

the afro-braZilian cUltUre anD the meanS 

of ProDUction in the Political Scene.

The current communication, which came from a 

case study, aims to seize a possible idea about the 

appropriation of Afro-Brazilian culture, deemed 

as popular, and its relationship with the manners 

of production of the stage direction and scenic 

dramaturgy in the context of the 21st century, 

seeking to ponder about the relation between the 

construction of the staging, the dramaturgy and 

the uses and appropriations of the Afro-Brazilian 

culture in its political dimension.

Keywords: Manners of production of the scene 

Afro-brazilian culture Popular culture Stage 

direction.

a cUltUra afro-braSileira e oS meioS De 

ProDUÇÃo na cena PolÍtica.

A presente comunicação, a partir de um estudo 

de caso, busca apreender um possível pensamento 

sobre a apropriação da cultura afro-brasileira, 

entendida como popular, e sua relação com os 

modos de produção da direção e da dramaturgia 

cênica no contexto do século XXI, procurando 

pensar a relação entre a construção da encenação, 

da dramaturgia e dos usos e apropriações da cultura 

afro-brasileira em sua dimensão política.

Palavras-chave: Modos de produção  

da cena Cultura afro-brasileira Cultura popular 

Direção cênica.

text which link space, time and action in order 

to make relevant the place of theatre in the 

discussion of both individual and collective 

cultural memory. The paper will also be making 

a bold discussion on the 50th anniversary of 

Nigeria-Biafra war and the relevance of theatre in 

the narrative of history and in the representation 

of horror in order to guard against reoccurrence 

if necessary.

Keywords: Theatre, Theatricality, Nigeria-

Biafra War, History, Cultural Memory

carina maria GUimarÃeS moreira

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dE São joão dEL REi
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Vice Coordinator of the implementation of the 

Graduate Program in Ates Arts School of the 

Federal University of São João del Rei - UFSJ. 

Professor of direction, lighting Scenic and plastic 

elements of the scene in the Undergraduate 

Course in Theater School of the Federal 

University of São João Del Rei - UFSJ. Phd in 

Theater by the Graduate Program in Performing 

Arts at the Universidade Federal do Estado do 

Rio de Janeiro - UNIRIO. Masters degree in 

Theater by the Graduate Program in Performing 

Arts at the Universidade Federal do Estado do 

Rio de Janeiro - UNIRIO 2009. A bachelors 

degree in Theater Direction with a degree in 

dramatic arts at the Federal University of Ouro 

Preto - UFOP 2006. He has experience in the 

area of arts, with an emphasis on theatrical 

direction. It operates mainly on the following 

themes: direction theater, theater and politics 

Theatre Arts at University of Ibadan, Nigeria, 

and obtained his PhD from Leiden University, 

Netherlands. Prior to joining RUN, he was a 

Lecturer in film at Lagos State University School of 

Communication LASUSOC, Lagos, Nigeria. He is a 

2017 LeidenASA visiting fellow at African Studies 

Centre, University of Leiden, The Netherlands.

Julius-Adeoye has received a number of 

travel grants and awards to attend some major 

conferences Europe, Asia and Africa. He is well 

published in refereed journals and edited books 

and has enjoyed a level of popularity with some 

of his publication.

theatre anD theatricality 

of the niGeria-biafra war: analySiS 

of John iwUh’S birthriGht

July 6, 2017 marks the 50th anniversary of the 

Nigeria-Biafra war that historians argue claimed 

between 1.5 to 3 million lives. For 30 months 

1967-1970, the Eastern region of Nigeria that had 

seceded and proclaimed itself Republic of Biafra 

became a theatre of war. In fact, some writers 

have declared that the war was genocide against 

the Ibos. Although, the Nigeria-Biafra war has 

been the subject of both fictional and non-

fictional narratives from Nigeria, dramatic texts 

on the war is almost non-existent. Nevertheless, 

one can mention Wole Soyinka’s Madmen and 

the Specialists 1971, James Ene Henshaw’s 

Enough is Enough 1976 and John Iwuh’s 

Birthright 2016 as some of the very few dramatic 

texts through which the war finds expression on 

theatre stage in Nigeria.

The paper seeks to analyze Iwuh’s Birthright 

not only as an historical drama, but also as a 
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exercise their democratic rights through 

the state-institutions. The consequence is 

growing populism which aims at bringing 

back rights to the people and retaking power 

over the state-institutions. The goal is to 

displace neoliberalism which brought about 

global economic and migration crisis and 

post-democracy. On the one hand, there is a 

far-right populism which mobilises sentiments 

against the immigrants on behalf of the 

return to a purely nationalistic politics. On the 

other hand, there is a grouping of left-wing 

movements which mobilises passions towards 

the pluralistic democracy. Consequently, both 

forms of populism bring forth the question 

about the construction of subjectivities, of 

citizenship. While, the right-wing populists 

endeavour to construct citizenship in terms 

of national identities, the left wing parties 

attempt to construct citizenship either in 

terms of the workers identity, or in terms of 

relational identifications.

Performance theory is also concerned with the 

ways of contesting neoliberalism and far-right 

populism. Some performance scholars Lepecki, 

Marchart, Massumi took on the role to explore 

how choreographers, performance practices and 

institutions may contribute to the construction 

of alternative democratic citizenship. For 

instance, Bojana Kunst envisages artists as 

political subjects in class terms. Accordingly, 

only the unity of subjects in workers identity may 

bring the political change Artist at Work, 2016. 

My aim is to suggest another view on artists 

as political subjects in post-decmocracy not in 

terms of essentialist conceptions of citizenship 

Goran PetroVic lotina

GhENt UNivERSity, BELGiUm

GoRAN.PEtRovic@UGENt.BE

Goran Petrovic Lotina is a researcher, 

curator and theorist in visual and performing 

arts and film, since 2000. He holds Master 

Degrees in Art History from the University 

of Belgrade Serbia and Art and Politics from 

Sciences Po Paris: Institute of Political Studies 

France. Currently, he is a PhD candidate at 

Ghent University Belgium. Petrovic’s research 

combines art theory with political philosophy 

to examine the political dimension of art. His 

main point of interest is to explore how art, 

and contemporary dance in particular, contests 

dominant politics and invigorates democracy. 

As a curator and researcher, Petrovic’ has 

published on contemporary art McMillan, 

Performance Research, Researcher in Theeatre 

and Performance, Academia Press, etc. and 

collaborated with numerous institutions MoCA 

Belgrade, CAC Adelaide, Kaaitheater Brussels, 

CCA Sarajevo, Kunstahelle Wien, Moscow 

Biennial, Kran Film Copenhagen, South Florida 

Art Centre, AIR-Krems Austria and Fogo Island 

Arts Canada and Omen Theatre Belgrade, etc.

relational citiZenShiP anD  

PerformanceS the conStrUction of 

SUbJectiVitieS beyonD claSS, race anD 

GenDer in the miGratinG SocietieS

At the time of post-democracy neoliberalism 

dominates: political decision are taken by 

the corporations instead by the states thus, 

people are deprived from the possibility to 

PerSon with falSe iDentity -  

the fUtUre of theater aS a methoD  

of Social interVention

We live in turbulent times in which we share 

a common transitional misfortune, trying in 

vain to emancipate ourselves from the past, 

and find our way in the present. Every day is 

exhausting, placing ourselves hundreds of 

questions without answers, and every day 

we enter the silent dialogue with ourselves 

and others. Our faces have been shown in TV 

series, on newspaper covers, and we share 

an uncertain destiny of the migrant crisis 

and become transitional heroes. There is a 

character from Radovan III a famous Serbian 

play by Dusan Kovacevic - a tragicomical story 

of newcomers as the victims of the big city. 

This is a story of yesterdays peasants crammed 

in the small cage of housing projects, on the 

twelfth floor of a skyscraper in New Belgrade. 

Our hero is a typical homo duplex - whose body 

and soul never reconciled. His social status and 

mental state are impossible to express in the 

rounded form of a classical character. Dusan 

Kovacevic brilliantly creates a picturesque 

identity from details of reality. This project 

aims to investigate these phenomena through 

a known dramatic piece, and explore these 

rituals of unsuccessful imitation, European and 

international identity, human rights, nationality, 

class and the unfinished personal development.

Parks’ work, based upon the real-life story 

of Saartjie Baartman, the Venus Hottentot, 

examines the objectification of the female body 

in the service of European science. Gomez-

Pena’s work positions the racialised male body 

through confronting the spectators’ with living 

representations of Mexican stereotypes. Third 

World Bunfight’s controversial installation 

piece recreates the ethnographic exhibition’s 

disquieting images of the subjection and 

enslavement of the racialized body. The 

presentation will be accompanied by images 

from the performances.

GorDana maric

FAcULty oF dRAmAtic ARtS BELGRAdE, SERBiA

GocAmARic@yAhoo.com

Gordana Maric, a longtime actress at Atelier 

212 Theatre, is a regular acting professor 

at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade. 

Besides a number of roles in theater, film and 

television, she is also the writer and director of 

her monodrama The Elusive System of Acting 

and The Elusive system of acting 2. She is a 

visiting professor at Brandeis University, Boston, 

USA, Escuela Nacional Ricardo Palma, Lima, 

Peru, and she followed her students at various 

international workshops: ITI UNESCO meetings 

in Tampico - Mexico, Sinaia - Romania, Test - 

Zagreb, Skomrahi - Skopje. She holds an MA on 

Development and application of methods in Lee 

Strasberg Method Acting. and a member of the 

Michael Chekhov Association.
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entre o privado e o público MOUFFE 2013 CVEJIC, 

Bojana e VUJANOVIC 2012.

Desde a Primavera Árabe até aos movimentos 

Occupy que aconteceram internacionalmente 

e, mais recentemente, os protestos no Brasil e 

nos Estados Unidos o impeachment de Dilma 

Rousseff e a eleição de Donald Trump, vários 

autores procuraram entender as formas através 

das quais a performance como acção política e as 

manifestações como performance são relevantes 

no mundo actual BOGAD 2016 BUTLER 2015 

SCHNEIDER 2010. Gostaria de contribuir para este 

debate partilhando os resultados do PROJECTO P!, 

que terá lugar em Abril de 2017, nomeadamente, 

considerando as condições materiais e curatoriais 

da sua organização, o impacto social que poderá 

ter e o output intelectual que, espero, venha a ter.

Palavras-chave: performance, afecto, 

participação, esfera pública

Peter w. marx

UNivERSity oF coLoGNE

mARXP@UNi-KoELN.dE

Prof. Dr. Peter W. Marx holds the Chair for 

Media and Theatre Studies at the University 

of Cologne. He is also director of the 

Theaterwissenschaftliche Sammlung Cologne. 

He received his PhD from Mainz University 

in 2000 for a dissertation on “Theatre and 

Cultural Memory”, dealing with works of 

George Tabori, Tadeusz Kantor and Rina 

Yerushalmi published in 2003. Following his 

dissertation, Marx has worked on theatre 

history, with a special focus on German-Jewish 
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Londres: Harvard University Press.
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Keywords: performance, affect, participation, 

public sphere

a arte De Performance PoDe reUnir, recriar 

e ParticiPar Da eSfera Pública?

Nesta comunicação, gostaria de apresentar 

o PROJECTO P!, um programa de reflexão 

e curadoria que inclui uma publicação, uma 

conferência internacional e um festival de 

performance. Tendo o centenário da conferência 

futurista do artista modernista Português 

Almada Negreiros 14 Abril de 2017 como ponto 

de referência para uma possível genealogia da 

performance arte portuguesa, este projecto analisa 

os momentos cruciais anos 10, 60/70 e 90/2000 

e as diferentes artes poesia, música, artes visuais e 

artes performativas em que a performance emergiu 

em Portugal na perspectiva da sua participação na 

esfera pública. Por esfera pública entendo o espaço 

discursivo atravessado por forças ideológicas, 

afectivas, políticas e éticas que medeiam a relação 

can Performance art aSSemble, recreate 

anD ParticiPate in the PUblic SPhere?

In this paper, I would like to present PROJECTO 

P! a curatorial and critical thinking programme 

that includes an edited volume, an international 

conference and a performance festival. With 

the centenary of Portuguese artist Almada 

Negreiros’s Futurist conference April 14th 2017 

serving as the first reference point in a possible 

genealogy of Portuguese performance art, this 

project examines the crucial moments 10s, 

60s/70s and 90s/2000s and the different arts 

poetry, music, visual arts, performing arts in 

which performance emerged in Portugal through 

the lens of its participation in the public sphere. 

By public sphere I mean a discursive space 

where ideological, affective, political and ethical 

forces flow in and mediate the relation between 

private and public MOUFFE 2013 CVEJIC, Bojana 

e VUJANOVIC 2012.

Since the Arab Spring, to Occupy movements 

world wide and more recently the protests in 

Brazil and the US DIlma Rousseff’s impeachment 

and the election of Donald Trump, many authors 

have been assessing the ways performance 

as political action and protest as performance 

are relevant today BOGAD 2016 BUTLER 2015 

SCHNEIDER 2010. I would like to contribute to 

this debate sharing the results of PROJECTO 

P! that will take place in April 2017, namely, 

by considering the curatorial and material 

conditions of organizing it, the social impact 

it might have and the intellectual output it will 

hopefully provide.

— class, race or gender, but in terms of relational 

identifications. I will claim that this approach 

may allow us to envisage the subjectivities 

and citizenship in terms of the contest of neo-

liberalism and in accord to the multinational and 

migrating society.

ana PaiS

UNivERSidAdE dE LiSBoA / mcGiLL UNivERSity

ANAPAiS2011@GmAiL.com

Ana Pais holds a PhD in theatre studies entitled 

Commotion: affective rhythms in the theatrical 

event, an MA on contemporary dramaturgies 

and a degree in literature all from the University 

of Lisbon. She has worked as theatre critic in 

the most distinguished Portuguese newspapers 

Público, Expresso and Sol as well as collaborating 

as a dramaturge and assist-director in both 

theatre and dance projects in Portugal. She 

published a study on dramaturgy entitled 

Discourse of Complicité. Contemporary 

Dramaturgies Colibri, 2004 and several articles 

in national and international journals. From 2005 

to 2010, she was assistant professor at Escola 

Superior de Teatro e Cinema and, in 2009, she 

was guest assistant professor at the University 

of Évora. Since 2003, she has been curating 

discursive practices talks, residencies and events 

in theatres and cultural institutions in Portugal. 

Presently, she is a postdoc fellow at CET – Centro 

de Estudos de Teatro da Universidade de Lisboa 

/ McGill University undertaking the research 

project “practices of feeling”.
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Keywords: tactility, biofeedback, 

proprioception, participatory art, intermedia 

performance, interactive art, corporeal-

physiological feedback

nicholaS wooD

RoyAL cENtRAL SchooL oF SPEEch ANd dRAmA

N.wood@cSSd.Ac.UK

After Oxford University, Nick first worked 

as Playground Leader with Ed Berman in 

North Kensington, and as Assistant Director 

with Lindsay Anderson at the Royal Court. 

Writing credits include Hampstead Theatre, 

Orange Tree, Kings Head, BAC and radio and 

television. He was a Founder Member of the 

Equality Group ICA. Directing credits include a 

UK tour with the improvisation group ‘Theatre 

Machine’. Appointed Lecturer in Dramaturgy 

at the Central School of Speech and Drama in 

1994, he was a Convenor of Dramaturgy: A 

User’s Guide Conference 1999, Edward Gordon 

Craig Colloquium 2002 and founder of the 

Dramaturgy Forum 2000. Papers and workshops 

include: Scenography and Performance 

Symposium Loughborough University, 2004 

How to Act Conference Central School of 

Speech and Drama, 2007 Improvisation 

Continuums University of Glamorgan, 2007 

Writing Continuums York St.John University, 

2008, Theatre Applications Central School 

of Speech and Drama, 2010, and FIRT/IFTR 

Conference Barcelona, 2013. He has recently led 

a number of walks, culminating in A Short Walk 

in the National Gallery - considering how space 

This tendency can be observed in technological 

art, cinema, theatrical performances and large 

visual attractions. I aim to demonstrate that 

due to technical developments and new tools, 

the possibilities now exist for new aesthetic 

experiences in which the body’s position and 

its biological reactions are decisive. This leads 

to the question of how the critical or theoretical 

point of view of an artwork changes when the 

spectator’s reactions to it are documented 

and quantified in real time and are changed 

into source material for the next stages of the 

artwork. Does this constitute the next step 

in the research of interactive artworks which 

were based on the subjective analysis of the 

participant’s reactions? Does it allow us to 

rewrite art analytical analyses, which were based 

on the subjective analysis of the researchers?

The main emphasis of this presentation is the 

proprioceptive experience in art. I will start with 

an analysis of earlier inventions and analogous 

practices which introduce corporeal artistic 

experience. I then investigate whether we can 

talk about the ‘proprioceptive image’ in the same 

way that we can speak about the artistic, musical 

or literary image. This analysis is influenced by 

a media archaeological approach, in particular 

Erkki Huhtamos interpretation in which his 

approach is termed “media archaeology as topos 

study”. I aim to demonstrate how this “topoi” - 

haptic and corporeal experience in audiovisual 

performances and visual art - changes  

and transfigures those examples in which  

the corporeal experience is translated into  

digital data and subsequently used for 

manipulations of the artwork.

The paper is fueled by the assumption that 

we need a new historiography that puts these 

phenomena of ‘disorder’: residues, simultaneities, 

anachronisms, people, ideas, techniques in transit 

a central place. It is with full intention that some of 

these historical examples might sound unerringly 

topical for the 21st century.

raiVo KelomeeS

EStoNiAN AcAdEmy oF ARtS

oFFLiNE@oNLiNE.EE

Raivo Kelomees, PhD art history, artist, critic 

and new media researcher. Presently working 

as senior researcher at the Estonian Academy 

of Arts, Tallinn. He studied psychology, art 

history, and design at Tartu University and the 

Academy of Arts in Tallinn. He has published 

articles in the main Estonian cultural and art 

magazines and newspapers since 1985. His 

works include the book “Surrealism” Kunst 

Publishers, 1993 and an article collection 

“Screen as a Membrane” Tartu Art College 

proceedings, 2007, “Social Games in Art 

Space” EAA, 2013. His Doctoral thesis was 

“Postmateriality in Art. Indeterministic Art 

Practices and Non-Material Art” Dissertationes 

Academiae Artium Estoniae 3, 2009.

SPatiality, tactility anD ProPriocePtion in 

PerformatiVe anD ParticiPatory art

In this presentation I analyse performances, 

artworks and installations in audiovisual, 

performative and contemporary art which 

emphasise tactile and corporeal experiences. 

artists in the late 19th, early 20th century. Two 

books stem from this interest: Max Reinhardt 

2006 and Ein theatralisches Zeitalter 2008. 

His latest publications are a a handbook on 

the theory and history of Drama 2012 and a 

handbook on Hamlet. His current work deals 

with Shakespeare in performance Hamlet’s 

Voyage to Germany as well as with questions 

of metropolitan culture.

micro-hiStory: the challenGeS of 

SimUltaneity, anachroniSmS, anD the 

concePt of tranSit.

This paper discusses the historiographic 

concept of micro-history for a single theatre-

biotope: Looking at Cologne in the Early 

Modern period c. 1500-1650, the city – which 

was one of the largest European metropoles 

in the Middle Ages – notes on various 

geographies: It still is one of the centers of 

Catholic pilgrimages, it is one of the first 

printing places in Europe, it is simultaneously 

a stronghold of the ‘Old Faith’ and yet also 

gives shelter to Protestant refuges from the 

Netherlands. Its vernacular is situated between 

German and Flemish, and its city is populated 

by a genuinely diverse population.

And theatre and theatrical practices are 

integrally connected with all these processes: 

From liturgical processions, through Carnival 

and political pageants, up to performances 

of touring troupes from England, Italy, France 

etc. – the different layers of identities, religious 

frameworks and political perspectives are 

negotiated in plain sight and with genuinely 

theatrical and performative means.
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performances is not only to «embody» the space, 

but also to translate it into a performative language.

For that reason, I have been focusing on the 

idea of training the body as a «translator». 

Doing this, I am not only looking at the ability 

of the body to observe, listen and adapt to an 

environment. More than this, I am intrigued by 

what happens «in-between», in the situations 

and moments often intangible that trigger the 

body to behave and act in a different way. In 

other words: it is about the attempt to dissolve 

the borders between the subjectivity of the body 

and the environment by redefining its way to 

interpret the world. My main questions are: How 

can the body exercise and perform its skills to 

relate to an environment? Which methodologies 

and techniques are available to facilitate other 

forms of communication, especially when the 

body is seen as a translator? What role plays 

performativity in such an embodied practice and 

how can it be applicable to all types of bodies?

With these questions in mind, I would 

like to propose and share a practice session 

during the conference. For me, this session 

doesn’t only mean the possibility to deepen 

my own research which I have been carrying 

out in a self sustained way. It also means the 

chance, to take part in a broader discourse 

about the understanding and relevance of 

«embodied research» today. In this regard, the 

ERWG seems to be an indispensable research 

community for me especially because I haven’t 

yet found a PHD program that suits  

my approaches.

Keywords: site specificity, performativity, 

embodiment, translation

Communities of the Nordic Summer University. 

Currently she is developing a research project at 

the historical site Teufelsberg in Berlin.

boDy maPPinG or how to emboDy SPaceS

Since I have started to think and act as a 

«performer» and later as a pedagogue, I have 

been interested in exploring the body. Although, I 

didn’t know the adequate terminology to describe 

what I am doing until recently, the notion of 

«embodied research» has always been present in 

my practice. Not just in my performance practice, 

where I have been pursuing the development of 

new formats and ways of how to engage with the 

body. Furthermore, I have been combining this 

practice with my long-term experience in postural 

yoga, not just as a practitioner, but also as a 

teacher. However, it hasn’t been an easy task to 

perpetuate these demanding practices, especially 

at the same level. At the same time, they gave 

me the opportunity to work on their fusion by 

exploring another form of «embodied technique».

So far, this technique has been shaped by a 

concept called Body Mapping under which I 

have been designing workshops and labs since 

2010 mostly in the public space. At the core of 

this concept, lies the relationship between the 

body and space, especially how the space might 

condition the body, and the body the space. 

In addition, this concept serves as an artistic, 

pedagogical and therapeutical tool, to create 

different cartographies, maps or structures either 

from places and social contexts or from personal 

histories. In my workshops, I have also been using 

this mapping process to elaborate site specific and 

collaborative performances. The main goal of these 

the movement of visitors from all corners of 

the world, this paper will seek to unearth fresh 

insights into the peripatetic approach, and 

suggest reasons for its particular resonance at the 

present time.

nathalie SUcK

NoRdic SUmmER UNivERSity

iNFo@AtELiERoBRAvivA.oRG

Nathalie Fari b. 1975 in São Paulo is an 

independent performer, researcher and 

teacher based in Berlin. She holds a degree in 

Art Education from the Fundação Armando 

Alvares Penteado University, the TUCA theatre 

school of the Pontifícia Universidade Católica 

de São Paulo, and the renowned Centro de 

Pesquisa Teatral Institute under the direction 

of Antunes Filho. In 2009 she received a MA 

in Space Strategies - Exploratory Art in Public 

Contexts at the Kunsthochschule Weißensee 

Berlin. Since 1997, she has been performing 

mostly in collaboration with other artists in 

Brazil and Europe at the most various contexts: 

art- exhibitions, performance-art, performing-

arts and multimedia festivals, theater-, opera-, 

and film productions, architecture-, design-, and 

fashion events and as well at the public space. In 

addition, she has been promoting the concept of 

Body Mapping since 2010, designing workshops 

and labs with the focus on the relation between 

body and space. From 2011-15, Nathalie was 

also a co-organiser of the independent Platform 

Month of Performance Art Berlin and since 

2016 she is part of the Study Circle Practicing 

and our understanding of perspective might lead 

to the generation of a new performance work - 

including his latest play Flatness and Depth – the 

Play Reading, Embassy Theatre, 2014

a Short walK in the national Gallery

Since A Short Walk in the Country – St. John’s 

College Oxford to Benson 2010 - my work has 

often been predicated on movement or a journey. 

In each case, the pathway towards the work has 

been a physical one, while the work which has 

emerged has been contingent on the activity, 

often in surprising or unexpected ways. With A 

Short Walk in a City at the Edinburgh Festival 

2010 this accidental quality was brought to the 

fore as the audience attempted to negotiate 

straight lines through Edinburgh’s complex 

historical topography while A Short Walk in 

the National Gallery 2013 focussed on the idea 

that a repeated progression through the rooms 

containing the paintings of the Quattrocento, 

might influence or stimulate the writer into 

imagining a play. Using photographs of all of these 

walks or immersions, as well as extracts from the 

work which they generate, this paper will seek to 

reflect on this process of displacement, of using 

one form of activity as a springboard or container 

for another. As an example of this approach, this 

reflection will itself be predicated on a journey – 

created for the purpose of eliciting fresh insights 

for this conference – amongst the swirling 

crowds in the National Gallery, only pausing for 

momentary reflection and writing on the benches 

conveniently provided for that purpose. Taking 

as chapter headings or provocations a selection 

of recorded moments there, viewed alongside 
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art here is extended to the everyday, to the 

aesthetic dimension of any creative act of man 

as proposed by Joseph Beuys. The chosen 

methodology was the Somatic Performative 

Approach, a modality of performance as 

research elaborated by Ciane Fernandes in the 

interface between performance, dance-theater, 

Laban / Bartenieff Analysis of Movement, 

Authentic Movement and somatic education.

Keywords: Authentic Movement, Care, 

Performative Somatic Approach.

moVimento aUtÊntico e cUiDaDo:  

Uma ProPoSta De camPo exPanDiDo  

Para Performance

Esta é uma pesquisa em andamento sobre como o 

cuidado pode experienciado somaticamente através 

da prática do movimento autêntico. O conceito de 

cuidado foi composto a partir de três vertentes: do 

cuidado consigo, com as relações e com o mundo 

presentes na ecologia profunda de Guatarri da 

maneira heiddegeriana de compreender o cuidado 

como constitutivo do ser humano, aliás como o ser 

do humano e do conceito de ajustamento criativo 

da Gestalt-terapia, o qual enfatiza a criatividade 

como aspecto importante do cuidar . De acordo com 

Stromsted e Haze na experiência no movimento 

autêntico a relação movedor e testemunha aciona 

uma qualidade de relação que se aproxima da relação 

mãe e filho, terapeuta e cliente, que são relações de 

cuidado. A problemática deste trabalho então busca 

compreender como a vivência com o Movimento 

Autêntico pode convidar o sujeito a fazer uma 

reflexão incorporada sobre os modos dicotomizados 

e rígidos de cuidar da atualidade como nos mostra 

Foucault sobre o cuidado de si. A proposta é construir 

in studying authors such as Brad Haseman, 

Barbara Bolt, Vida Migdelow, Robin Nelson among 

others. I have special interest in articulating 

the performance research with expanded field 

themes, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and 

transdiscplinary capabilities with psychology, 

meditation, philosophy and deep ecology.

aUthentic moVement anD care: an 

exPanDeD fielD ProPoSal for Performance

This is an ongoing research on how care 

can be experienced somatically through the 

practice of authentic movement. The concept 

of care was composed of three aspects: care 

with oneself, with the relationships and with the 

world present in the deep ecology of Guatarri In 

the Heiddegerian way of understanding care as 

constitutive of the human being, as well as the 

being of the human And the concept of creative 

adjustment of Gestalt-therapy Which emphasizes 

creativity as an important aspect of caring.

According to Stromsted and Haze in the 

experience of the Authentic Movement the 

relationship mover and witness triggers a 

quality of relation that approaches the relation 

mother and son, therapist and client, that are 

relations of care. The problematic of this work 

then seeks to understand how the experience 

with the Authentic Movement can invite the 

subject to make an embodied reflection on the 

dichotomized and rigid ways of taking care 

of the actuality as Foucault shows us about 

caring for oneself. The proposal is to build 

a laboratory based on these principles that 

invites participants to recognize / transform 

/ create their poetics of caring. The sense of 

space, and idiosyncratic space. In addition, I 

draw from Doreen Massey’s notion of space as 

always under construction, always in a process 

to explore how space signifies in performance. 

Library Essays is the first part of my artistic 

research project “Performance and Institutions” 

in which I explore how the performative turn 

can be understood in the context of public 

institutions a library, an elementary school, and 

an art museum. I am interested in what kind of 

performing, performances, and actions these 

institutions produce how institutions can be 

understood as experiential places and what 

performance art can do in that context.

lUDimila mota nUneS

UFBA

LUdimiLA.NUNES@hotmAiL.com

I’m a dancer, performer and Gestalt-therapist. 

I started my artistic career with classical ballet, 

passing through contemporary dance, contact 

improvisation, arriving at the Authentic Movement, 

performance and somatic education that are 

my current interests. As a researcher I took a 

masters degree in psychology at the University 

Lumière Lyon 2 - France with an interdisciplinary 

proposal. I am currently doing a doctorate in 

the graduate program in Performing Arts of the 

Federal University of Bahia. For three years I have 

participated in the performance laboratories 

conducted by Ciane Fernandes based on the 

Performative Somatic Approach, and the A-feto 

collective, in which we present performances 

resulting from our research processes. Im engaging 

PilVi PorKola

PiLvi.PoRKoLA@UNiARtS.Fi

Pilvi Porkola is an artist and postdoctoral 

research fellow in the Academy of Finland 

research project ‘How to Do Things with 

Performance?’ at the University of Arts Helsinki. 

Her performances have been presented for 

example in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany 

and New Zealand. She is an editor of Esitys 

magazine and ICE HOLE – Live Art Journal and 

the author of Esitys tutkimuksena Performance 

as Research, 2014.

library eSSayS - from rePreSentationS of 

SPace to PerformatiVe SPace.

This presentation focuses on questions 

about public and liminal spaces through my 

project ‘Library Essays #1: Elephants are always 

drawn smaller than life, which was an audio 

performance at the Maunula Library, Helsinki, 

2016-2017. The public could listen to the audio 

essay at an empty library building after the 

library had already moved to a new location. In 

the text of the essay, I mixed quotations from 

fiction e.g. Carlos Maria Dominiquez, Georges 

Perec, historical perspectives on penmanship 

Noel Yuval Harari, and my personal memories 

of my father, who once danced in an empty 

library. Following Henri Lefebvre’s conceptual 

triad - space as representational space, 

representations of space and spatial space - I 

ask what kind of spaces the art project Library 

Essays makes visible. I continue Lefebvre’s 

theory in the context of performance and explore 

a few more dimensions: liminal space, conjured 
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carloS alberto ferreira

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dA BAhiA

cARLoSFERREiRA1202@GmAiL.com

Director, performer, actor, theatre producer. 

Between 2014 and 2016 was a teacher for 

determined time at the Theatre School of Federal 

University of Bahia. Currently, PhD student at 

Performing Arts by UFBA, Master by Performing 

Arts Graduation Program-UFBA (2012-2014). 

Graduated in Performing Arts Degree and 

Bachelor with emphasis in Theatre Direction and 

Interpretation, Federal University of Ouro Preto - 

UFOP (2006-2011).

blinD city anD the imPactS of the Scene 

aboUt the concePt of city

From the urban development due to the high 

rates of transformation that occur at the big 

cities due to improvements for the people, there 

was an increase in agility for the road system 

and the expansion of the real estate sector. It 

was perceived that the city has become a space 

idealized by politicians, architects, engineers, 

among other subjects that seek to optimize a life 

quality to the inhabitants. However, in practice, 

such actions generate social, cultural and identity 

segregation among people. The city within the 

scope of its urban development was idealized for 

those who see, because it is a dynamic space, 

where the informative and the advertisements 

creates a semiotics interference in the landscapes, 

whose signs are deciphered by those who owns 

vision. For this reason, moved by the desire to rub 

these impasses still current at the visual culture, 

we sought through the performance spectacle 

processo de mudança nas formas teatrais 

em Minas Gerais. Até então as práticas 

representacionais mineiras estavam vinculadas às 

festividades religiosas e cívicas, onde havia uma 

teatralidade híbrida, criada para ser apresentada 

em espaços públicos. Com a construção do prédio 

teatral uma nova prática era estabelecida, já que 

seria necessária a estruturação de um pequeno 

mercado teatral na cidade, capital acumulado não 

só para a construção, como também manutenção 

do prédio e de suas temporadas, a contratação 

de companhias locais e estrangeiras, assim como 

de músicos e orquestras para representações e a 

escolha de repertório. Esse processo de mudança 

foi baseado no modelo de teatro público em 

Portugal e na Itália. Assim como em Vila Rica, 

outras cidades coloniais brasileiras construíram 

seus próprios prédios teatrais, principalmente 

a partir da segunda metade do século XVIII. 

O trabalho a ser apresentado investiga os 

pressupostos para a construção da Casa de Ópera 

de Vila Rica, feita pelo contratador João de Sousa 

Lisboa, e analisa sua primeira temporada, com a 

apresentação da ópera São Bernardo, do poeta 

Cláudio Manuel da Costa. De alguma maneira, 

o olhar para as formas teatrais praticadas nesse 

período, em que se esboçava o chamado «teatro 

burguês», podem nos ajudar a fazer conexões 

históricas e assim, pensar os modos de produção e 

estruturas do teatro brasileiro contemporâneo.

theatricality, created to be presented in public 

spaces. With the construction of the theatre 

building a new practice was established. 

It would be necessary the structuration of 

a little theatre market in the city, capital 

accumulated not only for the construction 

but also for the maintenance of the building 

and its seasons, the hiring of local and foreign 

companies, just as musicians and orchestras 

for representations and for repertory choices. 

This changing process was based on the model 

of public theatres in Portugal and Italy. Just 

as in Vila Rica, others brazilian cities built 

their own theatre buildings, mainly from the 

second half of the 18th century. The work that 

will be presented investigates the premises 

for the construction of the ´Casa de Ópera´ 

of Vila Rica, made by the contractor João de 

Sousa Lisboa, and analyses its first season, 

which has occured with the presentation of 

the opera São Bernardo, by the poet Claudio 

Manuel da Costa. Somehow, the look for the 

theatre forms practiced in this period, which 

was outlined the “bourgeoise theatre”, can help 

us to make historical connexions and so, think 

the modes of production ans structures of the 

contemporary brazilian theatre.

a caSa De ÓPera De Vila rica (1769-1770): 

aPontamentoS Sobre SUa conStrUÇÃo e 

Primeira temPoraDa.

Em 1769 iniciou-se a construção da segunda 

Casa de Ópera de Vila Rica –hoje considerada a 

Casa de Ópera mais antiga da América Latina. 

A construção, e conseguinte inauguração e 

manutenção de temporadas, significou um 

um laboratório baseado nestes princípios que convide 

os participantes a reconhecerem/transformarem/

criarem a sua poética de cuidar. O sentido de arte 

aqui é ampliado para o cotidiano, para a dimensão 

estética de qualquer ato criativo do homem conforme 

propõe Joseph Beuys. A metodologia eleita foi a 

abordagem somático performativa, uma modalidade 

de performance as research elabora por Ciane 

Fernandes na interface entre performance, dança-

teatro, Análise Laban/Bartenieff de Movimento, 

Movimento Autêntico e educação somática.

Palavras-chave: Movimento Autêntico, Cuidado, 

Abordagem Somático performativa

mariana franÇa SoUtto mayor

USP

mARiANASoUtto@GmAiL.com

Mariana França Soutto Mayor, brasilian, is in 

the second year of studies to get the PHD in the 

Pos-Graduation Program in Scenics Arts/ USP 

(Theoric and practice of theatre).

the oPera hoUSe of Vila rica (1769-1770): 

noteS on itS conStrUction anD firSt SeaSon.

In 1769 began the construction of the second 

´Casa de Ópera´ - the name given to the colonial 

brazilian theatres´, today considered the 

oldest ´Casa de Ópera´ in latin america. 

The construction, and following opening and 

maintenance of seasons, meant a changing 

process in the theatrical forms in Minas Gerais. 

Till then, the representational practices in 

Minas Gerais were associated with the religious 

and civical festivities, where it had a hybrid 
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berilo lUiGi DeirÓ noSella

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dE São joão dEL REi

BERiLoNoSELLA@UFSj.EdU.BR

Professor of scenic lighting and theatrical 

direction, acting in the area of theory, 

analysis and history and historiography 

of the text and the theatrical scene, the 

Theater of the Department of Letters, Arts 

and Culture of the Federal University of São 

João del Rei - UFSJ. Collaborating Professor 

in the Graduate Program in Performing 

Arts: Academic Masters Degree from the 

Institute of Philosophy, Arts and Culture 

at the Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto 

-UFOP, course who coordinated both the 

drafting and approval of the project as its 

implementation at the institution 2012-2014. 

He has experience in the area of Artes-

Teatro, with emphasis in theory and Theater 

History, analysis of text and theatrical scene 

and visual elements of the show, acting on 

the following subjects: Theory and History 

of theater, modern dramaturgy, Dramaturgy 

Modern Brazilian History, and formation of the 

Brazilian theater, Lighting Scenic and theatrics.

the wayS to maKe the Scene in 

moDerniSation.

This communication presents the partial 

results of the educational research Dias 

Gomes e Jorge Andrade em Cena: análises 

dos processos históricos de modernização da 

cena brasileira Dias Gomes and Jorge Andrade 

in Scene: Analysis of Historical Processes of 

Modernization of the Brazilian Scene CNPq 

charleS roberto SilVa

USP

chARLES.SiLvA@USP.BR

PhD student at PPGAC-ECA-USP. PDSE / 

CAPES scholarship holder at Université Paris 

Ouest. Master of Arts from ECA-USP. It develops 

research focused on the history of Brazilian 

theater in the nineteenth century, State and 

fomentation of Culture and theatrical Legislation.

the reVUe DeS DeUx monDeS  

anD the braZilian theater

This essay analyzes the writings related to 

the performing arts published by the Revue des 

Deux Mondes and the contribution that these 

texts brought to the debates about the Brazilian 

theater in the Nineteenth Century. Organized in 

Paris from 1829 onward, that publication became 

very prestigious in Brazil.

a reVUe DeS DeUx monDeS  

e o teatro braSileiro

A proposta deste ensaio será analisar os escritos 

relacionados às artes cênicas publicados pela Revue 

des Deux Mondes e a contribuição que tais textos 

ofereceram aos debates sobre o teatro brasileiro, no 

século XIX. Organizada em Paris, a partir de 1829, a 

publicação foi bastante prestigiada no Brasil.

dentre outros sujeitos que buscam otimizar uma 

qualidade de vida aos habitantes. No entanto, na 

prática, tais ações geram uma segregação social, 

cultural e identitária entre as pessoas. A cidade no 

âmbito do seu desenvolvimento urbano é pensada 

para aqueles que enxergam, pois é um espaço 

dinâmico, onde os informativos e as propagandas 

criam uma semiótica nas paisagens, cujo os signos 

são decifrados por quem possui visão. Por este motivo, 

movido pelo desejo de friccionar esses impasses 

ainda tão recorrentes pela cultura do olhar, buscou-

se através do espetáculo performático Cidade Cega, 

intervir no espaço urbano com aproximadamente 40 

cegos em cena, em Salvador – Bahia. O intuito era 

despertar no público a presença da cegueira existente 

em muitos daqueles que constroem ou que flanam 

pela cidade com os olhos. Assim, através da metáfora 

da cegueira, percebe-se o quanto as pessoas não 

enxergam as outras pessoas, os problemas estruturais 

e culturais que a cidade representa. Sabe-se que 

cada cidade possui uma geografia, mas, infelizmente, 

geograficamente a urbe é pensada para poucos. Por 

este viés, durante o desenvolvimento do espetáculo 

surgiram questões atreladas ao direito à cidade, 

pensando sobre acessibilidade e as condições de 

mobilidade para as pessoas com deficiência; bem 

como a leitura de alguns projetos de urbanização 

da cidade de Salvador, em relação à acessibilidade. 

As intervenções artísticas desenvolvidas pelos cegos 

e suas repercussões questionaram o trabalho de 

arquitetos e engenheiros através da arte. Assim, a 

partir do Cidade Cega, percebeu-se a importância 

do envolvimento dos criadores urbanísticos ao 

participarem do espetáculo e repensar a ideia sobre à 

cidade pelo viés sensorial, e não visual.

Blind City “Cidade Cega”, to intervene at the 

urban space, with approximately 40 blind people 

in scene at the town of Salvador - Bahia. The 

intention was to awake in public the presence 

of blindness existing in many of those who can 

see, in activities of built or simply walk at the city. 

Thus, through the metaphor of blindness, one 

notices how much people do not see other people 

or the structural and cultural problems that living 

in big towns offers as daily challenges to ordinary 

people and most of all, to blind people. It is known 

that each city has a geography, but, unfortunately, 

geographically the city is idealized to few. By this 

bias, during the development of the spectacle, 

questions emerged linked to the right to the 

city, thinking about accessibility and mobility 

conditions for people with disabilities; as well as 

the reading of some projects of urbanization of 

the city of Salvador, in relation to accessibility. 

The artistic interventions developed by blind 

and its repercussions questioned the work of 

architects and engineers through art. Thus, from 

the Blind City, it was realized the importance 

of the involvement of the urbanistic creators to 

participate of the spectacle and rethink the idea of 

the city by the sensory bias, and not the visual.

ciDaDe ceGa e oS imPactoS Da cena Sobre a 

noÇÃo De ciDaDe

A partir do desenvolvimento urbanístico decorrente 

dos altos índices de transformações que ocorrem nas 

grandes cidades do mundo, em função de melhorias 

para as pessoas, houve o aumento da agilidade para 

o sistema viário e a ampliação do setor imobiliário. 

Percebe-se que a cidade se tornou um espaço 

idealizado por políticos, arquitetos, engenheiros, 
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Processos e poéticas da cena contemporânea. 

He was an actor in the following projects of 

Extension and Research: NÃO LUGARES: 

Tentativa de compreender as relações de forças 

entre sujeito e cultura a partir da estruturação de 

duas encenações Grupo Mambembe: Música e 

Teatro Itinerante.

He has worked in the area of cultural 

production, contributing to the organization 

of festivals and discussion forums Festival de 

Inverno de Ouro Preto e Mariana Encontro 

Nacional do Ensino Superior das Artes Semana 

de Artes da UFOP Fórum das Letras.

He is currently a student of the Masters 

Degree in Theater History of the Postgraduate 

Program in Performing Arts at the School  

of Communication and Arts of the University 

of São Paulo.

theater, Society anD moDernity: Some 

qUeStionS aboUt the braZilian caSe

According to the great majority of the 

researchers of theatrical practice in Brazil, the 

Brazilian theater’s modernization would have 

only occurred in 1943. However, in the first three 

decades of the 20th century other attempts 

to modernize Brazilian theater take place. The 

symbolist dramaturgy of Roberto Gomes and the 

proposals of staging of Renato Viana are some 

examples. These practices were mainly inspired 

by the achievements of French playwrights and 

directors such as Maurice Maeterlinck, André 

Antoine, Jacques Copeau and Lugné-Poe.

On the other hand, it is important to 

emphasize the participation of bourgeoisie class 

in modernization of French’s theatrical practice 

interlinks dramaturgy and staging, both 

generated in a collaborative process where 

the very concept of a single authorship 

is challenged, working with the idea of a 

dramaturgical composition made in a de-

hierarchical process. Movement, words, body, 

thinking, individual, collective, aesthetical, 

ethical and politics are connected in the 

artisanal and festive experience of making 

theatre in the XXI century in South Brazil. From 

a very practical approach, this paper intends 

to share a set of tools to devise plays and 

create dramaturgy in the rehearsal process, in a 

collaborative, anthropophagic and festive way, 

understanding dramaturgy and directing as a 

physical, practical activity.

Keywords: dramaturgy: theatre process: 

directing: anthropophagy

PheliPPe celeStino

USP

PhELiPPE.cELEStiNo@GmAiL.com

Bachelor of Performing Arts with an 

emphasis in Theatre Direction by Federal 

University of Ouro Preto UFOP in 2015. 

Develops researches with focus on history, 

dramaturgy and staging. He is the author of 

articles on theatre contemporary: dramaturgy 

and staging. On graduation he participated 

Scientific Initiation projects ESCRITA EM RISCO: 

desterritorializações da função dramaturgo no 

teatro contemporâneo ESCRITÚDIO: Ateliê 

de escrita teatral TEXTURAS: Laboratório 

de Textualidades Cênicas Contemporâneas 

SilVia Patricia faGUnDeS

PAtFAG26@hotmAiL.com

Patricia Fagundes is a theatre director, producer, 

teacher and researcher. Professor of theatre 

directing at Federal University of Rio Grande do 

Sul UFRGS- Porto Alegre – Brazil. Phd in Science 

of Spectacle by Universidad Carlos III Madrid, 

with the thesis The Ethics of Festivity in Theatre 

Creative Process. Master in Theatre Directing 

by Middlesex Universtiy London. Researches 

performing arts creative process, political 

aspects of contemporary theatre, contemporary 

Shakespeare, methodologies of rehearsal, urban 

intervention, art as social encounter.

DramatUrGical anthroPoPhaGic PracticeS: 

exPerienceS of a theatre Director aS a 

DramatUrG in SoUth braZil

Contemporary theatre comprehends multiple 

dramaturgical models and multiple ways of 

making dramaturgy. This paper exposes and 

analyses some procedures and practices of 

creating dramaturgy during the rehearsal 

process, considering my experience as both 

director and dramaturg in productions made 

between 2010 and 2015, at Cia Rustica, a 

theatre company based in Porto Alegre south 

Brazil, and other settings. Following a usual 

practice in contemporary theatre, performance 

and text are created simultaneously, through 

an experimental methodology that cannibalizes 

material from many sources: theatre exercises, 

personal memories, movements, space, the 

news, existing texts, songs, internet random 

material, etc. This kind of strategy inextricably 

and FAPEMIG proposing an analysis of the 

production modes of the Brazilian modern scene 

from the staging plays of the playwrights Dias 

Gomes and Jorge Andrade by director Flávio 

Rangel, creating a dialog and confrontation 

context between the dramaturgical production 

and national modern scene. We will present 

an analysis of some of the practices regarding 

the performance of the theater director Flávio 

Rangel ahead of the artistic direction of the BCT 

in the years 1960 and 1961 during the staging 

of O Pagador de Promessas, de Dias Gomes, e 

Gimba, de Gianfrancesco Guarnieri.

Keywords: Brazilian Modern Theater Brazilian 

Modern Dramaturgy Scene Production Modes.

oS moDoS De faZer Da cena em 

moDerniZaÇÃo PerifÉrica.

A presente comunicação apresenta resultados 

parciais da pesquisa docente “Dia Gomes e Jorge 

Andrade em Cena: análises dos processos históricos 

de modernização da cena brasileira” CNPq e 

FAPEMIG propondo uma análise dos modos de 

produção da cena moderna brasileira a partir de 

encenações de peças dos dramaturgos Dias Gomes 

e Jorge Andrade, gerando um contexto de diálogo 

e embate entre a produção dramatúrgica e da cena 

moderna nacional. Apresentaremos uma análise 

de algumas práticas relativas à atuação do diretor 

teatral Flávio Rangel à frente da direção artística do 

TBC nos anos de 1960 e 1961 durante a encenação 

de O Pagador de Promessas, de Dias Gomes, e 

Gimba, de Gianfrancesco Guarnieri.

Palavras-chave: Teatro Brasileiro Moderno 

Dramaturgia Moderna Brasileira Modos de 

Produção da Cena.
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recently, global cultural practices. The stories told 

on the opera stage are formed by librettists, but 

interpreted by composers, free to gloss the words, 

enduing them with affective potential, and by 

performers, charged with regaling the often socially 

advantaged spectators. The operatic event, viewed 

in the light of this geographical and performative 

fluidity, is therefore much better considered as a 

mound’ than a monument’, to use anthropologist 

Tim Ingold’s terminology Making, 2013. In the first 

part of this paper I will tell the eighteenth-century 

story of Josef Haydns dramatic cantata ‘Arianna’ 

to exemplify the process of operatic journeying 

in 1790s Europe. Sung by both men and women, 

amateurs as well as professionals, orchestrated, 

appropriated and given a new text by the  

Catholic church in Venice, and published 

throughout the European continent, ‘Arianna’  

was a resounding success. I will then move 

on to discuss how the natural mounding of a 

staged work in its geographical and temporal 

journeying conflicts with parallel processes of 

musico-archeological monumentalisation, which 

tend to restrict rather than release the works 

emotional power and appeal. I will conclude by 

suggesting that the original affective potential of 

a work like ‘Arianna’ can only be experienced in a 

contemporary re-mounding’, as it travels to the 

Venices of today and meets the challenges of new 

socio-theatrical contexts.

Keywords: opera, performance,  

Haydn, Arianna, eighteenth-century, 

transnational, affective

2002-12 and Artistic Director of Drottningholms 

Slottsteater 2007-13. He is particularly interested 

in questions of opera performance practice, and 

how the so-called early repertoire, in particular 

the late 18th century, can be presented today. 

This has led to experimental work in gesture and 

declamation Rousseaus melodrama Pygmalion at 

Český Krumlov, Czech Republic, 2015, orchestral 

seating and performance leadership Morandis 

azione teatrale Comala at Vadstena, Sweden, 

2016 and to a long-term project on affective 

communication Haydns dramatic cantata 

Arianna. While at Drottningholm he conducted 

Swedens first Monteverdi cycle, as well as operas 

by Cavalli, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, and Martín y 

Soler. Originally trained as a musicologist/music 

analyst at the universities of Cambridge and 

London, Mark Tatlow has for many years taught 

musical analysis to specialist music students. 

Other involvements include the development of 

choral singing as a force for social integration and 

the design of contemporary spaces for musical 

and dramatic performance.

hittinG the roaD once more: freeinG 

the affectiVe Potential of 18th centUry 

mUSical Drama.

Opera travels. Since its emergence around 

1600 opera has been a powerful focus of cultural 

interchange, bringing thinkers, practitioners, 

makers and managers together to create and 

set in motion operatic events. The musical and 

dramatic variety of this multidisciplinary art-form, 

its linguistic plurality and the almost insatiable 

public appetite for attending performances, have 

ensured its central place in transnational and, more 

Maurice Maeterlinck, André Antoine, Jacques 

Copeau e Lugné-Poe.

Porém, ressalta-se a importância da participação 

da classe burguesa na modernização da prática 

teatral francesa GAY, 2009. Classe letrada e 

semiculta, com um notável desejo de legitimação 

social através dos bens simbólicos que compõem as 

artes e a cultura de um país.

No caso brasileiro, devido a questões estruturais 

de âmbito político, social e econômico, essa classe 

burguesa emergente não se apresentava de forma 

semelhante. Assim sendo, nota-se a precariedade de 

um dos elementos principais necessário ao processo de 

modernização teatral nos parâmetros europeus. Mais 

tarde, na década de 1940, a participação dessa classe 

social será fundamental para o caso brasileiro.

Portanto, nossa discussão se orienta no sentido de 

discutir esses descompassos da conjuntura social, 

política e artística brasileira, dotada ainda com 

fortes raízes na cultura colonial e aristocrática do 

século XIX, em relação à forte adesão dos ideais e 

dos princípios da alta cultura francesa por parte dos 

intelectuais e da classe dominante vigente.

marK tatlow

UNivERSity oF StocKhoLm

mARK.tAtLow@GmAiL.com

The British-Swedish musician, educator and 

researcher Mark Tatlow is currently based at 

the University of Stockholm and is a member 

of Performing Premodernity, a theatre research 

project hosted by the Department of Culture and 

Aesthetics. He was Professor of Musical Studies 

at the University College of Opera, Stockholm 

GAY, 2009. The French bourgeoisie is a literate 

and semi-cult class, with a remarkable desire for 

social legitimacy through the symbolic goods 

that make up the arts and culture of a country.

In the Brazilian case, due to structural issues 

of political, social and economic scope, this 

emerging bourgeois class did not present itself in 

a similar way. Thus, we note the precariousness 

of one of the main elements necessary to the 

process of theatrical modernization in the 

European parameters. Later, in the 1940s, 

the participation of this social class will be 

fundamental to the Brazilian case.

Therefore, our argument is oriented towards 

discussing these imbalances in social, political 

and artistic Brazilians conjuncture, still 

strongly rooted in colonial and aristocratic’s 

culture of the 19th century, in relation to the 

strong adhesion of ideals and the principles of 

Frenchs high culture by the intellectuals and 

the ruling class.

Keywords: History of Theatre Dramaturgy 

Brazilian Theatre Modern Theatre.

teatro, SocieDaDe e moDerniDaDe: alGUmaS 

qUeStÕeS Sobre o caSo braSileiro

Segundo a grande maioria dos pesquisadores 

da prática teatral no Brasil, a modernização do 

teatro brasileiro teria ocorrido apenas em 1943. 

Entretanto, nas três primeiras décadas do século 

XX ocorreram outras tentativas de modernização 

do teatro brasileiro. A dramaturgia simbolista 

de Roberto Gomes e as propostas de encenação 

de Renato Viana são alguns exemplos. Essas 

práticas se inspiravam, sobretudo, nas realizações 

de dramaturgos e encenadores franceses como 
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“somebody” is “going somewhere”? (Escaping 

around the corner from the police whistle in 

West Side Story, or joining in with the marching 

masses on “Do You Hear the People Sing” 

heading for the revolutionary barricades  

in Les Miserables). 

Finally the paper will be making concluding 

points about the character of the audience 

experience regarding the element of 

transportation and movement, and how this 

may be discussed according to ideas presented 

by Jill Dolan in Utopia in Performance, Univ. of 

Michigan Press 2005.

maria helena wernecK

UNiRio

mALEwERNEcK@UoL.com.BR

Maria Helena Werneck is Full Professor at the 

Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro, 

where she teaches Theatre History, Brazilian 

Theatre and Literature. From 2008 to 2010 she 

was coordinator of a binational research project 

which includes universities in Brazil UNIRIO and 

USP and in Portugal University of Lisbon. She 

published a book about Machado de Assis’s 

biographies The man in print. EdUERJ, 2008, 

some works about Brazilian history on stage, in 

decades of 1930, 1940 and 1950 in Rio. With 

Maria João Brilhante has organized a book 

about Text and Image in the Theatre Editora 

7Letras, 2009 with Angela Reis has published a 

book about Theatrical Routes between Portugal 

and Brazil Editora 7 Letras, 2012 that includes 

papers of Brazilian and Portuguese researchers. 

michael eiGtVeD

UNivERSity oF coPENhAGEN

EiGtvEd@hUm.KU.dK

abSent GeoGraPhieS: tranSPortation anD 

UtoPia in mUSicalS

The paper will explore how the presence 

and presentation in popular musical theatre of 

means of transportation in music and sound as 

well as visual or physical, may be seen as a way 

of meta-exposing distant locations and their 

potentials.

The conceptual ship in Anything Goes or the 

train in Oklahoma, the swirling helicopter in Miss 

Saigon and the metaphorical boat in Phantom 

of the Opera, all becomes vehicles representing 

the possible move of the characters towards 

new locations. Locations in “absent geographies” 

dialectically representing possibilities and 

obstacles, presented in music or sound, and 

through physical representation by the vehicles, 

establishes a meta-space filled with positive 

potential, but also often with risk, danger or 

fateful moments. This exposition of vehicles may 

be the defining connection between destination 

and destiny in a musical. 

The paper will, following this assumption, 

proceed to investigate whether the claimed 

utopian element in musicals perhaps 

actually derives from this element of 

metaphorical transportation, movement and 

re-location. And what is then the nature of 

the connection between the principles and 

means of transportation and other comparable 

dramaturgical elements, for instance the 

typical Act 1 Finale, where in many musicals 

the musical boom and criticism against these 

“Anglo-Saxon” musicals in the past decades in 

Vienna, “Elisabeth” was designed as an “Austrian 

musical”, that is, a musical with locality to 

extend the narrative beyond the conventional 

frame of musicals in concurrence with the global 

entertaining standards. It enables each type of 

audience to interpret “Elisabeth”, depending on 

the contexts each audience has.

And this strategy was strengthened in the 

first export in 1996. In Japan, two adaptations 

“ElizabČto: Ai to Shi no Rondo” Takarazuka Revue 

Company, 1996- and “ElizabČto” TČhČ, 2000- 

were drastically altered from the original through 

interactions between the original team the 

author and the composer and the regional team 

the director, the costume designer, etc. in order 

to meet the Japanese contexts. The considerable 

success of these adaptations impacted the other 

regional versions including the Viennese one. In 

other words, “Elisabeth” has been re-written in 

the local contexts of each importing country, and 

therefore it grows with collective experiences of 

different local narratives.

Is that a new strategy in the post-global era, 

or the revival of “Felix Austria Happy Austria”? 

How musicals can be identified with the contexts 

in non-English or importing regions? These 

topics will be questioned in this presentation.

rina tanaKa

mEiji UNivERSity

RiNA.h.tANAKA@GmAiL.com

Rina TANAKA is a PhD candidate in Graduate 

School of Global Japanese Studies at Meiji 

University. Her primary research interest is 

the interactive cultures on musicals, especially 

between the German-speaking countries and 

Japan. She published “Beyond the Oedipus 

Complex: The Viennese Musical Project 

Freudiana 1990 and its ‘Flop’” Journal of 

Global Japanese Studies 5, September 2016. In 

September 2016, she also had a presentation 

“Post-Globalization in the Genre Musical? -A 

Case of ‘Ever-Growing’ Musicals from Vienna 

via Japan-” in the international conference of the 

Cultural Typhoon in Europe University of Vienna.

the coSmoPoliticS or the re-reiGn of the 

habSbUrG mUSical eliSabeth?

Today, besides musicals from Broadway 

and the West End, a new style of musical 

productions comes from non-English-speaking 

countries in order to pursue their own narratives 

with the regional contexts. Above all, Austrian 

musicals have been gradually developed through 

interactions between Vienna and importing 

countries e.g. Japan since the 1990s. This 

presentation gives a focus on the interactive 

practices between Austria and Japan through 

the first successful Austrian musical “Elisabeth” 

1992 and its adaptations in Japan 1996-.

“Elisabeth”, a musical about the Empress 

Elisabeth in Austria, started being performed by 

Vereinigte Bühnen Wien in 1992. Considering 
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notaS Sobre a eStratÉGia emPreSarial DaS 

tUrnÊS tranSatlânticaS Da atriZ PortUGUeSa 

beatriZ coSta ao braSil DUrante oS anoS 1924 

e 1950

A partir de meados do século XIX, o teatro europeu 

enquanto empreendimento comercial expande-se 

pelo mundo criando novas esferas públicas. As rotas 

transatlânticas turnês impulsionam a expansão 

mercantil do teatro estabelecendo redes transnacionais 

que mobilizam empresários, artistas e companhias, 

redefinindo e modernizando a criação, produção e 

distribuição do teatro enquanto fenômeno global. 

No Brasil, da primeira metade do século XX, muitos 

dos empresários que movimentam a indústria de 

entretenimento internacional investem em um produto 

de grande apelo comercial: o teatro de revista português, 

cujas turnês têm como principal destino grandes centros 

urbanos brasileiros, como a cidade do Rio de Janeiro.

As observações mercantis das turnês teatrais assim 

como os aspectos comerciais das produções artísticas 

apontadas neste resumo sintetizam algumas das mudanças 

e transformações econômicas do teatro no período. 

Essas referências buscam enfatizar o papel relevante 

do empresário teatral, personagem que vem sendo 

gradativamente investigado pela historiografia do teatro.

Neste sentido, esta comunicação tem como 

objetivo traçar um quadro comparativo das atividades 

empresariais de duas temporadas artísticas da atriz 

portuguesa Beatriz Costa no Rio de Janeiro. A temporada 

do ano de 1924, que se destaca por ser a primeira turnê 

internacional da atriz, sob o contrato dos empresários 

José Loureiro e Antonio de Macedo, e a temporada de 

1950, ultima turnê de Beatriz Costa ao Brasil, gerenciada 

peloempresário Chianca de Garcia.

Palavras-chave: Beatriz Costa empresário teatro de 

revista português turnê.

around the world creating new public 

spheres. The transatlantic routes tours 

drive the mercantile expansion of theatre 

by establishing transnational networks that 

mobilize entrepreneurs, artists, and companies, 

redefining and modernizing the creation, 

production and distribution of theatre as a global 

phenomenon. In Brazil, in the first half of the 

20th century, many of the entrepreneurs who 

move the international entertainment industry 

invest in a product of great commercial appeal: 

the Portuguese revue theatre, whose main 

destination is Brazils urban centers, such as the 

city of Rio de Janeiro.

The commercial observations of the theatre 

tours as well as the commercial aspects of the 

artistic productions discussed in this abstract 

synthesize some of the economic changes and 

transformations of the theatre of the period. 

These references seek to emphasize the relevant 

role of the theatre entrepreneur, a character 

who only recentlyhas been studied by theatre 

historiography.

In this sense, this paper aims to draw a 

comparative picture of the business activities of 

two artistic seasons of the Portuguese actress 

Beatriz Costa in Rio de Janeiro. The season of 

1924, which stands out as the first international 

tour of the actress, under the contract of 

entrepreneurs José Loureiro and Antonio de 

Macedo, and the 1950 season, Beatriz Costas 

last tour to Brazil, managed by entrepreneur 

Chianca de Garcia.

Keywords: Beatriz Costa entrepreneur 

Portuguese revue theatre tour.

which not only blocked more radical aesthetic 

changes, but also ensured a certain mundane trait 

in the public sphere. In parallel with the idea of 

continuity of theatre aesthetics, shared authorship 

between the metropolis and the former colony 

and also associations between actors were 

expected to take place. These post-colonial forms 

of interaction might possibly support the utopia 

of stable temporalities between the irreconcilable 

geographies of Europe and the Americas. The 

proposal is part of historiographic studies that 

take into account perspectives opened by the 

Global Theatre Histories.

Keywords: Post-colonial geographies, 

Portuguese and Brazilian theatre, João do Rio

chriStine J. l. De meDeiroS

UNiRio

chRiSjUNqUEiRA@GmAiL.com

Christine J. L. de Medeiros is a Brazilian 

journalist and a postdoctoral researcher, with 

a Doctorate degree in Theatre from UNIRIO 

Federal University of the State of Rio deJaneiro. 

She has published several articles and essays 

related to Brazilian theatre history, in particular 

on Brazilian theatre reviews, Brazilian revue 

theatre and Portuguese revue theatre.

noteS on the bUSineSS StrateGy of the 

tranSatlantic toUrS of the PortUGUeSe 

actreSS beatriZ coSta to braZil DUrinG the 

yearS 1924 anD 1950

From the mid-nineteenth century, European 

theatre as a commercial enterprise expands 

Recently is studing the different ways of 

transforming archives of present or of the past 

in contemporary performances and dramaturgy. 

Since 2011has been partner of Global Theatre 

Histories Project, in LMU Munich.

theatreScaPeS anD PoSt-colonial 

GeoGraPhieS: JoÃo Do rio’S ViSitS to 

theatreS in PortUGal

During a trip to Portugal in 1908, before the 

end of monarchy, the Brazilian writer João do 

Rio recorded his impressions in chronicles. 

Such impressions were published years ago in 

the book Portugal Now, after his second time 

in Portugal, in 1910, in the new context of the 

proclamation of the republic. From the book 

we highlight his various notes about Lisbon’s 

theatrical scene. Regular attendee of shows by 

foreign companies in Rio de Janeiro, on which 

he wrote numerous reviews, João do Rio found 

quite an incipient modernization in Lisbon, which 

bore little resemblance to the cosmopolitan 

ideals expressed by urban reforms in his Brazilian 

home town. On the one hand, he observed the 

presence of conservative forces within arts 

and culture on the other hand, he came across 

human types that became poetic drawings of 

life in the streets of Lisbon. The timid renovation 

of theatrical aesthetics contrasted not only with 

the permanence of happy theatres and thriving 

entrepreneurship but also with the concrete 

results of the professional organization of the fun 

factory. According to the writer, when Lisbon’s 

and Rio de Janeiro’s theatres were compared, 

a model of transnational cultural matrixes 

was created, embodying the idea of efficiency, 
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• Currently working on a thesis titled Samba 

Showgirls: Cross cultural performance in 

Australian popular dance entertainment in the 

Theatre and Performance Studies Department at 

Sydney University.

• Previously completed Bachelor of Arts 

majoring in Sociology and Performance Studies 

at Sydney University 2012-2014

• French language studies at Langue et 

Communication Rennes, France Levels B1  

and B2 2011.

dANcE:

2016 Aluminus Dance and Studios Burlesque, 

Salsa, Samba, JFH

2014-15 La Fiesta Dance Factory Samba, Salsa, 

Axe, Lambada

2011 Lecole Elizabeth Allen Rennes France 

Contemporary, jazz

2009 Royal Academy of Dance-Intermediate 

Distinction SABA Young Ballet

00-08 Royal Academy of Dance-Grades 1-8 

Distinction The Dance Centre

Currently performs for various dance and 

performance groups in Sydney, Australia 

at a variety of festivals and events. See full 

performance C.V at: https://www.starnow.com.

au/lillianjean

Samba Down UnDer: croSS-cUltUral 

Performance in aUStralian PoPUlar  

Dance entertainment

Consumption of the exotic has long held 

a place in Australian popular dance and 

entertainment. Here I focus on ‘samba’, 

an increasingly popular music and dance 

genre from Brazil, that has gained worldwide 

estratégias de elaboração e construção da esfera 

pública na praça teatral do Rio de Janeiro e sua relação 

com a rota transnacional de turnês francesas no final 

da primeira metade do século XX, que conjuntamente, 

contribuíram para uma ampla arena de debate e 

discussão sobre a prática teatral e seus espectadores.

A ideia principal deste trabalho é considerar o caráter 

de ambiguidade que teve a turnê de Louis Jouvet, 

passando por diversas cidades e vários países da 

América do Sul e sua associação com mecanismos de 

mídia local, por meio do jornalista Brício de Abreu. No 

entanto, nosso foco é sua permanência no Rio de Janeiro 

por aproximadamente dois anos, entre 1941 e 1942, fato 

que pautou no âmbito da cultura teatral carioca um 

intenso processo de acirramento e disputa a respeito 

do papel desempenhado pelo teatro em um momento 

especialmente crítico enfrentado pelo teatro francês em 

meio à ocupação nazista. Quando membros do grupo 

De Gaulista, adeptos do Gaullismo, radicados no Rio 

de Janeiro, exilados de guerra, organizaram um comitê 

da resistência francesa e desenvolveram um plano 

para impedir a estreia de Jouvet no Rio, temos então, 

uma ação teatral que resultou da diferenciação entre 

audiência e esfera pública.

Palavras-chave: esfera pública teatral história do 

teatro rota transnacional Brasil França.

lillian Jean ShaDDicK

SydNEy UNivERSity

LShA3300@UNi.SydNEy.EdU.AU

Lillian Jean Shaddick- Dancer and Higher 

Degree Research Student

13/10/1992 New Zealander, based in  

Sydney Australia

construction in the theatre site in Rio de Janeiro 

and its relation with the transnational route of the 

French tours by the first half of the twenty century, 

which together contributed to a wide arena of 

debate and discussion about theatrical practices 

and its spectators. The main idea of this work is 

considering the ambiguity of character that the 

tour of Louis Jouvet had, between 1941 and 1944, 

which went through several South American 

cities and countries and its association with the 

media engines sites, by the journalist Brício de 

Abreu. However, our focus will be its standing 

in Rio de Janeiro for almost two years, between 

1941 and 1942, a fact that registered at the scope 

Rio theatrical culture an intense process of 

intensification and dispute about the role played 

by the theatre in a particularly critical moment 

confronted by the French theatre in times of 

occupation. When De Gallists group’s members, 

Gaullism followers, war’s exiled rooted in Rio de 

Janeiro organized a French Resistance Committee 

and had developed a plan to obstruct the opening 

night of Jouvet in Rio, it resolved to a social 

action that resulted in the differentiating between 

audience and public sphere.

Keywords: theatrical public sphere history theater 

route transnational relationship Brazil France

rotaS teatraiS e eSfera Pública 

tranSnacional: loUiS JoUVet  

e De GaUliStaS Se enfrentam na arena 

teatral Do rio De Janeiro

Com o avanço dos estudos a respeito da definição 

do conceito de esfera pública teatral temos uma 

nova perspectiva de análise dos processos históricos 

relativos ao teatro brasileiro. Assim, é possível apontar 

Valmir aleixo ferreira

UNiRio

vALmiRALEiXo@GmAiL.com

Valmir Aleixo is a theater historian, graduated 

from the Institute of Philosophy and Social 

Sciences at UFRJ - Federal University of Rio de 

Janeiro. Student from the Doctoral Program in 

Performing Arts at UNIRIO - Federal University 

of Rio de Janeiro State, researching Transnational 

Theatre, relationship of Brazil and France in 

the history of the theater by the first half of the 

twentieth century: Brício de Abreu between 

legacy and materiality. Master in Comparative 

History, PPGHC-UFRJ, with the study The 

invention of view: a comparative analysis of 

the discursive practices between ancient and 

modern critics in the setting of Rio theatrical 

criticism in the 40s and 50s. Develops reflection 

about reception and audience in the theater 

from the study of the cultural press and the 

discussion of theater field studies from the 

historical archives. Researches in the archive 

field the conceptualization of the artistic mode 

of production through theatrical public sphere 

notions and transnational theater.

theatrical roUteS anD tranSnational 

PUblic SPhereS: loUiS JoUVet anD De 

GaUlliStS face off in the theatrical arena 

of rio De Janeiro

With the advancement of the studies on the 

definition of theatrical public sphere concept 

we have a new perspective of the analyses on 

historical processes of the Brazilian theatre. So, 

it’s possible to point strategies of public sphere 
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in the Theatre and Education area. Her research 

is based on intersection between Theatre and 

Anthropology areas, with emphasis on the 

following themes: Actor / Performer, creative 

process and performing practices, pedagogy of 

actor, theater and education, cultural identity, 

alterity and memory.

iDentity in Performance: a PoSSible 

eqUation between theatre-Society-cUltUre

This paper has the aim to reflect on the 

intersection between scenic arts and socio-cultural 

realities, adopting an anthropological-cultural 

perspective. The reflection takes as reference 

points the processes of identity elaboration from 

a group of descendants of immigrants located 

in south Brazil using the analysis of some festive 

manifestations of the own group. On the specifics, 

we propose a reflection on the possible micro-

processes of the actors MELDOLESI, 1986 and, 

more broadly, we refer to the equation that is 

established between theater-society-culture. Such 

a reflection rests in the field of the scenic arts on 

references such as Jerzy Grotowskis post-theater 

and Richard Baumans approaches to anthropology 

of performance. Based on the assumption of 

an existence consonance between theater and 

life, either the Paratheatrical bias, also called the 

Active Culture founded by Grotowski in the 1970s, 

or “the poetics of the public market” BAUMAN, 

2009 back us up in the elaboration of a thinking 

about the reverberation processes of the equation 

theater-society-culture. It is from this framework 

we developed the perspective of Identity in 

Performance as micro-processes articulated by the 

social actors of a given group, which, strategically, 

always in the forefront of Indian theatre. The Folk 

and ritual forms of Bihar were always found to be 

special by the art critiques. Still we are reluctant to 

pronounce the term Bihar Theatre as it was always 

been clustered under “Hindi Theatre “. There are 

plenty of of renowned names in the history of 

bihar theatre like Bhikhari Thakur , Satish Anand, 

and Prof. Ram Gopal Bajaj who had contributed 

significantly for the development of theatre in the 

state but could not make a long lasting impact 

which could make a shift in Bihar’s Theatre 

History.  As researcher its a quite challenging task 

to find a way to clusterise the styles and methods 

developed in the theatre culture of Bihar. The 

History of Bihar Theatre is fairly an unknown factor 

to the Academicians and researchers in the area 

of theatre. The main reasons behind this can be 

the lack of written material available depicting the 

quality of works originated in state, and the term 

Bihar theatre is never been pronounced by the 

theatre people. Its important to shed light on the 

earlier happenings or roots of Bihar Theatre and the 

governance of Hindi language.

marcia chiamUlera

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dA PARAíBA

mARciAchiAmU@GmAiL.com

Márcia Chiamulera PhD in Cinema, Music and 

Theatre at Alma Mater University of Bologna, 

Italy 2014, she has a Master Degree in Social 

Sciences 2010 and has a Bachelor Degree 

in Performing Arts 2008 both at the Federal 

University of Santa Maria/Brazil. Currently she is 

Professor at Federal University of Paraíba UFPB 

amit roUShan

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

AmitRoUShAN.1@GmAiL.com

Amit Raushan is an emerging young talent in 

contemporary Indian theatre. He started his theatre 

career as a theatre organizer at the beginning of 

21st century. He is the festival director of renowned 

Ashirwad Rang Mahotsav from past five years. He 

worked as an actor and designer with prominent 

theatre personas like Prof. B. Anantha Krishnan, 

Prof. Mohan Maharshi, Prof. Ramgopal Bajaj, Prof. 

A.K. Ramanujam,Dr. Sathyabrata Rout, Abhilash 

Pillai, Dr. Rajeev Velichetti, Noushad Mohammed 

kunju, Sreejith Ramanan and Dr. N.J. Bhikshu. He is 

the recipient of Bhikhari Thakur yuva puraskar 2014 

by department of art and culture Govt. of Bihar and 

Junior Fellowship of Ministry of Culture Govt. of India

His directorial debut ‘White Hands‘ clarifies 

his versatile performance language and urge 

to respond to the society in his own way. 

White Hands the multilingual production was 

innovative response to the atrocities against 

the women happened in Delhi. White hands 

had its participation at different national theatre 

festivals across the country, like 4th Ashirwad 

Rangmahotsav, Begusarai, Bihar, 1st Janabheri 

National Theatre Festival, Thrissur, Kerala, MAJMA 

National Theatre Festival, Patna, Bihar.Presently He 

is the Research Scholar of S.N School of Arts and 

Communication, University of Hyderabad.

hiStorioGraPhy of bihar theatre

It’s always strange when we go through the Bihar 

theatre history that we will find a huge amount 

of acclaimed works and practitioners who were 

exposure predominantly from the lavish 

carnival parade in Rio de Janeiro. This paper 

looks at the way samba dance performance is 

appropriated by individuals and the broader 

entertainment industry across Australia, 

investigating the ways in which performers and 

choreographers deal with claims of cultural 

and dance authenticities. Particular focus is 

made on the way in which both practising 

and commercialising samba in Australia 

has formed a hybrid dance style that I call 

‘Samba Showgirls’. Samba is combined with 

western dance aesthetic forming a cross-

cultural spectacle that resembles ‘showgirl’ 

performance, a practice that hails from Paris 

but is equally associated with entertainment 

in Las Vegas. As a professional samba 

dancer working in dance and entertainment 

in Sydney Australia I am engaged in action 

research, however most of the field work 

has been conducted through qualitative 

research techniques, interviewing performers 

and observing the performances and online 

presence of other groups around Australia. This 

paper explores the embodiment of a dance 

tradition in a culture and context far from its 

origin. I aim to explore how these performances 

and their participants engage with and effect 

broader discussions around performing in 

cross-cultural contexts. 

Keywords: Cross-cultural, hybrid, dance, 

samba, entertainment, Australia
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He is the Head of the Playwriting MFA and 

PhD programs at Southern Illinois University, 

where he is Associate Professor of Dramatic 

Literature, Criticism, and Playwriting, as well 

as the Department of Theater’s Director of 

Graduate Studies. His current book project 

expands his geographic scope to examine 

artistic resistance to the genocidal discourse 

of the Nazi and Soviet regimes, particularly 

examining the theatre of Polish auteur Tadeusz 

Kantor. Jacob’s scholarship and playwriting 

have been supported by the Fulbright Program, 

Krakow’s International Cultural Center, the 

Illinois Arts Council, SIU’s Seed Grant, and 

Chicago’s Department of Cultural Affairs and 

Special Events. His plays have been produced 

or workshopped Off-Broadway, in Chicago, 

Los Angeles, Austin, Washington, DC, and 

across the U.S. and Europe. More info at www.

jacobjuntunen.com, and short plays atwww.

ripostetotheworld.blogspot.com.

ÉmiGrÉ VerSUS SUrViVance art: witolD 

GombrowicZ in arGentina anD taDeUSZ 

Kantor in PolanD

This paper tells the story of two Polish men, 

Witold Gombrowicz and Tadeusz Kantor, both 

of whom survived WWII both of whom created 

theatre and both of whom broke from Poland’s 

19th century Romantic traditions. But while 

Gombrowicz did so as an émigré in Argentina, 

Kantor did so under Communist oppression in 

Poland. This paper argues structural differences 

in the two men’s writing can be attributed 

to this geographical context. Gombrowicz’s 

émigré society in Argentina was similar to 

recover and deepen into his literary production 

Blanco, 2004, Poblete, recovering different 

aspects that delve into his extensive literary 

production. Meanwhile, a critical recovery of his 

artistic-plastic, social and political work has been 

raised, that Lemebel along with Francisco Casas, 

created as a part of the collective Las Yeguas del 

Apocalipsis Blanco, 2004, Carvajal, 2011. This 

presentation intends to address the provocative 

idea that Fernando Blanco articulates: “The body 

founds the letter, not the letter that founds the 

body” in Lemebel. In this way, the presentation 

seeks to rescue the particular artistic, political 

and ethical insurgency that the voice of Pedro 

Lemebel expels, with the purpose of opening 

another field of research around his work. 

For this, I will turn to his particular way of 

remembering, inserted in some of his chronicles, 

performances and, particularly, audiovisual 

records, with the intention of articulating a trail 

of what I call the insurgency expelled by the 

voice of Lemebel.

Jacob JUntUnen

jjUNtUNEN@yAhoo.com

Jacob Juntunen is a playwright and theatre 

scholar whose work focuses on theatre’s role 

in forming imagined communities, paying 

particular attention to marginality. He is the 

author of Mainstream AIDS Theatre, the 

Media, and Gay Civil Rights: Making the Radical 

Palatable Routledge 2016, and his plays are for 

those “who want to leave the theatre changed 

and moved,” as one Chicago critic described. 

pensamento acerca dos processos de reverberação 

da equação teatro-sociedade-cultura.

É a partir deste quadro que desenvolvemos 

a perspectiva de “Identidade em Performance” 

enquanto micro-processos articulados pelos 

atores sociais de um determinado grupo que, 

estrategicamente, os colocam em posição de 

identificação ou diferenciação, afirmação ou 

negação de uma identidade e/ou de um espaço, 

seja este concreto ou simbólico. De outro 

modo, esta abordagem nos permite indicar 

a manifestação festiva como um espaço de 

identidade-alteridade, a qual pode se aproximar da 

proposta Parateatral e da poética performativa.

Palavras-chave: Identidade em Performance, 

Parateatro, Teatro, Sociedade, Cultura

anDreS GrUmann-Sölter

PUc chiLE

AGRUmANN@Uc.cL

Doctor in Theatre Studies, Freie Universität 

Berlin with Erika Fischer-Lichte

BA in Philodophie at the Pontificia Universidad 

Católica de Chile

Professor for Theatre Studies at the Art 

Faculty, School of Theatre at the Pontificia 

Universidad Católica de Chile.

Professor at the Universidad de Chile 

Aesthetics and Theorie and History of the Arts

Vocal inSUrGencieS. the Voice exPelleD in 

PeDro lemebel

The approaches to the wide and prolific work 

of Chilean performer Pedro Lemebel, tend to 

place them in a position of identification or 

differentiation, affirmation or denial of an identity 

and/or a space, either concrete or symbolic. 

Anyhow, this approach allows us to indicate the 

festive manifestation as a space of identity-alterity 

that can bring closer the Paratheatrical proposal 

and the performative poetics.

Keywords: Identity in Performance, 

Paratheatre, Theatre, Society, Culture

iDentiDaDe em Performance: Uma PoSSÍVel 

eqUaÇÃo entre teatro-SocieDaDe-cUltUra

A presente comunicação visa refletir acerca 

do espaço de intersecção entre artes cênicas 

e as realidades socioculturais, adotando uma 

perspectiva antropológico-cultural. A reflexão 

toma como pontos de referência os processos 

de elaboração identitária de um grupo de 

descendentes de imigrantes situados ao sul 

do Brasil, partindo da análise de algumas 

manifestações festivas do próprio grupo. No 

específico, propomos uma reflexão acerca 

dos possíveis micro-processos dos atores 

MELDOLESI, 1986 e, de modo mais amplo, 

nos reportamos à equação que se estabelece 

entre teatro-sociedade-cultura. Tal reflexão 

se apoia, no âmbito das artes cênicas, em 

referências tais como o post-teatro de Jerzy 

Grotowski e nas abordagens da antropologia da 

performance, de Richard Bauman.

Partindo do pressuposto de existência de uma 

consonância entre teatro e vida, tanto o viés 

Parateatral ou também chamado de Cultura Ativa, 

inaugurado por Grotowski na década de 1970, 

quanto “A poética do mercado público” BAUMAN, 

2009, nos auxiliam na elaboração de um 
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vaga-lumes incendeia o imaginário de Pippo, que 

como um “bambino”, persegue os rastros luminosos, 

traçando uma constelação de sonhos e coisas 

impalpáveis, e por isso tão reais, decantadas em seu 

teatro. O detalhe irrisório, as ruínas de cada cidade 

que visita, de cada encontro inusitado, ocorrido por 

acaso, são pontes que Pippo traça para alcançar 

o outro, encontrando-se. São os fios de um tecido 

construído em derrisão, que nos ajuda a descobrir, 

junto com ele, naquele outro, fora de nós, alguém 

que nos é completamente íntimo.

Palavras-chave: Pippo Delbono, Corpos sublimes, 

Teatro-festa

ahn chUl-SanG

hANKooK UNivERSity oF FoREiGN StUdiES

BomNARA55@GmAiL.com

Graduate student at Hankook University of 

Foreign Studies

from ritUal to comeDy: tracinG 

DeGraDation in the comic Play of GiVinG 

birth to a baby in a traDitional Korean 

fUneral ritUal, DaShiraeGi

The study traces degradation in comic 

plays in folk theatre in Korea. Degradation in 

carnivalisque spaces plays a crucial role of 

not only making humor, but also showing the 

cosmology of folk culture, especially rebirth, 

what Bakhtin called ‘grotesque realism’. 

Traditional funeral rituals in East Asia include 

carnivalisque spaces, that is, music and dancing 

to please the dead. Guests at a traditional Korean 

funeral ritual, for example, still enjoy drinking 

The negligible detail, the ruins of each city 

visited, of each unusual dream that takes 

place by chance, these are the bridges charted 

by Pippo to reach the other, finding himself. 

These are the threads of a fabric build on 

contempt, and it helps us to find out outside 

us, with his aid, in the other, someone that is 

completely intimate to us.

Keywords: Pippo Delbono, Sublime bodies, 

Theatre-party

corPoS SUblimeS: o teatro-feSta De PiPPo 

Delbono: il VanGelo Della teatralità

Pippo Delbono, em suas narrativas de viagem, 

nos revela um estado de real e profunda experiência 

com o mundo que o toca. Seus olhos realmente 

se viram para o mundo, mas não para conformar 

esse mundo, visto e olhado, em informação, não 

são absolutamente narrativas de informação. Sua 

narrativa nos transporta para seu mundo interior, 

sem pudores. Há em Pippo um estado de forte 

ligação com o mundo, mas não no aspecto agudo 

do mundo, ao contrário, seu interesse se volta para 

o que há de mais anódino no mundo, para as coisas 

muito pequenas, para o que normalmente não 

prestamos atenção, por estarmos demasiadamente 

inebriados com o sentimento imponente do belo 

ou com a sensação do poder que emana das 

coisas grandes, ou do que é conveniente, do que 

é higiênico. A vida que Pippo parece buscar é 

aquela do silêncio, do tempo dilatado, da espera, 

da escuridão, para depois converter todo esse 

silêncio em gritos: gritos mudos, gritos libertários, 

gritos de dor, gritos de alegria, gritos desumanos, 

para enfim encontrar o que há de mais humano, de 

mais sublime. É deste lugar que uma explosão de 

scholarship 2015-2016 with supervision 

of Marco De Marinis. Published the book: 

“Pirandello um teatro para Marta Abba” Ed. 

Perspectiva, São Paulo, 2010

SUblime boDieS: PiPPo Delbono’S theatre-

Party: il VanGelo Della teatralità

Within the narratives of his journeys, Pippo 

Delbono reveals to us a state of real and 

profound experience with the world around 

him. His eyes turn indeed towards the world, 

not to conform this seen and observed world 

in information, since these are not narratives 

of information. His narrative transports us to 

his internal world, without embellishments. 

There is in Pippo a strong state of connection 

with the world, but not in the acute sense 

of it. On the contrary, his interests concern 

that which is most trivial in the world, those 

very small things that we do not usually 

pay attention to because we are too much 

inebriated with the imposing feeling of the 

beautiful or with the sensation of power that 

emanates from the big things or with what is 

convenient, that which is sanitary. The life that 

Pippo seems to search for is one of silence, 

of dilated time, of waiting, of darkness, to 

convert, at last, all this silence in screams: 

mute, libertarian, painful, joyful and inhuman 

screams, finally encountering that which is 

most human, most sublime. It is from this 

place that an explosion of fireflies fires Pippo’s 

imagination. He then follows the luminous 

tracks like a “bambino”, tracing a constellation 

of dreams and immaterial things that are so 

much more real and decanted in his theatre. 

his lost Poland, whereas Kantor inhabited a 

colonized country. Thus, Gombrowicz’s plays 

were parodies of Polish Romantic structures, 

while Kantor’s were complete breaks from 

previous traditions, acts of “survivance”—a 

portmanteau of “survival + endurance” or 

“survival + resistance.” I demonstrate this by 

comparing Gombrowicz’s linear _Operetta_ to 

the spiral structure of Kantor’s _Dead Class_. 

Overall, the paper points to a larger theory 

elucidated by examining the diaries Gombrowicz 

kept in Argentina: émigré groups may maintain 

a cultural version of their lost imagined 

community, while a colonized society can only 

make elegies.

martha De mello ribeiro

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL FLUmiNENSE

mELLoRiBEiRo.UFF@GmAiL.com

Theatre director and associate Professor 

at Universidade Federal Fluminense in the 

Arts department and the Post-graduation in 

Contemporary Art Studies. Coordinating the 

Contemporary Performance Production and 

Investigation Laboratory with the following 

research projects: “Contemporary Pirandello” 

and “Studies in Performative Theatre: 

landscape and portrait as contemporary 

performance theatre devices”, resulting from 

articles published in specialized journals 

and plays staged. Performed at Università di 

Bologna, as Post-doctoral activity the research 

“The enticing realism in the contemporary 

performance theatre” with a CAPES-Brasil 
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fernanDa oliVeira

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL do mARANhão

NANdAAREiAS1@GmAiL.com

Fernanda Areias de Oliveira - a contemporary 

artist that works with video mapping projection 

in performances and creative process in an online 

environment. As a professor, teachers arts at 

the Federal University of Maranhão UFMA. Her 

research area is associated with the formation 

of the artist and the use of new technologies.She 

finished a Ph.D. in computer science in education 

and coordinated the laboratory research group 

LAbTecDrama seeking the use of technology for 

drama. Her actual research focuses on drama 

pedagogy and technologies, with special attention 

in video projections.

Drama Teacher in the Art Department, in 

Federal University of Maranhão Brazil http://

www.teatro.ufma.br

Teaches the subject: Interpretation, 

Dramaturgie and Art and technology

Drama teacherS anD intermeDial Scene: a 

technical mentality in DeVeloPment

The appropriation of a technical mentality 

for artists whose works are based on technical 

apparatus that starts to be discussed in art 

research. In drama education an interdisciplinary 

trajectory began, focused in an ontological 

idea of Gilbert Simondon about the creativity 

process that englobes human being, machines 

and education. The objective of this panel 

presentation shares the process of the research 

developed in the past five years. An emphatic 

perspective was amplified in the formation of 

have critiqued the essentialization of the ‘local’ 

and the reliance on dualisms of alternative vs. 

conventional e.g. Holloway et al. 2007, which 

elide a more complex food systems ecology. The 

question of whether such progressive projects can 

engender structural change or whether they tend, 

conversely, to reinforce cultural and social divides, 

remains a focal point of scholarly attention.

In conservative rural West Lancashire UK a 

partnership between Burscough Community Farm 

BCF and Edge Hill University EHU offers evidence 

of the challenges of changing the way people relate 

to the food they eat. In addition to growing organic 

food using permaculture methods, BCF aims to 

cultivate a reconnection between communities 

and the land they often no longer understand 

or come into contact with. In collaboration with 

activist scholars from EHU they have developed 

CULTIVATE, a research project using the arts as 

a medium for engaging local communities and 

ultimately facilitating the kinds of transformations 

they seek. Through a programme of performances, 

installations and workshops, bringing together 

students, local communities and professional 

artists, the research team is working closely with 

the directors of the farm to understand how AFIs 

might mobilise art to enable change.

This paper will document the collaboration 

thus far, focusing on a community performance 

at BCF in April 2017. It will present initial 

findings, assessing the possibility that cultural 

practice reflecting a minority politics of alterity 

can have an impact on a broader community.

Keywords: food, permaculture, agriculture, 

performance, community, ecology, alterity

interests include: comedy, clowning and festive 

performance Latin American culture, politics 

and performance environmental, outdoor and 

site-specific performance and performance as 

a means of fostering alternative models of food 

production and consumption.

His most recent publications include the 

research monograph Clowning as Social 

Performance in Colombia: Ridicule and Resistance 

Bloomsbury Methuen, 2017, which explores the 

political and social significance of the proliferation 

of clown performance in Latin America since 

the 1980s. Previous publications include Acts of 

Violence: Resistance and Relief in the Colombian 

War Zone in TDR Spring 2008 and “Clown 

Encounters with History: Mimetics to Kinetics in 

Practice-as-Research” in Theatre Topics 2013.

He completed his MA in Theatre Studies in 

1999 at Leeds University and subsequently 

worked as a director and facilitator of theatre 

for young audiences in the UK. He is a regular 

solo performer and director, and is co-founder 

of the Clownencuentro an annual international 

conference and festival of clowning in Colombia.

GrowinG Differently: ‘cUltiVatinG’  

the linKS between art anD alternatiVe 

fooD networKS

Alternative Food Initiatives AFIs and their 

potential to realise radical goals of transforming 

economies of food production and consumption, 

have been the topic of robust critical debate. 

While some have lauded Community-Supported 

Agriculture CSA, hailing the ‘emergence of new 

local food systems’ that challenge the hegemony 

of agri-business Brown and Miller 2008, others 

alcohol, eating food and rice cakes, playing games 

and telling jokes. Further, in the course of folk 

death rituals in Korea even a comic play of a monk 

and woman giving birth to a baby has performed 

over a thousand years and therein degradation 

has been transmitted as a folk theatre in southern 

islands of Korea until recently. This means that 

traditional funeral rituals in East Asia were not 

simply sad and silent spaces, but carnivalisque 

spaces for communities. Nevertheless, 

carnivalisque spaces of folk death rituals in 

East Asia would be treated as the tradition of 

vulgar and savage. Why does such negative 

misunderstanding on carnivalisque spaces have 

occurred? To answer to this question, the study 

mainly focuses on a Korean comic play of death 

ritual, Dashiraegi by asking three questions in 

cross cultural context as follows; first, what is the 

cultural identity of carnivalisque spaces of death 

rituals in East Asia? Second, how perceptional 

changes between burial systems in Korea have 

appeared? Lastly, how does degradation have 

been performed in a comic play, Dashiraegi, as 

a folk theatre? This study would help better 

understand about which theater history dialogue 

with current manifestations.

barnaby KinG

EdGE hiLL UNivERSity

KiNGBAR@EdGEhiLL.Ac.UK

Dr Barnaby King completed his PhD in 

Performance Studies at Northwestern University 

in 2013 and is currently a Senior Lecturer at 

Edge Hill University in the UK. His research 
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Yazbek. Participou de trabalhos teórico-práticos em 

atuação e direção com o diretor italiano Eugenio 

Barba, o diretor cubano Carlos Céldran e a diretora 

espanhola Marta Galán.

Dirigiu e escreveu Estudo sobre o masculino: 

primeiro movimento, em 2016, espetáculo que 

resultou de sua residência artística no Teatro da 

Vertigem; dirigiu e escreveu “Piegas?”, em 2016, 

apresentada no projeto Quinta em Cena no teatro 

Cemitério de Automóveis; dividiu a encenação, 

em 2011, do espetáculo TELMAH realizado com 

os alunos da Escola de Atores do TUCA, e dirigiu, 

em 2008, o espetáculo A Humanidade da Gente 

com o Núcleo de Pesquisa Teatral do TUCA, o qual 

coordenou desde 2006.

Integrou, durante dois anos, os núcleos de 

estudo em dramaturgia e teatro contemporâneo, 

com ênfase em crítica teatral, na E.L.T. (Escola 

Livre de Teatro de Santo André) Como roteirista 

e dramaturgo escreveu cena curta “Piegas?”, seu 

texto “Aurora e Alice” foi encenado na Mostra E.L.T. 

(Escola Livre de Teatro) em dezembro de 2007 e 

participou como um dos roteiristas do texto “Natália, 

Nathália”, no projeto final de conclusão da disciplina 

Direção III (CAC/ECA), em 2005.

Participou do grupo de estudos em crítica 

teatral “Arte Crítica”.

DramatUrGy in itS critical DimenSion in 

the ProceSS of Scenic creation: the Social 

context aS creatiVe material.

o DramatUrGiSmo em SUa DimenSÃo crÍtica 

no ProceSSo De criaÇÃo cÊnica: o contexto 

Social como material De criaÇÃo.

Este projeto tem como foco investigar a prática 

do dramaturgista no propósito de problematizar 

do Espetáculo” da Faculdade Cásper Líbero. 

Também integra o “Grupo de Estudos em 

Estética Contemporânea” da Faculdade de 

Filosofia, Letras e Ciências Humanas (FFLCH) 

/ USP. Cursou pós-graduação Lato-Sensu em 

Fundamentos da Cultura e das Artes (UNESP). 

Possui formação como ator pela Escola de atores 

do TUCA PUC/SP (2003).

No campo das artes é ator, diretor e 

dramaturgista. Professor convidado na Escola 

Superior de Artes Célia Helena (ESCH) no 

curso de pós-graduação em interpretação 

da disciplina “ESTUDOS SOBRE ESTÉTICA E 

ATUAÇÃO EM PROCESSOS DE CRIAÇÃO 

CONTEMPORÂNEOS”, e também lecionou 

a disciplina “Ética - Estética” no curso de 

graduação da mesma instituição. Artista 

convidado da SP Escola de Teatro como 

orientador de experimentos cênicos e 

formador convidado do curso de Iluminação, 

responsável pelo componente Orientação 

Teórica para os Experimentos.

Participou como dramaturgista e assessor 

teórico nos últimos projetos de criação do 

Teatro da Vertigem. (O Filho-2015; Patronato 

999 metros-2015, Chile; Dire ce qu’on ne pense 

pas dans des langues qu’on ne parle pas-

2013/2014, Bruxelas e Festival de Avignon; Bom 

Retiro 958 metros - 2012/2013, Ópera Orfeo 

ed Eurídice-2012, Projeto de residência artística 

Vrac/L’escaut-2012, Bruxelas; Projeto Cidade 

Submersa-2011, peça Cartas de Despejo-2011).

Atuou, entre outras, nas peças Horácios e 

Curiácios, com direção de Francesco Zigrino, 

Tchekhov e a Humanidade com direção de Antonio 

Abujamra e O Fingidor com direção de Samir 

é dividir os resultados da pesquisa desenvolvida nos 

últimos cinco anos. Uma perspectiva enfática foi 

amplificada sobre a formação de professores de teatro 

no Brasil, muito associada a cena contemporânea. A 

performance intermedial pode ser ensinada em nossas 

escolas? Nossos professores de teatro estão preparados 

para esse conteúdo? Equipamentos e metodologias, 

precisam ser repensados para esse projeto.Um novo 

percurso foi iniciado: uma pedagogia do teatro ligada 

a uma cena intermedial e novas formas de criar no 

teatro ou na performance. Nossa pesquisa tem a 

característica de intervenção, passando por um estudo 

das técnicas e metodologias aplicadas pela artista 

canadense Shary Boyle e o coletivos de artistas de 

Quebéc, Collectif Lebovitz. Um curso experimental 

focado na formação de professores de teatro foi 

desenvolvido em duas universidade brasileiras, 

baseado na adaptação das técnicas e formas de 

organização elaboradas pelo grupos de artistas 

intermediais investigados durante esta pesquisa. 

Como resultado desta perspectiva qualitativa, nos 

desenvolvemos um curso para professores de teatro 

associado a um processo criativo partilhado por 

máquinas e coletivos.

Palavras-chave: pedagogia do teatro, mentalidade 

técnica e cena intermedial.

antonio lUiZ GonÇalVeS JUnior

USP

ALUiz6@oSitE.com.BR

Doutorando em Artes Cênicas pela ECA/USP, 

mestre em Comunicação Social pela Faculdade 

Cásper Líbero (FCSCL) e pesquisador do 

Grupo de Pesquisa “Comunicação e Sociedade 

drama teachers in Brazil, very associated with 

the contemporary scene. Can the intermedial 

performance be taught in our schools? Our 

drama educators are being prepared for this 

content? Equipments and methodologies must 

be rethought for this project. A new perspective 

was started: a pedagogical theater attached 

with an intermedial scene and new ways for 

creation in drama or performance. Our research 

had an intervention characteristic, passing by 

a study of the techniques and methodologies 

applied by the Canadian artist Shary Boyle and 

the collective artists from Quebec as Collectif 

Lebovitiz. An experimental course for preparation 

of drama teachers was developed in two Brazilian 

universities based on an adaptation of the 

technique and ways of organization designed 

by the group of intermedial artists investigated 

in the process of this research. As results of this 

qualitative perspective, we developed a course for 

drama teachers lined up with a creative process 

shared by machines and collectives.

Keywords: Drama education, technical 

mentality and intermedial scene

ProfeSSoreS De teatro e cena  

intermeDial: Uma mentaliDaDe tÉcnica  

em DeSenVolVimento

A apropriação de uma mentalidade técnica 

por artistas cujo as obras são baseadas no uso da 

materialidade técnica, começa a ser discutida nas 

pesquisas em arte. Na pedagogia do teatro uma 

trajetória interdisciplinar se inicia focada no viés 

ontológico proposto por Gilbert Simondon, sobre 

o processo criativo que engloba o ser humano, as 

máquinas e a educação. O objetivo desta apresentação 
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extensively with practitioners and students in 

Scandinavia, Central Europe, Central and South 

America to foment rich cultural correspondences 

and ongoing international links. In 1995, Ellie 

co-founded The La Mancha School of Image 

and Gesture Chile, the first of its kind in South 

America. With a strong emphasis on devising 

highly visual performance around themes of 

political and social significance, both institutions 

have made a profound and long-lasting impact 

on the arts in Chile see her chapter in the 

recently published Routledge Companion to 

Jacques Lecoq. Ellie is currently in discussions 

with the Museum of Memory and Human 

Rights Museo de la Memoria y los Derechos 

Humanos, Santiago, Chile, to develop a research 

project titled The Poetics of Absence 2018. 

This project will explore her ‘embodied poetics’ 

within the field of trans-national contemporary 

performance-making and address themes of 

‘Global Uncertainties’ and ‘Identities and Beliefs’.

emboDieD PoeticS: the PoeticS of the 

imaGination in DeViSinG PracticeS.

Taking as its focus the ‘actor-creator’s’ process 

in devising practices, this research explores 

the notion of the ‘poetic body’ developed by 

French theatre pedagogue Jacques Lecoq 1921 

- 1999 and the writings of French philosopher 

Gaston Bachelard 1884 - 1962 on the ‘poetics of 

imagination.’ The overarching aim is to originate 

a new ‘embodied poetics’ whereby the sensate, 

feeling body actively explores correspondences 

with the ‘material elements’ of earth, air, fire and 

water. These are experienced as ‘poeticising 

substances’ – catalysts and conductors for an 

Gregory, somewhat ironically, has been written 

out of the narrative of Irish theatre that she 

herself engendered.

This paper uses personal performative analysis 

and archival research to ask whether I – as a 

theatremaker, scholar and pedagogue who 

has been familiar with Gregory’s work since 

my teens – am part of the process of canonical 

marginalization. Using Judith Butler’s theory of 

performativity and Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of 

the habitus, I consider the social conditions and 

the academic systems of value that led me to 

study Yeats and Synge over Gregory. Interweaving 

this narrative with the new intimacy I acquired 

with Gregory’s drama in the NUI archives serves 

a two-fold purpose: first, at this crucial feminist 

moment in Irish theatre history it adds clarity to 

the processes whereby women get written out, 

and, second, it begins to redress this exclusion.

ellie nixon

BAth SPA UNivERSity

E.NiXoN@BAthSPA.Ac.UK

Dr Ellie Nixon, subject leader for BA Acting at 

Bath Spa University.

Building on her PhD in Performance Practice 

from the University of Exeter, Ellie’s research 

pioneers an innovative embodied devising 

model, offering new understandings in the fields 

of contemporary theatre making, performer 

training and interdisciplinary practices. On 

graduating from the Lecoq Theatre School 

in 1989, she co-founded the La Mancha 

International Theatre Company, collaborating 

emer o’toole

RoyAL hoLLowAy UNivERSity oF LoNdoN 

EmER.ot@GmAiL.com

Emer O’Toole, PhD (2012), Royal Holloway 

University of London, is Assistant Professor 

of Irish Performance at Concordia University, 

Montreal. Her book Girls Will Be Girls (2015) is an 

accessible introduction to gender performativity. 

Her research spans interculturalism, ethics, 

performativity and activism.

the laDy VaniSheS: a Scholarly exPeriment 

in writinG in anD writinG oUt

In 2016, Ireland’s National Theatre, The Abbey, 

planned to commemorate the centenary of 

the 1916 Rising with a programme of almost 

exclusively male playwrights. This sparked a 

movement called Waking the Feminists, aimed at 

achieving gender equality in the Irish arts. While 

it is tempting to point fingers at artistic directors 

for producing a situation whereby women’s work 

is not considered to be of national importance in 

Ireland, theatre scholars are responsible too. This 

paper explores the scope of that responsibility. 

In April 2017, I spent a month at NUI Galway 

delving into what is meant by “writing out.” 

What actions and choices, or lack thereof, 

marginalize someone within the canon? It is a 

truism in Irish theatre studies that, compared 

to the work of her Abbey contemporaries, 

the plays of Lady Augusta Gregory are under-

examined. While Gregory’s one act works are 

often anthologized, and while there exists a 

wealth of biographical work on her as co-founder 

of The Abbey, dramatic analysis remains sparse. 

sobre sua atividade crítica, enquanto participante 

do processo criativo de uma obra cênica. Desse 

modo, este projeto de investigação dirigi-se às 

ações e aos modos de efetivação do dramaturgismo 

enquanto instância crítica. Em termos gerais, tal 

dimensão crítica, por ora considerado, abrange 

atividades ligadas ao projeto conceitual almejado 

pelo trabalho artístico, no qual o dramaturgista 

age como uma espécie de observador interno, 

estabelecendo, em parceria com diretores, 

encenadores e coreógrafos, relações de sentido 

entre os elementos que compõem a obra à medida 

em que vão se instaurando. Por meio dessa prática, 

o dramaturgista ajuda a fornecer subsídios para 

a tomada de consciência dos significados que se 

ordenam durante o processo de criação. Portanto, 

trata-se de uma atividade crítica-analítica dirigida 

às relações entre forma e conteúdo.

Propõe-se, em vista disso, um levantamento 

e um estudo sobre as práticas do dramaturgista 

(dramaturg), assim como uma discussão 

sobre sua atividade, a fim de averiguar outras 

perspectivas possíveis de como se concebe, e 

como se dá, sua ação crítica em processos de 

criação cênica que engendram um percurso 

de pesquisa, teórica e prática, e se relacionam 

de uma maneira mais próxima com ambientes 

concretos da vida social. Em especial, o espaço 

urbano. Logo, para a análise nesse contexto, 

entende-se que o exercício da observação crítica 

necessita ser problematizado e priorizado.
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GaUtam chaKrabarti

LUdwiG-mAXimiLiANS-UNivERSität müNchEN
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Gautam Chakrabarti is a Postdoctoral 

Researcher with the Sub-Project “Learning 

‘the Moscow Rules’: Theatre Artists from 

Postcolonial India in the Eastern Bloc, 1950-

80,” in the ERC-Project Developing Theatre, 

Centre for Global Theatre History, Ludwig-

Maximilians-Universität München. He is also an 

Assistant Lecturer in South Asian Studies at the 

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. He has taught 

English and Comparative Literature and Berlin 

and German Studies at the Freie Universität 

Berlin FUB, where he was a Dahlem Research 

School HONORS Postdoctoral Fellow 2014-15 

with the project “Non-Committal Involvements: 

Literary Detectives and Cold Warriors across 

Eurasia. He was, in 2016, a Global Humanities 

Junior Research and Teaching Fellow Outgoing, 

representing the DAAD-funded Thematic 

Network Principles of Cultural Dynamics 

FUB at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 

Israel. He has also finished, at the FUB, his 

PhD on Familiarising the Exotic: Introducing 

European Drama in Early Modern India 2011-

14 the dissertation is currently in preparation 

as a book manuscript. He has studied English 

Literature and Culture Studies in Calcutta and 

Delhi, India, and has taught in various colleges 

of the University of Delhi 2003-10. He was a 

Visiting Lecturer in English language, literature 

and culture and Hindi in two universities and 

institutes in St Petersburg, Russia 2008-9.

knowledge-based experts who advise policy 

makers and governments, usually on questions 

of scientific and technical complexity Haas 1992. 

They manifest a high degree of international 

organization in the form of professional 

associations, conferences, expositions, and 

learned publications that seldom remain 

restricted to a single country.

The ‘prehistory’ of the postwar theatrical 

epistemic community may be located in 

internationally distributed theatrical periodicals 

such as The Mask edited by Edward Gordon 

Craig or in the international theatre expositions 

of the 1920s Vienna, Paris, New York, Rome 

where common artistic values were displayed 

and discussed. They may also be found in new 

international organizations such as the Société 

Universelle du Théâtre founded in 1926, or in the 

amateur realm, La Comité International pour les 

Théâtres Populaires and the British Drama League 

which had by 1950 branches in dozens of English-

speaking countries. Permanent institutional 

form emerges in 1947 with the founding of the 

International Theatre Institute ITI see topic area 

C, the International Association of Theatre Critics 

IATC in 1956, and the International Federation for 

Theatre Research IFTR in 1957, all of which initially 

had close ties through affiliation with UNESCO. 

An important feature of these organizations  

is that they emphatically sought to bridge the 

East-West divide. 

Keywords: epistemic communities, 

international organisations, Cold War,  

theatrical modernism

chriStoPher balme

LmU mUNich

BALmE@LmU.dE

Christopher Balme currently holds the chair 

in theatre studies at LMU Munich and is past-

president of the International Federation for 

Theatre Research. He was born and educated 

in New Zealand worked in Germany since 

1985 with positions at the universities of 

Würzburg, Munich and Mainz. From 2004 

to 2006 he held the chair in theatre studies 

at the University of Amsterdam. Publications 

include Decolonizing the Stage: Theatrical 

syncretism and postcolonial drama, Oxford 

1999, Pacific Performances: Theatricality and 

Cross-Cultural Encounter in the South Seas 

Palgrave Macmillan, 2007, The Cambridge 

Introduction to Theatre Studies Cambridge 

2008 and The theatrical public sphere 2014. 

His current research interests focus on the 

legacy of modernism in the globalization of the 

arts theatre and the public sphere institutional 

aesthetics. He is director of the Centre for 

Global Theatre History and is principal 

investigator of the ERC Advanced Grant 

Developing Theatre: Building Expert Networks 

for Theatre in Emerging Countries after 1945.

theatrical moDerniSm for the worlD: 

theatrical ePiStemic commUnitieS 1920-1960

This paper argues that the globalization of 

modernist, art-focused theatre in emerging 

countries after 1945 was driven by the 

emergence of a theatrical epistemic community. 

Epistemic communities refer to networks of 

embodied imagination. More specifically, my 

paper asks the following question:

What new understandings can a relational 

encounter between Lecoq’s pedagogy and 

Bachelard’s ‘poetic imagining’ reveal about 

the ’poetic body’ and how might these new 

understandings originate a devising process?

An exploration of our powers to generate new 

performance, considered from a theoretical 

perspective offers a fresh reading of Lecoq’s 

notion of the ‘poetic body’. Equally, in applying 

Bachelard’s ‘poetic imagining’ to the devising 

process, I seek to revivify and reposition his 

philosophical standpoint from a contemporary 

perspective within the field of interdisciplinary 

practices. An embodied exploration of 

Bachelard’s ‘poetic imagining’ process through 

my own practice proposes a new ‘embodied 

poetics’ for devising, based on the body’s active 

participation with the world and a recognition 

that the poeticising ‘I’ is intimately entwined with 

the material elemental substances that comprise 

it. In considering the ‘material elements’ 

as originating substances for an imagining 

body, their dialectic qualities provoke infinite 

possibilities for a permanent renewal, expansion 

and transformation of practice, in essence, to the 

discovery of our own poetic body.

This research aligns with the interdisciplinary 

connections strand of the conference. The 

practice-led aspects of the research can also 

be explored through a workshop. I am keen to 

participate in both.

Keywords: Embodied Poetics, Devising, 

Jacques Lecoq, Gaston Bachelard.
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variety of endeavours to create order from the 

devastating chaos of war.

Among the first activities people and 

provisional administrations undertake literally 

a few days after the end of WWII is the 

re-opening of theatres actors and theatre 

directors gather for putting plays on stage, 

stage academies open their classrooms 

again – no matter how ruined the venues, 

fragmentary the props, and unstable the 

cultural geographies of the time...

Only a few years later, theatre and drama 

education play a dominant role, too, in the context 

of internationalization of and through culture. 

More than any other art form theatre is employed 

and promoted as a crucial medium for cultural 

development, particularly on the agenda of 

influential corporate philanthropic entities such 

as the Ford or Rockefeller Foundation who aimed 

at “assisting the highest forms of education for 

enlarging the boundaries of human knowledge“, 

or organizations such as the International Theatre 

Institute ITI, formed in 1947.

In my paper I am going to approximate 

the discursive ‘multiple theatricalities’ in 

the years after WWII understood here as 

a meaningful plethora of functions and 

attributes given to theatrical arts and artists 

in the service of stabilizing local, national 

and international cultural geographies. 

I shall do so by offering a close reading 

and discourse analysis of primary sources 

published by the Rockefeller foundation in 

the 1940s and 1950s such as press releases, 

mission statements, funding contracts, 

correspondence, files, visual records, etc.

Histories LMU Munich since 2013 she is 

Principal Investigator of the DH project

Theatrescapes, http://www.theatrescapes.

theaterwissenschaft.uni-muenchen.de/index.html 

& http://theatrescapes.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/

In 2015 and 2016 she was visiting professor 

for Inter Artes at the University of Cologne. 

Since October 2016 Nic is associate director 

and senior researcher of the ERC funded 

project “Developing Theatre” PI: Ch, Balme, 

LMU Munich. She is currently finalizing her 

third monograph on Transatlantic Theatrical 

Entrepreneurship: Circuits, Agencies and Brokers 

at the Turn of the 20th Century.
moNoGRAPhS:

Piktoral-Dramaturgie. Visuelle Kultur und 

Theater im 19. Jahrhundert 1869-1899 2007

Durch Blicke im Bild. Stereoskopie im 19. und 

frühen 20. Jahrhundert 2016

Editor of The Routledge Companion to Digital 

Humanities in Theatre and Performance in 

preparation to be published in fall 2017

Co-Editor of The Journal of Global  

Theatre History

online journal: https://gthj.ub.lmu.de/index.

php/gthj/

Web: Nicleonhardt.wordpress.com

“…enlarGinG the boUnDarieS of hUman 

KnowleDGe“ – by meanS of theatre: mUltiPle 

theatricalitieS anD the PhilanthroPic 

aGenDa of StabiliZinG cUltUral 

GeoGraPhieS after 1945

The time period after the Second World 

War, as is well known, is marked by political 

reorientation, reeducation programmes, and a 

chief among them were the building of training 

programmes for Indian theatre-professionals 

and guidance regarding Brechtian and other 

‘progressive’ dramaturgical techniques. While 

the Soviets focussed on training young theatre-

artists, the GDR offered Brechtian expertise 

through members of the Berliner Ensemble 

and charismatic directors like Fritz Bennewitz. 

The proposed paper seeks to analyse this 

involvement through a critical consideration of 

the prisms of “minor transnationalism” Lionnet 

& Shih 2005, “decoloniality” Mignolo 2011 and 

“mixed pedagogies” Balme 2016, through a few 

case-studies from Calcutta and Bombay.

Keywords: Cold War, USSR, Indian Theatre, 

Cultural Politics

nic leonharDt

LmU mUNich

N.LEoNhARdt@LmU.dE

Nic Leonhardt is a theatre and media 

historian as well as a writer based in Munich. 

Her scholarly activities are characterized by 

a strong interdisciplinary approach and focus 

on global theatre, media and popular cultures 

at the turn of the 20th century as well on 

contemporary visual and urban cultures and 

Digital Humanities. She studied art history, 

theatre and audiovisual media, German 

philology and musicology and received a Dr. 

phil. in Performance and Media Studies from 

the University of Mainz 2006. From 2010 to 

2015Nic was the associate director of the 

international research project Global Theatre 

“the reD bear haS awoKen!”: SoViet 

enGaGement with inDian theatre 

artiStS in the colD war

One of the less researched aspects of post-

Independence India’s ‘progressive’ theatre is its 

Soviet connection. Starting already in the 1950s 

and consolidating in the ’60s, the USSR followed, 

almost as proxies, by the GDR and other Eastern 

Bloc States had invested time, money and 

organisational energy in building up ‘committed’ 

networks amongst playwrights, directors, actors 

and other theatre-personnel in various Indian 

cities. The Soviet approach was characterised 

by a willingness—born, partially, out of need—to 

cut through the pre-existing networks of cultural 

exchange between Anglophone and Europhone 

socio-political constellations and frameworks 

amongst India’s elites. The Homo Sovieticus, 

an ideational and even aspirational template 

that found resonance and acceptance—ranging 

from cautious to eager—throughout left-

leaning cultural circles in postcolonial India, was 

celebrated within the framework of the rise of 

a new form of transactional sociality as defined 

in Westlund 2003, even a new humanity. Soviet 

cultural policies sought vigorously to encourage 

this trend and facilitate its links with parallel 

trajectories throughout Africa and Asia.

Despite India’s steadfast—even during the 

Indira-Gandhi-years, during which the USSR 

became India’s biggest military backer—

commitment to the ideal of non-alignment, there 

can be little doubt that Soviet and Eastern Bloc 

engagement in cultural and, especially, theatrical 

activities in India was substantial Wishon 

2013. This involvement took various forms, but 
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practices from this period, we can reconstruct 

ideas from the era regarding families, kinship, 

“huachos” a pejorative way of referring to 

children born out of wedlock, and race.

This analysis will resort to plays by Aurelio 

Díaz Meza, René Hurtado Borne, Carlos Cariola, 

Germán Luco Cruchaga, Vicente Huidobro, 

Antonio Acevedo Hernández, and Armando 

Moock, among others, observing how the ideas of 

kinship, affection, parenthood, race and home are 

represented in these works that were successful 

in their time, since these factors come into play 

when it comes to building a concept of family.

Theatre enables privileged access to the 

social mindset of the era by representing 

both material and ideological conditions. 

This analysis has a two-fold purpose. On the 

one hand, it allows a better understanding 

of the changing ideologies regarding Chilean 

families, while on the other hand, a focus 

centered on the history of families can help to 

understand the theatre of the era in new ways, 

revealing the ideology of entertainment, the 

little use of being a good person.

ViViana iacob

NEw EURoPE coLLEGE, BUchARESt

viviANAiAcoB80@GmAiL.com

Viviana Iacob is currently a member of the 

project Turning Global: Socialist Experts during 

the Cold War 1960s 1980s affiliated with 

the New Europe College in Bucharesthttps://

globalsocialistexperts.wordpress.com/. She 

defended her PhD thesis entitled Shakespeare 

Keywords: Pussy Riot, performance of 

resistance, nationalistic discourse, nation, 

identity, space

anDreS KalawSKi

PUc chiLE

ANdRES.KALAwSKi@GmAiL.com

Andrés Kalawski. Associate professor at 

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile’s Faculty 

of Arts. His research areas include Chilean theatre 

history and playwriting. Recent publications are 

the Chilean entries from the The Cambridge 

Encyclopedia of Stage Actors and Acting, written 

with Milena Grass and «Acción, verdad y sentido: 

potencia y límite de la performance en el ejercicio 

historiográfico.» Atenea Concepción, no. 513. He 

is also a staged and published playwright and the 

artistic director of his university’s professional 

theatre Teatro UC.

“De qUÉ SirVe Ser bUeno” what’S  

the USe of beinG GooD, familieS in chilean 

theatre throUGhoUt the firSt half of  

the 20th centUry

Throughout the first half of the 20th Century, 

highly popular theatre for the middle class 

developed in Chile and was even able to 

compete with radio and US cinema. It was during 

this period that Chile gradually lowered its very 

high infant mortality rate. Marriage rates were 

extraordinarily low at that time, but gradually 

increased. These changes lead us to think about 

transformations affecting what families in Chile 

were and ought to be. Analyzing plays and stage 

and thus reveal multiple cultural instabilities and 

disruptions. The controversial Russian collective 

Pussy Riot has repeatedly raised questions 

about the problematic nature of nationalism 

and national belonging in today’s Russia and 

challenged the country’s unifying nationalist 

discourse. Their politically motivated street 

performances on Red Square or in Moscow’s 

Cathedral of Christ the Savior effectively fostered 

dialogue around issues of identity, ideology, 

and community in Putin’s Russia. Recently the 

group extended its political stance beyond 

the denunciation of the Russian authoritarian 

state toward the criticism of contemporary 

global capitalism and reemerging nationalistic 

tendencies in other parts of the world. In her 

prison correspondence with Slavoj Žižek, Pussy 

Riot performer Nadya Tolokonnikova argued 

for the necessity to create performative acts of 

resistance on a global scale, proclaiming: “We are 

the rebels asking for the storm, and believing that 

truth is only to be found in an endless search.”

Pussy Riot’s recent global performances 

of resistance include a provocative video 

clip “Make America Great Again,” in which 

Trumps stormtroopers relentlessly engage 

in acts of torture, and an art installation 

featuring an electric chair positioned in front 

of Trump’s campaign slogan. Overlayering the 

iconographies of the Soviet regime and Nazi 

Germany with the current political narrative in 

the US, Pussy Riot’s performance activism offers 

the kind of re-visioning of history and ideology 

that prompts global communities to reexamine 

the relationship between identity and space as 

complex, dialogic, and unstable.

Keywords: Philanthropy, cultural geographies, 

Cold War, development
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Julia Listengarten is Professor of Theatre, 

Artistic Director, and Director of Graduate Studies 

at University of Central Florida. She has written 

on avant-garde and contemporary theatre, 

scenographic practices, and performances of 

national identity. Her translation of Vvedensky’s 

Christmas at the Ivanovs premiered Off-

Broadway at Classic Stage Company. She is 

the author of Russian Tragifarce: Its Cultural 

and Political Roots 2000, co-author of Modern 

American Playwriting: 2000-2009 with Cindy 

Rosenthal, 2017, and co-editor of Theater of 

the Avant-Garde, 1950-2000 2011 and Playing 

with Theory in Theatre Practice 2012. She has 

contributed to many theatre publications and is 

currently editing Decades of Modern American 

Playwriting: 1930-2009 with Brenda Murphy. 

She is co-editor of Stanislavski Studies: Practice, 

Legacy and Contemporary Theater, a UK-based 

peer-reviewed journal.

PerformanceS of reSiStance: PUSSy riot anD 

Global actiViSm

Drawing on the concepts of “imagined 

geographies” and “imagined communities,” this 

paper explores the way political performances 

may trouble the notions of nation and identity 

in relation to specific space or geographic locale 
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all people irrespective of gender, caste, class, 

community, language and religion. Besides living 

together they safeguard their identity and culture, 

they dont condemn others cultures because they 

born in a unique Indian culture and festivals. One 

of the several festivals, Moharram Peerla Panduga 

is the important festival in the Telugu region 

especially in Telangana it is celebrated mainly 

by the Muslim community. Though it is Muslim 

community-based ritual performance, people 

participate irrespective of cast and religion.

This paper focuses how the festivals like 

Moharram safeguard cultures from cultural 

violence? How the affirmative processes of 

identity and alterity happen without violence? 

Would violence be, inevitably, a contemporary 

cultural element? How Muharram has been 

laying the path to unity and harmony between 

cultures, how does it create a multi or intercultural 

environment and how one can get cultural 

intelligence through this ritual performance?

Keywords: Culture, Violence, Unity, Ritual, 

Performance, Cultural Intelligence.

SinDhe rameSh

Potti SRiRAmULU tELUGU UNivERSity

SURABhiRAmEShS@GmAiL.com

Sindhe Ramesh is a well established 

theatre artist born into the famous SURABHI 

THEATRES. He has to his credit a PhD degree 

in theatre arts from the POTTI SRIRAMULU 

TELUGU UNIVERSITY and is an awardee 

of the golden Nandi award from the state 

government. Founder member of the Forever 

PattePU SailU

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

SAiPAttEPU@GmAiL.com

Pattepu Sailu is a JRF scholar at Department 

of Theatre Arts, S. N. School of Arts and 

Communication, University of Hyderabad and 

worked with distinguished theatre exponents 

like Prof. Neelu Kamaluddin, Abhilash Pillai, 

Duglus O’ Connel. He has participated in 

several national and international conferences 

and projects including IBSEN festival, UKIERI 

thematic partnership project on “Scenography 

in Digital Age” and IFTR 2015. He has presented 

a paper on Padyanatakam Identity of Telugu 

region from glorious days to decline in the IFTR 

2015. He had participated in many workshops 

lead by eminent theatre personalities from India 

and abroad. He has conducted workshops in 

different areas of Hyderabad for the children and 

presently associated with CAMS Theatre Group, 

Hyderabad as a practitioner.

the intercUltUral leGacy of moharram 

Peerla PanDUGa: a ritUal Performance  

of telanGana

In this globalization era because of cultural 

violence, the world is looking for intercultural 

activities and to develop cultural quotient in 

people. The Indian society has been multi-cultural, 

religious, racial, ethnic and multi-linguistic from 

ancient times, in spite of having different cultures 

they have been living together as one family. 

Greatest part and one of the beauties of India 

is unity in diversity and the Indian constitution 

allocates equal rights, privileges, and duties to 

but by 1962 the play was performed by theatre 

troupes and companies in Finland, Belgium, Italy, 

Switzerland, Argentina, Peru, Uruguay and Japan.

The performance at the Bugeiza theatre 

in Tokyo is in fact the end point of a theatre 

diplomacy project that started in the early 

1950s and entailed translating the play in 15 

languages and staging it in 12 countries. It 

represents an ideal case for studying how a 

socialist production of a Romanian classic 

became a crucial internationalizing medium for 

a socialist country Cold War cultural diplomacy. 

The production history of this play beyond 

national borders shows a network of people that 

strived for cross-cultural communication even 

when there were no official diplomatic ties to 

speak of. It reveals the difficulties entailed by the 

process of exporting a socialist cultural product 

and by extension of a different understanding of 

theatricality to dissimilar cultural milieus.

The paper will focus on the internationalizing 

language that allowed for the translation of a 

nationally encoded production to audiences 

abroad. It focuses on the routes and connections 

found by Romanian cultural officials into 

different cultural contexts and the instruments 

they used in order to promote the idea of a 

socialist theatre as the expression of a socialist 

culture worldwide.

Keywords: Cold War, cultural exchanges, 

internationalism, state socialism

Performances: A Study of Socialist Realism in 

Romanian Theatre 1946-1964 at the University 

of Bucharest /Doctoral School of Literary and 

Cultural Studies 2015. She has a BA in Art 

History and Theory from the Art History and 

Theory Department, National University of Arts 

Bucharest and an MA in Theater History from 

Illinois State University 2005 – 2007. She is the 

recipient of a Junior Fulbright Scholarship and 

of two consecutive research grants awarded by 

the Romanian state between 2011 and 2015. She 

has published articles on the role of theater in 

Romania and Eastern Europe in the transnational 

entanglements and cultural diplomacy East-

West during the Cold War. Most recently: 

“Shakespeare as Détente: Cultural Diplomacy 

during the Cold War 1955-1966”, Revista 

istorică, vol. XXVI, no. 3-4 2016 “Richard III: Cold 

War Entanglements” in Mădălina Nicolaescu 

et al., Shakespeare 400 in Romania București: 
Editura Universității Bucureşti, 2016.

exPortinG SocialiSt theatre to the worlD: 

a romanian caSe StUDy

In 1961 The Lost Letter, a play by Romanian 

classic Ion Luca Caragiale opened in Tokyo. 

This was the height of Cold War, thus making 

connections between a socialist country and 

Imperial Japan an interesting case in trans-

ideological spatiality and performance. The event 

was not an isolated one. This play held a center 

role in the Romanian socialist cultural policy 

program which internationalized itself through 

theatre. Its production history outside the Iron 

Curtain begins with Romania’s participation at 

the International Theatre Festival in Paris in 1956 
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mariana Da SilVeira SchmitZ

UNivERSité LUmièRE LyoN 2

mBRESiL.doc@GmAiL.com

Licenciatura em Artes Cênicas - UDESC - 

Brasil – 2006

Master en Etudes Théâtrales - La Sorbonne 

Nouvelle Paris III - France – 2010

Doctorat en Sciences de lEducation - 

Université Lumière Lyon 2 – 2016

contribUtionS of theater-eDUcation to 

french SiGn lanGUaGe acqUiSition anD Deaf 

iDentity conStrUction.

Legislation on the use of french sign language 

has developed since the 1970s, however, deaf 

children and their families are still struggling 

to access bilingual education. The linguistic 

and cultural minority status of the french deaf 

community still battles to be accepted in the 

school context and this constitutes a clear 

barrier to the development of policies and 

learning practices for deaf children education. 

With this framework in mind we wish to extend 

the discussion on the essential role played by 

sign language, not only as a communication 

tool in deaf education, but as the primary 

source of language skills acquisition and of the 

constitution of deaf communities and the Deaf 

identity. The goal of the present research is to 

show how theater-education can participate 

in this construction. From a bio-psycho-social 

perspective on deafness, we turned to one 

example of theater-education practice destined 

to deaf children in deaf schools. The first 

hypothesis we propose is that theater-education 

2009, Traditional India Theatre New Delhi, 

2006, Atumn WaysSahitya Akademi, New 

Delhi, 2010, Indian Theatre 2000 edited New 

Delhi, 2011, In Other Worlds :Poems 1976-

2000 Poetrywallah,Mumbai 2014, Everyday 

YogiHarper Collins,New Delhi 2014

StaGinG cUltUral Violence throUGh the 

myth of Karna

Theaters response to Cultural Violence

Great epics like the Ramayana and the 

Mahabharta are celebrated as symbols of cultural 

unity. However, this view is questionable for two 

reasons: there are multiple versions of such epics. 

Every version, while emphasizing certain voices, 

suppresses the others. Some of the key episodes 

in the epics demonstrate such biases, for example, 

the episode of Karna in the Mahabharta is the 

point in case. Though born in the Royal Kshatriya 

caste, he came to be identified with a low caste 

who raised in after being abandoned by his upper 

caste mother. In order to be trained in archery, 

he approaches the great Guru Dronacharya. But 

very soon the master discovers Karna’s real caste 

and curses him to according to which his skill of 

archery will abandon him when he needs it most. 

In the Mahabharta war, Karna is unwittingly pitted 

against his own brother Arjuna. Though Karna is 

a more powerful archer than his brother, he loses 

the battle and is killed as a result of the Guru’s 

curse, which was an act of cultural violence against 

Karna’s alleged low caste origin. My presentation 

will look at how several retellings of Karna’s story 

in modern Indian theatre have responded to such 

acts of cultural violence.

of performances in the SURABHI THEATRES 

and how the existing resources could be 

enhanced for better productivity.

Keywords: Culture, Institution, family, 

profession, inheritance, Apparatus.

h. S. ShiVaPraKaSh

jNU NEw dELhi

ShivALiNGAGURU@oUtLooK.com

Professor, Theatre and Performance Studies, 

JNU, New Delhi .

Author of 9 books of poems, 15 plays and 

3 critical works in Kannada, which are widely 

discussed, performed and translated into several 

Indian languages and into English, French, Italian 

and German. Winner of several best book prizes 

from Krnataka Literary Akademi for books of 

poems, translations and plays. Academic areas 

of interest include theatre/literary history, Indian 

theatre, Medival Studies, Comparative Literature, 

translation and folklore. Winner of the prestigious 

Rajyotsava Award from Karnataka State2006 and 

Sangeet Natak Akademi Award from National 

Theatre Akademi 1997 and Sahitya Akademi2012 

Participated in International Writing Program in 

School of Letters, University of Iowa, USA 2000. 

Former Editor, Indian Literature, the journal of 

National Akademi of Letters. Former Dean,  

SAA, JNU.Former Director, The Tagore Centre, 

Berlin, Germany

Has travelled, lectured and read poetry in 

various countries in Europe, Asia and Americas.

Important English publications in English 

include I Keep Vigil of Rudra Penguin Classics, 

Fantastic Theatres2FT and currently he is the 

General Secretary. He is an adept artist who has 

participated and performed in several national 

and international seminars on theatre Arts as 

well as in theatre festivals.

the UniqUeneSS of the SUrabhi  

theatre: coheSiVeneSS in ProfeSSional  

life anD real life.

SURABHI THEATRES is a family devoted to 

theatres from 131 years where in generations 

after generations are engaged in theatre 

productions and performances standing the 

tests of time and market pressures to create 

a cultural institution. Social and economic 

upward journey in society certainly suffer a 

setback as theatre alone is the only profession 

by default and design but the commitment 

towards theatre gains precedence as the 

members are related by blood and art .The  

cohesive element of relatedness from Birth 

to death in each performing artist makes it a 

force to reckon with which wins the ravages of 

geography and civilization and stands strong to 

contribute to theatre.

This paper discuses The cohesiveness 

in SURABHI THEATRES since 131 years , 

The role of the institution of marriage in 

retaining a talented performer into the 

SURABHI THEATRE, The uniqueness of the 

SURABHI THEATRES which is unparalleled 

in Indian theatre scenario, The neglect faced 

by SURABHI THEATRES by its younger 

generation who are in lured into the fast 

moving technological changing world and its 

fast growth, The strengths and weaknesses 
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Jiaoyin mei

RomA tRE UNivERSity

mEijiAoyiN@hotmAiL.com

Mei Jiaoyin, PhD student in “Research and Theory 

Educational” and Master in Art Therapy in University 

of Roma Tre, graduated in Dance Education in 

Academy of Dance in Italy. She teaches the creativity 

dance and designs intercultural project in primary 

education schools in Italy.

the traininG of the Performer in eDUcation

This research aims to enquire into the gaps 

existing between theoretical considerations and 

practical applications of performative education. 

Particularly, the objective is to describe the 

process of the training of the performer and 

explore the connection between this practice 

and the performative education, throughout the 

epistemology of Transactional Constructivism.

The practice of the performer training on which 

this article focuses, is the one of Jerzy Grotowski, 

which is based on the relationship between 

stimulus-impulse-response. This process of 

artistic experience has a deep connection with 

the concept of education spearheaded by John 

Dewey, based on “learning by experience”, where 

’experience’ refers to the transaction of human 

beings with their environment.

The article enquires into Dewey’s Transactional 

Constructivism in order to understand the 

connection between theory and practice of 

performative education. In fact, this epistemology, 

implies that a stimulus is always a change in the 

environment which is connected with a change 

in activity of the organism, and as stimulus 

addiction is the result of prolonged feelings 

of dislocation and unworthiness. By taking 

into consideration the above argument, I am 

posing the following question: how can the 

investigation of theatre projects with people in 

recovery from addiction, as the cultural symbols 

of dislocation, supplement our understanding 

of the possibilities of applied theatre with other 

social groups affected by crisis?

This presentation examines the connections 

between applied theatre, dislocation and 

belonging. In doing so, it explores the work of 

Fallen Angels Performance Group henceforth 

Fallen Angels. Fallen Angels is a peer-led dance 

theatre group of adults in recovery from addiction. 

Their recent performance Adrift Together 

reflects through movement and drama on their 

recovery journey. Vicky Bell’s 1999 concept of the 

‘performativity of belonging’ will be considered, 

alongside Victor Turner’s 1969 theories on liminal 

performances, in order to formulate a case for 

the implementation of applied theatre as a mean 

by which marginalised people might find a way 

to reconfigure their personal past experiences. 

I argue that their performing body on stage 

appears in a precarious position of embodied 

crisis. However, the very fact that this crisis is 

manifested through the performers’ shared sense 

of vulnerability turns these bodies from “wasted”, 

“destroyed” or a “refused matter” Dehl 2015: 15 to 

symbols of survival.

Keywords: applied theatre, addiction, 

dislocation, belonging

Zoe ZontoU

LivERPooL hoPE UNivERSity

zoNtoUz@hoPE.Ac.UK

Zoe Zontou is a Senior Lecturer in Drama and 

Theatre studies at Liverpool Hope University. Her 

principal research interests lie in the field of socially 

engaged theatre with people in recovery from 

alcohol and drug dependency. Her research covers 

a wide range of topics, including autobiography in 

performance, addiction studies and cultural policy, 

which are examined through their relationship 

with socially engaged theatre. She has worked 

as a practitioner and researcher in a number of 

organisations, and has published in the area of 

socially engaged theatre research and practice.

aPPlieD theatre, DiSlocation anD 

belonGinG: aDrift toGether

The concept of emotional dislocation is a 

phenomenon that has become relevant in 

our contemporary ‘liquid’ society in which 

globalization, individualization and a ‘boneless’ 

way of living has led us to experience feelings 

of loneliness, insecurity and uncertainty 

Bauman 2011,2015. Yet, the economic crisis 

has led to an alarming increase in mental 

health, homelessness, drug addiction, 

and suicides Martin-Carrasco et al., 2016. 

Problem drug users, the ‘addicts’, have been 

historically depicted as a symbol of the crisis 

of consumption and dislocation, a symbol of a 

fragmented society Brodie and Redfield, 2002 

Milhet, et. al, 2011. In his renowned book, The 

globalisation of addiction: A study in poverty of 

the spirit, Bruce Alexander 2008 argues that 

facilitates sign language learning by encouraging 

the exercise of common semiogenetic 

processes to gesture in theater and to sign 

language structure. As a second hypothesis 

we established that theater-education can be 

used as an additional space of socialization in 

sign language for deaf children as well as an 

experience of discourse creation about deafness 

and Deafhood from the deaf childs perspective. 

To investigate this hypothesis we chose the case 

study as our data-collection protocol. The data 

presented in this research was obtained first 

through observation, participation, interviews 

and experiment in one theater-education class 

for two groups of deaf children, ages 9 to 11. This 

case study shows that this learning experience 

constitutes a potential exercise of peculiar levels 

of sign language learning, and more specifically 

the essential iconic structures of sign languages. 

We also advance the idea that learning 

theater-education enables dead children to 

explore the symbolic inversion of social rules 

regarding deafness and Deafhood, contributing 

to the construction of their Deaf identities.The 

collected data and qualitative analyses has 

enable us to determine in which ways theater-

education can contribute to the exploration of 

artistic creative levels in sign language learning 

and deaf identity construction.

Keywords: Sign language, deafness, Deafhood, 

Deaf education, Deaf culture, Theater-education.
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coleções fotográficas de companhias teatrais, como 

as de Walter Pinto, por exemplo.

Retomando parte do estudo de iconografia teatral 

desenvolvido em meu doutorado, meu interesse 

agora está em comparar o meio cinematográfico 

e o meio teatral e o que essa observação nos faz 

avançar nos estudos historiográficos baseados na 

iconografia teatral.

Olhar e ver são processos diferentes, há 

muito tempo olho essas imagens e filmes. Falar 

do que vejo é trazer o ato da subjetividade, 

da experiência que pode ser partilhada, mas 

que jamais será igual para cada um. Depois 

de olhar essas imagens tomando emprestado 

as lentes de tantos teóricos e estudiosos, cabe 

vê-las agora com a minha própria lente, o meu 

enquadramento, a minha luz, enfim, definir a 

minha escolha e acionar o obturador.

JorGe loUraÇo fiGUeira

ESmAE, PoRto

joRGELoURAco@GmAiL.com

Jorge Louraço studied playwriting with 

Antonio Mercado, Enda Walsh, John Tiffany 

and Sanchis Sinisterra. A PhD candidate 

at Universidade de Coimbra, with a FCT 

scholarship, he teaches at Escola Superior 

de Música e Artes do Espetáculo (ESMAE, 

Porto). He was a theatre critic at the several 

publications, namely Léxico de Pedagogia do 

Teatro, Sinais de Cena, Hemisférica and Adágio. 

In Brazil, he has worked with directors Marco 

Antonio Rodrigues, Cibele Forjaz and Marcelo 

Lazzarato and published Verás Que Tudo É 

Resuming part of the study of theatrical 

iconography developed in my Ph.D research, my 

interest now is in comparing the cinematographic 

and theatrical medium, and what this observation 

can add to the historiographic studies based on 

theatrical iconography.

To look and to see are different processes. I 

have long looked at these images and movies, 

but to speak of what I see is to bring the act 

of subjectivity, of the experience that can be 

shared, but that will never be the same for each 

one. After looking at these images by borrowing 

the lenses of so many theorists and scholars, 

I must see them now with my own lens, my 

framing, my light, finally, to define my choice and 

trigger the shutter.

teatro no cinema: o maKinG of De Uma 

lonGa relaÇÃo

De acordo com Vanoye 1994 o filme constitui 

um ponto de vista sobre este ou aquele aspecto 

do mundo que lhe é contemporâneo. Interessa-

nos observar como as chanchadas, gênero 

cinematográfico brasileiro que teve grande produção 

na década de 1950, operaram esse ponto de vista 

em relação ao teatro de revista. Perceber o quanto 

essas produções cinematográficas refletiam o 

palco revisteiro carioca ou não, buscando destacar 

alguns trechos que evidenciam essa aproximação. 

Esse exercício certamente revela também 

formas estruturais semelhantes entre o gênero 

cinematográfico e o teatral, mas destacar a maneira 

que esse teatro era visto e reproduzido no contexto 

cinematográfico brasileiro, por meio das imagens em 

movimento, certamente nos fornece instrumentos 

para a análise das ‘imagens paradas’ pertencentes às 

network, revealing artistic and business 

strategies reflected on these methods of scene 

production at the Teatro de Revista genre. 

Federal employee since 1985, worked as a 

researcher at the Centro de Documentação e 

Informação da Fundação Nacional de Artes/

Information and Documentation Center of 

the National Arts Foundation of the Culture 

Ministry of Brazil, with activities focused 

on the research and technical treatment of 

historical collections of artists/businessmen 

of the brazilian theater. Is currently the 

manager editor responsible for the book 

publishing at Funarte.

theatre at the moVieS: maKinG  

of a lonG relationShiP

According to Vanoye 1994 the film constitutes 

a point of view on this or that aspect of the 

world that is contemporary to it. It is interesting 

to observe how the Brazilian film genre called 

Chanchadas, which had great production in the 

1950s, operated this point of view in relation to 

the teatro de revista genre. To perceive how much 

these cinematographic productions reflected the 

teatro de revista stage or not, trying to highlight 

some passages that evidence this approximation. 

This exercise certainly reveals similar structural 

forms between the cinematographic and 

theatrical genres, but highlighting the way this 

theater was seen and reproduced in the Brazilian 

cinematographic context through moving images 

certainly provides us with tools for the analysis 

of still images belonging to the photographic 

collections of theater companies, such as those of 

Walter Pinto, for example.

and response are not external to the act, but 

are always inside a coordination, perceptions 

are constructed in the transaction between 

organism and environment.

This research offers an innovative contribution 

from a practical and theoretical point of view, on 

the benefits of the application of a professional 

training to a universal performative education.

Keywords: Transactional Constructivism, 

performer training, performative education

filomena chiaraDia

UNiRio

FiLomENAchiARAdiA@GmAiL.com

Ph.D. in Performing Arts from UNIRIO, have 

published the Master and PhD researches: 

Iconografia teatral: os arquivos fotográficos 

de Walter Pinto e Eugénio Salvador/Theater 

Iconography: the photographic archives 

of Walter Pinto and Eugénio Salvador RJ, 

Funarte, 2011 and A Companhia do Teatro 

São José: a menina-dos-olhos de Paschoal 

Segreto/The São José Theaters Company: 

Paschoal Segretos apple of the eye SP, 

Hucitec, 2012. The Ph.D. investigation, by 

analyzing the photographic collections of 

two coeval theater companies incorporated 

the discipline Theatre Iconography into the 

study of Performing Arts. The investigations 

on the theater historiography field work with 

the notion of theater production methods 

at both the dramaturgy and visual analysis. 

The photography of scene inserts theater 

in an image production and circulation 
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director of the Núcleo de Radiodramaturgia 

EBC. She has worked with directors such as 

Marco André Nunes, Gilberto Gawronski, Sílvia 

Paselo, Alexandre Mello, Moacyr Goés, Denise 

Saraceni, among others. Professor of acting and 

theatrical direction at Universidade Federal do 

Rio de Janeiro UFRJ, Centro de Estudo Artístico 

Experimental CEAE, Sesc-Tijuca, 2000-2010, 

Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro UERJ, 

Faculdade Cândido Mendes and at the Grupo 

de Teatro da Pediatria Brasileira, a project for 

children from 7 to 12 years old 2008-2017.

elementS of the GeneSiS of the actor`S 

worK in the StaGinG of “eStamira - eDGe of 

the worlD”: the oUtSiDe of the theater anD 

non-theatrical SUPPortS

This communication focuses on the genesis 

of the staging of “Estamira - edge of the world”, 

directed by Beatriz Sayad, in particular on the 

work of the actress Dani Barros. The background 

of this theatrical production lays outside the 

theater and relates to non-theatrical supports: the 

film moving sound and image and the photo static 

image. Dani Barros found the character Estamira 

on the screen, in a documentary film “Estamira”, 

which in turn is the unfolding of a photographic 

essay “Jardim Gramacho”, both directed by 

Marcos Prado. And indeed, Estamira herself - a 

character built by the film and rebuilt by the play 

- was also the place of several voices, insofar as 

her speech was the speech of a woman who dealt 

with the oscillations of schizophrenia. In addition, 

the actress also included autobiographical talks 

in the play`s dramaturgy about her experience 

with her own mother, who also suffered from 

lado, de um teatro do Outro, uma cena pública e 

espectacular (hoje estendida ao audiovisual) onde 

as ambivalências e mimetismos do processo colonial 

encontram forma e expressão.

Poderão as figuras emblemáticas do escravo 

negro, do índio selvagem, do colonizador 

sanguinário, do padeiro português ou do travesti 

brasileiro passar de meras personagens-tipo de 

folhetim ou melodrama a verdadeiros arquétipos, 

presentes no jogo coletivo da comunidade 

imaginada da lusofonia?

É neste ponto que o assunto se torna interessante: 

— parece que as diferenças da sociedade ex-colonial 

precisam do drama e da narrativa, e de figuras 

reconhecíveis, para se sustentarem; — e o drama e a 

narrativa precisam das diferenças para se sustentar. 

Será? Nesse caso, a ficção dramática teria um 

quê de inventário do fim dos impérios, e o fim dos 

impérios teria um quê de ficção.

marÍlia martinS

UNiRio

mARiLiAmARtiNS8@GmAiL.com

Marília Martins is currently enrolled in 

the Programa de Pós-Graduação em Artes 

Cênicas - UNIRIO for her Doctorate’s Degree. 

She holds a Masters Degree in Performing Arts 

from Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio 

de Janeiro UNIRIO. Actress graduated from 

Faculdade da Cidade and Theater Director 

graduated from UNIRIO. For 15 years she was 

part of the Companhia Teatral do Movimento, 

directed by Ana Kfouri, and she is the founder of 

Os Cênicos Cia de Teatro. She was the artistic 

belonging to the collective game of the Lusofonia 

imagined community?

It seems that the differences inside the old 

colonial society needed drama and narrative, and 

recongnizable figures, to support themselves. 

And drama and narrative needed those 

differences in turn. If that’s true, then maybe 

dramatic fiction has something of an end of 

empires inventory to it; and the end of empires 

as something of fictional to it.

imaGenS Do imPÉrio no teatro De lÍnGUa 

PortUGUeSa (PortUGal e braSil, 1990-2015)

As várias dramaturgias de Portugal e do Brasil 

reservam um lugar especial para personagens 

estrangeiras que sejam cidadãs do antigo império 

colonial português e falantes da mesma língua. 

Autores e peças relevantes para um cânone do 

teatro de língua portuguesa não deixaram de 

tocar no assunto.

No Brasil, os portugueses são colonos ou 

comerciantes imigrados (nobres, militares, negreiros 

ou caixeiros, comerciantes, proprietários) ou 

ainda atores de teatro. Em Portugal, os brasileiros 

são emigrantes retornados que fizeram fortuna 

(mineiros, proprietários), ou imigrantes recém-

chegados, que também se distinguem pela sua 

profissão (jogadores de futebol, prostituto/as), 

dentro dos clichés habituais. Ligadas a estas 

classificações laborais surgem, por sua vez, 

caracterizações étnicas e linguísticas.

Esta tipificação tripla (classe, etnia, língua) 

está associada aos movimentos demográficos e 

às migrações laborais entre os dois países, por 

sua vez relacionada com o contexto sócio-político 

ao longo dos tempos. Ela faz parte, por outro 

Verdade, the history of theatre group Folias, 

from São Paulo.

imaGeS of the emPire in the PortUGUeSe 

lanGUaGe theater (PortUGal anD braZil, 

1990-2015)

Dramaturgy from Portugal and from Brazil 

saves a special place for foreign characters, if 

they are citizens of the old Portuguese colonial 

empire and speaker of the same language. 

Authors and plays relevant to a canon of 

Portuguese language theatre didn’t refrain form 

touching the subject.

In Brazil, Portuguese are colones or immigrant 

traders (nobles, militaries, slave-dealers, 

or sellers, merchants, proprietaries) or else 

theatre actors. In Portugal, Brazilians are 

returned emigrants who made fortune (miners, 

proprietaries), or newly-arrived immigrants, 

who are also distinguished by profession 

(football players, prostitutes), according to 

the usual clichés. Connected with these labor 

classifications there are, in turn, ethnical and 

linguistic characterisations.

This triple typification (class, ethnical 

group, idiom) is associated with demographic 

movements and laboral migrations between 

both countries. It is part of a theatre of 

the Other, a public and spectacular scene 

(nowadays extended to audiovisual pieces) 

where the ambivalence of the colonial process 

finds form and expression.

Can the emblematic figures of the black slave, 

the savage native, the bloody coloniser, the 

Portuguese baker or the Brazilian travesti turn 

from stock-characters into true archetypes, 
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Rondonia state and the group of artists of the 

Theater Company Balagan.

The experience between the two collectives 

was anchored in the elaboration of a common - 

but not similar - conceptual framework in which 

the translation emerged as the main exchange 

operator. Even if we defined each term, their 

formulation in “Paiter-Suruí” was always a 

response, highlighting in this process not what 

is said in their language but rather what the 

“Paiter-Surui” call it by. Our reflection wants 

to name and to name is to give an existence to 

a project that is found interrupted is an effort 

to make public what is projected as becoming 

- a spectacle created by the Gapgir Village 

Community so that, we all non-Indians can hear/

see what they call theater.

Keywords: Gapgir Village Community, Balagan 

Theater Company, Ameridian Art, Performing 

Arts, Translation.

o qUe VocÊS chamam teatro oU como Se DiZ 

teatro em SUa lÍnGUa?

Indagar sobre a extensão da linguagem cênica 

a partir do intercâmbio, entendido como troca 

artística, entre a comunidade da Aldeia Gãpgir – 

linha 14, Terra Indígena Sete de Setembro - dos 

Paiter-Suruí, de Rondônia e o grupo de artistas 

da Cia Teatro Balagan[1]. A experiência entre 

os dois coletivos foi ancorada na elaboração 

de um arcabouço conceitual comum - mas 

não semelhante – em que a tradução surgiu 

como principal operador de troca. Ainda que 

definíssemos cada termo, a formulação dos 

mesmos em paiter-suruí era sempre uma 

resposta, destacando-se nesse processo não o 

/ France. Post-Doctorate at Scuola Paolo Grassi 

Milan / Italy - Contemporary staging: processes 

of transmission in the poetry of Anatoli Vassiliev. 

PhD 2002 and Master 1994 of the Postgraduate 

Program in Arts at ECA / University of Sao Paulo 

with researches: V.E Meierhold - The Pedagogue 

Conductor DE and Interpretation in Brazil: the 

body language and the new theater procedures - 

1970/1971 ME.

Director and founder of the Theater Company 

Balagan intangible heritage of Sao Paulo, that 

performed the shows Cabras - flying heads, rolling 

heads, Refuse, Prometheus - the tragedy of fire, 

among others, which has received several awards. 

In Germany and Italy, staged and produced 

the shows Water Eyes by Ismael Ivo Company 

/ Haus der Kulturen der Welt and Doroteia, 

a study by Nelson Rodrigues at the Intercity 

Festival in Firenze / Sesto Fiorentino, Italy. Made 

a collaboration to the Scholl of Dramatic Art 

Moscow Theater / Russia in the creation of the 

show Iliad, directed by Anatoli Vassiliev with 

Varasanta Company Bogota / Colombia in the 

process of creating the show “Aribanto.

Author of the book In the Scene of Dr. 

Dapertutto: Poetics and Pedagogy in V.E. 

Meierhold and organizer of the book Balagan – 

Theater Company”.

what Do yoU call theater or how Do yoU 

Say theater in yoUr lanGUaGe?

To ask about the extension of the language of 

the theater from the exchange, understood as 

artistic exchange, between the community of 

the Gãpgir Village - line 14, September Seventh 

Indigenous Land - of the “Paiter-Surui”, from 

fato, a própria Estamira – personagem construída 

pelo filme e reconstruída pela peça – também era 

lugar de várias vozes, na medida em que sua fala era 

a fala de uma mulher que lidava com as oscilações 

da esquizofrenia. Além disso, a atriz também incluiu 

na dramaturgia da peça falas autobiográficas de sua 

vivência com a própria mãe, que também sofria de 

doença mental. Abordarei – a partir da peça e por 

meio dela – o trabalho do ator como um possível 

“lugar de passagem e de metamorfose”, como um 

ir e vir entre instâncias, vozes, temporalidades, 

imagens e textualidades distintas. Tomo emprestada 

a expressão “lugar de passagem e de metamorfose” 

- que é utilizada por Jean-Pierre Sarrazac para 

pensar a personagem moderna - para analisar, 

a partir dela, não a personagem, mas o ator, seu 

lugar e seu “fazer” na cena. De certa maneira, a 

formulação “lugar de passagem e de metamorfose” 

pode ser associada à noção de movimento e, 

de determinado modo, de efemeridade, e nos 

leva a refletir sobre as seguintes questões: que 

deslocalizações dizem respeito ao ator na cena 

atual? Em que medida, seria possível capturar o ator 

como um “lugar de passagem e de metamorfose” 

de vozes, imagens e textualidades? Palavras-chave: 

trabalho do ator: atuação e suportes não-teatrais: 

atuação e textualidades.

maria thaiS lima SantoS

USP

coNtAto@ciAtEAtRoBALAGAN.com.BR

Professor - PhD of the Department of 

Performing Arts of ECA - University of Sao Paulo. 

Visiting Professor 2014 of the University Paris 8 

mental illness. I will approach - from the stageplay 

and through the stageplay - the actors work as a 

possible place of passage and metamorphosis, as 

a coming and going between different instances, 

voices, temporalities, images and textualities. 

I borrow the expression place of passage and 

metamorphosis - which is used by Jean-Pierre 

Sarrazac to think about the modern character - to 

analyze the actor, not the character, his place and 

his doing in the scene. In a sense, the formulation 

place of passage and metamorphosis can be 

associated with the notion of movement, leading 

us to think about the following questions: what 

displacements are said to relate to the actor in 

the current scene? To what extent, would it be 

possible to capture the actor as a place of  

passage and metamorphosis of voices, images 

and textualities?

Keywords: actor`s work: acting and non-

theatrical supports: acting and textualities.

elementoS Da GÊneSe Do trabalho  

Do ator na encenaÇÃo De “eStamira – beira 

Do mUnDo”: o fora Do teatro e SUPorteS 

nÃo teatraiS

Esta comunicação centra-se na gênese da peça 

teatral “Estamira – beira do mundo”, dirigida 

por Beatriz Sayad, em específico, no trabalho da 

atriz Dani Barros. Os antecedentes da montagem 

estão fora do teatro e se relacionam com suportes 

diversos: o filme som e imagem em movimento 

e a foto imagem estática. Dani Barros achou a 

personagem Estamira na tela do cinema, em um 

filme-documentário “Estamira”, que por sua vez é 

o desdobramento de um ensaio fotográfico “Jardim 

Gramacho”, ambos dirigidos por Marcos Prado. E de 
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LABORARTE CNPq FE-UNICAMP. Director 

of the Interdisciplinary Group of Research, 

Extension and Arts on Amerindian Popular 

Culture, MANDIO with students, artists, rural 

and indigenous communities.

anceStralitieS anD theatricalitieS in the 

ProceSSeS of creation in afro-amerinDian 

braZilian Dance theater reexiStence Poetic, 

ethicS anD aeSthetic in the manDio GroUP

This research proposes to think the body and 

ancestry and theatricalities related to Afro-

Amerindian peoples as a possibility of building 

an intercultural network for the process of 

artistic, ethical, aesthetic and poetic creation 

of a Contemporary Theatrical Dance that deal 

with the Brazilian territory, its cultures Origins 

and their unfolding in contemporaneity. The 

study through ethnography therefore considers 

the cultural and corpographic powers to create 

a complex warp, a living mesh of aesthetic, 

ethical and corporal experiences, through 

rituals, myths, songs, dances, theatricalities, 

bibliographies and cosmologies.

To apply such ideals we work with the 

MANDIO Group - Group of Research, Art 

and Extension on Amerindian Culture, with 

the Guarani Kaiowá peoples in Mato Grosso 

do Sul 2010-2017 on the border of Brazil 

with Paraguay. The artistic productions of 

this group are related to the possibility of 

dialogues in territories of conflict and by 

ethical, aesthetic and poetic sensitization 

through a Brazilian theatrical dance.

Keywords Creation processus, Amerincian 

Culture, DanceTheatrical

Palavras-chave: ritual de iniciação, teatralidades, 

máscaras, liminaridade.
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Sousa Pereira. PhD student at FE-UNICAMP, 

orientation Profa. Dr. Márcia Strazzacappa. 

Graduated in Dance Bachelor and Licenciatura 

by the State University of Campinas 

UNICAMP1995, Master of Arts, UNICAMP, 

2007. Researcher in art education served as 

a dancer-researcher at Caleidos Dança e Cia 

1997-2001 and studied Multiple Intelligences 

with Project Zero Classroom 2003 HARVARD- 

Boston USA. She was a professor at the 

Department of Arts and Humanities , Federal 

University of Viçosa UFV, in the Graduate 

Course in Dance, 2005 until 2009. She is 

currently a professor at the Federal University 

of Grande Dourados MS Brazil UFGD, where 

she coordinated the Undergraduate Program 

in Performing Arts Bachelor and Graduation, 

FACALE. Since 2011, she has been a faculty 

member at FAIND - Indigenous Intercultural 

Faculty, where she collaborates with the Arts 

and Languages Department, and teaches 

courses in the Indigenous Graduation course. 

Member of the Researchs Groups Rituals and 

Languages: the aesthetic elaboration CNPq 

IA-UNICAMP, LAPETT- Tanztheater Research 

and Studies Laboratory CNPqECA-USP, 

they transform my work. In this way, I analyze 

the theatricality contained in the ritual of female 

initiation The Festa da Moça Nova of the Ticuna 

Indians located in the Brazilian Amazon region. 

For that, I intend to investigate the different 

concepts of the Ticuna universe creating spaces 

for these concepts within my artistic and 

pedagogical research, seeking to dialogue with 

their modes of knowledge.

Keywords - ritual of initiation, theatricalities, 

masks, liminarity

arte e ViDa - teatraliDaDeS ticUna

Trago aqui, para serem abordadas, algumas 

questões relacionadas a pesquisa de doutorado em 

Artes Cênicas iniciada em março de 2016 na Escola 

de Comunicação e Artes da Universidade de São 

Paulo. Trata-se de uma pesquisa teórico-prática, 

tendo como metodologia a pesquisa etnográfica, 

também conhecida como trabalho de campo. 

Desta maneira, a prática de vivência em campo, 

com a comunidade indígena que trabalho, está em 

constante diálogo com as teorias que embasam as 

hipóteses levantadas até o momento. A pesquisa 

se une a minha prática pedagógica como docente 

do curso de Teatro da Universidade do Estado do 

Amazonas, assim, busco um diálogo com os saberes 

ameríndios e de que forma eles transformam 

meu trabalho. Deste modo, analiso a teatralidade 

contida no ritual de iniciação feminina “A Festa 

da Moça Nova” dos índios Ticuna localizados na 

região amazônica brasileira. Para tanto, pretendo 

investigar os diferentes conceitos do universo Ticuna 

criando espaços para esses conceitos dentro de 

minha pesquisa artística e pedagógica, buscando 

dialogar com seus modos de saberes.

como é dito em sua língua mas sim, o que os 

Paiter-Surui chamam de. Nossa reflexão quer 

nomear e nomear é dar existência a um projeto 

que se encontra interrompido é um esforço de 

tornar público o que se projeta como devir – um 

“espetáculo” criado pela comunidade da Aldeia 

Gapgir para que nós, não indígenas, possamos 

ouvir/ver o que eles chamam de teatro.

Palavras-chave: Aldeia Gapgir, Cia Teatro 

Balagan, arte ameríndia, artes cênicas, tradução.

VaneSSa borDin

USP

vAvABB@hotmAiL.com

Vanessa Benites Bordin is an actress, assistant 

professor of the Theater Course at the State 

University of Amazonas UEA. Student of 

Doctorate in Performing Arts at ECA - USP Brazil.

art anD life - theatricalitieS ticUna

In this work I will discuss some issues related 

to my doctorate research in Performing Arts 

started in 2016 at the School of Communication 

and Arts of the University of São Paulo. It is 

a theoretical-practical research, having as 

methodology the ethnographic research, also 

known as field work. In this way, the practice of 

living in the field, with the indigenous community 

that I work, is in constant dialogue with the 

theories that support the hypotheses raised 

up to now. The research joins my pedagogical 

practice as a lecturer in the Theater course of 

the State University of Amazonas, thus, I seek a 

dialogue with Amerindian knowledge and how 
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and improvisation principles that allow us to 

make explicit and articulate tacit knowledge. 

Transa privileges body knowledge and not 

only intellectual knowledge, as we understand 

that it is in the flow of the multiple forms of 

cognition that the embodied practices are 

enriched. Therefore, insights and different states 

of consciousness arise and are welcomed by 

us, and at the same time, we stay open and 

flexible to connect to our individual inner world 

and to that of our artistic partner. We face 

unpredictable challenges and new opportunities 

for interaction and connection with resilience, 

at the flux of our corporeal, breath and sensory 

exchanges. At IFRT we will share Transa along 

with an audio presentation of aspects of the 

embodied practices related to the knowledge 

arising from our artistic practice. The public may 

leave their impressions, traces and syntheses 

about the performance in different formats 

e.g. drawings, sounds, written or oral words 

making with us a moment of encounter in which 

the exchanges favor new articulations and 

knowledge through the introduction of a new 

performative procedure.

Keywords: Performance Embodiment Tacit 

knowledges Sharing procedures.

tranSa: conStrUÇÃo PerformatiVa De 

conhecimentoS corPoraiS

Práticas incorporadas, corporificadas, 

encarnadas têm dialogado com áreas diversas de 

conhecimento nas pesquisas em artes cênicas. A 

partir da neurociência e da fenomenologia, artistas e 

pesquisadores têm proposto a noção de embodiment 

como modo específico de elaboração prática, um modo 

Vivian Barbosa: Dance professor at Arts 

Institute in Federal University of Uberlândia 

UFU, Brazil. PhD candidate in Performing Arts 

at Federal University of Bahia UFBA, Brazil. 

Masters degree in Contemporary Studies of 

Arts at Federal Fluminense University UFF, 

Brazil, with a scholarship from the Coordination 

of Improvement of Higher Education - CAPES/

Brazil. Dance bachelor at Federal University 

of Rio de Janeiro UFRJ, with Artistic and 

Cultutral Initiation scholarship. Vivian has 

been dedicated to investigate Rudolf Labans 

propositions, researching his principles and 

concepts in philosophical, pedagogical and 

artistic interlocutions. She is interested in the 

relationship between artistic and meditative 

practices, especially those experienced in yoga, 

for the investigation of different bodily states in 

dance and performance.

tranSa: PerforminG boDily KnowleDGe 

conStrUction

Embodied practices dialogue with diverse 

fields of knowledge in performing arts research. 

Based on neuroscience and phenomenology, 

researchers propose embodiment as a specific 

mode of practical elaboration, a less automatic 

and more imaginative way of being in the 

world. Tacit knowledge related to intuition 

and motor responses performed at creational 

moments - laboratories, improvisations and 

presentations - are highlighted and valued as 

ways of knowledge. The Transa performance, 

made and presented by us 2016, is then taken 

as an embodied practice, which dialogues with 

meditative and creative states based on yoga 

alba Vieira & ViVian barboSa

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dE viçoSA, UFBA E 

UNivERSidAdE FEdERAL dE UBERLâNdiA

APviEiRA@UFv.BR

viviEiRAP@GmAiL.com

Alba Pedreira Vieira is a dancer, performer 

and artistic director of the Dance Group 

‘Mosaico’. She holds a Ph.D. in Dance from 

Temple University USA, 2007, and since 1997 

she has been an Associate Professor at the 

Department of Arts and Humanities of the 

Federal University of Vicosa, MG, Brazil. Her 

work has been presented in several venues 

including NDEO, WDA, daCi, CORD, and PSI 

conferences, and published in journals including 

Dance Therapy, Moringa, Dance Current 

Selected Research, Possible Dialogues and 

Journal Scene. Since 2012, she has served as a 

National Representative for Dance and the Child 

International/DaCi. In 2013 she joined the Board 

of Directors of the World Dance Alliance/WDA-

Americas. She is the author of book chapters 

and papers published in Brazil and abroad, the 

organizer of the digital book “Education for the 

Arts” 2010, and editor of the book “Arts and 

Violence” 2017. She has experience in Arts, with 

an emphasis on Dance, developing research 

on creative processes in dance, performance, 

improvisation and somatic education. She 

is the co-writer of the Dance Report and 

Recommendations by the “Experts on Art 

Education in Latin America and the Caribbean – 

Unesco”. Contact: apvieira@ufv.br>.  

Webpages: albavieira.com.br> andhttps://ufv.

academia.edu/AVieira>

anceStraliDaDeS e teatraliDaDeS noS 

ProceSSoS De criaÇÃo em DanÇa teatral 

braSileira afro-amerÍnDia re exiStÊncia 

PoÉtica, Ética e eStÉtica no GrUPo manDio

Esta pesquisa propõe pensar o corpo e 

ancestralidade e teatralidades relacionadas aos 

povos Afro-Ameríndios como possibilidade de 

construção de uma rede intercultural para o 

processo de criação artístico, ético, estético e 

poético de uma Dança Teatral contemporânea 

que versem sobre o território brasileiro, suas 

culturas originárias e seus desdobramentos 

na contemporaneidade. O estudo por meio da 

etnografia considera, portanto as potências 

culturais e corpográficas para criar uma urdidura 

complexa, malha viva de experiências estéticas, 

éticas e corporais, por meio de: rituais, mitos, 

cantos, danças, teatralidades, bibliografias e 

cosmologias. A aplicabilidade do tema se dá na 

produção artística e social dos grupos Grupo 

MANDI´O – Grupo de Pesquisa, Arte e extensão 

sobre a cultura ameríndia, com os povos Guarani 

Kaiowá em Mato Grosso do Sul 2010- 2017 na 

fronteira do Brazil com o Paraguay. As produções 

artísticas deste grupo, versam pela possibilidade 

de diálogos em territórios de conflito e pela 

sensibilização ética, estética e poética por meio 

de uma dança teatral brasileira.
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Dans ce contexte, la discussion autour  

du corps dans cette recherche présente 

une problématique qui transforme la propre 

compréhension de corps comme  

un instrument primordial lors de la création 

d’un langage scénique. Un grand défi de la 

recherche est celui d’être entre, autrement 

dit, d’être dans le champ de l’inter: entre  

les langages du cirque, du théâtre et de la 

danse entre l’analyse théorique du corps-

acrobate et de la pratique artistique entre 

les cultures amérindiennes et théâtrales 

entre le Canada et le Brésil. La thèse-

création offre donc la possibilité de la 

« cohabitation et la superposition de 

différents mondes qui ne s’excluent pas 

mutuellement » Lagrou, 2009.

D’ailleurs, le champ pratique suggère de 

questions sur le comportement artistique 

adopté au sujet de la tradition. Je crois que, 

comme affirme l’anthropologue Viveiros 

de Castro 2002, le défi principal de cette 

recherche-création est d’établir la pratique 

artistique comme l’une des façons de « 

déterminer les problèmes révélés de chaque 

culture, et ne pas trouver de solutions pour 

les problèmes révélés par la nôtre ». Les 

cultures amérindiennes sont vivantes puis 

leur complexité et leur multiplicité sont un 

ensemble d’inspiration, à partir d’où je peux 

concevoir, concrètement, un lieu poétique 

pour le corps-acrobate. Les cultures des 

peuples autochtones se présentent comme 

une ouverture à la présence de quelqu’un ou de 

quelque chose que nous pouvons expérimenter 

à travers le corps.

D’abord, la comunication a le but de présenter 

grosso modo le concept de corps-acrobate, 

une sorte de corps scénique qui émerge dans 

la scène contemporaine à travers une pratique 

interartistique. Le corps-acrobate est issu de 

la notion de corps acrobatique Goudard, 2010 

et il fait appel à la notion d’interdisciplinarité 

dans le terrain de la théâtralité et de 

l’orchésalité . Le préfixe inter, inclus dans ma 

compréhension du corps-acrobate, permet de 

rendre visible les tensions entre les champs 

artistiques quiinteragissent dans la formation 

interdisciplinaire de l’interprète. Le corps-acrobate 

est l’expression d’un monde possible au champ 

de l’interartistique et il s’articule avec la notion de 

corporétié dansante chez Michel Bernard 2001 et 

du principe expressif znak otkaz en russe : signe 

de refus, un principe expressif systématisé dans 

les études biomécaniques du metteur en scène et 

pédagogue Vsevelod Meyerhold.

À la suite de ce court exposer du concept de 

corps-acrobate, cet article a l’objectif de dévoiler 

certains aspects de ma collecte de données lors du 

spectacle Mythe-jeux de refus 2016. Ce spectacle 

permet de me rapprocher de la notion de corps-

acrobate lors du jeu scénique et cela sera, plus 

tard, analyser en profondeur durant la rédaction de 

la thèse. Les deux interprètes de cette création, 

Ivanie Aubin-Malo et moi, incarnent différents 

points de vue qui se croisent à partir des jeux 

de dualité et d’altérité où sont mis en relation 

le monde des esprits, les animaux, les êtres 

et les choses. Mythe-jeux de refus propose 

une approche interartistique où les appareils 

aériens circassiens font la connexion entre la 

terre et le ciel.

marcoS franciSco nery ferreira

UNivERSité dU qUéBEc à moNtRéAL

mARcoSFRANciScoNERy@GmAiL.com

Marcos Nery est né à la ville de Salvador au 

Brésil. Il est performer, enseignant et chercheur. 

Actuellement, il est au programme de doctorat 

d’études et pratiques des arts à l’Université 

du Québec à Montréal où il développe une 

recherche-création sur le corps-acrobate dans 

une pratique scénique interrtistique. Son doctorat 

est réalisé en cotutelle avec l’Université de Sao 

Paulo au Brésil. Marcos Nery a un baccalauréat 

en jeu théâtral et une maitrise en arts de la scène. 

Il est aussi praticien, en plus il a travaillé dans 

plusieurs spectacles théâtraux au Brésil et dans 

performances et Festivals de cirque au Canada 

et en Amérique du Sud. Il est enseignant des 

techniques aériennes à la Caserne 18-30.

Être entre PratiqUeS et cUltUreS: Un lieU 

PoÉtiqUe PoUr le corPS-acrobate.

Cette proposition d’article fait partie de ma 

thèse-création au programme de doctorat 

en études et pratiques des arts à l’Université 

du Québec à Montréal en cotutelle avec 

l’Universidade de Sao Paulo au Brésil. 

Ma thèse a pour objectif d’analyser et de 

contextualiser les principes et les procédés 

scéniques de ce que je nomme corps-

acrobate. Dans ce contexte, la recherche 

mentionnée utilise l’approche heuristique et 

autopoïétique, tous les deux se caractérisent 

par l’aller et retour entre expérimentation 

et comprehension qui est vécu par l’artiste 

durant sa pratique.

menos automático e mais imaginativo de estar no 

mundo. Conhecimentos tácitos relacionados à intuição 

e às respostas motoras realizadas nos momentos 

de criação, como em laboratórios, improvisações e 

apresentações, têm sido destacados e valorizados 

como formas de conhecimento. A performance Transa, 

criada e realizada por nós em 2016, é tomada então 

como embodied practice, na medida em que dialoga 

com estados meditativos e criativos baseados em 

princípios de yoga e improvisação que nos fazem 

explicitar e articular conhecimentos tácitos. Transa 

privilegia os saberes do corpo e não somente o saber 

intelectual, pois nós entendemos que é no fluxo das 

múltiplas formas de cognição que se enriquecem 

as embodied practices. Assim, insights e diferentes 

estados de consciência surgem e são acolhidos por 

nós, ao mesmo tempo em que estamos abertas e 

flexíveis para nos conectar ao nosso mundo interno 

individual e ao da parceira artística. Enfrentamos 

desafios imprevisíveis e novas oportunidades de 

interação e conexão com resiliência, no fluxo de nossas 

trocas corpóreas, respiratórias, sensórias. Pretendemos 

compartilhar a performance Transa através de 

sua realização concomitante a apresentação de 

áudio discutindo aspectos da embodied practices 

relacionados aos conhecimentos surgidos de nossa 

prática artística. O público poderá deixar suas 

impressões, rastros e sínteses sobre a performance em 

diferentes formatos através de desenhos, sons, palavras 

escritas ou orais realizando conosco um momento 

de encontro no qual as trocas favoreçam novas 

articulações e conhecimentos através da instauração 

de um novo procedimento performático.

Palavras-chave: Performance Embodiment 

Conhecimentos tácitos Procedimentos de partilha.
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Federation for Theatre Research, 2015. He has 

participated in various festivals, and workshops in 

India and abroad.

technoloGy, illUSion anD Performance: 

PerformatiVity from election camPaiGnS.

In this paper, I would be looking at the 

conceptual changes in design in contemporary 

Indian election campaign. Following neo-

liberalizing policies in India, performance designs 

have shifted to digital/holographic modes from 

formerly ‘ritualistic’/‘perspectival’/‘interpretative’/ 

‘materialistic’/‘real’ approaches. Institutional 

manifestations, including political parties, have 

widely used digital mediations to connect with the 

individual icon presented by them to the masses. 

The new aesthetics of this digital/holographic 

designing process affects the structures of 

performance and the conventional cultural concept 

of materiality in Indian performance design. Based 

on science Dr. John Henry Pepper’s invented 

‘Pepper Ghost performance’ on 1862 at Royal 

Polytechnic Institute London. In 1860s the notion 

of scientific bodes are given strong understanding 

/ ‘revelation’ to ‘anti-spiritual’ ideas at Polytechnic, 

London. But in India after 2000 using same 

technologies advance digital form and simulation 

for election campaigns .It is interesting to see 

how scientific modes contested the religious 

superstitions are used for reverse purpose in 21st 

century. In this paper I would argue that these new 

manifestations of performance mediation using 

the framework of performance as an inclusive 

phenomenon, and it affects the structures of 

performance and the concept of materiality in 

performance design.

apresentam-se como uma abertura à presença de 

algo, alguém ou alguma coisa que nós podemos 

experimentar por meio do corpo.

Palavras-chave: Corpo-acrobata corporeidade 

interartístico V. Meierhold culturas ameríndias

abheeSh SaSiDharan

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

ABhEEShSASidhARAN@GmAiL.com

Abheesh Sasidharan, UGC-SRF doctoral 

student at the University of Hyderabad, where 

his focus lies on contemporary performance 

design. Currently he is a doctoral candidate at 

International Research Center, Interweaving 

Performance Cultures, Freie Universität Berlin, 

Germany. He has received his Masters from 

the National School of Drama, New Delhi, and 

a Bachelor of Theatre Arts from the School of 

Drama & Fine Arts, University of Calicut. He 

was a team member of the UK-India Education 

and Research Initiative UKIERI project on 

scenography between Wimbledon College 

of Arts and the Department of Theatre Arts 

at the University of Hyderabad. Abheesh has 

been working in theatre for the last 13 years as 

designer, director, dramaturge and researcher. 

He has presented papers at several national 

and international conferences, including on 

“Technological forces in traditional theatre: A 

study based on Kutiyattam performance” at X 

International Conference of the Indian Society 

for Theatre Research, 2014 and “Is it theatre or 

other? Looking at an interactive performance” 

at the annual conference of the International 

corpo-acrobata no momento do jogo cênico que 

será analisado profundamente posteriormente 

na redação da tese. Os dois intérpretes desta 

criação, eu e Ivanie Aubin-Malo, incarnam 

diferentes pontos de vista que se cruzam a partir 

de jogos de dualidade e de alteridade onde estão 

em relação o mundo dos espíritos, dos animais e 

das coisas. Mythe-jeux de refus propõe o campo 

interartístico onde os aparelhos aéreos do circo 

fazem a conexão entre a terra e o céu.

Neste contexto, a discussão sobre o corpo 

nesta pesquisa apresenta uma problemática que 

transforma a própria compreensão de corpo como um 

instrumento primordial e privilegiado na construção 

da linguagem cênica. O grande desafio desta 

pesquisa é o estar entre, isto é, o de estar no domínio 

do inter: entre as linguagens do circo, do teatro e 

da dança entre a análise teórica do corpo-acrobata 

e da prática artística entre as culturas ameríndias 

e teatrais entre o Canadá e o Brasil. A tese-criação 

oferece portanto a possibilidade de “coexistência 

e sobreposição de diferentes mundos que não se 

excluem mutuamente” Lagrou, 2009.

É neste sentido que o campo prático sugere 

questões sobre a atitude artística adotada diante 

da tradição. Eu acredito que, como afirma o 

antropólogo Viveiros de Castro 2002, o desafio 

principal da pesquisa-criação é de tornar o 

fazer artístico uma das formas de “determinar 

os problemas postos por cada cultura, não a de 

achar soluções para os problemas postos pela 

nossa”. As culturas ameríndias estão vivas e a sua 

complexidade bem como a sua multiplicidade são 

um conjunto de inspiração, a partir de onde pode-se 

conceber, concretamente, um lugar poético para o 

corpo-acrobático. As culturas dos povos autóctones 

eStar entre PráticaS e cUltUraS: Um lUGar 

PoÉtico Para o corPo-acrobata

Esta proposta de artigo é parte integrante da minha 

tese-criação no programa de doutorado em estudo e 

prática das artes na Université du Québec à Montréal 

em cotutela com a Universidade de Sao Paulo ao Brasil. 

Minha tese tem por objetivo analisar e contextualizar os 

princípios e procedimentos do que eu nomeio de corpo-

acrobata. Neste contexto, a pesquisa mencionada utiliza 

o e o autopoiético, ambos caracterizam-se pelas idas 

e vindas entre compreensão e experimentação vividas 

pelo artista durante sua prática.

Em um primeiro momento, o artigo visa 

apresentar de maneira geral o conceito de corpo-

acrobata, um tipo de corpo cênico que emerge 

da cena contemporânea por meio de uma prática 

interartística. O corpo-acrobata possui suas origens 

na ideia de corpo acrobático Goudard, 2010 e 

vincula-se às noções de teatralidade e orchésalité 

. O prefixo inter, incluso na minha compreensão 

do corpo-acrobata, revela as tensões entre os 

campos artísticos que interagem na formação 

interdisciplinar do intérprete. O corpo-acrobata é 

a expressão de um mundo possível no domínio 

interartístico e ele se articula com o conceito de 

corporéité dansante do francês: corporeidade 

da dança de Michel Bernard 2001 e do princípio 

expressivo znak otkaz do russo: sinal de recusa, 

um princípio expressivo sistematizado nos 

estudos biomecânicos do encenador e pedagogo 

Vsévelod Meierhold.

Após esta breve exposição do conceito de 

corpo-acrobata, este artigo desvendará alguns 

aspectos da minha coleta de dados durante 

o espetáculo Mythe-jeux de refus 2016. Este 

espetáculo permite a aproximação do conceito de 
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StaGinG a temPeSt: the Parallel myth of 

hierarchy in PoStcolonial inDia

I am talking about millions of men in whom 

fear has been cunningly instilled, who have been 

taught to have an inferiority complex, to tremble, 

kneel, despair, and behave like flunkeys.

This phrase belongs to Aim Fernand David 

Césaire (1913-2008), a Martinican poet, 

playwright, and politician and one of the most 

influential authors from the French-speaking 

Caribbean region. It struck me, however, that the 

phrase also reflects typical social relationships in 

postcolonial India, characterized by hierarchy and 

separation, and it made me curious to explore his 

polemic and surrealistic text A Tempest (1969). 

My presentation will be based on the story 

about the staging of A Tempest with Theatre 

Department, University of Hyderabad in 2014.

It was a challenging and multifarious task 

to adapt A Tempest to Indian conditions in 

terms of crossing borders, and negotiating and 

intervening towards encountering cultures. A 

major task was to explore the relevance and 

meaning of ‘black subjectivity’ in India, and how 

it is connected to the socio-cultural fabric within 

the contemporary political topography of the 

country. ‘Transculturation’ was the theoretical 

roadmap of the process. My intention was 

thus to recodify the hegemonic position of the 

postcolonial Caribbean text and to reconvene 

it to the contemporary socio-political-cultural 

topography of India in a non-canonical way. I 

interpret this topographical condition as internal 

colonialism, locked in ‘the difference within’. This 

internal colonialism has been possible due to the 

complex political anatomy characterizing Indian 

composição de seu profético poema de 1947. Mais 

tarde, Eisler completará o trabalho, uma síntese 

da colaboração desses dois grandes artistas, 

como podemos atestar ouvindo a interpretação 

do cantor Ernst Busch. O artigo busca refletir 

sobre interrupções do fluxo musical, associadas 

com conceitos de Brecht, como distanciamento 

e Gestus, atentando para a extrema atualidade 

política das questões colocadas por Brecht.

nilU KamalUDDin

UNivERSity oF oSLo

NiLU.KAmALUddiN@iBSEN.Uio.No

Kamaluddin Nilu is a theatre director and 

independent researcher. He is a visiting 

researcher at the Centre for Ibsen Studies, 

University of Oslo where he also has been 

member of the project Ibsen between 

Cultures funded by Norwegian Research 

Council. He has been Chair Professor of 

Theatre Department, S.N. School, Hyderabad 

Central University, India. Kamaluddin Nilu has 

further been Associate Professor of Dramatic 

Arts, Department of Fine Arts, University of 

Chittagong, Bangladesh. He was the founding 

Secretary General of Centre for Asian Theatre 

CAT and CAT’s Artistic Director during the 

period 1994-2006.

Recently, Kamaluddin Nilu was offered a 

fellowship for the project No Local is anymore 

Local: A Transcultural Adaptation of Henrik 

Ibsen’s Peer Gynt by the International Research 

Center “Interweaving Performance Culture”, 

Freie University, Berlin.

freiheit UnD Democracy. on the laSt 

bertolt brecht anD hannS eiSler’S 

PartnerShiP

“Brecht repeatedly asked right up until just 

before he died: ‘Please at long last set ‘Freedom 

and Democracy’ to music for me!’ I really must 

get down to it. It was his most cherish wish! 

It would be so important now. The piece is 

only half finished, and I really should complete 

it because he never stopped asking for it.” 

In an interview to Hans Bunge, Hanns Eisler 

expresses like this his sorrow for Brecht had 

never listened the composition on his prophetic 

1947 poem. Afterwards, Eisler will complete the 

work, which is a syntheses of the collaboration 

between these two great artists, as we can hear 

on the singer Ernst Busch’s interpretation. The 

article essays to make reflections on music flux 

interruptions, associated with Brecht’s concepts, 

like distancing and Gestus, paying attention to 

the extreme political actuality of the questions 

posed by Brecht.

Keywords: Eisler, Brecht, Busch, Gestus, 

Freiheit und Democracy

freiheit UnD Democracy. Sobre a última 

Parceria De bertolt brecht e hannS eiSler.

“Brecht repetidas vezes me pedia até antes 

de morrer: ‘Por favor, musique ‘Freiheit und 

Democracy’ para mim!’ Eu realmente deveria me 

chatear com isso. Era seu mais terno desejo! Seria 

tão importante agora. A peça está pela metade, 

e eu preciso mesmo completá-la, pois ele nunca 

parou de pedir por isso.” Em uma entrevista a 

Hans Bunge, Hanns Eisler expressa dessa forma 

sua tristeza por Brecht nunca ter escutado a 

JoSÉ batiSta (Zebba) Dal farra martinS

USP

dALFARRA@USP.BR

Director, musician, professor and researcher 

in the Departamento de Artes Cênicas 

Department of Performing Arts, at the 

Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil, in the field 

Body, voice and actuation. His theatrical 

training is based on the experience with 

many directors, actors and musicians in 

Brazil and Europe, including Augusto Boal, 

Flávio Império and Myrian Muniz. In 2011, 

he developed the post-doctoral research 

Language, experience, memory: the narrators 

and singers voice poetic as subjects of the 

actor, at the Universitat de Barcelona, under 

the supervision of the philosopher Jorge 

Larrosa. His musical training was constructed 

in several courses - with Nelson Aires, Paulo 

Belinati and Hans Joachim Koellreuter, among 

others - and in acting as a musician, singer 

and musical director, in Brazil and abroad. 

In 1975, he graduated in Civil Engineering 

and Mathematics. In 1999, he developed 

his doctorate at the Polytechnic School of 

the University of São Paulo, with the thesis 

Lightweight Structures. Connections with the 

Theatrical Space. Design of a Mobile, Multiple 

and Transformable Theatre TMMT. Nowadays, 

he is the director of the Ausgang de Teatro, 

which makes a work on intersections and 

contaminations between music and theatre.
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tours with singer Gloria Estefan, commercials 

and films. In addition, Torres produces the IFE-

ILE Afro-Cuban Dance Festival every summer 

in Miami, FL, since its creation in 1998, which 

attracts national and international participants 

and scholars to the workshops and discussions 

related to the dances of the African-Diaspora. 

In 2013, Nerireceived the State of Florida Folk 

Heritage Award for significant contributions to 

Florida’s cultural heritage through outstanding 

achievements as a performer, teacher and 

advocate of Afro-Cuban traditional dance. 

Neri is the head of the dance department and 

chair of the Caribbean International Dance 

Conference, which she created 2014, at the 

Errol Barrow Center of Creative Imagination at 

the University of the West Indies in Barbados, 

where she currently teaches.

Dance-Sin, Dance Scene, no-DancinG: Social 

Dance Decline in the 21St centUry

In the history of Western society, dance as a 

form of expression of the human being suffered 

severe prohibitions and vetoes that reduced its 

integral value. Echoing this tradition, the role 

of dance as a vehicle for social interaction has 

changed considerably within the new spaces 

of globalization and free market. The drastic 

changes in the form of socialization derived 

from the technology and even the consumption 

of alcohol and drugs have deeply impacted, in 

turn, popular dances. The emphasis has been 

shifted from participants to observers to shape 

a market product creating what Marx defined 

as commodity fetishism. However, the dancing 

The antiquity and the classical status is also 

judged and graded basing on the usage of these 

gestures. The memory of the past traditions 

provided by both text and performance go 

hand in hand in the continuum of the present 

practices. However, the textual and contextual 

influence of the changing culture and impact 

of the time and space of performance will lead 

to an adaptation of the past existent to suit the 

present exigency.

The present paper is an attempt to bring 

forth such exercising practices in the field of 

Indian Dance with an analytical and empirical 

perspective.

Keywords: Classical Indian Dance,  

Treatises, Abhinaya, Hasta, Kuchipudi, 

memomry, past, performance, tradition, 

practice, expression, creative.

neri torreS

thE UNivERSity oF thE wESt iNdiES, cAvEhiLL

NERi.toRRES@cAvEhiLL.Uwi.EdU

Born in Havana, Cuba, Neri is a 

choreographer, performer, researcher, artistic 

director and arts administrator. She holds an 

MFA in dance with a minor in film from the 

University of Colorado at Boulder and studies 

at the Instituto Superior de Artes in Havana, 

Cuba. She is the founder and artistic director 

of IFE-ILE Afro-Cuban Dance Company, 

based in Miami, which repertoire combines 

traditional and contemporary fusions dance 

pieces. The company founded in 1996 has 

performed extensively worldwide including 

• Carried out a choreographic work of a 

Dance Theatre production, ‘ Roshni’ for an NGO 

working on mental illness.

• Entrusted with a directorial assignment 

under the project “Ibsen between Tradition and 

Contemporaneity” of department of Theatre 

Arts funded by Norwegian embassy, New Delhi 

in collaboration with Oslo University, Norway. 

She has presented papers in various international 

conferences and published articles on dance.

• Presented a paper in the International 

Federation for Theatre Research, Stockholm 

University, Sweden, June 2016.

She envisages interest in inter-disciplinary and 

cross-cultural studies.

the PUrPort of hanD GeStUre in inDian 

claSSical Dance – a reflection of the 

memory of the PaSt anD the PreSent DeVoir.

The nature of the Indian Classical Dances is 

essentially story telling. Abhinaya, the mode 

of expression is the foundation to the entire 

process. It is of four folds – Angika/ Bodily, 

Vacika/Verbal, Aharya/ Appearance, Sattvika/ 

Cognitive. The Verbal or Literary input of the text 

is given a visual transcription through Angika 

filled with an emotionally cognitive precept. 

The Angikabhinaya or the bodily expression 

includes various postures, gestures, movements 

which involves every major and minor limb 

of the human body. However, the symbolic 

representation of the text through the hand 

gestures plays a unique role in the narration. The 

multitudinal gestures enumerated by the various 

treatises of dance and dramaturgy supply the 

gestural grammar.

society, with a strictly hierarchical caste system 

based on conceptions of pure and impure as well 

as heterogeneous compositions along ethnic, 

racial, religious, and lingual lines.

arUna bhiKShU

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

NAtyAARUNA@GmAiL.com

PRojEctS:

• Collaborator- Arts collaboration Project, India 

Foundation for Arts, Banglore.

• Member, ‘Social Change and Popular 

Performance’ project carried out by Glasgow 

University and University of Hyderabad

• Choreographed “Rudrama Kalapa”, the 

first Kalapaon Veera rasa, 2nd World Telugu 

Federation Meet,1996.

• Choreographed “Parikatha- The Story of 

the Past”, a dance-drama on the history and 

development of Kuchipudi dance, Funded by the 

Economic and social Research Council, Great 

Britain, 20002.

• Choreographed “ Andha Yugam”, a musical 

play on Kurukshetra war directed by Padma Sri 

Ram Gopal Bajaj, Bharateeya Ranga Manch, New 

Delhi, 2002.

• Was assigned with choreographic work 

of Dance Drama Triology, Tirumala Tirupati 

Devasthanam,Tirupati Utsavas.

• Kodandapani – a musical theatre funded  

by MHRD

• Jayalakshmi Kataksham, a dance drama 

performed for Ganapathi Sacchidananda  

Swamy Ashram.
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working group, and was lead editor of the 

Cambridge Companion to Theatre History.

GeStUre anD rhetoric

What is a ‘gesture’? In Anglophone theatre 

discourse, the category has largely been 

displaced by ‘movement’. While ‘text-based 

theatre’ is widely disparaged in theatre academia 

because it smacks of literature, ‘movement’ 

allows an alternative set of aesthetic values to 

be articulated. Yet people cannot speak without 

gesture. We can think of gesture today either as 

a universal, hardwired aspect of being human, or 

alternatively as a socially constructed semiotic 

system, a function of geographical and social 

boundaries. I will argue for the usefulness of 

the old rhetorical category of gestus or gesture, 

because it entails a reassessment of the 

relationship of language to body, and obliges 

us to take ‘speech’ as the key category for 

discussing dramatic performance rather than 

‘words’, ‘text’ etc., allowing us to think of speech 

as a mode of ‘physical’ theatre. I shall reflect in 

my paper upon the way early modern preachers 

dealt with gesture, and suggest how their 

historical differences of opinion point us to some 

residual and invisible geographical boundaries 

that continue to divide a continental European 

from a Protestant British way of thinking 

about the performing body. To understand the 

mechanisms of rhetoric is increasingly urgent in 

the present political environment.

audiences. It could range from a simple pose 

to a complicated ‘lazzo’ where the actor’s body 

movement became the focus of attention and, 

if ably executed, earned him/her popularity 

and fame. The Commedia dell’Arte became a 

point of reference for theatre research at the 

turn of the nineteenth century, when action 

and gesture were broken down to be analysed 

and recomposed. This paper proposes to 

examine gesture within the commedia 

dell’arte as a constitutive element of the 

body’s geography. It will seek to understand its 

complexities through the meagre descriptions 

provided by sixteenth, seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century actors, practitioners and 

theorists as well as through the lens of the 

study of theatre anthropology today.

Keywords: body, gesture, energy, artificial, 

theatre anthropology.

DaViD wileS

UNivERSity oF EXEtER

d.wiLES@EXEtER.Ac.UK

David Wiles is Professor of Drama at the 

University of Exeter. He is currently working 

on the history of the classical tradition of 

acting from the Renaissance to the Romantics. 

His major fields of research have been Greek 

theatre and English early modern theatre, but 

he is also interested in broader questions of 

historiography. He gave a keynote address 

at IFTR 2016 in relation to The Theatre of 

Drottningholm 2014, co-authored with Willmar 

Sauter. He is a member of the Theatre Histories 

GeStUre anD the boDy’S UnStable GeoGraPhy 

in the context of the commeDia Dell’arte

‘Chi intende bene la sua parte, et che abbia 

ingegno, trova anco movimenti e gesti assai 

appropriati da farla apparire come cosa 

vera’ [He who understands his part well, 

and has talent, finds the most appropriate 

movements and gestures to make it appear 

true] . This is how Leone de Sommi, writing 

in the sixteenth century, described the 

actor’s art, where action is at the core of 

the performance. Gesture helps determine 

the line of action through which the actor’s 

energy is transmitted. It is one of the factors 

composing the action, and helps to transmit 

the non-verbal message a person wants to 

communicate, or a parallel message which 

underlines or contradicts what is being 

verbally stated. Moreover, the actor stepping 

out on the boards adds a ‘consciousness’ - as 

Craig put it – to the gesture that renders it at 

once ‘natural and highly artificial’, producing 

thereby a quality of presence that determines 

the actor’s effectiveness on stage. Gesture in 

the Commedia dell’Arte was part and parcel 

of the actor’s secret art. The kind and quality 

of the actors’ gestures contributed to the 

‘multiple theatricalities’ developed by the 

nomadic actors of the Commedia dell’Arte in 

order to communicate with their spectators 

in the cirumstances in which they played. 

Often it was linked to mime – given that in 

Italy itself, the different dialects used by the 

actors were not always understood by persons 

from other regions, and that gesture was the 

best means of communication with foreign 

bodies of the African Diaspora, inheritors of the 

ritual as the original root of dance, are presented 

as an inexhaustible creative source of movement 

in the cities around the world in which they have 

been displaced as they continue to reinvigorate 

these forms in a constant reminder of healthier 

spaces and ways of life.

VicKi ann cremona

UNivERSity oF mALtA

vicKi.cREmoNA@Um.EdU.mt

Vicki Ann Cremona is Chair of the School of 

Performing Arts at the University of Malta, and 

Associate Professor within the Theatre Studies 

Department. She was appointed Ambassador 

of Malta to France between 2005-2009, and 

to Tunisia between 2009-2013. A former 

member of the National UNESCO Commission 

and the National Folklore Commission, Dr. 

Cremona was member of and rapporteur for 

the EU Evaluation Committee for the Valletta 

Capital of Culture 2018. She has contributed 

to the National Cultural Policy that was 

published in February 2010.

Dr. Cremona is particularly interested in 

the relations between power and society as 

expressed through theatre and theatrical 

events. She co-edited and co-authored 

various books including Theatrical Events. 

Borders, Dynamics, Frames 2004 Playing 

Culture. Conventions and Extensions of 

Performance 2014, On Culture. Mapping 

Valletta 2018 2016.
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with the present’, that is also in turn exceptionally 

associated with the reality. This is made possible 

by creating a materialistic scenic language 

through deconstructing the text. Thus the site 

specific performances, created out of the multiple 

interpretations, break the conventional space and 

actions in theatre and catch the undivided attention 

of the spectator.

Creating a site-specific performance, ‘No.14 

Walkthrough’ in a two-storied house in Kerala, 

was a transforming experience in terms of the 

of the performance language of theatre. The 

performance cleaved out 14 images from the 

Marquez’s short story ‘Trail of Your Blood in 

the Snow,’ by making use of each and every 

architectural aspect of the building.

These performances that make use of the five 

senses in the right spirit provides a novelty to 

the dramaturgy and along with a conspicuous 

sensory impact. Shouldnt we replace the obvious 

rhetoric political method with a mode of ‘politics 

in aesthetics’ in contemporary performance? 

In conclusion, these performances postulate 

the growth of theatre from the act of viewing or 

hearing performance to the act of experiencing.

areUm JeonG

Uc SANtA BARBARA

AREUmjEoNG@UcLA.EdU

Areum Jeong teaches Graduate Forum for 

Ph.D. students in the Department of Theater. She 

received her Ph.D. in Theater and Performance 

Studies from the UCLA School of Theater, Film 

and Television in June 2015. She received an 

Direction from University Hyderabad, he has 

directed five plays so far, Marimankanni, The 

Lover Inside, Yamadoothu: After the Death 

of Othello, Malayalam adaptation of William 

Shakespeare’s Othello and No.14 Walkthrough 

A site-specific performance based on Gabriel 

Garcia Marquez’s short story, ‘Trail of Your 

Blood in the Snow, His latest directorial 

venture is Maroon – a multimedia performance 

based on Marquez’s short story. Marimankanni 

and Yamadoothu, had been selected for the 

Bharat Rang Mahotsav in 2012 and 2013. 

Yamadoothu: After the Death of Othello had its 

performances at International Theatre Festival 

of Kerala ITFOK-2013, and National Theatre 

Festival Of Kerala PRD other than BRM. He is 

also the Director of Janabheri National Theatre 

Festival, a national level theatre festival 

dedicated exclusively for directors below the 

age of 40 years. Presently he is the research 

scholar of University of Hyderabad Theatre 

Arts with the Junior Research Fellowship of 

University Grants Commission.

non-ProSceniUm PerformanceS – 

challenGinG the ViSUaliZation of abSence

The non-proscenium performances, generally 

suggests the need for moving in a very different 

dimension rather than a mere realistic approach. 

By the process of creating a varied spectacle, 

these performances deny the contemporary tiring 

method of the visualization of the absence. On 

the other hand, these performances generate a 

method that can strongly influence the spectators 

by means of a scenographic method which make 

use of the currently available ‘space’ or by ‘going 

with mashal, petromax lights, and with Diyas in 

some traditional forms like Kudiyattam.

Light has established his relationship with 

the space, the advanced developed techniques 

in creating visuals have adapted to the stage 

afte the Appia and Craig. Like any other field, 

Performances are also influenced and developed 

with the developed technology. The use of stage 

lighting added a meaning to the performances.

The stage lighting serves as symbols, and 

used to communicate differnet meanings to 

the inner lives of the character through the 

intensity. The subjective light emphassies the 

semotic of the performances.

The present paper aims to elabarate different 

lighting works to investigate the emancipated 

role in some performances. It talks about the 

texture, colour, angle and mood in the post 

modernistic performance by taking examples of 

current praxis in Indian Theatre. It talks about 

the stage lightig design implicaation of the 

performances and how conveying meaning of 

the performance to the spectator.

abhimanyU VinayaKUmar

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

ABhimANyUviNAyAKUmAR@GmAiL.com

Abhimanyu Vinayakumar is an emerging 

young Director made his debut into theatre 

when he was eight years old, through the 

children’s plays of Rangachethana, Thrissur. 

Later he went to get training in Kathakali 

from Kerala Kalamandalam. After completing 

his Post Graduation in Theatre Design & 

mUrali baSa

UNivERSity oF hydERABAd

mURALiBASA@GmAiL.com

Murali Basa is a UGC-JRF pursuing Ph. D 

at Department of Theatre Arts, S. N. School, 

University of Hyderabad. He is working as 

freelance Lighting Designer. His works like 

Jaatakamala, Metro, Metro, A straight Proposal, 

Baaki Itihas, Gang of Girls have remarkable 

place in Delhi Theatre. He designed lights more 

than 70 plays and 30 Choreographies directed 

by eminent directors. He presented papers at 

National and international conferences. He 

visited UAL, London as part of a thematic project 

on Digital Media. At present he is working as a 

freelance designer and teaching IB and IGCSE 

syllabus at Schools in DELHI.

emanciPateD role in the context of PoSt 

moDerniStic PerformanceS : StaGe liGhtinG

The Stage Lighting has its own role of visual 

language. It doesn’t relate with race and region 

or any other socio, political elements. But light 

has formed a visual language through the 

cognative journey. It elabarates the psychological 

journey of the spctator through which the the 

visuals gives a certain meaning to understand 

the performance.

In the history of lighting, the primary function 

of lighting is visibility. And later on The colour 

of light signifies the time, the intensity of the 

light varies with the mood, the angle of the 

light enhances the artistic approach towrds the 

performance. Intially the stageshows used to 

happen in the open lawns, and the street corners 
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that uses social media as a tool for movement. 

While challenging scopic regimes and creating 

new modes of looking and seeing is never an 

easy task, cultural texts hold the agency and 

power to illuminate issues and call into question 

dominant ideological frameworks within fraught 

or indifferent political environments. Performing 

Documentative Imagination aims to look at how 

such performances reflect critically on historical 

and post-traumatic events and how those earlier 

moments of contact, or historical flashpoints, 

may be reconfigured or represented differently 

under the pressures in the present age of 

neoliberal globalization. The project will bring a 

diverse set of works, including film, photography, 

performance, and new media, from South Korea 

and diasporic communities, in order to consider 

the relationship between performance and 

visuality within the framework of the politics 

of human rights, memory, scopic regimes, and 

violence. My research aims to contribute on 

how strategies for depicting and embodying 

different forms of experience and knowledge are 

negotiated through a variety of practices that all 

place the question of visuality as central to their 

intervention, and moreover, address the role of 

visual regimes in the refashioning of identity, in 

creation of meaning, in organizing the political, 

long before the awareness that the social is 

increasingly being reconstructed in visual terms.

Performing Documentative Imagination is 

at the intersections of communication and 

social change with a focus on performance and 

social media, and furthermore, looks at the 

implications of local citizens’ participation and 

its affect and impact.

there has been ongoing worldwide effort. In April 

2015, a memorial was held in 24 cities outside 

Korea, such as Berlin, London, New York, Paris, 

and Tokyo. However, since September 2014, 

the government began cracking down to silence 

the people. For example, the government hired 

police to use excessive violence at peaceful 

rallies. In April 2015, 8000 citizens gathered 

in Seoul for the one-year memorial. They were 

attacked by 13,700 police officers with 500 liters 

of pepper spray and water cannons. 477 police 

buses blocked the roads. 100 protesters were 

arrested including 21 families of victims. On April 

17, 2015, Amnesty International announced: “The 

unnecessary use of force by South Korean police 

against families of the Sewol ferry tragedy is an 

insult to the victims and a violation of the rights 

to freedom of expression and peaceful assembly. 

The clampdown against an overwhelming 

peaceful protest is totally unjustified, 

unnecessary and an insult to both the victims of 

the Sewol ferry tragedy and their families.”

Through a close reading of the recent Sewol 

Ferry protests in South Korea and diasporic 

communities, Performing Documentative 

Imagination examines how local activists and 

artists construct spaces in which the people 

can both recover and remember through acts of 

performance and protest against government 

censorship. How have such performances 

made interventions in public discourse that 

contributed toward social change? Throughout 

this project, I argue for the Sewol activists 

and artists’ use of performance as a signifying 

practice in that the activists’ “choreography” is 

a form of physical preparation and theorizing 

to today, divers are still searching for bodies in 

the sunken ship and only when the last has been 

found can a salvage operation begin. In spite of 

the international outrage, there has not yet been 

a comprehensive investigation on what caused 

the Sewol to sink, why the passengers were not 

promptly rescued, and why the sunken ship has 

still not been salvaged.

Since the days immediately after the disaster, 

there has been widespread political reaction 

within South Korean and diasporic communities, 

criticizing the actions of the South Korean 

government and media for their ineffectual 

responses and attempts to downplay the 

government’s culpability. When examining from 

a broader frame of neoliberalism, this incident is 

at the intersection between the neoliberal state 

that reneged on its responsibility to safeguard 

people’s lives and the private corporations that 

sacrificed people’s safety for increased profit.

The victims’ families have demanded that 

the ship be recovered in order to thoroughly 

investigate the accident. South Korean 

President Geun-hye Park vaguely promised an 

investigation and salvage “as soon as possible,” 

however, up to today, whether the ship will 

be raised and an investigation will be held 

remains to be seen. The victims’ families have 

transformed their grief into a powerful basis 

for political community: they have shaved 

their heads to demand political action, hunger 

strikes, organized protests in public spaces, 

and walks to the Blue House to raise awareness 

and demand justice. They have engaged in 

continued legislative and media activism with 

a commitment to social change. In solidarity, 

M.A. in performance studies from New York 

University and a B.A. in English Literature from 

Ewha W. University in Seoul, Korea. Her work 

takes a transnational approach to 20th and 

21st-century Asian and Asian American cinema, 

theater and performance.

Jeong’s dissertation, “Performing Colonial 

Imagi-nation,” examines representations of 

national identity in live performance in Korea and 

the United States from early 20th century to the 

present. Her work focuses on how local cultural 

and political motifs are deployed as part of Korean 

national identity using intermedial performance 

strategies — performances that incorporate 

pre-filmed elements, often by projecting film or 

images into the background of a performance.

PerforminG DocUmentatiVe imaGination: 

tranSnational actS of actiViSm in SoUth 

Korea anD DiaSPoric commUnitieS

On the evening of April 15, 2014, the Sewol 

set sail its overnight journey from Incheon 

to the Jeju Island. There were 476 people on 

board—443 passengers, including 325 students 

and their teachers from Danwon High School. 

On the morning of April 16, 2014, the ship 

turned, lost control, began drifting sideways, 

and quickly began to capsize. The captain and 

crew in command were first to abandon the ship, 

after repeatedly telling the passengers to stay 

put. A total of 172 passengers and crew were 

rescued, but many more were trapped inside as 

the ship sank beneath the waves. In total, 294 

passengers were killed, including 245 students 

from Danwon High School. Still missing are 9 

passengers, including 4 students, 2 teachers. Up 
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and Devising (2008). Bruce is also an award-

winning playmaker who works extensively as 

a director, writer and dramaturg with many of 

Canada’s most accomplished physical performance 

companies. He is the Artistic Director of Vertical 

City, an interdisciplinary performance hub located 

in Calgary. In January 2015, Bruce became the 

first Director of the new School of Creative and 

Performing Arts at the University of Calgary. In 

2017 he will become one of the Co-convenors of 

the “Performance as Research” Working Group of 

the International Federation for Theatre Research. 

For a full bio see http://brucewbarton.com/

about-3/.

intimate interDiSciPlineS

What makes an artistic performance intimate? 

To what degree, and in what ways, is intimacy 

discipline-specific? Is there a state, a process, or 

a set of circumstances that can be understood as 

interdisciplinary intimacy? If so, is it possible to 

inspire, facilitate, and work dramaturgically with 

its cumulative, potentially exponential affective 

overflow? My proposed paper involves preliminary 

analysis emerging from a multi-year nationally-

funded research-creation initiative entitled Close 

Relations that I concluded this year. The project 

applies an interdisciplinary theoretical framework 

to the generalized relational dynamics proposed by 

psychologist Karen Prager (1995, 2004, 2014) as 

they play out in the practice of four, disciplinespecific 

artists. Constant throughout Prager’s scholarship 

is the identification of three necessary conditions 

for intimacy: deep and significant self-disclosure; 

positive, mutual involvement; and accurate, mutual 

understanding (2014, 2-3). With this as our starting 

Through content, format and style, this paper 

will explore the PaR Working Group’s third 

thematic strand: What kinds of writing about, 

in or on PaR are emerging from the meeting of 

practice and research within and outside the 

academy? I will draw from and intermingle 

aspects of my ‘playwrighting’ practice, including 

traditions of dramatic structure and didascalic 

poetics in order to compose a poly-vocal 

analysis of the current state of my own practice 

within these unstable times, both from within 

and outside of the Academy. The structure of 

the paper will be intentionally ‘unstable,’ shifting 

between critically reflective registers, forming 

a multi-linear narrative analysis. The style and 

tone of each of the vocal registers will come 

together as a dialogue in order to present and 

suggest an approach to writing that reflects the 

embodied nature of PaR.

brUce barton

UNivERSity oF cALGARy

BRUcE.BARtoN@UcALGARy.cA

Bruce Barton is a creator/scholar whose 

practice-based research and teaching focuses 

on physical dramaturgies in devised, immersive 

and intermedial performance. He has published 

in a wide range of scholarly and practical 

periodicals, including Performance Research, 

TDR, Theatre Journal, and Theatre Topics, as 

well as numerous national and international 

essay collections. His book publications include 

At the Intersection Between Art and Research 

(2010), and Collective Creation, Collaboration 

Artist for Vital Theatre. Most recently, he 

was the course leader of the BA in Theatre at 

University of Bedfordshire.

‘erratic or Volatile behaVioUrS’ within, 

anD withoUt, the acaDemy: a new KinD 

of writinG in, on anD aboUt Par by 

Johnmichael roSSi

Unstable:

Tending strongly to change

Not constant, fluctuating

Wavering or

fickle.

Showing, or marked by, erratic or volatile 

emotions or behaviour:

Not firmly placed unsteady.

: decomposing readily: highly or violently 

reactive.

: decaying with a relatively short lifetime 

radioactive.

In 2017, the corporate takeover of educational 

institutions at all levels continues. This paper 

positions ‘Academia’ as an ‘unstable’ geography, 

where academics “increasingly are caught 

between two temporalities: corporate time 

and the time conducive for academic work.” 

The Practice-[led/based/as/for]-Researcher, 

endures an unstable status within the academy, 

owing in part, to the geographically dispersed 

research methodologies that can be gathered 

under the umbrella of PaR, which often involve 

diverse approaches and terminology. PaR is 

difficult to ‘pin down’ in a result-oriented, data-

driven, ‘performance’-measuring culture.

Keywords: activism, Asian studies, diaspora 

studies, Korean studies, media studies, memory 

studies, performance studies, popular culture, 

political dissent, and visual culture

Johnmichael roSSi

jmRoSSi@mE.com

Johnmichael Rossi is a theatre-maker, 

educator and practice-led researcher. He 

holds a PhD in Theatre from University of 

Reading. His play, Rumi High, an intifada, is 

the center-piece to his doctoral thesis, which 

considers playwrighting by way of web-design 

as an expansion to collaborative playwrighting 

practices. As the founding Artistic Director 

of newFangled theatReR 2004-2014, JM has 

written, directed and produced several new 

experimental works. His two plays, a TACK 

and trip, tik were recently published as a ‘pair 

of playz, in Play’N Amerika. He occasionally 

performs as ‘Dottore JoMiRo’ in The S’kool 

of Edumacation, an on-going site-specific 

interactive performance piece that explores 

and parodies pedagogical histories and 

institutional norms. JM is currently writing a 

contemporary adaptation of the Prometheia 

trilogy, Prometheüs, a forethought and 

developing a new work of epic proportions: 

dvine, a deconstruction of Dante’s Divine 

Comedy, and an interrogation of race in 

America. JM is the former Education Director 

for Womens Projects education program and 

a co-founder of Brooklyn Theatre Arts High 

School where he served as Resident Teaching 
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transformar estes regulamentos através de leis do 

movimento, entre pausa e ebulição, mover e ser 

movido, pulsão celular e espacialidade, o cotidiano, 

o ambiente e as relações? Quais são as qualidades 

co-moventes da pesquisa que se materializam no 

espaçotempo da performance?

Estas são algumas das questões que temos 

explorado na última década no Laboratório de 

Performance do Programa de Pós-Graduação em Artes 

Cênicas da Universidade Federal da Bahia, Salvador 

BA. Estas explorações têm gradualmente constituído 

a Abordagem Somático-Performativa, um método 

de Performance como Pesquisa que usa a Análise 

Laban/Bartenieff de Movimento como uma base de 

conexão entre dança-teatro, Movimento Autêntico, 

performance, improvisação em dança e práticas 

somáticas. Esta apresentação pretende apontar os 

principais parâmetros desta abordagem e proporcionar 

o campo para exploração de seus vinte princípios co-

moventes e seus vários procedimentos abertos.

Palavras-chave: movimento, somática, 

performativo, dança-teatro

Katherine meZUr

UNivERSity oF cALiFoRNiA BERKELEy

KmEzUR@SBcGLoBAL.NEt

Katherine Mezur is Lecturer in the Department 

of English and Comparative Literature at the 

University of California, Berkeley. Her research 

focuses on Asia Pacific performing arts particularly 

the performance influences and practices of Japan, 

China, Korea, and Taiwan in transnational contexts. 

She is a Research Associate at the San Francisco 

Museum of Performance and Design. Dr. Mezur 

which materialize themselves in the spacetime 

of performance?

These are some of the questions we have 

explored in the past decade at the Performance 

Laboratory at the Graduate Program of 

Performing Arts of Federal University of Bahia, 

Salvador BA, Brazil. These explorations have 

gradually grown into the Somatic-Performative 

Approach, a Performance as Research method 

that uses Laban/Bartenieff Movement Analysis 

as a connecting base ground between dance 

theater, Authentic Movement, performance, 

dance improvisation and somatic practices. 

This presentation intends to point out the main 

guidelines of this approach and provide the field 

for exploration of its twenty moving principles 

and several open procedures.

Keywords: movement, somatic, performative, 

dance theater

qUanDo a Somática encontra o 

PerformatiVo: moVimentoS eStabiliZanteS, 

materialiDaDeS imPreViSÍVeiS

Qual o papel do movimento no contexto instável e 

multi-referencial da atualidade? Qual é a relevância 

atual de pesquisas baseadas e guiadas pelo 

movimento corporal? Como podemos guiar pesquisas 

através do movimento corporal, ao invés de usá-

lo como um objeto a ser analisado e examinado? 

Qual o impacto desta mudança em nossos modos 

de construir conhecimento e, portanto, viver, 

aprender e evoluir num contexto ecológico? Como 

podemos nos deixar ser guiados pelo movimento de 

nossas pesquisas, ao invés de pré-determinar seus 

desenvolvimentos através de regras e regulamentos 

pré-determinados? Como podemos transgredir e 

at the School of Theater and at the Performing 

Arts Graduate Program at UFBA, founder and 

director of the A-FETO Dance Theater Collective, 

in association with the Performance Laboratory, 

where she developed the Somatic-Performative 

Research. She is the author of Pina Bausch and 

the Wuppertal Dance Theater: the Aesthetics of 

Repetition and Transformation Peter Lang and The 

Moving Researcher: Laban/Bartenieff Movement 

Analysis in Performing Arts Education and 

Creative Arts Therapy Jessica Kingsley, in press, 

and editor of eight academic journals on Dance 

Theater and Somatic Education UFBA. She has 

lectured, performed and published internationally.

when Somatic meetS PerformatiVe: 

GroUnDinG moVeS, UnPreDictable 

materialitieS

What is the role of body movement within 

today’s unstable and multi-referential context? 

What is today’s relevance of research which 

is based on and guided by body movement? 

How can we guide research though movement 

rather than use movement as an object to be 

analyzed and scrutinized? What is the impact 

of such shift in our ways of building knowledge 

and, therefore, living, learning and evolving in an 

ecological context? How can we let ourselves 

be guided by our research’s moves rather than 

pre-determine its development through imposed 

rules and regulations? How can we transgress 

and transform these regulations based on laws 

of movement, between stir and stillness, moving 

and being moved, cellular pulsing and spatiality, 

everyday life, the environment and relationships? 

What are the very moveable qualities of research 

point, in August 2016 I led the second of two 

“research-based practice” (Hansen & Barton, 

2009) laboratories with four primary participants 

(including myself) drawn from the fields of 

dance, music, installation art and theatre, each 

of which focused on the dramaturgical potential 

that emerges at the unpredictable and unruly 

intersections of interdisciplinary intimacy. Through 

reciprocal training, collaborative improvisation, 

independent reflection/self-analysis, structured 

debrief sessions, and media documentation, we 

explored interdisciplinary intersections of intimacy 

in performance (and the performance of intimacy). 

In my paper, drawing inspiration from Harvey J. 

Graff’s proposal of the congregate and excessive 

utility of “interdisciplines” (2015: 5), I will detail the 

source methodology, evolving research design, and 

preliminary observations/analysis that emerged 

out of this first stage of the research project, along 

with a description of the of the next multiyear stage 

of research activity.

ciane fernanDeS

UFBA

ciANEF@GmAiL.com

Ciane Fernandes holds an M.A. and a 

Ph.D. in art and humanities for performing 

artists from New York University, a post-

doctoral degree in Contemporary Culture 

and Communications from Federal University 

of Bahia UFBA, and a Certificate of Movement 

Analysis from Laban/Bartenieff Institute of 

Movement Studies, where she is an associate 

researcher. Since 1998, she is tenured professor 
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tensios and of the contemporary social, cultural 

and political problems of Acupe.

In my research about the playing body from 

Acupe villagers, I propose a perspective that 

present the body as a building intersected from 

social, cultural and religious practices. The body in 

the crossroads are sensorial elements, sentitives, 

incorporated through practical relations (conscious 

and iunconscious) visual, tactuals, sonorous and 

olfactuous. During the staging of Nego Fugido, 

participants explore the elements of an aesthetic 

performance, with the use of corporeal languages, 

facial expressions, manipulation of emotions, 

collective procedure rules, visual decoration of 

the body and space, producing an aesthetic body, 

powerful, but also social and political. 

This presentation proposes a reflection from 

the theatrically and pedagogical follow up 

undressed from the transit between the way of 

representing aesthetic of social conflicts staged 

by Acupe villagers (apparition and the body in 

the crossroad) and theatrical tradition, through 

an investigative process conducted with art and 

theater students from São Paulo. 

Keywords: memory, popular culture, 

corporeality

neGo fUGiDo, o corPo em encrUZilhaDaS e o 

teatro DaS aPariÇÕeS.

O Nego Fugido é uma expressão da cultura 

popular realizada há um século pela comunidade 

de pescadores de Acupe, Recôncavo da Bahia. 

Uma catarse pública que transforma as ruas da 

comunidade em um grande cenário a céu aberto 

ao tecer um enredo sobre a luta do negro contra 

a escravidão no Brasil. Um manifesto memórias 

threshold between geographies and bodies: How 

can processual performance reveal the deep 

relationality of critical corporealities meeting 

geographies in protest and resistance?

monilSon DoS SantoS Pinto

USP

moNySANto2012@GmAiL.com

Doutorando pelo Programa de Pós-Graduação 

em Artes Cênicas da ECA-USP. Mestre em Artes 

Cênicas pelo Instituto de Artes da Universidade 

Estadual Paulista - UNESP, 2014; integra os grupos 

de pesquisas NAPEDRA - Núcleo de Antropologia, 

Performance e Drama – USP e o Terreiro de 

Investigações Cênicas: Teatro, Brincadeiras, Rituais 

e Vadiagens – UNESP. É ator/dançarino/brincador 

e coordenador das atividades de arte-educação 

da Associação Cultural Nego Fugido- BA; seu 

conhecimento prático em dança, teatro e objetos 

performáticos é proveniente da vivência e pesquisa 

com as expressões populares da cultura do 

Recôncavo Baiano. 

neGo fUGiDo, the boDy in the croSSroaD 

anD the theater of aPParitio

The Nego Fugido is a popular cultural 

expression played for a century by the fisherman 

community of Acupe, Reconcavo of Bahia. 

It’s a public catharsis that transforms the 

streets of the community into a huge open air 

theater, the weaving of a plot about the fight 

of the black people against slavery in Brazil. A 

manifest of traumatic memories built up from a 

reconstitution of the past, revealing a portrait of 

The three examples here present slow visual 

performances created and mediated in the 

contaminated zone of the Fukushima Daiichi 

Nuclear Plant. One is the fall 2015 exhibition 

Boundary, at the Ginza Maison Hermes Forum 

exhibition space, called, Takayama Akiras 

Happy Island: The Messianic Banquet of the 

Righteous, which is a video installation of looped 

films of the cows and their caretaker who live 

in the contaminated zone. The second is Eiko 

Otake and William Johnstons performance 

photography series, A Body in Fukushima, 

2015. In this work, Otake and Johnston created 

photographic scenes where Otake poses as if 

dead or in mourning in the quarantined areas 

of Fukushima Prefecture, including evacuated 

towns, homes, along roads, in train stations, 

fields, shore-lines, and shrines. The third is 

Shirotama Hitsujiyas performance of bunny 

zombie in Massive Water and other performance 

from 2011 to the present. Bunny zombie is a 

rabbit/human who is already dead, but performs 

coming back to life only to die again. While their 

intentions were quite different, these artists 

deliberately show us living bodies in the process 

of visible transfiguration, where the landscape 

overcomes geographically and biologically 

the human and non-human animals. Their 

seismic bodies are unstable geographies, which 

perform the small moments of deteriorating 

consciousness, the wasting away of liveness. I 

suggest that these seismic body works serve as 

slow rituals of the meeting of the living including 

humans, animals, plants, and things with dying. 

I consider these works enactments of resistance 

through time and offering through space for dire 

has written extensively on Japanese traditional 

and contemporary performance Beautiful Boys/

Outlaw Bodies Palgrave, girl cultures and kawaii 

cute subversive art and practices, mediated and 

robotic performance, and gender performance 

from kabuki to J-pop. Her current book/

research projects include Cute Mutant Girls: 

Performing Sweet and Deviant in Contemporary 

Japan, an interdisciplinary study of kawaii, 

or cute as a powerful and diverse aesthetic 

driven by women artists, and, co-edited with 

Emily Wilcox, Political Choreographies and 

Failed Futures in East Asia, in progress. She 

recently curated the 2015 PSi 21 Fluid States, 

Aomori, Tohoku: Beyond Contamination: 

Corporeality, Spirituality, and Pilgrimage. She 

is also a core member of a Butoh research unit 

Portfolio Butoh [http://www.portfolio butoh.

jp/]. She is a freelance performance studies 

scholar, choreographer, and dramaturge. She 

has studied and taught movement training and 

dance, which includes butoh, contemporary, 

and ballet for over three decades.

SeiSmic boDieS anD Slow Death: cowS, 

Zombie bUnnieS, anD hUmanS Perform 

GeoGraPhieS of contamination

While humans rush in massive and 

explosive surges from human inflicted wars 

and persecution, another slower crisis unfolds 

with unremitting flows. There are many sites 

of deep geographic danger: the cracking and 

melting polar regions, the sickening coral reefs, 

and the massive oceanic plastic debris islands. 

In this essay I focus on several artists, whose 

work makes us encounter these slow deaths. 
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Keywords: Vocal Technique, Theatrical Dance, 

To plays and Improvisation.

tÉcnica Vocal Para atoreS 

bailarinoS: conStrUinDo JoGoS  

e DanÇaS coreoGráficaS

A pesquisa realizada até o momento tem 

como processo investigativo ampliar os 

diálogos entre as Artes- Música e Dança, 

mais precisamente a Técnica Vocal e a Dança 

Teatral. Desenvolver um trabalho vocal com 

[atoresbailarinos] por meio do trabalho 

corporal. Trabalhar minuciosamente com a voz, 

através do trabalho da respiração, vocalização 

e afinação, criando um espaço sonoro, um 

espaço de criação. A pesquisa realizada, desde a 

formação no Mestrado 2012, já deu sinais claros 

de que sim, é possível o diálogo das artes e esse 

é nosso maior desejo e objetivo, fazer com que 

o [atorbailarino] que dança e atua, descubra 

não somente as questões do corpo ou da voz 

falada como no caso do ator, mas também sua 

voz cantada, tais como: classificação vocal, 

extensão vocal, vocalização, sonoridades, etc. 

Para tanto, será necessário que o [atorbailarino] 

descubra e conheça um pouco do seu aparelho 

fonador. Propomos o trabalho com os jogos e 

improvisações e que esse possa despertar o 

interesse pela técnica, a partir de atividades 

que reúnam a escuta, escrita e execução. Que 

o ato de cantar possa fazer parte não por um 

momento de vivência do grupo, mas como 

instrumento que possa ser acionado, que esteja 

presente na técnica de cada intérprete.

Palavras-chave: Técnica Vocal, Dança Teatral, 

Jogos e Improvisação.

Cênicas, da Escola de Comunicação e Artes, 

aos alunos de Graduação, sob a Supervisão do 

Prof. Dr. Fábio Cardozo de Mello Cintra. Dáda 

Felix foi Representante Discente PPGAC nos 

anos de 2015/2016.

Vocal techniqUe for actorS: conStrUctinG 

choreoGraPhic PlayS anD DanceS

The research carried out so far has as 

an investigative process broadening the 

dialogues between the Arts - Music and 

Dance, more precisely Vocal Technique and 

Theatrical Dance. To develop vocal work 

with [actordancer] through body work. Work 

with the voice through the work of breathing, 

vocalization and tuning, creating a sound 

space, a space of creation. The research 

carried out since the training in the Masters 

2012, has already given clear signals that 

yes, it is possible the dialogue of the arts and 

this is our greatest desire and goal, to make 

the [actordancer] who dances and acts, only 

the questions of the body or of the spoken 

voice as in the case of the actor, but also his 

voice sung, such as: vocal classification, vocal 

extension, vocalization, sonorities, etc. To do 

so, it will be necessary for the [actordancer] 

to discover and know a little of his / her vocal 

apparatus. We propose the work with a plays 

and improvisations and that this may arouse 

interest in the technique, from activities that 

bring together listening, writing and execution. 

That the act of singing can be part of a groups 

experience, but as an instrument that can be 

activated, that is present in the technique of 

each performer.

Daiana felix

USP

dAdA_FELiX30@hotmAiL.com

Daiana Felix possui Graduação em Ciência 

Política pela Universidade Luterana do Brasil 

2002 Graduação em Música - Regência Coral 

pela Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do 

Sul 2004. Especialização em Economia da 

Cultura/ UFRGS 2009, com ênfase na linha de 

Projetos Culturais e Mestre em Educação pela 

Universidade do Rio dos Sinos/ Unisinos-RS 

2012. Tem experiência na área de Educação, 

Política e Cultura, atuando principalmente 

nos seguintes temas: Educação Vocal/ 

Técnica Vocal e Processos Coreográficos 

Performance de Palco para Corais e Bandas. A 

Realização de Pesquisas a partir de instituições 

acadêmicas, por meio de temas como: Dança 

Contemporânea Educação para a estética 

processos educacionais formais e não formais, 

com implicações de ordem política, social 

e cultural Música Técnica Vocal e Regência 

Coral/ Orquestral Línguas Francês e Inglês. 

Atualmente Daiana Felix Pereira é Doutoranda 

na Escola de Comunicação e Artes/ USP, 

no Programa de Pós- Graduação em Artes 

Cênicas, sob a orientação da Profa. Dra. 

Sayonara Sousa Pereira e integrante do grupo 

de pesquisa Lapett Laboratório de Pesquisa 

e Estudos em Tanz Theatralidades sob a 

orientação da mesma. Possui Bolsa da Capes 

e atualmente também desenvolve atividades 

didáticas na disciplina CAC0554 Música 

I, junto ao Programa de Aperfeiçoamento 

de Ensino- PAE, do Departamento de Artes 

traumáticas que a partir de uma reconstrução do 

passado, revela o quadro das tensões e dos problemas 

sociais, culturais e políticos atuais de Acupe. 

Nas minhas pesquisas sobre o corpo brincante 

dos moradores de Acupe, imprimo um olhar 

que elucida um corpo que se constitui do 

entrelaçamento entre as práticas sociais, 

culturais e religiosas. O corpo em encruzilhada 

são os elementos sensoriais, sensitivas, 

incorporados por meio de relações práticas 

(conscientes e inconscientes) visuais, táteis, 

sonoras e olfativas. Durante a encenação do 

Nego Fugido, os participantes exploram os 

elementos de uma performance estética, como 

uso de linguagens corporais, expressões faciais, 

manipulação de emoção, regras de procedimento 

coletivo, decoração visual do corpo e do espaço, 

produzindo um corpo estético, potente, mas, 

também, social e político.

O resumo propõe refletir acerca da teatralidade 

e desdobramento pedagógico desnudado a partir 

do transito entre a forma de representação estética 

dos conflitos sociais encenada pelos moradores do 

Acupe, (aparições e o corpo em encruzilhada) e a 

tradição teatral, por meio do processo investigativo 

com estudantes de teatro e danças de São Paulo.

Palavras-chave: memória , cultura popular , 

corporalidade
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moVimento inSiStente: o neceSSário  

temPo DaS coiSaS

A pesquisa se constrói a partir de reflexões sobre 

a criação em dança que perdura cronologicamente 

em uma mesma configuração. O grande objetivo 

é analisar o espetáculo Corpo Desconhecido da 

artista Cinthia Kunifas desde sua criação até os 

desdobramentos e rastros que este vem deixando 

em seus treze anos de existência. Para tanto, a 

pesquisa se apoia nas referências teóricas de 

Adriana Bitencourt Machado e Cecília Almeida 

Salles, a fim de ampliar a discussão referente sobre 

“permanência” em processos de criação na cena da 

dança contemporânea.

Palavras-chave: criação, permanência, 

continuidade, atualização

Be able to participate to IFTR inside the 

Choreography and Corporeality group can 

be extremely relevant for networking and 

exchanging experiences with others researchers 

and works, being important to enrich each 

project itself, inside or outside Brazil.

Danilo SilVeira

dANiLoSiLvEiRA86@GmAiL.com

Graduated in Dance from the State University of 

Paraná 2013. Graduated in Theater / Art-Education 

by the University of Sorocaba 2008. Is a master 

student of the Post-Graduation Program at the 

University of São Paulo. Has experience in Arts, 

with emphasis on Theater, working mainly in the 

following subjects: Dance, scenic communication, 

permanence, updating and image.

inSiStent moVement  

the neceSSary time of thinGS

The research builds on reflections on creating 

dance that lasts chronologically in the same 

configuration. The ultimate goal is to analyze the 

work Body Unknown by artist Cinthia Kunifas 

from its creation to the developments and traces 

that it has left in its thirteen years of existence. 

Therefore, the research is based on theoretical 

references of Adriana Bitencourt Machado and 

Cecilia Almeida Salles, to expand the related 

discussion of permanence in creation processes 

at the scene of contemporary dance.

Keywords: creation, permanence,  

continuity, update

marcela friScheiSen ribeiro

UdESc

mARcELAFRiBEiRo@GmAiL.com

Marcela Ribeiro is graduating from major in 

Acting at UDESC. Her research area has been 

performance, embodiement and corporeality, 

once she has great interesest in dance and 

movement studies, based on improvisation. 

Has studied dance techniques such as Martha 

Graham, Butoh, Flamenco, Contact and 

Improvisation, among others.

Performance, imProViSation, PUblic SPaceS, 

architectUre, DanceViDeo, PhiloSoPhy

The Project Ensaio e Imprevistos involves 

experimenting performing as a esthetic 

approach based on improvisation, considering 

the relation among the performers and the 

environment. It is a work in progress with 

actions on public places,such as streets, parks, 

or public spaces, the University, or rented 

places, such as a city´s historical building 

whic was recorded a dancevideo, relating the 

performance with the architecture and the 

public, which was co-participant.

The Project also includes theoric discussions 

around philosophy in authors such as Deleuze, 

Spinoza, also processual philosophy by 

Whitehead, and authors in the performance 

and ritual fields such as Schecner, Turner, Von 

Gepp that embases the actions we propose and 

experiment in pratics.
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WG
Working groups

renowned avant-garde theatres, such as the 

Freie Bühne in Berlin, then utilized Ibsen as a 

central figure in the shaping of a new aesthetic 

agenda. American theatre history tells us that 

domestic initiatives along the same lines were 

far more scattered and less consolidated. 

To achieve success, in other words, Ibsen 

seemingly had to break into the commercial 

theatrical market. My paper seeks to 

investigate how this structure of the American 

theatrical field set up certain premises and 

affected the early assimilation of Ibsen.

I will approach this topic by analyzing the 

major theatrical booking companies of the era 

and their relation to Ibsen. A central question 

is: To what degree can we say that Ibsen’s 

progress in American theatre was counteracted 

or incited by the large booking monopolies that 

dominated the national market at the end of 

the 19th century? Secondly, I aim to shed light 

on the nature of the relation between Ibsen 

and the burgeoning American independent 

initiatives. A central question here will be to 

assess if and how these theatres utilized Ibsen 

at the 4 minutes, 33 seconds: Spotlight on 

Scholarship at UGA, November, 2015.

Dangerous Humanity, Shanghai Theater,  

July, 2012.

From Oct, 2011 to Mar, 2012, had involved in 

the project of Shanghai State-level Intangible 

Cultural Heritage, taking a part in researching on 

Composite Gong-Drum Ensemble and writing 

the book Composite GongDrum Ensemble in 

Sijing section 1&4 of Chapter 4, published by 

Shanghai Cultural Press, Dec, 2012.

ConstruCting soCial Belongings: Chinese 

ameriCan PerformanCes on soCial media

The racial performances online that  

many Chinese Americans presented through 

their protests surrounding the indictment 

of Peter Liang the Chinese American NYPD 

officer who shot Akai Gurley, an African 

American male are representative of the 

situation that finds Chinese Americans 

located in an intersectional area of ideal 

citizens and inferior foreigners. The group 

supporting Peter Liang and the group 

supporting Akai Gurley were both partially 

composed of Chinese

Americans however, the mainstream media’s 

overstressing of the group that supported Liang 

obscured the diversity of Chinese American 

identities. Additionally, this overstressing 

contributes to the reinforcement of the socially 

constructed illusion that a group can be 

identified solely through race, nationality, and 

ethnicity. In fact, the diversity of the identities 

inside the Chinese American community often 

is ignored as a result, Chinese Americans are 

as a means to transform the reigning aesthetic 

paradigm. The papers uses methods from both 

digital humanities and theatre historiography.

Key words: Ibsen, American theatre, 

commercialism, autonomous art, independent 

theatre, institutions, digital humanities.

Qianru li

qianruli@uga.edu

university of georgia

EDUCATION:

Ph.D., University of Georgia, Theatre and 

Performance Studies second year

M.A., Shanghai Theatre Academy, Theatre 

and Chinese Traditional Opera, 2013

Thesis: The Theatrical Perception and Features 

of Sarah Kane B.A., Shanghai Theatre Academy, 

Literature of Drama, Film and Television, 2010

Lecture August.2013-July.2015 Dramatic 

Literature Dept.

Xi’an University of Architecture and 

Technology Xi’an, Shaan Xi province, China

RESEARCH PROJECT and PUBLICATION

Chinese and Chinese American Performance 

after 1966, presented at the 4 minutes, 33 

seconds: Spotlight on Scholarship at UGA, 

November, 2016.

Gender Politics in The White-Haired Girl, 

presented at the 23rd Annual Women’s Studies 

Student Research Symposium: “Feminist 

Research Across the Disciplines,” University of 

Georgia, February, 2016.

The White-Haired Girl in China’s Cultural 

Revolution and Ethical Performing, presented 

DIGITAL HUMANITIES 
IN THEATRE RESEARCH

svein henrik nyhus

s.h.nyhus@ibsen.uio.no

Centre for ibsen studies, university of oslo

Svein Henrik Nyhus is a Phd-fellow at the 

Centre for Ibsen Studies, University of Oslo. In 

2016-2017 he was a visiting researcher at the 

Scandinavian Departement at UC Berkeley

iBsen in ameriCa, 1879-1914 - Between 

CommerCialism and autonomous art

When the Norwegian playwright Henrik 

Ibsen was introduced to America in theatre at 

the end of the 19th century in his plays were 

transplanted into a theatrical field that was 

highly driven by economic interest. This was 

not exceptional for theatre in the Western 

world at the time, but things changed as the 

independent theatre movement began to 

take hold on the European continent towards 

the end of the century. Several of the most 
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and reconstruct a shipping as a theatre space. 

In this space the youth use theatre making 

to navigate the apartheid spatial traces still 

pertinent in post-apartheid South Africa. 

The shipping container becomes the sight of 

refugee from the dangerous township street. 

How does the shipping container theatre acts 

as a place of refugee? What theatre processes 

take place within the space?

What are the limitations and possibilities of 

the shipping container theatre venue? What 

youth’s personal development and communal 

youth spirit is incubated in the space? What 

stories and ideas are cultivated? What 

township youth cultural means is executed in 

this space? Who are stakeholders to theatre 

space? And how is theatrepractice informed 

by the stakeholders? By asking these 

questions, I intend to identify and discuss 

the complexities that take place when the 

youth make the theatre space. I hope these 

questions will unpack the theatre meaning 

and language that is elicited by the youth’s 

theatre making in this space.

david donkor

texas a&M university

saBine kim

Mainz university

kiMsa@uni-Mainz.de

Sabine Kim is lecturer in American Studies at the 

newly founded Obama Institute for Transnational 

American Studies, Mainz University.

AFRICAN & CARIBBEAN 
THEATRE AND PERFORMANCE

ongezwa mBele 

univeristy of Cape toWn

ongezWaMbele@gMail.CoM

Ongezwa Mbele is a South African born female. 

Ongezwa is currently working at Vardeteatret, as 

a theatre facilitator, running theatre workshops 

with prisoners Norway. In 2015, Ongezwa 

graduated with a Master’s in applied theatre and 

drama at the University of Cape Town.

Ongezwa received the spirit ‘68 award for her 

research. This award celebrates the spirit of the 

1968 sit-in, which defended the appointment 

of Archie Mafaje to University of Cape 

Town academic staff against the apartheid 

government’s demand to withdraw the job offer 

on grounds of his race. With a strong focus 

on supporting novel approaches to reducing 

social exclusion, the award is particularly suited 

to pilot projects. Ongezwa hopes to continue 

to use applied theatre methods with various 

groups of people.

how does south afriCan youth from 

khayelitsha townshiP re imagine and 

reConstruCt a shiPPing as a theatre sPaCe?

This paper forms as a part my master’s 

research in applied theatre and drama that I 

did in 2015. My research was positioned at 

the University of Cape and was with South 

African youth from Khayelitsha. This article 

thus seeks to unpack how South African 

youth from Khayelitsha township reimagine 

several large grant-funded projects on these 

topics. Reside is especially interested in 

the use of digital forensic tools to study 

the creative process. He received a PhD in 

English from the University of Kentucky.

using gaming teChnology to simulate 

historiCal lighting design

This paper will report on the work of the 

Lighting Design Preservation Project funded 

by the American National Endowment for 

the Humanities which seeks to represent 

historical lighting designs in 3D-simulations 

using gaming software. The project, 

introduced at last year’s IFTR conference, will 

have completed its first year by June and the 

initial findings will be ready for presentation. 

This paper will outline what the project 

team--consisting of theatre scholars, lighting 

designers, and digital technologists--identified 

as the “essential properties” of lighting design 

which must be represented in any simulation 

in order to adequately document the work for 

posterity. The paper will also report on the 

technologies considered and either used or 

dismissed and will discuss the reasons for these 

decisions. Finally, the workflow for moving data 

from archival documents both paper and digital 

into the simulation tool will be described, and 

the working group delegates will be invited to 

discuss opportunities for improvement.

still perceived as either the “Model Minority” or 

the “Yellow Peril” by U.S. society.

Actually, the nature of Chinese American 

identities is closely related to gender, 

generation, culture, and the history of Chinese 

Americans, while the mainstream media’s 

presentation tends to homogenize this group, 

stripping away the nuances of their identities. 

The ambiguity and uncertainty of the identities 

of Chinese Americans has been continually 

complicated in a global context, which positions 

Chinese Americans at the intersection 

of simultaneous inclusion and exclusion. 

Examining Chinese Americans’ performances 

on social media in regard to Liang’s case, this 

paper addresses the question of how these 

performances reveal the construction of social 

belonging of Chinese Americans.

Key Words: Chinese American, digital 

performances, intersectionality

douglas reside

dougreside@gMail.CoM

neW york publiC library

Doug Reside joined the New York Public 

Library in 2011. As Curator of the Theatre 

Division, he manages all aspects of the 

Division’s collections and public services. 

Prior to joining NYPL, Reside served on the 

staff of the Maryland Institute for Technology 

in the Humanities at the University of 

Maryland. He has published and spoken on 

topics related to theater history, literature, 

and digital humanities, and has managed 
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influence change”. She is currently working on 

“Bajan Green Monkey: The Cultural Evolution 

of the Masquerade” and “Shakespeare and the 

Bank: An essential marriage in the business of 

the Arts”.

roots and rhythms: sharing BarBados 

Cultural heritage though tourism

Melanie K. Smith noted in “Issues in 

Cultural Tourism Studies” by, and I paraphrase 

– Heritage is defined as both natural and 

cultural, tangible and intangible, and is a broad 

concept which encompasses landscapes, 

historic sites, collections, past and continuing 

cultural practices, knowledge and living 

experiences, and is important todevelopment 

both now and the future.

Over the past 30 years, the small Caribbean 

island of Barbados has become one of the 

major tourist destinations around the world. 

This reputation is based on the warm climate, 

beautiful beaches and friendly people, with 

Tourism the main foreign exchange earner, 

but it is important to establish how to create 

alternatives to the ‘sun, sea and sand’ type of 

tourism and how to sustain this industry. The 

Government recently recognised the impact 

that the Cultural Industries, mainly Arts and 

Culture, have on the Creative Economy in 

Barbados and efforts have intensified to ensure 

the sustainability of these industries by creating 

legislation, initiatives and incentives, and by 

financing and promoting creativity. In order 

for the Cultural Industries to be economically 

viable, strategic plans must be developed in 

conjunction with the Tourism sector, since the 

assessment of the role played by memory in both 

the reactivation and the execution in the 1940s 

through 1990s of the Mvett Performance of the 

Fang people in Central Africa.

Carla sPringer hunte

the university of the West indies

Carla.springer@Cavehill.uWi.edu

Carla W. Springer Hunte is the Manager 

of the Errol Barrow Centre for Creative 

Imagination, The University of the West Indies 

UWI, Cave Hill Campus, Barbados. She holds a 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Accounting from 

UWI, and Master of Arts - Arts Management 

from City University, London.

This talented actress, producer, writer, 

arts manager and cultural consultant, is 

an experienced film actress, with over 30 

years of theatre experience on-and-off stage 

in Barbados and the Caribbean, and has 

performed in major cities like New York, Boston, 

London and Toronto. She is a founder and 

former CEO of seaspring inc., and a Director of 

SAYGE Theatre Productions.

Carla has recently presented academic 

papers: “Creating Theatre for an iPad 

Generation”, “Renaissance of the Tongue: 

The social development of Spoken Word 

in Barbados” “Interpretation of a Woman’s 

Struggle: Odale’s Choice” - celebrating the Life 

and Work of Kamau Brathwaite “Business of the 

Arts: Key elements of a successful production” 

and “The Therapy of Drama: An analysis of 

strategies developed in Dramatherapy to 

much divided the dead and living, but, drawing 

on West African beliefs, can be understood as 

portals between the realms of the living and the 

spirit world. Ultimately, I will analyse how this 

subversivepotential turns graveyards into sites 

of memory, linking the traumata evidenced 

by the cracked skulls and broken bones in the 

ground to alternate maps of urban landscapes.

dieudonné mBala nkanga

university of MiChigan

Mbalank@uMiCh.edu

Dieudonné Mbala Nkanga is an Associate 

Professor of Theatre Studies at the University  

of Michigan. His work deals with theatre 

history, performance studies, and the role of 

memory in African drama and performance.

memory and the exPloration of the Past in 

afriCan theatre and PerformanCe

In this presentation I intend to discuss the 

theoretical framework of the value, limitations 

and drawbacks of the use of memory of 

the past in creating and executing plays/

performance dealing with collective ethnic 

identities along side with the dream of ethnic 

nationhood in Central Africa today. Two main 

subjects are at the core of this study.

The first one is an examination of Bernard Dadié’s 

review of the history and the early 18th century 

martyrdom of Dona Beatrice Kimpa Mvita in his 

BEATRICE DU CONGO Présence Africaine, 1970, 

and through this character, the lives of the people 

of the ancient Kingdom of Kongo. The second is an 

restless ProPerty and unsettled  

remains: afriCan ameriCan graveyards  

as sites of memory

In this paper, I reflect on the increasingly 

common unearthing of African American 

burial sites in metropolitan spaces, found for 

example during construction or with the use 

of archaeological technologies. In New York 

City, for instance, the discovery in 1991 of 

bones and bone fragments some eight meters 

underneath a construction site led to the 

revelation of a colonial-era African American 

burial ground, which historians estimate may 

have served for up to 20,000 bodies of slaves 

and freemen and women laid to rest there. 

These discoveries have a double-edged nature 

since although the Lower Manhattan site is 

now a national landmark, the fact of the burial 

sites having been largely obscured in public 

memory and erased from official mapping of 

the city suggests that the “stumbling upon” of 

the graveyards is bitter material proof of the 

continuing social marginalization of African 

American lives. In this paper, I reflect on this 

history by tracing the specific physical sites 

of some of the graveyards in relation to the 

social spaces of the living. I will argue that, 

on the one hand, the unsettling mobility of 

black cemeteries and corpses might be seen 

as a symptom of a white desire to forget and 

erase African American urban lives. On the 

other, and this will be my main contention, 

the graveyards were often relocated because 

of the subversive potential they served—as 

graveyard scenes in African American literature 

tell us, cemetaries were places that not so 
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Bridgetown, and York University in Toronto, 

Canada. Mr. Walcott has among other 

occupations, worked as a Theatre Director, 

Film-Maker and PhotoJournalist. Mr. Walcott 

is currently attached to the Errol Barrow Centre 

for Creative Imagination, at the Cave Hill 

Campus of the University of the West Indies.

memory, unstaBle geograPhies, multiPle 

theatriCalities and the CariBBean 

PerformanCe aesthetiC

This paper represents a continuation of an 

exploration which I started some years ago: an 

interrogation really of the principle elements 

that sit at the center of the conceptualizations 

and the articulations of what is often termed a/

the “Caribbean Performance Aesthetic”

In the earlier phases, I have been particularly 

interested in “folk and tradition” and how 

they influence and in turn are influence by 

contemporary performance practice. The 

whole business of identifying, understanding 

and documenting continuities, disjunctures, 

discontinuities, circumventions and innovations 

that are the result of the lived experience, have all 

been central to my engagement with this topic.

The Caribbean, fundamentally peopled by the 

immigrant of a variety of sorts, historically has 

been a space of contestation, where multiple 

cultures, multiple identities and by logical 

extension, multiple performance practices 

have confronted, assimilated, resisted and 

innovated in continuous waves of definition and 

redefinition. It is against this background that I 

look at memory in what some may term,“these 

unstable geographies”, its manifestation in the 

affirmative action was established under 

Brazilian President Cardoso to change Black 

women’s domestic employment status, 

specifically in Salvador da Bahia. Black women 

are also exploited as video dancers in the US and 

as Carnival performers in Brazil rarely beauty 

and festival queens respectively. Anthropology 

scholar John Burdick reveals opinions of Brazilian 

young men who only find pretas Black women 

with “a knockout body” and straight hair 

attractive 32. These attitudes are countered 

by the natural hair movement flourishing in 

both countries with women of African descent 

wearing styles that defy Eurocentric beauty 

norms. Additionally, Black female roles on US 

television have recently shifted from sexist and 

stereotypical sidekicks, and Brazil aired its first 

all-Black soap opera in 2015.

These are examples of how institutionalized 

racism abounds in Brazil and the United 

States. This study analyzes the similarities 

between stereotypes of Black women from 

both countries in dramatic and public spaces 

through the lens of Black feminism. Essentially, 

how does racial discrimination toward Black 

women manifest comparably in Brazil and the 

United States?

harClyde walCott

university of the West indies

harClyde.WalCott@Cavehill.uWi.edu

C. M. Harclyde Walcott was born in 

Bridgetown, Barbados. He was educated 

at Erdiston Model, then Modern High in 

Most recently, she collaborated with 

working partner Deb Kochman to stage their 

original production One Hundred Years of 

Hope at FSU, which is composed of real 

interviews addressing topics of racial tension 

and police brutality in the United States. Her 

dissertation analyzes the mammy, mulatta, and 

mistress stereotypes of Black women which 

are articulated and challenged in US plays, 

television, shows, and films from the Civil 

Rights era to the present day.

Queens and human Beings, not Just Bodies: 

a ComParative analysis of BlaCk women in 

Brazil and the united states

Black may not crack, but it is certainly 

tested. Black women may be revered 

within their own communities as beautiful, 

intelligent, and respected individuals who 

age gracefully, however mass culture seldom 

regards them as such. Blacks are among the 

United States’ minority races, while Black 

and mixed-race people comprise over half of 

Brazil’s demographic. Both countries struggle 

with racist policies, social codes, and equal 

representation in public and performance 

spaces that particularly affect Black women. 

Africana academic Kia Caldwell expresses that 

African-American and Afro-Brazilian women’s 

painful memories and experiences engender 

a “shared sense of blackness[which] may 

function as a sense of racial solidarity” although 

their nationalities differ xvi.

While the Clinton administration in the US 

worked to transform confirmed employment 

and housing discrimination, significant 

local market is small and would have to depend 

heavily on the flow of tourists and the export 

market to be sustainable.

The purpose of paper is to examine the 

tourism industry and determine the impact 

it would have on the cultural industries, by 

discussing the various interpretations of 

the country’s deep culture and heritage, the 

creativity of its people, and the historic value 

of the island, and the impact these have on our 

visitors. It will also try to identify what plans are 

underway for both industries, and discuss what 

policy makers think is the best approach to 

building this relationship with the objective of 

further developing the Barbadian economy.

devair Jeffries

florida state university

jeffriesdo@gMail.CoM

Devair Jeffries is a doctoral candidate and 

teaching assistant in Theatre Studies at Florida 

State University. She received her Master of 

Arts in Theatre History and Criticism from the 

University of South Carolina and Bachelor of Arts 

in Theatre Performance with a minor in Studio 

Art from Winthrop University. Her research 

focuses on contemporary African American 

theatre, specifically representation and racial 

violence in which she primarily implements 

critical race and Black feminist theories. She 

enjoys both the scholarly and performance 

aspects of her craft, having found opportunities 

to direct and perform in productions as well as 

travel to present research at conferences.
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Within five years of her capture, she was 

dead by undetermined circumstances. 

“Hottentot” is a derogatory Dutch term to mock 

the clicking sound in Khoisan languages and 

“Venus” is the Roman goddess of love, revered 

throughout Western history in ancient and 

classical art. “The Hottentot Venus,” also called 

the “Black Venus,” was laden with derision and 

ridicule for her difference.

This paper will investigate political 

performance as a research method in staging 

Venus by Suzan-Lori Parks performed by the 

Pan-African Theatre Ensemble, a repertory 

theatre developed for ongoing research in 

Pan-African theatre and performance in the 

Department of the Pan-African Studiesat 

Kent State University. Pan-Africanism is 

a concept of unity among Africans on the 

continent of Africa and people of African 

descent worldwide who share in the 

traumatic history of trans-Atlantic slavery 

and scattering of African peoples throughout 

the world. The PanAfrican Theatre Ensemble 

was recently established in 2016 for theatre 

and performance research around issues 

of race, gender, sexuality, affecting African 

descent communities. By using physical and 

environmental theatre methods, I explore 

political and ethical issues. I argue that 

performance is the palpable, living, breathing 

text, spoken and enacted with bodies, in a 

space of visual metaphors. How audiences 

participate in performance as research 

impacts their understanding and reciprocal 

energies in the play. 

Joint work with Dr. Yannick Hume, Carla Springer-

Hunte, Andrew Millington, Harclyde Walcott

POLITICAL 
PERFORMANCES

d. amy-rose forBes-eriCkson

kent state university

dforbese@kent.edu

D. Amy-Rose Forbes-Erickson is an 

Assistant Professor in Pan-African Studies - 

theatre and performance in the Department 

of Pan-African Studies, Kent State University. 

She is the Artistic Director of the Pan-African 

Theatre Ensemble, curating Black theatre 

worldwide. She holds a PhD in Theatre: 

Performance as Public Practice from the 

University of Texas at Austin.

PolitiCal PerformanCe as theatre researCh 

in staging suzan-lori Parks’s “venus.”

In 1810, Saartjie “Sarah” Baartman 1790-

1815 was kidnapped from her Khoikhoi people 

in Southern Africa, and displayed in freak 

shows in London and Paris. She was forced 

to show her bottom and genitalia, considered 

abnormal by European standards, and 

used for scientific and sexual exploitation. 

Yet simultaneously, mass audiences were 

fascinated by Baartman’s body as a sexualized 

and fetishized object. She was a sensation. 

Thousands flocked to see her under the 

stage name, “Hottentot Venus, stripped of all 

clothing, nude, and in the cold.

creative and academic work to bring about social 

transformation and has worked with agencies to 

promote healthy life styles including exploring 

HIV and AIDS, domestic violence and sexuality.

memory in writing:  

an auto-ethnograPhiC Journey towards  

a CariBBean PerformanCe aesthetiC

This paper highlights the researcher’s 

use of an auto-ethnographic approach in 

order to reflect on her impetus to write. The 

experience of writing the auto-ethnographic 

work results in the researcher’s memories of 

personal experiences within the social and 

cultural context of racism. The researcher 

acknowledges that in fact that oneis giving 

voice not only to personal stories, but also 

providing a sociological perspective of 

the issues surrounding race, racism and 

xenophobia in Britain during the 1970’s and 

1980’s when Britain’s “sus” law was at its 

highest. In reflecting on her work comprising 

poetry, prose and drama, the researcher 

poses questions about this qualitative form of 

inquiry. The researcher recognizes the crises 

of memory, anxiety and vulnerability in an 

attempt to represent self in a manner which is 

authentic, objective and truthful, particularly 

within research which emphasises truth, 

validity and reliability. Finally, the researcher 

presents a framework for how Caribbean 

writers can utilise auto-ethnography in order 

to produce new Caribbean Theatre in which 

our personal and intimate memories become 

a platform for presenting critical sociological 

issues within the Caribbean.

“multipletheatricalities” in the reality that is the 

Caribbean and its diaspora.

Joint work with Andrew Millington, Neri 

Torres, Yvonne Weekes, Yanique Hume and 

Carla Springer Hunte

yvonne weeks

university of the West indies, Cave hill CaMpus

yvonne.Weekes@Cavehill.uWi.edu

Dr. Yvonne Weekes is an actress, writer/

director and currently a lecturer in Theatre 

at the Errol Barrow Centre for Creative 

Imagination at the University of the West 

Indies, Cave Hill Campus.

Prior to that she had been the Theatre Arts 

Coordinator at the Barbados Community 

College for seventeen years. Winner of the 

Frank Collymore Award in 2004 for her memoir 

entitled Volcano published by Peepal Tree Press. 

Her first play entitled Blue Soap was published 

in 2010. Yvonne’s writing appears in a number 

of anthologies, creative and academic journals, 

including more recently “Interviewing the 

Caribbean” and “Wadagebei” 2017.

Yvonne started her teaching career in England 

in 1980 and moved to Montserrat in 1987 where 

she formed the Rainbow Theatre Company 

performing in a number Caribbean islands. She 

has the distinction of being the islands’ first 

Director of Culture. Since moving to Barbados 

she has been involved in the development of 

the Theatre Arts syllabus and remains a major 

resource person for the Caribbean Examinations 

Council. She is committed to balancing her 
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radka kunderová

kunderova@jaMu.Cz

janáček aCadeMy of MusiC and perforMing arts 

in brno

Radka Kunderová, Ph.D., director of the Institute 

for Research into Theatre and Drama and assistant 

professor at the Theatre Faculty of Janáček 

Academy of Music and Performing Arts in Brno, 

Czech Republic, also a theatre critic. Her research 

interests include issues of politics and ideology in 

theatre discourse applied mostly to the communist 

era in Czechoslovakia, as well as contemporary 

political theatre or artistic research. She has 

recently published number of studies analyzing 

shifts in authoritative discourse in Czechoslovakia 

during Perestroika using theatre criticism and 

particular theatre productions as case studies. 

She has participated in various Czech and foreign 

conferences, workshops and research projects. She 

teaches history of Czech theatre, contemporary 

theatre theory or performance analysis. She was 

a committee member of the Czech Association 

of Theatrologists and the Association of Czech 

Theatre Critics/A.I.C.T.

She is an external editor of the theatre magazine 

Svět a divadlo World and Theatre. She graduated 

from the Charles University in Prague in Theatre 

Studies, Media Studies and Journalism, studied 

also in England and Greece she was awarded PhD 

by Masaryk University in Brno.

delegitimizing PolitiCal PerformanCe

Subversive potential of a political 

performance is often oppressed by the power 

structures it challenges. Defensive rituals of 

“liberar a voz é liberar a pessoa”, buscando 

entender como poderíamos conceber uma “voz 

livre” na prática vocal contemporânea, no teatro, 

e qual relação esta prática pode manter com 

“liberdade” no sentido mais amplo. Concentra-

se nas limitações substantivas da liberdade 

de expressão e não nas limitações formais, 

considerando a voz como construção social, e 

desta forma como meio e não apenas objeto de 

controle social. Neste sentido, porém, a voz pode 

ser entendida, de modo inverso, como meio de 

emancipação social e como frente importante 

para mudança cultural. Neste contexto, 

levantamos algumas perguntas importantes 

para a prática vocal contemporânea no teatro: 

Como é que a prática pode ser elaborada para 

respeitar a identidade vocal do indivíduo e ao 

mesmo tempo problematizar a construção social 

daquela identidade? Como é que se pode lidar 

com práticas de censura e silenciamento? “Voz 

livre” significa necessariamente que o indivíduo 

deveria falar? Quando e como o silêncio pode 

funcionar como estratégia sociopolítica e até 

que ponto deveria ser explorado como parte 

integral de uma prática vocal?

Finalmente, qual a relação entre a produção 

fisiológica da voz e a presença social e politica do 

indivíduo? Essas questões foram elaboradas pela 

pesquisa de pós-doutorado, “Liberação da voz e 

liberação por meio da voz”, e se tornaram mais 

agudas durante o período do estudo, uma época 

em que acontece uma grande mudança no cenário 

social e político, global e brasileiro, elevando 

preocupações sobre a ameaça a muitos direitos 

democráticos, incluindo a liberdade de expressão.

expression, considering the voice as a social 

construction, and in this way, as a medium and 

not just as an object of social control.

Through this understanding however, it might 

also be understood inversely, as a medium for 

social emancipation and an important front 

for cultural change. In this context, we raise 

some important questions for contemporary 

vocal practice in the theatre: How can it be 

elaborated so as to respect the vocal identity of 

the individual and at the same time challenge 

the social construction of thatidentity? How 

can it deal with practices of censorship and 

silencing? And does a “free voice” necessarily 

mean that the individual should speak? When 

and how may silence work as a sociopolitical 

strategy and to what extent should it be 

explored as an integral part of vocal practice? 

And finally, what is the relationship between 

the physiological production of voice and the 

social and political presence of the individual? 

These questions have been elaborated through 

the Post-Doctorate research end “Liberation 

of the voice and liberation through the voice”, 

and have become more acute during the 

period of study, a time in which there has been 

an enormous shift in the social and political 

scenario, globally and in Brazil, raising concern 

about the threat to many democratic rights, 

including the freedom of expression.

liBeração da voz e liBeração Por meio 

da voz: Questões Para a PrátiCa voCal 

ContemPorânea no teatro

Nesta apresentação, consideraremos uma 

ideia levantada por Kristin Linklater 1976 que 

thomas holesgrove

universidade de são paulo - usp

holesgrove@terra.CoM.br

Thomas Holesgrove is a voice and acting 

teacher, actor and director. He is currently 

realizing a post-doctorate research project 

at the Univiersity of São Paulo / Escola de 

Comunicações e Artes USP/ECA. He is a Doctor 

2014 and a Master 2009 of Theatre – Pedagogy 

of the Theatre through USP/ECA. He has an 

Advanced Diploma in Theatre Acting from 

Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts 

WAAPA and a Bachelor of Arts and Law from 

the Australian National University ANU.

He is a director and theatre teacher at the 

Fábrica de Cultura in São Paulo and was one of 

the founders of the theatre research group Arte 

Tangível where he continues to write, direct and 

act in different theatre projects. He has a long 

experience the area of Arts, with emphasis in 

Theatre, specializing in body-voice techniques, 

acting and performing and theatre pedagogy.

liBeration of the voiCe and liBeration 

through the voiCe: Questions for 

ContemPorary voCal PraCtiCe in the theatre

In this presentation, we will consider an 

idea raised by Kristin Linklater 1976 that “to 

free the voice is to free the person”, trying to 

understand how we might conceive a “free 

voice” in contemporary vocal practice for the 

theatre, and what relation this practice might 

have with “freedom” in a broader sense. The 

focus is on the substantive rather than the 

formal limitations on the freedom of vocal 
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political performance practice in the context of 

hostage taking and through the lens of notions 

of space, landscape, representation, and 

participation performance. It uses as case study 

an action walk that was led in 2007 by the 

father of Colombian soldier Pablo E. Moncayo 

who had been held hostage by rebel group 

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-

People’s Army FARCEP for over a decade. I 

argue that by successfully engaging specific 

publics with the issue of hostage taking, the 

performative walk does produce a framework 

that guides the future behaviours of the 

antagonists the captors and the government. 

The paper contributes to broader debates on 

the connections between political power, space, 

civic engagement, walking, and performance.

erik mattsson

erik.Mattsson@teater.su.se

stoCkholM university

I did my PhD in 2014 with a dissertation 

in Performance Studies, in which I studied 

legal practices and representations from the 

perspective of power, ritual and performance. 

Since then, my research has centered on 

political aspects of theatre and performance, 

with particular focus on the audience. For the 

moment, there are two main areas of interest in 

my research: independent group theatre of the 

late 1970s third theatre, physical theatre and 

its relation to the then dominating discourse 

surrounding political theatre and, secondly, 

ethico-political issues in contemporary theatre.

displacement of these theater practices brought 

together political opposition and cultural

activism. My aim is to challenge the idea of 

the transition to democracy as a normalized, 

non confrontational and consensual process. 

Rather, as exemplified in these tours, there 

was a constant negotiation of meaning 

that ultimately connected individuals with 

democratic aspirations in Spain and abroad.

luis sotelo Castro

lsC234@nyu.edu

ConCordia university Montreal, Canada

Luis C. Sotelo Castro is a dual national 

Colombian/British artistresearcher. His 

practice is performance-based. He creates live 

environments of memory in collaboration with 

other artists and participants from specific 

communities and locations. He also explores 

how participatory oral history performance 

might facilitate listening.

He is Canada Research Chair in Oral History 

Performance and Associate Professor in the 

Department of Theatre at Concordia University, 

Montreal Canada.

PartiCiPatory walking as  

aesthetiC strategy for transforming  

a hostage sPaCe.

This paper explores walking as a form of 

aesthetic, performative action. The purpose of 

this paper is, more specifically to gain a better 

understanding of the transformative power of 

walking as spatial, aesthetic, participatory, and 

“next year in sPain”: euroPean tours of 

indePendent theater in the 1970s

In the 1970s, as Franco’s dictatorship was 

falling to pieces, Spanish theater practitioners 

experienced a tougher censorship that 

frustrated productions and made suspicious 

the work of certain troupes. Instead of giving 

up their artistic activities, imaginative solutions 

came up.

After demonstrations by extreme right 

protesters brought about the prohibition of the 

successful musical theater piece Castañuela 

70, members of the troupe Tábano organized 

an European tour and played before Spanish 

exiles and emigrants. Fellow troupes connected 

them to political opposition in exile, primarily 

communist and socialist parties, in France, 

Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, and 

Switzerland. The European tour happened again 

the following year with a new production, and 

was adopted for similar reasons by two other 

Independent Theater troupes, Esperpento and 

Teatro del Mediodía.

Performances took place in small theaters, in 

lecture halls at universities, and in conference 

halls of Spanish emigrant associations. Troupes 

took their plays anywhere there was a Spanish 

audience, including car factories in France. 

Plays were followed by post-show talks with 

the audience in which they debated the role 

of theater in the opposition to dictatorship 

and the future of democracy in Spain. 

Oftentimes, troupe members were hosted 

by Spanish exiles,who used to toast hopping 

that the following year they would finally 

return to Spain. In my paper I study how the 

the ruling power usually include censorship 

or anti-campaigning in the press. In the latter 

case, what ideological practices might be 

used to neutralize subversive message? In my 

paper, I will identify some of the delegitimizing 

strategies, using a Czech Communist press 

campaign against a socially engaged production 

The Joint Project Journeys 1984

as a case study. Special emphasis will be 

placed on the strategy of constructing a 

misleading identity, in doing so, the press 

manipulated one of the key emblems of the 

Communist mythology – notion of youth.

The critical framework will include writings 

of Vladimír Macura who famously analyzed 

iconography of Communist culture and 

sociologist J. B. Thompson.

Keywords: Political Theatre - Ideology - 

Censorship - Communism

david rodriguez-solas

dsolas@uMass.edu

university of MassaChusetts

David Rodríguez-Solás is Assistant 

Professor of Iberian Studies at the University 

of Massachusetts Amherst. He is author of 

Teatros Nacionales Republicanos: la Segunda 

República y el teatro clásico

español [Republican National Theaters: 

the Second Republic and Spanish Classical 

Theater] Iberoamericana-Vervuert, 2014. He 

is currently completing research for a book in 

which he examines the performative culture of 

the Spanish transition to democracy.
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Using Churchill’s and Kirkwood’s recent work 

as fitting examples, the paper will ultimately 

argue that the dystopian play is a significant 

form of twenty-first century British political 

theatre: far from rejecting the utopian impulse, 

it represents a reversal of utopia which serves 

as a progressive warning about the future.

PuJya ghosh

ghoshpujya@gMail.CoM

jaWaharlal nehru university

I am a research scholar in the last phase 

of my PhD from JNU, New Delhi. My current 

research is Permutations of Politics and 

Performance: Activism, Space and the Ethos 

of 1960s and 70s. I completed my M.Phil in 

Theatre and Performance in 2011. I did my 

graduation and post graduation in Sociology 

from Presidency College, Kolkata and JNU 

respectively. I have done some amateur theatre 

contributing both on and off-stage. I have 

also been a political activist since 2004. My 

research interest lies in the relation between 

politics and performance. I am especially 

interested in the period of 1960 and 70s and 

the way it marked the cultural, intellectual 

and political shift, which has been the 

consequence of that period. My interest also 

lies in contemporary Maoist movements and 

its representation through performance. I have 

been working towards a critical methodological 

approach to political and theatrical event 

working with oral history, cultural memory 

and Badiou’s philosophy and trying to create 

Reconstructed. Paola is coconvenor of the 

Political Performances Working Group at the 

International Federation for Theatre Research.

unsettling futures:  

the British dystoPian Play

In her brief but influential 2006 article 

‘Dystopia Matters’, literature scholar Raffaella 

Baccolini claimed that ‘our times need utopia 

more than ever, but they seem to be able 

to recover utopia mostly through dystopia’. 

Although one could argue that recent global 

events may even match the dystopian 

imagination terrifyingly so, dystopia continues 

to be a popular genre not only in fiction and 

film but on the stage as well. Following another 

of Baccolini’s suggestions, that dystopia is 

particularly suited to feminist writers for 

whom the ‘patriarchal tradition [of classical 

utopias] was no big loss’, this paper will 

examine the contemporary British dystopian 

play focusing on two women playwrights from 

different generations: Caryl Churchill b. 1938 

and Lucy Kirkwood b. 1984. The dystopian 

form is one important strand within Churchill’s 

wide-ranging dramaturgy, from her first 

professionally produced stage play, Owners 

1972, to her latest, Escaped Alone 2016, which 

revisits the tone of the groundbreaking Far 

Away from 2000. Kirkwood, an admirer of 

Churchill, also experimented with dystopia in 

her professional debut, the comedy Tinderbox 

2008, returning to it in her acclaimed drama 

The Children 2016 and, possibly, in her 

forthcoming Mosquitoes 2017, which she 

describes as a play ‘about the fear of science’. 

the spectators to critically examine themselves 

and their position in societal power structures. 

My general hypothesis is that the spatial and 

corporeal character of theatre – in short, the 

fact that it places a body in space – gives it a 

strong critical potential in times of migration, 

segregation and identity politics. 

Key words: political performance, audience, 

objectification, collective identity, space

Paola Botham

paola.bothaM@gMail.CoM

birMinghaM City university, united kingdoM

Dr Paola Botham née Sotomayor is Lecturer 

in Drama at Birmingham City University, where 

she teaches at the School of English and the 

Birmingham School of Acting BSA. Born in 

Chile, she worked as a culture journalist and 

textbook writer before moving to the UK and 

pursuing an academic career in Drama and 

Theatre Studies. Her main research area is 

modern and contemporary British theatre, 

especially political and documentary forms. 

Her publications include chapters on the 

contemporary history play for Twenty-First 

Century Drama Palgrave Macmillan, 2016, on 

Caryl Churchill for Modern British Playwriting: 

The 1970s Bloomsbury Methuen, 2012 and 

on tribunal theatre for Political Performances: 

Theory and Practice Brill Rodopi, 2009. 

She has also contributed several articles to 

academic journals, both in Britain and Chile, 

and is currently working on a monograph 

for Bloomsbury end Political Theatre 

oBJeCtifying the audienCe: ethiCo-PolitiCal 

issues in ContemPorary swedish theatre

What are the ethical and political implications 

of turning the audience into an object? With 

two contemporary Swedish performances as 

prime examples, this paper explores the issues 

that are raised when societal power structures 

and collective identities are represented and 

rearranged in the performance space. My 

first example is SCUM manifestet based on 

Valerie Solanas’ SCUM Manifesto, performed 

by Turteatern in Stockholm between 2011 

and 2016. The performance led to an intense 

debate in the media and in social networks, 

and actress Andrea Edwards even received 

several anonymous death threats. In addition 

to the apparently provocative content, the form 

of the performance stirred a lot of emotions. 

The male part of the audience was sitting on 

stage during the whole performance, being 

literally put in the limelight and examined as a 

collective. My second example is Toleranshuvan 

Reloaded ‘A pair of rubber gloves called 

tolerance’ Hood of Tolerance Reloaded 

staged at Malmö Konsthall in 2015 by theatre 

group Institutet. In short, the performance/

installation consisted of two Romanian citizens 

who sat and begged for money in a white 

painted room in the art gallery. With theoretical 

perspectives from Nussbaum1995 and others, 

my analysis aims at exploring the various ways 

in which the audience was objectified during 

the performances and the ethico-political 

implications of this. I will lay bare the ways in 

which the performances put the audience in 

the position of the other, thereby encouraging 
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gente de mau gosto: notas soBre os 

esCândalos teatrais Brasileiros

A apresentação consiste na exposição de 

fragmentos textuais recolhidos de periódicos 

brasileiros dos séculos XIX e XXI que versam sobre 

o comportamento dos espectadores dentro das 

salas de espetáculo do país. Esse material compõe 

o arquivo que serve como base para a pesquisa Do 

governo das patas: uma genealogia do espectador 

teatral, que se dedica à análise do entrecruzamento 

histórico entre práticas teatrais e educacionais no 

Brasil, por meio dos deslocamentos atribuídos por tais 

relações ao corpo do espectador. O presente recorte 

textual trata de apresentar a recorrência das práticas 

escandalosas do teatro do século XIX e evidencia a 

prática da pateada, desaparecida nos dias de hoje, 

a qual consistia num ruidoso bater dos pés a ser 

disparado a qualquer momento da representação por 

parte dos espectadores insatisfeitos em relação 

ao que viam e ouviam. A pateada é aqui exibida 

tanto em sua manifestação legitimada socialmente 

quanto no período que concerne a sua contestação 

e coerção policial. Recorrendo à análise da 

prática da pateada, objetiva-se apresentar um 

momento histórico em que o comportamento e 

a subjetividade do espectador começariam a ser 

regulados em direções diversas e um novo tipo de 

endereçamento público-cena emergiria. Assim, 

trata-se de descrever e analisar a emergência de 

toda uma nova ordem de governo da conduta do 

espectador, tendo como fim a normalização de 

seus comportamentos, que diz respeito, em certa 

medida, às suas configurações contemporâneas.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: História do teatro  

brasileiro – Teatro e Estado – Espectador teatral – 

Pateada – Polícia

PeoPle in Bad taste: notes on the Brazilian 

theatriCal sCandals

The presentation consists on the exposition 

of textual fragments collected from Brazilian 

periodicals of the 19th and 21st centuries on 

the subject of the spectator´s behavior inside 

the theaters of the country. This material 

composes the archive that serves as the basis 

for the research The government of the public´s 

agressive behaviors: a genealogy of the Brazilian 

theatrical spectator, which is dedicated to the 

analysis of the historical intertwining between 

theatrical and educational practices in Brazil, 

through the displacements attributed by such 

relations to the body of the spectator. The present 

textual clipping tries to present the recurrence 

of the scandalous practices on the theater of the 

nineteenth century and shows the practice of the 

pateada, disappeared today, which consisted of 

a noisy beating of feet to be fired at any time of 

the representation by the dissatisfied spectators 

as a form of judgement about what they saw 

and heard. The pateada is analyzed here both 

in its manifestation as well as apractice socially 

legitimated in the period concerning its defense 

and police coercion. The choice to analyze this 

practice aims to present a historic moment that 

the behavior and the subjectivity of the spectator 

began to be regulated in different directions and a 

new type of spectator-scene ing emerged. Thus, 

the main objective here is to catch and analyze 

the emergence of a whole new order for the 

conduct of the spectator.

KEYWORDS: History of Brazilian theater 

- Theatre and State - Theatrical Spectator - 

Pateada – Methodology

question of identity and legitimacy of political 

activism has been brought in to the fold. 

2. The coming together of the Left students’ 

movement and the Ambedkarite students’ 

movement: it is important to question if 

this signifies a restructuring of the Left to 

include the caste question or is it a success 

of the Ambedkarite movement that it has 

forced the Left to take notice of caste as not 

something that will resolve itself with the 

new democratic revolution.

Keywords: youth, revolutionary icon, caste, 

students movement

luiz Paulo Pimentel de souza

luiz.piMentel.souza@gMail.CoM

Actor, playwright and researcher in 

Performing Arts and Education. Graduated 

in Theater Acting at ECA-USP and Masters 

degree in Philosophy and Education at FE-USP 

under the guidance of Prof. Dr. Julio Groppa 

Aquino supported by CAPES. As an artist, 

participates in the projects of the collective 

[pH2]: estado de teatro and the project  

Ensaios ignorantes.

Ator, dramaturgo e pesquisador em Artes 

Cênicas e Educação. Graduado em Interpretação 

Teatral na ECA-USP e mestrando em Filosofia e 

Educação na FE-USP sob a orientação do Prof. 

Dr. Julio Groppa Aquino, com a pesquisa apoiada 

pela CAPES. Como artista, participa dos projetos 

do coletivo [pH2]: estado de teatro e do projeto 

Ensaios ignorantes.

an apt theory-history interface. My work deals 

with spaces of political and performance 

interventions, civil society, spectatorship and 

citizenship. I have also been teaching sociology 

and drama at the Shri Ram School, New Delhi 

for the last year.

get to know your aCtivists: how is a 

revolutionary iCon Created?

One of the most important historical events of 

post colonial India was the Naxalbari Movement 

which originated in West Bengal and later spread 

to Bihar, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh and Punjab 

during 1967-72. Though the militancy of the 

Naxalbari movement was over by the mid 1970s, 

the splinters of it remained only to resurface 

over the last ten years or so. For my Phd thesis, 

I have tried to look at the Naxalbari movement 

not just as a political movement but one that 

transformed itself into a cultural impulse, and 

what happens when the same impulse is evoked 

or transformed as the ‘political’ resurfaces.

Taking a leaf from my on-going work, for this 

paper I would like to focus on the creation of 

the revolutionary youth icon, what it meant to 

be a student/youth activist and their vision of a 

Communist state. With that as an entry point, I 

would like to mark out the shifts within the icon 

of a revolutionary, the thrust on the identity of 

activists, and the restructuring of the Communist 

dream. As the political events witnessed recently 

in Hyderabad Central University and Jawaharlal 

Nehru University, I would like to the following 

questions through this paper: 

1. The performative strategies used to ‘get to 

know your activists/student leaders’: how the 
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Madli Pesti has a phD in theatre research 

at Tartu University, Estonia. Her dissertation 

was “Political Theatre and its Strategies in the 

Estonian and Western Cultures” 2016. The 

theme of her M.A. thesis was “Political theatre 

in Estonia and Germany in the 20th and 21st 

century”. She has a B.A. in Scandinavian Studies 

specializing in Danish contemporary drama. 

She has studied at the university of Aarhus, 

Denmark, at the Humboldt University and Free 

Univesity Berlin as an exchange student. Madli 

Pesti is working as a lecturer at the department 

of theatre research at the University of Tartu 

and as a researcher in the Estonian Academy 

of Music and Theatre. Her teaching areas are 

performance analysis and theory, political and 

applied theatre and contemporary theatre. 

Since 2002 Madli Pesti has been writing 

theatre critics for cultural magazines and 

newspapers. In 2015 she was the head of the 

Estonian Theatre Researchers’ and Critics’ 

Association. 2015–2017 she is curating the 

programme of the new performing arts center 

Open Space Vaba Lava in Tallinn, Estonia.

eConomiC Conditions vs the artistiC and 

PolitiCal relevanCe of theatre: aBout the 

estonian theatre system

The presentation deals with the relations 

of artistic productions, market pressures and 

cultural institution, i.e the theatre system. 

We would like to present a joint paper with 

the lecturer and theatre critic Madli Pesti. If 

possible, we would use 30 min + discussion. 

We will give an insight into the theatre system 

of Estonia, the development of the system in 

collaborations, community of people without 

community, for a community to come”.

 Keywords: Theatre, fragilization, 

micropolitics, copoiesis

kristiina reidolv & madli Pesti

reidolf@gMail.CoM, Madli.pesti@ut.ee

university of tartu, estonian aCadeMy of MusiC 

and theatre

Kristiina Reidolv is doing a PhD in theatre 

research at Tartu University, Estonia. During 

PhD studies she has been a visiting fellow at 

the School of the Arts of Columbia University 

USA and the School of Arts of the University 

of Kent UK.

She has a M.A. in philosophy specializing in 

analytical philosophy of art. The theme of her 

M.A. thesis was “The Concept of Interpretation 

in Arthur C. Danto`s Philosophy of Art”. Her 

minor was in theatre studies and art history.

Kristiina Reidolv is the Executive Manager 

of the Performing Arts Centre Open Space 

Vaba Lava, Estonia. She has been the 

Executive Manager of Estonian Association of 

Performing Arts Institutions. Kristiina Reidolv 

is also the member of the board of Estonian 

Association of Performing Arts Institutions 

and Estonian Association of Independent 

Theatre Companies. She is a member of the 

Association of Scholars in Theatre Studies. She 

has written theatre and film reviews for various 

newspapers and documentary for Estonian 

Public Broadcasting. 

lunatics, artists, philosophers. It operates 

valuing difference in the construction of a 

collective. Despite being an active group for 20 

years, its cohesion is not always clear. Each one 

has a fragility that surrounds us as a constant 

uncertainty, pointing to the groups rupture. 

At the same time, this is its driving force: 

personas, a performatic figure that describes 

the fragmentary, discontinuous and accidental 

character of the person, makes possible 

that different subjectivities exist on scene, a 

pluralism that strives to survive in a world each 

time more flat,higienic and normalized. We 

find in theatre territories space of coexistence, 

space to scream for life. Beings that are always 

emerging and fading in search of new modes of 

subjectivation ... In this unstable geography that 

we create together, which allows us not to have 

a product as a goal, we sometimes wander lost, 

sometimes connect in a transubjective way, 

creating, in exhaustion, a copoiesis.

Fragility is an opening to the other, and to the 

spectator. Our small experiences, although they 

circulate in national and international festivals, 

sometimes seem unprofessional, because 

they are made without ‘productivity’, without a 

programmed method, in our slowness. We make 

attempts and failures to form poetic networks, 

in the form copoiesis, that activate micropolitics 

and ethics: they activate forms of responsibility 

as artists, as people, as spectators. Whe try to 

listen to these connection, it has a strange music. 

Theater thinks.

What kind of connection is this? As 

our release points out: lives by a thread, 

experiencing aesthetic practices in transatlantic 

ana goldenstein Carvalhae

anagoldC@gMail.CoM

pontifiCia universidade CatóliCa

Ana Goldenstein Carvalhaes a PHD student 

at Núcleo da Subjetividade at PUCSP. Master in 

Aesthetic and Art History at USP, and Bachelor 

in Communication and Body Arts PUCSP. 

Teaches at the Post-Graduation Program at 

Teatro Escola Celia Helena SP and at Faculdade 

Santa Marcelina. She published the book Persona 

Performática Ed.Perspectiva, 2012, and also 

articles in specialized magazines. Member of 

Núcleo de Performance e Drama NAPEDRA-USP 

for 10 years, she’s a member of Performance 

Studies Group PUCSP. She worked with the 

director Renato Cohen, who is her great influence. 

She had contact with dance since childhood: 

danced for years with Cibele Cavalcanti, besides 

her contact with Eutonia. As a performer, created 

many individual works as well as collective ones. 

She’s a performer of Ueinzz Theatre Company 

since 2001, with whom she has been in many 

of the national theatre festivals, as well as many 

different theatre experiences abroad Scotland, 

Finland, Holland, Argentina, Portugal and Canada. 

She works also as a researcher, mostly in the 

following themes: theatre, work in progress, 

creative process of the scene, performance and 

visual arts.

fragilization and ueinzz ConneCtion: CoPoisis

These research aims a common space of 

creation in an unusual theater group. Very 

heterogeneous, it is formed by people who 

feel the world waver: vagabonds, therapists, 
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reBeCCa hillman

r.a.hillMan@exeter.aC.uk

university of exeter

Rebecca is a writer, theatre maker and 

activist. Her teaching and research at the 

University of Exeter, where she works as a 

Drama lecturer, is informed by her involvement 

in trade union and community campaigns, 

and she recently wrote and convened a new 

module called Activism and Performance for 

undergraduate students. She is fascinated by 

the history of political art and its role in social 

and industrial movements, and motivated 

by the belief that it still has a vital role in 

contributing to political and social change. 

Rebecca has written about collective action and 

rioting, funding contemporary political theatre 

in the UK, and on the history and revision of 

agitprop. She is currently working with Banner 

Theatre, Reel News, Townsend Productions 

and the General Federation of Trade Unions 

to create a network of political artists, trade 

unionists and activist movements more broadly. 

She has a PhD from the University of Reading, 

which was funded by the Arts and Humanities 

Research Council.

a return to the radiCal? traCing soCialist 

imagery and Praxis in Community theatre 

and ContemPorary soCial movements

This paper explores issues that Sarah Weston 

discusses in her presentation to this working-

group, d ‘Re-imagining a socialist theatre 

practice in the 21st century: Love on the Dole, a 

case study’. Weston and I, both of us scholars 

Nether 2013 the internet has evolved into 

a vast network of virtual reality realms, 

where people are able to work and play, but 

also act out heinous fantasies, including 

the rape and murder of children. In debbie 

tucker green’s hang 2015, at some point in 

the near future, described in the published 

text only as ‘nearly now’, a black woman, 

who has been the victim of an unspecified 

but appalling crime is summoned to a 

government facility to decide how the person 

who has damaged her family will be execute. 

In Caryl Churchill’sEscaped Alone 2016, a 

largely convivial conversation between four 

elderly women in a sun-drenched north 

London garden, is interrupted by a series of 

apocalyptic monologues that tell of a world 

laid waste by environmental disaster and the 

excesses of neo-liberal capitalism. In Alistair 

McDowall’s X 2016, is set on a space station 

in Pluo where a mission loses contact with 

Earth all they can do is wait to be rescued.

My aim in this paper is to show that in each 

case, the playwright offers an alternative 

fictional world that, by refusing to take our 

shared assumptions about victimhood, 

ethics, appropriate punishment and justice 

for granted, explicitly performs estranging 

critical interrogations of those assumptions. 

As we ponder these strange yet familiar 

worlds, we are obliged to consider the 

connections as well as disconnections 

between those worlds and our own.

trish reid

p.reid@kingston.aC.uk

kingston university

Trish Reid is Associate Dean for Learning 

and Teaching in the Faculty of Arts and Social 

Sciences at Kingston University. Her research 

interests are primarily in contemporary 

Scottish theatre. She is the author of, Theatre 

& Scotland 2013 and a number of chapters and 

articles including, ‘Sexy Kilts with Attitude: 

Scottish Theatre in the Twenty-First Century’ 

in Adiseshiah and Lepage eds. Twenty-First 

Century Drama: What Happens Now 2016 

‘Teenage Dreams: Power and Imagination in 

David Greig’ s Yellow Moon and The Monster in 

the Hall’ in Contemporary Theatre Review 2016 

‘Anthony Neilson’ in the Aleks Sierz, Modern 

British Playwriting : the 1990s 2013 and 

‘PostDevolutionary Drama’, in Ian Brown ed., 

The Edinburgh Companion to Scottish Drama 

2011. Trish is from Glasgow.

realities Best avoided: the dystoPian 

future n the ContemPorary london stage

This paper takes as its starting point one of 

the questions raised in the call for papers for 

this conference under the heading ‘Boundaries 

of history, memory and invention’: What 

connections between past and future mobilize 

actions in the present?

I want to focus on such connections 

through a consideration of the trope of the 

dystopian near future as it has re-occurred 

in a number of recent high profile plays on 

the London stage. In Jennifer Haley’s The 

the turmoil of history and the current situation 

in the 21st century.

We will look back at the period of 30 years: 

what happened with the Estonian theatre 

system stepping from the Soviet occupation 

period into the republic of Estonia. Estonian 

society has seen several economic booms 

and crisis and we will show how theatre has 

reacted to that. We will give an insight into how 

theatres are funded nowadays: how the funding 

of public and private theatres is connected 

with the quantitative the number of premieres, 

performances and visits to theatre and 

qualitative nominations, awards and artistic 

tendencies results.

We will introduce a new type of performing 

arts organization in the Nordic and Baltic 

countries – Vaba Lava Open Space in Tallinn, 

which is funded as a PPP public private 

partnership. The core of the Vaba Lava 

programme is its International Curated 

Programme. Performances of the programme 

are selected by a team of curators, who 

announce an International Open Call. We will 

show how this kind of theatre is adapting to the 

funding system and what kind of performance 

strategies and working practices have been 

developed. We analyse the curated programme 

of Vaba Lava both from the aesthetic side and 

the political relevance: how have the economic 

conditions affected the artistic outcome? 

What are the main artistic ideas of the 

international programme that also gives voice 

to underprivileged people talking about socially 

relevant themes?
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Following global economic shifts resulting in 

greater austerity and economic precarity, but 

simultaneously demonstrating neo-liberalism’s 

resilience, we are witnessing a re-emergence of 

explicitly anticapitalist, and socialist resistance. 

This resistance is resulting in a growth of 

political theatre practice: Theatre Uncut or 

companies like Commonwealth and Collective 

Encounters in the UK, for example. What is 

significant however, is the re-emergence of this 

practice within community and applied settings. 

Since the late 80s and early 90s, there has been 

a general shift away from agitational, political 

community practice to the neutral by default 

plain of Applied Theatre: a practice more based 

in the politics of identity and recognition.

This paper, through my own case study, 

a community play I directed of Love on the 

Dole in Salford UK, will demonstrate how 

theatre practitioners are beginning to reject a 

community theatre work that is anti-didactic 

and purely celebratory, to work that attempts 

to resist,agitate and disrupt. This case study 

will suggest one type of theatrical form, the 

community play, as a way to unite community 

celebration and disruption in the production 

of theatre that is socialist in both its form 

and content. Using the concept of solidarity: 

solidarity between the actors in the community 

theatre process, and solidarity between the 

actors and the audience in performance this 

paper argues that socialist theatre practice in 

the 21st Century is about combining celebration 

and disruption in the theatrical moment.

Key Words: community theatre, political 

theatre, community play.

comunitário no contexto de novos movimentos 

internacionais que se alinham com as histórias 

comunistas e socialistas, bem como uma tensão 

da nova esquerda trabalhista no Reino Unido. 

Mencionarei também um projeto com o qual estou 

trabalhando com a Federação Geral dos Sindicatos, 

o Banner Theatre e o Reel News, que estabelece 

vínculos entre essa nova esquerda, os profissionais 

de artes radicais e os sindicatos.

sarah weston

CssW@leeds.aC.uk

university of leeds

I am a PhD student researching political voice 

and performance in relation to young people in 

the UK at the University of Leeds, supervised 

by Professor Stephen Coleman and Professor 

Jane Plastow. I am also a theatre practitioner 

specialising in political community theatre, and 

have worked with various companies across 

the north west of England. In 2016 I wrote and 

directed a large scale community play of Love 

on the Dole, creating the company Salford 

Community Theatre which is still operating as 

a grass-roots, local theatre group, led by the 

community. I also create devised work under 

Thought Plane Theatre, and work as a playwright. 

I graduated from University of Manchester in 

2014 with MA Applied Theatre Distinction and 

Royal Holloway University of London with BA 

Drama with Philosophy 1st Class.

Re-imagining a socialist theatre  

practice in the 21st Century: Love on the Dole,  

a case study.

um retorno ao radiCal? traçar o 

imaginário e a Práxis soCialistas 

no teatro Comunitário e nos movimentos 

soCiais ContemPorâneos

Este artigo explora questões que Sarah Weston 

discute em sua apresentação a este grupo de 

trabalho, intitulada Re-imaginar uma prática de 

teatro socialista no século 21: Love on the Dole, um 

estudo de caso. Weston e eu, ambas provenientes 

da academia e prática teatral explicitamente 

anticapitalista e comunitária que está emergindo 

internacionalmente, que pode ter uma posição 

ideológica semelhante à nossa, mas que tem sido, 

independente de como se categoriza, projetado para 

alavancar a mudança política.

Além de nossa prática teatral, isso se relaciona 

com nossa pesquisa sobre histórias de teatro 

político e de agitprop e nosso desejo de suscitar 

o debate sobre a função contemporânea da 

prática artística baseada na comunidade como 

uma ferramenta útil para a organização política 

e ativismo. Seguimos estudiosos como Botham 

e Tomlin, que há alguns anos declararam a 

importância de ir além da lógica relativa do pós-

modernismo e para a práxis que pode exercer 

o potencial radical do pluralismo e da estética 

desconstrutiva e objetivos políticos particulares 

e definitivos. Enquanto o trabalho de Weston 

se concentrará em sua peça Love on the Dole, 

discutirei onde o tipo de imagens socialistas 

que eram evidentes nessa produção também foi 

lembrado e reformulado em recentes marchas, 

piquetes e campos de batalha, bem como em 

motins, e nos sites performativos de páginas de 

mídia social. Ao fazê-lo, tentarei posicionar o 

trabalho de Weston e outros projetos de teatro 

and theatre-makers of explicitly anti-capitalist 

and socialist community theatre, are interested 

in mapping community-based practice that is 

emerging internationally, which may be rooted 

similar ideological stance to ours, but which has 

been, however it categorises itself, designed to 

leverage political change.

As well as our theatre practice, this relates to 

our research on histories of political and agitprop 

theatre, and our desire to sparkdebate about the 

contemporary function of community-based arts 

practice as a useful tool for political organising 

and activism. We follow scholars like Botham 

and Tomlin, who some years ago declared 

the importance of moving beyond the relative 

logic of postmodernism, and towards praxis 

which can exercise both the radical potential of 

pluralism and deconstructive aesthetics, and 

particular and definitive political objectives.

Whereas Weston’s paper will focus on her 

play Love on the Dole, I will discuss where the 

kind of socialist imagery that was evident in 

that production has also been recalled and 

reframed on recent marches, picket-lines and 

battlegrounds, as well as in riots, and on the 

performative sites of social media pages. In 

doing so I will attempt to position Weston’s 

work and other community theatre projects in 

the context of new international movements 

that align with communist and socialist 

histories, as well as a strain of the new Labour 

left in the UK. I will also mention a project I 

am working on with the General Federation of 

Trade Unions, Banner Theatre and Reel News, 

which forges links between this new left, radical 

arts practitioners, and the trade unions.
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Indecent.” Tragedy and American Drama 

conference, University of Augsburg, Germany, 

1-3 June2017.

“Squabs, Stars, and Swans: Burlesque’s 

Feathered Fantasies of Female Pleasure.” 

Theater, Performance, and Celebrity: An Archive 

of Extravagance, Studio X, Columbia Global 

Center, Istanbul, TR, September 28, 2015.

“feathers: extravaganCe and 

environmentalism in PoPular theatre and 

PolitiCal aCtivism”

Feathers have an evolutionary history that 

predates human history and have long held 

sacred significance for indigenous cultures, 

as well as sartorial significance for early 

modern European cultures. In the last century 

and a half, feathers are metonymically linked 

to histories of colonialism, consumerism, 

and environmentalism, as well as theatrical 

performance. Moreover, feathers point toward 

the “more-than-human” world David Abrams, 

amplifying the continuities and incongruities 

between the biological and social body. 

Following Joseph Roach’s claim that feathers 

mark an act of violence and signal a “fear of 

superabundance” expressed on the “level of 

material extravagances in adornment” Cities 

of the Dead, 122, 131, my paper examines the 

shifting relationships between histories of 

colonialism and consumerism and our current 

ecological condition, between bodies and the 

environments of which they are apart, and 

between popular performance and political 

protest. The first section of my paper outlines 

the historical intersection of feathers in the late-

Joanna mansBridge

Mansbridge@bilkent.edu.tr

bilkent university

eduCation

The Graduate Center, City University of New 

York, New York, NY

Doctor of Philosophy in English, 2010

researCh and teaChing interests

Modern and Contemporary Drama Performance 

Studies Visual Culture Gender Studies

Current affiliation

Bilkent University 2014-present

seleCted publiCations

Monographs:
Paula Vogel. Modern Dramatists Series. Ann 

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2014.

Journal Articles:
“The Zenne: Male Belly Dancers and Queer 

Modernity in Contemporary Turkey.” Theatre 

Research International forthcoming, spring 2017

“Fantasies of Exposure: Belly Dancing,  

the Veil, and the Drag of

History.” Journal of Popular Culture  

49.1 2016: 29-56.

“Racing Toward History: Utopia and Progress 

in John Guare’s Free Man of Color.” Modern 

Drama 58: 4 2015: 413-36.

“In Search of a Different History: The Remains 

of Burlesque in Montreal.” Canadian Theatre 

Review Spec issue on Burlesque. Guest ed.

Shelley Scott and Reid Gilbert.  

158 2014: 7-12.

Invited Talks:
“Bypassing the Tragic Impasse: Timing, 

Affect, and the TheatricalEvent in Paula Vogel’s 

theatre-making relates to the global space. 

The chosen subject was the current refugee 

crisis because of its relevance to multiple local 

spaces. The devising practice drew from the 

public sphere and applied multimedia on stage 

and shadow theatre. Three parallel stories 

were created in the studio and later were put 

together in the short film #refugeeswelcome 

https://vimeo.com/196810461. The video 

offered students documentation for reflection. 

After reflecting, I invited the trainees to 

a discussion about their experience and 

how they wanted to move forward. To my 

disappointment, the trainees unanimously 

rejected the idea to create a full length 

performance about the refugee crisis because 

they feared that they would stereotype the 

refugees and offend audiences.

For the evaluation of the above project, I 

critically reflect on the trainees’ interview 

focusing on how performer training, when 

drawing from the public sphere, relates 

to discourses about cultural activism and 

enters a place of discomfort. I theorise the 

actor trainer’s and the trainees’ relation to 

the refugee crisis using Doreen Massey’s 

concept ‘global sense of space’ and Jugern 

Habermas’ concept ‘the public sphere’ and I 

challenge stereotypes about the aesthetics 

of political activism. My original contribution 

to knowledge is theorising the trainee as a 

cultural activist within the consideration of 

the global space. Using critical reflection on 

my own experience, I discuss the risks and 

challenges of engaging with the global space 

in the performer training setting.

evi stamatiou

evi.staMatiou@port.aC.uk

university of portsMouth

Evi Stamatiou is a Musical Theatre Lecturer 

at the University of Portsmouth and a PhD 

Candidate at RCSSD, University of London. She 

is an actor, director, writer and actor trainer 

with 10 years of international experience. She 

specialises in comedy, physical and devised 

theatre practices. She is committed to nurturing 

young talent and especially social groups that 

are underrepresented on stage, like women and 

ethnic minorities. She has worked and trained 

in UK, New York, Germany, Poland, Brazil and 

Greece. Previous teaching allocations include 

RCSSD, University of Surrey GSA and Bath Spa 

University. She is a member of Lincoln Center 

Theater Directors Lab, NY and Actors Equity, 

UK. She is a Higher Education Academy Fellow.

Her political performance Caryatid 

Unplugged has won great reviews and has 

been performed in and outside the UK since 

2013. For more about her work, visit www.

evistamatiou.com.

#refugeeswelCome: Performer training, 

aCtivism and the gloBal PlaCe of disComfort

During October-November 2016, I directed 

the project #refugeeswelcome for 16 students 

at the University of Portsmouth. The project 

was a response to Nikos Papadopoulos’ 

exhibition @plasticobilism and it was part of 

Journeys Festival International 2016.

My aim as the director and actor trainer 

was to invite the trainees to explore how their 
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scholarship to the UK to pursue my study, that 

is, to get a PhD in English Literature. Now I am 

a PhD student at the University of Essex. My 

PhD proposal is “The Artist as a Character 

in Contemporary British Theatre.” It is under 

the supervisions of Dr. Clare Finburgh and Dr. 

Elizabeth J. Kuti. I am interested in modern 

drama which touches the immediate needs of 

people in society. I have participated in many 

colloquiums, conferences and seminars inside 

and outside UK.

Behind Closed doors: a trauma of war 

and violenCe on iraQ in david hare’s stuff 

haPPens 2005 and Jonathan liChtenstein’s 

the Pull of negative gravity 2004

No doubt, the painful experience of violent 

action has a devastating effect on both the 

colonizer and the colonized. Maybe, it does not 

appear abruptly, but its traumatised outcomes 

can be seen afterwards. The best example of 

this traumatisation is the war on Iraq in 2003.

This event is eloquently represented in 

theatre by a plethora of contemporary British 

playwrights. Among them are David Hare and 

Jonathan Lichtenstein. The present paper is 

an attempt to shed light upon the timeless 

suffering of people as represented by two 

plays: Stuff Happens 2005 and The Pull of 

Negative Gravity 2004. It is done with due 

reference to the developments British theatre 

passed through especially in itsreaction to the 

immediate events in society.

The surge interest in trauma theory is viewed 

as a way to invest the racism and the religious 

conflict to comment on different psychological 

spectator’s own response – she becomes 

inserted, connected, plugged into the world, 

part of that holed landscape. By offering brief 

examples from up to ten plays and discussing 

those through the triple lens of ethics, 

aesthetics and politics and affect theory, the 

paper argues that Greig’s theatre works by 

undoing, cracking or breaking apart myriad 

elements to disclose the holed nature of all 

things and thus make virtually possible the 

apprehension of interconnectedness. I will 

argue that Greig’s theatre recurrently displays 

small ethical acts of touching, doing and 

acting that might illuminate the inconcrete and 

therefore reveal words, bodies and worlds as 

connected. Importantly, apart from ing Greig’s 

holed theatre, the present paper explores 

throughout the significance that this kind of 

political theatre might have in the global era.

maJeed mohammed midhin

al_aubaidyMajeed@yahoo.CoM

university of essex

My name is Majeed Mohammed Midhin Al-

Aubaidy. I am from Iraq. I have MA in English 

literature from the University of Baghdad- 

College of Languages in 2002. In 1996, I have 

been awarded a B.A in English Language and 

Literature. I have taught English Literature in 

several Iraqi universities since 2002.In 2008, 

I promoted to Assist. Prof. after I published 

more than ten papers in different subjects that 

have relation to Shakespearean and Modern 

Drama. In 2011, I have been nominated for a 

publications include an interview with Greig in a 

special issue of Contemporary Theatre Review 

dedicated to the playwright 2016 and an article 

in Platform: Postgraduate Journal of Theatre 

Arts 10.1 2016. She has a chapter forthcoming 

in the book Representations of the Precarious 

in Contemporary British Theatre De Gruyter 

edited by Mireia Aragay and Martin Middeke 

and she is now working towards turning her 

thesis into a book.

david greig’s holed theatre

The beginning of the 2000s constitute 

a turning point in Greig’s theatre’s 

understanding of politics after having worked 

for a period in the Middle East, and in 

particular with Palestinian theatre-makers. 

Already in his introduction to Dr. Korczak’s 

Example: A Play for Children 2001, Greig 

comments on his experience with INAD, 

a Children’s theatre company based in the 

southern West Bank which “had been hit by 

a tank shell” and which “walls [had been] 

pockmarked by bullets” Greig 2001: 4. Starting 

with some apparently anecdotal remarks on 

‘holedness’, my paper explores how a sense 

of the holed, the broken, the wounded, the 

traumatised, and the cracked, surfaces in 

many senses in relation to Greig’s work not 

just in the shape of ‘the real’ imaginatively 

penetrating the plays and in the plays’ forms 

being ‘damaged’ as a result but also in the 

creative process and in the potential impact 

of the plays on the spectator and her relation 

with the world. My contention is that this 

pervasive quality of‘holedness’ affects the 

19th and early 20th centuries as: a fashionable 

display of social status undoubtedly informed 

by social Darwinism and colonial encounters 

as a prop in burlesque parodies of class and 

cultural difference as adornment in lavish Follies-

esque displays and as cause for the formation 

of activist groups Plumage League, 1889 and 

laws WeeksMcLean Act,1913 to regulate the 

plume trade. The second section examines the 

dramaturgies and gestures of protest in two 

contemporary environmentalist groups, the 

Australian feminist theatrical troupe

Clim Acts and Indigenous movement Idle 

No More. Deploying angel iconography 

and a feather held by the raised fist of 

socialism,respectively, as signs of human 

solidarity with the environment, both 

groups use feathers as a revised, politicised 

symbol of the sacred, aligned less with 

ideas of transcendence than with a model 

of subjectivization Rancière that redefines 

human’s place in a more-than human world.

veróniCa rodríguez

veroniCa.rodriguez.aC@gMail.CoM

university of barCelona

Verónica Rodríguez has just received her 

PhD from the University of Barcelona for her 

thesis end “Globalisation in David Greig’s 

Theatre: Space, Ethics and the Spectator,” 

supervised by Mireia Aragay. She is currently 

based in London and is member the research 

group “Contemporary British Theatre 

Barcelona”: www.ub.edu/cbtbarcelona. Recent 
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connexions to the world, irreducibly. The 

singularities of approaches that come from 

somatic are firstly producers of multiplicities. 

Thereafter, my relationship with myself will 

never take place while it is not closely related 

to the other´s selves. Singularities and alterities 

dance together in order to redefine the individual 

and the collective in the contemporaneity.

luCiana hartmann

luhartM71@gMail.CoM

universidade de brasília

Luciana Hartmann is anthropologist, 

storyteller and Associate Professor of Theater 

Pedagogy in the Department of Theatre Arts 

at the University of Brasília in Brazil, where 

she has been working since 2009. She as 

carried out research and published in the field 

of performance studies, especially focused 

on the analysis of narrative performances 

in multicultural areas, such as traditional 

storytellers from Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay 

boarder´s and children storytellers in Brazilian 

and French schools. She is author of the book 

Gesture, Word and Memory – storytellers 

performances. [Gesto, Palavra e Memória – 

performances de contadores de causos. Ed. 

da UFSC/Brazil, 2011] and co-author of the 

books The Theatre and its Pedagogies [O 

Teatro e suas Pedagogias – Ed. da UnB/Brazil, 

2016] and The Master of Words - authorship, 

performance and experience in South America 

oral narratives [Donos da Palavra – autoria, 

performance e experiência em narrativas orais 

and dancing improvisation practices. Since 

2009, I have been researching and performing 

together with undergraduate dance students of 

Instituto Federal de Brasília – IFB a researching 

practice enlivened by performative aspects 

of human anatomy and physiology, more 

specifically grounded on Body-Mind Centring®, 

Chaînes Musculaires et Articulaires G.D.S®, 

Contact Improvisation and Contemplative 

Dance Practice. Such somatic and dancing 

practices share the experiential anatomy 

either as a foundational aspect or as a focus of 

attention regarding their particular interests. 

Instead of repeating what traditional anatomy 

suggests, they recreate the anatomical 

approach, suggesting new classifications and 

experiences, mainly because they are all about 

practicing. Experiential anatomies, deliberately 

employed to artistic processes, may be thought 

as Poetic Anatomy.

Hence, by exploring an inclination to anatomy 

of somatic inspiration for dance creative 

processes, I have suggested the development 

of an approach that I decided to call anatomic-

performative plainly inspired by the term 

“somatic-performative” coined by Ciane 

Fernandes. For instance, dance performance 

“Élice” 2016 performed and conceived byme, 

was a production developed on the principles 

of practices pointed out above. It currently 

follows its relationships with the world. In spite 

of the first person vocation of this approach, 

and despite the fact that somatic in Brazil has 

been criticized in some contexts because of 

its preferences for dances said “non-virtuoso”, 

in fact it manifests itself in its capacity of 

on Iraqi people, from the first Golf War in 1991 

to the invasion of Iraq in 2003, I see the great 

effects of social media on western people. The 

term of “war on terror” makes people unable 

to discriminate between the innocent and the 

criminal. They are veiled by alleged news that 

Iraq represents “the excel of evil” …

Key Words: British Theatre, Trauma, Violence, 

Religious Conflict,

PERFORMANCE 
AS RESEARCH

diego Pizarro

diego.pizarro@ifb.edu.br

instituto federal de brasília – ifb

universidade federal da bahia – ufba

Diego Pizarro is a professor at Instituto 

Federal de Brasília – IFB, and he is a graduate 

student of Universidade Federal da Bahia – 

UFBA, where he takes part of the Performance 

Laboratoty of the Graduate Program of 

Performing Arts. He is also a practitioner of 

Body-Mind Centering® and a practitioner of 

Chaînes Musculaires et Articulaires G.D.S®. 

Dancer, choreographer, researcher.

singularity and alterity within  

somatiC PraCtiCes: in searCh of an 

anatomiC-Performative aPProaCh  

for artistiC ProCesses

This text considers weaving reflections over 

a possible form of practice as research that 

fosters in its genesis the integration of somatic 

disturbances. As in the case of Iraqi people, 

the religious conflict between Sunni and Shia 

is used as a pretext to invade Iraq. In addition 

to this turbulence, the Kurds’ demand of 

independence increases the gap of integration. 

So, the lies and deception, adopted by the 

colonizers, which seem to be true, led to more 

disaster and unforgettable suffering.

Hare’s 2005 play Stuff Happens presents a 

more complex and interesting documentary 

drama that reflects the British/US-American 

invasion into Iraq in 2003. Here the playwright 

depends on news and imagined account of 

the events to portray the political agenda 

behind the decision of invasion and what 

happens to Iraqi peoples. Speaking about 

the spectacles of mass terror and the threat 

of nuclear weapons makes the world public 

welcome of any action against this danger, 

even though, sometimes these reasons are 

not real. Like Hare, Lichtenstein’s The Pull of 

Negative Gravity 2004 explores the subject 

of traumatised war veterans in greater depth, 

depending on the use of fictionalised accounts 

of his characters’ traumatisation.

Lichtenstein’s returning soldier Dai loses part 

of his humanity during his deployment in Iraq. 

Because of his views of big atrocious in Iraq, Dai 

cannot make up his mind. He loses his ability 

to communicate. This psychological unfitness 

finds its way not only in the participants in 

the war but even simple people who pay the 

price of resistance. Both plays, however, are 

a true reflection of blind policy which led to 

disastrous crimes. As an Iraqi Student in UK 

and one who experiences the outcomes of war 
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Brazil. Based on Brad Hasemans Performative 

Research as alternative for qualitative and 

quantitative scientific researches, this study 

starts looking for theoretical components for 

different approaches in Dance Practice as 

Research. It includes Somatic-performative 

research of Ciane Fernandes dance research 

group A-Feto/UFBA and other somatic 

researchers in the South of Brazil. The final 

goal is to develop a creative process, present 

to public and register the process choosing 

a theoretical/ artistic perspective for that. 

The main goal is to present PaR as an artistic 

theoretical/ methodological perspective that 

is growing in academic spaces and consider 

it as academic as scientific researches are. 

In order to assure different text registers 

in academic dance researches, it also aims 

different ways of accessing the live art of dance 

by multiplying modes of registering and sharing 

data. Quantitative data of researchers will be 

important to these first steps. Preliminar data 

of number of groups working in thisperspective 

and some theoretical operational concepts and 

Somatics perspectives of creation, technique 

and research will be presented here. A review 

of theoretical-methodological references 

of practice as research, such as movement 

analysis, starting by Laban/Bartenieff but 

not only, auto-ethnography, auto-biography, 

genetic criticism, transcreation and others, 

will be developed in collaboration with 

students and teachers interested in the field 

of practice as research in dance. This is an 

academic study that is planned to be finished 

in three years.

são fundamentais no processo de “tradução 

cultural” operado cotidianamente por elas, 

embora a maior parte dos trabalhos relativos ao 

desenvolvimento da linguagem oral tomem por 

objeto as competências linguísticas mais do que 

as competências pragmáticas e discursivas. Esta 

comunicação analisa como crianças imigrantes 

performatizam suas histórias nesta situação de 

intenso contato intercultural.

CiBele sastre

Cibsastre@gMail.CoM

ufrgs

Cibele Sastre is Adjunct Professor at the 

Dance Course of the Federal University of 

Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil - UFRGS. Dancer, 

actress, choreographer, took her PhD in 

Education and Master and Graduate in 

Perfroming Arts at UFRGS. She is a CMA from 

the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement 

Studies - LIMS/NY with the support of 

the Ministry of Culture of Brasil. Mentor of 

Conexão Sul/South Connection - contemporary 

dance artists meeting, concentrating South 

Region of Brazils contemporary dance 

researchers and national guests, awarded by 

local government.

researChing the PraCtiCe as researCh in 

Brazilian danCe Creative ProCesses

This presentation shows the first steps of 

a research studying Practice as Research in 

Dance, starting this year at UFRGS. It searches 

creative processes as research in dance in 

on oral language development focus more on 

linguistic competencies than on pragmatic 

and discursive skills. This paper analyzes how 

immigrant children perform their stories in such 

situation of intense intercultural contact.

histórias de amor, desPedida  

e morte: PerformanCes narrativas  

de Crianças imigrantes.

Crianças imigrantes frequentemente passam 

por profundas experiências de alteridade. Muitas 

dessas experiências são vividas na escola. 

Baseada em pesquisa etnográfica realizada em 

duas escolas públicas de ensino fundamental em 

Paris, com foco nas chamadas CLIN, classes de 

iniciação para crianças não-francófonas, esta 

pesquisa procurou conhecer como as experiências 

destes estudantes são organizadas através de 

suas performances narrativas. Embora essas 

crianças sejam originárias de distintos países, 

classes sociais, grupos étnicos e religiões, elas 

convivem diariamente em uma ambiente na qual 

a única forma de comunicação oral é através 

do idioma francês ainda pouco familiar para a 

maioria delas. Neste contexto, as maneiras de 

contar, sejam narrativas reais ou inventadas, 

tornam-se um desafio e o evento narrativo a 

performance prova ser mais importante do que 

o evento narrado o conteúdo. Isso corrobora 

com a perspectiva de Richard Bauman 2004, de 

que a vida social se organiza através de atos de 

linguagem que, embora ancorados no contexto, 

também o transcendem, porque estão ligados 

de maneira interdiscursiva a outras situações e 

outras enunciações. As estratégias verbais, vocais 

e gestuais utilizadas pelas crianças imigrantes 

na América do Sul. Ed. da UFSM/Brazil, 2007] 

with the Argentinian Fernando Fischman.

stories of love, farewells  

and death: narrative PerformanCes  

of immigrant Children

Immigrant children frequently pass by 

profound experiences of alterity. Most of 

these experiences are lived in the school. 

Based on ethnographic research conducted 

at two elementary schools in Paris, in 2014-

2015 year, focusing a special class to France 

newcomers CLIN, this reseach intends to 

know how the experiences of these students 

are being organized through narrative 

performances. Although these children come 

from different countries and social classes, 

belonging to distinct ethnic groups and with 

radically different religious, they live daily in 

this classroom where the unique form of oral 

communication is the French language still 

unfamiliar for the majority. In this context, the 

ways of storytelling, through truthfulor invented 

narratives, becomes therefore a challenge and 

the narrative event the performance proves 

more important than the narrated event the 

content. This corroborates the argument 

of Richard Bauman 2004 that social life is 

organized through acts of language which, 

even when anchored in context also transcend 

it because they are linked by interdiscursive 

ties to other situations and other utterances. 

The verbal, vocal and gestural strategies used 

by immigrant children are fundamental in the 

process of the “cultural translation” they do on 

a daily basis, although the majority of the works 
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increasing neo-liberal and administrative 

tightening and weakening of academia. My own 

collaborations with spoken word artists bridges 

worlds across a professional performance 

circuit and academic spaces, while nudging the 

two towards a new relationship with its self. I 

reflect also on the nature of my own research in 

breath practices and its continuity in this work. 

Part of this research, included the co-creation 

of a performance writing collective Scribe 

Rites, with South African poets Xabiso Vili 

and Lebogang Lebese. Scribe Rites works with 

other performing poets in Pretoria and India 

addressing a wide range of concerns including 

aesthetic experimentation, performance 

training, writing development, mentoring, 

development of writing and performance 

platforms etc. This paper also explores the 

potential of PaR collaboration to sustainably 

develop new visions and practices between 

academia and professional spheres.

Joint work with Xabiso Vili and  

Lebogang Lebese.

Christina sChmutz

CsChMutz@telefoniCa.net

institut del teatre, barCelona

Studied Economy and Philology in Freiburg 

Germany. In 1998 moved to Barcelona with 

a scholarship on contemporary dramaturgy. 

In Barcelona puts on stage contemporary 

plays of German writers such as Falk 

Richter, Igor Bauersima, Sybille Berg, Roland 

Schimmelpfennig, Anja Hilling, and Elfriede 

relations, jungian studies, collaborative 

research, artistic practice and social 

change. Collectives she co-founded include 

Activate feminist PaR collective, Theatre and 

Performance Studies Forum JNU, Scribe Rites 

Performance Writing Group, Pretoria.

PoetiC utteranCe and Par: exPloring 

multiPle theatriCalities, genealogies  

and futures

I look at a PaR exploration in the theatrical 

and political potential of spoken word 

performances in South Africa and India to 

express emerging subjectivities and evolving 

subjecthoods through multiple genealogies 

of performance practice showcasing unstable 

geographies and diverse methods. The work 

accessed via internet, live performance events 

and embodied research through collaborative 

workshop and performances in India and South 

Africa is driven by the call towards decolonising 

knowledge and practice through a transcultural 

exchange between the two contexts. Exploring 

contemporary cultural forms, spoken word 

subcultures promise to be a potent blend of 

political and aesthetic exploration of what it 

means to find utterance as artist/academic in 

the current global scenario through a unique 

utterance of breath. It also as a form may have 

limitations that artists uniquely overcome by 

exploring multiple theatricalities and other 

performative interventions and collaborations. 

It challengesacademic research to step out 

of university contexts and find an external 

relevance, meaning and independence. This 

is particularly valuable in the context of the 

um número de grupos que trabalham nestas 

perspectivas bem como alguns conceitos 

operatórios e perspectivas somáticas de criação, 

técnica e pesquisa.

Uma revisão de referenciais teórico-

metodológicos de prática como pesquisa, 

como análise de movimento, iniciando por 

Laban/Bartenieff sem restringir-se a ela, auto-

etnografia, auto-biografia, crítica genética, 

transcriação e outras, será desenvolvida em 

colaboração com estudantes e professores 

interessados no campo da prática como pesquisa. 

Esse é um estudo acadêmico com planejamento 

de execução em três anos.

Palavras-Chave: Pesquisa Performativa, 

Prática como pesquisa, Perspectivas Teórico-

metodológicas, Dança Somática.

manolagayatri kumarswamy

Manolagayatri@gMail.CoM

university of pretoria

Dr Manolagayatri Kumarswamy is 

Postdocfelllow Drama Dept, University 

of Pretoria, South Africa 2016-2018. 

Completed her PhD at the Dept of Theatre 

and Performance Studies, School of Arts and 

Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 

Delhi, India 2014. Postdoc Project partner 

in UGC_UKIERI project between Warwick 

Univeristy and Jawaharlal Nehru Univeristys 

Gendered Citizenship and co-authored book 

chapter with Dr Inshah Malik2014-2016. 

Interested in somatics, practice as research, 

embodied research, queer theory, group 

Keywords: Performative Research Practice 

as Research Theoreticalmetodological 

Perspectives Dance Somatics.

PesQuisando a PrátiCa Como PesQuisa em 

ProCesso de Criação em dança Brasileira.

Esta comunicação mostra os primeiros passos 

de uma pesquisa que estuda a Prática como 

Pesquisa em dança, que está iniciando este ano 

na UFRGS. Inicia buscando processos de criação 

como pesquisa em dança no Brasil. Com base 

na Pesquisa Performativa apresentada por Brad 

Haseman como alternativa às pesquisas científicas 

quantitativas/qualitativas, este estudo começa 

buscando componentes teóricos de diferentes 

abordagens da prática de dança como pesquisa, 

incluindo a pesquisa somático-performativa 

proposta por Ciane Fernandes através do grupo 

de pesquisa A-Feto da UFBA. Inclui também 

pesquisas no campo da somática e da criação 

em grupos do sul do Brasil. O objetivo final é 

desenvolver um processo criativo, apresentar 

ao público, registrar todo o processo escolhendo 

referenciais teórico/artísticos estudados e 

apresentar a Prática como Pesquisa como uma 

perspectiva teórico-metodológica artística que 

está crescendo no contexto acadêmico e considerar 

tal abordagem como uma pesquisa acadêmica 

com igual peso aos das pesquisas científicas. Na 

intenção de assegurar que a academia aceite 

diferentes modos de produção textual em dança, 

essa pesquisa visa propor modos de escrita 

acadêmica em dança e em arte que multiplique os 

meios de acesso à obra viva. Os objetivos inicias 

serão apresentados através da coleta de dados 

quantitativos. Serão apresentados preliminarmente 
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texts that make up the scenes are delineated. 

Crossing the feminin universe´s themes, a 

womans struggle for life and her attempt no 

to go mad emerge in the scenes. Her daily and 

poetic life are shared in the play, that takes 

place on a Sunday morning in the actress`s 

house. The research seeks to find a place 

between the scene and the daily life, between 

representation and the shared experience in the 

domestic space.

When speaking of a particular feminine, it is 

sought to reach the feminine of other women, in 

the plural. In this place, under theseconditions 

of creation, the scene can be a mobile identity, 

which is always under construction.

entre teatro e PerformanCe - o ProCesso 

Criativo da Peça domingo

O trabalho aborda os processos de criação 

da peça Domingo, uma cena-experiência, que 

se passa em uma casa com quintal. A pesquisa 

buscou estabelecer um diálogo entre dois 

universos: os rituais de cura, recriados a partir 

da pesquisa e vivência de práticas corporais 

pessoais e biográficas, realizados no lado de 

fora, na recepção do “público” e a “conversa” do 

lado de dentro, permeada por temas femininos 

e textos literários, registrados no blog “A louca 

sou eu”. falabella.cidablogspot.com.br. É a partir 

dessa escrita performativa que se delineiam as 

temáticas e os próprios textos que compõem as 

cenas criadas. Atravessando os temas, emerge 

a luta de uma mulher pela vida e sua tentativa 

de des enlouquecer. Sua vida diária e poética 

são compartilhadas. A pesquisa busca encontrar 

um lugar entre a cena e a o cotidiano, entre 

denise Pedron

denisepedron@gMail.CoM

universidade federal de Minas gerais - ufMg -

DENISE PEDRON has a degree in Literature 

1995, a Masters degree in Literary Studies 

1999 and a PhD in Comparative Literature 

by the Federal University of Minas Gerais 

2006, with the thesis Performativity in 

Contemporary Culture. She is a professor in 

the technical course in Dramatic Arts at the 

Federal University of Minas Gerais UFMG, 

where she teaches Theater History, Drama 

Literature and History of Brazilian Theater. 

She was also general coordinator of the 

UFMG Summer Festival, in 2015 and 2016. 

She is currently Vice Director of Cultural 

Action at UFMG. She has experience in 

the area of Performing Arts, with emphasis 

in History and Theater Theory, acting as 

researcher, mainly in the following subjects: 

theatrical critic, creative processes in 

performance, urban intervention and 

contemporary theater.

Between theatre and PerformanCe - the 

Creation ProCess of the Play sunday

This paper is about the creation process of 

the play Sunday 2016, a scene-experience, 

set in a backyard house. The research seeks 

a dialogue between two universes: the rituals 

of healing, recreated from personal and 

biographical bodily practices and the texts 

published on the actress´s blog A louca sou 

eu. falabella.cidablogspot.com.br. It is from this 

performative writing that the themes and the 

combinations of different forms of knowledge 

production. Here, Bojana Cvejic´s distinction 

of „problematic art“ and „unproblematic art“ 

seems heuristically productive as she conceives 

problem-oriented art as „performances and 

processes of creation dedicated to problems 

that transform them and give rise to thought 

in the act of thinking“ suggesting to question 

production instruments, critique, and power 

of performance processes with regard to their 

recursivity and transparency. By „unproblematic 

art“ she understands aesthetics serving 

institutionalized norms and techniques. The 

basic idea: to connect research methods 

in artistic processes to a poetic aperture, 

aiming for the „re-enchantment of the world“ 

and „contextualization with aspects of the 

unforeseeable and the perception of what, 

hitherto, hasn’t been obtainable“ Erika Fischer-

Lichte. Concentrating on margins, everyday 

occurrences, and the ostensibly insignificant 

serve as starting point or problem generator 

in order to enable criticism on the base of 

new contexts. A model is Michel de Certeau’s 

poetic practise which converts the ordenary 

into places of the resistive, and consuments 

into producers, by the concrete practise of 

„poaching and hunting“. By means of an 

example of my own practise, I show how such 

„spaces of possibilities“ may be generated 

activating different structures, signification 

systems, and their interrelations to constitute 

new meaning.

Keywords: Poetic practice, problem oriented 

art, production and reflection processes

Jelinek for the Festival de Sitges, Nau Ivanow, 

Espai Escènic Joan Brossa, GREC Festival, 

Videoarte loop Festival, Teatre Tantarantana. 

Since the beginning of 2006 in conjunction 

with theatre director and theorist Frithwin 

Wagner-Lippok iniciates research and stage 

projects on postdramatic and performative 

theatre. Since then also persues teoretical-

practical investigation of new theatre forms 

through various free projects. Resumes her 

theses career at the Universitat Autònoma 

Barcelona and Institut del Teatre Barcelona 

director: Francesc Foguet. Lectures on new 

theatre forms at congresses and universities. 

Works furthermore as profesor at Institut del 

Teatre Barcelona and translator.

Publications in Institut del Teatre/Paris 

Sorbonne 2016, Actes III I IV Simposi 

Internacional d´Arts Escèniques, Universitat 

d´Alacant 2016, 2013, GRAE Universitat 

Autònoma, Barcelona 2012, Estudis Escenics, 

Barcelona 2014 2011 2009, Theater der Zeit, 

Berlín 2010, Pausa, Barcelona 2015 2012, 2010, 

International Symposion on Contemporary 

Catalan Theatre 05, Barcelona 2005, website 

www.lecturas2go-performaticas.eu

geograPhies of the PossiBle – ConstruCting 

ProBlems, ideas, and meaning By PoetiC 

Contextualization in Performative arts

Structures of artistic as well as academic 

production seem presently to be pervaded by 

„cognitive capitalism“ and its neoliberal frenzy. 

In this context it may be interesting to relocate 

interrelations of artistic production and 

reflection processes as well as transitions and 
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myer tauB

Myersuniverse@gMail.CoM

university of pretoria

Myer Taub is a Senior lecturer in the  

Drama department at the University of Pretoria, 

South Africa.

misBehavior of nothing: Questioning the 

something of nothingness

At the International Federation Theatre 

Research IFTR conference in Hyderabad, 

2015, I’m distracted by news of my rejected 

application. It concerns my promotion to a 

more senior position at my current university. 

Then, at the conference, I asked advice from 

a senior, more respected colleague, who 

said, “do nothing.” Thereafter, I did that. I did 

nothing as a resistance to the labor conditioned 

by my own institution. Not all the times, 

though, for at other times, I did something. 

I hovered in between the doing nothing and 

the doing something as a rather mild form 

of personal work protest, during the last 

two years of some very significant protests, 

and advancing civil action movements. I’ve 

begun to think differently about how power 

operates in the realm of doing. For that 

reason, this question and reflection on forms 

of protest and performance is also a political 

document of performance. It is political 

because of its inherent research embodied 

as reflexive, qualitative, and oppositional. It 

instigates integration of public protest with 

the notion of doing nothing in mind. This is 

an idea taken from Kantian terminology when 

tackles the issue of dichotomy between 

spectator and the audience and introduces 

the mechanisms of activating spectator’s 

receptive engagement and critical thinking.

In order to liberate spectator from the 

predominance of metaphysical violence and 

undermine the totalitarian model of theatre 

represented by direct linear transmission 

of information by loosening slavishly self-

replicating semiotic bonds between all units 

participating in stage work creation, the paper 

proposes the model of “theatrepotential”. 

It describes numerous experiments with 

extreme patterns of organizing stage 

space, unfolds new perspectives of viewing 

performers’ expressivity through outlining 

genuine psycho-physical training and analyzes 

their impact on perceptual habitus. Rooted 

in methodology shifting between practice-

led and action research and inspired by 

cognitive sciences and theatre pedagogy, the 

study analyzes reactions to three specifically 

designed performance case-studies and 

demonstrates how, in spite of our craving for 

creative autonomy and natural tendency to 

contextualize, modern audiences still tend 

to follow the evolution-proved paradigm of 

investing the least effort possible and walk the 

easiest and most pleasant path there is.

Key Words: Perception, Autonomy of 

Perception. Depog Theatre, Deconstruction 

Principles in Stage Work, Dramaturgy of 

Space, Spectator-Audience Dynamics, 

Performers Training

she spent residential semester at National 

Academy of Theatre Arts in Krakow class of 

Krystian Lupa and four years of apprenticeship 

at Odin Teatret in Holstebro.

She is member and research fellow of newly 

formed Institute for Studies of Performance 

and Theatre in Brno conducting an artistic 

research on extreme and its performative 

aspects. In addition to that, she is currently 

launching a multimedia stage research focused 

on phenomenon of spectatorial perception, aim 

of which is to examine the way information is 

processed and decoded on neuro-aesthetical 

level. This project aspires to determine how 

a change of medium through which the 

information is conveyed impacts its ultimate 

effect on the recipient.

As an active theatre practitioner rooted 

strongly in an alternative scene she regularly 

collaborates with number of renowned 

independent interdisciplinary artists sound-

designers, video-artists and experimental 

filmmakers or cultural institutions, lectures, 

coaches and leads seminars covering such 

issues as stage presence, dramaturgy of space, 

montage, and performer’s training.

freedom as a Burden or how theatre suCks 

whereas PeoPle need to Be Bitten.

“Only after we’ve openly admitted the 

chance we might never fully understand each 

other, real communication may occur.” Based 

on the outcomes of a long-term research 

on behavioral patterns of contemporary 

audiences conducted within the laboratory 

conditions of D’epog Theatre, this study 

a ritualização e a vivência compartilhada no 

espaço doméstico. Ao falar de um feminino 

particular, busca-se atingir o feminino de outras 

mulheres e homens, pretende-se através de parte 

do altamente subjetivo singular alcançar as 

subjetividades, no plural. Nesse lugar a cena pode 

ser vista como identidade móvel, está sempre em 

construção, em processo, uma busca Individual 

contaminada pelo coletivo que a assiste e 

participa, como testemunha desse ato-cena.

luCia rePasska

repasska@gMail.CoM

janaCek aCadeMy of MusiC and perforMing  

arts in brno ispat

Lucia Repašská, Ph.D. 1985

Theatre director, researcher and head of 

progressive stage platform D’EPOG. She 

focuses on limits of spectatorial perception and 

examines the ways contemporary audiences 

work with information and decode it. The 

output of her practice skirts the line between 

drama, physical theatre, performance art and 

multimedia. Apart from her work for the stage, 

research into performative expressivity plays an 

important role in her activities. A noteworthy 

feature of D’EPOG’s laboratorial pursuits are 

workshops focused on developing acting skills, 

“action montage” and work with energy.

Defending her dissertation Deconstruction 

principles in Staging Creation published 

in 2015, she gained her doctoral degree in 

Drama Arts at Janacek Academy of Music and 

Performing Arts in Brno. Prior to graduation, 
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performers which premiered inEdinburgh and 

has toured around Spain, Brazil, Uruguay, and 

the USA, winning the Impact Award at the 5th 

Small-Scale Theatre Festival in Miami.

Between site-sensitive and site-unsPeCifiC 

theatre: a Journey from the  

southern Borders of south ameriCa  

to the north of euroPe

In 2013 the project Fronteiras Explorers saw 

a group of Scottish-based performers taking 

up residence in the Brazil-Uruguay border 

for three weeks. An artistic investigation 

led to the creation of a sitesensitive piece 

responding to the ideas of border perceived in 

the area. Four years on, director Flavia D’Avila 

now focuses her research on syncretic theatre 

in Scotland and the possibilities this context 

can offer as a non-specific place or space. Her 

proposal to conduct Performance Research 

Tests into this topic will face challenges of 

finding alternative documentation and data 

gathering in Practice Research.

In an increasingly uncertain political climate 

all around the world, we are likely to see 

cultural and geographical borders shifting in the 

coming years. How can theatremakers respond 

to, and work within, this newest world order? 

Might this be an opportunity to re-imagine 

spaces and renew our understanding of place? 

Could explorations of liminal and, to employ a 

term used by playwright David Greig, ex-centric 

theatrical practices be an effective tool of 

resistance and/or communication?

Drawing on reflections on previous practice 

combined with the work of Doreen Massey 

mobilize the arts across the disciplines of 

Social Work, Fine Arts and Arts Education 

and to extend this work into key disability 

communities. This session will outline the 

project, its purposes and results to date  

and then workshop some of the methods  

with the participants through theatre, 

movement and voice.

flavia d´avila

fdoMinguesdavila@rCs.aC.uk

royal Conservatoire of sCotland/university of 

st andreWs

Director Flavia D’Avila is originally from 

Brazil. She moved to Edinburgh in 2006 to 

pursue her degree in Drama and Theatre Arts 

and is currently doing her PhD at the Royal 

Conservatoire of Scotland/University of St 

Andrews, researching syncretic theatre in 

a devising context. Flavia has specialised in 

working with devised theatre and new writing, 

having also trained at the Odin Teatret in 

Denmark and in South America.

Flavia founded Fronteiras Theatre Lab in 

Edinburgh in 2011, whose most relevant work to 

date includes Theatre Tasters 2012, a lunchtime 

‘menu’ of three short plays by multinational 

playwrights Australia, Scotland, and Norway 

performed by a cast from 8 different countries 

Fronteiras Explorers 2013, a three-week 

residency programme on the Brazil-Uruguay 

border funded by a Creative Futures grant 

from Creative Scotland and La Niña Barro 

2014, collaboration with a Spanish writer and 

performances and explores new experimental 

languages in education. She has been working 

for the past 30 years in the field of dance and 

visual arts, presenting throughout Europe, 

South America, Africa and Canada. Her work in 

universities, schools, galleries and community 

centres focuses on social /political issues 

with dance, creative writing, and visual art as 

the mobilizing ‘voice.’ Her ongoing research 

furthers this interest into areas of literacy, 

embodiment and cultural studies towards 

inclusive education with a method she coins 

“Embodied Poetic Narrative.” Performance 

and Difference investigates the development 

of an accessible language for Programmers, 

Teachers, Social Workers and Artists working 

with difference in art making in general and 

performance in particular.

This research aims to pursue the creation of 

a common language that embraces cognitive 

and/or physical diversity that can be shared 

by teachers / learners, audience / spectators 

and performers / creators. The focus of this 

research is to begin the process of enhancing 

and building upon curriculum design through 

workshops for teachers, students and arts 

programmers with the purpose of developing 

commonalities and action strategies within the 

context of diverse abilities. With this research, 

I am challenging existing stereotypes that 

have not succeeded in actually levelling the 

playing field either in the classroom, areas of 

applied therapy or in arts programming.

The long term goal of this project is to 

not only enhance current curriculum, but to 

nothing is like a silent dove, L’vonnet 2016, 

and so like the quote, I want to correlate my 

study also to Baudrillard’s text: Why hasn’t 

everything already disappeared? 2016. My 

correspondence to the philosophy of calamity 

is also a form of protest, adhering to the 

call of the present IFTR conference in Sao 

Paulo as one of instability and multiplicity. 

Meaning dislocating theatricalities alongside 

dislocating geographies. I follow then towards 

a distribution of observation, reflection and 

dialogue with two South African artists: Ed 

Young and Dean Hutton, on some of their 

previous and current workon doing something 

and doing nothing.

referenCe.

2016: L’Vonnet François, foreward in Why 

Hasn’t everything already disappeared?, 

translator Chris Turner, Seagull Books: London, 

New York, Calcutta.

2016, Hutton, D. “F**ckWhitePeople”, 

National Gallery Cape Town

2004, 2005, 2010, Young, E. “Do Nothing”, 

Vooruit: Ghent.

kathryn riCketts

riCkettk@uregina.Ca

university of regina

Dr. Kathryn Ricketts is an Assistant Professor 

in the Faculty of Education in the University 

of Regina as the chair of the Dance area and 

runs The Listening Lab, a visual and performing 

arts incubator that presents exhibitions and 
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For this pre-conference session, we propose to 

conduct a morning workshop where participants 

will learn dance practices from Mestre Monza 

Calabar and history from Marcela Barravento, a 

dancer and cultural worker who has dedicated 

her life to preserving and teaching the histories 

of Candomblé communities. The afternoon 

will be spent in dialogue between researchers 

and participants to conduct guided question 

& answer sessions and respond to surveys 

designed to inform the ongoing research project.

Questions to be posed include: How did 

the embodied experience of dancing the roles 

of the warrior archetype contribute to your 

awareness of histories of political resistance in 

the Diaspora? How did listening to oral histories 

interact with the communal nature of the dance 

practices to inform your understanding of history 

and culture of Afro-Brazilian people? Participants 

will be invited to pose alternative questions in 

an attempt to allow the research to embrace 

multiple and diverse perspectives.

“ile gBn ati aye” Casa de saBedoria de vida: 

um seminário PreConferênCia.

Na língua Ioruba, ile gbn ati aye significa 

“casa de sabedoria de vida.” O foco da 

nossa pedagogia começa com um processo 

de desenvolver e cultivar entendimento das 

histórias Afro-brasileiras, constituindo pela 

aprendizagem de danças, historias orais, e a 

vida culinária, das histórias Afro-Brasileiras 

que constituem uma sabedoria de vida. Essas 

historias e práticas vêem do povo que são 

descendentes dos quilombos na Bahia. Esse 

seminário será uma oportunidade para os 

incorporates elements of Afro-Brazilian 

mythologies, in particular stories of the 

trickster figure, Exú. Her next research project 

in Brazil is a collaboration with Brazilian dancer 

and choreographer Mestre Monza Calabar. 

Their work together seeks to explore the 

possibilities of teaching Afro-Brazilian histories 

and epistemologies through dance, movement, 

crafts, and culinary arts.

Previous solo performances include “How 

not to Make Love to a Woman”, critical 

autoethnography about leaving an abusive 

marriage “Passion Fruit” about a blues singer 

caught in a bisexual love triangle and “Idle 

Worship or the Day I Realized my Dad was 

Short” a fictionalized autobiography about 

growing up Mormon. Her current playwriting 

project is a collaboration with a nursing scholar 

and fellow ethnographer, Dr. Amy Funk. The 

project, “27 listeners” is based on Funk’s 

dissertation research on sibling grief.

“ile gBn ati aye” house of the wisdom  

of life: a sPeCial PreConferenCe  

workshoP session.

In Yoruba ile gbn ati aye means “house of 

the wisdom of life” in English . The focus of our 

pedagogy will be on developing and cultivating 

understanding of Afro-Brazilian histories 

constituting this living wisdom through dance 

practices, oral histories, and culinary practices 

of descendants of the Quilombos in Bahia, 

Brazil. This workshop will be an opportunity 

for PaR Working Group participants to 

contribute to the ongoing research in this early 

stage to help shape the research to come.

novíssima ordem mundial? Será esta uma 

oportunidade para reimaginar espaços e renovar 

nosso entendimento de lugar? Será que explorações 

de práticas teatrais limiares e, para empregar um 

termo utilizado pelo dramaturgo David Greig,  

ex-cêntricas podem ser uma ferramenta eficaz  

de resistência e/ou comunicação?

Com base em reflexões sobre práticas 

anteriores aliadas ao trabalho de Doreen 

Massey 2005 sobre espaços e a noção de teatro 

em lugares não específicos de Dan Rebellato 

2006, o presente artigo traz uma provocação: 

a ideia que a Escócia pode ser o cenário ideal 

para esta pesquisa sobre uma linguagem teatral 

sincrética, pois “nunca está completamente 

presente como formação social, nacional ou 

cultural” Pattie, 2011, p.55.

Palavras-chave: fronteiras, local específico, 

local não específico, limiar, sincretismo teatral, 

pesquisa prática.

laurelann Porter

laurelannporter@gMail.CoM

benediCtine university

Laurelann Porter is currently an Assistant 

Professor of Communication Arts at 

Benedictine University. She received her PhD in 

Theatre and Performance of the Americas from 

Arizona State University. She received her BFA 

in Independent Theatre Studies from Boston 

University and her MFA in Playwriting from 

Arizona State University.

“Sympathy for Exú” is the newest product 

of her creative practice. The solo piece 

2005 on space and Dan Rebellato’s 2006 

notion of site unspecific theatre, this paper 

is presented as a provocation: the idea that 

Scotland can be an ideal scenario for this 

investigation into a syncretic theatrical 

language because it “is never fully present 

as a social, national, or cultural formation” 

Pattie, 2011, p.55.

Keywords: borders, site-specific, site-

unspecific, liminality, theatrical syncretism, 

practice research.

entre teatro de loCal esPeCífiCo  

e não esPeCífiCo: uma traJetória das 

fronteiras austrais da amériCa do sul  

até o norte da euroPa

Em 2013, o projeto Fronteiras Explorers levou 

um grupo de artistas vivendo na Escócia à uma 

residência artística na fronteira entre Brasil 

e Uruguai por três semanas. Um trabalho de 

pesquisa conduziu a criação de um espetáculo 

em resposta às ideias de fronteira encontradas 

no local. Quatro anos depois dessa empreitada, a 

diretora Flavia D’Avila agora enfoca sua pesquisa 

em teatro sincrético na Escócia e as possibilidades 

que esse contexto pode oferecer como lugar 

ou espaço não específico. Sua proposta para 

conduzir Testes de Pesquisa em Performance 

sobre o assunto enfrentará os desafios de 

encontrar maneiras alternativas para documentar 

e coletar dados dentro da Pesquisa Prática.

Em um clima político cada vez mais duvidoso 

ao redor do mundo, é provável que as fronteiras 

culturais e geográficas sofram mudanças nos 

próximos anos. Como profissionais do teatro  

podem responder a, e trabalhar dentro desta 
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the Cats leaP: the world as  

a Performing landsCaPe

The human capacity of fantasizing 

grows based upon a continuous caring and 

relationships, as well as the world’s presentation 

by the others – specially the adults. The 

knowledge of the surrounding space can be an 

interesting and rich shared experience. That has 

to do with theater and spatial dramaturgies.

We argue towards a poetic-existential 

perspective to teach theater and performing 

arts, so that the adult will try to reach a 

concomitant “presence and absence” state 

of mind WINNICOTT, 1994 – an attitude that 

enables the child being, in a free and creative 

way, as she gets to know herself, the others and 

the sharing world.

We argue that the maintenance of daily 

journals that register the creative process 

of the adult’s research in a key that we call 

a “teacher-performer” is a most important 

practice. Also the study of the ethnographical 

material in a careful way, aiming to connect 

with existential contexts and focused on child-

adult relationships, leads the teacher-performer 

to find the way to jump into his “own poetics” 

MACHADO, 2015, making possible a flowing 

among him and his students.

To establish the daily journals’ practice in art 

knowledge field, focused on theater teaching 

and its creative processes, means writing plans, 

thoughts, dreams, improvisational routes, small 

dramaturgies and also ours several mistakes 

and frustrations, enables the teacher-performer 

to seed the field of performance art among 

children and young students.

The ongoing process of responsiveness to 

site is shared in public events, revealing 

perspectives on place, culture and 

sustainability. I will identify how Reeve draws 

on her training with Javanese movement artist 

SupraptoSuryodarmo Prapto, to foreground 

process as the performance. Here I will focus 

on the ‘crystallisation’ of movement practice for 

performance, creating novel ways of drawing 

together past movement in

sites and current relationships in 

performance. I will give a brief overview of 

several performance sharings in which I acted 

as a participant/performer to offer an insight 

into the processes that are

performed in the UK and Ireland. I will 

consider how the field of performing process 

has been impacted by the development 

of somatic practices, practice as research 

methodologies, and the pervasiveness of digital 

technologies for documenting practice.

marina marCondes maChado

MMjM@uol.CoM.br

universidade federal de Minas gerais ufMg

Marina Marcondes Machado teaches theater in 

Federal University of Minas Gerais UFMG in Belo 

Horizonte, Brazil, since 2012. She’s a researcher 

specializing in the relationship between childhood 

and contemporary theater arts, and for sixteen 

years she taught young people at the Municipal 

School of Art Initiation in São Paulo, Brazil EMIA-

SP. Since 2014 she belongs to the postgraduate 

Art Program in UFMG.

administrator for the Arts Technology Research 

Lab at Trinity College to support the Digital 

Arts and Humanities Doctoral Programme. 

Her doctoral research focused on the work of 

Irish choreographer Joan Davis, who combines 

dance and somatic practices in creating 

interactive, site-specific performances.

More recently she has been touring a 

performance and exhibition called Live 

Archive on the work of Irish company Dublin 

Contemporary Dance Theatre. Apart from Irish 

contemporary performance, research interests 

include somatic movement practices and 

performance as research. Emma is an associate 

editor for Journal of Dance and Somatic 

Practices, and co-convenor of the Performance 

as Research Working Group at the International 

Federation for Theatre Research.

‘sandra reeve’s eCologiCal movement: 

Performing ProCess and Par’

In this paper, I will respond to the 

‘geographies’ and ‘sustainability’ strands in 

the Performance as Research Working Group 

call for papers. I will explore the topic of 

how process is performed in somatic-based 

performances, focusing in particular on 

the work of practitioner-researcher Sandra 

Reeve. Within a wider developing field, 

artist-researchers are regularly articulating 

their creative process and sharing it as a 

performance in its own right. In Reeve’s somatic 

work, performance process is developed 

in relationship with sites, permeated by an 

‘ecological thinking’ in which people and 

places are in non-hierarchical collaboration. 

integrantes do grupo “PaR” poder contribuir 

para a pesquisa em andamento.

Para essa sessão da pré-conferência, propomos 

um workshop na parte da manhã quando os 

participantes aprenderão danças sob a instrução 

de Mestre Monza Calabar, do Recôncavo Baiano, 

e histórias Afro-Brasileiras da Marcela Barravento, 

uma bailarina e ativista de cultura Afro que se 

dedicou para preservação e ensino dessas historias 

e cultura do povo do Candomblé. Na parte da 

tarde está previsto um dialogo com todos os 

participantes com questionários e conversação 

sobre a pesquisa. As respostas vão ser uma 

contribuição para a pesquisa.

Algumas da perguntas que vão ser feitas são: 

Como é que a experiência de dançar o papel do 

guerreiro contribuiu para seu entendimento das 

historias de resistência social na Diáspora? Como é 

que a experiência de escutar historias orais interagiu 

com a natureza comunitária das danças para 

influenciar seu entendimento da história e cultura do 

povo Afro-brasileiro? Participantes serão convidados 

a fazer outras perguntas para poder diversificar as 

perspectivas da pesquisa.

emma meehan

MeehaneMMa@yahoo.Co.uk

Coventry university

Dr. Emma Meehan is a Research Fellow 

at Coventry University’s Centre for Dance 

Research. She received her BA and PhD from 

the Drama Department, Trinity College, Dublin, 

where she taught part-time on the BA and 

MA programmes. She also worked as the 
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Performance do Programa de Pós-Graduação em 

Artes Cênicas da Universidade Federal da Bahia, 

Salvador BA. Estas explorações têm gradualmente 

constituído a Abordagem Somático Performativa, 

um método de Performance como Pesquisa que 

usa a Análise Laban/Bartenieff de Movimento 

como uma base de conexão entre dançateatro, 

Movimento Autêntico, performance, improvisação 

em dança e práticas somáticas. Esta apresentação 

pretende apontar os principais parâmetros desta 

abordagem e proporcionar o campo para exploração 

de seus vinte princípios co-moventes e seus vários 

procedimentos abertos.

Palavras-chave: movimento, somática, 

performativo, dança-teatro

Chloé déChery

deCheryChloe@yahoo.fr

university of paris 8 saint denis

I am a Lecturer in Theatre Studies at Paris 

8 University. Before, I worked for 2 years as a 

Lecturer in Theatre and Performance Studies 

at the University of Surrey and as a guest 

lecturer at Queen Mary University, Goldsmith 

University and Royal Central School of Speech 

and Drama. I have a PhD from Nanterre 

University, my thesis was end ‘Everyday 

Corporality: Bodies on Stage in Contemporary 

Performance in England and in France, 1991-2011’. 

My research interests include contemporary 

performance and corporality politics of co-

authorship artistic labour in the neoliberal era 

ecology, site and performance. I have a particular 

interest in practice-as-research, examining areas 

as a connecting base ground between dance 

theater, Authentic Movement, performance, 

dance improvisation and somatic practices. 

This presentation intends to point out the main 

guidelines of this approach and provide the field 

for exploration of its twenty moving principles 

and several open procedures.

Key words: movement, somatic, performative, 

dance theater

Quando a somátiCa enContra o 

Performativo: movimentos estaBilizantes, 

materialidades imPrevisíveis

Qual o papel do movimento no contexto 

instável e multi-referencial da atualidade? Qual 

é a relevância atual de pesquisas baseadas 

e guiadas pelo movimento corporal? Como 

podemos guiar pesquisas através do movimento 

corporal, ao invés de usá-lo como um objeto 

a ser analisado e examinado? Qual o impacto 

desta mudança em nossos modos de construir 

conhecimento e, portanto, viver, aprender e 

evoluir num contexto ecológico? Como podemos 

nos deixar ser guiados pelo movimento de 

nossas pesquisas, ao invés de pré-determinar 

seus desenvolvimentos através de regras e 

regulamentos pré-determinados? Como podemos 

transgredir e transformar estes regulamentos 

através de leis do movimento, entre pausa e 

ebulição, mover e ser movido, pulsão celular 

e espacialidade, o cotidiano, o ambiente e as 

relações? Quais são as qualidades co-moventes 

da pesquisa que se materializam no espaçotempo 

da performance?

Estas são algumas das questões que temos 

explorado na última década no Laboratório de 

journals on Dance Theater and Somatic 

Education UFBA. She has lectured, performed 

and published internationally.

when somatiC meets  

Performative: grounding moves, 

unPrediCtaBle materialities

What is the role of body movement 

within today’s unstable and multireferential 

context? What is today’s relevance of 

research which is based on and guided by 

body movement? How can we guide research 

though movement rather than use movement 

as an object to be analyzed and scrutinized? 

What is the impact of such shift in our 

ways of building knowledge and, therefore, 

living, learning and evolving in an ecological 

context? How can we let ourselves be guided 

by our research’s moves rather than pre-

determine its development through imposed 

rules and regulations? How can we transgress 

and transform these regulations based on 

laws of movement, between stir and stillness, 

moving and being moved, cellular pulsing and 

spatiality,everyday life, the environment and 

relationships? What are the very moveable 

qualities of research which materialize 

themselves in the spacetime of performance?

These are some of the questions we have 

explored in the past decade at the Performance 

Laboratory at the Graduate Program of 

Performing Arts of Federal University of Bahia, 

Salvador BA, Brazil. These explorations have 

gradually grown into the Somatic-Performative 

Approach, a Performance as Research method 

that uses Laban/Bartenieff Movement Analysis 

The teacher-performer attitude might open 

ways to the world as a performing landscape, 

so that the youngsters can search for their “own 

poetics” as well: in and out of the art class. This 

allows the rising of the child as a performer 

– not in a professional way, but lined up to an 

existential key.

Keywords: Research journal theater teaching 

teacher-perfomer perfoming arts.

Ciane fernandes

Cianef@gMail.CoM

federal university of bahia

Ciane Fernandes holds an M.A. and a Ph.D. in 

art and humanities for performing artists from 

New York University, a post-doctoral degree in 

Contemporary Culture and Communications 

from Federal University of Bahia UFBA, and a 

Certificate of Movement Analysis from Laban/

Bartenieff Institute of Movement Studies, 

where she is an associate researcher. Since 

1998, she is tenured professor at the School of 

Theater and at the Performing Arts Graduate 

Program at UFBA, founder and director of 

the A-FETO Dance Theater Collective, in 

association with the Performance Laboratory, 

where she developed the Somatic-Performative 

Research. She is the author of Pina Bausch and 

the Wuppertal Dance Theater: the Aesthetics 

of Repetition and Transformation Peter Lang 

and The Moving Researcher: Laban/Bartenieff 

Movement Analysis in Performing Arts 

Education and Creative Arts Therapy Jessica 

Kingsley, in press, and editor of eight academic 
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passive, traditional, faithful, committed and 

stable. In spite of or because of this cultural 

tendency, I dreamed of becoming something 

totally different: assertive, athletic, competitive, 

dominant, forceful, independent, unique, and 

strong. I wanted to take on no roles but my 

own to be the author, activator, director and 

designer of my own life.

I chose performance as my means of 

challenging the patriarchy through the language 

of the body, by exploring gender and sexuality 

embedded in the female body, and the absent 

female sexual body that my culture has labeled 

as evil. I wanted and still want to inscribe my 

body in order to speak, using this art as a stage 

across which I could express my frustration 

and anger, and as a platform for my rebellion 

against the traditional conceptions of the image 

of ‘woman’ in the Arab world.

I was born female in a male world – the 

world of my father, hiscountry, his religion, his 

language and his moral codes born into the 

world made of male bodies, in which my female 

body lived, and was trapped born into a world 

where the male body is the measure of culture. 

My resulting sense of alienation became the 

main driving force behind my artistic work. 

The more I cultivated and embraced my 

individuality, the greater was my struggle to 

remain part of the surrounding community. 

Inevitably, I had to create my own environment 

– drastically detached from the outer, mundane 

one. I sought to embody my longing for 

freedom, the never- ending struggle to leave 

behind the restrictions imposed upon my 

mind by my family and religion. It was through 

http://onthehorizondecheryandmckernan.

tumblr.com

Keywords: horizon, spectating act, choreography 

and landscape, practical experimentation

maiada aBoud

sous_MjrdaM@yahoo.CoM

sheffield hallaM university - england

Maiada Abouds work deals with ways 

that social and religious structures 

interconnect and influence the individual. 

Using endurance art, Maiadas interest in 

social and religious issues draws on a unique 

and personal perspective. Born in Palestine 

Christian Arab Israeli, graduated from Haifa 

University, and received her education in 

the UK: where she completed her Masters 

at Coventry University, and her PhD at 

Sheffield Hallam University.

Her study attempts to connect the 

social cultural analysis to the individual’s 

experience by way of using performance 

and relating it to culture and social life. The 

intention is to investigate cultural identity 

using endurance art with the objectives to 

establish if these performances are linked to 

collective identities.

Having no words to describe my pain

I had to use my body as a means of rebellion 

against my society. My Arab Israeli culture 

views ‘woman’ as virginal, gentle, trusting, 

emotional, kind, accepting, accommodating, 

compassionate, loyal, sensitive, shy, soft, 

understanding, devoted, dependent, caring, 

gathered within the making of On The Horizon 

between April 2015 and December 2016 

including workshops with non professional 

participants, I would like to demonstrate how 

looking out, looking forward, looking towards 

the horizon the space where the sky and the 

sea meet can help us imagine and define a 

ethics of spectatorship in which sitting still and 

standing up, opening your eyes and waiving, 

watching and walking, being here and getting 

over there, can become the one and same 

manifestation of active intelligence.

aCadeMiC/theoretiCal referenCes inClude: 

Tim Cresswell and Peter Merriman, 

Geographies of Mobilities: Practices, Spaces, 

Subjects

Tim Ingold, Lines, A Brief History

Didier Maleuvre, The Horizon: a history of our 

infinite longing,

Jacques Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator

Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to getting lost

Nigel Thrift, Steps to an Ecology of Place

Artistic references include:

Aleix Plademunt’s Espectadores

Isabelle Chapuis and Alex Pichot’s The 

Blossom Project

John Smith’s Girl Chewing Gum

Philippe Quesne’s Bivouac and Actions en 

milieu naturel

Grand Magasin’s Vue sur le Parc and Syndicat 

d’initiative and Panorama commenté

More information can be seen on the 

following website and research
blog:

http://www.chloedechery.com/on-the-horizon/

of intersection and cross-pollination between 

artistic practice and scholarly enquiry.

I work as an artist in performance and 

theatre, devising my own work, collaboratively 

with artists coming from different disciplinary 

fields music composition, choreography, 

dramaturgy. I am currently working towards 

the publication of two books, one which 

emerge from my PhD research and which is 

end « Corps au travail. La performance à l’ère 

néo-libérale» contract under negotiation, 300 

pages and another one, emerging from recent 

practice-as-research, A Duet Without You : 

On Performance Writing and Collaboration 

contracted, Intellect, 120 pages, publication for 

early 2018. www.chloedechery.com

“you watCh. we are in this together”: 

aBout on the horizon PerformanCe-as-

researCh: towards an ethiCs  

of sPeCtatorshiP.

Considering the work I have undercarried 

with my practice-as-research project, On 

The Horizon, I would like to examine how our 

relationship to landscape, space, mouvement 

and the way we construct our sense of self, can 

be undercovered, articulated and hightened 

through practical experimentation and artistic 

exploration within a site-specific context. In 

particular, I would like to investigate how the 

most simple spectating act looking out from 

a window, looking out from a sitted position…

towards a framed landscape or vista can 

become active acts of perception, interpretation 

and participation. While sharing the creative 

and research-oriented findings we have 
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directed numerous shows at Royal  

Central and elsewhere and has a particular 

interest in experimental and postdramatic 

theatre forms.

Ben Buratta is Lecturer in Applied Theatre 

Practices at Royal Central School of Speech 

and Drama and Artistic Director of Outbox 

Theatre. Ben’s background is in actor training, 

theatre-making and applied practice and he 

has directed extensively in theatres across 

the UK. He is currently embarking on a 

practice based PhD project to develop new 

rehearsal strategies and dramaturgies in 

order to make theatre queerly.

Passing PerformanCe:  

unstaBle histories and the eConomy  

of intergenerational knowledges.

This paper enacts a dialogue about 

the structures and processes in which 

contested queer histories might pass through 

performance. Beginning with a discussion 

about how the presenters have engaged with 

performance making as a form of kinship 

and passing of knowledge, we will explore 

how intergenerational working, making and 

witnessing performance enables us to debate 

and learn our queer histories. The discussion 

ponders how the place of economies of value 

in performance making might unsteadily 

be related to the politics of queerness as 

community. That is, we riff on the way that 

performance in form as much as content has 

been able to parse and pass on in all senses 

ofthe phrase histories. Alongside this we 

consider performance in a wider, less stable 

Furthermore, through the guidance of 

Kristeva and Butler it is also possible to stablish 

a dialogue with Antonin Artaud’s idea of a 

body without organs and Jacques Lacan’s 

conceptions of Real and “jouissance”. 

=

stePhen farrier & Ben Buratta

stephen.farrier@Cssd.aC.uk

university of london

Stephen Farrier is a principal Lecturer 

at the Royal Central School of Speech and 

Drama, University of London, where his 

research focusses on queer theory and 

performance, gender and the relations of 

theatre and performance to community. He 

has written co-edited and presented on a 

number of queer ideas, in particular he works 

on the relationship of temporalities to queer 

theatre making and connects this work to 

community. He has written and presented 

on queer intergenerational work, the relation 

of temporalities to drag performance and 

queer research methodologies, in particular 

queer practice as research methodologies 

with Alyson Campbell and queer research 

methodologies and ethics with drag 

performer and academic Mark Edward. He 

co-edited with Alyson Campbell Queer 

Dramaturgies, International Perspectives on 

where Performance Leads Queer Palgrave 

2016. From 2009-2012 he cochaired 

the Theatre and Performance Research 

Association’s TaPRA Performance, Identity 

and Community working group. He has 

Queer theory and the Creation of aBJeCt 

Bodies in Brazilian ContemPorary theater

“Abjection” is a central concept in Queer 

Theory. Nevertheless, the creation of abject 

bodies is a feature of some contemporary 

theater and performance works. This paper 

aims to discuss the concept of “abjection”, 

as it is shown in Julia Kristeva’s “Powers of 

Horror” and Judith Butler’s “Gender Trouble” 

books, and its close relation to performativity 

and theatricality. For this purpose, the present 

work will analyse the manifestation of abject 

bodies in the plays “Anatomia do Fauno” 

Anatomy of a Faun and “Pulsão” Drive, both 

creations of Brazilian artists of the University 

of São Paulo Performative Practices Laboratory 

aligned with the idea of a perfomative theater. 

In commom, these works deal with gay and 

queer bodies, diseases, sexuality and power. 

In “Pulsão”, an unknown virus affects the main 

character and leads to problematization of 

what is sickness and its pertinence to the idea 

of a totalitary hospital, while in “Anatomia do 

Fauno” it’s the HIV that prowls a faun lost in 

modern city. There are also some aesthetic 

convergence between these two plays:  

a linear butspeechlees story is told with  

many individual performative expressions, 

including body transformations dealing  

with abjection that leads to the formation  

of a chorus. Through the analysis of these 

plays, it is possible to reflect on the pertinence 

and limits of the concept of abjection and  

it is develop by Kristeva and Butler. In a larger 

sense, it aims to connect Theater Studies  

and Queer Theory.

the rejection of conventional roles set up for 

me by society that I could proclaim my own 

individuality and my right to an independent 

intellectual life, despite the mental and physical 

pain that this denial often caused 

Keywords: Feminism and gender studies, 

Endurance art, Identity politics, Body and 

culture, Sexuality, Subjectivity and Pain in art. 

hybridity and dislocation, exile, Middle Eastern 

culture, feminism in the middle east, gender 

issues in the middle east ...

QUEER FUTURES

ferdinando martins 

ferdinando.Martins@gMail.CoM

university of sao paulo, brazil

PhD Professor at the School of 

Communications and Arts of the University of 

Sao Paulo, Brazil, in the fields of Contemporary 

Art History, Theater History and Theater and 

Performance Theory. Dean of the Theater 

of USP TUSP and general coordinator of the 

International USP Theater Biennial. Curator 

of queer theater and performance festivals. 

Since 2007, I have developed researches 

about theater production and sexuality in Latin 

America Brazil, Argentina and Mexico and 

Middle East Turkey and Iran, including topics 

such as censorship,abjection, body modification 

and post-colonial identities. Nowadays, my 

present research is called “Theatricality and 

performativity in the creation of abject bodies 

in contemporary theater”.
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about what is not possible to say or write. Thus, 

it is to state that all the effort of performing arts 

to refute common sense, or try sophisticate it 

in a theater vision as distortion, disregards a 

truth in this knowledge: whatever one wants 

to demonstrate in action do not match the 

intent to demonstrate or do not match what is 

realize to whom is shown. The scenic truth as 

advocated by a realistic theatrical pedagogy, 

nothing takes into account a hint of distortion 

necessary to considerate for misalignments 

language-existence of trans abject bodies. 

In the field of relationship with the other, 

to which extends the act of theatricality, 

exchanges occur between signifiers that in 

circular mechanisms do not operate under the 

reciprocity when dealing with trans-marginal 

subjectivities. So, to exist, trans abject bodies 

meet in performativity, with all its scenic power, 

the waywardness need to be incurred. In this 

sense, transgendering forms, unsubmissive 

to sexuality forms and to the economy 

of reproduction, are eminently psycho-

phenomenological manifestations of existence 

of experimentation in body and in language, or 

so in body languages.

CorPos trans aBJetos Que se organizam em 

atos de teatralidade Para existir

Há toda uma cenicidade instaurada na 

desrazão de que corpos trans abjetos precisam 

se arriscar ao enunciar aquilo que não se pode 

escrever. Assim, cabe dizer que todo o esforço 

das artes cênicas em refutar o senso comum, 

ou tentar sofisticá-lo em sua visão de teatro 

como falseamento, desconsidera uma verdade 

a positon of camp irony, there is another 

narrative layer that needs to be addressed.

dodi leal

dodi@usp.br

universidade de são paulo

Doctor student in Social Psychologie and 

Undergraduate in Theatre, both at University 

of Sao Paulo. In the Master of Accounting 

Education program made the research end 

Narratives of participation: Foucauldian  

study about the poetics of theatre of the 

oppressed in sessions of participative 

budgeting in Santo André. Also made 

undergraduate studies in Cinéma et vidéo  

in the Baccalauréat interdisciplinaire en 

arts of Université du Québec à Chicoutimi 

Québec-Canada. Followed the work of  

groups and practitioners and participated of 

regional and international events in Theatre 

of the Oppressed based in Brazil, Argentina, 

Turkey, Spain, England, Portugal, France, 

Chile, Bolivia and Canada. Since 2005 is 

director and joker of Metaxis, a Theatre of 

the Oppressed group based at São Paulo, 

Brazil. Is art-educator and works with school, 

groups and communities with art languages 

such as cinema, theatre and danse.

trans aBJeCt Bodies that organize 

themselves in aCts of theatriCality to exist

There is a whole scenity field established 

after the unreasonable discourse that trans 

abject bodies need to venture their existence 

Joe orton and kenneth williams: 

Contrasting and ConneCting CamP 

theatriCalities

This paper proposes to investigate the queer 

kinship of Kenneth Williams and Joe Orton as 

figures in the public limelight because of their 

popular entertainment profile. By way of their 

diaries, I shall initially approach their personal 

and professional relationship to shed light 

on moments when their craft and sexuality 

established both similar and juxtaposing queer 

manifestations, or camp theatricalities. One of 

the most significant playwright of the 1960s, 

Orton’s work was fuelled by a scandalous, 

dark farcical and cynical edge, and Ortonesque 

parallels can be found within Williams’ comic 

performances in the low-budget Carry On 

1958-78 franchise. Yet there is a juxtaposition 

here of the theatrical play vs the comedy film, 

beyond this, however, manifestations of an 

embodied queer expression were positioned 

on opposite ends of the spectrum. Orton’s 

masculine sexual promiscuity starkly contrasts 

Williams’ effeminate asexuality. Whether 

dark, or light-hearted, it is hard to ignore the 

historic, albeit opposite, camp connections 

between these two men. By historically 

situating a reading of these figures 50 years on 

since the Sexual Offences Act 1967, I suggest 

more camp manifestations to be made 

between their working-class backgrounds and 

celebrity status. Overall, by addressing the 

difficulties of dealing with queer iconography 

and looking back on popular queer cultural 

figures, this paper argues that beyond or, 

behind? the iconic popular figures, and from 

sense to reflect how histories are passed 

intergenerationally though other forms of 

performance and techniques for making 

performance. Following the lead set by 

Muñoz and Dolan, we consider the role of 

the dancefloor as a place that increases our 

tolerance for embodied practices Munoz 

2007: 6 and that also, for Dolan, brings us 

into contact with the all too human, sweaty 

flesh of ordinary people 2005:19 whilst 

claiming that it forms the site of a potential 

exchange of value. The performance that we 

describe and its role in the development of 

an unstable economy of value can be mapped 

across generations and we conclude with 

thoughts around the rapidity of time and 

generational concerns that arise, peak and 

collapse in theatre making contexts. 

simon dodi

siMondodi@hotMail.CoM

university of london

Simon Dodi is a performer and performance 

maker based in London. After completing 

his degree in Drama and Applied Theatre he 

undertook a Masters at Central Saint Martins 

in Performance Design and Practice. Here is 

where is started making solo and collaborative 

artistic work.

He is currently a PhD candidate at the Royal 

Central of Speech Drama where he pursing a 

practice based research inquiry and making 

research informed practice.

www.simondodi.com
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um gênero e às vezes a possibilidade de viver 

alternadamente o gênero masculino e o gênero 

feminino. Outros textos e espetáculos teatrais 

serão abordados durante a comunicação, como: 

“O rei da vela” 1933, de Oswald de Andrade, no 

qual aparecem personagens assumidamente 

homossexuais homens e mulheres “As três 

moças do sabonete” 1984, de Herbert Daniel, no 

qual aparecem quatro homens homossexuais, 

enfatizando as diferenças entre os mesmos 

“Andróginos: gente computada igual a você” 1972, 

do grupo Dzi Croquetes, a partir do qual se pode 

discutir a questão queer e finalmente “Conselho 

de classe” 2014,de Jô Bilac,com elenco masculino, 

utilizando roupas masculinas, representam 

personagens femininas.

fintan walsh

f.Walsh@bbk.aC.uk

birkbeCk, university of london

Fintan Walsh is Senior Lecturer in 

Theatre and Performance and CoDirector 

of the Centre for Contemporary Theatre at 

Birkbeck,University of London.

wounding and winding uP: Performing the 

PolitiCal in the time of trumP

This paper proposes an analysis of Trump’s 

campaign and Presidency that emphasises 

the performativity of woundedness in the 

circulation of power and influence. It argues 

that woundedness, as an identity marker, has 

ostensibly been co-opted from the left, where 

it has typically been addressed by feminist 

possibility of alternately living the male gender 

and the female gender. Other texts and theatrical 

performances will be discussed during the 

communication, such as: O rei da vela 1933, by 

Oswald de Andrade, which shows homossexual 

characters men and women As três moças 

do sabonete 1984 by Herbert Daniel, in which 

four homosexual men appear, emphasizing the 

differences between them Andróginos: gente 

computada igual a você 1972, by the group Dzi 

Croquetes, allowing us to discuss the queer 

issue and finally Conselho de classe 2014, by Jô 

Bilac, with a male cast, wearing mens clothes, 

and representing female characters.

aPontamentos e reflexões soBre  

as relações entre teatro no Brasil  

e diversidade sexual

O teatro é visto com uma certa frequência como 

uma espécie de refúgio que abriga a diversidade 

sexual: seja na dramaturgia, com personagens que 

podem explicita ou implicitamente manifestar seus 

desejos homoeróticos, seja na vida pessoal das 

trabalhadoras e dos trabalhadores da cena teatral. 

Esta comunicação analisa a peça “O patinho 

torto”, de Coelho Neto, escrita provavelmente em 

1917, e reflete sobre as dificuldades de se discutir 

a questão da diversidade sexual na história do 

teatro no Brasil. A peça aborda fato ocorrido em 

Belo Horizonte Brasil: a jovem Emília Soares, 

após consulta médica, é designada como do sexo 

masculino e, passa a chamar-se David Soares 

e submete-se a três procedimentos cirúrgicos. 

O caso, que parece ser de intersexualidade, é 

tratado de forma cômica no texto de Coelho Neto 

e apresenta às vezes a necessidade de se definir 

Coordinator of the Agreement between 

University of Georgia and UFSJ 2015. Has 

presented papers at International Conferences 

IFTR, Portuguese Diaspora, IABA, ASTR, 

Humour Association etc.. Invited to BIARI a 

Brown International Program in 2012 - USA. 

Lately has published some articles and book 

chapters on theatre and autobiography. Has 

organized a book about biographies published 

in 2014 in Brazil, another on University Cultural 

Outreach Projects around Brazil and a last one 

about Theatre in Sao Joao del-Rei. Brazilian 

Culture Professor at Portuguese Flagship 

Program between UFSJ and UGA USA.

notes and refleCtions on the  

relationshiP Between theater  

in Brazil and sexual diversity

Theater is often seen as a kind of refuge that 

shelters sexual diversity: whether in drama, 

with characters who can explicitly or implicitly 

express their homoerotic desires, or in the 

personal lives of the female and male workers 

in the theatrical scene. This paper analyzes the 

play O patinho torto by Coelho Neto, written 

probably in 1917, and reflects on the difficulties 

of discussing the issue of sexual diversity in the 

history of theater in Brazil. The play addresses 

a fact that occurred in Belo Horizonte Brazil: 

the young woman Emília Soares, after medical 

consultation, is designated as male and is 

now called David Soares and undergoes three 

surgical procedures. The case, which seems to 

be of intersexuality, is treated comically in the 

text of Coelho Neto and sometimes presents 

the need to define a gender and sometimes the 

neste saber: o que quer que seja que se queira 

demonstrar em ato não corresponderá nem ao 

que se pretende demonstrar nem àquilo que 

se perceberá a quem se demonstra. A verdade 

cênica, tão defendida por uma pedagogia 

teatral realista, nada leva em conta de um 

quê de falsear necessário para dar conta dos 

desajustes de linguagem-existência de corpos 

trans abjetos. No campo da relação com o outro, 

para onde se estende o ato de teatralidade, 

as trocas se dão entre significantes que, em 

mecanismos circulares, não operam no âmbito 

das reciprocidades quando se tratam de 

subjetividades trans-marginais. Assim, para 

existirem, corpos trans abjetos encontram na 

performatividade, com toda a sua potência 

cênica, descaminhos para se constituírem. Neste 

sentido, as formas transgêneras insubmissas 

às formas de sexualidade e à economia de 

reprodução são por excelência manifestações 

psico-fenomênicas de experimentação de 

existência em corpo e linguagem.

alBerto ferreira da roCha Junior

tibaji.alberto@gMail.CoM

universidade federal de são joão del-rei – ufsj

Theatre Professor at Sao Joao del-Rei 

Federal University UFSJ since 1993. Outreach 

Projects Vice-dean from 2004 to 2008. 

General coordinator of the University Winter 

Arts Festival from 2004 to 2008. Advisor to 

Brazils Vice-Minister of Culture from 2009 to 

2010. Member of the Cultural Politics National 

Council from 2007 to 2009. Pedagogical 
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creation en relation au concept du témoignage 

proposant la systematization d’une méthodologie 

de création pour un travail scénique à partir du 

réel, abordant les enjeux de mémoire et identité 

soutenue par um corps-mémoire.

“du réel à la sCène : le témoignage 

autoBiograPhiQue du Quotidien Comme 

sourCe Pour la Création, exPérienCes au 

Chili et au QuéBeC

Pour cette communication, qui voudrait 

s’inscrire dans le groupe de travail « 

Processus De Création La Génétique De La 

Représentation », nous nous proposons de 

réaliser une réflexion et une étude comparative 

autour des déontologies et les composantes 

du processus decréation de travaux issues du 

réel : « Los que vinieron antes » 2016, Santiago, 

Chili de la troupe La Laura Palmer, mise en 

scène de Italo Gallardo, et « Habiter Villeray 

» 2017, Montréal, Canada, mise en scène de 

Marcelle Dubois. Considérant théâtre comme 

une « construction culturelle qui se provient 

à l’égard de valeurs déterminées en lien à 

la communauté dans laquelle s’origine, qui 

réponds à des relations sociales spécifiques » 

Rubio, 2011, nous souhaitons reconnaitre les 

caractères identitaires de chaque expérience 

provenant de la « mémoire déclarative » 

Ricoeur, 2000 d’individus particuliers. Tout 

en considérant que le travail de la mémoire 

peut agir à la fois, de manière singulière et 

plurielle et qui se dresse à chaque nouvelle 

expérience, nous essayerons d’aborder les 

questions suivantes: Comment développer un 

processus de création issu directement de la 

en salle de répétition Marc Philippe Parent, 

doctorant en génie logiciel et théâtre, aide 

dramaturgique integrant glossaire, lecture avec 

des voix de synthèse…

andrea uBal

andreaubal@gMail.CoM

université du québeC à Montréal/ universidad 

CatóliCa de Chile

Andrea Ubal est comédienne, metteure en 

scène, et enseignante à l’école de Théâtre 

de l’ Université Catholique du Chili dans les 

domaines du jeu et le mouvement. Elle possède 

un baccalauréat en jeu 1995, un diplôme 

d’études supérieures en Mise en scène 2002, 

Université Catholique du Chili, une Maitrise 

en Théâtre de l’École Supérieure de Théâtre 

à l’Université du Québec à Montréal UQAM, 

2012, où elle a développée la recherche: 

«Traces, la mémoire du corps comme source 

pour une dramaturgie scénique engagée».

Elle a travaillé comme comédienne dans 

une vingtaine de productions théâtrales 

indépendantes. Parmi ses travaux les plus 

connus, nous pouvons souligner la mise en 

scène de Beckett et Godot de l’auteur Juan 

Radrigán. Elle a fait partie de plusieurs projets 

de recherche/création liés à lœuvre de Samuel 

Beckett, à la mémoire comme outil pour la 

création, le théâtre communautaire et des 

stratégies pour la formation d’acteurs.

Présentement, elle est étudiante au Programme 

de Doctorat en Études et Pratiques des Arts 

à l’UQAM, où elle développe une recherche/

Il collabore aussi em tant que performeur aux 

activités du Bureau de l’APA La jeune fille et la 

mort, Les oiseaux mécaniques.

Penser les outils d’éCriture sCéniQue 

Plurielle en fonCtion d’une mise en mémoire 

des ProCessus de Création : l’exemPle du 

logiCiel etheatre.

Le développement d’une culture numérique a 

permis de repenser la question de l’archivage et 

de la mise en mémoire des diferentes versions 

d’une œuvre en devenir qu’elle soit textuelle 

ou scénique. Si les concepteurs scéniques 

éclairage, son, vidéo, régie… travaillent 

désormais avec des outils logiciels sophistiqués 

permettant de pousser plus loin l’écriture et la 

conduite des spectacles, quels sont les moyens 

mis à la disposition des metteurs en scène et 

des conseillers dramaturgiques? Comment 

penser un outil intégrateur permettant à 

chacun des intervenants d’interroger de 

manière constante l’évolution de la pensée 

dramaturgique lors d’une création tout en 

gardant des traces concrètes de chacune des 

étapes du processus? Voilà l’enjeu réflexif qui 

anime la nouvelle équipe de recherche sur 

la dramaturgie plurielle reliée au LANTISS 

dramaturgieplurielle.com à l’universitéLaval. 

Prenant appui sur un projet de recherche-

création en cours AREA : Autour du rose enfer 

des animaux, la présente communication 

presenter a certaines ressources logicielles 

e-theatre développées par l’équipe : timeline 

conceptuel dynamique Arielle Cloutier, 

étudiante à la maitrise en arts de la scène et de 

l’écran, notation automatisée des déplacements 

and queer thinkers to account for minority 

subjectivities, experiences and cultures. The 

paper tracks this strategy, while exploring how 

it has frustrated our critical responses, and 

long-standing sense of what counts as effective 

artistic political intervention. Finally, the 

paper queries how Trump time presses us to 

reconsider our sense of political aesthetics and 

methodological critique, by revisiting debates 

around identity,authenticity, subversiveness 

and engagement.

PROCESSUS  
DU CREATION

roBert faguy

robert.faguy@lit.ulaval.Ca

universite laval

Professeur de théâtre à l’Université Laval, 

Robert Faguy œuvre depuis plus de 30 ans 

dans le domaine de la création artistique 

multidisciplinaire,notamment avec la troupe de 

recherche ARBO CYBER, théâtre ? 1985-2001, 

codir. Lucie radet. Détenteur d’un doctorat sur 

les diverses utilisations de la vidéo à la scène 

vidéoscénique, il assume actuellement la 

direction du LANTISS Laboratoire des nouvelles 

technologies de l’image, du son et de la scène. 

Depuis 2004, il est responsable du projet 

Castelet électronique, maquette à échelle 

réduite 10:1 d’une scène mobile. Ses projets de 

recherche-création visent particulièrement le 

développement d’outils numériques adaptés 

à l’écriture scénique plurielle et à l’archivage. 
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Partindo da observação de tais características 

da escrita beckettiana, buscaremos reconhecer 

como estas se traduzem na obra de Marin através 

de uma analise transversal dos processos de 

criação de alguns de seus espetáculos: Umwelt 

2004, Ça quand même 2004, Ha-Ha 2006, Cap 

au pire 2006, Description d’un combat 2009, 

SingsPiele 2014. Para tanto, tomaremos como 

base para o nosso estudo genético entrevistas 

da artista, mas sobretudo uma série de traços/

rastros e registros expressivos de seus processos 

de criação, dentre eles: tabelas combinatórias, 

listas de objetos e figurinos, roteiros e desenhos 

de movimentação cênica, folhas de marcação dos 

tempos cênicos, cadernos de encenação e croquis 

cenográficos. Pretendemos assim pôr em evidência 

os procedimentos, ferramentas, estratégias de 

composição cênica que operam nos “jogos de 

espaço e de tempo” elaborados por Maguy Marin.

giovanni Covelli meek

gCovelli@gMail.CoM

universidad pedagógiCa naCional de ColoMbia

Giovanni Covelli Meek, is a Colombian Italian 

practitioner, researcher, and assistant lecturer 

in Performing Arts at the Fine Arts faculty 

of the National Pedagogical University of 

Colombia UPN. He holds a PhD in Theatre and 

Film Studies from Bologna University, Italy 2014 

with a thesis entitled “Sarah Kane’s theatre: 

Between biography, performance and text”, and 

a BA in Performing Arts from the UPN 2009.

He has led projects, conferences, workshops 

and classes in Colombia, Italy, France, Germany, 

dun combat 2009, SingsPiele 2014. We 

will take as the basis for our genetic study 

interviews with the artist, but above all a 

series of traces and expressive records of her 

creation processes, among them: combinatorial 

tables, lists of objects and costumes, scripts 

and drawings of scenic movement , marking 

sheets of scenic times, staging notebooks and 

scenographic sketches. We intend to highlight 

the procedures, tools, strategies of scenic 

composition that operate in the games of space 

and time elaborated by Maguy Marin.

a genétiCa BeCketiana da oBra  

de maguy marin

Várias são as entrevistas e reportagens nas 

quais Maguy Marin fala de seu fascínio pelo 

obra de Samuel Beckett e relembra quão esta 

foi determinante na sua trajetória de artista 

coreográfica. Para o espectador familiarizado com 

a poética beckettiana, a contaminação entre a 

dramaturgia do autor e as composições cênicas 

de Marin é palpável. Não é que se possa falar 

de uma simples referência ou de imitação, longe 

disso. O que se pressente, e essa é a hipótese 

na qual se baseia a presente proposta, é uma 

impregnação profunda dos princípios e mecanismos 

de composição becketitanas na maneira como a 

coreografa escreve cenicamente seus espetáculos. É 

como se lógica de montagem das peças de Beckett, 

- com seus jogos de dissociação/fricção entre o 

que se vê e o que se ouve, suas falas concebidas 

como partituras vocais, suas obsessivas repetições-

variações, sua concepção dos personagens como 

uma dinâmica entre corpos e objetos, seus circuitos 

espaciais – fosse intrínseca à obra de Marin.

She also works as a translator of plays and 

theater books. Recently she directed “Motriz” a 

solo vocal performance. 

the BeCkettian genetiCs of  

maguy marins work

There are several interviews and reports 

in which Maguy Marin talks about his 

fascination with the work of Samuel Beckett 

and recalls how this was decisive in his 

career as a choreographic artist. To the 

viewer familiar with Beckettian poetics, 

the contamination between the authors 

dramaturgy and Marins scenic compositions 

is palpable. It is not that one can speak of a 

mere reference or of imitation, far from it. 

What is perceived, and this is the hypothesis 

on which the present proposal is based, is 

a deep impregnation of the principles and 

mechanisms of Beckettian composition, in 

the way in which the choreographer writes 

on stage her performances. It is as if Becketts 

plays’ composition logic, - with his games 

of dissociation/friction between what you 

see and what you hear, his lines designed 

as vocalscores, his obsessive repetitions-

variations, his conception of characters as 

a dynamic between bodies and objects, his 

spatial circuits - was intrinsic to Marins work.

Starting from the observation of such 

characteristics of the Beckettian writing, we 

will try to recognize how they are translated 

into Marins work through a transversal analysis 

of the processes of creation of some of her 

shows: Umwelt 2004, Ça quand même 2004, 

Ha-Ha 2006, Cap au pire 2006, Description 

réalité par la mémoire? Comment rester fidèle 

aux sources en abordant le passage/traduction 

du témoignage à la scène? Quelles sont les 

stratégies de création, et de représentation 

utilisées par les metteurs en scène dans chacun 

des cas? Peuvent ces deux créations révéler 

de sa propre culture à partir d’une « identité 

narrative » Ricoeur exprimée sur scène?

Mots clés : Témoignage- mémoire-identité-

représentation. 

maria Clara ferrer

Claireferrer@yahoo.fr

universidade federal de são joão del-rei - ufsj

Professor of Scenography and History of Art 

at the Theater Course of the Federal University 

of Sao Joao Del Rei. She holds a doctorate 

in Etudes Théâtrales / Performing Arts - 

Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3 2014. 

Has experience in the area of Performing Arts, 

with emphasis on direction, set design and 

contemporary dramaturgies. Between 2008 and 

2015, she lectured at the Université Sorbonne 

Nouvelle - Paris 3 and in 2015 at the Université 

de Poitiers. Always seeking to combine practice 

and theory, in 2007 she created PlayGround 

company with which she directs, together with 

Brazilian and French artists, various shows, 

training stages and dramaturgy laboratories, 

plays of scenic composition. In 2014, she works 

as an assistant director of Antônio Araújo in 

the project «Dire ce qu’on ne pense pas dans 

des langues qu’on ne parle pas» created on the 

Brussels Stock Exchange, and then at the Hotel 

des Monnaies at the Avignon Festival.
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in artistic issues of a dance dramaturgy and to 

demonstrate that time, in dance, is constituted 

by temporalities that can be used as creation 

procedures. The specific objective is to 

analyze and to demonstrate how temporalities 

constitute the tools of a dance dramaturgy. 

For this, we use the concepts of dance, 

philosophy, social and cognitive sciences, such 

as: temporalities are inseparable from the 

body that produces them, which is connected 

to its contextual environment KATZ GREINER, 

2005, temporalities are relational BRITTO, 

2008, constructed by the weight of the body in 

relation to space. Temporalities are constructed 

by experiences and subjectivities of an individual 

JOHNSTONE, 1966, they denote a qualitative 

temporal duration which is inherent to the body’s 

sensorimotor movement BERGSON, 1968, 

these temporalities act as material of creation 

FONTAINE, 2004, and do not perform in a 

predictable way JOHNSON, 2007.

Keywords: Body. Contemporary Dance. 

Drama. Tools. Temporalities

temPoralidades Construídas  

Pelo CorPo dançante

O objeto desta pesquisa consiste nas 

temporalidades construídas pelo corpo dançante. A 

investigação teórico-prática faz uma reflexão acerca 

da construção de temporalidades na organização 

de uma dramaturgia de dança. A hipótese é de que 

temporalidades se materializam pelas estratégias 

espaço-temporais construídas no processo do fazer 

em dança contemporânea. Além de o estudo do 

tempo ser importante à pesquisa científica, filosófica 

e social, ele é também fundamental à pesquisa 

Alvéolos 2007 a 2009 Alveolus - Awarded 

by Proac 2005

CoMpany produCtions

Brevidades Member of Corpos Transversos 

directed by Helena Bastos

Porque Nunca Me tornei um /a Dançarino/a 

Why I Never Became a Dancer

Member of Núcleo Artérias directed by 

Adriana Grechi / Awarded by

Associação Paulista dos Críticos de Arte 

APCA in 2004

Fronteiras Móveis 2009 - directed by  

Adriana Grechi

Ruido 2006 - directed by Adriana Grechi

Rosso 2002 - directed by Cristina Salmistraro

Fragmentos Vermelhos 2000 - directed by 

Cristina Salmistraro

the ConstruCtion of temPorality 

ProduCed By the danCing Body 

The object of this research is the construction 

of temporality produced by the dancing body. 

The theoretical and practical analysis is a 

reflection about the construction of temporality 

when organizing a dance dramaturgy. 

The hypothesis is that temporalities are 

materialized by temporal space strategies 

produced during the creation process in 

contemporary dance. Besides the study of time 

being important to scientific, philosophical 

and social research, it is also fundamental to 

artistic research, because the question of time 

can be a theme or material for corporal and 

compositional dance strategies.

The general objective of this research is to 

investigate how temporalities are co-implied 

mise-en-espace and audience reception, 

corresponding to the five modules covered 

during the term.

The ‘Modellbuch’ is therefore takes the form 

of an artbook, of a vessel of knowledge bringing 

to the fore methodologies arising during the 

creative process as much as the recorded, 

artistic work.

Key Words: Research – Creation, Modellbuch, 

Artistic Methodologies

tatiana melitello washiya

tatiMelitello@hotMail.CoM

universidade de são paulo eCa / usp

Tatiana Melitello Washiya is choreographer, 

dancer and researcher in contemporary dance.

Professional dancer register DRT 19746

aCadeMiC baCkground

Doctor student in Perfoming Arts / University 

of São Paulo

Master in Performing Arts / University  

of São Paulo

Graduation in Communication and Arts / 

University Mogi das Cruzes

Dance Projects Directed by Tatiana Melitello

Nós de Temporalidades 2015 a 2016 The knot 

of temporality - Awarded by

Proac Program of Cultural Action of Secretary 

of the State of São Paulo /2015

Trajetórias Coreográficas 2013 a 2015 

Choreographic Trajectories

Temporários Escapes 2009 a 2011 Temporary 

Escapes - Awarded by Proac

Program of Cultural Action of Secretary of the 

State of São Paulo /2009

England, Turkey and Switzerland, in the fields 

of education, artistic creation, direction, and 

of research in cultural and academic settings. 

Since 2015, he teaches Artistic Creation 

and Contemporary Theatre at the UPN, and 

coordinates the research group “Research – 

Creation / Education = Phi”. His research focuses 

on contemporary English dramaturgy and on 

physicality in contemporary performance practices.

the ‘modellBuCh’: an instrument for 

ColleCtion, analysis and Presentation 

of ProCesses of “researCh – Creation / 

eduCation” in Performing arts

This talk gathers different findings in research 

in education from the seminar “Process and 

Methodologies of Creation I,” conducted 

since 2015 at the BA in Performing Arts at 

the National Pedagogical University. Positing 

the process of creation as academic research, 

this course invites the participant to ask 

himself: “What are my own processes and 

methodologies of creation?”.

The question is answered through the 

creation of a so-called ‘Modellbuch’. This 

term, coined by Berthold Brecht, is here 

appropriated to define a day-to-day log of 

activities undertaken for the creation of 

a performance. The results are collected 

in student books gathering all materials 

generated throughout an individualprocess, 

allowing the participant to reflect upon a 

piece whilst shaping it. These materials are 

then classified systematically, analyzed and 

gathered under the following chapters: area 

of focus, methods of creation, dramaturgies, 
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to point indicators of the research within the 

Theatrical Genetics field which enable the 

production of the records presented in the 

staging book and the consequences of this 

quest in the path of the learning of the thirteen 

students- actors in the collaborative situation of 

the creation in a brazilian public school.

Through the records in closed group picked 

from the Facebook social network, as well as 

photographs and records taken from video 

recordings and daily work, seeks to analyze 

the main paths taken for the records produced. 

Along the way the selected records were 

chosen and gathered in the materiality of the 

staging book, which is the result of the process, 

revealing the performative and paradoxical 

quality of the records contributing to the 

learning process of the students-actors through 

the inseparability between the creative and 

pedagogical processes. 

Keywords: Staging book. Theatrical  

Genetics. Creative Process. Performance. 

Theatrical Pedagogy.

genétiCa teatral da lua: o livro de 

enCenação Como elemento formativo.

Esta pesquisa trata sobre o potencial formativo 

dos registros durante o processo criativo da 

encenação em sala de aula. Problematizou a 

efemeridade da encenação diante do processo de 

registro a partir do pensamento de Josette Féral 

e Cecília Almeida Salles. Buscou alternativas 

para conceber o livro de encenação e refletir 

sobre a prática do teatro performativo como 

pedagogia teatral. Baseia-se na mitologia 

judaico-cristã como tessitura poética e nos 

comme contexte poétique et sur les études sur 

la performance pour montrer les indicateurs de 

recherche dans le domaine théâtral génétique qui 

permettent la production d’enregistrements et 

ainsi de pouvoir réfléchir sur les conséquences de 

cette recherche dans le cadre de lapprentissage 

de treize étudiants – acteurs, issus de 

lenseignement secondaire dune école publique 

fédérale en situation de travail collaboratif. Par 

le biais denregistrements, ainsi que de photos, 

de vidéo et d’un jornal de travail dans un groupe 

fermé, collecté sur le réseau social Facebook, 

a recherché à analyser les principales voies 

empruntées aux documents produits. Tout au 

long de ce parcours, les enregistrements recueillis 

ont été sélectionnés et réunis dans un livre de 

mise en scène, qui est le résultat du processus, 

révélant leur qualité performative et paradoxale, 

contribuant au processus dapprentissage des 

élèves acteurs à travers le lien indissociable entre 

processos créatif et pédagogie. Mots-clef: Livre 

de mise en scène. 

Génétique Théâtrale. Processus Créatif. 

Performance. Pédagogie Théâtrale.

theatriCal genetiCs of the moon :  

the staging Book as a PedagogiCal  

element at sChool.

This research deals with the formative 

potential of the records during the creative 

staging process in the classroom. It discusses 

the ephemerality of the staging facing the 

registration process from the thoughts of Josette 

Féral and Cecília Almeida Salles. The research 

is based on the the Jewish-Christian mythology 

as a poetic context and Performance Studies 

de Rio Grande do Sul. Elle développe des 

travaux sur les processus créatifs dans les arts 

scèniques et performatifs, des recherches sur 

le théâtre génétique et la recherche de résultats 

à partir de linterface de ces études avec des 

récits oraux et de la mythologie. Chercheuse en 

Pédagogie à lUFRGS dans la ligne des études de 

présence intégrant GETEPE - Groupe dEtudes 

Pédagogiques, Théâtre et Performance.

Actress and Theatre Professor. Master’s 

Degree and Specialized in Art, Body, and 

Education by the Federal University of Rio 

Grande do Sul UFRGS. She develops works 

in creative processes in performing arts 

researching Theatrical Genetics and looking 

for results from the interface of these studies 

with oral narratives and mythology. Education 

researcher at UFRGS in Studies of Presence, 

integrating GETEPE – Education, Theatre, and 

Performance Study Group.

génétiQue theatrale de la lune:  

le livre de mise en sCène Comme élément de 

formation à léCole.

Cette recherche porte sur le potentiel formatif 

des enregistrements au cours du processus de 

création de la mise en scène en salle de classe. Il 

a posé le problème du caractère éphémère de la 

mise en scène face au processus d’enregistrement 

à partir de la pensée de Josette Feral et Cecilia 

Almeida Salles. Il a été recherché des alternatives 

pour concevoir le livre sur la mise en scène et 

réfléchir sur la pratique du théâtre scénique 

comme élément de la pédagogie théâtrale. Il 

est basé sur la mythologie judéo-chrétienne 

artística, pois a questão do tempo pode ser tema ou 

material para estratégias corporais e composicionais 

de uma dança. O objetivo geral da pesquisa é 

investigar como as temporalidades se co-implicam 

nas problemáticas artísticas de uma dramaturgia 

de dança e demonstrar que o tempo, em dança, se 

constitui por temporalidades que podem ser usadas 

como procedimentos de partida para a criação. 

O objetivo específico é analisar e demonstrar de 

que modo temporalidades se constituem como 

ferramentas de uma dramaturgia de dança. Para 

isso, utilizamos os conceitos da área da dança, da 

filosofia e das ciências sociais e cognitivas, tais 

como: temporalidades são indissociáveis do corpo 

que as produz, corpo esse que é vinculado com o 

seu ambiente contextual KATZ GREINER, 2005, 

temporalidades são relacionais BRITTO, 2008, 

construídas pelo peso do corpo BARDET, 2012 em 

relação ao espaço. São temporalidades criadas pelas 

experiências, pela subjetividade e consciência de 

um indivíduo JOHNSTONE, 1966, denotam uma 

duração temporal qualitativa que é inerente ao 

movimento sensório-motor do corpo BERGSON, 

1968, elas agem como material de criação 

FONTAINE, 2004 e não se realizam de modo 

previsível JOHNSON, 2007.

Palavras-chave: Corpo. Dança Contemporânea. 

Dramaturgia. Ferramentas. Temporalidades.

milena ferreira mariz Beltrão

Mila.Mariz@bol.CoM.br

Actrice et professeur de théâtre. Titulaire d’um 

diplôme de troisème cycle et Spécialiste en 

Art, Corps et Pédagogie de lUniversité fédérale 
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Liberté de création scénique et respect de 

l’œuvre dramatique [Directing and authors 

rights. Liberty of stage creation and respect of 

the play] L’Entretemps, 2012. She has been a 

stage director Yves Beaunesne, Denis Marleau, 

Matthias Langhoff. IFTR’s Francophone General 

Secretary 2008-2012 and she is co-convener of 

the IFTR working group on the creative process, 

Proust is also a 2010 Fulbright grant recipient 

for her research on the creative process of stage 

directors in the US. In 2012, she received a grant 

from the Nord-Pas de Calais Region and the 

University of Lille 3 CEAC, Action Culture for the 

Emergent Project “Genetic of theatre: the creative 

processes. APC/Analysis of the Creative Process”.

Parité et diversité Culturelle dans les 

ProCessus de Création

Si l’étude des processus de création 

soulevait des réticences à ses débuts 

pionniers, notamment en France dans les 

années 90, sous prétexte de préserver « 

la cuisine » ou le secret des répétitions 

du point de vue des artistes ou seul le 

spectacle achevé du côté d’universitaires, 

de nombreux programmes de recherche ont 

depuis démontré le succès de ce champ de 

recherche comme APC/Analyse des processus 

de création, La fabrique du théâtre, HARCH, 

The Didascalic imagination en Europe. On 

s’aperçoit aussi que les artistes choisis sont 

souvent ceux qui sont visibles et dont la 

légitimité s’avère ainsi tangible. Toutefois, 

de récentes prises de décisions politiquesen 

France, notamment celles visant à réaliser des 

études sur la parité hommes/femmes dans le 

In this paper we claim there that existing 

models for genetics in performing arts are 

either too textually biased, too narrowly 

focused on the performer’s experience, limited 

in scope by only dealing with rehearsals, 

or rigid in terms of categorization. This 

lends urgency for development of a lager 

methodological framework. In this paper we 

claim that we need an integrative model for 

conducting genetic research in these domains: 

a method that is able to take into account 

the interactions between different stages 

of creation training, rehearsal, performance 

as well as their embedment in specific 

sociocultural contexts in order to advance 

current knowledge on creative methodologies 

and contemporary theatrical aesthetics.

Joint paper with Timmy De Laet,  

Luk Van den Dries

soPhie Proust

ContaCt@sophie-proust.CoM

université de lille

Sophie Proust is associate professor in 

Theatre Studies and researcher at the CEAC 

at the University of Lille III as well as associate 

researcher at the CNRS. She is the author of 

La direction d’acteurs dans la mise en scène 

théâtrale contemporaine [Directing Actors in 

Contemporary Drama] L’Entretemps, 2006, 

which includes a preface by Patrice Pavis, 

Denis Marleau introduction and interviews 

by Sophie Proust Actes-Sud Papiers, 2010 

and editor of Mise en scène et droits d’auteur. 

Laboratorium/ Troubleyn that studies artistic 

methodologies of “the performer of the 21st 

century,” including the acting method of Jan 

Fabre. Currently, she is a Fellow of the Research 

Foundation Flanders FWO and is preparing a 

PhD on contemporary theatrical notebooks 

within the project “The Didascalic Imagination”

Creative ProCesses in the Performing arts: 

an integrative model for genetiC researCh 

in theatre and danCe studies

Contemporary theatre and dance in Europe 

are renowned for their outstanding artistic 

quality and continuous search for creative 

innovations. However, because academic 

research primarily focuses on theatre and 

dance as they appear on stage, we know hardly 

anything about how they were created. We are 

lacking in our understanding of the manifold 

and complex processes of thinking, creating, 

imagining, and revising that happen before 

the actual showing of the work, even though 

a thorough knowledge of this creative labor 

would greatly deepen our insights into the 

aesthetics and meanings of theatre and dance 

as they are eventually presented to the public.

In contrast to literary studies, which has a fairly 

well established tradition in analyzing the genesis 

of literary texts what is called “genetic criticism”, 

there is currently no adequate methodological 

framework that captures both the scope and 

dynamic nature of creative processes in theatre 

and dance. As living art forms that typically 

involve embodied and intangible knowledge, 

theatre and dance require distinct methods for 

examining their coming-into-being.

Estudos da Performance para apontar indicadores 

de pesquisa dentro do campo da Genética Teatral 

que possibilitem a fabricação dos registros e 

refletir as consequências dessa busca no caminho 

de aprendizagem dos treze alunos – atores do 

ensino médio em situação colaborativa de criação 

numa escola pública federal. Por intermédio 

de registros em grupo fechado, colhidos da 

rede social Facebook, bem como fotografias, 

video e diário de trabalho, buscou analisar os 

principais caminhos percorridos para os registros 

produzidos. No percurso, os registros colhidos 

foram selecionados e reunidos na materialidade 

do livro de encenação, que é resultado do 

processo, revelando a qualidade performativa 

e paradoxal dos mesmos, contribuindo para o 

processo de aprendizagem dos alunos-atores 

por intermédio da indissociabilidade entre os 

processos criativo e pedagógico. Palavras-chave: 

Livro de encenação. Genética Teatral. Processo 

Criativo. Performance. Pedagogia Teatral

edith Cassiers

edith.Cassiers@gMail.CoM

university of antWerp and  

vrije universiteit brussel.

Edith Cassiers studied Dutch, Theatre, Film 

and Literature studies, and obtained a Master’s 

degree in Theatre and Film Studies at the 

University of Antwerp. She has been working 

as an assistant-dramaturge for Jan Fabre for 

the productions Prometheus Landscape II 

2010 and Belgian Rules/ Belgium Rules 2017. 

Since 2011 she has worked as a researcher for 
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Palavras-chave: processo de criação teatral 

dramaturgia dramaturgia processual encenação 

dramaturgo-encenador

dirCe helena Carvalho

dirCehelena.teatro@gMail.CoM

federal university of uberlândia

Actress,director, PhD University of São 

Paulo – USP. Professor of the Theatre Course, 

Federal University of Uberlândia UFU. Research 

and publications with emphasis in the Criation 

Process, Acting, Bodyvoice, Contemporary scene. 

Currently is a coordinator of PROFArtes Program 

of professional masters in Arts, member of 

GEAC/UFU Research group which gather artist-

researcher of both Theatre and Dance graduation 

course and of the Program of Postgraduation 

studies in Arts UFU and other intuitions with 

an investigations in process of creation and 

formation in performing arts. Editorial Board 

Member of periodical’s Rascunhos:Caminhos da 

pesquisa em artes cênicas UFU.

The main publications and artistics 

productions of the ArtistsResearcher, are:

. Author: The body in Lygia Clark’s poetics 

and the participation of the espectador. 

MORINGA, João Pessoa, 2011, pp. 131-141.

. Author: The Scenic voice in the actor’s 

formation. In: ALEIXO,Fernando org..  

Poetics and Vocal practices. EDUFU, UFU, 

2014, pp.79-92.

. Performer. Falling bodies. Hemisferic 

Performance and politics. Santiago do 

Chile,2016.

Elizabeth LeCompte as well as reflections about 

this theme by authors such as Patrice Pavis, 

Jean-Pierre Sarrazac, Joseph Danan, Hans-Thies 

Lehmann, Magda Romanska and Andy Lavender.

Keywords: theatrical creative process 

playwriting procedural playwriting stage 

directing playwright-stage director

ProCedimentos do dramaturgo-enCenador

A investigação objetiva discutir alguns dos 

procedimentos criativos do dramaturgo-encenador, 

conceito original cunhado no âmbito da pesquisa 

referente ao artista teatral que cria texto e cena 

em modo concomitante e ao longo do processo 

dos ensaios. O objetivo não é apenas identificar 

a duplicidade da tarefa, mas analisar o modo 

processual como esta é agenciada. A pesquisa visa 

acompanhar o trajeto que o dramaturgo-encenador 

realiza entre a escrita sobre a folha e a escrita da 

cena, gerando, além da montagem em si, uma obra 

textual autônoma, passível de ser re-encenada por 

outrem. O objeto de estudo é o processo de criação 

do espetáculo Campo Minado da encenadora 

argentina Lola Arias analisado a partir da vivência 

espectatorial, entrevistas dirigidas aos criadores, 

coleta de documentos do processo de criação, bem 

como o exame de passagens do espetáculo. Do 

ponto de vista da abordagem conceitual, a pesquisa 

utiliza a perspectiva de criação dramatúrgica 

processual em conjunto com a cena presente nos 

procedimentos composicionais de Bertolt Brecht, 

Heiner Müller, Robert LePage, Anne Bogart, 

Elizabeth LeCompte, bem como nas reflexões 

acerca do tema oriundas da obra de Patrice Pavis, 

Jean-Pierre Sarrazac, Joseph Danan, Hans-Thies 

Lehmann, Magda Romanska e Andy Lavender.

2012, sponsored by CNPq. She worked as a 

substitute Theatre Professor at UFRGS 2013 

she worked in forty different spectacles in 

2004 she received two Tibicuera Awards 

Best Direction and Best Spectacle for the play 

Vampirações e Outros Mistérios.

ProCedures of the  

Playwright-stage direCtor

This investigation aims at considering some 

of the creative procedures employed by the 

playwright-stage director, an original concept 

elaborated in this research regarding the theatre 

artist who creates both text and scene in a 

simultaneous mode along the rehearsal process. 

The aim is not only to identify the double nature 

of this task, but also to analyze the procedural 

mode by means of which this is mediated. This 

research’s goal is to follow the playwright-stage 

director’s double trajectory “from stage to page” 

“from page to stage”, which generates, besides 

the mise-en-scène, an autonomous textual 

work which can also be staged by other artists. 

The object of study is the creative process of 

the spectacle Minefield by the Argentinean 

director Lola Arias, and the steps for proceeding 

this analysis include watching the show, 

interviewing the creative artists, collecting 

documents of the creative process, as well as 

examining scenes from the spectacle. As for the 

conceptual approach, this research brings into 

play the perspective of procedural dramaturgical 

creation alongside the creation of the scene, 

examining the compositional procedures of as it 

is presented in the reflections byBertolt Brecht, 

Heiner Müller, Robert Lepage, Anne Bogart and 

spectacle vivant, révèlent de fortes inégalités, 

tant dans leur représentativité dans le paysage 

théâtral 75 % des spectacles sont mis en 

scène par des hommes en France aujourd’hui 

que dans les moyens qui leur sont octroyés 

1/3 de moins pour les femmes.

Quelles influences ce type d’inégalité a sur 

les processus de création des metteuses en 

scène ? De même, les difficultés des artistes 

dits issus de la diversité culturelle ou de la 

minorité visible seront étudiées par rapport 

à leur processus de création. Quand cette 

catégorie d’artistes n’a accès qu’à certains 

lieux qui seraient soidisant en adéquation 

avec leur identité, leur processus de création 

n’est-il pas conditionné, du montage de la 

production au choix du texte en passant par la 

distribution, entre autres ? 

Key words : processus de création, rehearsals, 

parité, diversité culturelle, creative process, 

contemporary theatre

JaQueline Pinzon

jaCquelinepinzon@gMail.CoM

universidade federal do rio grande do sul

Jaqueline Pinzon is a PhD Theatre student 

PPGAC-UFRGS- CAPES Scholarship her 

project The Playwright-Stage Director and 

the Specificity of Creating Text and Scene in a 

Simultaneous Mode has Dr. Marta Isaacsson 

as Advisor BA in Theatre UFRGS, 1988 MA 

in Theatre UFRGS, 2011 she has taken part in 

her Advisor’s research Processes of Scenic 

Creation - Scene and Intermediality 2011-
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reframing genetiC CritiCism on the 

Promises of an integrative model for 

genetiC researCh on PerformanCe

In contrast to the fairly well established 

tradition of genetic criticism in literary studies, 

the fields of theatre, dance, and performance 

studies are still in the process of developing 

an adequate methodological framework that 

captures the expansive scope and dynamic nature 

that typify creative processes in the performing 

arts. As living art forms that characteristically 

involve embodied and intangible knowledge, 

theatre and dance require distinct methods for 

examining their coming-into-being. However, 

despite the growing interest in genetic research, 

these methodological foundations are yet to be 

developed.In this paper, we will first discuss some 

of the major deficiencies that weaken existing 

approaches to genetic research on the performing 

arts. We will more specifically demonstrate 

how predominant perspectives on performance 

genetics are whether too narrowly focused on the 

dramatic text or textual remains, rather limited in 

scope by only dealing with rehearsals, or overly 

rigid in terms of categorization. As this brief 

overview will reveal the pressing need for a more 

encompassing methodological framework, we 

will open up a new direction by proposing what 

we call an integrative model for genetic research 

on the performing arts. This model would not 

only take into account the different stages of 

creation training, rehearsal, performance, but 

also pay attention to both the tangible and 

intangible documentation of these constitutive 

stages as well as to their embedment in specific 

socio-cultural and political contexts.

Considerando a complexidade e os dispositivos 

para entender esse panorama, elegemos 

três paradigmas, a saber: texto, palavra e 

performance text, no sentido de permitir uma 

reflexão acerca de processos de criação na  

cena contemporânea.

luk van den dries

luC.vandendries@uantWerpen.be

university of antWerp

Luk Van den Dries is Full Professor 

of Theatre Studies at the University of 

Antwerp Belgium. His research deals with 

contemporary theatre, with a focus on 

postdramatic theatre . He wrote extensively 

on Jan Fabre, one of the main examples of 

postdramatic theatre in Flanders. He wrote 

also on the representation of the body 

in contemporary theatre and co-edited 

three books on this topic. Other important 

research topic is the creative process: the 

dynamics between director’s notebook and 

rehearsal process.

His latest bookpublications are Marianne 

Beauviche, Luk Van den Dries ed. Jan Fabre 

Esthétique du paradoxe Harmattan, 2013 

Thomas Crombez, Luk Van den Dries ed. 

Mass Theatre in Interwar Europe Kadoc, 2014, 

Luk Van den Dries : Het geopende lichaam. 

Verzamelde opstellen over Jan

Fabre De Bezige Bij, 2014, Thomas 

Crombez, Jelle Koopmans, Frank Peeters, 

Luk Van den Dries, Karel Van Haesebrouck : 

Theater. Een Westerse geschiedenis. Lannoo 

Campus, 2015.

paradigms: text, word and performance text, in 

a way that consents reflection around creative 

processes in contemporary scene.

Key-words: Theatrical experience. 

Contemporary art. Text-word performance text.

CorPoreidade e sonoridade  

em ProCessos de Criação

A cena contemporânea possui uma 

abrangência que permite analisá-la sob 

inúmeros aspectos, pois abarca caráter híbrido 

e transdisciplinar decorrentes da diluição de 

fronteiras entre as ciências do conhecimento. 

Neste sentido, os processos de criação se 

expandem de tal forma, apresentando um 

cenário engendrado por uma diversidade de 

práticas entrecruzadas com performances, 

happenings, intervenções, espetáculos 

multimídia, dança-teatro, teatro-físico, 

instalações cênicas, considerando ainda, os 

processos que se recusam à formalização. 

Nestas experiências inscrevem-se, 

principalmente, processos cênicos que, muitas 

vezes, ao invés de apresentar o “espetáculo”, 

aderem ao compartilhamento de ensaios 

e workshops reconhecendo, no processo, 

a importância da experiência teatral. Tais 

alterações provocam uma reviravolta no campo 

das artes cênicas, desestabilizando fronteiras, 

permutando a experiência teatral em suas 

modalidades, valorizando processos de criação 

que priorizam os espaços não convencionais, 

a experiência grupal, as novas dramaturgias, a 

relação do espectador com a obra, subvertendo 

os códigos de significações e, por conseguinte, 

expandindo o campo das percepções.

. Couch of body-voice: Memorial of silences 

and daisies. Text Luis Leite and direction of 

Mara Leal and performance Narciso Telles. 

Casa de las Américas – Cuba, 2016.

CorPoreity and sonority  

in the Creative ProCess.

The contemporary scene has an 

comprehensiveness which allows the 

artist-researcher to analyse it under 

various aspects, for it has a hybrid 

and transdisciplinary character due to 

the dilution of science of knowledge’s 

boundaries. In this sense, the creative 

process expand in a way, presenting a 

scenery conceived by a diversity of artistics 

practices interlacedwith performances, 

happenings, interventions, multimedia 

plays, dancetheatre, physical theatre, 

scenic installations, also considering the 

processes which refuse formalization. 

These experiences contain, mostly, creation 

processes, which instead on putting on 

a show choose to share rehearsals and 

workshops recognizing in the process the 

importance of the theatrical experience.

Such alterations generate a twist in the field 

of performing arts, destabilizing boundaries, 

mixing theatrical experiences, enriching creative 

processes which prioritize unconventional 

spaces, group experiences, new dramaturgies, 

relations between actors and spectators, 

subverting the codes of meanings and, therefore, 

expanding the field of perceptions.

Considering the complexity and the tools to 

understand this perspective, are chosen three 
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dresser la cartographie des principes généraux qui 

soutiennent une possible théorie de la création. 

La documentation elle-même servant de guide 

de contrôle pour les interprétations, la question 

qui meut la recherche est « qu’est-ce que ces 

registres nous offrent sur le processus créatif 

du groupe étudié ? ». La réponse surgit de la 

confluence du regard du critique, de la matérialité 

de la documentation et de l’établissement de 

liens avec les questions générales de la création, 

indiquant ainsi les caractéristiques les plus 

remarquables du processus étudié.

Archives critique génétique methodology 

interpretation

CritiQue of the theatriCal  

Creation ProCess

The object of the work is to present a 

theoretical and methodological proposal for 

studies on theatrical creation processes. We 

will discuss different forms of documenting 

these paths, such as diaries, directors’ and/

or actors’ notebooks, audio-visual records of 

rehearsals etc. More specifically, we will study 

the creation archives of a group of Brazilian 

actors and directors who developed the 

Aesthesis Project 2015. The members of the 

group lived in different cities and, consequently, 

audio-visual and photographic records of the 

experiments in the meetings were made, but 

there was also exchange of messages through 

WhatsApp for the purpose of keeping contact, 

propose readings, etc. We will discuss the way 

of addressing this documentation. Genetic 

criticism studies have always shown a tendency 

toward the analysis on the specificities of the 

four books: Genetic Criticism 1996 Unfinished 

gesture: artistic creation process 1998, 

Networks of creation: construction of works of 

art 2006 and Archives of creation 2010.

CritiQue du ProCessus  

de Création théâtrale

Ce travail a pour but de présenter une 

proposition théoricométhodologique pour les 

études des processus de création théâtrale. 

On discutera des différentes manières de 

documenter ces parcours, tells que journaux, 

cahiers de notes de metteurs en scène et/

ou d’acteurs, enregistrements audiovisuels de 

répétitions, etc. On étudiera, plus précisément, les 

archives de création d’un groupe d’acteurs et de 

metteurs en scène brésiliens qui ont développé 

le Projet Aesthesis2015. Les membres du groupe 

habitaient différentes villes et, par conséquent, 

on a réalisé des registres audiovisuels, 

photographiques des expérimentations lors des 

rencontres, mais il y a eu aussi um échange de 

messages, via Whatsapp, dans le but de garder 

le contact, de proposer des idées, de discuter 

de lectures, etc. Nous discuterons du moyen 

d’aborder cette documentation. Les études en 

critique génétique ont toujours penché pour 

l’analyse des spécificités du groupe étudié. 

Néanmoins, quelques chercheurs ressentent le 

besoin de poursuivre des aspects généraux des 

processus de création qui permettent, à notre 

avis, de mettre en lumière le spécifique avec plus 

d’acuité. À partir de l’observation d’une grande 

diversité de processus, le parcours de la création 

se présente comme un réseau d’actions avec 

des récurrences significatives, permettant de 

the details of the creative methodologies used 

during almost 9 months of rehearsal will also 

lead us to question the dramaturgical work 

as research: can we identify methodological 

crossovers or proximities between dramaturgy 

and other human and social sciences history or 

anthropology especially ? Is the dramaturg a 

researcher in humanities like the others ?!

CeCilia almeida salles

CeCilia.salles@gMail.CoM

pontifíCia universidade CatóliCa  

de são paulo puC/sp

Professeur titulaire, enseigne dans 

le programme de troisième cycle de 

Communication et Sémiotique de l’université 

catholique de São Paulo/Brésil. Elle est 

coordinatrice du Grupo de pesquisa em 

Processos de Criação. Elle a publié divers articles 

théorique sur la création artistique et des études 

critique à partir de documents de genèse dans 

le domaine de differentes formes d’expression 

artistique. Elle a publié quatre ouvrages: Gesto 

Inacabado: processo de criação artística 6ª 

ed. 2011 Crítica genética 3ª ed. 2008 Redes da 

criação 2ª ed. 2009 e Arquivos da criação 2010.

Cecilia Almeida Salles is professor of the 

Graduate Program in Communication and 

Semiotics at Catholic University of São Paulo/ 

Brazil. She is coordinator of the Research 

Group on Processes of Creation. She is author 

of various theoretical articles on artistic 

creation and critical studies of documents of 

different artistic manifestations. She published 

Laying out the key principles of this 

integrative approach, we will argue that it holds 

the promise of advancing current knowledge 

on creative methodologies and contemporary 

theatrical aesthetics.

Keywords: Creative processes.  

Genetic criticism

Joint paper with Timmy De Laet  

and Edith Cassiers

marion Boudier

Marionboudier@orange.fr

CoMpagnie louis brouillard / paris 8

Researcher in Performing Arts PhD, 2012, 

Marion Boudier works as dramaturg with Joël 

Pommerat. She is also lecturer at the University 

Paris 8 and founding member of the research 

group Agôn http://agon.ens-lyon.fr.

“doCumentary dramaturgy” and 

“PerformanCe writing” : feedBaCk on the 

Creative ProCess of ça ira 1. fin de louis 

from Joël Pommerat.

In order to developp a pratic based research, 

I propose to analyse my work asdocumentary 

dramaturg during the creativ process of “Ça ira 

1. Fin de Louis” from the playwright and director 

Joël Pommerat Mons 2015. How to make 

theater with the historical matter of the French

Revolution? Has this historical material 

changed the approach proper to Pommerat 

writing during rehearsals with his company Louis 

Brouillard ?How is documentary dramaturgy 

involved in this performance writing? Analysing 
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a linguagem artística por fazer emergir das 

sensações um tipo de coreografia cujas narrativas 

não são lineares, nem figurativas, ilustrativas 

ou cronológicas. Com inspiração nos objetos 

relacionais e a Estruturação do self de Lygia Clark, 

a partir de uma metodologia de criação em dança 

desenvolvida por Ana Terra, pela musculatura 

afetiva de Antonin Artaud e em dispositivos para 

compor estados de presença poética Gustavo 

Sol e texturas de movimento Juliana Moraes a 

partir de modificações na fisiologia do corpo, os 

artistas envolvidos vêm trabalhando no limiar de 

uma sensorialidade antropofágica. O processo de 

criação de Juliana Moraes parece se aproximar da 

experiência de Artaud com os índios Tarahumaras 

do México, pois assume uma gestualidade 

selvagem, no sentido de uma corporeidade que 

se faz pelas sensações, pelas instabilidades, 

pela desmontagem de uma organização técnica 

e codificada do corpo, por vezes passando pelo 

transe e pela catarse.

Também são evocadas articulações desses 

estados sensoriais do corpo com a noção de 

antropofagia presente na obra de Oswald de 

Andrade e desdobrada por Viveiros de Castro na 

análise de rituais de tribos indígenas no Brasil 

e que atravessam as inquietações dos criadores 

em dança e teatro. Corpos que se desfazem 

e se refazem, num processo de devoração e 

deglutição de si e de outros, corpos vibráteis. 

Seria essa dança uma sensoriofagia? “Quando 

uma sensação se produz, ela não é situável no 

mapa e sentidos de que dispomos e, por isso, nos 

estranha”, diz Suely Rolnik.

Sol and textures of movement Juliana Moraes 

from modifications in the physiology of the 

body, the artists involved in the work without the 

threshold of anthropophagic sensoriality. The 

process of creating Juliana Moraes seems to be 

an experience of Artaud with the Tarahumaras 

Indians of Mexico, to assume a wild gesture, 

there is no sense of a corporeity that is made by 

sensation sensors, by instabilities, by dismantling 

a technical organization and codified from 

the body, sometimes going through trance 

and catharsis. It is also evoked articulations of 

sensorial states of the body with a notion of 

anthropophagy present in the work of Oswald 

de Andrade and deployed by Viveiros de Castro 

in analysis of rituals of indigenous tribes in Brazil 

and that cross as worries of the creators in theater 

and theater. Bodies that melt and re-melt, in a 

process of devouring and swallowing themselves 

and others, vibrating bodies. Could this dance be 

sensoryphagia? When a sensation is produced, it 

is not stable on the map and senses that we have, 

and so it stranges us, says Suely Rolnik.

Key Words: Sensory states, states of 

poetic presence, textures, anthropophagic 

sensorialities

sensorialidades antroPofágiCas na 

Criação em dança de Juliana moraes

Corpos estranhos, disformes, desfigurados, 

desarticulados acolhidos como material para 

uma composição em dança. A pesquisa da 

coreógrafa Juliana Moraes nos processos de 

criação da série coreográfica Peças curtas para 

desesquecer, junto à Companhia Perdida, e do 

solo Desmonte produz uma dança que desafia 

contemporary dance, focusing on creative 

processes. Researcher at the Institute of 

Ethnomusicology - Center for Studies in Music 

and Dance INET-MD, linked to the Portuguese 

Foundation for Science and Technology FCT.

She coordinated the project Memória Viva: 

dance artists in Ceará, with workshops, lectures 

and four documentaries, available at memoriaviva.

ufc.br. She is one of the organizers of the book 

Docênciaartista do Artista-docente, resulting from 

the I Seminário Dança Teatro Educação 2012. 

Author of the historical texts of the book Bienal 

Internacional de Dança do Ceará_Um percurso 

de intensidades 2011 and publisher of the two 

volumes published in the magazine OlharCE 

2008 and 2011, editorial project of the Bienal 

Internacional de Dança do Ceará, available at 

olharce.com. She holds a scholarship from CAPES.

anthroPoPhagiC sensorialities in the 

Creation in danCe of Juliana moraes

Foreign bodies, distorted, disfigured, disjointed, 

welcomed as material for a dance composition. 

The research of the choreographer Juliana Moraes 

in the processes of creation of the choreography 

series Peças curtas para desesquecer, together 

with Companhia Perdida, and solo Desmonte, 

produced a dance that defies an artistic language 

by emitting a kind of choreography whose 

narratives are not linear, figurative, illustrative 

or chronological. With the inspiration in the 

relational objects and the Structuring of the self 

of Lygia Clark, from a methodology of creation in 

dance developed by Ana Terra, by theaffective 

musculature of Antonin Artaud and in devices 

to compose states of poetic presence Gustavo 

group studied however, some researchers 

feel the need to seek general aspects of the 

creative processes that, to our mind, throw 

light on specifics with more acuity. From the 

observation of a great diversity of processes, 

the path of creation is revealed as a network of 

actions with significant recurrences, enabling 

the mapping of general principles that support 

a possible theory of creation. With the 

documentation itself serving as a controlling 

guide for the interpretations, the question that 

drives the research is “what do these records 

offer us regarding the creative process of the 

group studied?” The answer comes from the 

confluence of the critical look, the materiality 

of the documentation and the establishment of 

links with general issues of creations, pointing 

therefore to the more relevant characteristics of 

the process studied.

Keywords: Archive of creation genetic 

criticism methodology interpretation

thais gonçalves

thgonCalves@hotMail.CoM

universidade de lisboa / universidade  

federal do Ceará

Dance Teacher of the Instituto de Cultura 

e Arte of the Universidade Federal do Ceará 

ICA/UFC. PhD student in Dance by the 

Faculdade de Motricidade Humana of the 

Universidade de Lisboa FMH / UL, under 

the guidance of Prof. Dr. Daniel Tércio. The 

current theme in research is Anthropophagic 

sensorialities: knowledges of the south in 
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Tracing Creation Conference Antwerp

2015

“s{cr}een: probably watching this man die”

Accidental Archives Conference, York 

University, Toronto

2014

“Childish Spectators, Bestial Actions: Responsible 

Reception through Negative Dialectics”

American Society of Theatre Research 

Baltimore“Reading Capital, Watching Darstellung”

American Comparative Literature Association 

NYU, NY

aWards

J.M. Stuart Long Term Fellowship John Carter 

Brown Library, 2016-17

Joukowsky Summer Research Award Brown 

University, 2015

::praCtiCe::

co-founder {productions} of the  

forest ongoing

Secretary, Listening Laboratory at Brown 

University ongoing

reCent produCtions

2016

Euripides’ Herakles The Steel Yard, 

Providence, RI

2015

Go tell the future my soul got glad, Sibiu 

International Theatre Festival

intermedial Citations in Pierre desCeliers 

maPPemundi 1553 and the “figure des 

Brazilians” : Painterly imitation, PolitiCal 

imPliCations, Performative ComPliCations

This paper deals with a performance that 

takes place across three painted maps, one 

INTERMEDIALITY  
IN THEATRE AND 
PERFORMANCE

daniel ruPPel

danjruppel@gMail.CoM

broWn university

::eduCation::

PhD Theatre and Performance Studies - 

Brown University, USA, 2017

Expected

Thesis: “Probable Histories and Virtual 

Performances: Festival Books and the 

Performance of Historiography in Early  

Modern France”

MA Theatre and Performance Studies - 

Brown University, 2013

Thesis: “Authoring Bodies: Inventing the 

Implicated Reader in Tacitus’ Annals”

BA Joint Honours History and Middle East 

Studies - McGill University, Canada
::sCholarship::

RECENT CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

2016

a redface show: anti-reenactment and the 

failures of documentation in Optative Theatrical 

Laboratories Sinking Neptune

iftr stoCkholM

“Reading the Performance and the 

Performance of Reading Labyrinthe Royal de 

Hercule Gaulois: Representing the Représenté”

International Medieval Congress, Kalamazoo, MI.

“Creating Brazil in Renaissance France: The 

Persistent Performance of a Trace”

both instances need and confuse the traits 

related to the real and the fictional, because it 

places the perceptive field of the spectator in the 

border condition by revealing an artificial play 

and, thus, joining the fictional field, or raising 

questions relative to the real, and with that puts 

in check the presented reality.

KEYWORDS: actor-performer, play, game, 

presence, dramaturgy, creation.

uma dramaturgia rota, Para uma Presença 

outra – Jogo de Presenças no CamPo de 

ação do ator-Performer

A partir de diferentes processos empreendidos 

para a criação cênica, este texto busca refletir 

sobre a importância de uma dramaturgia textual 

que pressupõem aberturas e o jogo relacional entre 

atores e espectadores para o funcionamento de um 

evento cênico em jogo.

Desenvolvida a partir das relações entre jogo 

e noções observadas na terminologia mosaico 

como metáfora orientacional propiciadora de 

enquadramentos possíveis, esta dramaturgia 

pressupõem um jogo de presenças para o seu 

funcionamento, considerando texto, cena e o “presente 

do presente” como matérias interdependentes para o 

acontecimento teatral. Neste sentido, ambas instâncias 

se necessitam e confundem os traços relativos ao 

real e ao ficcional, pois coloca o campo perceptivo do 

espectador em condição de berlinda ao revelar um jogo 

teatral artificioso e, assim, filiar-se ao campo ficcional, 

ou faz emergir questões relativas ao real, e com isso 

coloca em xeque a realidade apresentada.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: ator-performer, jogo, 

presença, dramaturgia, criação.

eduardo de Paula

edu.edepaula@gMail.CoM

universidade federal de uberlândia

Eduardo De Paula: ator, diretor e professor 

de teatro. Desenvolve pesquisas com especial 

interesse na região fronteiriça da atuação do 

ator-performer: entre os universos biográficos 

e ficcionais. É Doutor 2015, Mestre 2011 e 

Bacharel 1998 em Artes Cênicas, pela Escola de 

Comunicações e Artes, da Universidade de São 

Paulo ECA/USP. É professor do Curso de Teatro 

e do Programa de Pós-graduação em Artes 

Cênicas, do Instituto de Artes, da Universidade 

Federal de Uberlândia IARTE/UFU, onde 

desenvolve pesquisas sobre atuação, 

treinamento, jogo, presença e corporalidade, 

vinculando-as a processos experimentais de 

preparação e criação cênicas.

a dramaturgy full of holes, for a PresenCe 

other – Play of PresenCes in the field of 

aCtion of the aCtor-Performer

From the different processes undertaken 

for scenic creation, this text seeks to reflect 

on the importance of a textual dramaturgy 

that presupposes openings and the relational 

play between actors and spectators for the 

functioning of a scenic event in play. Developed 

from the relationships between play and notions 

observed in Mosaic terminology as a metaphor 

orientational propitiating possible frameworks, 

this dramaturgy presupposes a play of presences 

for its functioning, considering text, scene and 

the present of the present as interdependent 

materials for the event theatrical. In this sense, 
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the polarities of perception and sensation, 

effectuating a politics of representation that 

constitutes a negotiation of the unstable grounds 

located between the processes of production of 

consensus and dissensus.

ralf remshardt

rreMshardt@arts.ufl.edu

university of florida

Ralf Remshardt is professor of theatre at 

the University of Florida USA where he is 

the coordinator of the graduate program 

in acting. He attended universities in 

Munich and Berlin and received a Ph.D. in 

Dramatic Art at UC Santa Barbara USA. 

Remshardt has worked in professional and 

university theatres as a director, translator, 

and dramaturg. His publications have 

appeared in many journals and several 

edited collections. His book, Staging the 

Savage God: The Grotesque in Performance, 

was published in 2004. He co-produced a 

documentary film about New York Hispanic 

theatre in 2015. He is a previous co-

convener of IFTRs Intermediality WG.

unstaBle geograPhies and unCertain 

ePistemologies: the intermedial disCourses 

of william kentridge

The 2016 Foreign Affairs Festival in Berlin 

whose overall theme was “uncertainty” had as 

its focus the work of William Kentridge, who 

not only presented his own shows but also had 

a parallel curated exhibit at Berlins Gropiusbau 

representation may commonly be understood 

as a representation of political interests of a 

group of people, and an image of the people as 

a political grouping. Rancière problematizes the 

notion of political representation by calling it 

the distribution of the sensible. He argues that 

this representation is not an image based on a 

mimetic relationship to a real community, but 

one that functions within the logic of a particular 

political strategy. He defines this as a modality 

of representation which produces and maintains 

a certain political consensus. He then defines 

a second modality that of dissensus which has 

the capacity to disrupt the former by creating a 

modification of the co-ordinates of the sensible. 

This paper will focus on Thoughts that can be 

Danced, an intermedial tango performance 

devised by Karoline Gritzner and myself. My 

particular focus will be on the intermedial 

strategies and digitalscenography which I 

designed for the piece. The paper will assess 

the possibilities of these intermedial aesthetics 

to challenge and reflect upon the mechanisms 

which produce the the distribution of the 

sensible within contemporary global culture and 

locate intermedial practice as an exploration 

of multiple theatricalities. In the first instance 

the paper will address how the piece stages 

CGI as a self reflexive process of re-imagining 

and re-animating history. It will then analyse 

how intermedial aesthetics interrupt the the 

distribution of the sensible by interjecting what 

Rancière defines as singular mechanisms of 

subjectification. Finally the paper will contend 

that the piece foregrounds representation 

as an unstable concept which lies between 

Gazing at the figure or unrolling Desceliers’ 

maps, we encounter gestures that pass across 

media, through spectacularized bodies, and 

implicate our interpretative moves even today.

Key Words: Cartography, Tupis, 

Documentation, Intermediality

Piotr woyCiCki

piW1@aber.aC.uk

aberystWyth university

Piotr is a Lecturer in Theatre and Performance 

at the University of Aberystwyth. His main 

areas of research and publication concern the 

intersections between political and aesthetic 

theory, particularly the work of Lyotard, Deleuze, 

and Rancière and contemporary intermedial 

performance practice. He has recently published 

a monograph Postcinematic Theatre and 

Performance with Palgrave Macmillan. His 

other interests and published work extends into 

neuroaesthetic approaches to performance 

analysis and the historical relationship between 

scientific discourse and the deconstructions 

of the essentialist human subject in theatre 

practice. He has also collaborated as composer 

and deviser with the UK based company 

Imitating the Dog and director Pete Brooks on a 

number of international projects.

Challenging the distriBution of the 

sensiBle in thoughts that Can Be danCed, 

an intermedial tango PerformanCe.

One of the key concepts behind public 

democratic debate is that of representation. This 

printed book, dozens of libraries and hundreds 

of bodies. In 1550, 250 Norman sailors and 50 

Brazilian Tupinambaulx “sauvages fraichement 

apportez” “newly imported wildmen” 

performed a “certain simulacrum” of life in 

Brazil, as part of King Henri II’s ceremonial 

Royal Entry into Rouen, the affluent capital of 

Normandy. This performance is described in 

a opulent printed book, Cest la deduction…, 

which depicts the spectacular creation of Brazil 

in the heart of France through a now famous 

woodcut, the “Figure des Brasilians.” Not 

merely a depiction of the festival performance, 

the Figure also constitutes the earliest image of 

“sauvages” printed in France.

My paper examines the intermedial citations 

of “Brazilian” gestures as they travel from 

contemporary painted maps to this printed 

performance document, and most importantly, 

back onto the maps. The cartographic 

masterpieces of Pierre Desceliers’ workshop 

form the cornerstone of this analysis, including 

the yet-unexplored 1553 Mappemundi. 

While the citational reappearances of these 

gestures undermines their value as iconic 

representations of any single performance of 

Tupi life - whether in Brazil or on the shores of 

the Seine - I argue that their appearance in this 

performance document invests them with a 

privileged claim on representing an experience 

of Brazil true to life “au vif”. Secondly,  

I argue that understanding the live 

performances of reading that these respective 

documents invite scholars to engage in  

can help us to comprehend the long history  

of “intermedial performance.”
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katia arfara

k.arfara@sgt.gr

onassis Cultural Center

Katia Arfara is an Athens-based researcher, 

writer, teacher and curator. She received an MA 

in theatre studies from Athens University and 

a PhD in art history from Sorbonne University. 

Her essays at the crossroads of theatre, dance 

and visual arts have appeared in french, english, 

spanish, arabic and greek in various journals 

and critical anthologies such as Bastard or 

Playmate? 2012, Mapping Intermediality in 

Performance 2010. Her current interests focus 

on interdisciplinary practices and public works. 

She has lectured extensively in France and 

Greece. Dr Arfara is a Fulbright fellow, a DAAD 

and Clemens Heller scholar and a member of 

the Intermediality working group of the IFTR.

Since 2009 she has been the theater and 

dance artistic director at the Onassis Cultural 

Center in Athens, where she conceived and 

curated numerous festivals and platforms 

with a specific focus on socially engaged 

projects and site-specific installations. 

She is the author of the book Théâtralités 

contemporaines. Entre les arts plastiques et 

les arts de la scène Peter Lang, 2011.

the enCountered other. on Brett Bailey’s 

Performative installations

Over the last years, following the 

militarization and the radicalization of 

Syria’s conflict and the global resurgence of 

neoliberalism, notions of border and home 

have become a major preoccupation in the 

blocks represent elements found in nature, such 

as stone, sand, metals, and trees etc., that can 

be mined, chopped, dug, or gathered.

The world is there to be explored and 

exploited. My methods of counterplay are based 

on the theatre theories of Antonin Artaud, and 

they have a possibility to form moments of 

resistance within otherwise thoroughly capitalist 

and colonialist consumer product.

My paper is based on two possible applications 

of Minecraft as a performance space:

1 My own mimetic wanderings in 

Minecraftian performance space during spring 

2017, in which the performership is shared by 

me and my nonhuman collaborators such as 

pixels, non-player characters, and my Xbox.2 

Live performances in Minecraft facilitated by 

me and performed by undergraduate students 

during a workshop in the University of Konstanz 

in April 2017. These performances will have 

more than one human controlled avatar each.

As mentioned, Minecraft is a game of 

colonization, conquest, and ownership. Based 

on the experiences of these two performances I 

will elaborate on the following questions:

1. How is the performance formed in relation 

to the number of human performers and 

spectators? What changes and why?

2. How is the desire to colonize treated in 

performance context? Does this context have the 

potential to undermine key features of Minecraft?

prowls like Rilkes panther a frequent trope 

surrounded by the precarious politics and 

unstable geographies of South Africa. The 

paper will trace the Kentridge events as an 

embodied intermedial Gesamtkunstwerk, a 

restless creative intelligence reflecting and 

refracting itself in every medium.

marleena huuhka

Marleena.huuhka@uta.fi

Centre for praCtiCe as researCh in theatre, 

university of taMpere

Marleena Huuhka, MA is a doctoral 

researcher in The Centre for Practice as 

Research in Theatre T7 in the Faculty of 

Communication Sciences, University of 

Tampere. She earned her Master’s degree 

in Theater and Drama Research in 2013. 

Her research interests include Video games 

as performances, human and non-human 

cooperation, new materialism and nomadism.

mine, Colonize, resist – maPPing 

Performative resistanCe in mineCraft

My PhD thesis Towards a Material Politics 

of Intensity – Nomadic, Mimetic, Virtual 

and Anarchistic Assemblages of Becoming-

NonHuman/Machine in Minecraft focuses on 

a sandbox video game Minecraft as a virtual 

and material performance space and a potential 

location of counterplay.

Minecraft is a sandbox video game, in which 

the player spawns into an endless, borderless 

world consisting of cube shaped blocks. These 

gallery. Kentridge appeared, sometimes 

doubled and tripled, in the video installations 

occupying the basement of the Festspiele 

theatre he ghosted as a metamorphic figure 

through the animations that accompanied 

his live performances he took the stage in 

Paper Music, a ciné concert featuring his short 

films, the multimedial stage performance 

Refuse the Hour, and the magisterial two-

day lecture performance marathon Drawing 

Lessons I-V. Drawing Lessons, the festival’s 

aesthetic-philosophical vortex, was a 

conceptual tour dhorizon: the entanglement 

of enlightenment with violence the pleasures 

of self-deception the stage as camera 

obscura the founding of Johannesburg as an 

allegory of the instability and provisionality 

of cities. The subsequent Refuse the Hour 

recast the ideas of the Drawing Lessons into 

a dreamlike choreographic-kinetic spectacle 

with borrowings from Futurism, Dada, and 

Bauhaus dance. In this ontologicalcircus, 

ringmaster Kentridge with the help of physicist 

Peter Galison, choreographer Dada Masilo, 

and composer Philip Miller pursued questions 

of temporality and entropy: Can we undo, 

unsay, unsave, unhappen, reverse the arrow 

of time? Uncertainty, for Kentridge, was 

just the springboard for his intense creative 

process, the radical hollow at the center that 

brought forth an unceasing flurry of drawings 

and a torrent of performative expressions. 

Kentridges artistic stage has long been his 

vast studio in Johannesburg, an amalgam 

of a cabinet of curiosities, a film studio, and 

a theatre of signification through which he 
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European context – where most scholarship 

on theatrical intermediality comes from – was 

the main reason for this contextual study. 

The study’s underlying assumption is that the 

study of intermediality is contextual in nature 

because intermediality is strongly linked to 

the social-political and economic situation 

of the context. Jens Schröter 2010 begins to 

explore the links between intermediality and 

ideological/politico-economic factors in his 

article, “The politics of intermediality” where he 

argues that questions concerning intermediality 

are by no means purely theoretical or aesthetic 

questions. Rather, they are laden with political 

connotations. Following Schröter’s approach 

that priotises how different cultures understand 

media differences and their interaction in a 

given historical phase, this study navigates 

through divergent African theatre and media 

theory in its attempt to account for the uneasy 

relationship between African media theory 

and contemporary African theatre practice. 

The cases in this study demonstrate that 

theatre practice in these contexts is far more 

experimental in transcending the boundaries 

between theatre and other media, in  

contrast with the picture painted by African 

theatre scholarship.

agnes karolina Bakk

bakkagnes@gMail.CoM

Moholy-nagy university of art and design

Ágnes Bakk was born in Lugoj, Romania, 

1986. She graduated from Theatre Studies and 

Hungarian-Finnish Department of Babes-Bolyai 

refers to a space that is both utopian, in that it 

is placeless, and heterotopian in that it exists 

as an ‘other’ space, a counteraction to the 

space that I occupy p.4. This slippage could be 

attributed to the way that we use online space 

as a source to share our lived experiences. I 

will explore this further in an understanding of 

citizen’s place, placeless-ness, displacement 

and essences of rapport.

Catherine makhumula

Mayesero@gMail.CoM

stellenbosCh university

Catherine Makhumula has recently 

successfully defended her PhD thesis 

titled “Within between: An investigation 

on Intermediality in the South African and 

Malawian Theatre context” at the University of 

Stellenbosch in South Africa. She holds an MA 

in International Performance Research from the 

University of Warwick, UK and the University 

of Amsterdam in the Netherlands. Catherine is 

also lecturer in theatre arts in the Department 

of Fine and Performing Arts at Chancellor 

College, University of Malawi.

the PolitiCs of intermediality  

in afriCan theatre

This study investigates the interrelations 

between theatre and other media in some 

selected theatrical performances from festivals 

in Malawi and South Africa in order to uncover 

how intermediality manifests in these contexts. 

The desire to situate the study outside the 

taking their distances from the current affinities 

of contemporary art with activism? And can art, 

once again, become an agent of overcome the 

fear of the “other”?

karen savage

ksavage@linColn.aC.uk

university of linColn

Karen is Head of the School of Fine & 

Performing Arts at the University of Lincoln 

in the U.K. She is co-convener of the 

Intermediality working group as part of the 

International Federation for Theatre Research. 

Her work explores the relationships between 

film, performance art and theatre focussing on 

practice-as-research as a methodology.

Exploring the dynamic of the Raporter within 

the context of shifting landscapes: revisiting 

displacements through an exploration of 

performance and citizenship.

In this presentation I will expand the idea 

of the raporter previously discussed as a new 

term to describe the relationships between 

tourist, news, event, space and place to explore 

the notion of citizenship. Can citizenship be 

something that we do and something that we 

observe? I will discuss the citizen through a 

variety of platforms, and consider how much 

displacement and performance provide the 

currencies for an evolving understanding of 

what it is ‘to be a citizen’. “From the standpoint 

of the mirror I discover my absence from the 

place where I am since I see myself over there” 

Foucault, 1984, p.4. This foucauldian notion 

social, political and artistic fields. The ongoing 

violent changes in the geopolitical map of 

the Middle East and the subsequent refugee 

“crisis” uncover the deep political implications 

of territorial interventions while at the same 

time revealing the xenophobic stance of Europe 

which in its large majority defends the return 

from the “open borders” condition to the 

nationstate-territory model.

The present paper aims at exploring the 

installations of the SouthAfrican artist Brett 

Bailey as an exemplary interdisciplinary 

work which radically reshapes the notion of 

political theatre urging for discursive methods 

of production, intervention and participation 

at the intersection of aesthetics and social 

practices. Our analysis will more particularly 

focus on Sanctuary, his latest performative 

installation which will premier in Athens in 

May 2017 in the frame of the 4th Fast Forward 

Festival. Referencing the classical myth of 

the labyrinth, Sanctuary looks at the varied 

states of limbo in which so many refugees and 

migrants find themselves within the EU creating

encounters and disjunctures of the real and 

the fictional world. Our paper will critically 

approach Bailey’s immersive project focusing 

more specifically on its innovative models 

of spectatorship which stress audience 

involvement through an embodied dialogue 

between listening and viewing, imagining and 

experiencing, the mental and the material, 

the visual and the haptic. Can performing arts 

react to the current resurgence of populism 

and xenophobia? Can socially engaged artistic 

works challenge authoritarian attitudes while 
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environmentally unsustainable, so a digital 

solution to this problem was explored.

Traditional video-conferencing such as Skype, 

GoogleHangouts and business conferencing 

telepresence devices were found to be very 

limiting for performers in terms of image, sound 

quality and latency. The intention was to create 

synchronicity between both sites and to have 

an invisible technological interface enabling 

the performers to rehearse in much the same 

way as if they were sharing the same space in 

a live sense. An ‘immersive space’ was created 

in both locations through the repurposing of 

videoconferencing technology and the use of 

large rear projection screens, high speed internet 

connections and unidirectional microphones. 

A unified spatial design across both settings, 

minimal latency in the live video and a careful 

use of lighting gave the actors the illusion 

that they were occupying the same physical 

space, despite actually being hundreds of miles 

apart. Careful placement and fine tuning of the 

cameras and projectors in both spaces enabled 

the participants to have the illusion of eye 

contact with each other – particularly important 

in performance work.

dunloP Jane franCes

j.dunlop@brighton.aC.uk

university of brighton

seleCted paper presentations

_‘Talk to you later: address and atmospheric 

affect in internetsituated performance’. PSi2016 

at University of Melbourne. July 2016.

period I also worked as a freelance actor, writer 

and director with numerous theatre companies 

throughout Northern Ireland and as a writer/

performer for BBC Radio Ulster. From 1997 

onwards I worked as Strand Leader in Drama 

at the University Of Birmingham, moving on 

to become Course Director of the BA Drama 

Studies degree at Bath Spa University. From 

2007 onwards I have been working as Senior 

Lecturer on the BA Theatre and Professional 

Practice Degree at Coventry University.

I am currently engaged in a research project 

in conjunction with the University of Tampere, 

Finland, using videoconferencing technology, 

projections and sound design to create 

immersive rehearsal spaces.

there is a world elsewhere: the Coriolanus 

online ProJeCt

Coriolanus Online provided theatre students 

at Coventry University UK and the University 

of Tampere Finland with an opportunity to 

collaborate and participate in rehearsals enabled 

by telepresence interactions involving human-

sized projections of live video with minimal 

levels of latency. Apart from interactions in 

the main virtual rehearsal space, students 

were able to socialise with peers though web 

conferencing tools and social media. Taking the 

text of Shakespeare’s Coriolanus as a basis for 

study, students from both universities worked on 

a small section of the script 3:3 in both Finnish 

andEnglish. Traditionally, one group of students 

would travel to another location to participate 

in workshops and rehearsals, a process that 

is expensive, time consuming and ultimately 

different. However is important to check their 

effect on their community and how successful 

could they import the theatrical tools on 21st 

century digital media tools. A special attention 

should be brought also on how could the online, 

pervasive city games gain their community and 

what could theatres learn from these games in 

terms of reaching out for “live” audience. In my 

research I focus on the UK-based Blast Theorys 

work and compare it to other performances to 

which board games are applied in an “analogue” 

way, as I identify the different types of interactivity 

in these productions. I analyze the quality of the 

interactivity and how it changes the audiences/

participants perception of the work, and also how 

the use of new technological tools changes the 

participants cognition of each performance. 

Keywords: theatre, interactive technology, 

audience, participation

thomas gorman

aa4084@Coventry.aC.uk

Coventry university

I am an academic and theatre director 

currently based at Coventry University. I studied 

English Literature and Language at Queens 

University Belfast before going on to complete 

a PhD in Theatre at the University of Ulster 

researching the history of non-naturalistic 

dramaturgy especially the concept of the play 

within a play. In 1990, after working for some 

time as a freelance actor, I co-founded Sightlines 

Theatre Company, Belfast and worked with them 

as Artistic Director for six years. During this 

University, Cluj, Romania, and later had her 

MA degree in Theatre Studies at Károli Gáspár 

University, Budapest, Hungary. Currently she 

works at the Hungarian National Digital Archive 

as an editor, having her focus on digitization, 

new technologies and online platforms in 

theatres and museums.

She has been the project manager at several 

companies and institutions: Jurányi Art Incubator 

House, Góbi Dance Company, the Natural 

Art Disasters Company, Verzio Human Rights 

Documentary Film Festival, Moholy-Nagy 

University of Art and Design, Budapest. Since 2014 

she is the co-organizer of The Eye of the Needle 

Festival T Fokán Fesztivál and she is also the co-

founder of The Eye of the Needle Foundation T 

Fokán Alapítvány. In 2015 she was member of the 

organizing committee of IETM Budapest meeting 

responsible for the new technology sessions. 

She is the founder of the performing arts&new 

technologies blog: zip-scene.com and she is 

currently a PHD fellow at Moholy-Nagy Art and 

Design University in Budapest, Hungary.

how are new teChnologiCal tools 

Changing interaCtivity in Performing arts?

The main question of my research is: Is 

it possible for the theatres as live art to use 

their characteristic tools on online digital 

mediaplatforms, and is it possible for them 

to reach out and to engage a new layer of 

community. My presentation focuses on two 

cases where theatres found a way to approach 

their audience through methods or tools that are 

based on web 2.0 and how could they sustain 

this community. The cases that I study, are very 
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Wizard of Oz. The production suggests that 

21st century media can be similarly escapist, 

but has similar consequences in the physical 

world. Blast Theory’s Day of Figurines 

takes a different approach to our mediated 

reality, inviting participants to experience 

an extended game through SMS, in which 

the purpose is to “help other people.” Does 

this production counteract or heighten 21st 

century media’s effects on presence? How can 

a sense of being-for-one-another be nurtured 

in performance?

vinCenzo sansone

vinCenzosansone87@gMail.CoM

Vincenzo Sansone, master’s degree in 

Digital Performance at Sapienza University 

of Rome, is PhD student in European Cultural 

Studies at the University of Palermo and 

Visiting Scholar at Pompeu Fabra University 

of Barcelona and Polytechnic University 

of Valencia with a research about video 

projection mapping and its relationship with 

performing arts. The focus of his research 

concerns these areas: theatre, dance, new 

media, animation, AR technologies, software 

culture, urban design, intermediality, set 

design. He is also an actor, visual designer 

and digital set designer. He took part to some 

international conferences:

“Bodies on Stage” Paris 2015, “Presenting the 

Theatrical Past” IFTRStockholm 2016, “Open 

Field” RIXC-Riga 2016.

sarah luCie

sluCie@gradCenter.Cuny.edu

City university of neW york, graduate Center

Sarah Lucie is a PhD Student in Theater 

at the CUNY Graduate Center and has an 

MA in Performance Studies from New York 

University. Her research interests include object 

performance and the nonhuman environment, 

intercultural adaptation, and participatory 

theatre. Sarah is also General Manager of East 

Coast Artists.

shifting PresenCe and its ConseQuenCes in 

Blast theory and Builder’s assoCiation

As 21st century media, defined by Mark 

Hansen, becomes normalized, human 

perception and presence are shifting, if 

presence is an understanding of the self in 

time, space, and perhaps most importantly, 

with others. Indeed, for Heidegger, being-

in-the-world is characterized as “having 

the same world there with Others, 

encountering one another, being with one 

another in the manner of being-for-one-

another.” How is this being-in-the-world 

changing in the digital landscape, and 

how can performances help us to realize 

this being-with-others rather than abet an 

individualism that takes us away from a real 

understanding of presence?

This paper will investigate the relationship 

between the individual and the mediated 

world as constructed in The Builders 

Association’s Elements of Oz, which focuses 

on the creation of the escapist fantasy The 

dissonanCe & theatriCality in internet-

situated PerformanCe art

‘Dissonance’, the term I use to define the 

imbrication of politics of emotion and media 

technologies in augmented reality, operates 

both as a practice of relation as well as in artistic 

tactic. In this paper, I will define the operations 

of ‘dissonance’ in internet-situated performance 

through theatricality. Using theatricality, this 

paper will address how ‘together’ is created as 

an emotionally and simultaneously politically 

significant experience through internetsituated 

artwork. Theatricality marks a moment where 

a performance is seen to be functioning as a 

performance, a quality that can be attributed 

to artwork and social performances alike and 

which is analogous to the effect of friction in 

communication technologies.

Both influence the audience-performer relation 

and therefore are significant to the ethics of 

relation constructed in their various sites. 

Through an analysis of Leah Lovett’s Contra Band 

2014 and Moreshin Allahyari’s In Mere Spaces 

All Things are Side by Side 2014, alongside my 

own practice-based research, I will argue for 

‘dissonance’ as an approach to understanding 

performance as well as social relation in an era of 

ubiquitous intermediality. This paper will address 

the how a sense of ‘together’ is produced in the 

affective politics of what ‘sticks’, in Sara Ahmed’s 

sense, to internet-situated sites and senses 

of relation Ahmed, 2014. Performing relation 

through ‘dissonance’ contributes to a new and 

more nuanced understanding of ‘together’ that 

account for media technologies as sites of major 

emotional significance and signification.

_‘Nervousness as/is noise’. International 

Symposium for Electronic Arts at City 

University Hong Kong. May 2016.

_’Care as Proximity in Internet-situated 

performance’. Conventions of Proximity at 

Birkbeck, University of London. May 2016.

_‘Les Yeux dArgos: Visual spaces of online 

performance in Selma & Sofiane Ouissis Tate 

Room Live Performance’ International Visual 

Methods Conference at University of Brighton. 

September 2015.

_‘Side by Side: Performance, Proximity, and 

Collapse in Networked Art’ Arts in Society at 

Imperial College, University of London. July 2015.

_‘notes on presence’ co-authored with Mira 

Loew. Digital Echoes at Coventry University. 

February 2015.
seleCted essays & talks

_Why Everyone Wants What We’ve Got: 

In Conversation with Jonathan Burrows, 

Jane Frances Dunlop & Joe Moran talk. 26 

September 2016. TripSpace. London, UK.

_Nervous? You Should Be essay. 18 July 2016. 

Real Life Mag. http://reallifemag.com/nervous-

we-should-be/

_Dissonance & Generosity talk. 14 May 2016. 

Bad Vibes Club: Target Market. Open School 

East. London, UK

eduCation

PhD Art and Media Ongoing. University of 

Brighton. Brighton, UK

MA Theatre and Performance 2011. Queen 

Mary, University of London QMUL. London, UK

BA English, Honours 2010. York University. 

Toronto, CA.
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fences, bleeding, crying, blistering. We walked 

through the united and borderless Europe, 

witnessing a postnational utopia, particularly at the 

borders of Poland and Germany. Once separated 

by barbed wire, armed border police and animosity 

this area now runs joint cultural projects, has 

opened German-Polish Kindergartens, as well as 

setting up a floating bar on the river

Neisse which had formed an insurmountable 

border for many decades.

Whilst we were walking the refugee crises 

escalated, and elsewhere borders and fences 

were erected. The escalation of the crisis 

placed survival, identity and migration at 

the forefront of the project. The project’s 

historical and current context of migrant 

mothers, borders and displacement raises 

interesting questions with regards to the 

traditionally gendered assumptions of heroic 

walking Heddon 2012.

In No Woman’s Land the performers 

stumble on a treadmill, immersed in a 

media environment of archival and original 

videos and voice-overs. No Woman’s Land 

is a humorous and moving stagger through 

landscapes of past and present landscapes. 

Visual, physical and visceral, the performance 

explores the post-war apocalypse, migration, 

home and displacement.

For IFTR I propose to present a 20 minutes 

performance extract, focusing on the elements 

of remediation of past and present borders. 

The work uses digital theatre and multiple 

performance screens to juxtapose archival 

footage with our own footage of the walk, and 

specifically the border crossing during our 

reprocessing of cultural texts, specifically 

iconic film images, the company explores the 

banalities of the everyday juxtaposed with the 

grandeur of the cinematic.

Ildiko Rippel is a senior lecturer of Drama and 

Performance at the University of Worcester. She 

is currently completing a practice as research 

PhD at Lancaster University, examining the 

presence of nonperformers in contemporary 

performance practices, such as children, family 

members or the audience. The study investigates 

whether these unperformed presences have 

the potential to fracture the artificial framework 

of theatre to produce a sense of authenticity in 

autobiographical performance.

no womans land PerformanCe  

extraCt and/or PaPer

No Woman’s Land 2016 is a project that 

examines the act of walking as a method of 

collecting personal and cultural memories to 

generate performance. In 2015 Zoo Indigo 

performers Ildikó and Rosie walked 220 

miles across Poland and Germany, with 

flat-pack versions of their real-life children 

and a filmmaker. They were re-tracing the 

footsteps of Ildikó’s grandmother Lucia, who 

was violently expelled from her home in 

lower Silesia, previously Germany, after it had 

been declared Polish territory at the Potsdam 

Agreement 1945. Lucia walked three months 

through the fractured post-war landscape of 

Europe of shifting borders, dragging her two 

small children and all her belongings in a cart.

In 2015. Ildikó Rippel and Rosie Garton retraced 

Lucia’s footsteps. Crossing borders, climbing 

spectator is the inhabitant of the place, not a 

passive spectator but an active explorer of his 

city that rediscovers in a new light.

Key Words: public spaces projection urban 

stage architectural mapping theatre mediaturgy

ildiko riPPel

ildiko@zooindigo.Co.uk

lanCaster university, uk

Ildiko Rippel is a senior lecturer of Drama and 

Performance at the University of Worcester 

and artistic co-director of Zoo Indigo. She is 

currently completing her practice as research 

PhD at Lancaster University, researching the 

non-representational presence of nonperformers 

in contemporary theatre. Her research focuses 

on the maternal encounter and the presence of 

children in performance, to examine whether 

these unperformed presences have the potential 

to fracture the symbolic framework of theatre 

through ruptures of the real.

Zoo Indigo is an Anglo-German 

contemporary performance company based 

in Nottingham, and associate performance 

company at Derby theatre. Founded in 2002 

by Ildiko Rippel and Rosie Garton after 

graduating from De Montfort University 

Leicester, the company has devised intermedial 

performances in collaboration with video 

artist Barret Hodgson. Zoo Indigo produces 

autobiographical performance with a focus on 

the innovative integration of new technologies 

and the performance of motherhood. With 

the use of humour, popular music and the 

from the urBan sCreen to the urBan stage: 

digital media meet PuBliC sPaCes thanks to 

theatre languages

In recent years new digital technologies have 

allowed to develop new types of installation 

and performance in public spaces. But public 

spaces are not neutral elements, simple 

containers of events, but together with other 

languages, they help to create dramaturgy 

or better mediaturgy because this word puts 

attention on the intermedial work among 

different media. The most widespread 

performative events in public spaces use the 

audio-visual like main medium. The best known 

is architectural video projection mapping. The 

use of audio-visual and projections in public 

spaces created some misunderstandings in 

the analysis of these events. This use was 

considered like an extension of cinema, of 

screens. For this reason it was diffused the 

word Urban Screen: buildings, facades and 

public spaces are considered like dynamic 

displays, visual interfaces. But if we analyze 

some architectural video projection mapping 

events we realize that the public space more 

than being a simple screen turns out to be a 

theatre stage. Architectural video projection 

mapping, both not interactive and interactive 

with performer and spectator, rather than 

using the languages of cinema, has more 

contacts with theatre. In this regard it is more 

appropriate to refer to the public space that 

hosts these performances like Urban Stage, a 

stage that is dynamic and alive, because in an 

intermedial connection with other elements, it 

creates a new performative event in which the 
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the distriButed stage. Performing aCross 

the world through internet. some works 

By koniC ttr

The introduction of new technologies in the 

field of the performing arts opens the path to 

exploring new artistic forms. Since the early 

nineties, in Kònic Thtr, we have investigated 

forms and formats for the contemporary 

stage, which emerged from the possibilities of 

digital technologies applied to performance, 

dance and music. In this article we take as 

reference our work in the field of networked 

performances. A field of research that we 

first experimented in 2008, when invited by 

Professor Ivani Santana from the UFBA Brazil, 

we developed our first networked project and 

co-created the project epormundos afeto / 

Umbrales between the GTMDA in Brazil and 

Kònic Thtr in Spain.

Since 2008, we have worked in partnership 

with European, Asian and South American 

partners to create a series of works that have 

one common characteristic: that they are 

shown to audiences situated simultaneously in 

two or more places across the globe. In Konic 

Thtr we address distributed performance 

as a metaformance, a project of projects 

in the creative field with different scenic, 

choreographic and audiovisual dramaturgical 

formalization, articulating the composition 

specifically for the places, audiences and 

bodies in action.

For IFTR, we propose a talk about our 

experience in the field of networked and 

distributed performances. An overview 

of various performances that Kònic Thtr 

rosa sanChez

koniC@koniClab.info

Multidisciplinary and multimedia artist, 

performer & choreographer. Artistic director 

and founder of Konic thtr. Rosa Sanchez and 

Alain Baumann lead the conceptual, creative 

and technological lines of the label Kònic.

Kònic thtr & Koniclab is an innovative project 

leader in R & D & I in Catalan art that explore 

through art the challenges and opportunities 

provided by the introduction of the new 

technologies in our daily lives.

Kònic is actively involved in transnational 

projects focused on knowledge exchange, 

providing expertise in projects of interactive stage 

and knowledge in R + D + i Research, Development 

and Innovation, to contribute to the renewal of 

contemporary creation mediated by technology. 

Their work has been shown in more than thirty 

countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and America.
reCent projeCts:

The Things That Cannot be Touched: 

Networked dance. 

The best of the Fest Dance Festival. Eindhoven 

- Fabra i Coats. Barcelona, Spain - 2016

Virtual Sets. Creative Europe founded Project 

2015-2016

Near in the Distance 2. Networked dance. 

MACBA. Barcelona, Spain -

Museumquartier. Vienna, Austria. 2015

Dancing in Space. Networked Dance.38th 

APAN Meeting. Nantou -

Barcelona - Prague - Miami. 2014

EVD58. Networked Dance. Barcelona - 

Mexico – Bahia Brazil. Iberescena 2013

technologies and neuroscientifically-tested 

body transfer illusions to refer an immersant’s 

sense of touch to a mediatized body image/

avatar. This paper forms part of an ongoing 

research project that examines modes of 

immersive reception in which an audience 

member lends their body to an art experience 

that manipulates their perceptual apparatus 

through visual and tactile deception to 

engender the sensation of feeling with the 

virtualized body of the ‘other’. I argue that 

what I am classifying as a theatre of referred 

sensations represents a counter-position to 

‘ecstasis’ – a concept that has been used to 

examine performance practices that stage 

technological corporeality in place of a 

physical performer in order to ‘stand outside 

oneself’. If the ‘ecstatic body’ forgets itself 

Nedelkopoulou, the ‘referred body’ lends 

its perceptual faculties to an act of knowing 

self-deception, illusorily incorporating other 

bodies as part of the body schema. I will 

draw on Aaron Reeves VR zombie apocalypse 

performance, Dead Arise 2014 as a site to 

examine the hybridized selfhood/otherness 

that it produces – what are the ethical, 

ontological and relational considerations of 

the ‘referred body’ in this immersive work? 

This paper seeks to engage with two of the 

WG’s key themes ‘technology and shifting 

boundaries of selfhood’ and  

‘DIY: Hacking consumer technologies in 

intermedial performance’.

Keywords: Embodiment, VR, Referred 

Sensations, Body-ownership, Referred Body, 

Dead Arise

journey. Heddon, D. & Turner, C. 2012 ‘Walking 

Women: Shifting the Tales and Scales of 

Mobility’, Contemporary Theatre Review, 22:2, 

224-236.

NWL Video log: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Fk-_la7yxRY

NWL blog: https://nowomanslandwalk.

wordpress.com

I can also offer to present the No Woman’s 

Land documentary film.

NWL film documentary private: https://

vimeo.com/161687705

Password: nwl2016

NWL trailer for the walk: https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=mWJ8y202Q1M

NWL performance teaser: https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=TPJjHl1DtVY

liam Jarvis

ljarvis@essex.aC.uk

Liam is a Lecturer in Theatre at the 

University of Essex and Codirector of Analogue 

theatre company. He is co-convener of the 

Intermediality in Theatre & performance 

Working Group.

a theatre of referred sensations?: 

ontology and relationality in vr Body 

transfer illusions

‘Referred sensations’ are characterized by 

feeling in a place other than the site at which 

a stimulus was applied. In this paper I extend 

this medical concept to examine intermedial 

practices that hack VR telepresence 
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is a freelance performance studies scholar, 

choreographer, and dramaturge. She has 

studied and taught movement training and 

dance, which includes butoh, contemporary, 

and ballet for over three decades.

seismiC Bodies and slow death: Cows, 

zomBie Bunnies, and humans Perform 

geograPhies of Contamination

While humans rush in massive and explosive 

surges from human inflicted wars and 

persecution, another slower crisis unfolds with 

unremitting flows. There are many sites of deep 

geographic danger: the cracking and melting polar 

regions, the sickening coral reefs, and the massive 

oceanic plastic debris islands. In this essay I 

focus on severalartists, whose work makes us 

encounter these slow deaths. The three examples 

here present slow visual performances created 

and mediated in the contaminated zone of the 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant. One is the fall 

2015 exhibition Boundary, at the Ginza Maison 

Hermes Forum exhibition space, called, Takayama 

Akiras Happy Island: The Messianic Banquet 

of the Righteous, which is a video installation 

of looped films of the cows and their caretaker 

who live in the contaminated zone. The second is 

Eiko Otake and William Johnstons performance 

photography series, A Body in Fukushima, 

2015. In this work, Otake and Johnston created 

photographic scenes where Otake poses as if 

dead or in mourning in the quarantined areas 

of Fukushima Prefecture, including evacuated 

towns, homes, along roads, in train stations, fields, 

shore-lines, and shrines. The third is Shirotama 

Hitsujiyas performance of bunny zombie in 

CHOREOGRAPHY & 
CORPOREALITY

katherine mezur

kMezur@sbCglobal.net

university of California berkeley

Katherine Mezur is Lecturer in the 

Department of English and Comparative 

Literature at the University of California, 

Berkeley. Her research focuses on Asia Pacific 

performing arts particularly the performance 

influences and practices of Japan, China, Korea, 

and Taiwan in transnational contexts. She is 

a Research Associate at the San Francisco 

Museum of Performance and Design. Dr. Mezur 

has written extensively on Japanese traditional 

and contemporary performance Beautiful Boys/

Outlaw Bodies Palgrave, girl cultures and kawaii 

cute subversive art and practices, mediated and 

robotic performance, and gender performance 

from kabuki to J-pop. Her current book/

research projects include Cute Mutant Girls: 

Performing Sweet and Deviant in

Contemporary Japan, an interdisciplinary 

study of kawaii, or cute as a powerful and 

diverse aesthetic driven by women artists, 

and, co-edited with Emily Wilcox, Political 

Choreographies and Failed Futures in East 

Asia, in progress. She recently curated the 

2015 PSi 21 Fluid States, Aomori, Tohoku: 

Beyond Contamination: Corporeality, 

Spirituality, and Pilgrimage. She is also a core 

member of a Butoh research unit Portfolio 

Butoh [http://www.portfoliobutoh.jp/]. She 

Performativity 3.0: the PolitiCs  

of Post-digital identity

21st century daily life is saturated by pervasive 

connections to media information delivered via 

technological interface with the political and 

aesthetic capacity to reconfigure the very notion 

of human subjectivity, altering the performance 

of the self via media performativity. Media 

performativity refers to a reflexive “staging of 

oneself” through an embodied interfacing with 

the “materiality ontology and mediality function” 

of media delivery systems augmenting modes of 

perception Kattenbelt 2010. This notion of media 

performativity also correlates with paradigms 

of the “postdigital” Causey 2016 and “mediated 

constructions of social reality” Couldry and 

Hepp 2017. This paper explores the implications 

of media performativity on perception in 

relation to media ecologies. Katherine Hayles 

posthuman concept of technogenesis – where 

constructions of perception and meaning 

making evolve in tandem with communications 

technologies – alongside Mark Hansen’s reading 

of “superjective subjectivity”—where human/

media ecologies reconfigure the notion of 

agency and systems of consciousness—are used 

to analyze Blast Theory’sapp based performance 

project Karen. In this smartphone delivered, 

durational, and interactive performance, the 

social and cognitive impact of data mining is 

foregrounded allowing its user to understand 

the implications of “smart” technologies on the 

formation of the posthuman self.

Key Words: Performativity, Quantified Self, 

Data Mining, Subjectivity, Technogenesis, 

Smartphone

co-created will allow us to talk about the 

specificities of this type of artistic creation, 

and give an insight of the way in which 

we develop the artistic and technological 

challenge of these works.

Examples of networked performances co-

created by Kònic:

http://koniclab.info/en/project_tag/

networked-performance/

Keywords: Networked Performance, 

Distributed Performance, Dancing across 

Broadband Internet, Online performance.

william lewis

WilliaM.leWis-2@Colorado.edu

university of Colorado boulder

William W. Lewis is a Ph.D. candidate in 

Theatre and Performance Studies at the 

University of Colorado Boulder. His research 

and practice engages with posthuman 

philosophy to focus on the intersection of 

digital technologies/culture and spectatorship. 

His most recent performance project, 

Quantified Self, was developed with a team 

of computer scientists to question the ethics 

of data collection and was supported by 

a John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Media Innovation grant. He has published 

in New Theatre Quarterly, Theatre Research 

International, and has an upcoming article 

in Theatre Topics. He is the founding Editor 

of the new e-journal PARtake: The Journal of 

Performance as Research.
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tomasz Ciesielski

Ciesielski_t@uni.lodz.pl

university of lodz

Performer, dancer, theatre researcher. Since 

2009 member of the Theatre Association 

Chorea, during this time worked within the 

projects workshops, performances developing 

the experiences of Jerzy Grotowski and 

especially ancient music and dance: Antic/

Dance in ReConstruction 2010, Koguty, Borsuki 

i inne Kozły 2011, Oratorium Dance Project 

2011 and other performances together with the 

Body, Voice, Rhythm workshops. In 2011 started 

cooperation with Granhoj Dans

Aarhus, Denmark finalized with the international 

productions Men&Mahler and Rite of Spring 

Extended, both awarded Reumert Vinder for 

the best performance of the season. Creator of 

presented internationally performances: Sense-

Action Dance, My Love. PhD Candidate at the 

University of Lodz with the research concentrated 

on the anthropology of theatre, strategies of 

applying neurocognitive studies into dance and 

theatre studies. Member of the editorial board of 

polish Dictionary of Dance in XX and XXI century.

ChoreograPhing the dream. midsummers 

night and ContemPorary PerformanCe.

Dream in the history of drama almost always 

is a tool of liminoidal suspension, or at least such 

actions. In the canonical examples it is used 

to create a place for the inside-text demiurge 

– like Midsummer Nights Dream by William 

Shakespeare, or to make the fictional dream 

reality an opportunity to discover the truth - as 

questions, I suggest the power of maternal 

dance in the unfolding of feminist studies and 

the notion of double-body performance.

CorPos grandes e PeQuenos na dança do 

inesPerado: Considerações soBre a PrátiCa 

da dança entre adultos e BeBês

Através das experiências de dança com Adultos 

e Bebês realizadas na UDESC e do artigo “Corpos 

grandes e pequenos na dança do inesperado: 

considerações sobre a prática da dança entre 

adultos e bebês”, encontro nesta dança o espaço 

do pensamento em ação, transpassado pelas 

instabilidades e pelas incertezas deste corpo-duplo 

que se coreografa em um ambiente geográfico 

de imprevisibilidades e que sem a necessidade de 

um discurso, desafia construções sócio-culturais e 

estéticas na indisciplina transdisciplinar do corpo. 

Neste sentido, o artigo propõe uma leitura sobre 

a dança entre adultos e bebês, a partir da filosofia 

especulativa e através de referências de um ensaio 

intitulado O Ovo, de Clarice Lispector, sugere-se 

uma pedagogia para o movimento que situa a 

dança como arte relacional. A partir da observação 

das sessões de dança para Corpos Grandes e 

Pequenos, entremeia-se essas práticas com os 

pensamentos de Félix Guattari, Hanna Arendt 

e do movimento da dança pós-moderna, para 

questionar o corpo em experiências pedagógicas 

e práticas do movimento. Pautada nessas 

questões, me proponho a pensar a potência da 

dança materna nos desdobramentos dos estudos 

feministas e o corpoduplo no movimento da dança 

e da performance.

Palavras-Chave: arte relacional, arte filosófica, 

filosofia processual, dança pós-moderna.

Through the dance experiences with Adults 

and Babies held at the arts center of the State 

University of Santa Catarina UDESC, here 

I present the arguments about dance as a 

space for thought in action Deleuze, 1996, 

pierced by instabilities and uncertainties of a 

double-body. The analysis constructed in this 

article, despite the dance with babies, observes 

that what choreographs is the ambience of 

unpredictability. I argue that the maintenance 

of a space for movement in the puerperium 

preserves the possibility of a pre-discursive 

encounter, in which socio-cultural and aesthetic 

constructions of motherhood can be challenged 

through an approach of indiscipline and 

transdisciplinarity of the body.

In this sense, the article proposes a reading 

about the dance with Adults and Babies from 

the speculative philosophy Manning, James, 

Massumi and references the essay The Egg, 

by Clarice Lispector, in the suggestion of a 

pedagogy for the movement that situates 

Dance as relational art.

From the observation of the dance sessions 

for Large and Small Bodies, practices are 

interspersed with the thoughts of Felix Guattari 

and Hanna Arendt with their approach to a 

pedagogy for political freedom. Thus, I suggest 

a reading of postmodern dance referenced 

in the practices of community dance and 

that offers a structure of research in the 

doing, which allows us to question the body 

in pedagogical experiences and practices of 

the movement and to bring arenewed look 

on the issue of motherhood in the Context of 

contemporary dance culture. Based on these 

Massive Water and other performance from 

2011 to the present. Bunny zombie is a rabbit/

human who is already dead, but performs 

coming back to life only to die again. While their 

intentions were quite different, these artists 

deliberately show us living bodies in the process 

of visible transfiguration, where the landscape 

overcomes geographically and biologically 

the human and non-human animals. Their 

seismic bodies are unstable geographies, which 

perform the small moments of deteriorating 

consciousness, the wasting away of liveness. I 

suggest that theseseismic body works serve as 

slow rituals of the meeting of the living including 

humans, animals, plants, and things with dying. 

I consider these works enactments of resistance 

through time and offering through space for dire 

threshold between geographies and bodies: How 

can processual performance reveal the deep 

relationality of critical corporealities meeting 

geographies in protest and resistance?

amanda farias gois

fg.aManda.ag@gMail.CoM

udesC

Amanda Gois is a theater student at UDESC 

2014, served as a scholarship holder for the 

dance mill program 2015. Researcher of the 

art of movement, of body expression, of 

transforming through dance, theater and human 

relations, the infinite possibilities of the body.

Large and small bodies in the dance of the 

unexpected: considerations on the practice of 

dance between adults and babies
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was named the 1st Secretary of the Brazilian 

Association of Research and Graduate Studies in 

Performing Arts ABRACE during the 2013-2014 

management. Experienced in Education and 

Arts, with emphasis on Dance, especially in the 

following subjects: somatic approaches, creation 

processes and dance pedagogy. She is a member 

of the editorial board of Conceição / Conception 

Magazine. She was a consultant in dance from 

the SEE /SP for the elaboration of the arts 

curriculum from grades 1 to 5 of elementary 

school. As a dance artist, she currently focuses 

on artistic collaboration in the creative processes 

of contemporary dance groups and companies, 

especially those inserted in the context of dance 

in context or site specific.

the relational aesthetiC ideology in 

the ContemPorary danCe PraCtiCes: the 

gentelness as artistiC and PedagogiCal 

PrinCiPle of the grouP lagartixa na Janela

Completed in 2016, the postdoctoral 

research Processes of creation and pedagogy 

of dance: configurations of a relational ideology 

tried to observe what are the concepts of 

dancing body, the technical procedures 

expressive and inventive, the poetics that 

sustain and reveal themselves to the attached 

processes within the aesthetic streams of a 

relational approach, as well as in the other 

culturalactions proposed by the dance that 

intends to be relatable beyond itself. Based in 

the field studies of the artistic groups – a Cia 

Sansacroma, a Cia Damas em Trânsito e os 

Bucaneiros e o Grupo Lagartixa na Janela – 

funded by the Program of Dance Promotion of 

Keywords: choreography corporeality 

performativity dance composition 

contemporary dance.

exPerimentação Como território:

reflexões soBre “shine” Criado Pela

ComPanhia de dança Brasileira

Este artigo analisa o trabalho Shine criado pela 

companhia de dança brasileira Perversos Polimorfos, 

focalizando alguns aspectos de sua composição 

coreográfica. O legado indisciplinar deixado pelo 

Judson Dance Theater será usado como referência 

histórica para analisar Shine, objetivando-se 

discutir como a coreografia, corporeidade e 

performatividade têm sido exploradas de um modo 

experimental na dança contemporânea desde os 

anos de 1960.

ana maria rodrigiuez Costas

anaterradanza@gMail.CoM

uniCaMp

Artistic name Ana Terra. Professor PhD of 

the Institute of Arts IA at State University of 

Campinas UNICAMP. Post-doctorate 2016 

in the ECA / USP Post-Graduation Program, 

under the supervision of Profa. Dra. Maria 

Lúcia de Souza Barros Pupo with the research 

Processes of creation and pedagogy of the 

dance: configurations of a relational ideology. 

PhD in Education 2010 and Master’s degree 

in Arts 1997 at UNICAMP. Graduated in 

Social Sciences at USP. Ana was a teacher and 

Professor 1999-2014 at the Graduation Course 

in Dance at Universidade Anhembi Morumbi / 

SP and its coordinator from 1998 to 2002. She 

theatre to analyse how they refer to the historical 

theatrical and dramatic form, and what are their 

bioethical consequences?

Keywords: dream, choreography,  

cognition, corporeality

karina almeida

kadanCa@gMail.CoM

state university of CaMpinas

Karina Campos de Almeida is a Brazilian 

performer and choreographer.She studied 

contemporary dance at State University of 

Campinas UNICAMP, Brazil. She holds a master 

and doctoral degrees from State University of 

Campinas UNICAMP, Brazil. She developed 

part of her doctoral research at Barnard College 

Department of Dance, Columbia University, 

New York. She worked with Companhia Terraço 

Teatro from 2005 to 2010 and with Seis + 1 

dance company from 2007 to the present.

exPerimentation as a territory: 

refleCtions on “shine” Created By Brazilian 

danCe ComPany Perversos Polimorfos

Abstract: This article analyzes “Shine” 

created by the Brazilian dance company 

Perversos Polimorfos, framing some aspects 

of its choreographic composition. The 

indisciplinary legacy left by Judson Dance 

Theater will be used as historical reference 

to analyze “Shine”, aiming to discuss how 

choreography, corporeality, and performativity 

has been explored in a experimental way in 

contemporary dance since the 1960’s.

in the Life Is a Dream by Pedro Calderón de la 

Barca. The dream becomes a strategy to model 

the dramatic experience of the characters, which 

is never neutral in its double reality questioning 

the linear sequences of cause and effect.

It seems that contemporary choreographers 

instead of staging playing with sleep, decided 

to apply this strategy in a theatrical situationin 

their own way. They allow and even encourage 

spectator to physically fall asleep at the theatre. 

Bacai Sjenki in the performance Vacation from 

history put viewers in the beds for two hours of 

narration conducted in whispers and darkness, 

leaving the audience not quite certain whether 

they dreamt or not? In the show Exit by Kris 

Verdonck the spectators are also given pillows, 

but to admire in deepening darkness the endlessly 

repeated dance, which choreography surprisingly 

sharpen up whilst dreaming. In both cases, the 

line between sleep and active participation is 

challenged. Anna Nowicka in Dream States 

does not apply this strategy, rather she invites 

spectators into performative world that she 

created herself on the border between dream and 

reality. She tries to perform the unconscious.

In my paper I will try to see how functional is 

referring to neurocognitive studies in the analysis 

of presented examples. I will use the proposal 

of the neurocognitive theory of dreams G.W. 

Domhoff, J. Hobson, A. Shneider and broader 

phenomenological context G. Lakoff, S. Gallagher. 

On this ground I will reconstruct contemporary 

artistic tools using sleep in the theatre. I will 

look at the dramatic qualities of mental states 

that they introduce. Finally, I will try to establish 

these practices in the paradigm of postdramatic 
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In the context of this IFTR Conference, I am 

interested in exploring the field of flow and 

counterflow, however, proposing the exploration 

of the possibility of migration of affects and 

references which have composed this research.

I, as a dance artist, was creatively affected by 

architectonic works of an Iraqi-born UK-based 

woman, who, on her turn, was influenced by 

the abstract painting of Kazimir Malevich and 

Wassily Kandinsky. Searching for references of 

relationships between dance and architecture, 

I access the legacy of Rudolf Laban, whose 

studies inarchitecture informed his creation 

of Chroreological Studies and who cultivated 

interartistic practices, and I find references 

such as choreographers William Forsythe, 

whose oeuvre some theoreticians relate with 

deconstructive architecture, and Rosemary 

Butcher, who has worked in collaboration 

with architects, including Hadid. I trace my 

formative-affective references along 18 years 

of dance making: Airton Tenório, Pina Bausch, 

Rosemary Butcher, Siobhan Davies, William 

Forsythe, Meg Stuart. I draw theoretical 

dialogues among dance, architecture, visual 

arts and philosophy dialogues between theory 

and bodily creative practice dialogues among 

the corporealities, ethnicities and backgrounds 

of the participating dancers.

Keywords: dance, corporeality, architecture, 

practice as research, interdisciplinary.

migrações afetivas na Criação em dança 

insPirada Pela arQuitetura de zaha hadid

A pesquisa de doutorado em curso tem consistido 

em tomar a obra da arquiteta Zaha Hadid como 

Claudio laCerda

ClaudiolaCerda@hotMail.CoM

universidade federal de pernaMbuCo

Cláudio Lacerda is a dancer, choreographer, 

teacher, researcher and writer. He is Brazilian 

and lives in Recife. Tenured adjunct teacher 

at Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, at 

the Department of Art Theory and Artistic 

Expression. PhD candidate at the Post-

Graduate Programme in Performing Arts 

at Universidade Federal da Bahia. He has 

created 13 dance works in 18 years of dance 

creative practice. Has written two books: 

Representations of Masculinity  

in Dance and Sport: a look upon Nijinsky  

and Jeux and Deconstructive Architecture 

Trilogy Research.

affeCtive migrations in the danCe making 

insPired By the arChiteCture of zaha hadid

The ongoing PhD research has consisted 

in taking the oeuvre of architect Zaha Hadid 

as inspiration for dance making. The process 

follows the approach of Practice as Research, in 

this case meaning that the artistic process – the 

dancing body in space – developed with a group 

of five dancers agencies the research, favouring 

dialogical transits both vertical, between body-

intelectuality, practice-theory, creation-critic, 

and horizontal transversal, between fields 

like Choreological Studies, dance studies, 

architecture, visual arts, and performance. It 

is aimed to reveal the processual aspect of the 

research and value the dance field as articulator 

of interartistic and interdisciplinary relationships. 

tratou de observar quais as noções de corpo 

dançante, os procedimentos técnicos expressivos e 

inventivos, as poéticas que sustentam e se revelam 

nos processos abrigados em vertentes estéticas de 

cunho relacional, assim como nas demais ações 

culturais empenhadas por uma dança que intenta 

relacionar-se. Com base nas investigações em 

campo de núcleos artísticos – a Cia Sansacroma, 

a Cia Damas em Trânsito e os Bucaneiros e o 

Grupo Lagartixa na Janela – agraciados pelo 

Programa de Fomento à Dança da cidade de São 

Paulo, Brasil, e tendo em vista aspectos poéticos, 

estéticos, políticos e éticos perscrutados em 

seus projetos em ação, as observações foram 

agrupadas em três categorias distintas, modos 

de estar, modos de se relacionar e modos de 

transformar. Partindo da hipótese de que a trama 

tecida por essas vertentes configura também uma 

pedagogia, foram observados alguns dos princípios 

artístico-pedagógicos operadores de suas práticas, 

refletindo-se sobre as possíveis reverberações 

desses fundamentos no ensino da dança em 

diferentes contextos. 

Neste trabalho apresentam-se alguns dos 

resultados desta pesquisa. Coloca-se em foco 

a noção de delicadeza como principio operador 

das ações artísticas e pedagógicas do Grupo 

Lagartixa na Janela. As questões espaciais 

recebem especial atenção considerando que este 

grupo atua em espaços públicos da cidade de São 

Paulo. Em decorrência, discute-se sobre a dança e 

sua potência de vetorização de forças subjetivas 

em um espaço não abstrato, mas fenomenológico, 

marcado pelas experiências do convívio humano.

São Paulo’s municipal government, in Brazil, 

taking in consideration the poetic, aesthetic, 

political, and ethical aspects scrutinized in 

their projects in action. The observations have 

been grouped into three distinct categories, 

ways of being, ways of relating and ways for 

transformation. Considering the hypothesis 

that the thread sewn by these aesthetic 

streams also constitutes a pedagogy, some 

of the artistic-pedagogical principles of their 

practices were observed, reflecting on the 

possible reverberations of these fundamentals 

in the teaching of dance in different contexts. 

In this paper are presented some of the results 

of this research. The notion of gentleness 

as the operative principle of the artistic and 

pedagogical actions of Grupo Lagartixa na 

Janela is highlighted. The matter of space has 

received special attention considering that this 

group focuses its actions in public spaces in 

the city of São Paulo. Therefore, a discussion is 

presented on the matter of dance and its power 

of vectorization on subjective forces in a non-

abstract but phenomenological space, marked 

by the experiences of human conviviality.

KEYWORDS: Creative processes, relational 

aesthetics, Grupo Lagartixa na Janela, dance in 

public spaces, gentelness, dance pedagogies.

o ideário estétiCo relaCional nas PrátiCas 

da dança ContemPorânea: a deliCadeza 

Como PrinCíPio artístiCo-PedagógiCo do 

gruPo lagartixa na Janela

Concluída em 2016, a pesquisa de pós-

doutoramento “Processos de criação e pedagogia 

da dança: configurações de um ideário relacional” 
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a apropriação” que permeiam estas produções 

associadas a uma mesma coreografia, além 

de problematizar a idéia de comercialização e 

franqueamento da obra.

Algumas implicações relacionadas à arte, ao 

entretenimento, à cultura e à sociedade também 

serão investigadas.

Palavras Chave: coreografia internacional, 

autenticidade, apropriação, dança, cultura.
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Dr. LIN Yatin is Associate Professor at the 

Graduate Institute of Dance, and Chairperson of 

the International Master’s Program in Cultural 

and Creative Industries at the Taipei National 

University of the Arts TNUA. Lin’s book Sino-

Corporealities: Contemporary Choreographies 

from Taipei, Hong Kong, and New York 2015 is 

published by TNUA Press, and her other writings 

are included in Identity and Diversity: Celebrating 

Dance in Taiwan, the Routledge Dance Studies 

Reader 2nd Ed., Danses et identités: De Bombay à 

Tokyo, and Dialogues in Dance Discourse.

She has presented papers at International 

Federation for Theatre Research IFTR, Congress 

on Research in Dance CORD, The Society of 

Dance History Scholars SDHS, Performance 

Studies International PSi, World Dance Alliance 

WDA, and Dance Research Society Taiwan DRST.

Former co-chair of the Taishin Arts Award 

Final Jury, she also served on the SDHS Board 

of Directors and is President of the DRST.

case, I will examine two examples: the first 

one is Christmas Classic The Nutcracker, from 

the original by Marius Petipa and the second 

one is Alexander Ekmans 2010 creation 

CACTI, originally performed by Lucent Dans 

Theater and later by diferente companies, such 

as Boston Ballet, Sydney Dance Company, 

Dresden Ballet and by Balé da Cidade de 

São Paulo, in Brazil. The focus here will be 

the tension produced between authenticity 

and appropriation, as well as the notion of 

franchising of these works, which permeates 

these productions associated with the same 

choreography. Some implications related to 

art, entertainment, culture and society will be 

investigated as well.

Key Words: international choreography, 

autenticity, apropriation, dance, culture.

oBras transnaCionais ou  

franQuias CoreográfiCas

O objetivo desse artigo é refletir sobre a idéia 

de uma coreografia que é realizada por diferentes 

companhias pelo mundo, que viaja o globo em 

uma espécie de “franquia coreográfica”. Nesse 

caso, pretendo examinar dois exemplos, o primeiro 

é o clássico natalino O Quebra-Nozes, a partir 

da obra de Marius Petipa, montado e remontado 

exaustivamente pelas principais companhias 

clássicas de todo o mundo, e o segundo, a 

criação de Alexander Ekman de 2010, CACTI - 

originalmente dançada pela Lucent Dans Theater, 

e posteriormente pelo Boston Ballet, pela Sydney 

Dance Company, pelo Dresden Ballet e finalmente, 

pelo Balé da Cidade de São Paulo. O foco aqui 

será a tensão produzida entre “autenticidade e 

criativa corporal diálogos entre as corporalidades, 

etnias e backgrounds dos bailarinos participantes.

Palavras-chave: dança, corporalidade, arquitetura, 

prática como pesquisa, interdisciplinaridade.
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Gisela Dória, researcher, teacher and 

performer, has a PHD degree from the State 

University of Campinas – UNICAMP www.

unicamp.br, where she has developed a Project 

on Dance Dramaturgy. In 2009, Dória obtained a 

Master’s degree in Drama at the State University 

of São Paulo. She concluded her undergraduate 

course in journalism at the University Dom 

Bosco. Gisela started her dance training very 

young, with classical ballet, jazz and modern 

dance classes. She became later a classical ballet 

teacher graduated at the “Students Teacher 

Certificate Course” by The Royal Academy of 

Dance in London in 1991. She is a full member of 

the same institution ever since. After graduating 

from the RAD, Dória went on a three-year 

dance teaching experience in Canada. Since 

2008 Doria has been living in Sao Paulo, where 

she currently works with contemporary dance, 

performance and as a pilates instructor.

transnational art works or 

ChoreograPhiCal franChises.

The aim of this article is to reflect upon the 

idea of a choreography that is performed by 

different companies around the world. In this 

inspiração para a criação em dança. O processo 

segue a abordagem da Prática como Pesquisa, 

neste caso significando que o processo artístico – o 

corpo dançante no espaço – desenvolvido com 

um grupo de cinco bailarinos agencia a pesquisa, 

favorecendo trânsitos dialógicos verticais, entre 

corpointelectualidade, prática-teoria, criação-

crítica, e horizontais transversais, entre campos 

como Estudos Coreológicos, estudos da dança, 

arquitetura, artes visuais e performance. Objetiva-se 

revelar o aspecto processual da pesquisa e valorizar 

o campo da dança como articulador de relações 

interartísticas e interdisciplinares. No contexto desta 

Conferência da IFTR, fiquei interessado em explorar 

o campo do fluxo e contrafluxo, porém propondo a 

exploração da possibilidade de migração de afetos 

e referências que têm composto esta pesquisa. Eu, 

como artista da dança, fui afetado criativamente por 

obras arquitetônicas de uma iraquiana radicada no 

Reino Unido, que, por sua vez, se influenciou pela 

pintura abstrata de Kazimir Malevich e Wassily 

Kandinsky. Buscando referências de relações entre 

dança e arquitetura, acesso o legado de Rudolf 

Laban, cuja formação em arquitetura informou sua 

criação dos Estudos Coreológicos e que cultivou 

práticas interartísticas, e encontro referências 

como os coreógrafos William Forsythe, cuja obra 

alguns teóricos relacionam com a arquitetura 

desconstrutivista, e Rosemary Butcher, que já 

trabalhou em colaboração com arquitetos, inclusive 

Hadid. Resgato minhas referências formativas-

afetivas ao longo de 18 anos de criação coreográfica: 

Airton Tenório, Pina Bausch, Rosemary Butcher, 

Siobhan Davies, William Forsythe, Meg Stuart. 

Traço diálogos teóricos entre dança, arquitetura, 

artes visuais e filosofia diálogos entre teoria e prática 
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Participated of many artistic residencies 

in Latin America, Asia and Europe. Danced 

in many pieces, such as: Trocoloco Entre 

o céu e a terra Entre goivas e cinzel 

Transparência da carne Reminiscências Voz 

Mercê Ambulante Perpetua Sobre pontos, 

retas e planos Horses Dreams. Made 

three individual photography exhibitions: 

Perpetua, Ventanas and Na Pele.

Published the following books: Anexo: 

cadernos de criação volumes I e II, Corpos 

em quatro atos, Danças brasileiras 

contemporâneas: um caleidoscópio and 

the following documentaries: Encontros e 

Conexões and Interconexões poéticas.

Link with english subs:

Video about the artistic residency Cho-co 

project ocurred in 2014 in SESC Palladium 

Brazil. Enjoy the sharing of this wonderful 

meeting between artists!

https://vimeo.com/141181686 sub in english

ComPosition in real time in danCe:  

the aCt exPerienCe

Improvise is different than composse in 

real time. The improvisation, not necessarily, 

demands public. The composition in real time, 

otherwise, needs it. Both exists in the act, so 

in the composition in real time the act is the 

piece itself. It isn´t so attached just to the field 

of ideas, which is not transformed in action, but 

it is the real action as a knowledge field and as 

a performance. In the improvisation in dance, 

the discursive written process occurs in the 

bodyspace itself and in the present moment. 

In composition in real time this occurs, in a 

dance pieces as socially encoded discursive 

practises that generate meaning. Through 

their pieces a democratic generation of female 

choreographers have opened up possibilities 

for discussing the female body’s relationship 

with historical silence.

ana Carolina mundim

nazare.MundiM@gMail.CoM

uniCaMp

Dancer, photographer, actress. Graduated 

in Dance and Master in Arts UNICAMP/ 

Brazil. Doctor degree in Arts UNICAMP 

and Universitát Autónoma de Barcelona. 

Developed a Postdoctoral research in Dance 

Universitát de Barcelona: “Improvisation in 

dance: bodyspace in experience”. Teacher 

of the Dance Graduation Course and of the 

Post Graduation Programme in Arts of the 

Universidade Federal de Uberlândia UFU/

Brazil. Since 2010, coordinates a practical-

theorical research and a research group, 

both called Dramaturgy of bodyspace, which 

focuses in the areas of contemporary dance 

technique and creation and improvisation. She 

is an editorial board member of the Magazine 

OuvirOuver and Scenic Arts Brazilian 

Association ABRACE. Coordinates the 

projects Formigueiro – acervo e memória since 

2011 Proposições poéticas em tempo real, 

since 2012 and O artista docente: discursos 

e práticas, since 2014. As a dancer and 

choreographer works in the Conectivo Nozes 

http://www.conectivonozes.blogspot.com. 

eva aymami-rene

evaayMaMi@gMail.CoM

anglia ruskin university

Eva Aymamí Reñé is a Lecturer of dance at 

Anglia Ruskin University. A native of Barcelona, 

Spain, Eva’s research focuses on performance 

of political identities and the construction of 

gender identity in contemporary Europe. She 

fulfilled her PhD thesis d‘Choreographing the 

Silence, Women Dancing Democracy in Post-

Franco Spain’ at University of Surrey, Guildford.

women danCing in demoCratiC sPain.

This paper comprises a critical exploration 

of female dance performances in the recent 

democratic history of Spain. It discusses 

democratic Spain’s relationship with the 

memory and with forgetting its repressive 

dictatorial past. In the aftermath of Francoism 

1939-1975, Spain transitioned to a democratic 

system without confronting those responsible 

for the repression of the previous regime. 

This tacit socio-political agreement, known 

as the Pact of Silence, imposed a process 

of collective amnesia on Spain. As a way of 

breaking the pact of silence, this analysis 

traces the development of gender values, 

under the effects of this social oblivion. My 

research suggests that this collective historical 

amnesia has had direct repercussions on the 

construction of feminine identity in post-

Franco Spain. My methodologies depart 

from a critical dance studies perspective, 

and borrow from contemporary semiotics 

and poststructural criticism to analyse 

CorPoreal translation aCross Borders: 

indigenous ChoreograPher Bulareyaung 

Pagarlava and his warriors

This paper looks into a genealogy of the 

multiple versions of the work Warriors 

2010-2014 choreographed by Bulareyaung 

Pagarlava also known as “Bula”. I discuss the 

evolution of the work alongside the search 

for his indigenous identity over the past few 

years as a freelance choreographer after 

having created works for dance companies 

from Taiwan such as Cloud Gate 2 and LAFA 

& Artists, then collaborating with performers 

from various institutions such as his alma 

mater the Taipei National University of the 

Arts TNUA, the Martha Graham Dance 

Company, and the American Dance Festival 

ADF, as well as the Aboriginal Song and 

Dance Troupe from Taiwan, leading up to 

the founding of his own Bulareyaung Dance 

Company BDC in 2014.Borrowing from 

Japanese cultural theorist Naoki Sakai’s 

concepts of subjectivity and translation, I 

trace how Bulareyaung gradually developed 

his indigenous creative voice after years of 

working with dancers of different ethnicities 

from around the world, and how he chose to 

return and set up an ensemble in his rural 

hometown of Taitung in southeastern Taiwan.

Based on the different versions and casts of 

his signature dance piece Warriors, I analyze 

how Bulareyaung draws upon the trainings of the 

various dancers he worked with throughout the 

years, and how he translates these corporealities 

across national and ethnic borders.
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once she has great interesest in dance and 

movement studies, based on improvisation. 

Has studied dance techniques such as Martha 

Graham, Butoh, Flamenco, Contact and 

Improvisation, among others.

Marcela Ribeiro é estudante do curso de 

Licenciatura em Teatro pela Universidade do Estado 

de Santa Catarina UDESC. Sua área de pesquisa 

tem sido performance, corporificação e estudo do 

movimento, com baseem improvisação. Estudou 

técnicas como Martha Graham, Butô, Flamenco e 

Contato e Improvisação, entre outras.

PerformanCe, imProvisation, PuBliC sPaCes, 

arChiteCture, danCevideo, PhilosoPhy

The Project Ensaio e Imprevistos involves 

experimenting performing as a esthetic 

approach based on improvisation, considering 

the relation among the performers and the 

environment. It is a work in progress with 

actions on public places,such as streets, parks, 

or public spaces, the University, or rented 

places, such as a city´s historical building 

whic was recorded a dancevideo, relating the 

performance with the architecture and the 

public, which was co-participant.

The Project also includes theoric discussions 

around philosophy in authors such as Deleuze, 

Spinoza, also processual philosophy by 

Whitehead, and authors in the performance 

and ritual fields such as Schecner, Turner, Von 

Gepp that embases the actions we propose and 

experiment in pratics.

Be able to participate to IFTR inside the 

Choreography and Corporeality group can 

analyze Gandini’s artistic practice in terms of a 

“Poetics of Precariousness” linked not only to an 

aesthetical singularity but also to a critic of local 

dance productive practices. By using the temporal 

perception and the stilling of movement as 

dramaturgical resources, Gandini tends to subvert 

a strong legacy of expressionism in Argentina. 

I would like to argue that his choreographic 

work embodies a political statement in the 

institutionalcontext of Buenos Aires’ contemporary 

dance by exposing a specific form of “performative 

fragility” that establishes itself at the frontier of 

theatrical fiction. Precariousness has become a 

current concept in the art world vis-à-vis the rise of 

immaterial labour and the global precariat Maroja 

et al., 2014:xx but institutional precariousness 

also tends to make invisible the specificity of 

LatinAmerican artistic practices, which are usually 

incorporated to hegemonic art narratives. In 

response to this, my presentation will be based in 

my own experience as Gandini’s collaborator and 

in a historical and theoretical research that will 

relate his work to Argentine dance history and to 

contemporary literature on dance and politics.

Key Words: ARGENTINE DANCE, 

PRECARIOUSNESS, IMMATERIAL LABOUR, 

CONTEMPORARY DANCE, FABIAN GANDINI

marCela frisCheisen riBeiro 

MarCelafribeiro@gMail.CoM

udesC

Marcela Ribeiro is graduating from major in 

Acting at UDESC. Her research area has been 

performance, embodiement and corporeality, 

Juan ignaCio valleJos

juanigvallejos@gMail.CoM

Juan Ignacio Vallejos received his doctorate in 

history from the School for Advanced Studies in 

Social Sciences EHESS in Paris. He has taught at 

the University of Buenos Aires UBA, at Nancy 2 

University, the EHESS, and the Centre Nationale 

de la Danse CND in France. He is cofounder 

of the Atelier d’histoire culturelle de la danse 

CRAL-EHESS. He has received research grants 

from the Getty Foundation at the National 

Institute of Art History in Paris and from the 

ALBAN program.

He worked with Dominique Brun on the 

recreation of Nijinsky’s ballet The Rite of 

Spring with support from the program Aide à 

la Recherche et au Patrimoine en Danse of the 

French Ministry of Culture. His articles have been 

published in the journals Eadem Utraque Europa, 

Repères – Cahier de danse, Dance Research 

Journal, Musicorum and Cuadernos Dieciochistas, 

among others. He is currently a researcher at the 

National Scientific and Technical Research Council 

CONICET in Argentina.

PoetiCs of PreCariousness: the work of 

argentine ChoreograPher faBian gandini

During 2015, I collaborated with the Argentine 

choreographer Fabian Gandini in the production 

of his last work “En la boca de la tormenta [In 

the mouth of the storm]”. Gandini is among 

the first artists to develop the “non-dance” 

choreographic movement in Buenos Aires, the 

city where he has lived and worked since 2004. 

My purpose in this paper will be to describe and 

extensive way, in the scene, with the audience, 

enlarging possibilities of power and failure. The 

discussions around these questions seems to 

be relevant to reflect about the actual ways of 

composition in dance in the connections with 

the processes of writing and reading which 

envolves the audience.

Key Words: Improvisation Composition in 

real time contemporary dance

ComPosição em temPo real em dança:  

a exPeriênCia do ato

Improvisar é distinto de compor em tempo 

real. A improvisaçã não necessariamente 

pressupõe um espectador. A composição em 

tempo real, sim. Ambas se dão, a priori, no ato, 

e, portanto, na composição em tempo real o 

ato é a obra em si. Não está tanto vinculada 

a um campo de ideias, que não se transforma 

em ação, senão à própria ação como campo de 

conhecimento e atuação. Na improvisação em 

dança, o processo de escrita discursiva ocorre 

no próprio corpoespaço e no momento presente. 

Na composição em tempo real isso se dá, de 

modo mais abrangente, em cena, com público 

presente, ampliando possibilidades de potência e 

falência. As discussões dessas questões parecem 

de extrema importância para que reflitamos sobre 

os atuais modos de composição em dança nas 

conexões com os processos de escrita e leitura 

que envolvem o espectador.

Palavras-chave: Improvisação composição em 

tempo real dança contemporânea
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suzane weBer silva

ssuzaneWeber@gMail.CoM

ufrgs

Suzane Weber da Silva Suzi Weber - artistic 

name – earned her PhD from Études et pratiques 

des arts, at the Université du Québec à Montréal 

UQAM, Canada in 2010. She has a Master’s in 

Human Movement Sciences and Bachelor degree 

in Performing Arts at Federal University of Rio 

Grande do Sul UFRGS, Porto Alegre, Brazil, and has 

been a professor at UFRGS since 1996, teaching 

in the Performing Arts Programme Graduate and 

undergraduate level. Her research interests include 

Contemporary Dance and Cultural Perspectives, 

Somatic and Improvisation practices. She is also a 

contemporary dancer and an actress.

danCe fields: soCial exPerienCe  

insCriBed in the Body

An artistic work is an aesthetic proposal, but 

it is also a proposal that establishes political 

relationships. Relationships of power among 

artists, programmers, subventions, sponsors 

and spectators, as well as economic, social, 

cultural and body relationships. In order to 

understand what is at stake when the body is 

running, rolling, twisting, falling and swinging, 

finally, dancing, this communication employs 

Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts of Habitus, Capital 

and Field in order to foster a critical reflection on 

dance and choreography in terms of visibility and 

legitimacy. The dance field regards institutions 

as configurations of relationships between 

individual and collective agents occupying different 

positions of prestige in the social space. This 

No espetáculo, cronologicamente a história se 

inicia com a personagem adulta e seus dois filhos 

também adultos, e o videocena, projetado ao final do 

espetáculo e simultaneamente à última cena, refere-

se a um tempo anterior infância da personagem. 

No espetáculo “Lamento”, a bailarina descobriu-se 

grávida na fase inicial do processo de criação do 

espetáculo e decidiu-se por tematizar a maternidade 

fazendo um videocena da personagem em dois 

estágios distintos início e final da gravidez. No 

espetáculo ao vivo conta-se então com a participação 

da bebê na cena, já com 9 meses de idade, e 

projeções da bailarina grávida sobre a cena ou seja, 

conta-se uma história de 18 meses em um espetáculo 

de 40 minutos. A partir dessas duas experiências, 

desenvolve-se a proposição de que a projeção de 

videocena sobre a cena pode auxiliar na concepção 

de roteiros dramatúrgicos para dança que favoreçam 

a fusão da cena com a vida, aproximando a  

história de uma cronologia “natural” – o que 

chamamos, neste trabalho, de ressignificação, 

ou expansão do tempo da cena. Problematiza-se 

também o uso do termo videodança, já que nos 

dois espetáculos as cenas dos vídeos trabalham 

com hibridismo entre a dança e outras linguagens 

artísticas: em “Lamento”, com a dança teatral Odissi 

em “Se você perdesse de si”, com a linguagem 

circense. Opta-se, portanto, pelo uso do termo 

videocena, a ser conceituado neste trabalho.

Palavras-chave: Videocena. Tempo da cena. 

Dramaturgia na dança.

of the show and it was decided to thematize 

motherhood by making a video-scene of the 

character in two distinct stages beginning and 

end of pregnancy. In the live spectacle the 

baby, already 9 months old, participated in the 

scene together with projections of the pregnant 

dancer overlapped in the scene this means that 

an 18-month story is told in a 40-minute show. 

From these two experiences, the proposition 

developed is that the projection of a video-scene 

over the live scene can help in the design of 

dramaturgic dance scripts that favor the fusion 

of scene with life, bringing the story closer to 

a natural chronology – which we call, in this 

work, of time re-signifying the scene, or time 

expansion of the scene. The term video-dance 

is also problematized, since in the two pieces 

the videoscenes work with hybridism between 

dance and other artistic languages:in Lament, 

with the theatrical dance Odissi In If you loose 

yourself from yourself, with the language of the 

circus. Therefore, we choose to use the term 

video-scene, to be conceptualized in this work.

Key Words: Video-scene. Scenic time. 

Dramaturgy in dance.

videoCena Como PossiBilidade de 

ressignifiCação do temPo da Cena

Este trabalho pretende discutir dramaturgia na 

dança e construção de roteiro coreográfico a partir 

de dois espetáculos nos quais foram utilizados 

videocenas como recurso para ressignificação do 

tempo da cena. No primeiro deles, intitulado “Se 

você se perdesse de si”, a função do videocena é 

recuperar momentos da infância da personagem 

principal, que desenvolve a doença de Alzheimer. 

be extremely relevant for networking and 

exchanging experiences with others researchers 

and works, being important to enrich each 

project itself, inside or outside Brazil.

mariana andraus

M_andraus@iar.uniCaMp.br

state university of CaMpinas

Coordinator of the Post-Graduate Program 

in Performing Arts of the State University of 

Campinas. Professor of Body Arts Department, 

State University of Campinas. Post-Doctorate 

in Education, Catholic University of Campinas 

CAPES sponsorship, 2014 Doctor in Performing 

Arts CAPES sponsorship, 2012, State University 

of Campinas.

video-sCene as PossiBility to  

re-signify sCeniC time

This work intends to discuss dramaturgy in 

dance and construction of choreographic script 

from two pieces in which video-scenes were 

used as a resource for time re-signifying in the 

scene. In the first one, If you loose yourself from 

yourself, the function of the videoscene is to 

recover childhood moments of the main character 

who develops Alzheimers disease. In the 

piece, chronologically the story begins with the 

character as an adult and her two adult children, 

and the video-scene, projected at the end of the 

show and simultaneously to the last scene, refers 

to an earlier time the characters childhood.

In the show Lament, the dancer found herself 

pregnant at the beginning of the creative process 
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acompanhado na Escola de Educação Básica da UFU 

ESEBA, em que minha prática artística e a do professor 

observado se entrelaçam de modo inesperado para 

ambos. A noção de embodiment, segundo Thomas J. 

Csordas, por mim traduzida como corporalidade, foi 

um dos eixos teórico-metodológico da investigação e 

reaparece no processo como importante catalisador 

da reflexão, mas também como condição existencial, 

manifesta nesses mesmos espelhamentos, 

atravessamentos e infiltrações que abordarei.

Palavras-chave: Embodiment professora-

pesquisadora-performer formação de professores-

pesquisadores-performers Pedagogia do Teatro

henriQue roChelle meneghini

henrique.hrM@hotMail.CoM

universidade estadual de CaMpinas

Henrique Rochelle is a Brazilian dance critic, 

as well as a PhD candidate and occasional 

guest lecturer at Universidade Estadual de 

Campinas São Paulo – Brazil where he obtained 

his master’s degree in performing arts, and 

his bachelor’s degree in literary studies. His 

research centres on dance spectatorship, dance 

criticism, dance history and historiography, 

and dance communication. He has taught 

classes on dance history, organised and written 

for international conferences, contributed 

to a dance encyclopaedia, and has worked 

with dance companies as a theoretician and 

researcher. His researches have been funded 

by FAPESP Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa 

do Estado de São Paulo both in Brazil and in 

Europe at Université Paris 8 France.

UFU ESEBA where my artistic practice and the 

practiced of the teacher observed intertwine 

in unexpected ways for both. The notion of 

embodiment, according to Thomas J. Csordas, 

translated by me as corporeality was one of 

the theoretical and methodological axes of the 

research and reappears in the process as an 

important catalyst for reflection, but also as 

an existential condition, manifested in those 

crossings and infiltrations I will cover.

Keywords: Embodiment, teacher-researcher-

performer training of teachers-researchers-

performers Theater Pedagogy.

infiltrações, esPelhamentos e 

atravessamentos da Criação e da 

doCênCia na PesQuisa - interCorPoralidade 

e intersuBJetividade na PesQuisa em 

Pedagogia do teatro.

No presente texto busco compartilhar um aspecto 

específico observado no processo de investigação 

do doutorado, concluído em 2015 e intitulado 

Desvelando Corpos na Escola – experiências corporais 

e estéticas no convívio com professores, adolescentes 

e crianças. Trata-se das infiltrações, espelhamentos 

e atravessamentos entre meu embodiment de 

performer-docente-pesquisadora e as práticas de 

observação e reflexão de estudantes e professor da 

Educação Básica observado no trabalho em campo, 

também elas articuladas em seus embodiment de 

estudantes e professor. Tomarei como disparador 

da reflexão que aqui se apresenta duas experiências 

concretas vivenciadas durante o doutorado: a 

coordenação dos estágios supervisionados em 

contextos escolares ao longo dos dois anos de 

trabalho em campo uma parte do processo de criação 

Paulina maria Caon

paulinaMariaus@yahoo.CoM

universidade federal de uberlândia

Paulina Maria Caon is a P.H.D. in Performing 

Arts by ECA-USP and a professor at the Federal 

University of Uberlândia. She collaborates 

with Theatre Collective Dodecaphonic since 

2008, investigating procedures of performance 

in public space. In the last ten years has 

established interfaces between corporeality, 

theater, education and anthropology.

infiltrations and Crossings of  

Creation and teaChing researCh - 

interCorPoreality and intersuBJeCtivity  

in theatre Pedagogy researCh

In this paper I seek to share a specific aspect 

observed in my doctoral research process, 

completed in 2015 and d as Desvelando Corpos 

na Escola – experiências corporais e estéticas no 

convívio com professores, adolescentes e crianças 

Unveiling Bodies in School - bodily and aesthetic 

experiences between teachers, adolescents and 

children. These are the infiltrations and crossings 

between my embodiment as performer-teacher-

researcher and the observation and reflections 

about the practices of students and teachers in 

basic education from the field work, students and 

teachers who are also articulated to their own 

embodiment. I will take as a trigger reflection 

to present here, two concrete experiences lived 

during the doctorate: coordination of supervised 

internships in school settings over the two years 

of work in the field a part of the creation process 

together with the School of Basic Education of 

proposal seeks to find in Bourdieu’s thinking some 

theoretical support and a reflective path towards 

an enlightenment of some aspects of the logic 

of artistic practices in dance observed through 

empirical data.

Keywords : Dance fields. Choreography. Habitus. 

Body. Physical capital.

CamPo da dança: exPeriênCia soCial 

insCrita no CorPo

Uma obra artística é uma proposta estética, 

mas também uma proposta que estabelece 

relações políticas. Relações de poder entre artistas, 

programadores, subvenções, patrocinadores e 

espectadores, bem como relações econômicas, 

sociais, culturais e corporais. Para entender o que 

está em jogo quando o corpo está correndo, rolando, 

torcendo, caindo e oscilando, finalmente, dançando, 

essa comunicação emprega os conceitos de habitus, 

capital e campo de Pierre Bourdieu para promover 

uma reflexão crítica sobre dança e coreografia em 

termos de visibilidade e legitimidade. O campo da 

dança considera as instituições como configurações 

de relações entre agentes individuais e coletivos 

que ocupam diferentes posições de prestígio no 

espaço social. Esta proposta procura encontrar no 

pensamento de Bourdieu um certo apoio teórico e 

um caminho reflexivo para a apreensão de alguns 

aspectos da lógica das práticas artísticas na dança 

observadas através de dados empíricos.

Palavras-chave: Campo da dança. Coreografia. 

Habitus. Corpo. Capital corporal.
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of national boundaries, the work provides 

an opportunity to consider these debates 

through the choreographic technique of 

repetition and playing with proximity, through 

watching and then in action and in community. 

This acknowledges Hill and Paris’ 2014 

argument and extends this to invite a play 

between the proscenium and the intimate. I 

give examples from my practice Rope Piece, 

which undertakes autoethnographic and 

ethnographic research with a community and 

artist groups but also creates a participatory 

and carefully constructed aesthetic movement 

work. Using photographic documentation, 

the article draws conclusions from two 

performances of the work: one at a private 

members club in Covent Garden, London 

and one at FiliArt, Bethnal Green, London 

2016. I will then analyse the success of each 

participatory experience in terms of how 

proximity and repetition functioned effectively 

or not. Rope Piece provides the audience 

with an experience of knowing the piece 

through watching and the theoretical frame 

will include phenomenology Merleau-Ponty 

1968 and Gallagher 2008 and 2017 in order 

to provide an understanding of experiencing a 

performance that considers borders. Cognitive 

science Maturana 1992 will consider the idea 

of offering acts that might dislodge ones 

experience of the world. I will examine how 

the choreographic techniques of repetition and 

shifting the proximity can offer a politically 

motivated immersive performance that 

disturbs audience members’ experience and 

perception of borders.

ambivalentes apresentam múltiplas facetas que 

podem orientar e determinar as constatações de 

um pesquisador, e, portanto, os resultados que são 

finalmente apresentados. Lidar com a crítica de 

dança como documento histórico é um processo 

inevitável mas perigoso, que requer análise 

cuidadosa da natureza dos textos e das operações 

desenvolvidas por seu autor na apresentação e 

discussão da obra, mas também da recepção da 

dança, e dos fenômenos a ela ligados.

Jane munro

j.Munro@Cssd.aC.uk

royal Central sChool of speeCh and draMa

As a choreographer, I hold a practice as 

research PhD on Immersive Contemporary 

Dance. I teach practice as research at Central. 

My current research examines methods of 

experiential immersive dance with diverse 

communities. It examines ethics and 

foregrounds the political potential of aesthetic 

immersive performance for building community 

across borders.

immersive danCe and the exPerienCe of 

Borders : Proximity and distanCe

In a time when immersive dance is 

commonly offered as a mainstream 

commodified experience, this paper examines 

its potential as a political medium. The article 

examines the issue of proximity close and 

distant in terms of the reluctance and the 

desire to participate in immersive dance 

performance. In this time of re-consideration 

with dance critiques as historical documents 

is an inevitable but dangerous process, one 

that requires careful analysis on the nature 

of the texts and the operations its author has 

developed in presenting and discussing the 

work, but also dance spectatorship, and dance 

phenomena at large.

a CrítiCa de dança Como arQuivo e agente 

na historiografia da dança

Como arquivos, textos de crítica de dança se 

colocam entre a lembrança e o esquecimento: sua 

conservação e disponibilização frequentemente 

determinam o acesso possível aos fatos que eles 

reportam. Para além da apresentação de obras de 

dança, e das memórias carregadas por bailarinos 

e coreógrafos em seus corpos, a dança é rodeada 

por documentos que devido a seus formatos, 

mídia e estratégias de apresentação, podem 

sobreviver, podem viajar, podem ser guardados, 

conservados, recuperados e manuseados por 

pesquisadores. Esses documentos registram 

apenas parcialmente os fenômenos da dança, mas 

não raro se tornam as únicas fontes com relação 

a certas obras, especialmente depois que elas 

não são mais dançadas. A crítica é uma forma de 

texto escrita por especialistas e orientada para 

o leitor geral, mesclando essas duas diferentes 

abordagens em um resultado que lida com a 

descrição da performance, assim como com a 

sua contextualização cultural, a interpretação de 

suas proposições, e a avaliação de seus méritos, 

ao mesmo tempo em que cumpre comumente 

um papel na economia cultural, enquanto notícia 

e publicidade. Enquanto fonte de pesquisa 

para a historiografia da dança, esses escritos 

Henrique Rochelle is also the author of 

‘Da Quarta Parede’ a blog of dance theory, 

criticism, and historiography.

danCe CritiCism as arChive and agent of 

danCe historiograPhy

As a form of Archive, texts of dance 

criticism are placed between remembrance 

and forgetfulness: their conservation and 

availability often determine the access one 

has to the facts they report. Beyond the 

presentation of dance works and the memories 

carried by dancers and choreographers on 

their bodies, dance is surrounded by such 

documents that by matters of their format, 

media, and preservation strategies, can often 

survive, travel, and be stored, maintained, 

retrieved and browsed by researchers. These 

documents can register only partially the 

phenomena of dance, but often they become 

our only sources into some dances, specially 

those that are no longer danced.

Criticism is a form of text that is written by 

specialists and oriented to general readers, 

mixing these two different approaches in 

a result that deals with description of the 

performance, as well as its contextualisation 

in its culture, the interpretation os its 

propositions, and the evaluation of its merits, 

while commonlyfulfilling a role in culture 

economy, as news and advertising. As a source 

for the research of dance historiographers, 

these ambivalent writings present multiple 

facets that can orient and determine the 

findings of the researcher and, therefore, the 

results that are finally presented. Dealing 
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Inspired by this frame, I suggest that the 

anthropophagic dancing bodies feeds 

themselves from different techniques, practices 

and experiences. They digest and assimilate 

them, in order to recreate their own body.

Moreover, the anthropophagic dancing bodies 

claim promiscuity betweenlife and dance. In 

this process, have these bodies been able to 

devour, digest and transform dance techniques 

coming from United States and Europe? Which 

logics of embodiment have been predominant?

How have anthropophagic dancing bodies 

been dealing with the African and Indigenous 

practices and repertoires? In order to answer 

these questions, I approach my own body 

as an anthropophagic body, from my work 

as a dancer in Bundaflor Bundamor and 

Tempostepegoquedelícia, created in collaboration 

with Eduardo Severino Companhia de Dança.

These choreographies try to dissolve gender 

representations and Brazilian identities, by the 

exposition of body intimacy. As methodological 

tool, I suggest devouring ethnography and 

autoethnography to rebuild an anthropophagic 

methodological approach.

Thus, I try to defy interculturalism, by 

analyzing cross-cultural process that shape and 

reshape the bodies.

desafiando noções de interCulturalismo 

em dança: uma ProPosição antroPofágiCa

Partindo da noção de corpo dançante 

antropofágico, esta comunicação visa desestabilizar 

concepções de interculturalismo em dança. No 

momento em que conceitos como multiculturalismo 

e hibridação têm sido evocados, revisito o 

Movement Sciences at Federal University of Rio 

Grande do Sul UFRGS, Brazil. She is Associated 

Professor at UFRGS at PhD Program in 

Performing Arts and at Dance Course. In 2015, 

she received a grant from CAPES/Brazilian 

Ministry of Education to develop a Pos-Doctoral 

Research at Coventry University. She is editor 

of Cena, an Academic Journal from UFRGS. 

Her research interests include Contemporary 

Choreography and Cultural Perspectives and 

Somatic Dance Practices.

She is also a contemporary dancer.

Challenging interCulturalism in danCe: an 

anthroPoPhagiCal ProPosition

This contribution aims to challenge the notion 

of interculturalism in dance by the encounter 

with the idea of anthrophophagic dancing 

bodies. At a moment when concepts like 

multiculturalism and hybridization have been 

evoked, I revisited the Manifesto Antropófago 

Anthropophagous Manifesto, Andrade 

1928. Andrade recaptured the idea of ritual 

cannibalism performed by Tupinambá people 

in Brazil in the Sixteenth Century and proposed 

to devour the foreign culture and selectively 

assimilate it in order to restore its own cultural 

patrimony. Anthropophagy reclaimed New 

World’s stereotypes – exoticism, barbarism, 

cannibalism – to appropriate them with 

sarcasm. It offered the possibility of a renewal 

of a European culture suffocated by Christian 

moralism and capitalist utilitarianism. Thus, 

Anthropophagy contributed to escape the 

inferiority complex that had long labeled 

Brazilian artistic and cultural production. 

differing perspectives on multiculturalism in the 

context of the UK. As Falcous and Silk remark 

2010, 168, multiculturalism has been seen 

variously as a solution to the problem of national 

unity and inclusivity, and as an impediment to an 

integrated and harmonious society. Khan’s and 

Newson’s works provide aesthetic reflections of 

this conflicted discourse. Abide with Me, Akram 

Khan’s contribution to the Opening Ceremony of 

the London 2012 Olympic Games, was part of a 

global media spectacle which asserted Britain’s 

post-imperial and multicultural profile. By contrast, 

Lloyd Newson’s contemporaneous Can We Talk 

About This? 2011/12 was highly critical of current 

British approaches to multiculturalism, particularly 

prevailing attitudes to Islam and Islamism.

The two choreographies will be illuminated 

and assessed using a theoretical framework 

that draws on political thought Delanty, Malik, 

Heywood as well as dance studies Mitra, 

Prickett, Balme. Both works share commonalities 

in manifesting the entanglement of dance 

with British politics, and offer contributions to 

national debates around tolerance, culture and 

diasporic identities. Taken together, they reveal 

Britain’s ambiguous attitude to multiculturalism 

and, indeed,to nationalism.

môniCa fagundes dantas

Modantas67@gMail.CoM

universidade federal do rio grande do sul

Mônica Dantas Brazil has a PhD in Études 

et pratiques des arts, at Université du Québec 

à Montreal, Canada and a Master’s in Human 

alexandra kolB

a.kolb@Mdx.aC.uk

Middlesex university, london

Alexandra Kolb PhD & MPhil Cambridge, MA 

Cologne is Associate Professor formerly Reader 

in Dance at Middlesex University, London. 

She has around fifty publications, including 

a monograph: Performing Femininity: Dance 

and Literature in German Modernism 2009, 

an anthology: Dance and Politics 2011, and 

many journal articles and book chapters, most 

recently in Dance Research Journal 2016, The 

Oxford Handbook of Dance and Politics 2017, 

forthcoming, and The Routledge Encyclopedia 

of Modernism 2016. She is a recent recipient of 

the Gertrude Lippincott Award 2014, a British 

Academy/Leverhulme Grant 2015, and a Harry 

Ransom Fellowship at the University of Texas 

at Austin 2013. She is on the Board of Directors 

of the SDHS, the Executive Committee of the 

SDR, and is Reviews Editor for Dance Research. 

Her current research focuses on choreographic 

treatments of UK multiculturalism, and dance 

and the everyday.

multiCulturalism in ContemPorary British 

ChoreograPhy: CeleBration or CritiQue?

In a climate riven by national insecurities, anti-

immigration movements and in the UK competing 

visions of a post-Brexit world, this paper takes a 

look at the contentious space that multiculturalism 

has inhabited in 21st century choreography. Using 

British contemporary dance as a case in point, 

it will examine two acclaimed pieces by Akram 

Khan and Lloyd Newson to examine the starkly 
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this definition. It is both created by humans and 

at the same time it is shaping the humanity. The 

invention of cyberspace redefined our ontology 

and became continuation, extension and even 

a new dimension of the time-space that we 

inhabit. Contesting the “post-human hype” 

while taking into account the new materialist 

positions, I intend to introduce a decolonial 

perspective into this debate, in order to 

question who has the position or the privilege 

to proclaim the human as obsolete.

Keywords: posthumanism, subjectivity, 

technology, decoloniality, corporeality, 

biopolitics, necropolitics.

adeline maxwell

adeline.MaxWell@gMail.CoM

Adeline Maxwell earned a PhD in Arts, 

specialized in Dance. She also holds a diploma 

in Corporeality Researches and in Art History. 

After teach history and theory of dance at the 

university in Chile, she created and directed the 

Corporeality and Performance Arts Research 

Center UdeChile. She formed the Dance 

Festival in Non-urban Spaces and the Dance 

and Gender working group. In parallel of her 

work as main researcher at the laboratory 

CTEL Unice in France, she became content 

editor of the program DanzaSur and director 

of the performance/workshop Cartographies 

Imaginaires MACMA. Her last book publications 

are Lecturas Emergentes sobre Danza 

Contemporánea LOM, 2015, DanzaSur, Viaje por 

el Continente de las Maravillas CNCA, 2016, and 

various artistic and curatorial projects and 

collaborated with institutions and organizations 

such as Tanzquartier Wien, Open Systems 

Vienna, Les Laboratoires dAubervillier Paris, 

MAIZ Linz, Quartier21 MQ Vienna, Dansens 

Hus Stockholm, Odin Teatret Denmark, 

BITEF Theatre Belgrade, TkH Walking Theory 

Belgrade, October Salon Belgrade, Panevo 

Biennal and many others.

is there a Posthuman Performer? 

Performers suBJeCtivity in digital era

This paper intends to approach urgent issues 

of contemporary modes of life in order to show 

how performative, artistic and cultural practices 

answer and engage with the new ways in 

which political, technological and ethical issues 

produce new subjectivities.The focus will be on 

relation between the technologically generated 

apparatus and process that Agamben termed 

as “proliferation of subjectivities”. Firstly, will 

make a theoretical-historical contextualization 

of the digital environment and then I’ll address 

examples that problematize the relation between 

digital system and the body of the performer.

This relation has become crucial for 

understanding discontinuity between the 

human and the machine. In my central 

argument I will focus on the problem 

of the post- or non- human performer 

through the concept I have called “digital 

anthropomorphism”. According to Bruno

Latour anthropomorphism can mean ‘either 

that which has human shape or that which 

gives shape to humans’. I will argue that a 

digital environment responds to both parts of 

a etnografia e a autoetnografia para reconstruir 

uma abordagem metodológica antropofágica. 

Desse modo, espero desestabilizar noções 

de interculturalismo pela interrogação das 

possibilidades de cruzamentos culturais que 

configuram e se reconfiguram os/nos corpos.

aneta stoJni

aneta.s7@gMail.CoM

faCulty of Media and CoMMuniCations, 

singidunuM university, belgrade

Aneta Stojni PhD is a Belgrade-born 

theoretician, artist and curator. She received 

her PhD in Theory of Arts and Media at the 

University of Arts in Belgrade in 2013. Since 

2014 she holds the position of assistant 

professor at the Faculty of Media and 

Communications in Belgrade FMK, Singidunum 

University. In 2015 she was a postdoc 

researcher at the Academy of Fine Arts in 

Vienna, and in 2013-14 a postdoctoral fellow 

at Ghent University, Research centre S:PAM 

Studies in Performing Arts & Media. During 

her PhD studies she was a visiting scholar 

at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna in the 

Conceptual Art study program. She was artist 

in residence at Tanzquartier Vienna in 2011 and 

writer in residence at KulturKontakt Austria 

in 2012. She published the book “Theory of 

performance in digital art: towards a new 

political performance” Orion Art, Belgrade, 

2015 and authored a number of papers on 

contemporary art and media in international 

peer reviewed publications. Aneta has realized 

Manifesto Antropófago Andrade,1928. Nele, 

Andrade retoma a ideia de canibalismo ritual 

praticado pela tribo Tupinambá no século XVI e 

propõe a ação antropofágica: devorar a cultura 

estrangeira, digeri-la e assimilá-la seletivamente 

para restaurar seu próprio patrimônio cultural. A 

Antropofagia reivindica os estereótipos sobre o 

Novo Mundo – exotismo, barbarismo, canibalismo 

– apropriando-se deles com sarcasmo. Ela oferece 

a possibilidade de renovação da cultura europeia 

sufocada pelo moralismo cristão e pelo utilitarismo 

capitalista. Desse modo, a Antropofagia serve 

como alternativa para escapar ao complexo de 

inferioridade que sempre marcou a produção 

artística e cultural brasileira. Inspirada no Manifesto 

Antropófago, sugiro que corpos dançantes 

antropofágicos alimentam-se de diferentes 

técnicas, práticas e experiências. Eles as digerem 

e assimilam, recriando-se constantemente. Além 

disso, proclamam a promiscuidade entre vida e 

dança. Partindo desse contexto, surgem algumas 

interrogações. Corpos dançantes antropofágicos 

têm sido capaz de devorar, digerir e transformar 

técnicas de dança oriundas dos Estados Unidos 

e da Europa? Quais lógicas de incorporação 

tem predominado? Como esses corpos lidam 

com repertórios e práticas de origem africanas e 

indígenas? Para esboçar respostas a essas questões, 

abordo meu próprio corpo como corpo dançante 

antropofágico, a partir do meu trabalho em 

Bundaflor Bundamor e Tempostepegoquedelícia, 

criados em colaboração com a Eduardo Severino 

Companhia de Dança. Tais coreografias tentam 

dissolver representações de gênero e de brasilidade, 

pela exposição da intimidade do corpo. 

Como ferramenta metodológica, sugiro devorar 
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empathetic bridges with others. This leads to 

the idea that it is through a movement of release 

from the static forces of cultural representation 

within the body that the subject may connect 

and become closer to others. From a certain 

point of view, becoming a dancing body.

Keywords: Cultural embodiment, body 

regulatory systems, movement, affects

helena Bastos

helenahelbastos@gMail.CoM

usp

Choreographer, dancer and university 

professor. She holds a masters degree 

1999 and a Ph.D. 2003 in Communication 

and Semiotics from the Pontifical Catholic 

University of São Paulo, in addition to 

completing her postdoctoral studies at the 

Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Mexico 

City Autonomous University 2016. Lecturer 

in the Department of Performing Arts of the 

University of São Paulo since 2003, having 

been elected head of two consecutive terms 

in 2011-2012 and 2013-2014. Since 2006 she 

has been a research leader in the Laboratory 

of Body Dramaturgy - LADCOR, linked to the 

Postgraduate Program in Performing Arts - 

PPGAC / ECA at USP, as well as integrating 

the Text and Scene line. She is dedicated to the 

research acting mainly in the subjects related 

to coevolutive processes between body, city 

and its dramaturgies. Elects transits between 

dance, memory, performance and politics. 

Idealizer of the Musicanoar Group, in which 

she acts systematically, seeking to integrate the 

cinema, before going on to win the 1st prize at 

the Portuguese Academic Theatre Festival with 

his first project as an artistic director, in 2009. 

He has always combined his theatre making 

with a comprehensive research experience.

transient Bodies in hard toPograPhies: a 

maP for life together in raimund hoghe’s 

sans-titre

In Sans-Titre, a dance piece from 2009, 

Raimund Hoghe joins forces with Congolese 

dancer Faustin Linyekula in what initially 

seems to be a confrontation between different 

geographies western versus African and 

contrasted corporealities, thus referencing 

topical issues such as cultural belonging, exile 

and social exclusion - questions already close 

to the heart of both artists for different motives. 

But, as the performance moves forward, 

Raimund and Faustin, rather than resorting to a 

desperate attempt to place themselves within 

their own cultural frames, come to assume their 

fleeting and inquisitive bodies - whileremaining, 

in so many respects, opposite stage presences. 

And it is through this same sympathy of purpose 

that eventually they are able to connect with 

each other beyond their very different historical 

legacies and physical singularities.

Drawing upon Michel Foucault’s arguments 

about the body’s regulatory systems and 

José Gil’s rationale around the affects of the 

body, I will argue in this article that Raimund 

Hoghe’s Sans-Titre points to an incessant 

self-questioning of the basis of identity and 

processes of embodiment as a powerful way 

of enabling the creation of new and more 

allows the relationship between the dance 

practice and its theoretical analysis with 

transdisciplinary methodological elements in 

full development.

Keywords: Contemporary dance, South 

America, cultural transfers, postidentity, 

imaginary cartographies, cultural/geographical 

territories, trans-discipline, post-colonial theories.

gustavo viCente

gasvviCente@gMail.CoM

Centre for theatre studies university of lisbon

Gustavo Vicente is a scholar, teacher, 

performer and artistic director. Currently, he 

is a visiting Assistant Professor at the School 

of Arts and Humanities of the University of 

Lisbon FLUL, where he lectures on Performance 

Studies and Contemporary Dance. He did his 

post-doctoral research 2010-16 at the Centre 

for Theatre Studies CETFLUL, where he is also 

the coordinator of the research group, Critical 

Discourses on Performing Arts. He has published 

several articles and essays on contemporary 

performing arts, with special emphasis on 

Portuguese practice, and is part of the Editorial 

Board of Sinais de Cena: performing arts and 

theatre studies journal. He is one of the current 

conveners of the Choreography and Corporeality 

Working Group of the International Federation 

for Theatre Research IFTR, and member of 

CORPUS – International Group for the Cultural 

Studies of the Body.

Gustavo began his career as an actor in 2001, 

gaining wide experience both in theatre and 

Choreography and Corporeality: Relay in Motion 

Eds. DEFRANTZ and ROTHFIELD, Palgrave, 

2016. She is currently making her postdoctoral 

research about post-identity in South-America’s 

contemporary dance at the Université Paul 

Valéry Montpellier 3.

Post-identity in aCtual south ameriCan 

ContemPorary danCe

The aim of this presentation is to interrogate 

how circulations, fluids, multiples and directly 

related to transits and human relations, 

from the perspective of the post- identity 

-like unstable identities-, could break some 

patterns of thought about a fixed cultural 

heritage and thus highlight the specifics of the 

current practice of contemporary dance in the 

cultural and geographical territory of South 

America. The interest of this work is the study 

of South American identity from a new lens: 

The production of contemporary dance, which 

implicitly involves the concept of identity. 

Here appears a vital issue about what is South 

America now, its current artistic practices, as 

a continent-community, and how European 

influences are involved in their construction –

like imaginary cartographies-, their approach to 

the hegemonic practices and theemancipation 

quest in search of its own culture. What is 

proposed here is a theoretical and practical 

work that incorporates both the acquisition 

of theoretical knowledge, their application in 

relation to the base of the problem, and sources 

from a working in field already carried out. The 

integration of data found in South American 

countries 130 interviews in 8 different countries 
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eu elas: CorPo feminino em Crise

EU ELAS, novo solo de Juliana Moraes cuja pré-

estreia se deu no Museu de Arte Moderna da USP, 

em São Paulo, em julho de 2016, parte de gestos e 

posturas socialmente aceitos como femininos no 

ocidente, especialmente a partir dos anos 50, para 

desconstruir e questionar esses comportamentos 

aprendidos. Movendo-se intensamente, porém 

mantendo-se sentada durante 30 minutos, a artista 

elabora uma dramaturgia alicerçada na acumulação 

de gestos em diferentes partes do corpo, criando 

apuradas combinações. O solo desdobra-se 

majoritariamente no silêncio, tendo o corpo 

como marcador de pulso repetitivo e mecânico, 

quebrado por variações enérgicas nas quais ações se 

embaralham em extrema aceleração. Na segunda 

metade do solo, o silêncio é quebrado por uma única 

música, de cinco minutos, composta especialmente 

por Laércio Resende, cuja entrada e saída se dão 

inesperadamente. No final, Juliana retira um saco 

plástico do bolso, usa-o para conter a respiração e a 

fala, e, a seguir, enfia-o inteiro na boca, numa clara 

crítica à quietude ainda imposta ao feminino.

O trabalho foca a identidade feminina construída 

em processos complexos de submissão e resistência. 

Tais processos são levados à cena como estratégias 

coreográficas que buscam fugir da representação, 

pois forçam a intérprete a lidar, no tempo presente, 

com a submissão e a resistência de seu próprio 

corpo às posturas e aos gestos que ela aprendeu 

desde a infância.

Palavras-chave: Coreografia Repetição  

Gesto feminino

musicians, actors and visual artists. Lives and 

works in São Paulo.

eu elas: female Body in Crisis

EU ELAS, Juliana Moraes’ new solo, which 

premiered at the Museum of Modern Art 

of USP, in São Paulo, in July, 2016, uses 

gestures and postures socially accepted as 

feminine in the West, especially from the 

50’s, to deconstruct and question these 

learned behaviors. Moving intensely, however 

remaining seated for 30 minutes, the artist 

elaborates a dramaturgy consolidated on the 

accumulation of gestures in different parts of 

the body, creating accurate combinations. The

solo develops mostly in silence, having 

the body as a repetitive and mechanic pulse 

marker, broken by energetic variations on 

which actions shuffle in extreme acceleration. 

On the second half of the solo, the silence is 

broken by a single five-minute song, especially 

composed by Laércio Resende, that enters and 

exits unexpectedly. In the end, Juliana draws a 

plastic bag from her pocket, uses it to hold her 

breath and speech, and then shoves it all inside 

her mouth, in a clearcritic to the quietude still 

imposed to women.

The work focuses on feminine identity built 

in complex processes of submission and 

resistance. Such processes are taken to the 

stage as self imposed rules that seek to defy 

representation, forcing the performer to deal 

with her own submission and resistance to 

behaviours she learned since childhood.

Key words: CHOREOGRAPHY REPETITION 

FEMININE GESTURES

redimensionem o espaço da cidade? Que limites 

desse espaço nos impõem? O que há nos grandes 

centros urbanos que nos convida e provoca outras 

formas de estar entre outros, apesar de outros e com 

outros? É o espaço público em movimento e cada 

envolvido tem responsabilidade nesse contexto. 

Nessa perspectiva, autores como Diana Taylor, 

Ileana Diéguez, Marilena Chauí, Roberto Esposito e 

Zygmunt Bauman provocam conexões focadas entre 

corpo, cidade e política.

PALAVRAS CHAVES: CORPO, DANÇA, 

BREVIDADES, INSTALAÇÃO COREOGRÁFICA.

Juliana moraes

jujudeMoraes@gMail.CoM

Centro universitário belas artes de são paulo

Dancer, choreographer and professor. PhD in 

Performing Arts, 2011, University of Campinas 

– UNICAMP. MA in Dance with distinction, 

2000, Laban Centre for Movement and Dance 

– City University London. BA in Dance, 1997, 

University of Campinas – UNICAMP. Professor 

of Performance, Visual Arts Department, Centro 

Universitário Belas Artes, São Paulo since 2005. 

Guest Teacher of Dance, BA in Physical Theatre, 

Accademia Teatro Dimitri SUPSI, Switzerland 

since 2010. Has deep knowledge of the Laban 

System of Movement Analysis and studies 

classical ballet with a somatic approach, with 

Zelia Monteiro, since 2002. In 2013 published 

the book Dance, front and back. Currently, tours 

with her new solos Desmonte premiered in 

2015 and Eu Elas premiered in 2016, as well as 

engages in different collaborative projects with 

experiences realized there with the researches 

that she conducts in the university.

Briefness, PuBliC sPaCe in movement.

Among confrontations and confluences I 

summon possibilities of multiple coexistences 

that refund me perceptions from/inside the 

reality which I am dialoguing with. A reasoning 

that implies contaminations between dance and 

performance, through committed dimensions 

between the aesthetic and the political aspects. 

In this context, how can we, men and women, 

install actions to resize the space of the city? 

Which boundaries in/from that space are 

imposed on us? What exists in large urban 

centers that invite us and provoke other ways 

of being among others, although others and 

with others? It is the public space moving and 

each subject involved in it is responsible in the 

environment. From that perspective, authors 

such as Diana Taylor, Ileana Diéguez, Marilena 

Chauí, Roberto Esposito andZygmunt Bauman 

rouse focused connections among body, city 

and politics.

KEYWORDS: BODY, DANCE, BRIEFNESS, 

CHOREOGRAPHIC INSTALLATION.

Brevidades, esPaço PÚBliCo em movimento.

Entre confrontos e confluências convoco 

possibilidades de coexistências que me devolvem 

percepções da realidade com a qual estou 

dialogando. Um pensamento implicado de 

contaminações entre dança e performance, 

numa dimensão comprometida entre o estético 

e o político. Nesse contexto, como podemos, 

entre homens e mulheres, instalar ações que 
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resistant aesthetics that corresponded to 

theatrical and everyday circumstances. This 

paper begins an examination of modes of 

engagement for black bodies in resistant 

protest. Looking at archival evidence from the 

1960s, the paper wonders at the distinctions 

between bodies trained in the technologies of 

theatrical dance and bodies trained in the work 

of non-violent social resistance. Ultimately, 

the paper hopes to underscore diversities of 

approach to the condition of embodying black 

power by way of performance. 

adeline maxwell

adeline.MaxWell@gMail.CoM

université paul valéry Montpellier 3, franCe

Adeline Maxwell earned a PhD in Arts, 

specialized in Dance. She also holds a diploma 

in Corporeality Researches and in Art History. 

After teach history and theory of dance at the 

university in Chile, she created and directed the 

Corporeality and Performance Arts Research 

Center UdeChile. She formed the Dance 

Festival in Non-urban Spaces and the Dance 

and Gender working group. In parallel of her 

work as main researcher at the laboratory 

CTEL Unice in France, she became content 

editor of the program DanzaSur and director 

of the performance/workshop Cartographies 

Imaginaires MACMA. Her last book publications 

are Lecturas Emergentes sobre Danza 

Contemporánea LOM, 2015, DanzaSur, Viaje por 

el Continente de las Maravillas CNCA, 2016, and 

Choreography and Corporeality: Relay in Motion 

group that explores emerging technology in 

live performance applications. Books: Dancing 

Many Drums: Excavations in African American 

Dance University of Wisconsin Press, 2002, 

Dancing Revelations Alvin Aileys Embodiment 

of African American Culture Oxford University 

Press, 2004, Black Performance Theory, co-

edited with Anita Gonzalez Duke University 

Press, 2014, Choreography and Corporeality: 

Relay in Motion, co-edited with Philipa 

Rothfield Palgrave, 2016. Creative: Queer 

Theory! An Academic Travesty commissioned 

by the Theater Offensive of Boston and the 

Flynn Center for the Arts Monk’s Mood: 

A Performance Meditation on the Life and 

Music of Thelonious Monk, performed in 

Botswana, France, South Africa, and New York 

City fastDANCEpast, created for the Detroit 

Institute for the Arts and reperformed at the 

Crystal Bridges Museum November 2016. 

He convenes the Black Performance Theory 

working group. In 2013, working with Takiyah 

Nur Amin, he founded the Collegium for African 

Diaspora Dance, a growing consortium of 200 

researchers which staged the conferences 

Dancing the African Diaspora: Theories of Black 

Performance in 2014, and Dancing the African 

Diaspora: Embodying the Afrofuturism in 2016.

BlaCk Power and PerformanCe -  

Bodies in motion

Choreographies that produced the Black 

Arts Movement in the United States included 

stage performances alongside rehearsals and 

enactments of non-violent protest. In these 

varied circumstances, black bodiesengaged 

and challenged by their movement and body 

concepts. Focusing on the description of 

the dancers and choreographers how they 

perceived the transformation of their bodies 

and aesthetic concepts in contemporary dance, 

the terms technique, style and practice are 

approached firstly from an artistic perspective 

and in a second step in the tension field of the 

existent variety of technique concepts and 

the heterogenous practices in contemporary 

dance.In this context dance technique is 

interwoven with artistic identity, not least 

because dance technique is an instrument for 

structuring, transmitting and making movement 

tangible – for connecting and simultaneously 

differentiating. With selected examples of 

performances from the interviewed dancers and 

choreographers those traces and lack of traces 

of dance techniques are investigated not on a 

physicalfunctional, but on an aesthetic level. 

Thereby the fundament of investigation is not 

the perspective on formation and manifestation 

of place-bound national identities and its 

culture-creating efforts, but a potential space in 

which agency and its linked actions, networks 

and relations creates dance techniques.

thomas defrantz

t.defrantz@duke.edu

duke university

Thomas F. DeFrantz is Professor and Chair 

of African and African American Studies at 

Duke University, and director of SLIPPAGE: 

Performance, Culture, Technology, a research 

miriam althammer

MiriaMalthaMMer@gMail.CoM

paris lodron-university salzburg

Miriam Althammer studied Theatre Studies, 

Art History and Literature at the LMU Munich 

and Dance Studies at the University of 

Berne. Currently she writes her PhD at the 

Institute for Music and Dance Studies at the 

University of Salzburg about “Archives to be – 

Knowledge formations of contemporary dance 

in post-socialist countries of Europe between 

institution and artistic practice”. Besides 

her research, which focuses on storytelling 

and archiving dance as well as on interfaces 

between performative and visual arts, she 

works as a freelancing journalist and author for 

various newspapers and magazines. Currently 

she travels through Southeastern Europe 

and collects interviews with choreographers, 

dancers and artists for her Archives to be, 

which she will build up at the Derra de Moroda 

Dance Archives at the University of Salzburg.

teChniQue and identity – Body 

interweavings in Post-soCialist euroPe

The appearance of dance and its body and 

movement concepts is defined by cultural, 

social and historical contexts. In interviews 

I have conducted with choreographers and 

dancers in Southeast Europe I want to trace 

how artistic identities were formed through 

different techniques, styles and practices which 

spread out in their countries after the Cold 

War - and vice versa how techniques, styles 

and practices were changed, transformed 
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encounters the sacred in the space of the 

icon through a relationship with the image 

that transcends mere looking. The reverse 

perspective of iconographic imagery actively 

returns the gaze to the viewer and draws the 

viewer in through its “door of perception” 

Baggley 1987. Two artistic church communities 

in San Francisco have adapted the tradition of 

iconography to their own purposes. St John 

Coltrane African Orthodox Church blends the 

sacred music of the legendary Coltrane into its 

liturgy while also modernizing the iconographic 

tradition to include their patron saint.

In a similar manner, St Gregory of Nyssa 

Episcopal Church incorporates icon spirituality 

into their liturgy of the “dancing saints”. Two 

individual artists have also adopted iconography 

for protest means. Gabriel Garcia Roman’s 

“Queer Icons” and Kehinde Wiley’s photorealistic 

portraits of black and brown people both play 

with and within the icon tradition. For all of these 

artists, this paper will explore the subversive 

potential of the sacred icon, especially the 

negative power of inverse perspective and the 

opening up of an image as a space for protest.

Paulina Prado

ninagodts@hotMail.CoM

udesC- universidade do estado de santa Catarina

Paulina Godtsfriedt Prado, graduated from 

the undergraduate program at UDESC Theater, 

in the ninth phase. Currently a volunteer 

researcher in the research group, Laboratory 

of Tests and Impediments, coordinated by Dr. 

manuscript invited and under revision 

for Performance Matters special issue on 

“Performing Religion”, May 2017.

Review: Reckoning with Spirit in the Paradigm 

of Performance, by Donnalee Dox

University of Michigan Press, 2016, Modern 

Drama, winter 2016, forthcoming.

Review: Performing the Nation in Global 

Korea: Transnational Theatre, by Hyunjung Lee 

Palgrave MacMillan, 2015, Situations Journal 

Yeonsei University,

Seoul, South Korea, winter 2016, forthcoming.

Book chapter: “Blessed Are the Poor in Taste: 

Cuteness in Christian Devotional Imagery”, in 

The Retrofuturism of Cuteness, edited by Jen 

Boyle and Wan Chuan Kao. Punctum Books, 

winter 2016, forthcoming.

iCon aesthetiCs and the Creation of saCred 

sPaCe as Protest

In US culture, the right to free speech is 

considered “sacred”, so it might seem that the 

spaces wherein free speech is practiced might 

also have a sacred quality. However, some have 

criticized so-called “free speech zones” or “first 

amendment areas” as actually limiting freedom.

Instead of making the space of resistant 

protest sacred, a small handful of contemporary 

artists have identified a certain kind of sacred 

space as already appropriate for such activity: 

the religious icon. This paper will examine the 

use of the icon and its aesthetic as a sacred 

space for political and social protest. The 

religious icon of the Orthodox traditions is 

not only considered a living object but also a 

space for the practice of devotion. The devotee 

relationship between the dance practice and 

its theoretical analysis with transdisciplinary 

methodological elements in full development.

Keywords: Contemporary dance, South 

America, cultural transfers, postidentity, 

imaginary cartographies, cultural/

geographical territories, trans-discipline, 

post-colonial theories.

PERFORMANCE,  
RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY

Claire maria ChamBers

ClaireMariaChaMbers@gMail.CoM

sogang university

publiCations

books

Performance Studies and Negative 

Epistemology: Performance Apophatics.

perforManCe

Philosophy Series, Palgrave Macmillan. 

Forthcoming, winter 2017.

Performing Religion in Public, co-edited with 

Joshua Edelman and Simon DuToit.

Houndsmills and New York: Palgrave 

MacMillan, 2013.

journal artiCles, Chapters, and revieWs

“The Corporeal Apophaticism of Tony Kushner’s 

Homebody/Kabul”, currently under review with 

the Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism.

“Tradition as Protest, Innovation as Reform: 

The Roman Catholic Women Priests and 

the ReCreation of Inclusive Community”, 

Eds. DEFRANTZ and ROTHFIELD, Palgrave, 

2016. She is currently making her postdoctoral 

research about post-identity in South-America’s 

contemporary dance at the Université Paul 

Valéry Montpellier 3.

Post-identity in aCtual south ameriCan 

ContemPorary danCe

The aim of this presentation is to interrogate 

how circulations, fluids, multiples and directly 

related to transits and human relations, 

from the perspective of the post- identity 

-like unstable identities-, could break some 

patterns of thought about a fixed cultural 

heritage and thus highlight the specifics of the 

current practice of contemporary dance in the 

cultural and geographical territory of South 

America. The interest of this work is the study 

of South American identity from a new lens: 

The production ofcontemporary dance, which 

implicitly involves the concept of identity.

Here appears a vital issue about what 

is South America now, its current artistic 

practices, as a continent-community, and 

how European influences are involved in their 

construction –like imaginary cartographies-, 

their approach to the hegemonic practices and 

the emancipation quest in search of its own 

culture. What is proposed here is a theoretical 

and practical work that incorporates both 

the acquisition of theoretical knowledge, 

their application in relation to the base of 

the problem, and sources from a working in 

field already carried out. The integration of 

data found in South American countries 130 

interviews in 8 different countries allows the 
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He is the author of Theatre and Religion on 

Krishnas Stage Palgrave and Brigham Young: 

Sovereign in America Routledge. He is currently 

writing The Performative Ground of Religion 

and Theatre for Routledge.

saCred virtual sPaCes and virtually 

saCred sPaCes

What about virtual space? The advent of 

electronic media caused no consternation 

for print-centered religion. Sacred texts lost 

almost nothing in their appearance as pixels 

on computer screens. A Torah scroll, no doubt, 

still maintains a sanctity that an e-version of 

the Torah cannot claim yet. But never mind the 

scroll as scroll. Sacred writing remains sacred, 

whether written, printed, or e-displayed. 

Perhaps because writing is understood as 

essentially representational, anyway, the 

manner in which that representation occurs 

does not affect the sanctity of scriptural 

content. What of the re-e-presentation of 

space? The examination of virtual spaces 

and the ways in which they are martialled for 

religion demands reflection on what constitutes 

the sanctity of material spaces. If the shrine, or 

the grove, or the mountain is sacred on account 

of the immaterial divinity it represents, we 

should find virtual representations of shrines, 

groves, and mountains operating similarly. 

If virtual spaces don’t operate similarly, 

something material must be wrapped up in 

the sense of spaces as sacred. It turns out 

that online Shinto and Pagan shrines that 

have been designed as places of worship are 

plentiful. Online synagogues, on the other 

will discuss how the Mahachat sung sermon—

the aesthetic performance, the monks’ sung 

sermon, and the modern play—interact with 

and impact each another while aiming to 

transform the participants with the storytelling 

and the rituals. The political crises of pre-

modern and modern Thailand have influenced 

the storytelling ritual and the liminal moment in 

the Mahachat sung sermon. The ritual transfers 

the Buddhist karmic concept to the participants 

as a social order connected to the spiritual 

path towards the participants’ devotional 

goals. The modern play is adapted to act as a 

resolution that connects the karmic concept 

to the members of modern institutions while 

responding to a contrast between performing 

in the secular environment of the University 

and performing in some relationship to a village 

shrine. I based my argument on Victor Turner’s 

concept of social drama i.e., that the social and 

aesthetic aspects of a performance shape one 

another. During in the ritual process, the liminal 

moment could transform those participants 

that are members of the communities.

david mason

Masond@rhodes.edu

rhodes College

David Mason is Chair of Theatre and Director 

of Asian Studies at Rhodes College in the 

USA. He is Editor-in-Chief of Ecumenica, a 

peerreviewed journal for the study of theatre, 

performance, and religion. He serves on the 

board of the Association for Asian Performance. 

piece that enhances the spirituality of the 

audience in Buddhist storytelling ritual. Since 

finishing my Masters degree in Advanced 

Theatre Practice at Royal Central School of 

Speech and Drama London, UK. in 2006, I 

have been a lecturer at the Department of 

Performing Arts at Mahasarakham University, 

Thailand, for six years. I have continuously 

conducted experiments in theatre, community 

and Buddhist rituals with the Ohpoh Theatre 

Company, a theatre company I founded in 

2008. I have been creating theatre with 

young theatre practitioners inside and outside 

educational institutes, including deaf and 

autistic students.

loCating a PlaCe for a theatriCal Play in a 

Buddhist storytelling ritual.

The Mahachat sung sermon is a storytelling 

practice carried out by Buddhist monks, who 

sing the Vessantara Jataka—the great giving 

of the Bodhisattva—which is performed with 

sacred rituals and exchanges of material gifts 

among the monks, spectators, and participants. 

The reciting of the Vessantara Jataka story 

was a traditional event in pre-modern Thailand 

that was recorded on a stone inscription from 

the Sukhothai kingdom and appeared in the 

surrounding areas of Laos and Cambodia. In 

pre-modern Thailand, the Mahachat sung 

sermon supported the authority of the ruling 

figures and the expansion of communities it has 

since been adapted to serve the institutions of 

Modern Thailand. I created a modern theatrical 

piece to be performed as an additional part 

of the Mahachat sung sermon. In my paper, I 

Bianca Scliar. It investigates the relation of 

the ritual in the practice of the artist within 

the scope of the devotion, with interest in the 

studies of the performance. It has the title of 

Bhakti Sastri, that is, versed in the classical 

literature of India in the devotional genre.

differenCes and similarities of devotional 

work and the artists researCh

In this article I will try to bring to light 

the similarities and disparities of religious 

devotional practices and everyday practices in 

the artists research work. Besides defending 

the relevance of a ritualistic investigation and 

how much it is inserted in the history of the 

performances in general

diferenças e similaridades do traBalho 

devoCional e a PesQuisa do artista

No presente artigo tentarei trazer à tona 

as semelhanças e disparidades das práticas 

devocionais religiosas e práticas cotidianas vigentes 

no trabalho de investigação do artista. Além 

de defender a relevância de uma investigação 

ritualística e o quanto ela está inserida na história 

das performances em geral.

maysa utairat

Maysautairat@yahoo.CoM

royal holloWay university of london

I am a PhD. student at the Department 

of Drama and Theatre at Royal Holloway 

University of London. I am focusing my 

practice-based research on creating a theatrical 
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Teatro Buendia, and new stagings of Cuban 

works which set Afrocuban ritual at the centre 

of performance Maria Antonia. Despite the 

centrality of women in much of this work, 

little focus has been given to date to Cuban 

women performers within the intercultural 

debate the recent dramatic shifts in politics, 

economics and performance art open up new 

questions about gender, culture and identity in 

a rapidly changing Cuba. This paper will draw 

on interviews with Cuban female performers 

and critics including Ines Maria Martiatu and 

Fatima Patterson: it will focus on training in 

intercultural performance in contemporary 

Cuba and the consideration given to gender and 

popular performance modes within concepts of 

intercultural training. 

gillian arrighi

gillian.arrighi@neWCastle.edu.au

university of neWCastle, australia

Dr Gillian Arrighi is Senior Lecturer in 

Creative and Performing Arts at the University 

of Newcastle, Australia. Her research on 

historical and contemporary circus, performing 

animals, actor training, and child performers 

has been published in edited scholarly 

collections and in leading scholarly journals 

Theatre Journal, Theatre Research International, 

Journal of Early Popular Visual Culture, Theatre 

Dance and Performance Training. She is co-

founder and co-editor of the scholarly journal, 

Popular Entertainment Studies now in its 8th 

year of publication, author of the monograph 

POPULAR  
ENTERTAINMENTS

Cariad astles

Cariadastles@gMail.CoM

royal Central sChool of speeCh and draMa/

exeter university

Course leader for the BA Theatre Practice 

Puppetry, Design and Performance at the 

Royal Central School of Speech and Drama 

Lecturer in Drama, Exeter University President 

of the Research Commission of the Union 

International de la Marionnettte Member 

of Catalan collective Irenia using puppetry 

in applied and community contexts and in 

international training contexts Research 

interests and publications in puppetry and 

identity and training and in popular religious 

and intercultural performance in Cuba  

and Latin America

negotiating Centre and offstage: CuBan 

women on the frontline of Change

This paper explores how women performers 

in Cuban theatre are reappropriating popular 

forms in a process to negotiate intercultural 

identity, politics and race. The 1990s saw a 

surge of interest in the concept of intercultural 

performance in Cuba, with significant actor 

trainers and directors drawing on hybrid 

cultural roots in Cuban history to create 

performance which celebrated popular 

heritage, ritual and popular performance. These 

endeavours led to the restaging of classic works 

in Cuban contexts such as La Otra Tempestad 

Summer Fellowship in Harvard and the Debut 

Panel Award at theAssociation for Theatre and 

Higher Education Conference in 2014.

Performing ProsPerity: PenteCostalism’s 

‘dollar ethiC’ and the sPirit of gloBalization

This essay investigates the ‘Dollar ethic’ 

in the performance of prosperity in Nigerian 

Pentecostalism’s prosperity theology, using 

quasi-Weberian theoretical paradigms. The 

gospel of spiritual blessings as it is preached 

in Nigeria increasingly adopts the Dollar as 

a symbol of transactions in both the natural 

and the supernatural realms. Due to its power 

and privilege in the global market, the Dollar is 

treated as a means of power with both spiritual 

and economic connotations. From churches’ 

solicitation of church offerings in Dollars, to 

certain church members literally costuming in 

Dollars, Nigerian Pentecostals actively trade in the 

global currency as a pragmatic economic move.

While the Dollar ethic in Nigeria churches 

reflects the globalized context in which Nigerian 

churches inhabit and which in fact inflects the local 

churches and the ways people perform the rituals 

of their beliefs, there are also the elements of using 

the Dollar as a performance spectacle, a symbol of 

class aspiration, and a ritual divination instrument. 

Overall, Prosperity theology and the performance 

of prosperity leads to the moralization of money 

and the valorization of its acquisition.

Throughout this essay, I examine the various 

ways Pentecostal Christians perform prosperity 

using the Dollar and also, the cultural, spiritual, 

psychological, and historical implications of a 

Dollar-ized cultural imaginary.

hand, operate not as sacred spaces, per se, 

but as virtual gathering places in the manner 

of social media, in general. There are several 

apps by which individuals can construct and 

use their own virtual Hindu temples. There is 

no virtual version of Mormon temples. Does a 

Catholic confession app—of which there are 

several—create sacred space akin to a church 

and its confessional? The investigation of 

virtual sanctity investigates the very essence of 

performance’s transformative power.

aBimBola adelakun

aa_adelakun@utexas.edu

university of texas at austin

Abimbola Adelakun is a doctoral candidate 

in the University of Texas at Austin. Her 

research focuses on Pentecostal performances, 

Pentecostalism as performance, body and 

biopolitics, and Africana studies. She is 

scheduled to complete her PhD titled, The Body 

of Christ, The Body of Pleasure: Theatre, Ritual 

and Pentecostal Performances in West Africa, 

in Spring 2017.

She is also a writer, blogger, and a weekly 

columnist with Nigerias most widely read 

newspapers, PUNCH. Abimbola is a novelist 

with a book titled Under the Brown Rusted 

Roofs and with another upcoming book, The 

World is Painted in Two Shades of Black.

She has been a winner of multiple awards and 

fellowships that include: 

UTexas Outstanding Graduate Student 

Fellowship AAUW International Mellon 
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very expressive work within the context of the 

modern national theater, his aesthetic project 

was consciously elaborated from the popular 

manifestations, especially the circustheater, 

that is a very popular Brazilian theatrical 

language. This paper aims to report Soffredinis 

encounter with this language, pointing out and 

emphasizing its importance in the consolidation 

of Soffredinis aesthetics project as a whole.

KEY WORDS: Carlos Alberto  

Soffredini, brazilian popular theater,  

brazilian modern theater

a Cultura PoPular e o teatro moderno 

Brasileiro: a exPeriênCia de Carlos alBerto 

soffredini Com o CirCo-teatro

Carlos Alberto Soffredini 1939-2001 foi 

um dramaturgo e director brasileiro atuante 

no cenário teatral de São Paulo desde o 

final dos anos 1960 até o ano de sua morte, 

completando 38 anos de carreira em 62 anos 

de vida. Autor de um trabalho muito expressivo 

no contexto do teatro nacional moderno, seu 

projeto estético foi conscientemente elaborado 

a partir das manifestações populares, 

especialmente o circoteatro, uma linguagem 

teatral brasileira muito popular. Este trabalho 

pretende relatar o encontro de Soffredini com 

esta linguagem, destacando e enfatizando 

sua importância na consolidação do projeto 

estético de Soffredini como um todo.

maria emília tortorella

eMilia.tortorella@gMail.CoM

uniCaMp

Maria Emília Tortorella is an actress, aerealist 

and researcher. Develops doctoral research 

on the work of Brazilian playwright and 

director Carlos Alberto Soffredini 1939 -2001, 

with funding from the São Paulo Research 

Foundation FAPESP in the Post-Graduate 

Program of Scenic Arts in Campinas State 

University – UNICAMP, the institution where 

she also obtained the title of Master in Scenic 

Arts 2015 and Bachelor in Performing Arts 

2012. She is a researcher from Letra&Ato: 

drama study group, of the Department of 

Performing Arts at UNICAMP, coordinated 

by Professor Ph.D. Larissa de Oliveira Neves 

Catalão UNICAMP-SP and Professor Ph.D 

Elen de Medeiros UFMG-MG. Her main focus 

of research is the contributions of popular 

culture to the Brazilian modern theater. Foundin 

member of the Cia Beira Serra de Circo e 

Teatro, a theater company that investigates the 

scenic creation from popular culture and circus 

techniques. Since 2015 is one of the producers 

of Botucatu Circus Festival.

PoPular entertainment and modern 

Brazilian theater: the exPerienCe of Carlos 

alBerto soffredini with the CirCus-theater

Carlos Alberto Soffredini 1939-2001 was a 

Brazilian playwright and director who worked in 

the São Paul theater scene from the end of the 

1960s to the year of his death, completing 38 

years of career in 62 years of life. Author of a 

biggest stars of the era. On several lengthy 

visits to the United Kingdom, Australia’s Little 

Alma Gray appeared on the same programs 

as such luminaries of the Variety and Music 

Hall stage as Vesta Tilley, Chirgwin, and 

George Hackenschmidt. Understanding of 

the contribution of child performers to the 

Australian commercial entertainment industry 

is currently underacknowledged in the corpus 

of Australian cultural and performance studies 

and surprisingly little is understand about the 

extent of children’s industrial participation, 

or the social impact of their performances. 

Matters such as the circumstances and 

nature of their training, their family contexts, 

and the repertoire they performed are 

diverse in character and content. Using new 

archival research recently undertaken at the 

National Library of Australia’s performing 

arts collections, this paper investigates the 

careers of three Australian child stars of Variety 

and Pantomime—Fanny Powers, Baby Ruby 

Watson, and Alma Gray. The different careers 

of these three child performers provide a ‘lens’ 

for examining the theatre’s role in promulgating 

socially transformational ideas about children, 

childhood, and the domestic sphere in the 

modern age. It will argue moreover that child 

performers of this era contributed to the social 

ideology of modern ‘childhood.’

Keywords: child actors, vaudeville, variety, 

pantomime, Australia, modernity, childhood

The FitzGerald Brothers’ Circus: spectacle, 

identity and nationhood at the Australian circus 

2015, and co-editor with Victor Emeljanow of 

the collection Entertaining Children Palgrave, 

2014. Her current research project concerns the 

contribution of children to the entertainment 

industry in Australia, the United States, 

and the United Kingdom at the turn of the 

twentieth century. She has been awarded a 

visiting fellowship at the Ransom Center for the 

Humanities at the University of Texas 2015 and 

in 2017 she holds a research fellowship at the 

National Library of Australia in Canberra.

Performing modern Childhood on PoPular 

stages: the rePertoire, training, and 

industrial Conditions of Professional 

Child Performers at the turn of the 

twentieth Century

Professional child performers were 

immensely popular with Australian audiences 

during the years 1880-1920. Consummately 

presenting a unique blend of innocence, 

agency, and competence, they starred in 

pantomimes, comic opera, variety, musical 

comedy and dramas. This particular trend in 

Australian commercial theatre production 

paralleled similar industry fashions during 

the same period in the United States and the 

United Kingdom. Large troupes of Australian 

child actors toured internationally throughout 

the south Asia region, while some of the 

leading child performers from Australia’s 

vaudeville stage also worked in Britain from 

the late 1890s, appearing in pantomimes and 

theatres of Variety alongside some of the 
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In Sweden the leading circus company Cirkus 

Cirkör is engaged in social matters and uses 

circus as a tool to break boundaries. 2015 

Cirkör was celebrating their 20th anniversary 

with the show Borders, which also dealt with 

the current refugee situation in the world. 

With the use of strong imagery of oppression, 

combined with spectacular acts, they evoked 

mixed emotions of celebration and distress 

in the audience. 2016 the following show 

Limits further investigates circus as an arena 

for a public discussion of boundaries, and the 

situation in the world.

Cirkör uses circus to engage and inform the 

audience on the ongoing humanitarian crisis, 

relating it to darker times of the history, and 

showing that both borders and limits are human 

constructions, and that another world is possible.

Starting from these shows I am placing myself 

in the audience and analyzes the use of the body, 

the acts, and the stage, to engage the audience 

in the challenging of boundaries in the world.

marCo rodrigues

MarCo_boCao@yahoo.CoM.br

ppgaC/ufrgs

Dancer, choreographer, teacher and 

researcher of Urban Dances. Marco Rodrigues 

is studying Masters Degree in Performing Arts 

from PPGAC/UFRGS, graduated in Physical 

Education and Lato Sensu in Dance. In his post-

graduation he presented a teaching method 

for Urban Dance entitled: A Methodological 

Proposal for Street Dance. He is My House 

Jonas eklund

jonaseklund@hotMail.CoM

stoCkholM university

Jonas Eklund 1981 is since 2013 a doctoral 

candidate in Theatre Studies, at the Department 

of Culture and Aesthetics at Stockholm University. 

He is currently writing his PhD dissertation on 

the audience’s reactions to the body on stage in 

burlesque, circus and freak show, using aspects of 

phenomenology as a theoretical approach.

He obtained a degree of Master of Arts in 

Theatre Studies from Stockholm University in 

2012, writing his thesis on audience reactions 

to Nils Poppe and his comical acting, analysed 

through a phenomenological point of view. 

He has taught classes on Swedish popular 

theatre during the 20th century at Stockholm 

University, and on phenomenology at DOCH 

School of Dance and Circus.

defying Boundaries - Between CirCus  

and PolitiCs in Cirkus Cirkörs shows 

Borders and limits

In 2015 the number of displaced people in the 

world reaches an all time high with more than 65 

million people forced away from their homes, and 

while refugees are drowning in the Mediterranean 

Sea, trying to reach safety, nations around the 

world are closing their borders.

Circus has a long tradition of mixing 

nationalities as well as cultural expressions, 

celebrating diversity, in the acts and its 

aesthetics. Through times travelling circuses 

have defied borders and limits both in the geo-

political world, and in their acts.

movement in this period, the aesthetical and 

cultural importance of this kind of art, that 

where, during a long time, depreciated by 

scholars, as well as its intricacy and originality 

whereas representative forms of the Brazilian 

culture. Finally, this presentation aims also 

to show how the development of this kind of 

popular entertainments where crucial to the 

development of Brazilian modern theater, which 

happened a few years later.

a imPortânCia do teatro PoPular do 

Começo do séCulo xx Para a Cultura e 

teatro Brasileiros

Esse trabalho visa discutir os espetáculos de 

entretenimento popular que aconteciam no Brasil, mais 

especificamente em São Paulo e no Rio de Janeiro, 

no começo do século XX – entre 1900 e 1940. Essa 

época, considerada pelos historiadores como sendo, 

ao mesmo tempo, uma espécie de pré-modernismo 

teatral e de certo vazio dramatúrgico, na verdade foi 

um momento em que o teatro brasileiro estava quase 

inteiramente voltado para os gêneros populares como 

a comédia, a revista, a burleta, o circo-teatro e as artes 

circenses. Nesse contexto, almejo demonstrar, a partir 

de uma apresentação de como era a situação 

teatral nesse período, a importância estética e 

cultural desses gêneros teatrais, durante muito 

tempo depreciados pela academia, bem como 

sua complexidade e originalidade enquanto 

representações da cultura brasileira como um todo. 

Por fim, esse levantamento também tem o objetivo 

de mostrar como o desenvolvimento desses 

espetáculos populares foram fundamentais para a 

construção do teatro moderno brasileiro, que viria 

a se desenvolver alguns anos mais tarde.

larissa de oliveira neves

larissan@yahoo.CoM

uniCaMp

Phd Professor in the Theater Department 

of the University of Campinas http://www.

unicamp.br/unicamp/english, works both in 

the Under-Graduate and Graduate Programs. 

Specialist in Brazilian theater history, 

playwriting and drama theory. Develops a 

research, in the moment, about the relation 

between Brazilian playwriting and the Brazilian 

popular forms of art. Is, also, coordinator of the 

research group: Group of Playwriting Studies 

Letter and Act www.letraeato.com.

the imPortanCe of PoPular 

entertainments, in the Beginning of the 

20th Century, for the Brazilian Culture 

and theater

This paper aims to discuss the popular 

entertainments that happened in Brazil, more 

specifically in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, in 

the beginning of the 20th century – between 

1900 and 1940. This period is considered by 

the Brazilian theater history as being, at the 

same time, a kind of pre-modernism era and 

an age of emptiness regarding playwriting. 

However, it was, actually, a moment in which 

the Brazilian theater was almost entirely 

directed to popular entertainments, with 

genres such as light comedy, “teatro de 

revista”, “burletta” different types of music-

hall theater, circus, circustheater, and others. 

Given this context, this paper aims to establish, 

from a presentation of how was the theatrical 
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stand, There he looks about and surveys the 

land, But yet, he shall be a Turk”

An anonymous Turkish rope-dancer appeared 

in England during the reign of Charles I, and 

was celebrated enough for a broadsheet poem 

to be composed in his honour. Towards the 

end of his performance the Turk would make a 

speech “in a heathenish tongue” of which the 

poet admitted he “understood never a word”. 

A linguistic failure of communication did not 

apparently trouble this equally anonymous 

spectator, or mar the enjoyment of the act. 

Exhibitions of the extraordinary acrobatic body 

have seemingly always slipped across national 

geographies and cultures, often with little 

change to the acts presented.

This paper will consider the nature of 

acrobatic performances in Ottoman Turkey, as 

represented in illustrated ceremonial records of 

the 16th and 18th centuries. The circumcision 

of the sons of the Sultans Murad III in 1582, 

and Ahmed III in 1720, were the occasions 

for weeks of festivities including parades and 

presentations by guild craftsmen, interspersed 

with other entertainments, such as music, 

dancing and various acrobatic entertainments. 

This is the world of the Turkish rope-dancer, 

balanced between Asia and Europe, poised 

between a proto-circus in the West, and the 

ancient acrobatic traditions of the East.

Keywords: Circus, Ottoman, acrobatics,

duplo de descontextualização e recontextualização, 

retirando um item de seu local original e 

modificando-o de forma a que se encaixe em seu 

novo ambiente” BURKE, 2003 p.91.

Palavras-chave: Dança Popular, Dança Urbana, 

Roda, Capoeira, Breaking

kim Baston

k.baston@latrobe.edu.au

la trobe university

Kim Baston has spent many years working as an 

actor, director and composer in theatre, circus and 

film, in the UK and in Australia. She is currently 

Senior Lecturer in Theatre and Drama at La 

Trobe University, and member of the curriculum 

advisory group of the National Institute of Circus 

Arts NICA in Melbourne, Australia. Her research 

interests include popular entertainments in the 

eighteenth century, circus history and culture, and 

the intersection of music and theatre. Her recent 

publications include “’New’ Hippodrama, or ‘old’ 

circus?: Legacy and Innovation in Contemporary 

Equestrian Performance” Popular Entertainment 

Studies 7: 1-2 2016, 21-38; “Circus Music: The 

Eye of the Ear” in The Routledge Circus Studies 

Reader ed. Peta Tait and Katie Lavers. New York: 

Routledge, 2016, 117-135; “Not just evocative: The 

function of music in theatre” Australasian Drama 

Studies 67, 2015, 6-27.

CirCus and CirCumCision: aCroBatiC 

entertainments in the ottoman emPire.

“He goes, forsooth, with a pole in his hand

Till he comes to sit down where another can’t 

decontextualization and recontextualization, 

withdrawing an item from its original place 

and modifying it to fit into its new environment 

BURKE, 2003 p.91.

Keywords: Popular Dance, Urban Dance, 

Circle, Capoeira, Breaking

a roda na CaPoeira e no Breaking: esPaço-

temPo de remixagem

Minha proposta para o Painel do Grupo de 

Trabalho Popular Entertainments localiza-se 

no âmbito das pesquisas em práticas artísticas 

e corporais das danças sociais e populares, 

especificamente, a Capoeira Brasil e o Breaking 

Estados Unidos.

Acercarei a figura da roda como configuração 

recorrente dessas dançaslutas, sendo um espaço-

tempo de manifestação do corpo mítico, simbólico 

e religioso. Uma unidade herdada da diáspora 

africana, ambiente de improviso, celebração, 

combate, acrobacia e música de chamada e 

resposta. Tanto na Capoeira quanto no Breaking, a 

incorporação de movimentos se dá dentro de uma 

concepção de mão dupla entre os participantes. 

Uma lógica do jogo de troca ou até mesmo de 

uma remixagem de movimentos que originam 

algo totalmente inusitado. O meu objetivo é 

contextualizar a Capoeira e o Breaking balizando 

os elementos ritualísticos, competitivos, artísticos 

e dançantes que se sucedem dentro desse espaço 

simbólico que é a roda, para exibir as possíveis 

remixagens que ocorrem no momento que deixam 

de ser uma manifestação local, vernacular para ser 

global e midiática. 

Tanto a Capoeira, quanto o Breaking são cruzados 

por uma Adaptação Cultural: “um movimento 

Group´s director, a collective of Urban Dance 

in the city of Porto Alegre. Rodrigues is one of 

the pioneers in studies in Urban Dance, being a 

reference for new researchers of the area. His 

current research aims to rescue the historical 

process of Urban Dance and its remixing in 

Brazilian soil.

the CirCle in CaPoeira and Breaking:  

sPaCe-time remixing

My proposal for the Panel Popular 

Entertainments Working Group is within the 

scope of research on artistic and corporal 

practices of social and popular dances, 

specifically Capoeira Brazil and Breaking United 

States. I will approach the figure of the circle 

as a recurrent configuration of these dances-

fights, being a space-time of manifestation of 

the mythical, symbolic and religious body. A unit 

inherited from the African diaspora, environment 

of improvisation, celebration, combat, acrobatics 

and music of call and answer. 

In both, Capoeira and Breaking, the 

incorporation of movements takes place within 

a two-way conception among the participants. 

A logic game of exchange or even of movements 

remixed that originate something totally unusual. 

My goal is to contextualize Capoeira and Breaking, 

marking the ritualistic, competitive, artistic and 

dancing elements that follow each other within 

this symbolic space that is the circle, to show the 

possible remixes that occur in the moment that 

they stop being a local manifestation, vernacular 

to be global and mediatic. 

Both Capoeira and Breaking are crossed by 

a Cultural Adaptation: a double movement of 
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crosses between art and entertainment. My 

goals point to increase scholarly dialogue about 

popular dance forms, discuss the historical and 

social canon paradigms of value and dominance 

in research and artistic production, as well as 

give visibility to the cited dance practices.

Key Words: Popular Dance Belly Dance Hip 

Hop Value.

ProvoCações entre arte e entretenimento: 

festividades e restaurantes Como esPaços 

Para a dança do ventre.

Minha proposta para o Painel do Grupo de 

Trabalho Popular Entertainments está situada 

junto a uma visão atual de pesquisas em dança 

interessadas em práticas existentes nos contextos 

popular, social e também vernaculares, investigando 

como empregamos e problematizamos essas 

categorias. A verificação do conceito de valor sobre 

valor artístico, social e econômico define minha 

própria especificidade enquanto pesquisadora em 

dança no Brasil, especialmente no segmento do hip 

hop e da dança do ventre, práticas transnacionais.

Especialmente no caso da dança do ventre, eu irei 

discutir tal prática quando inserida em contextos 

festivos, sobretudo em restaurantes. Assim, abordarei 

minhas próprias experiências como dançarina, 

provocando desafiadores cruzamentos entre arte 

e entretenimento. Meus objetivos apontam para 

incrementar o diálogo acadêmico sobre as formas 

populares de dança, discutir os paradigmas históricos 

e sociais de valor e dominância na pesquisa e na 

produção artística, bem como dar visibilidade às 

práticas de dança citadas.

Palavras-chave: Dança Popular Dança do Ventre 

Hip Hop Valor.

in Performing Arts, focused on dance, approved 

with praise by the Post Graduate Program in 

Performing Arts at UFRGS CAPES Scholarship. 

Currently PhD student in Performing Arts by 

the same student program. Research interests 

about popular and social dances, the bodys 

qualities as a social context for dance, especially 

in urban dances and belly dance. In her Masters 

research Large Scale Choreography: Social Body, 

Dancing Body, has investigated choreography in 

large groups as a political act, performing dance 

demonstrations in public places. Member of 

the Brazilian Association for Research and Post 

Graduate in Scenic Arts ABRACE and member 

of the Society of Dance History Scholars SDHS. 

Member and producer of urban dance collective 

called Grupo My House.

ProvoCations Between art and 

entertainment: festivities and 

restaurants as sPaCe for Belly danCing.

My proposal for the Working Group Panel 

Popular Entertainments is situated next to a 

current overview of dance researches interested 

in practices that exist in popular, social and 

also vernacular context, investigating how do 

we employ and problematize these categories. 

The examination of the concept of value about 

artistic, social and economic value define my 

specificity as a dance researcher in Brazil, 

especially in the segment of hip hop and belly 

dance, transnational practices. Especially in the 

case of belly dance, I will discuss this practice 

when inserted in festive contexts, especially 

in restaurants. Thus, I will approach my own 

experiences as a dancer, provoking challenging 

unique. The first includes the scale of his output. 

Between 1905 and 1956, Rouault produced 

around 170 individual works of art about the 

circus, more than any other subject in his 

collection. The second issue concerns the artist’s 

method: his deliberate distortion of his subject 

through the use of deep hues, messy lines and 

broad, inky strokes. As art historian William 

Dyrness points out, Rouault’s aim was to show 

that ‘under the happily painted apparition, dwells 

a stranger to happiness’ ibid., 154.

This paper will take a closer look at Rouault’s 

paintings in the wider context of European avant-

garde arts practices, where circus and clowning 

were commonly drawn upon for inspiration. I will 

concentrate on the unpopular status of Rouault’s 

clowns that is, the way he appropriates and 

then dismantles the iconic image of the clown, 

rendering it unfamiliar and alien to its native 

popular audience. My analysis will consider how 

his images perform this unmaking for viewers, as 

well as the multiple readings such a distinctive 

aesthetic can produce.

Citation: William A. Dyrness, 1971, Rouault: A 

Vision of Suffering and Salvation, Grand Rapids, 

MI: William B Eerdmans Publishing.

gaBriela Chultz

gabriela_Chu@hotMail.CoM

ppgaC / ufrgs

Gabriela Chultz is a dancer, actress and 

graduated researcher in Theatre at the Federal 

University of Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS, with 

specialization in Theatre Interpretation. Master 

Jason PriCe

j.priCe@sussex.aC.uk

university of sussex

Jason is a Senior Lecturer in Contemporary 

Theatre and Performance at the University of 

Sussex. He holds a B.A. magna cum laude in 

Theatre from Marymount Manhattan College 

in New York City an MA in Drama Research 

and a PhD in Performance Practice Drama, both 

from the University of Exeter. Hishas published 

widely on popular theatres and their histories, 

activist performance, and experimental 

performance practices. His book Modern 

Popular Theatre was published by Palgrave 

Macmillan in 2016.

strangers to haPPiness: the dePiCtion of 

Clowns in the work of georges rouault

In 1905, following a period of significant ill 

health, French painter Georges Rouault 1871-

1958 observed a scene that would have a 

profound influence on his career: an elderly 

circus clown, sat alone on the back of a wagon 

on the side of the road, mending his costume 

for an upcoming performance. Rouault later 

recalled how struck he was by the image of the 

out-of-context clown, most notably the contrast 

between ‘brilliant and scintillating things made 

to amuse us, and this infinitely sad life […]’ qtd. 

in Dyrness, 1971, p. 149. From this moment, 

clowns and other relics of the circus became 

a dominant feature in the artist’s work. While 

Rouault is certainly not unique in giving his 

attention to clowns in this period, there are two 

issues that make his treatment of the subject 
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postcolonisation, globalization, unstable 

artistic standards and institutional relations. 

The “bloom” of opera presents itself neither 

through regular performances nor through 

crowded theatre halls. This is a consequence 

of the difficult political relations of artistic 

production in South Africa, which are among 

others characterized by a lack of funding. The 

existing significant multiple theatricalities of 

South Africa are thereby not having a platform 

to present themselves. The market pressure 

results in overseas productions financing 

often the few performances in the country 

itself. Thereby putting itself on risk to confirm 

with their opera productions transferred 

expectations of a South African identity rather 

then expressing an “authentic” one. I will argue 

that the historiography of opera productions 

in Post-Apartheid South Africa cannot focus 

alone on the analysis of institutional structures 

funding of opera productions, institutions, 

different audiences and the extent to which 

these structures influence the choice of 

subject matter and the aesthetic realization 

of productions. Rather it needs to consider 

operatic singing as an important cultural 

practice, that is deeply rooted in the black 

community in South Africa Neo Muyanga 

2016, to understand the “bloom” and the 

future potential of opera in South Africa, which 

displays in the passion of South African young 

singers. This thought will lead to the question if 

the cultural practice of operatic singing can be 

considered as a new form of archive of South 

African culture Diana Taylor 2003.

in which she analysed the different musical 

stagings of sovereignity at the Prussian Court.

From 2014 to 2015 she was a Postdoctoral 

Research Fellow at the Max Planck Institute for 

Human Development in Berlin in the Research 

Group „Felt Communities? Emotions in the 

Musical Life of Europe“. In this Research Group 

she was working on „religious feelings“ in 

operas of the 19th century. Since June 2015 she 

is Research Assistant for Music Studies at the 

University of Bayreuth and since March 2016 

a member of the Junges Kolleg of the Bavarian 

Academy of Sciences.

In her new project she is working on operas in 

South African Democracy.

In November 2015 Lena van der Hoven 

organized an international conference on 

music and democracy in the philharmonic of 

Paris. She is as well the organiser and editor 

of a series of annual symposia devoted to 

the history of the Staatskapelle Berlin, which 

celebrates in 2020 its 450th anniversary.

a new historiograPhy of oPera 

ProduCtions in Post-aPartheid south afriCa

With the end of the Apartheid era opera, 

that symbol of Western dominance/colonial 

imposition, seemed to be dead in South Africa 

– but in fact it “flourishes” as something of an 

anachronism.

The writing of a historiography of opera 

productions in South Africa although has 

academically just shortly started Donato 

Somma 2016 Hilde Roos 2013, 2010 Martina 

Viljoen 2006 and is confronted with problems 

of different natures: political structures, 

dummy. Accompanied by his house band ‘The 

Winkers,’ Wilf would spin dits about shipboard 

events, sing renditions of popular tunes, and 

introduce filmed features of his recent activity. 

Subject matter was never restricted and his 

uncensored voice and unchallenged behavior 

made the show the most popular and highly 

anticipated event of the week. Drawing on 

self-published memoirs, commission books, 

photographs, and interviews, this paper will 

assess the craft and creativity employed by 

the communications branch on Ark Royal 

who scripted and rehearsed this shipboard 

entertainment. Looking closely at the 

materiality of this performance and the practice 

of puppeteer John Pooley, I will investigate 

how a lifeless object not only became a 

valued company member of Ark Royal, but a 

celebrated able seaman whose bawdy matelot 

humour captured the imagination of the wider 

naval community.

HISTORIOGRAPHY

lena van der hoven

lena.van-der-hoven@gMx.de

university of bayreuth

Lena van der Hoven studied Musicology, 

History and German Literature at the Humboldt 

University of Berlin and the Newcastle 

University in Australia. In 2013 she finished 

her dissertation about the politics of musical 

representation in Prussia from 1688 to 1797, 

sarah Penny

s.penny@WarWiCk.aC.uk

university of WarWiCk

Sarah Penny is a PhD candidate at the 

University of Warwick and has recently 

been elected as the student member of the 

IFTR executive committee. Sarah is writing 

her thesis on amateur performances in the 

Royal Navy at sea. This research is part of the 

AHRC funded project ‘Amateur Dramatics: 

Crafting Communities in Time and Space’, 

which involves a collaboration between 

investigators from the University of Warwick, 

Royal Holloway, University of London and the 

University of Exeter. Sarah received her B.A 

in Theatre and Performance Studies from the 

University of Warwick. She also received an 

Erasmus Mundus Scholarship for her Masters 

in International Performance Research, which 

she completed with distinction at the University 

of Amsterdam in 2012.

hms ark royals unlikely stowaway: how a 

ventriloQuist dummy oBtained the British 

emPire medal

In early February 1976, the audacious-

class aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal sailed 

from Devonport on a five-and-a-half-month 

deployment to the east coast of the United 

Sates. Every Saturday evening on Ark Royal’s 

journey, the company of over 2000 men would 

turn on their mess deck television sets to watch 

the latest installment of the Little Wilf Show. 

Able Seaman Wilf was the star of the show 

- a ginger-haired Mr Parlanchin ventriloquist 
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international scholarly debate not least about 

the efficacy and ethical implications of the term 

‘interweaving’, whether deployed as a verb to 

describe a method/methodology, or as a noun 

deliberately chosen to replace the widely-

utilised ‘intercultural’. The rationale for the 

substitution arose from the anxiety, as Fischer-

Lichte put it in a debate with Rustom Bharucha, 

that ‘“intercultural” referred to those theatre 

forms that positioned the West against the 

rest’ that even as the ideal/idealised principle 

was a level playing ground for all performance 

practice and exchange irrespective of origin, 

assumptions of unacknowledged Orientalism 

still underpinned the concept.

My paper will revisit the issues arising from 

this debate in the context of the methodological 

challenge of ‘interweaving’ diverse theatre 

history cultures for the Bloomsbury Companion 

to Theatre History and Historiography which I 

am co-editing with Jo Robinson. As discussed in 

my Working Group paper delivered in Stockholm 

last year, the aim has been to invite dialogue 

with other scholars grappling with histories 

from within their locally-specific ‘insider’ 

positions. But that dialogue has to be framed and 

introduced and hence the ‘interweaving’, if that 

is an appropriate term, of different temporal and 

spatial experiences and imperatives, definitions 

of performance and often conflicting historical 

perspectives associated with indigeneity and 

hybridity. Above all how are the origins and 

mediating influences of different traditions of 

theatre historiography to be delineated without, 

albeit unconsciously, positioning the West 

against the rest?

architecture, engineering, different systems of 

discourse and historical timeframes. To what 

extend can digital forms help to rehabilitate 

biographical narratives? How can we visualize 

networks of theatre practitioners? What are 

the institutional, technical, and scholarly 

boundaries to such an enterprise?

Claire CoChrane

ClaireCoChrane@illyria.u-net.CoM

university of WorCester, uk

Claire Cochrane is Professor of Theatre 

Studies at the University of Worcester in the 

UK. As a theatre historian her publications 

have ranged widely from Shakespeare and 

Early Modern theatre in performance to 

contemporary Black British and British Asian 

theatre makers and their audiences. She 

has a particular interest in English regional 

theatre. Her monograph Twentieth Century 

British Theatre, Industry, Art and Empire was 

published by CUP in 2011. Most recently with 

Jo Robinson, she has co-edited Theatre History 

and Historiography:

Ethics, Evidence and Truth published by 

Palgrave Macmillan in 2016.

multiPle theatre histories,  

diverse geograPhies and  

the inseCurities of interweaving

The concept and nomenclature of 

‘interweaving performance cultures’ as 

foregrounded, since 2008, in the research 

initiated by Erika Fischer- Lichte, has sparked 

research institutions they often find their way 

into the archive as personal collections. These 

personal collections of theatre practitioners e.g. 

actors, directors, stage or costume designers, 

puppeteers do not only provide a material 

base for examining a person’s work and 

collaborations over time, but also might reveal 

tensions between the biographical and the 

historical narrative.

In my paper, I would like to introduce the 

research project ReCollecting Theatre History at 

the University of Cologne and the Free University 

Berlin that aims to digitally interconnect archival 

resources from personal collections of different 

institutions in an online platform. The main goal 

is to make selected archival material digitally 

accessible and to examine the networks of 

theatre practitioners in Germany between 

1900 and 1960. The project aims to analyse the 

relationships between texts, images and objects 

within paradigmatic personal collections and 

furthermore to examine the connecting lines 

between exemplary agents of German theatre. By 

studying multiple theatre biographies, networks 

of theatre practice emerge that counteract the 

common pattern of historical structures:

They often reflect neither the familiar epochal 

thresholds in Germany e.g. 1914, 1918/19, 

1933, 1945 nor the dividing lines between the 

disciplinary history/histories of art, culture, 

society and politics. Instead we are looking at 

material ingredients, intellectual coordinates 

and cultural products of different mindsets 

and styles of operation that ostensibly without 

effort cross and stride through sociocultural 

milieus including theatre, fashion, fine arts, 

nora ProBst
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university of Cologne

Nora Probst M.A. is research assistant at the 

theatre collection of the University of Cologne 

Theaterwissenschaftliche Sammlung at the 

Cologne Institute for Theatre and Media Culture. 

She studied theatre and film studies, German 

literature and art history at the University of 

Cologne. Her research interests include theatre 

and performance art of the early twentieth 

century, intercultural relations of performance 

and the history of theatre studies within Europe. 

She is also interested in different forms and 

patterns of cultural memory especially within 

theatre collections and archives. In 2007 she was 

junior research fellow for two months of the Max 

Kade Center for German-American Studies at 

the University of Kansas. Nora Probst is currently 

finishing her PhD aiming to explore the cultural 

history/cultural stories of early theatre studies 

with their different traditions between humanities 

and ethnography working title: KulturgeSchichten 

der Theaterwissenschaft. Zu Traditionen der 

Forschung zwischen Geistesgeschichte und 

Ethnographie. This project is to a great extend 

based on the analysis of archival documents in the 

literary estate of Carl Niessen 1890-1969, founder 

of the Theaterwissenschaftliche Sammlung.

re-ColleCting theatre history. theatre 

arChives and the ePistemology of 

historiograPhy

When traces and documents of theatre 

performances are collected to be preserved in 
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performance history. Jarry demands to know 

what will become of theatre history when the 

past is able to manifest itself in the present 

through the application of ‘pataphysical logic. 

The essay will be a collaboration between Jarry 

and his assistant, Dr Nigel Ward of Anglia 

Ruskin University, in Cambridge. It will relate 

the ways in which a cycling accident led to the 

latter being entrusted, in error, with the task 

of hosting Jarry’s time travels. Written as a 

dialogue and as live experiment, it is intended 

that M. Jarry will speak in his own voice, 

offering his opinions on the past, the present, 

and the shifting understanding that conceptions 

of time, liveness and presence enforce upon 

historical enquiry.

‘Duration is the transformation of a 

succession into a reversion. 

In other words: THE BECOMING OF A 

MEMORY.’

How to Construct a Time Machine by Alfred 

Jarry, trans. Roger Shattuck By a time travelling 

experiment commenced in 1905 vulg., Paris

M. Alfred Jarry will RETURN to share his views 

on Pataphysics and the Misconstructions with 

which Historiography understands the Past.
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hanna.korsberg@helsinki.fi

university of helsinki

Since 2008, Hanna Korsberg has been 

Professor of Theatre Research at the University 

of Helsinki. Her research interests include 

the relationship between theatre and politics 

Moment project or national Ausstage scale, 

this paper reflects on the potential, and the 

limitations, of digital histories of theatre.

nigel ward

nigel.Ward@anglia.aC.uk

anglia ruskin university

After reading English at Oxford University 

Nigel trained as a theatre director at Drama 

Studio London and worked professionally in 

the London fringe and as an assistant director 

at the Royal Shakespeare Company. After 

completing his PhD at Warwick University, he 

taught at a variety of institutions including, 

Sheffield University and Central School of 

Speech and Drama where he ran the MA in 

Performance Studies.

He is currently Principal Lecturer in Drama 

and Acting Head of the Department of Music 

and Performing Arts at Anglia Ruskin University 

in Cambridge.

Jarry in time: a historiograPhiCal 

thought-exPeriment By nigel ward  

and alfred Jarry

This essay will involve the conclusion of a 

time travelling experiment begun by Alfred 

Jarry in 1906. His ideas on time travel were 

theorised in his essay ‘How to Construct a Time 

Machine’ but their practical consequences have 

not been fully realised until now.

Arriving in the future, Jarry will speak to 

a contemporary audience about the role 

pataphysics might play in understanding 

Historiography: Critical Interventions, Sarah 

Bey Cheung argues for a digital historiography 

that takes on the characteristics of Taylor’s 

repertoire, the addition of multiple kinds of 

digital material allowing ‘for both a fuller 

understanding and a clearer articulation 

of […] performance memories, including 

multiple forms of presence’. Cheung’s focus, 

however, is largely on the digital within 

and beyond performance, as theatre and 

performance activity spreads from the seat 

‘positioned eighth row, center’ beyond the 

place of performance through, for example, 

viral marketing, audience responses on 

social media, ‘livestream’ performances that 

distribute theatrical presence across the web. 

In a digital context, says Cheung, ‘people 

do not participate by being there people are 

“there” by participating’: this historiography 

enacts shifting and unstable geographies of 

performance across digital spaces.

In contrast to this focus on the digital 

as a distributed supplement to the act of 

performance, this paper focuses on the 

ways in which digital methodologies might 

enable what I am calling historiogeographies 

of performance, where the geographically 

located ‘there’ remains central to the histories 

of theatre. Considering a number of digital 

theatre history projects, from the Theatron 

virtual theatre project which seeks to enable 

the user to look into/be situated within digital 

reconstructions of historical theatre spaces 

to other much larger scale projects that 

place the researcher into a landscape of past 

performance at local my own Mapping the 

Jo roBinson

jo.robinson@nottinghaM.aC.uk

university of nottinghaM

Jo Robinson is Associate Professor in 

Drama and Performance at the University of 

Nottingham. Her broad research interests 

in theatre and performance focus on the 

relationships between performance, place, 

community and region: her book Theatre & the 

Rural was published in Palgraves Theatre & 

series in 2016. A focus on theatre historiography 

and methodology underpins all her research 

projects: building on the interdisciplinary digital 

humanities project Mapping the Moment: 

performance culture in Nottingham 1857-67, she 

is currently working with cultural institutions 

in Nottingham to develop best practice for 

curation and sharing of archives and histories in 

the digital space. Jo co-edited Theatre History 

and Historiography: Ethics, Evidence and Truth 

with Claire Cochrane, which was published by 

Palgrave in 2016.

Together they are currently co-editing The 

Bloomsbury Companion to Theatre History and 

Historiography, forthcoming 2019.

historiogeograPhies: digital landsCaPes 

of theatre history

This paper will be a version of the short 

essay that I am writing on digital histories of 

theatre for the Bloomsbury Companion to 

Theatre History and Historiography, which I am 

co-editing with Claire Cochrane. In her essay 

‘Theater History and Digital Historiography’ 

in Bial and Magelssen’s 2010 Theater 
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What are the limits of reconstruction and 

interpretation of a directing process?

Peter M. Boenisch. 2015. Directing Scenes 

and Senses. The Thinking of Regie. Manchester: 

University Press.

Keywords: Theatre Direction, Practice, 

Historiography, Collaboration, Materiality

Promona senguPta

MogerMulluk@gMail.CoM

jaWaharlal nehru university

Promona Sengupta is a PhD scholar at the 

Theatre and Performance Studies department 

at the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal 

Nehru University, New Delhi. Currently, 

she is a Doctoral Fellow at the International 

Research Centre “Interweaving Performance 

Cultures” at the Freie University, Berlin. Her 

academic interests lie in student movements, 

campus politics, youth culture and the future of 

education in neoliberal economies.

PolitiCal PerformanCes of the umBrella 

movement – eChoes of tiananmen 1989

This paper explores the aftermath of 

the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1989 

within the performative repertoire of mass 

protest movements in contemporary China. 

Anthropologists Esherick and Wasserstrom 

argued for the importance of the protests 

as “performances which could symbolically 

undermine the regime’s legitimacy and move 

members of larger and economically more 

vital classes to take sympathetic action” Nov 

director and the performance’s text to directing 

as practice – from a product to the production. 

The practical approach of directing as production 

or, as Peter Boenisch puts it, “what directing 

does, and what directing can do, […] realising 

the potential of what theatre does and may do” 

2015, 5, points to the potentiality of theatre.

Thinking directing as practice emphasizes 

two important aspects of theatrical work: The 

collaboration of different arts scenography, 

acting, dramaturgy and the theatrical scene’s 

materiality. What and how does directing 

produce? In my paper, I will present a case 

study in order to discuss these two aspects 

which are crucial to a history of directing.

I will take a closer look at the 1917 production 

of Hamlet in Düsseldorf, directed by Gustav 

Lindemann 1872-1960. Analysing Lindemann’s 

Hamlet through the notion of directing as 

practice, I will explore the artistic collaboration 

and materiality of the production process. 

Therefore, I will use archival material from the 

Düsseldorf Theatre Museum and the Theatre 

Collection of the University of Cologne. The 

materiality of directing refers to prompt books, 

set and costume designs, programs, reviews, 

biographical notes and anecdotes, theoretical 

publications, and artistic or institutional 

correspondence which give insights into a 

specific production history. Looking into artistic 

collaboration and exploring the negotiations 

between the different agents while putting 

a play into production, I will look for ways to 

measure the agency of directing in a theatrical 

work. Thereby, I will discuss my methodological 

approach and the usage of historical sources. 

ensemble before the theatre had any kind 

of a venue to use. Thirdly, it was supposed 

to found a theatre school and fourthly, to 

improve the level of the repertories of Finnish 

theatres. The repertories were supposed to 

become more artistic and progressive, that is 

supporting the purposes of the new political 

leadership. All of this aimed at increasing 

not only the state control but also the state 

subsidy for the theatres. For example, because 

of the work of the Theatre reform committee, 

the Finnish National Theatre and the Finnish 

National Opera had to settle for less stage 

subsidy and the Workers Theatre in Finland 

got immediately a lot of funding.

saBine Paesler

sabine_p@Web.de

university of Cologne

Sabine Päsler is a Research Assistant at the 

Department of Media Culture and Theatre, 

University of Cologne. In 2015 she gained her 

Master of Arts in Media Studies, Theatre Studies 

and Art History at the University of Cologne. 

Since 2016 she is a PhD candidate in the Regular 

Track of the a.r.t.e.s. Graduate School for the 

Humanities Cologne with a dissertation on the 

history of theatre directing in Germany.

multiPle theatriCalities in  

a history of direCting

The guiding question of my research is: How 

to write a history of directing? The concept I 

propose shifts the focus from the person of the 

in Finland, a topic which she has studied in 

two monographies. She is also the author of 

several articles discussing theatre history, 

historiography and performance analysis. 

She has been an active member of the IFTR 

Historiography Working Group since 2001, 

an executive committee member 2007–2015, 

and a vice president 2015–2019. She has 

served as a member of the advisory boards 

for Contemporary Theatre Review and Nordic 

Theatre Studies. She is also a member of the 

Teachers’ Academy at the University of Helsinki.

Economics of Theatre: political steering by 

funding in Finnish theatre in the1940s

I will look at the economics of the Finnish 

theatre and its relationship to culture and 

politics more generally in a historical context. 

I am looking at the decisions of the Theatre 

reform committeethat steered the funding of 

Finnish theatres during a politically volatile 

time of the 1945–1946. I am arguing that 

theatre was considered to be an important 

tool in the political and cultural reforms the 

politicians were trying to do. Thus changing the 

state subsidy system, one of the key features 

of Finnish theatre, was probably the most 

powerful steering tool for the committee.

The Theatre reform committee had four 

main tasks. It was asked to plan a state theatre 

company, which would both be owned and 

controlled by the state. This means that the 

state would have covered all of the costs of 

the theatre. The second task was to form a 

new workers’ theatre, which would have high 

stage subsidy. Actually, the theatre was given 

an exceptionally high state subsidy and an 
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and performance practices. Her book, Molière, 

the French Revolution, and the Theatrical 

Afterlife University of Iowa Press, 2009 is 

winner of the 2010 Barnard Hewitt Award for 

Outstanding Research in Theatre History. She 

is editor of A Cultural History of Theatre in the 

Enlightenment, the fourth volume in the series 

A Cultural History of Theatre forthcoming 

Bloomsbury Press, 2017. Her current project 

explores France and cultural diplomacy through 

the work of French language theatre in the 

United States. She has translated and directed 

several of Molière’s plays, as well as plays 

from the European and American avant-garde 

tradition including Brecht’s Man Equals Man, 

Genet’s The Maids, and Rice’s The Adding 

Machine. Dr. Leon received her Ph.D. in Theatre 

Arts from Cornell University and a D.E.A. in 

Théâtre et arts du spectacle from the University 

of Paris. Living in France from 1996-2001, she 

taught theatre history, theory, and acting at the 

American University of Paris and held a post as 

lecturer in English at the University of Paris.

radiCal adaPtation: reimagining molière’s 

imPromPtu at versailles

Molière’s Impromptu at Versailles 1663, 

poses unique challenges for theatre historians 

as well as theatre directors. This one-act prose 

piece concerns the rehearsal of a new play that 

Molière’s company is to present for a command 

performance before King Louis XIV. With only a 

few hours before the performance, Molière and 

his company attempt pull together a play that 

is not quite ready, but instead, find themselves 

distracted by discussions about Molière’s 

emphasis on national theatre histories. This 

includes for example theatre of evolving and 

shifting immigrant communities.

Focussing on a case of a fluid network of 

community theatres, my paper looks at the 

historiographical challenges implicit in the case 

of early Icelandic-Canadian amateur community 

theatres. The paper asks what Carlson’s call for 

a paradigm shift implies for the theatre historian, 

in replacing the narrative model of teleological 

national theatre history with a more open-ended 

rhizomatic approach. The image of the rhizome, 

a notion Carlson adopts from Gilles Deleuze 

and Félix Guattari, “allows for fluid multiple 

connections without privileging any controlling 

models of either representation or interpretation,” 

and thus challenges the fixed structures and 

teleological, linear narratives of national theatre 

histories. With regard to the theatrical networks, 

routes and intersection points in the negotiation 

of ethnic identity, the article asks to what extent 

such a rhizomatic approach might serve to shed 

light on the history of theatre of an immigrant 

community, raising questions regarding narrative, 

historiographical processes of erasure and the 

exclusion of amateur community theatre in a 

teleological narrative of national theatre histories.

meChele leon

MeChele58@MaC.CoM

university of kansas

Mechele Leon is a theatre scholar and 

artist. She focuses on French theatre in the 

context of national identity, cultural history, 

magnus thor thorBergsson

Magnusthor@siMnet.is

university of iCeland

Magnus Thor Thorbergsson born in Reykjavik, 

Iceland, April 1st 1971 holds a BA-degree in 

Comparative Literature from the University 

of Iceland 1994 and a MA-degree in Theatre 

Studies from the Free University Berlin 1999. He 

has been a lecturer at the Iceland Academy of 

the Arts IAA, Department of Performing Arts 

since 2001, 2005-2012 as a program director of 

the newly founded program Theory & Practice, 

and was appointed assistant professor in 2007. 

Magnus left his post at the IAA in 2015 and is 

currently completing his PhD at the University 

of Iceland, focusing on the Icelandic theatre in 

the 1920s and its part in the construction and 

development of Icelandic cultural identity and 

tradition. Magnus was co-convener of the IFTR 

Historiography Working Group 2012-2016, and 

is currently vice president of the Association of 

Nordic Theatre Scholars and book review editor 

of the journal Nordic Theatre Studies.

erased trails: investigating iCelandiC-

Canadian theatre history

Research on theatre history throughout the 

last century has in general been geographically 

organized, highlighting developments of theatre 

according to modern predominantly Western 

nation-state borders. As Marvin Carlson 

points out in his recent reflections on a global 

theatre history, gradual acknowledgment of 

other theatrical traditions as well as other 

geographical areas has challenged this 

1990, pp.- 839, while Richard Schechner 

observed a carnivalesque impulse in the luan 

element of the protests and the ways in which 

the authorities were reacting to the student 

protests Reinelt & Roach Ed., 2007, pp.- 467. 

I propose to read the performative potential 

of the student protests in conjunction with 

the military action, as a historical event that 

considerably shaped the specific performative 

role of the student as a dissident within Chinese 

society up to contemporary times.

My focus would be on the commemorative 

events of the June Fourth Movement and 

the Tiananmen Square massacre during the 

Umbrella Movement of Hong Kong in the year 

2014, led by school and university students. It 

has been crucial in being the stage for students 

to play out various performative roles such 

as dissident, student, youth and subject of 

history. The contentious nature of the memory 

of Tiananmen Square has led to the democracy 

movements in Hong Kong to splinter into 

various groups. This throws up the possibility of 

reading the Tiananmen Square incident through 

the scheme proposed by Paul A. Cohen in his 

analysis of the Boxer Uprising – a history in 

“Three Keys” – through the historiographical 

categories of Event, Experience and Myth 

Cohen, 1997.

The objective of the paper would be to 

assess the “role” of the student with reference 

to Chinese history, within the space of the 

contemporary city of Hong Kong, an example of 

the late capitalist Asian super-city. 
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to explore the challenges leveraged by the 

decolonial as historiographical method in 

relation to scripted theatre. 

KW: decolonialty, historiography, 

performance, interculturality

miChal koBialka

kobia001@uMn.edu

university of Minnesota

Michal Kobialka is a Professor of Theatre in 

the Department of Theatre Arts & Dance at the 

University of Minnesota. He has published over 

100 articles on medieval, eighteenth-century 

and contemporary European theatre, and theatre 

historiography. He is the author of A Journey 

Through Other Spaces: Essays and Manifestos, 

1944-1990 University of California Press, 1993 

Further on, Nothing: Tadeusz Kantor’s Theatre 

University of Minnesota Press, 2009 and This 

Is My Body: Representational Practices in the 

Early Middle Ages University of Michigan Press, 

1999 the editor of Of Borders and Thresholds: 

Theatre History, Practice, and Theory University 

of Minnesota Press, 1999 and a co-editor with 

Barbara Hanawalt of Medieval Practices of 

Space University of Minnesota Press, 2000 and 

with Rosemarie Bank of Theatre Historiography: 

Time, Space, Matter Palgrave, 2015.

“of British rePresentational PraCtiCes  

in the age of CaPitalism/territorialism 

1743-1776”

Even though current eighteenth century and 

the Enlightenment studies draw attention to 

explicate interculturalidad and the decolonial 

as developed from the South, i.e., through 

Latin American scholars, artists and activists, 

including Mignolo, Quijano and Walsh.

Interculturalidad, born of the unique confluence 

of cultures in Latin America, displaces ideas 

of borders and nations to prioritize equity, 

while simultaneously and resolutely seeking 

to think other than progress, dialogue, and 

equality, as valued and articulated by modernity/

coloniality. Interculturalidad is a method as well 

as an aspiration, twinned to the decolonial, that 

functions as of the present moment but also 

as outside of and inclusive of all time, and,in 

particular, indigenous conceptualizations of space, 

time, body and object.

I ask: how might theatre and performance 

undertake both interculturalidad and the 

decolonial on their own and in relation to one 

another as historiographical methodology? 

What are the implications for argument, 

evidence, narrative? I examine two installations 

by Pedro Reyes, as performance and in 

performance: Disarm 2012, in which Reyes 

transformed 6700 decommissioned guns 

from Mexico into musical instruments and 

Palas Para Pistolas 2007—present, in which 

Reyes created 1527 shovels out of 1527 guns, 

to plant 1527 tress. Reyes’ performances 

enact interculturalidad as a decolonial way 

of being and thinking- in terms of duration, 

ecology and cosmology – that is distinct from 

multiculturalism, pluriculturalism and state-

optioned interculturalism. I then turn to a 

reflection on the problematic of mimesis, as 

articulated by Walter Mignolo in e-misférica, 

Assistant Professor, Theatre Arts, University 

of Pittsburgh 2010—Present

• Director of Graduate Studies August 2016—

present

• Secondary Appointment with Hispanic 

Languages and Literature 2014—present

• Affiliated faculty with the Center for Latin 

American Studies, Global Studies Center, 

Cultural Studies, Center for European Studies, 

and Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies 

2011—present

• American Association of University Women 

Post-Doctoral Research Fellowship 2014-2015

• Monograph: Traveler, There is No Road: 

Theatre, the Spanish Civil War and the 

Decolonial Imagination in the Americas June 

2017: University of Iowa Press

• Articles: Journal of American Drama and 

Theatre, Modern Drama, Theatre History 

Studies, Theatre Topics, New England Theatre 

Journal, Theatre Annual

• Conference Participation: ASTR 12, MATC 7, 

ATHE 6, Hemi Encuentro 1

• Research: Latin America, Hemispheric 

Americas, Spain, Corporeality, Theatre and 

Performance Historiography, Decoloniality

historiograPhiCal imPliCations of the 

deColonial in theatre and PerformanCe

In this early article draft ~5000 words, 

I engage interculturalidad rather than 

intercultural or interculturalism, as bound to 

the decolonial. I offer both as methodologies 

for performance and theatre historiography, 

and as praxes theorized out of as well as 

enacted by theatre and performance. I first 

enemies and engage in playful imitations of rival 

actors in Paris. The play ends with the company 

being forgiven for not having a performance ready 

for the King. For theatre-goers, theatre historians, 

and Molière scholars, the play seems to provide 

a rare glimpse into the thoughts, attitudes and 

rehearsal process of Molière and his company. In 

this sense, Impromptu at Versailles might be taken, 

not as a fictionalization of Molière’s company 

at work, but as an historiographical document. 

In February 2016, I directed a production of an 

adaptation I created of Impromptu at Versailles, for 

which I radically shifted the focus of the play and 

combined it with dialogue from School for Wives 

Criticized — all this leading to a performance of 

The Hypochondriac.

Drawn from an article-in-process, my 

contribution to the Historiography Working Group 

will discuss Impromptu, as well as the adaptation 

of the play I created for production, to consider 

these questions: How has Impromptu at Versailles 

functioned historiographically as documentation 

and evidence of Molière’s company and intentions? 

To what extent can adaptation and production 

provide a compelling history lesson for audiences? 

And to what extent must adaptation respect the 

historical specificities of the play in order to serve in 

that experience of history staged?

lisa JaCkson-sCheBetta

lisajsCh@pitt.edu

university of pittsburgh

Lisa Jackson-Schebetta, MFA Virginia 

Commonwealth University, PhD Univ of 

Washington
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at the Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

UNICAMP under the guidance of Prof. Dra. 

Suzi Frankl Sperber in Instituto de Artes IA. 

Aline’s research is entitled: Personating: 

the art of the Elizabethan Actor. Master in 

Performing Arts by the Programa de Pós-

Graduação em Artes Cênicas PPGAC in the 

Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul 

UFRGS 2013 under the guidance of prof. 

Dr. Clóvis Dias Massa. Research concluded 

and entitled: Between text and stage: a 

study about performance and preparation 

of actors of professional Elizabethan 

companies. Graduated in Acting in the 

Curso de Bacharelado em Artes Cênicas 

at Universidade Federal de Santa Maria 

UFSM 2006. As a final paper, performed 

solo The tragic destiny of Lady Macbeth, 

after one year of theoretical and practical 

research. Aline has worked as a substitute 

professor in the Acting Department in Centro 

de Artes e Letras da UFSM in 2008/2010 

and 2013/2014. Areas of interest: Acting, 

Commedia dell’ Arte, The art of the 

Elizabethan Actor, History of Theatre.

from Player to Personater: something has 

Changed aBout the elizaBethan aCtor.

The present work is a study about the craft 

of Elizabethan players and the characteristics 

that, in some way, caused changes regarding 

the status of these historical subjects which 

preceded us. The purpose of the study was 

to increase knowledge about the theatrical 

practice and the transformations that took place 

and culminated in the differentiation between 

articles in books, magazines, newspapers and 

presented papers in Prague, Beijing, Salzburg, 

Lisbon, Milan, Cardiff, Guimarães.

Jean-BaPtiste deBret and  

the idealization of the troPiCs

Jean-Baptiste Debret was born in Paris, in 

1768. Artistically, he was a disciple to Jacques-

Louis David 1748-1825 and came to Brazil in 

the called French Mission in 1816, as part of a 

program of artistic development of the court 

in Rio de Janeiro. Officially, he was the teacher, 

scenographer and painter of the royal family 

of the Braganças, that had moved to Brazil to 

avoid the Napoleonic invasion of Portugal. The 

painted screen 1818 of the Theater of Saint 

John, in Praça Tiradentes former Rossio in Rio 

de Janeiro, will be the starting point of the 

analysis of how mythological and historical 

European inspiration dealt with tropical Indians 

and back men, thus depicting the birth of a 

‘new civilized nation’ over the existence of local 

needs and traditions. We will also see his other 

painted screens and costume design for theater 

in Brazil, from 1816 to 1820. 

Key words: Debret set design Brazilian 

scenography

aline Castaman

alineCastaMan@gMail.CoM

universidade estadual de CaMpinas

Aline Castaman, Brazilian Researcher and 

actress. Doctoral student in the Programa de 

Pós-Graduação em Artes da Cena PPGADC 

obfuscated the moment, in 1857, Marx’s concept 

of “real abstraction” turned those practices to 

a pure writing of history to be engandered by 

its modernist foundationalist or postmodern 

rhetorical historical imperatives? 

fausto viana

faustoviana@uol.CoM.br

universidade de sao paulo

Fausto Viana is a set, fashion and costume 

design professor at the São Paulo University USP. 

He got his bachelor in Drama 1992, his master 

2000 and doctoral degree 2004 in Arts also 

at USP. He has a doctoral degree in Museology 

2010, at the Lusófona University of Humanities 

and Technologies, in Portugal. He took two post 

doctoral programs, one in Textile Conservation 

at the National Costume Museum in Lisbon, 

Portugal and another one in Fashion, at the Fine 

Arts National University in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

He published the following books: The manual 

of costume conservation 2006, Historical 

introduction to scenography with Campello Netto, 

2010, The scenographer Campello Neto 2010, 

The theatrical costume and the renovations of 

the 20th Century 2010, Theatrical Costumes 

as documents 2015, From the scrapbooks 

of Sophia Jobim 2015, The vestments of the 

Catholic Church 2016 and For boys, girls and their 

dolls: fashion in Brazil in the 19th Century 2016. 

He organized among others The researchers 

journal: costume design with R. Muniz, 2012 

and Theatrical costume, regional costume with 

Carolina Bassi, 2014. He has also published 

historiographic questions challenging traditional 

modes of periodization, the methods by which 

we acquire and organize knowledge, or the 

extent to which the accounts of the eighteenth 

century have been driven by the imperatives 

of the times, this project argues that one of the 

historiographic issues underplayed is a different 

concept of history produced in eighteenth 

century England by the fundamental operation of 

mercantile society and its logic of exchange and 

the predominance of trade within it. Following 

David Hume and Adam Smith, I wish to suggest 

that what needs to be taken into account is the 

unequivocal understanding of commerce as a 

dynamic force contributing to the construction 

of political society and kinetic history. The 

new synthesis of capitalism/territorialism and 

history brought into being by mercantilism in 

the period between 1743 and 1776 created not 

only a new world order but also a new concept 

of history constructed upon spatial, rather than 

temporal, configurations, to paraphrase Hume, 

appropriate to culture in service of capital and its 

cycle of accumulation, rather than teleological 

progress. If it is a dynamic force constructing 

political society and its history, commerce, like 

State or Church in a stadial history, also shapes 

human personality: passions, imagination, 

intellect, which are now the only causes of 

labor. Following Hume’s arguments, how does 

this spatial and kinetic understanding of history 

impact British representational practices of 

the day? What historiographic problems are 

revealed by this kind of history? Is it possible 

that this spatial and kinetic historiography, 

molding both theatre and performance, had been 
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Around 1800 a large number of bourgeois amateur 

theatres were founded, spreading to communities 

in villages and cities to such a degree that they 

became an important part of bourgeois culture. 

The popularity of these amateur theatres led to the 

development of new dramatic genres recognizing 

the specific conditions of amateur practices and 

a growing interest in topics from the daily life 

of bourgeois citizens e.g. Kotzebue 1803-1820 

Müllner 1817-1819.

At the same time a large number of 

publications praised the bourgeois amateur 

theatre for its particular educational potential 

in comparison to the morally suspect 

itinerant troupes and elitist court theatres. 

Bourgeois amateur theatres offered a forum 

for bourgeois education, thereby fostering 

bourgeois concepts of identity and ‘citizenship’. 

Enlightenment thinking and pedagogy was 

at the core of their activities. Educating their 

members in declamation, graceful corporeal 

movements and literature was in line with the 

idea of becoming active and ‘useful’ bourgeois 

citizens. A second political dimension arose 

from the fact that amateur theatres made 

theatre activities accessible to new groups in 

society as workers, craftsmen, manufacturers 

and merchants. I would like to argue that these 

early amateur theatre activities have helped to 

establish concepts of theatre as a political and 

pedagogical medium that are still relevant to 

us today. Starting from the case of the Berlin 

based amateur theatre Urania established in 

1792 I will investigate the institutionalization 

processes of bourgeois theatre in Germany and 

the role of amateur culture in the establishment 

elisabetano com atores altamente especializados. 

Logo, é possível afirmar que o ator elisabetano se 

emancipou do estigma que o caracterizava como um 

marginalizado, como também se descolou da ideia 

de ser um declamador, pregador ou orador para ser 

compreendido como um Personater.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Teatro Ator  

Período elisabetano.

meike wagner

Meike.Wagner@teater.su.se

stoCkholM university

Meike Wagner is Professor of Theatre Studies 

at Stockholm University. She received her PhD 

degree from Mainz University with a dissertation 

on the mediality of the theatrical body Sutured 

Puppet Bodies. On the Theatre Body and the 

Medial Gaze. Bielefeld 2003. She is the author of 

Theatre and the Public Sphere in ‚Vormaerz’. Berlin, 

Munich and Vienna as Playgrounds of Bourgeois 

Media Practices Berlin 2013. Her main research 

interests are theatre and media, performance and 

contemporary theatre, animation film, puppetry, 

theatre history, 19th century theatre, theatre and 

politics. She publishes in various theatre journals 

and edited various volumes on theatre and media. 

She is coeditor of Double. Magazin für Figuren-, 

Objekt- und Puppentheater.

Performing CitizenshiP. ‘lieBhaBertheater’ 

in germany around 1800

Amateur theatre Liebhabertheater in early 

nineteenth-century Germany played an important 

role in the formation of the ‘bourgeois citizen’. 

de Player à Personater: algo mudou em 

relação ao ator elisaBetano.

O presente trabalho é um estudo a respeito do 

ofício dos atores elisabetanos e as características 

que, de alguma maneira, provocaram mudanças 

a respeito do status destes sujeitos históricos que 

nos antecederam. O intuito do estudo foi adensar 

no conhecimento a respeito da prática teatral e 

das transformações ocorridas e que culminaram 

na diferenciação entre denominações para 

designar tal ator.

Entre as obras que compõem nossa 

fundamentação teórica, acolhemos os escritos de 

autores do período, tais como os do filósofo Thomas 

Wright 1601 e os do ator e dramaturgo Thomas 

Heywood 1607, bem como de estudiosos atuais 

especializados neste campo como Andrew Gurr e 

Tiffany Stern. A perspectiva de Wright, por um lado, 

apresenta uma indicação de que os atores serviriam 

como inspiração aos oradores e não o contrário 

como há muito costumou se pensar. Na obra do 

filósofo, o conceito de ação surge para enriquecer 

nossas descobertas. Já Heywood, anos mais tarde, 

manifesta em Apology for Actors um elogio aos seus 

pares, os quais ele acreditava eram os principais 

responsáveis pelo sucesso garantido apenas aos 

poetas dramaturgos das peças teatrais. O que se 

percebe é que estas mudanças estão diretamente 

associadas à qualidade da atuação. 

Há, portanto, uma mudança de status do ator, o 

qual se profissionalizou a partir de 1570. Uma mistura 

inevitável entre um tipo de representação muito 

voltado à forma recitativa e àqueles que trabalhavam 

nas mais diversas formas de atuação tais como 

os Milagres, Mistérios e Moralidades, as jigs e as 

mascaradas na corte abrindo espaço ao teatro 

denominations to designate such an actor. 

Among the works that compose our theoretical 

foundation, we have welcomed the writings of 

authors from the period, such as those of the 

philosopher Thomas Wright 1601 and those 

of the actor and playwright Thomas Heywood 

1607, as well as current scholars specialized 

in this field such as Andrew Gurr And Tiffany 

Stern. Wrights perspective, on the one hand, 

provides an indication that the players would 

serve as inspiration to orators and not the 

opposite as we have believed. In the work of 

the philosopher, the concept of action arises to 

enrich our discoveries. Heywood, years later, 

manifested in Apology for Actors a compliment 

to his peers, whom he believed were the main 

responsible for the success guaranteed only 

to playwright poets of the plays. What is 

perceived is that these changes are directly 

associated to the quality of the acting. There 

is, therefore, a change of the status of the 

actor, which became professionalized after 

1570. An inevitable mixture between a type of 

representation very focused on the recitative 

form and those who worked in the most diverse 

forms of performances such as Miracles, 

Mysteries and Moralities, jigs and masquerades 

at court opening space for Elizabethan theater 

with highly specialized actors. Therefore,  

it is possible to affirm that the Elizabethan actor 

emancipated himself from the stigma  

that characterized him as a marginalized,  

but also detached himself from the idea  

of being a preacher or orator to be 

comprehended as a Personater.

KEYWORDS: Theater Actor Elizabethan period.
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minority but also bolstered Bania Hindus 

claims of the universalization of their Gujarati 

as the standard since a language could only 

acquire official sanction if it was claimed by 

the greater majority of speakers. Having lost 

at this competitive demographic game, Parsi 

Gujarati underwent a linguistic death through 

its political delegitimization, becoming an 

ostensibly antiquated, unscientific and impure 

dialect. Moreover this was not an isolated 

development. The standardization of language 

corresponded with that of culture, religion and 

race, processes that intimately impacted the 

theatre. Nevertheless, South Asian historians 

have consistently viewed language as a 

means to an end, further participating in the 

politicization of history by inventing ‘value-

neutral’ spelling thereby selectively forgetting 

the complex history of what sounds right. 

This paper questions the divorce of history’s 

form from its content through the examination 

of three interrelated battles between Hindus 

and Parsis in the fields of linguistics, theatre 

and national politics in 1888-89.

loren kruger

lkruger@uChiCago.edu

university of ChiCago

Professor of English, Comparative Literature, 

and Theatre and Performance Studies Books:

THE NATIONAL STAGE .... England, France 

and America 1992

THE DRAMA OF SOUTH AFRICA 1999

POST-IMPERIAL BRECHT 2004--winner of 

demands of the Anthropocene in the next fifty to 

eighty years. 

rashna darius niCholson

rashna.niCholson@gMail.CoM

ludWig MaxiMilian university of MuniCh

Rashna D. Nicholson is a doctoral candidate 

at the LMU, Munich. Her thesis, The Theatre 

of Empire is a history of the Parsi theatre from 

1853 to 1891.

what’s in a name?: the role of language 

in the invention of Colonial and 

PostColonial south asian theatre history

That the Parsi theatre, South Asia’s most 

popular theatre of the nineteenth century, has 

never been the subject of a comprehensive 

linguistic inquiry is cause for both surprise 

and concern. In the writing of a history of 

a cultural phenomenon that spanned the 

breadth between Bombay and Batavia, one 

of the most troubling problems is that of 

spelling and lexicography. At a time when 

South Asian languages were in the early 

stages of standardization, the names of actors, 

managers, plays and troupes take on lives of 

their own, transmogrifying according to the 

hegemonic cultural conduits of their times. 

Hence for example Parsi Gujarati, the mother 

tongue of the Parsis, underwent a rapid and 

violent process of codification through its 

Sanskritization in the nineteenth century. 

The Indian census of 1871 not only created 

a communal anxiety of Parsis position as a 

The building blocks for this project depend 

upon a new consensus in evolutionary biology, 

best articulated in NOT BY GENES ALONE 

2005, by Richerson and Boyd and CULTURAL 

EVOLUTION SOCIETY, TECHNOLOGY, 

LANGUAGE, AND RELIGION 2013, which lay 

out the co-evolution of human cultures and 

biological genetics over the last two million 

years or so. As a result of this evolution, 

numerous anthropologists, linguists, 

sociologists, and others have been discovering 

and validating large-scale commonalities 

among all cultural groups, such as homophily 

the us/them dynamic, the maintenance of 

social norms in all cultures, and altruism. Our 

species is hard-wired for these and other 

predilections and also constrained by the same 

kinds of positive and negative emotions, plus 

other psychosocial realities. Many philosophers 

who have looked at these new cultural-

biological conclusions have understood them 

as evidence for a universal human nature. Of 

course this understanding contradicts decades 

of social constructivism and historicism among 

humanists and historians for much of the 20th 

century. I will review these challenges and the 

responses they have generated.

Finally, I will draw on the work of SAPIENS 2006 

by Harari and several books on climate change to 

generate a new historiographical approach that 

moves beyond historicism. I will adapt versions of 

cosmopolitanism and neo-Gramscian Marxism to 

accommodate the elements of our human nature 

that are relevant to a deep history of our climate 

crisis and may give us a fresh perspective on what 

to expect and how to work ethically within the 

of the concept of ‘bourgeois citizenship’. In 

1892 the Union for German Amateur Theatres 

still existing today was located at Urania and 

thus made it the focal point of amateur theatre 

culture in late-nineteenth century Germany.

BruCe mCConaChie

baMCCo@pitt.edu

university of pittsburgh

10 books, numerous articles, in theatre 

history, historiography, performance and 

cognition, evolution and performance. Latest 

book: EVOLUTION, COGNITION, AND 

PERFORMANCE CUP, 2015

towards a deeP history of human 

BioCultures and the PossiBilities for 

Climate JustiCe

Like others who have deployed the term, I use 

deep history to indicate my desire to explore 

and explain the foundations and structures of 

human behavior that continue from Paleolithic 

times to the present. My project involves 

establishing a broad outline of the major 

cultural-genetic predilections, constraints, and 

historical choices that brought our human race 

to the Anthropocene epoch, in which climate 

change threatens to destroy much of the best 

of our present biocultures. Secondly, working 

within these same predilection and constraints, 

I will explore potential performances that 

may encourage Homo sapiens to imagine and 

create sustainable biocultures after most of the 

present ones crash, as they surely will.
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deCent soCieties through  

immersive theatre 

If theatre is a meeting of multiple communities 

of heterogeneous individuals, immersive theatre 

attempts to transform the way these people 

participate and to acknowledge the single 

spectator through individual encounters. In 

immersive theatre, experiences are structured 

by taking individuals into account and putting 

into praxis strategies for communication and 

manipulation that are direct and personalised. 

If “Politics is the activity of attending to the 

general arrangements of a collection of people” 

Oakeshott and audiences in immersive theatre 

are not addressed as collections of people, some 

interesting questions arise: How can a group of 

individuals absorbed in a performance reach the 

mutual accord needed to form a community? 

Despite the intensive individual experiences, can 

communities created through immersive theatre 

allow room for reflexion and critical distance? 

Is the unavoidable duty of decision making in a 

heterogeneous group an opportunity to exercise 

a more inclusive and diverse society? To answer 

these questions, immersive theatre is considered 

as part of the new interdiscipline of architectonic 

theatre AT, a participatory event that is the ideal 

context for the arising of a social community 

and its evolution into a political community. As 

Susane Hauser argues, architecture transforms 

abstract knowledge into concretions that can be 

experienced by the senses. As such, architectural 

projects produce concrete models in which 

aesthetics, politics, and economics can be read in 

specific constructs and spatial situations. In this 

paper it is argued that architecture transforms 

THEATRE 
ARCHITECTURE

adela sauros Bravo

institut fuer angeWandte theaterWissensChaft

adelabravo@gMail.CoM

Adela Bravo Sauras has an architect 

degree from the ETSAM and studied 

theater in the RESAD in Madrid. Thanks to 

a postgraduate scholarship she is making a 

Doctoral research study in the Universität 

der Künste Berlin among architecture and 

Theatre and in paralel a Master of Arts in the 

Institut für Angewandte Theaterwissenschaft 

in Gießen, Germany, directed by Heiner 

Goebbels. In june 2009 she founded in 

Berlin the performance-installation group 

NoFourthWall www.nofourthwall.com. She 

has worked as an architect and has done 

theater and film direction, installation and 

dramaturgy in collaboration with others and 

in NoFourthWall. Some of her projects have 

been shown in spaces such as Hebbel am 

Ufer HAU, Ballhaus Ost, Schaubühne, TAK, 

MicaMoca, FIT, Acudkunsthaus, Gallery 

WortWedding or the Prinzessinnengärten 

in Berlin as well as in Edinburgh, Buenos 

Aires, Frankfurt, Romania, Basel and Madrid. 

They got prices in competitions such as 

the Performance Architecture competition 

European Capital of Culture 2012 Guimaraes, 

Berlin Förderung Fachbereich Kunst und 

Kultur, Szena Simulacro or the Hanssem Co. 

Ltd´s Design Beyond East and West. 

in South Africa because the term highlights 

the agency and inventiveness of practitioners 

and their transformation of conventions and 

scripts, in contrast to the biological and rather 

deterministic metaphor “hybrid,” and thus 

their contribution to ‘multiple theatricalities’ 

Sepamla’s assertion invites the investigation 

of what has historically and presently counted 

as theatre in South Africa over the last century 

and what makes such theatre national, 

transnational or both. My working group paper 

ca. 5000 words will use the introduction of my 

book in progress, A Century of South African 

Theatre, to examine the historical emergence 

of theatre and intersecting performances 

as syncretic engagements with texts and 

conventions from multiple sources and as 

articulations of changing neocolonial as well as 

postcolonial public spheres. Although largely 

local, this material raises questions about the 

delineation and explosion of national, generic, 

or institutional boundaries of theatre and thus 

the terms that enable or disable theatre history 

that resonate with debates about theatrical 

nationhood and its others in other places, both 

evidently ‘unstable’

Scaglione Prize, Modern Language Association

IMAGINING THE EDGY CITY 2013

Editor:THEATRE JOURNAL 1996-99

Special issues of Theatre Research 

International 2002, 2003

Articles in the above journals and others 

including: Diaspora, The Drama Review, Journal 

of Southern African Studies, Journal of Urban 

Cultural Studies, Poetics Today, Research in 

African Literature, Grants and Fellowships: 

National Endowment of the Humanities, 

Fulbright Foundation, DAAD German Academic 

Exchange Service, American Society for Theatre 

Research, etc

writing south afriCan theatre  

history: texts, PerformanCes,  

arChives and audienCes

“ ‘Theatre’ is not part of our vocabulary.” 

This assertion by Sipho Sepamla 1932-2007 

seems at first contrary, especially since it came 

from his article called “Towards an African 

Theatre” Sepamla 1981, which showcased 

his knowledge of African history as well as 

political theatre. His assertion seems even 

more astonishing when we remember that 1981 

produced Woza Albert, the ground-breaking 

play whose fusion of African storytelling, 

experimental theatre techniques from Brecht 

and Grotowski, and satirical treatment of an 

imagined visit by Jesus to apartheid South 

Africa earned it acclaim as the anti-apartheid 

classic. Work like Woza Albert! draws on more 

than a century of dramatic innovation and 

on forms both syncretic and distinctive. I use 

syncretic to describes performance practices 
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the gloBe is gathering momentum. a new 

Performing arts venue for Children and 

the young in oslo, norway.

What are the architectural parameters 

for a new performing arts venue and a new 

performing arts institution for children and 

the young in Oslo Norway? Over the last 

twenty years, a national programme for art 

in Norwegian schools has enabled children 

to enjoy art provided by professionals. The 

programme is part of the Government´s 

cultural policy and is a joint venture between 

the cultural and educational sectors. Status: 

A vibrant field, but sadly also negative effects: 

The touring system privileges autonomous 

aesthetics and causes a field left invisible in 

the public. The Norwegian Touring Network 

for the Performing Arts has initiated a project 

dedicated to gather momentum for and plan 

a new permanent institution as well as a new 

venue KLODEN the Globe, a programming scene 

including production facilities and a gathering 

place for the children and yongsters of Oslo. 

With reference to theories of publicness, I will 

discuss the institutionality of the institution 

Kloden, the representational qualities of Kloden 

as architecture, the relationship between 

the two, and the location in Oslo as a rapidly 

growing multicultural and transforming capital. 

The paper is less about performing arts for 

children, and focuses the relationship between 

institutional mandate and performance of 

theatre architecture in terms of location, 

monumentality, representation and typology. 

The discourse about heteronomous genres 

serves as a point of departure for their capacity 

sidsel graffer

norWegian theatre aCadeMy

sidsel.graffer@online.no

Sidsel Graffer, Mag. Art. studied 

architecture at Norwegian University of 

Science and Technology, and performance 

studies at University of Oslo. I have worked 

as an independent scholar for twenty 

years, splitting my time between positions 

as researcher, editor, educator, curator, 

facilitator, advisor and bureaucrat. My 

teaching experience is from University 

of Bergen, University of Oslo, University 

of Agder, Oslo National Academy of the 

Arts and Norwegian Theatre Academy 

in Fredrikstad, NTA, which is my current 

affiliation. I edit NTA´s forthcoming 

aniversary anthology. My research interests 

are theatre architecture, scenography, 

the function of curation within the 

performing arts. Parallel to teaching 

theatre architecture and scenography I 

have acted as advisor to among others The 

Norwegian Ministery of Culture, Norwegian 

Directorate of Public Construction and 

Property and Agder Theater on matters 

related to preservation, projection and 

construction of theatre architecture. 

An ongoing research project, Theatre 

Machines and Production Axes, is to be 

completed in 2017. Publications: Spatial 

Curation in the Performing Arts Field, 2015. 

Performing Arts and the Young, 2014. 

Norwegian Theatre Architecture 1802-

2002, 2006.

their principle of ‘Do-It-Together’. As Horemans 

explains, ‘In our age of hyperconnectivity, the 

importance of real people meeting each other in 

real space and real time is becoming more and 

more relevant.’ 

TAAT’s aim with HALL33 is to generate a 

building that is a theatre play and a theatre play 

that is a building, and each iteration of HALL33 

to date has resulted in the construction of a 

wooden installation of rooms, passageways and 

sliding doors which participants are invited to 

explore in pairs without speaking. Each iteration 

has developed from the previous one and 

has been constructed around the same basic 

wooden kit of parts. 

In this paper, I discuss two of the most recent 

iterations of HALL33 – HALL04 in Berlin Sept 

2016 and HALL05 in Ghent Nov 2016. I explore 

how in HALL33 TAAT construct an intimate 

theatre/architecture of affective embodied 

encounter between strangers and describe 

how, as a form of critical spatial practice, 

HALL33 operates at the scale of one-to-one 

sensory perception and negotiation. In my 

discussion I will draw on the experiences of five 

of my undergraduate theatre students from 

Aberystwyth University who collaborated on the 

design and construction of HALL04, alongside 

five architecture students from the Alanus 

University of Arts and Sciences in Bonn.

theatre into a new model for life in community, 

not governed by the capitalistic logic, but instead 

made of elements of reality that are slightly out 

of place Adorno, and that immersive theatre, 

through the lens of architecture can — to put it 

into Margalit Avishais words — foster a society in 

which its members do not humiliate each other, a 

“decent society”. 

andrew filmer

aberystWyth university

aWf@aber.aC.uk 

Andrew Filmer is a Senior Lecturer in Drama, 

Theatre and Performance at Aberystwyth 

University. His research addresses space, 

place, and location in contemporary theatre 

and performance, sites of encounter between 

architecture and performance, and the 

performance of running. He is a co-convenor of 

the IFTR Theatre Architecture Working Group.

a theatre/arChiteCture of enCounter

My paper will discuss the work of the Dutch-

Belgian collective TAAT ‘Theatre as Architecture 

Architecture as Theatre’, focusing on HALL33, 

their long-term research project exploring 

spatial dramaturgy. Formed in 2012, TAAT is a 

collaboration between theatre-maker Gert-Jan 

Stam and architect Breg Horemans. Their work 

explores the different ways in which architecture 

and theatre can serve to bring people together 

and displays a commitment to collaboration and 

dialogue at all levels. Central to the way in which 

TAAT work – and to the work they create – is 
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abordagem espacial que dará destaque a presença e 

a construção de lugares nos quais obra e espectador 

experimentam possibilidades de encontro e 

aproximação. O nome do trabalho, que é o mesmo 

do projeto “Endless House” do arquiteto austríaco 

Frederick Kiesler, problematiza o conceito de 

arquitetura como composição geométrica ao propor 

a construção de um espaço orgânico e não linear. 

Em Endless House, de Forsythe, a casa aparece 

como lugar em expansão, espaço que incorpora 

a cidade, trajetos e linhas do metrô. O coreógrafo 

trabalha no palco e com projetos de instalação que 

acontecem em Museus, Bienais e lugares públicos.

Juliet rufford

exeter

juliet.rufford@gMail.CoM

JULIET RUFFORD is affiliated to the 

University of Exeter’s Department of Drama and 

Performance Studies as an Honorary Research 

Fellow. She has held full-time research, and 

research+teaching posts at the Victoria & 

Albert Museum, and Queen Mary University 

of London. Since 2014, she has elected to work 

more fluidly across a range of academic and 

creative contexts, and is currently combining 

postgraduate teaching at Birkbeck, University 

of London with her activities as a member of 

CPPPmmxvii artists collective. She co-convenes 

the International Federation for Theatre 

Research’s Theatre Architecture Working Group 

a role she has held since 2010 she was an artist 

contributor to the 2011 Prague Quadrennial 

of Performance Design and Space part of 

and promote displacements of the body, the 

investigation of the limits of the stage and the 

relations with the spectator sketches his interest 

in the construction of spatialities that expand 

beyond the areas of representation. The work 

Endless House 1999, which takes place half part 

in Frankfurt Opera and half in the Bockenheimer 

Depot, inaugurates a spatial approach that will 

highlight the presence and construction of places 

in which artwork and spectator experience 

possibilities of encounter and approach. The 

name of the work, which is the same like 

the Endless House’s project of the Austrian 

architect Frederick Kiesler, discuss the concept 

of architecture as geometric composition by 

proposing the construction of an organic and 

non-linear space. In Forsythe’s Endless House 

the house appears as an expanding place, space 

that incorporates the city, routes and lines of the 

subway. Forsythe works on the stage and with 

installation projects that take place in Museums, 

Biennials and public places.  

 
esPaços em exPansão e o traBalho endless 

house de william forsythe

Os trabalhos do coreógrafo William Forsythe 

abordam desdobramentos espaciais que aparecem 

no corpo e em propostas instalativas. Enquanto o 

balé auxilia na observação e na pesquisa de linhas 

que desenham e promovem deslocamentos do 

corpo, a investigação dos limites do palco e das 

relações com o espectador esboçam seu interesse 

pela construção de espacialidades que se expandem 

para além das áreas de representação. Endless 

House, que acontece metade na Ópera de Frankfurt 

e metade no Bockenheimer Depot, inaugura uma 

architectural design and function as an art space 

and as a space for ‘exchange’. The architectural 

critic, Rowan Moore, states: ‘[a]rchitecture, fixed 

and permanent though it may seem, is always 

in motion, and few buildings demonstrate this 

better than Tate Modern’ 2005: 32 to what 

extent does the Tate Modern’s building respond 

to the contemporary socio-cultural flux? This 

paper looks both at the architecture of the new 

building of Tate Modern and ‘The Give and Take’ 

event curated by Tim Etchells, part of the Tate 

Exchange programme, and seeks to analyse the 

extent to which the expansion of Tate Modern 

contributes to a wider exchange between art and 

people, old and new, permanent and ephemeral.

giselly Brasil
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Giselly Brasil 1980 is currently based in São 

Paulo and works as an actress, theacher and 

researcher. Between 2012 and 2016 she did 

her PhD research at the University of São Paulo 

USP, in Brazil, and at Justus-Liebig-Universität-

Giessen, in Germany. She has been developing 

researches about theater, fine arts, space, 

architecture, aesthetic and art education.

exPanding sPaCes and william forsythe’s 

endless house

The choreographer William Forsythes works 

address spatial developments in the body and 

in installation proposals. While ballet assists in 

the observation and research of lines that draw 

to problematize publicness as public sphere, 

public space and public sector in relevant 

themes as collaborative art in global contexts, 

the aesthetics of participation, the parameters 

of cross-media and infrastructural aesthetics, 

the daily lives of refugees and migrants, artistic 

responses to racial inequity, the expansion 

of pedagogical aesthetics Burton, J., Jackson, 

S., Willsdon, D. Eds. 2016. Public Servants. 

Camebridge and London The MIT Press. What 

kind of institutional and architectural presence 

manifest, support and sustains the life and voice 

of children and the young within the public?

hari marini

queen Mary university of london

C.Marini@qMul.aC.uk

tate modern new Building: the most 

imPortant exChange is with the unknown

Tate Modern’s popularity has been followed 

by proposed plans for the building’s dramatic 

expansion to the south, which initiated at 

Tate Modern’s tenth anniversary, and have 

recently been completed the new building 

opened in June 2016. The interrogation of the 

architectural choices in relation to scale, location 

and construction materials gain a particular 

significance in terms of visitors’ experience and 

the function of Tate Modern as an art space 

which attracts global attention. The new building 

has provided a substantial amount of additional 

square metre floor space for Tate Modern’s 

art collection and gathering spaces. This 

paper offers some insights on Tate Modern’s 
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Consult: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Dynpgm2ncTw 

inventário da Cena Paulistana: 

soBreviventes e resistentes

O artigo apresenta o resultado de pesquisa 

efetuada entre 2012 e 2014 em São Paulo 

pelo Centro de Documentação Teatral, com 

apoio Fapesp e Condephaat, que realizou o 

levantamento da existência e as atividades de 

teatros e espaços teatrais diversos na cidade de 

São Paulo entre 1850 e 1930 e que teve por título 

Inventário da Cena Paulistana.

 Os resultados deram origem a um site onde a 

história de cada um desses espaços está sendo 

relatada e à busca dos edifícios remanescentes na 

cidade. Foram encontradas cerca de 10 construções 

que sobreviveram à passagem do tempo, ainda que 

hoje vários deles sejam usados para outras funções 

que não a apresentação de espetáculos. Será 

relatado também as novas perspectivas de pesquisa 

a partir dos resultados obtidos até agora.

Consultar: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Dynpgm2ncTw 
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EVELYN FURQUIM WERNECK LIMA holds 

a BA, MA, PhD UFRJ/EHESS, is a Full Professor 

at the Federal University of the State of Rio de 

Janeiro, a researcher for The National Council 

of Technological and Scientific Development 

1997, she received the Vitae Arts Scholarship 

for conducting research on the Theatre Lotte 

Sievers Group. She is the author of the books 

A Stage Under the Arcades- the theater of the 

students of Largo São Francisco Law School, in 

the nineteenth century São Paulo, Annablume 

2000 and Stylistic Features in the Work of 

Jorge Andrade EDUSP 2014, as well articles and 

essays published in journals and conference 

proceedings. From 2012 to 2014 she coordinated 

the Inventory project Paulistana Scene: ancient 

theaters of São Paulo 1850-1930, with the 

support of FAPESP / Condephaat funding.

inventory of são Paulo sCene:  

survivors and resistants

The article presents the results of a research 

carried out between 2012 and 2014 in São 

Paulo by the Center of Documentation Teatral, 

with the support of Fapesp São Paulo Research 

Foundation and Condephaat Council for the 

Defense of Historical, Archaeological, Artistic 

and Tourist Heritage., that carried out the survey 

of the existence and the activities of theaters 

and various theatrical spaces in the city of São 

Paulo between 1850 and 1930 and was entitled 

Inventory of the São Paulo Scene.

The results gave rise to a site where the 

history of each of these spaces is being 

reported and the search for the remaining 

buildings in the city. Some 10 buildings were 

found that survived the passage of time, 

although today several of them are used for 

functions other than the performances. It will 

also be reported the new research perspectives 

from the results obtained so far.

teaching/learning by considering the migration 

of principles and processes from one discipline 

to another in relation to critical pedagogies of 

ignorance cf. Rancière: 1991 and of the oppressed 

cf. Freire: 1972 and 1985. This research is driven 

by particular problems: how might we re-think 

the politics of theatre-making? cf. Wickstrom: 

2010 on architecting performance, and Rufford: 

2015 on theatre and tectonics how might we rise 

above geometrical space and deterministic space 

planning to find locally responsive, bottom-up 

ways of doing architecture? cf. Awan, Schneider 

& Till: 2011 on other ways of doing architecture, 

and Lima: 2017 on theatre architecture of 

the oppressed as well as by transdisciplinary 

problematics how is space conceived, produced, 

articulated and deployed… and to what ends? cf. 

Bošković, Milićević & Zeković, eds.: 2015. 

elizaBeth azevedo

usp

bethazevedo@usp.br

Elizabeth R. Azevedo has a Bachelor degree in 

History from the University of São Paulo, MSc 

and PhD from the Department of Performing 

Arts - Communication and Arts School ECA, 

USP and a Post-Doctorate from the University 

of Lisbon at the Theatre Studies Centre, with the 

research: The theater from France, Portugal and 

Brazil in Emile Doux figure. 

Since 2003, she is the professor of Brazilian 

Theatre History in the Department of Performing 

Arts of ECA/USP and also the coordinator of 

the Theatrical Documentation Center - CDT. In 

Haworth Tompkins Architects’ curatorial team 

for the 2012 Venice Architecture Biennale 

and co-curator of a three-day event exploring 

shared practices and pedagogies between 

architecture and performance at the 2015 Prague 

Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space. 

Her current research interests and independent 

creative practice span contemporary 

experimental theatre/performance, scenography 

and performance design, architecture, spatial 

dramaturgies, and the politics of space.

Border Crossings: theatre, arChiteCture 

and CritiCal Pedagogy

In theatre and architecture including theatre 

architecture, the transformative effect of cultural 

and disciplinary flux on artistic categories and 

concepts plays out across a range of different 

spaces and scales – from the intimacy of the 

studio to the public platform of the city and 

from the conceptual sites of inter-disciplinary 

theory and practice to the geo-political contexts 

in which these practices operate. Over the past 

half-century of Western history, the dominant 

model of theatre has been contested both by 

broad-based notions of performance and by 

theories and practices of the postdramatic. At the 

same time, many of architecture’s most cherished 

orthodoxies have been called into question by 

notions of event-space, planned obsolesence, 

radical disjunction and the like. As these discrete 

fields become increasingly unstable, there is a 

growing need for education that is similarly anti-

foundational: contingent, interactionist and able to 

nurture creativity that is situationally specific. This 

paper opens out discussion of interdisciplinary 
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projetaram algumas inovações, como o palco que se 

abre simultaneamente tanto ao interior do auditório 

quanto à praça existente, exatamente como previam 

os primeiros desenhos de Bo Bardi especificados 

para a remodelação do antigo Teatro em Jundiai, 

efetivamente realizado pelo ex -colaboradores após 

sua morte, mas sem a originalidade proposta, que só 

seria aplicada de fato mais tarde no Teatro Engenho 

Central. 

rafaël magrou

éCole nationale supérieure darChiteCture de 

paris-Malaquais

rafMagrou@yahoo.fr

Architect DPLG, DEA postmaster in modern 

and contemporary architecture, researcher 

in theatres and contemporary architecture. 

Journaliste specialized in architecture, teacher 

in the school of architecture Paris-Malaquais, 

and curator + author dedicated to theaters 

French pavilion at the Architecture Biennial 

2007 Sao Paulo.

2.26 theatre: le CorBusiers modulor in 

theatres + stage design size and sCale.

2.26 theater, Le Corbusier’s Modulor : the ideal 

size for “machines à habiter” housings, towards 

a possible ideal size for “machines à spectacles” 

theatres and stage design. Le Corbusier never 

designed a theatre. Theres only one text existing 

and an open air theatre on the Unité dHabitation 

of Marseille. But could his researches on 

Modulor be used in theatres and stage design ?

2.26 teatro: O Modulor de Le Corbusier em 

o teatro Polytheama e o teatro engenho 

Central: a influênCia Cultural italiana e 

a aProPriação na arQuitetura teatral do 

interior de são Paulo.

O objetivo deste artigo é examinar dois estudos 

de caso - a reforma do eclético Teatro Polytheama 

de Jundiaí SP e a reutilização / adaptação de um 

antigo engenho de cana-de-açúcar como teatro 

contemporâneo, o Teatro Engenho Central, em 

Piracicaba SP. Embora os arquitetos Lina Bo Bardi e 

Fabio Penteado tenham projetado teatros atípicos 

em São Paulo, o teatro de palco italiano ainda é 

um padrão dominante no contexto geográfico do 

interior do estado. Há uma grande diferença de 

escala e mobilidade no design dos dois teatros. 

O Polytheama abriga 1.124 assentos em seu 

auditório à italiana enquanto o Teatro Engenho 

possui 422 assentos distribuídos pela plateia e 

balcão. Francisco Fanucci e Marcelo Ferraz, ex-

estagiários e colaboradores de Lina Bo Bardi, 

planejaram ambos os locais. Em seus primeiros 

desenhos para o Polytheama, Bo Bardi recomendou 

uma restauração que mantinha o espírito da 

época, preservando a memória do teatro histórico, 

porém introduzindo tecnologias contemporâneas. 

Nem todas as suas idéias foram aplicadas, mas 

atualmente, o Polytheama é a mais proclamada 

realização cultural da municipalidade, verdadeiro 

símbolo da cidade, denotando o efeito dos fluxos 

migratórios italianos. Desafiando a ideia de teatro 

especificamente edificado para tal, o Engenho 

Central de Piracicaba - um engenho abandonado 

de plantação de cana-de-açúcar onde a memória 

dos escravos africanos ainda estava presente - foi 

re-adaptado como um espaço teatral. Apesar 

de manter a estrutura original, os arquitetos 

architects Lina Bo Bardi and Fabio Penteado 

have designed atypical theatres in São Paulo, 

the Italian proscenium arch theatre is still a 

dominant pattern in the geographic context 

of the interior of the state. There is a great 

difference of scale and mobility in the design of 

the two theatres. The Polytheama houses 1.124 

seats in its proscenium arch auditorium while 

the Engenho Theatre has 422 seats distributed 

throughout auditorium and balcony. Francisco 

Fanucci and Marcelo Ferraz, ex-Lina Bo Bardi’s 

trainees and collaborators, have planned both 

venues. In her first drawings for the Polytheama, 

Bo Bardi recommended a restoration which kept 

the spirit of the time, preserving the memory 

of the historical theatre but introducing 

contemporary technologies. Not all of her ideas 

were applied, but currently, the Polytheama 

is the municipality most proclaimed cultural 

accomplishment, a true symbol of the city, 

denoting the effect of the Italian migratory 

flows. Challenging the purpose-built theatre, 

the Engenho Central Theatre of Piracicaba - an 

abandoned sugarcane plantation mill where 

the memory of the African slaves was still 

present – was re-adapted as a theatre venue. 

Even though maintaining the original structure, 

the architects designed some innovations, such 

as the stage opening simultaneously to the 

auditorium and to the existing square, exactly 

as Bo Bardi’s early drawings specified for the 

refurbishment of the old Theatre in Jundiai, 

effectively carried out by the ex-collaborators 

after her death, but without the proposed 

originality, which would in fact be employed 

later in the Engenho Central Theatre.

CNPq and a member of The Heritage Council 

of Rio de Janeiro. She published articles on 

Theatre Architecture and Cultural History 

and presented papers in England, the Czech 

Republic, France, Portugal, Chile and Spain 

and numerous papers in Brazil. She was Head 

of the Department of Cultural Heritage in Rio 

de Janeiro 1990-1992, is the Leader of two 

Research Groups Theatrical Spaces Studies 

and Space and Urban Memory. She is the 

author of Architectures and Set Designs. Lina 

Bo Bardi and the Theatre 2012 Architecture 

and Theatre: From Palladio to Portzamparc 

2010, From the Avant-Gardes to Tradition 

2006, Architecture for the Performing Arts 

2000/Brazilian Institute of Architects Award, 

President Vargas Avenue: a drastic surgery 

1990. She edited Architecture, Theatre 

and Culture: Revisiting Spaces, Cities and 

Playwrights of the Seventeenth Century 

2012, Space and Theatre 2008, Space and 

City 2007, among others. She is head of the 

Laboratory of Theatrical Spaces and Urban 

Memory Studies at UNIRIO and was a Visiting 

Fellow at Collège de France 2011.

the Polytheama theatre and the engenho 

Central theatre: the italian Cultural 

influenCe and aPProPriation in theatre 

arChiteCture

The aim of this paper is to examine two case 

studies - the refurbishment of the eclectic 

Polytheama Theatre of Jundiai SP and the reuse/

adaptation of an ancient sugarcane plantation 

mill as a contemporary theatre, the Engenho 

Central Theatre, in Piracicaba SP. Although 
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including her own trans-disciplinary work in 

Australia, New Zealand, Europe and the USA. 

Her practice-led research focuses on live 

events, installations and exhibitions as well 

as a specilaization in theatre architecture. 

She co-chairs the Performance+Design 

Working Group for PSi Performance Studies 

international, sits on several editorial boards 

and has created exhibitions and events for 

the Prague Quadrennial of Performance 

Design & Space as design director, 

architectural commissioner and theory 

curator. Focusing on spatial performativity, 

Dr Hannah’s book, Event-Space: Theatre 

Architecture & the Historical Avant-Garde, 

will be published by Routledge Press in 2017.

arChiteCture staging the landsCaPe: 

learning from the nordiC model

It does not matter how maps are drawn 

unless they are drawn differently…. Unless 

they incorporate the movement forms that 

characterize the primary experiences of 

meeting and parting. Paul Carter: Dark Writing: 

Geography, Performance, Design

Scenography has transmuted from the 

constructed view on a distanced and delimited 

stage to facilitating a more immersive and 

fully embodied experience of performance 

radically querying conventional forms of theatre 

architecture and challenging the role played 

by the built environment itself. However, this 

paper turns performance space inside out by 

looking at how architecture is capable of staging 

the landscape, not as scenery but as complex, 

fragile and ever-changing ecologies. It presents 

in Romania. Analysing theatrical set-ups is a 

way of understanding the Romanian theatrical 

horizon. The re-usage of Italian theatre-shaped 

venues have a deep theoretical background, with 

this paper I am interested to seek connections 

between the ideal and the experienced space, 

between theatre and architecture, in a specific 

Romanian context. Mike Pearson words about 

Bernard Tschumi’s architecture generate 

a starting point for further investigations: 

‘For Tschumi architecture is not necessarily 

prescriptive. It doesn’t simply tell us what to 

do, how to behave. He suggests that spaces are 

qualified by actions, just as actions are qualified 

by spaces. Architecture and events constantly 

transgress each other’s rules. Bodies not only 

move in, but also generate spaces, produced by 

and through their movements.’

dorita hannah

university of tasMania australia / 

university finland

dorita.hannah@utas.edu.au

Dorita Hannah is Research Professor of 

Interdisciplinary Architecture, Art & Design 

at the University of Tasmania Australia 

and Adjunct Professor of Stage & Space 

with Aalto University Finland. Space & 

Performance form the principal threads 

that weave through her creative work, 

teaching and research. Specializing in theatre 

architecture and performance design, Hannah 

also publishes on practices that negotiate 

between architecture, art and design, 

Architecture, Brussels, Belgium

from 2012 PhD researcher in Architecture - 

theme ’Experimental theatre in contemporary 

age at Technical University of Cluj-Napoca

Referres: Adriana MATEI, Architect, Professor, 

PhD

Daniela Gologan pen name Miruna Runcan, 

Professor, PhD, Theatre critic

2004-2010 Bachelor / Master in Architecture 

BA+MA
publiCations

Appearance of articles ‘The performance of 

transformation’ and ‘Theatre. Fiction? Reality. The 

metamorphosis of sensations’ , both in architecture 

magazine ARHITEXT issue no.4, 2015

Appearance of Graduation Project 

Experimental theatre’ in architecture magazine 

ARHITEXT issue no.4, 2011, and on the 

professional architectural blog INDRAZNESTE 

, being part of the 20 best graduation projects 

selection of 2011

sPatial usage in ContemPorary  

romanian theatre

Architecture is ‘about two mutually 

exclusive terms – space and its use or, in a 

more theoretical sense, the concept of space 

and the experience of space’ Tschumi 1994: 

15–16 Trained as an architect I am interested 

in spatial qualities of performance spaces, 

theatre buildings. With my ongoing PhD 

research I try to emphasize the importance 

of spatial characteristics in theatrical events. 

This paper, especially, is dealing with the 

very local phenomenon of ways of usage of 

built theatrical/performative environment, 

teatros + cenários dimensionamento do palco.

2.26 teatro, o Modulor de Le Corbusier: o 

tamanho ideal para machines à habiter, para 

um possível tamanho ideal para machines à 

spectacles teatros e cenografia. Le Corbusier 

nunca projetou um teatro. Só existe um texto 

e um teatro ao ar livre na Unité dHabitation de 

Marselha. Mas suas pesquisas sobre Modulor 

poderiam ser usadas em teatros e cenários?

katalin Bagosi

teChniCal university of Cluj-napoCa, roMania

katia.bagosi@gMail.CoM

Katalin BAGOSI, Architect

Work experience

2015 Set-designer for the play Nina, by 

Matei Visniec, directed by Sardar Tagirovsky in 

Gheorgheni, Romania

2014 Collaboration with architectural office 

Lundi et Demi’, participation to national 

architectural contest of designing Romanian 

Pavilion for Expo Milan’15

2012 Collaboration with architectural office 

‘PLANWERK’, Urban studies for Masterplan of 

the city Oradea

2010 - 2013 Teaching assistant and co-

responsible for Design Studio, Interior design 

at Faculty of Architecture and Construction, 

Oradea. Curator of exhibitions including 

students projects.

eduCation

2014 - 2015

PhD exchange student at KU Leuven Faculty of 
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trucks bodies known as Trios Elétricos that 

drag crowds through the streets, defying the 

districts limits and the geography of the city. 

What kind of spectacle is this, capable to 

move a city around it? This performatic city, 

whose habitants simultaneously exercise the 

masks of performers, revellers and spectators, 

deserves an instrumentalized look by conceptual 

contemporary tools of performing arts in dialog 

with urban planning. The proposed paper is 

the opportunity to bring together two fields of 

knowledge: the performing arts and urbanism. 

dinesh yadav

indira gandhi national open university, neW 

delhi dinoonsd@gMail.CoM

Dinesh Yadav graduated from NSD and 

LAMDA specializing in Direction, Design, Stage 

Craft and Stage Management, has been involved 

in theatre making for last 10 years. 

He has worked, in various capacities, in 

the media of theatre and films. Some of his 

directorial works in theatre include Aab E - 

Zindagi, Ali Baba and Forty Thieves, Seagull, 

Holi, The Miser, Juta Abishkar, Geet Govind, 

The Story of Ram and Sita, Mukhyamantri, 

Pagadi Project and Andha Yug and Bairaath 

Prasang a musical on The Mahabharta and 

Dumb Waiter. 

Musical Productions are his forte. 

His design works varies from Son et lumiere to 

scenography and thyme based design.

He has exhibited in the World Stage Design 

2013 Cardiff UK, Prague Quadrennial Czech 

the Federal University of Bahia and municipal 

government. He was also the coordinator  

of Environmental Behaviour Study during  

the carnival fieldwork in 2002 and the 

director of Environmental Behaviour 

Workshop on Street Events.

PerformatiC City of ameriCa:  

Powered By a nomadiC theatre

Salvador da Bahia has about three million 

habitants. It was the first capital of Brazil 

and consists of a miscegenated population. 

Despite social inequalities, it is known around 

the world for giving birth to great artists and 

to perform every year, in February, one of the 

biggest street events in the world, with far-

reaching in time and city space. The carnival in 

Salvador is a paramount expression of Brazilian 

popular culture, able to break away from the 

everyday dynamics and radically reconfigure the 

behaviour of its habitants. A kind of theatrical 

cathartic experience in urban scale, that the 

professor, researcher and architect Manoel José 

de Carvalho named Ephemeral City of Carnival.

Cities are often classified according to their 

economic functions and, hence comes the 

denominations known as industrial cities, 

university towns, tourist towns, port cities etc. 

This research aims to prove that the Ephemeral 

City of Carnival is the city whose vocation 

is the spectacle. Every activity converges to 

a single purpose: the spectacle. Therefore, 

an investigative look on this spectacular 

mega event is demanded: a hybrid of parade, 

cortege, street party and concert, whose 

striking elements are the stages mounted on 

Theatre and Performance.
direCtor of the Works:

Compadre de Ogum Best Director Award - 

Braskem Theatre Award, Salvador 2014

Cool Nuts Adventures 15th production of 

Castro Alves Theatre, Salvador 2010

The Champion’s Voice Salvador, 2011

Flamengo Rio de Janeiro, 2015

The Brood of Saturns Portugal, 2015

Cairu Square: Faces Salvador, 2002.

books:

Cool Nuts Adventures EDUFBA, 2015

The Ephemeral City of Carnival Organiser - 

EDUFBA, 2016

Nomadic Theatre Expt. One: Compadre de 

Ogum LAP, 2016

papers:

The Brood of Saturns: appropriation of a 

traditional theatre building as an unconventional 

space by the staging

Ogun’s Pal: A theatre play based on Jorge 

Amado´s novel in dialogue with a historical 

building in the city of Salvador.

Co-founder of the blog Paust - Performance, 

Architecture, Urbanism, Space and Theatre, an 

open platform with collaborators worldwide. 

https://paustgroup.wordpress.com

events ConferenCist:

Dramatic Architectures Porto - Portugal, 2014

Prague Quadrennial – PQ’15 Prague – Czech 

Republic, 2015

International Federation of Theatre Research – 

IFTR Annual Conference Hyderabad – India, 2015

Passos joined the elaborating team of the 

Physical Environmental Structuring Plan of the 

Carnival of Salvador, a partnership between 

a developing project that explores and proposes 

more meaningful engagements with landscapes – 

too often presented as distanced, picturesque  

and apolitical – that resonate with their own 

ancient spatiotemporal qualities, while being 

more and more affected by recent histories 

and human activity that significantly impacts 

on the Earth’s ecosystems. The project was 

inspired by Norway’s National Tourist Routes: 

18 specific journeys in which architecture stages 

the landscape. What can we learn in critically 

reviewing this ground-breaking project and 

how can it be applied to other sites through 

performative interventions that reconfigure 

sites via gestures of encounter, co-existence 

and diversity? As Australian academic artist, 

Paul Carter, asks in Dark Writing – focusing on 

geography, performance and design – can our 

representations of the world embody more 

sensuously the mobile histories that have 

produced it? The fleeting event therefore provides 

a research tool for testing potential engagements 

between technology and geography, data and 

substance, intellect and perception, art events 

and the landscape as an event as well as gallery, 

laboratory and collaborator.

edvard Passos de santana

federal university of bahia - ufba

edvardpassos@gMail.CoM

BA, Architecture and Urbanism, Federal 

University of Bahia, final work: Urban 

Dramaturgy MA, Performing Arts, Federal 

University of Bahia, dissertation: Castro Alves, 
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Dança Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, Brasil and the 

group Dançando com a Diferença Funchal and 

Calheta, Madeira Island, Portugal.

The appearance of this concept and its 

changes, along with the processes of creation 

of each company can help us to understand and 

develop new questions about our reality. How 

the Inclusive Dance it’s used nowadays, 15 years 

after its presentation? There is the necessity for 

the creation of new artistic field/universe called 

DISABILLITY ARTS? 

These and other question will guides us 

through this work.

dança inClusiva - Brasil e Portugal em foCo

Desde que apresentamos o conceito de Dança 

Inclusiva Amoedo, 2002 temos acompanhado 

muitas mudanças no universo contemporâneo 

das artes, quando se fala da participação 

de pessoas com deficiência neste âmbito. 

Na Dança surgiram novos trabalhos, outros 

transformaram a sua linguagem estético-

artística e ainda outros desapareceram. 

Manteve-se a noção de qua a participação de 

pessoas com deficiência em cena é um importante 

recurso artístico, com grande interferência social. 

Trabalhos científicos foram publicados, novos livros 

e documentários surgiram e há a constatação de 

que há mudança de mentalidades a diferentes 

níveis quando em cena estão espetáculos capazes 

de chegar ao público, aos criativos envolvidos no 

processo de criação sendo ainda capazes de gerar 

algum posicionamento dos especialistas em dança. 

Continuamos a falar de um universo novo e em 

constante transformação.

Nesta comunicação observaremos o conceito 

Humana-Universidade de Lisboa. Diretor 

Artístico e Coreógrafo do grupo Dançando com 

a Diferença

2 Prof. Auxiliar Faculdade Motricidade 

Humana-Universidade de Lisboa. Investigadora 

InetMd polo Dança - Faculdade de Motricidade 

Humana

3 Bolseira InedMd – Polo Dança Faculdade de 

Motricidade Humana

inClusive danCe - Brazil and  

Portugal in foCus

Since we presented the concept of Inclusive 

Dance Amoedo,2002 we have seen many 

changes in the universe of contemporary 

arts, especially when we speak about the 

participation of people with disability. 

In Dance new works appeared, others 

transformed their Aesthetic-Artistic language 

and others disappeared.

But the notion that the participation of 

people with disability on stage as an important 

artistic resource with much impact on society 

has been maintained. Scientific papers were 

published, new books and documentaries 

appeared and they all state that mentalities 

change when the shows are capable of 

reaching public, and the creatives involved 

in the process of creation are still capable of 

generating some positioning for specialists of 

Dance. We keep speaking about a whole new 

universe in continuous change.  

In this communication we will speak about 

the concept of Inclusive Dance Amoedo,2002 

in versatile way, having as references two 

companies, the extinct RODA VIVA Cia. De 

and proved more paradoxical and complex 

than may have been initiated. The performance 

take place in a shared space and audience sits 

in close proximity, the audiences become part 

of the performance and substitute each other 

like an arena sitting divided by border wall and 

the gates. The scenographic elements of the 

performative site comprises of the eclectically 

charged high fencing, two gates, arena stages, 

check posts, flags of both the country and shared 

histories. The performative area is demarked 

with white lines on a black-gray road. The 

continuous hailing of audiences, chanting of 

slogans and recorded patriotic songs provides 

a perfect sound-scape of the performance the 

temper of the performance is interdependent to 

the cheering and counter-cheering of both side 

audiences. The site which is otherwise serves 

as commercial crossings of trucks during the 

day time transformed into an open air theatre 

space in the evening. The site works as potent 

mnemonic trigger and helps to evoke specific 

past times related to the Wagah and time of 

performance and facilitating a negotiation 

between the meanings of those times.

henriQue amuedo, elisaBete monteiro, 

Paula leBre, vanessa sa

faCuldade MotriCidade huMana- 

universidade de lisboa

haMoedo@gMail.CoM

henrique aMoedo

1 Doutorando em Motricidade Humana na 

Especialidade Dança na Faculdade Motricidade 

Republic in 2007,2011 and 2015 respectively. 

His works has been part of many national 

and international festivals such as: Bharat Rang 

Mahotsav, Jashne Bachpan, Prague Quadrennial 

and so on. 

Presently he is a Ph.D. research scholar and 

runs his own theatre company Sutra Theatre.

Beating the retreat at wagah Border: 

a site-sPeCifiC PerformanCe of 

Confrontation

In this paper I seek to explore the phenomenon 

of “Beating the Retreat Ceremony” as a site-

specific immersive performance act that take 

place every evening before sunset at the border 

of Wagah between India and Pakistan. 

Wagah is the ultimate border where hate 

and hostility is enacted every day in the 

evening when the Pakistani and Indian flags 

are lowered near the road boundary. Every 

evening the Border Security Force BSF of India 

and Pakistan Rangers PR perform a retreat 

ceremony to signal the close of the day. The 

ceremony is a highly choreographed act which 

includes chanting slogans, speed marches, high 

kicks, foot stamping, and intimidating facial 

expressions carefully synchronized between two 

countries. The aggressive performance provides 

an extraordinary visual manifestation of the 

troubles in that region and seems somehow 

to act as a surrogate battle egged on by 

enthusiastic crowds including tourists. This drill 

was initiated in 1971 as a celebration of peace 

between two countries after a major war and 

since then it has been performed continuously 

transforming it in to a ritualistic performance 
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Universidade Federal de Alagoas.

differentiated Bodies in PerformanCe:  

for a sCene of differenCe and not  

only of disaBility

The present article defends the thesis that 

contemporary performing arts, especially 

performance, does not impose value judgments 

on which bodies should or should not 

participate and be present on the scene, since 

the performers themselves with differentiated 

bodies in their artistic performances perceive 

that, even though they are different, they can 

and must experience what is given as possibility 

to any body: to make art. The performance not 

being an assitentialist, protectionist and pseudo-

including scenic language it opposes itself to 

the artistic practices which are stigmatizing in 

favor of the recognition of the otherness and 

diversity of its artists and ratifies the possibility 

of the performers with differentiated bodies to 

denounce, subvert and transgress the stigmas 

attributed to them and in which they lived and 

still live in contemporaneity. Thus, the author 

seeks to exemplify his thinking through the 

performances DESVITRUVIANDO, Sanguis e 

Reliquiarium experientiis that have been carried 

out as practical part of his doctoral research.

CorPos diferenCiados em PerformanCe:  

Por uma Cena da diferença e não  

aPenas da defiCiênCia

O presente artigo defende a tese de que 

as artes cênicas na contemporaneidade, 

especialmente a performance, não impõem juízos 

de valor sobre quais são os corpos que devem ou 

não participar e estar presentes em cena, pois 

do departamento de graduação de dança da 

Universidade do Rio Grande do Sul tem vindo a 

desenvolver desde 2014. Tem participantes com 

e sem deficiência, de diferentes idades, e com 

e sem experiência prévia em dança. O projeto 

propõe a prática e pesquisa de improvisação 

e composição coreográfica, sobre poética da 

integração entre diversas pessoas, seus corpos, 

movimento e suas experiências. Aulas de 

improvisação de dança desenvolvem três focos: 

atenção ao corpo, atenção ao relacionamento 

com o outro e atenção ao espaço, as conexões 

e dinâmicas que ocorrem entre o corpo-outro-

espaço. O trabalho destes três enfoques permite 

aos participantes potencializar individualmente 

sua percepção corporal, observar e compreender 

as relações de tempo e espaço envolvidas, 

bem como as relações interpessoais para 

a improvisação na dança, apropriando-se 

criativamente do seu desenvolvimento pessoal 

e do grupo. O projeto promove processos 

artísticos, informação e treinamento em 

dança para pessoas com deficiência, o 

desenvolvimento da prática de ensino de dança 

eo desenvolvimento de práticas de dança com 

grupos de habilidades mistas.

feliPe henriQue monteiro oliveira

universidade federal da bahia

fhMoal@hotMail.CoM

PhD student in Performing Arts at 

Universidade Federal da Bahia. Master in 

Performing Arts at Universidade Federal do Rio 

Grande do Norte. Graduate Degree in Theatre at 

the danCe with mixed aBility grouP - 

diversos CorPos dançantes

The group created as an extension project 

of the dance graduation department at the 

University of Rio Grande do Sul has been 

developing since 2014. It has participants 

with and without disabilities, of varying 

ages, and with and without previous 

experience in dance. The project proposes 

the practice and research of improvisation 

and choreographic composition, about 

poetics of the integration between diverse 

people, their bodies, movement and their 

experiences. The dance improvisation classes 

develop three focuses: attention to the body, 

attention to the relationship with the other 

and attention to space, the connections and 

dynamics that take place between body-

other-space. The work from these three 

focuses allows the participants to individually 

potentiate their body perception, to observe 

and understand the relationships of time 

and space involved, as well as interpersonal 

relations for improvisation in dance, 

appropriating themselves creatively from their 

personal development and withing the group. 

The project promotes artistic processes, 

information and training in dance for people 

with disabilities, the development of dance 

teaching practice and the development of 

dance practice with mix ability groups.

a dança Com o gruPo de haBilidades mistas 

- diversos CorPos dançantes

O grupo criado como um projeto de extensão 

de Dança Inclusiva Amoedo, 2002 de forma 

multifacetada, tendo como referências duas 

companhias, a já extinta Roda Viva Cia. de Dança 

Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, Brasil e o grupo 

Dançando com a Diferença Funchal e Calheta, Ilha 

da Madeira, Portugal. 

O surgimento do referido conceito e as suas 

evoluções, paralelamente aos processos de criação 

artística de cada companhia poderão nos ajudar 

a compreender e levantar novas questões sobre a 

realidade atual. 

Como é visto e utilizado atualmente, quinze 

anos depois da sua apresentação, o conceito de 

Dança Inclusiva? Há a necessidade de criação de 

uma área específica no universo artístico chamada 

Disability Arts? Estas e outras questões nortearão o 

desenvolvimento deste trabalho.

Carla vendramin

ufrgs - university federal of rio grande do sul

Graduated in physiotherapy from FEEVALE, 

Novo Hamburgo, 1997, has master degree 

in choreography at Middlesex University, 

London, United Kingdom, 2008, where she 

researched and created the InVivo Movement 

Research Collective. Carla was a dance 

teacher in the universities UFPel and ULBRA 

2012-2013 and currently is a teacher in the 

dance graduation department in UFRGS, 

Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil. She created and is the 

coordinator of the project Diversão Corpos 

Dançantes in this institution. 

CV Lattes:

http://lattes.cnpq.br/9369615564569165
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Teaches in Social work

 Research from Zimbabwe on political theatre 

and Norway

what is Cultural CitizenshiP for Persons 

with learning disaBility?

The notion and theories of citizenship are 

arguing increasingly for the notions of citizenship 

as ‘ becoming – citizenships as a process My 

aim in this paper is to explore the theoretical 

foundations for this argument and how it is able 

to research on the expressions as citizenship 

as ‘becoming’. The field of research is disability 

studies and more specific people with learning 

disability. Increasingly they are ‘offered’ spaces 

within leisure activities and cultural activities as 

taking part in theatre performances and even 

themselves being actors. But still they are not 

included in the mainstream discourses about 

cultural politics  - it is as if their voices not 

are ‘real’ in the majority discourses.  Recently 

Norwegian policy documents NOU 2016:17 

argues for the human rights of persons with 

learning disabilities to  have access leisure 

activities as everyone. They also relates to CRPD. 

But still it’s a very weak voice in the field of 

culture.  This paper aims to explore the notions 

of cultural citizenship and how one could relate 

it to persons with learning disabilities and what 

some of themselves are arguing for as shown in 

recent inclusive research. 

Key Words Citizenship, Cultural, Learning 

disability, performance. 

intervene in a current topic or controversy. Though 

the non-disabled pranksters practices are the 

twenty-first century inheritor of candid camera 

style pranks, they are still often accompanied by 

features that frame them as political art protest 

style pranks, in their language, if not in their 

affiliation with an actual political groups. Examining 

examples of non-disabled pranksters ‘social 

experiment’ style practices suggests, however, that 

they often favour a greater likeness to life – or, at 

least, what they perceive to be a greater likeness 

to life – in their prank performance strategies. This 

makes them both similar to and different from 

superficially similar performance practices by 

disabled artists, activists, and campaigners with 

a more longstanding affliction with the political 

concerns in question. Their performance of 

protest, politics, and public inclusivity draws its 

theatricality from games culture more than from 

traditional theatrical protest culture. I ask what 

the style, structure, and social media circulation 

strategies common to these pranksters’ work 

contributes, or fails to contribute, to the political 

agendas they momentarily claim affiliation with. In 

doing so, I identify concerns with this momentary 

claiming of ‘ally’ status in ‘social experiments’ as 

a specific genre of interventionalist public space 

performance.

viBeke gørstad

vid speCialized university norWay

vibeke.glorstad@vid.no

Vibeke Glørstad

Ma Sociology and Social Educator

Meaning Making Palgrave Macmillan 2017, 

and Disability, Public Space Performance and 

Spectatorship: Unconscious Performers Palgrave 

Macmillan 2014, as well as journals including 

Performance Research, About Performance, 

Australasian Drama Studies, Brolga: An Australian 

Journal About Dance, Liminalities, Scope Journal 

of Film & TV, M/C Media & Culture Journal, Asia 

Pacific Journal of Arts and Cultural Management, 

Journal of Further and Higher Education, and 

Disability & Society, amongst others.

Performing allydom – Pranks, soCial 

PerformanCe, and the Claiming  

of ‘ally’ status

In this paper, I investigate the phenomenon 

of so-called ‘social experiments,’ where artists, 

activists, campaigners, entertainers, and 

pranksters perform disabled identities in public 

spaces and places to prompt a response from 

passersby, then share footage of these responses 

with the public via social media platforms. 

In today’s globally networked world, sharing 

theses ‘experiments’ online offers a new way 

to draw attention to the way passersby project 

limited and limiting identities onto ‘dis’ states of 

the body – injury, illness, disease, disorder, and 

disfunction. It offers a new platform for the sort 

of public space performances of disability artists, 

activists, campaigners and their allies have been 

producing for decades. In this paper, I compare 

the aesthetics, politics, and impact of social 

experiments produced by disabled people and 

their allies with the aesthetics, politics, and impact 

of social experiments produced by non-disabled 

pranksters momentarily claiming allydom to 

os próprios performers com corpos diferenciados 

em seus fazeres artísticos percebem que, mesmo 

sendo diferentes, podem e devem experimentar o 

que é dado como possibilidade a qualquer corpo: 

fazer arte. A performance não sendo uma linguagem 

cênica assistencialista, protecionista e/ou pseudo-

inclusiva, acaba se opondo as práticas artísticas 

estigmatizantes em favor do reconhecimento 

da alteridade e diversidade de seus artistas, e 

ratifica a possibilidade dos performers com corpos 

diferenciados têm de denunciarem, subverterem 

e transgredirem os estigmas imputados em que 

viveram/vivem na contemporaneidade. Sendo assim, 

o autor busca exemplificar seu pensamento através 

das performances DESVITRUVIANDO, Sanguis e 

Reliquiarium experientiis que vêm sendo realizadas 

como parte prática de sua pesquisa de doutorado.

Bree hadley

queensland university of teChnology

bree.hadley@qut.edu.au

Associate Professor Bree Hadley is Head 

of Postgraduate Coursework Studies in the 

Creative Industries Faculty at Queensland 

University of Technology in Brisbane, Australia, 

where she teaches in courses in drama, theatre, 

performance, design, digital media, arts 

management, innovation and entrepreneurship. 

Her research focuses on contemporary, 

pop cultural and public space performances 

practices – including live and online public space 

performance practices – that position spectators 

as co-creators. Hadley’s research has appeared 

her recent books on Theatre, Social Media and 
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considering the access barrier to other 

cultural spaces. The everyday work of group 

theater shows itself auspicious to knowledge 

construction promoting among its members, not 

only the artistic act but also the possibility to 

build and express cultural identity. The research 

developed in the last six years as director of 

the Signatores Group performing arts with 

deaf, reflects aspects of the trajectory of an 

environment that incite creative work based 

on the exchange between all its members, 

encouraging distinct fronts of action in 

workshops and show presentations in Brazilian 

Sign Language LIBRAS

o gruPo de teatro Como esPaço de 

formação do ator surdo

Através das experiências vividas dentro de grupo 

de teatro com atores surdos, pretende-se analisar a 

importância de espaços que favorecem a formação 

artística dos seus participantes. As características da 

comunidade surda, na perspectiva de uma minoria 

linguística, tornam a organização de grupos essencial 

para a formação artística em função da barreira de 

acesso à outros espaços culturais. O cotidiano do 

trabalho de teatro de grupo apresenta-se como local 

propício à construção de conhecimentos, promovendo 

entre seus integrantes não apenas o ato artístico, 

mas a possibilidades de construir e expressar uma 

identidade cultural. A pesquisa desenvolvida nos 

últimos 6 anos, como diretora do Grupo Signatores 

teatro com surdos, reflete os aspectos da trajetória 

de um ambiente que incentiva o trabalho criativo 

baseado na troca entre todos os seus integrantes, 

fomentando diferentes frentes deatuação, em oficinas 

e apresentações de espetáculos em Língua Brasileira 

adriana de moura somaCal

instituto federal de santa Catarina (ifsC)

adrisoMaCal@gMail.CoM

Adriana de Moura Somacal is a performing 

arts professor and creative producer. With 

a Master’s Degree in Performing Arts at the 

Graduate Program in Performing Arts PPGAC 

and a BA in Theatre from the Federal University 

of Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS, she is the 

coordinator of the Signatores Theatre Group, 

a group that researches the dramaturgy of the 

body with Brazilian Sign Language LIBRAS. 

Adriana is a performing arts professor at the 

Federal Institute of Santa Catarina IFSC, in the 

bilingual campus of Palhoça, the only campus 

with Portuguese-LIBRAS Brazilian sign language 

in Brazil. Also, she worked as a drama teacher 

on projects, such as Circo da Cultura and the 

Culture Decentralization project, both from Porto 

Alegre Department of Culture. Actually, she 

works in the arts field in Theatre, specializing 

in the following topics: theater, deafhood, 

education, social action, and community.

the theater grouP as a sPaCe for the 

formation of the deaf aCtor

Through the contact experienced inside 

the theater group with deaf actors, we intend 

to analyze the importance of spaces that 

benefits and encourage the artistic formation 

of its participants. The deaf community 

characteristics, in the perspective of it being 

a minority language, makes the organization 

of groups essential to the artistic formation, 

choreographer Jérôme Bel in 2011/2012 

resulted in an enormous growth of interest 

in theatre and dance by and with disabled 

performers, even though it took place in the 

mode of “otherness”. But how does this shift 

in interest exert an influence on the ways 

in which the work of cognitively disabled 

performers is talked about?

On the basis of the reception analysis, I 

argue that Disabled Theater has put into 

effect two shifts of emphasis in the reception 

of theatre and dance by and with performers 

with cognitive disabilities. On the one hand, 

there is a change in the media coverage 

of theatre and dance by and with disabled 

performers – there is a shift from the focus 

on the entire ensemble towards the focus 

on individual performers. On the other hand, 

there is a development from “speaking about” 

to “speaking with” performers with cognitive 

disabilities in the four-year reception process. 

Thus, the often asked question “Who speaks 

about whom?”, which is subject of discussion 

again and again in the discourse on Disabled 

Theater, gains in relevance as well as urgency.

Furthermore, in reference to the conference 

theme “Unstable Geographies” the case study 

Disabled Theater is a perfect example to explore 

the dis-location of the theatrical event from the 

stage to the discourse. The discourse about 

Disabled Theater and consequently the language 

is put in the focus rather than the performance 

itself. Thus, I end up asking how the power of 

the discourse in the contemporary dance and 

theatre scene effects performances with and by 

disabled artists.

sarah marinuCCi

university of bern

sarah.MarinuCCi@zhdk.Ch

Sarah Marinucci, is in the second year of 

her PhD in Theatre Studies at the University 

of Berne, and a research assistant at the 

Zurich University of the Arts, Institute for the 

Performing Arts and Film, in Switzerland. She 

studied Theatre Studies, World Arts, and Popular 

Culture in Berne and Zurich. Her doctorate 

project as part ofthe SNSF-research project 

„DisAbility on Stage“ at the Zurich University 

of the arts in collaboration with other Swiss 

universities and theatre/dance companies 

explores the reception of performers with 

disabilities in Switzerland, taking the large 

amount of publicity generated by Disabled 

Theater by Theater HORA and Jérôme Bel as a 

starting point. She has also worked as an arts 

administrator for the Swiss dancer Simone 

Truong and the inclusive theatre/dance festival 

OKKUPATION in Zurich.

disaBled theater – shifts of emPhasis  

in the reCePtion of theatre By and  

with Professional aCtors with  

Cognitive disaBilities

My paper explores the reception of theatre 

by and with professional actors with cognitive 

disabilities in the context of the beginning 

public effectiveness of this theatre practice 

in the German-speaking countries. Disabled 

Theater, a production by the Swiss theatre 

company Theater HORA and the French 
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performance as it relates to the representation 

of intellectual and physical disability on the stage 

and in characters.

I will discuss the symbol and reality of 

disability in “At the Hawk’s Well.” The line 

between the real and the symbolic is blurred in 

the piece. Representations of disability become 

problematic when a piece relies on gesture 

to characterize internal states. The extensive 

use of disability as only symbol is complicated 

within a theatrical space where physical gesture 

is often used to reveal the internal state of 

characters. It is complicated again when the 

piece is interacting between noh’s symbolism 

and “realism” in Western theatre.

I will turn to British theatre’s interaction with 

physiognomy in the late 19th century. I will 

discuss how the linking of physical and mental 

disabilities by Jean-Martin Charcot resulted in 

the theatre’s attempt to codify specific physical 

gestures in the portrayals of certain types of 

mental illness. I will illuminate how Britten uses 

noh’s codified portrayals of madness alongside 

late 19th century pseudoscience. I will close 

read the play and the production notes from the 

first performance, showing how melodramatic 

gestures fit stereotypes of disability. I will seek 

alternatives to this practice to convey the 

complicated realities of disability while relying 

on styles that emphasize the symbolic.

Pan-American Press, October, 2015

“Dance of the Seven Hospital Gowns” Liminoid 

Magazine, Issue 2 June, 2015

“Geriatric Manual” Chaffey Review, Vol. XII 

February, 2015

“Geriatiric Manual” Wordgathering Vol. 8, 

Issue 4 December, 2014

“7:52 in Fairborn, Ohio” Wordgathering Vol. 8, 

Issue 4 December, 2014

“Monster” Wordgathering Vol. 8, Issue 4 

December, 2014

Electronic Campfire, Honors in Creative 

Writing Thesis, University of Michigan, Ann 

Arbor, April 2011

“Bookseller Bill Gillmore” Ann Arbor Observer, 

January 2009
editing positions:

Editor of Poetry RC Review 2009-2010

Editor Fortnight Literary Press 2008-2011

Editor and Fundraiser- Xylem Literary 

Magazine 2008-2010

Bodily symBols: interPreting meaning in 

dynamiC Contexts

Literature surrounding modernist poet/

playwrights’ interactions with noh delves 

into their representations of nationalism, the 

exotic, landscape, and gender. In this essay 

I will address how the messiness of moving 

elements of noh across contexts and cultures 

offers an interesting ground in which to explore 

symbolism. I will focus on two plays that are 

based on the noh theatre of Japan written by 

European authors: “At the Hawk’s Well” by Yeats 

and Curlew River by Britten. I will complicate 

the inclusion of embodied symbolism in 

deafness and PerformanCe – an 

interCultural Conversation Between 

switzerland and Brazil

Based on her experience as a deaf actor and 

dancer – currently in the part of the Practice-

as-Research project „DisAbility on Stage“ in 

Zurich – the Brazilian performing artist, who 

is living in Switzerland, explores the field of 

dancing and deafness both from a Brazilian 

and a Swiss perspective. How is the situation 

for deaf people in both countries? How do you 

become a performing artists when you are deaf? 

How is deafness and deaf culture represented 

both in the everyday life and on the theatre 

and dance stages? The conversation crosses a 

bridge between both countries and broadens 

conventional concepts of deaf culture in terms of 

theatre and dance.

JessiCa stokes

university of California, davis

jsstokes@uCdavis.edu

eduCation:

BA: English/Creative Writing with Highest 

Honors- University of Michigan 2011

MFA: Creative Writing: Poetry- Boston 

University 2015

PhD: Performance Studies- UC Davis ongoing

publiCations:

Its Still Life, Master of Fine Arts Thesis, Boston 

University, Boston October, 2015

“A Decade of Progress in Eugenics” riverSedge 

Literary Journal, University of Texas

de Sinais LIBRAS.

lua leirner

zuriCh university of the arts 

luasan@gMx.net

Lua Leirner was raised in a multicultural 

environment in Southern France, Brazil, and 

Germany. Since 2003 she is living and working 

in Basel, Switzerland, as a graphic designer, 

photographer, and museums guide. She is 

working as a performing artist in theatre and 

dance performances in Germany and Switzerland. 

Currently, she is a dancer in the practice-based 

research project „DisAbility on Stage“ at the Zurich 

University of the Arts. Recent works include:

> Dance performance „VOL“ with Eko 

Supriyanto, Julius-Hans-Spiegel-Zentrum, 

Theater Freiburg

> Theater perfomance “Atlas Basel“ and „Basel 

Blamage“, Wildwuchs Festival, Kaserne Basel

> Theatre performance „Das Mädchen mit 

dem Koffer“ and „Lysistratas Traum“, Theater 

Handstand, E-Werk Freiburg

> Performerin with the artist Maria Fisahn 

on occasion of the exhibition “Symbolismus in 

England”, Kunsthalle Hamburg

> Disability on Stage – Research project 

performance, directed by Emanuel Gat, Zurich 

University of the Arts

> Audition-Weekend with Alessandro 

Schiattarella in Bern

> Audition-Weekend “bodieSLANguage” 

with Gal Naor, Nicola Mascia and Matan Zamir, 

Theater Freiburg
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dealt ironically with the “support structures” 

Hargrave 2015 in the process of theatre-

making Regie 2014, Regie 2 2015, Dschingis 

Khan 2012. This paper explores these 

performances of labor and working structures 

in the theatre with/by artists with disabilities. 

Informed by the theoretical work of Eva Kittay-

Feder about an “ethics of care” 2011, I compare 

different theatre projects – their ethical and 

aesthetical strategies, and what in means 

in terms of the accommodation of disabled 

artists in the theater.

akhila vimal C

jaWaharlal nehru university

akhilaviMal@gMail.CoM

I am AkhilaViimal C, PhD Research Scholar, 

Department of Theatre and Performance 

Studies, School of Arts and Aesthetics, 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. I 

intend to work on “Disfiguration in Indian 

performance and texts as part of my PhD 

research. I have completed M.Phil in Theatre 

and Performance Studies in the School of Art 

and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, 

New Delhi. My M.Phl dissertation is titled 

Performing Disfiguration: ‘Othering’ Bodies 

of Kathakai and Teyyam. I have completed 

my Masters in Arts and Aesthetics from the 

School of Art and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal 

Nehru University New Delhi 2012 My research 

interests are Disability, Gender, Dance and 

Rituals. Presented a paper, titled, ‘Embodying 

Disfigurement: Performing Body in Pottan 

Zurich based theatre company Theater HORA 

focuses on directors with cognitive disabilities, 

by combining performance research, video 

ethnography, and artistic practice. Since 2012 

Dr. Schmidt is the co-convener and founder 

of the IFTR Working Group Performance & 

Disability. She holds a Ph.D in Theater Studies 

from the University of Bern. In 2012, she was 

a PhD Research Fellow at the University of 

Illinois at Chicago, Program on Disability Arts, 

Culture, and Humanities.

disaBility and the staging  

of theatriCal laBor

In theatre works with and by disabled artists 

the labor – the effort that it takes to perform 

on stage – is often part of the performance. 

Theater venues that are not accessible, the co-

presence of a sign interpreter at the edge of 

the stage – but still visible for everyone – are 

evident manifestations of theatrical labor that 

exposes the structures necessary to produce 

a show. More importantly, and representing 

a contrast with performances without 

disabled theater-makers, the addressing of 

the structures of theater-making-processes 

in works by disabled artists leads inevitably 

to the politics of access the question of what 

it costs for disabled artists to work in the 

theater. Recently, there has been a tendency in 

works with or by disabled artists to reflect the 

working relationships within the companies, 

particularly in the theatre by artists with 

cognitive disabilities. Theater Thikwa and the 

Berlin-based postdramatic collective Monster 

Truck recently created three shows which 

invisible impairments. While traditionally, artists 

in integrated dance (with visible impairments) 

have typically not had a choice, artists with hidden 

impairments are faced with a decision; to disclose 

or not to disclose. While, some may posit artists 

with invisible disabilities as fortunate to have 

this choice, I suggest this choice brings about 

an unprecedented dilemma for these artists. To 

not disclose, they run the risk of being labeled 

“nondisabled” in an industry climate which 

encourages disability-led practice. To disclose, 

they run the risks of being seen as complaining, 

exaggerating or worse still, making it up, not 

being seen that is, ignored altogether, being 

accused of “cripping up” for funding opportunities 

or being stigmatized in the view of prospective 

mainstream collaborators who still uphold the 

medical model of disability and who may hence 

dismiss potential artistic partnerships. This paper 

draws on fieldwork and interviews in one case 

study (conducting fieldwork with Murmuration) 

to draw out insights from the perspective of 

individual Sydney-based dance artists with 

invisible disabilities. 

yvonne sChmidt

zuriCh university of the arts

yvonne.sChMidt@zhdk.Ch

Yvonne Schmidt, PhD, is a Senior Researcher 

/ Lecturer at the Zurich University of the Arts. 

Her recent research as a subproject of the 

interdisciplinary research project DisAbility 

on Stage, funded by the Swiss National 

Science Foundation, in cooperation with the 

kate maguire-rosier 

MaCquarie university, sydney

kate.Maguire-rosier@Mq.edu.au

After a pivotal experience as a support artist in 

an “integrated dance” emerging artists program 

in Sydney in late 2013, Kate began her PhD. She 

is curious about the movement in Australian 

contemporary dance theatre to embrace 

performers with disability and has conducted 

ethnographic research with Sydney- and 

Melbourne-based groups.

what’s at stake for artists with invisiBle 

imPairments? a refleCtive enQuiry into the 

PolitiCs of disClosure in the Context of 

australian integrated danCe

What is at stake for the artist with invisible 

impairment? In “integrated dance”, artists 

typically dance with diverse physical impairments. 

A conversation on disclosure has thus not taken 

place because dancers have in the past disclosed 

by default – their impairments were visible at least 

intermittently (eg. Deaf dancers). In Sydney today 

however, dancers with hidden disabilities are 

beginning to proverbially, enter stage. This paper 

uses current theoretical discussion on disclosure 

in the field of disability studies particularly 

arguments from O’Toole (2013), Kerschbaum 

(2014) and Kafer (2016) as a point of departure 

to consider implications for disclosure by 

Australian dance practitioners. Emerging as a 

key theme from an empirical study into the work 

of recently-founded “integrated dance” theatre 

company Murmuration, the politics of disclosure, 

I argue presents a turning point for artists with 
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being. My framework is based upon the aesthetic 

experience of the individual, the awakening of 

the self through art; the community and lived 

experience, and how these experiences could 

impact friendship. Maslow (1934) includes one 

of the primary needs, of love and belonging as 

we move ever deeper into ‘crises:’ and are “aware 

encounters with art forms are what make all sorts 

of awakenings possible.”

alexander Boyd

university of California, davis

alex@alexboyd.biz

Dr Alexander Boyd is a practitioner-scholar 

who graduated from the University of California 

at Davis ‘Performance Studies’ PhD programme 

in June 2014. His dissertation entitled The 

Sustainability of Traditional Knowledge Systems 

draws on 20 years of professional practice and 

coaching in the Daojiao Lishi Quanfa: a Chinese 

Daoist system of cultivation that includes 

alignment, breath and energy work. The central 

practice of his dissertation was to develop the 

first ever degree programme in the West that 

values the learning inherent to Eastern embodied 

practices. Dr Boyd has worked with leading 

performers and directors in Chinese opera, 

wushu and Daoist arts and he regularly visits 

China for phenomenological research and field-

work. He is currently working as an Associate 

Researcher with the University of California at 

Davis with Profs. Peter Lichtenfels and Lynette 

Hunter to research how Asian training in energy 

enhances acting. Dr Boyd lives in Yorkshire in the 

“inClusive arts” of danCe and drama  

for youth with disaBilities: their 

ConneCtions, relationshiPs, and 

friendshiPs in times of Crises 

 Question: what Can PerformanCe and 

disaBility tell us aBout what is it to Be 

a human Being, and to have a life worth 

living, esPeCially in these times of ‘Crises’? 

My paper explores how performance 

encourages connections, relationships and 

friendships in times of crises. It is important to 

note that friendships between youth who are 

challenged and their peers, within the “inclusive 

arts” are critical and exemplify how performance 

and ensemble work create connections and 

friendships and may lessen isolation in an age of 

‘crises’ and migrations. While many experience 

loneliness in life--- performance lifts us, and 

friendships encourage us. For the purpose of this 

paper, we may understand the importance of 

friendship in the lives of youth as they grapple 

with serious individual challenges, the external 

‘crises,’ and qualitatively how love, belonging, 

and aesthetics can mitigate those concerns.

Method

To examine these conditions, I will utilize 

a qualitative methodology of interviews, an 

interpretive framework and arts based methods 

of performance and/or video. I begin to 

understand more about the nature of friendship, 

as I ask about friendship and what it can give.

theoretiCal fraMeWork

Dewey (1934) asserted that art takes us to a 

deeper level, a “pure” experience in the human 

overlapping mode of performing disfiguration 

in the context of the ritual. Kavuthindal 

exposes the complex site of trance in relation 

with the madness. To give a background of to 

the Kavuthindal and the element of healing, 

I will be looking at Verpad of Chottanikara. 

Verpad is a treatment for madness where the 

diseased one hits his/her head against and 

pins a nail on a tree. In Chottanikkara Verpad, 

we can see the performance of trance, pain, 

madness and the ritual-healing of madness. 

In both these forms, there is a strong visual 

representation of pain and the mutilated 

body. It might be important to look at how, in 

one form of ritual, self-mutilation or torture 

becomes an identification of trance—divine 

figure—while in the other, it becomes the 

cure of madness where the marks of wounds 

become identified as signs of madness. Blood 

on the face can be seen as losing of identity. 

Does it act like a mask of actual blood, a 

mask that the mad have to wear for healing 

to take place?

lorna sutherland

the university of alberta, Canada 

las9@ualberta.Ca

I am a PhD graduate student at the 

University of Alberta, Canada where I received 

a Masters on friendships about youth featured 

on podcasts. I worked in the Alberta Film 

Industry; as a Drama and English Language 

Learning teacher in the public school system 

and MacEwan University.

Teyyam’. In a panel called Social Space 

And Disability , During The International 

Federation of Theater Research, University 

of Warwick, UK. Presented a paper ,titled, 

Performing disfiguration: Pain Death in 

Sanskrit treatises and performance in 

16th World Sanskrit Conference, Bangkok, 

2015, presented a paper, titled, From Royal 

Stages to Public Stage changing perceptions 

of performing disfiguration and pain in 

Kathakai in the IFTR Annual Conference, 

Hyderabad, 2015.Chaired panel of Disability 

and Performance Practiced of India in IFTR 

Annual Conference,Hyderabad, July 2015. I 

was a scholar at Mellon School 2016-17 batch 

in Harvard University.

Performing madness: Pain, mutilation  

and ritual healing in the PerformanCes  

of kerala.

Undertaking a study on madness in the 

ritual healing performances of Kerala, the 

paper explores various connections of 

performitivity of region and its performance 

culture. I consider ‘madness’ as a mode 

of performing disfiguration. Madness is a 

category that always engages with the idea 

of ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ therefore it is 

important these notions through the lenses 

of disability studies. This paper will also look 

into the concept of trance in correlation with 

the larger context of madness. The Ayurveda 

tradition categorizes both of these in one 

notion, since it deals with the affected mind. 

Here, in this research, I try to draw a parallel 

between these two concepts to see the 
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and Postgraduate Studies in Performing Arts 

work group. Currently engaged in research 

on intercultural dialogues related to creative 

processes and training.

the Jelly, the Bone and the marrow: 

metaPhors of the Body, Cultural CritiCism 

and emBodied PraCtiCe

This paper is divided into two parts. In the 

first, I discuss some critical metaphors for 

understanding Brazilian culture, in particular 

the idea of “general jelly”, adopted by 

Concretism and Tropicalism to describe an 

amorphous and inert social environment, 

lacking in inventive power. Brazilian concrete 

poet Décio Pignatari stated, “in the general jelly 

of Brazil, someone has to take on the role of 

the bone and the marrow”. Influenced, among 

other references, by the Eastern concept of the 

ideogram, artists from this movement proposed 

a “cultural therapy” based on the condensation 

of language, with the intention of attaining a 

new level of density, directness and creative 

energy. Japanese theatre and poetry were 

significant references. In the second part, I look 

at how these perspectives might be applied to 

the field of performing arts and how Eastern 

artistic and spiritual traditions can provide 

important directions for exploring embodied 

processes. Here, the energy of poetic language 

finds a place in the body. The possibilities of 

intercultural exchange with the East are also 

emphasized in the context of Brazil today.  

Keywords: embodied practice, cultural 

criticism, intercultural exchange, Eastern 

traditions, performer training.

in order to resource and develop embodied 

practice and research. The ERWG ‘Institutional 

Frameworks’ strand is in response to an agreed 

need from members for a practitioner network 

accessible to those involved in embodied 

research. It would provide resources such as 

funding and spaces where practitioners can 

collaboratively develop their practice alongside 

researchers. For government and non-

government organisations that aim to develop 

and disseminate solutions to global issues 

including health and wellbeing for example, such 

an institute will provide a ‘go to’ for procuring 

such important research.

The IFTR/ERWG provides an advantageous 

site for this research given that those who will be 

present at the 2017 conference in São Paolo are 

leading investigators in this field.

Cassiano sydow QuiliCi

uniCaMp state university of CaMpinas

Cassianosyd@uol.CoM.br

Master’s degree in Social Anthropology 

from UNICAMP State University of Campinas 

and PhD in Semiotics at PUC- São Paulo, and 

currently Faculty professor at the Arts Institute 

of UNICAMP, Department of Performing 

Arts, specialized in the theories of theatre and 

performance. Author of the books Antonin 

Artaud: Teatro e Ritual ed. Annablume Imprensa 

da Universidade de Coimbra - 2004 and O 

Ator-performer e as poéticas da transformação 

de si ed. Annablume 2015. Coordinator of the 

ABRACE Brazilian Association for Research 

regard to strategy, decision making, leadership, 

devolved authority, delegation, communication 

and collaboration for example?

• Is embodied research a useful performative 

and ethnographical tool for evaluating potential 

institutional models?

The methodology for this research will be 

to invite delegates to participate in facilitated 

embodied practice. Delegates will experiment in 

trying out diverse institutional models providing 

a direct experience of such models in order to 

evaluate their relative strengths from a personal 

and collective, empirical and results based 

standing. Psycho-physical limiting situations 

will be presented as games that will elicit 

the collaborative development of embodied 

problem-solving and the tacit dissemination 

of this through physical contact. Groups will 

be set parameters for how they will work to 

reflect diverse institutional models so that 

through testing, analysing and synthesising, the 

effectiveness and affectiveness of such models 

might be realised. 

The phenomenological experience as 

an individual and as a collective, along 

with observed feedback from the principal 

investigator, will help to form a hypothesis 

and inform discussions as to best practice and 

contribute to an epistemic base for organising 

embodied research.

A key consideration in proposing the ERWG 

has been my intention to lead the establishment 

of an international institute for embodied 

practice. This institute will enable universities, 

schools, professional training associations and 

health/medicine providers to collaborative 

UK and teaches regular workshops in London, 

across Europe and in North America for the UK 

based charity Lishi International. He is a Third 

Sector Consultant supporting people who wish 

to form not-for-profit charitable organisations.

a Phenomenology of diverse models for 

emBodied researCh

This embodied research will consist of 

a participative workshop to consider how 

humans may, or may not be holistically and 

systemically organised within and without, 

and how an embodied experience of this 

might be useful in considering structures for 

institutional frameworks.

Monistic, dualistic, yin/yang and naturalistic 

theories for how people might connect and 

interact with one another will be explored 

through phenomenological experience utilising 

problem-solving exercises and games from the 

Daoijiao Lishi Quanfa, an ancient Daoist practice 

that cultivates personal energies and social 

capital. From this, delegates will be asked to play 

out diverse models for institutional frameworks 

in order to question, explore, consider and 

propose models of best practice.

The primary questions are:

• What does it feel like to participate in diverse 

institutional models for the development and 

dissemination of embodied research?

• Can theories that attempt to explain how 

human beings work internally, be applied to 

propose ways in which they might work together 

institutionally?

• What are the relative strengths and 

constraints of diverse governance structures in 
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Phd at Goldsmiths University on the embodied 

cultural memory and the contemporary body in 

cross-cultural performance practices and is a 

full-time lecturer at Lasalle College of the Arts, 

School of Dance and Theatre in the Faculty of 

Performing Arts. For more information, please do 

visit www.elizabethderoza.com.

develoPing struCtures and artiCulating 

the reflexive investigation of the emBodied 

memory and the ContemPorary Body.

In my investigation of the embodied memory, 

I acknowledge that embodied memory is 

fluid, flexible, has a variety of styles and 

influences, fluctuates within the body and 

has multiplicities of existence. My process of 

inquiry and experimentation of the embodied 

memory is shaped by the layers of cross-cultural 

considerations and concerns because of the 

complexities of structures of the subjectivity of 

cultural memory and history in the contemporary 

embodiment of my practice as meaning-making 

shifts and shapes across time and space. 

Using the ideological frameworks or vein of 

Kalaripayyatu an ancient South Indian martial 

arts as a preparatory tool for rehearsals, the 

intuitive processes that exist in the rehearsal 

space and somatic practices of my current 

practice, I enter into the studio-space. Centring 

my body/mind so that I am able to move in sync 

with the breath. I develop a way of accessing 

how this can trigger a response that raises 

questions of embodied memory. This triggers 

emphasises the creation of physical actions 

that streams from the responses and create this 

natural impulse to act – which is describe here 

of affective motion. Then, this paper aims to 

advance the field by suggesting a methodology 

of embodied practice through the use of affects, 

where moving, sensing and thinking become part 

of an integrated dramaturgical scheme.

elizaBeth de roza

lasalle College of the arts

elizabeth.roza@lasalle.edu.sg

Elizabeth de Roza is an artist-researcher/

educator, performance maker, theatre director, 

a multi-disciplinary performance artist, 

collaborator and theatre academic based in 

Singapore. Her work draws from contemporary 

performance practices on notions of hybridity, 

interactivity, cross-disciplinary+cultural art 

and collaboration. Her training in performance-

making, draws from traditional Asian theatrical 

training/performing methods, martial arts 

kalaripayattu and contemporary art practices. 

Her curiosity in cross-disciplinary works led 

her to pursue a MA Fine Arts at Lasalle College 

of the Arts Singapore. Her research focused 

on issues of the body in space and cross-overs 

between performance and performance arts 

whilst redefining performance installations. She 

has presented her research on developing cross-

cultural and cross-disciplinary performances 

and performance methodologies at international 

conferences and workshops. Over the years she 

has also collaborated with various international 

performance groups creating works that are 

cross-disciplinary, inter-cross cultural and 

beyond borders. She is currently pursuing her 

the University of Roehampton, UK, Melina 

holds a BA in dance from the State University of 

Campinas, Brazil a degree in dance education 

from the same university a MRes in Performing 

Arts Federal University of Bahia, Brazil and a 

Specialist Diploma in Choreological Studies 

Trinity-Laban, UK. Melina’s research interest lies 

in Rudolf Laban’s praxis as well as in practice-

based research enquiries. Melina is founder of 

the dance group Maya-Lila São Paulo, Brazil 

and continues to investigate interdisciplinary 

choreographic practices.

thinking/aCting dramaturgiCally through 

emBodied PraCtiCe

How to use affects to think/act 

dramaturgically? This paper proposal for the 

ERWG Embodied Practice session shares 

and places under debate the methodology of 

researching embodied procedures that enable 

the generation and assemblage of affects in a 

dance dramaturgy context. Through a practical 

sharing of the procedures being used on the 

research, this paper aims to debate possibilities 

of creating a dramaturgy through the association 

of diverse affective states. 

Departing from the understanding that 

dramaturgy can be seen as a thinking practice 

in dance composition Bleeker, 2015 and using 

methods for generating affect in real-time 

compositions such as the Somatic Performative 

Research Fernandes, 2014 and my own working 

principles of transforming actions in affect 

Scialom, 2016, I propose to share a performative 

practice where the participants explore together 

the aesthetic and dramaturgical potentials 

a geleia, o osso e a medula: metáforas do 

CorPo, CrítiCa Cultural e PrátiCas  

de emBodiment

O “paper” a ser apresentado se divide em duas 

partes. Na primeira, abordo algumas metáforas 

críticas para se compreender a cultura brasileira, 

em especial a ideia de “geleia geral”, utilizada no 

concretismo e tropicalismo, para descrever um 

ambiente social amorfo e inercial, sem potência 

inventiva. Na afirmação do poeta concreto Décio 

Pignatari, “na geleia geral brasileira alguém tem que 

fazer o papel de osso e de medula”. Influenciados, 

entre outras referências, pela concepção oriental do 

ideograma, artistas deste movimento propunham 

uma “terapêutica” cultural baseada na condensação 

da linguagem, com o intuito de alcançar um novo 

grau de densidade, contundência e energia criativa na 

arte. O teatro e a poesia japonesa foram importantes 

referências, neste sentido. Na segunda parte, investigo 

como tais perspectivas podem ser aplicadas no campo 

das artes performativas e como as tradições artísticas 

e espirituais do Oriente podem indicar direções 

importantes para a exploração dos processos de 

corporificação. Aqui, a energia da linguagem poética 

encontra um lugar no corpo. São destacadas também 

as possibilidades do diálogo intercultural com o 

Oriente, no contexto especificamente brasileiro.

melina sCialom

uniCaMp 

MelinasCialoM@gMail.CoM

Melina Scialom is a choreographer and 

post-doctorate fellow at the State University 

of Campinas, Brazil. With a PhD in Dance from 
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daniel reis Pla

universidade federal de santa Maria

dreispla@gMail.CoM

I am Daniel Reis Plá, lecturer at performing 

arts department at the Universidade Federal 

de Santa Maria UFSM, Santa Maria, Brazil. I 

finished my PhD at the Universidade Estadual 

de Campinas UNICAMP on the subject actors 

training, meditation and Buddhism. During the 

year 2015-16 I did a post-doctoral research at the 

Centre for Psychophysical Performance Research 

at University of Huddersfield, UK, being one of 

the editors of Performance and Mindfulness 

Journal and also part of the Performance and 

Mindfulness Symposium team. Member of the 

Post-graduation and theatre research Brazilian 

Association, I am one of the covenors from the 

Performative Arts, Modes of Perception and 

Practice on oneself Working Group.

ContemPlative PersPeCtives on Clowning

The clown is a classical circus’ character 

which origins can be traced to the middle 

ages and Atellan farces. Originally, the clown 

was responsible for the comical entremezzos 

between the main performances, but in 

the course of time this figure has gained 

independence. Decroux, Lecoq, Burnier and 

Gaulier review this character and displaces 

the traditional clown training based on 

gags which passed from father to son to a 

more individualized perspective based on 

the embodied research of actor’s personal 

ridiculous aspects. In this paper I will address 

the studies on mindfulness and contemplative 

of other types of images – sound or olfactory 

images evoked by memory, or somatosensory 

images generated by the movements performed 

on the stage. Gradually and in this case, only 

initially, beginning to understand how the word 

production, like the voice, is a bodily process. 

The workshop will stick to simpler results or 

develop to more complex results according to 

the availability of time and amount of people 

involved in its execution.

Here, we rely on the notion proposed by 

Damasio that the images – the foundation 

of the mind – are not only visual, but also 

auditory, olfactory, somatosensory, and 

that every thought although we cannot 

consciously perceive it is composed of a 

combination of these different images, 

which are in turn formed from the different 

senses of the body. More specifically, he 

states that we only know what we can 

imagine – that which, having been perceived 

by the senses of the body, is then processed 

by the brain, becoming the unconscious, 

the intuition, the body memory or the flow 

of ordered images that we call thought 

DAMASIO, 1995, p. 89-90104-108.

Thus, by exploring the transition from 

the three-dimensional and multisensorial 

environment of the mental images to the 

linear and chronological environment of the 

spoken language, we hope to contribute to the 

construction of the understanding of Embodied 

Research as a methodology – as a means for the 

construction of knowledge.

Japanese performer living in Brazil since 1994, 

in his research on Seitai-ho and scenic creation 

and Fu-gaku performance during this period, she 

was able to study with Butoh masters as Tadashi 

Endo, Yukio Waguri and Yumiko Yoshioka.

She works as a drama teacher since 2001, 

having taught classes for beginners in needy 

communities from 2001 to 2008. In 2005, 

she became professor of higher education 

at the Federal University of Ouro Preto - 

UFOP-MG. She´s currently lecturer of the 

Performing Arts course at State University of 

Londrina - UEL-PR.

text as a ProduCtion of the senses

The purpose of this workshop is to present 

a possibility of practical work that recognizes 

the production of text in the stage as part 

of the performers sensitive and not just 

intellectual apparatus as much as the voice 

and body movements.

The practical work will be conducted so 

that the participants can feel, even briefly, the 

connection between breathing, voice production 

and the spoken word.

After a brief warm-up based on breathing, 

we start by describing mental visual images 

generated by simple stimuli. The challenge 

here is to note that the images are three-

dimensional, but the enunciation of language 

is linear, so we need to find ways to not be 

drowned out by too much visual information. 

A possible next step is to move to more 

complex visual images generated by word 

stimuli related to abstract concepts.

Then we slowly move to simple descriptions 

as physical actions. These physical actions 

are the creative processes – a discovery of an 

embedded memory of physical actions that 

can be stringed together to create a physical 

score. The use of the term ‘physical score’ 

should not be confused with the Grotowskian 

use of ‘physical score’, as these scores are the 

embodied cultural memory and are used as 

original personal narratives 

In the space, I asked these questions: 

1. How do we harness these triggers and 

evoke a flow of consciousness/memory that can 

articulate through the body? 

2. What are the sources of origins and essence 

that is triggered? 

3. Can the body articulate a new possibility, a 

re-writing of history and the contemporary? 

sandra Parra furlanete

universidade estadual de londrina - uel

sandraparra44@yahoo.CoM.br

Sandra Parra is an actress and art performer 

BA in Communication and Body Arts at PUC-SP 

and Master in Arts at UFMG, with the theme 

Studies for body movement/voice integration in 

the work of contemporary actor. She is in PhD 

studies at in the Graduate Program in Performing 

Arts at University of Campinas – UNICAMP.

She is an actress-researcher at physical theater 

area, having studied in 1997 and 1998 with Yves 

Lebreton, and in 2010 with Thomas Leabheart 

she has also attended several workshops with 

Lume group in Brazil. As a performer, she has 

been working since 2004 with Toshi Tanaka, 
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continuarem eficazes em um “outro contexto 

cultural, tradicional e religioso”. Como bom 

pesquisador, ele não encontrou uma resposta 

única, mas deparou-se com uma série de 

problemas e de possibilidades surgidas no 

trabalho de buscar, aprender e trabalhar com 

algumas destas técnicas. Essas possibilidades 

e problemas, ele os relatou ao longo de seus 

escritos. Buscarei analisar estes escritos, com 

vistas a apresentar o encontro, ao qual estive 

presente, ocorrido no Brasil, entre o Open 

Program um dos grupos do Workcenter of Jerzy 

Grotowski and Thomas Richards, dirigido por 

Mario Biagini, e a Casa do Arco-Íris, Casa de 

Candomblé Angola, dirigida por Mãe Dango. 

Este encontro – eminentemente prático – entre 

um grupo ‘artístico’ e outro ‘religioso’, se deu, 

principalmente, através de ‘demonstrações 

de trabalho’, baseadas, sobretudo, em cantos 

e danças. Mãe Dango, ao final de uma 

demonstração, afirmou que os ancestrais 

estavam contentes, já que havia um grupo, de 

caráter laico, que poderia permitir, a pessoas 

menos interessadas na religião, o acesso a 

determinados saberes fundamentais à vida. Que 

‘saberes’ seriam estes que caminham entre o 

laico e o religioso, entre a Itália e o Brasil, e que 

podem ser reconhecidos nos cantos e danças? 

Retomo aqui, por outra via, às mesmas questões 

levantadas por Grotowski, tentando olhá-las a 

partir deste encontro do qual fui testemunha.

Trasculturalidade Open Program Terreiro de 

candomblé Grotowski

the groups of Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski 

and Thomas Richards, directed by Mario 

Biagini, and the Casa do Arco-Íris, house of 

Candomblé Angola, directed by Mãe Dango. 

This encounter – eminently practical – between 

an “artistic” and a “religious” group came to be, 

mostly through “work demonstrations” based in 

songs and dances. Mãe Dango, in the end of a 

demonstration, claimed that the ancestors were 

pleased, since there was a theatre group, which 

could allow to people less interested in religion 

the access to certain knowledges fundamental 

to life. What would be these “knowledges” that 

wander between lay and religious, between Italy 

and Brazil, and that could be recognized and re-

learned in the songs and dances? Here I access, 

through other means, the same matters raised 

by Grotowski, trying to look at them through this 

encounter I witnessed.

Transculturality Open Program Candomblés 

house, Grotowski

transCulturalidade Como PesQuisa: 

enContro entre oPen Program e o terreiro 

de CandomBlé Casa do arCo-íris

Para Grotowski, a transculturalidade nunca 

foi um axioma, mas uma pergunta dirigida 

às técnicas de diferentes contextos culturais. 

É por isso que Grotowski foi um pesquisador 

da transculturalidade. No Collège de France, 

levantou duas questões que pautaram sua vida 

artística: se existiriam “elementos técnicos” 

que ultrapassassem “o contexto cultural” no 

qual determinadas formas de práticas rituais 

nasceram ou se desenvolveram e, se estes 

elementos seriam “objetivos o bastante para 

Grotowskis artistic journey Ed. Perspectiva, 

2012 Investigate the memory or investigate 

oneself through the memory in Jerzy Grotowski: 

Leredità vivente, Accademia University Press, 

2013 and Chantez, il pourra se passer quelque 

chose, in La croyance et le corps, organized by 

Prof. Jean Marie Pradier Presses Universities de 

Bordeaux, 2015. She is also an actress, director 

and conducted numerous practical seminars and 

training workshops for actors and actresses.

transCulturality as a researCh: 

enCounter Between oPen Program and 

CandomBlés house Casa do arCo-íris

To Grotowski, the transculturality was never an 

axiom, but instead it was a question regarding 

the techniques of different cultural contexts. 

That’s why Grotowski was a researcher of 

transculturality. In the Collège de France, he 

raised two matters that would be the guides to 

his artistic life: whether there were “technical 

elements” that would go beyond the “cultural 

context” in which certain forms of ritual practice 

were conceived or developed and, whether 

these elements would be “objective enough” to 

be effective in “another cultural, traditional and 

religious context”. As a researcher, he didn’t find 

only one answer, but instead was faced with a 

series of problems and possibilities originated 

from the process of searching, learning and 

working with some of these techniques. 

These possibilities and problems, he related 

throughout his writings. I will analyse these 

writings with the intention of presenting the 

encounter occurring in Brazil, in which I was 

present, between the Open Program one of 

practices to approach clown training as an 

embodied research located in the border 

between life and art.

aBordagens ContemPlativas Para o Clown

O Palhaço é um personagem clássico do circo 

cujas origens podem ser traçadas desde a idade 

média e as Farsas Atelanas. Inicialmente, o palhaço 

aparecia nos entremezzos, entre os números dos 

artistas principais, porém ao longo do tempo ele 

ganhou um papel independente. Decroux, Lecoq, 

Burnier e Gaulier reviram o papel do palhaço e 

deslocaram seu treinamento de uma abordagem 

tradicional, baseada na repetição de números 

passados de pai para filho, para uma perspectiva 

mais individualizada, centrada na investigação 

corporal do ridículo pessoal. Nesta comunicação 

irei me valer dos estudos referentes às práticas 

contemplativas e mindfulness para tratar do 

treinamento do clown enquanto prática como 

pesquisa situada na fronteira entre arte e vida.

tatiana motta-lima

federal university of the state of rio de janeiro 

unirio tatiana.Motta.liMa@gMail.CoM

Tatiana Motta Lima is a professor in the Acting 

Department and in the Graduate Program in 

Performing Arts PPGAC at Federal University of 

the State of Rio de Janeiro, and a collaborator 

in the Graduate Program in Performing Arts 

at UNICAMP. His main work themes are 

Grotowskis work and artistic research and 

the actors work and pedagogy. Some of her 

publications are: the book Practical words: Jerzy 
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emBodied PoetiCs: the PoetiCs of the 

imagination in devising PraCtiCes.

Taking as its focus the ‘actor-creator’s’ process 

in devising practices, this research explores 

the notion of the ‘poetic body’ developed by 

French theatre pedagogue Jacques Lecoq 1921 

- 1999 and the writings of French philosopher 

Gaston Bachelard 1884 - 1962 on the ‘poetics of 

imagination.’ The overarching aim is to originate 

a new ‘embodied poetics’ whereby the sensate, 

feeling body actively explores correspondences 

with the ‘material elements’ of earth, air, fire 

and water. These are experienced as ‘poeticising 

substances’ – catalysts and conductors for an 

embodied imagination. More specifically, my 

paper asks the following question: 

What new understandings can a relational 

encounter between Lecoq’s pedagogy and 

Bachelard’s ‘poetic imagining’ reveal about 

the ’poetic body’ and how might these new 

understandings originate a devising process? 

An exploration of our powers to generate new 

performance, considered from a theoretical 

perspective offers a fresh reading of Lecoq’s 

notion of the ‘poetic body’. Equally, in applying 

Bachelard’s ‘poetic imagining’ to the devising 

process, I seek to revivify and reposition his 

philosophical standpoint from a contemporary 

perspective within the field of interdisciplinary 

practices. An embodied exploration of 

Bachelard’s ‘poetic imagining’ process through 

my own practice proposes a new ‘embodied 

poetics’ for devising, based on the body’s active 

participation with the world and a recognition 

that the poeticising ‘I’ is intimately entwined with 

the material elemental substances that comprise 

ellie nixon

bath spa university

e.nixon@bathspa.aC.uk

Dr Ellie Nixon, subject leader for BA Acting 

at Bath Spa University. Building on her PhD in 

Performance Practice from the University of 

Exeter, Ellie’s research pioneers an innovative 

embodied devising model, offering new 

understandings in the fields of contemporary 

theatre making, performer training and 

interdisciplinary practices. On graduating 

from the Lecoq Theatre School in 1989, she 

co-founded the La Mancha International 

Theatre Company, collaborating extensively 

with practitioners and students in Scandinavia, 

Central Europe, Central and South America 

to foment rich cultural correspondences and 

ongoing international links. In 1995, Ellie co-

founded The La Mancha School of Image and 

Gesture Chile, the first of its kind in South 

America. With a strong emphasis on devising 

highly visual performance around themes of 

political and social significance, both institutions 

have made a profound and long-lasting impact 

on the arts in Chile see her chapter in the 

recently published Routledge Companion to 

Jacques Lecoq. Ellie is currently in discussions 

with the Museum of Memory and Human 

Rights Museo de la Memoria y los Derechos 

Humanos, Santiago, Chile, to develop a research 

project titled The Poetics of Absence 2018. 

This project will explore her ‘embodied poetics’ 

within the field of trans-national contemporary 

performance-making and address themes of 

‘Global Uncertainties’ and ‘Identities and Beliefs’.

animation affords for an exaggeration of 

movement and timing that can enhance 

and highlight a particular aspect of visual 

expression in bachata or kung fu. Using 

the technique of rotoscoping that has a 

historical trajectory as a form of motion 

studies, my final project consists of a four-

minute animation 2,650 hand-drawn frames. 

I explore techniques that capture movement, 

musicality, technical and performance 

elements such as muscle tension, points of 

impact and emotive expression. 

Additionally, by reflecting on the interdisciplinary 

connections in modes of learning my three bodily 

practices animation, dance and martial arts I seek 

to further theory on embodied technique as an 

epistemic field of knowledge. Through practice as 

research I am employing a self-reflexive method in 

analyzing how body knowledge is acquired. There 

is structure in my practices grounded in stages of 

learning evolving from technical repetitive training 

of figurations, to conscious self-expression, and 

finally innate and natural level of improvisation 

that becomes enacted subconsciously and 

spontaneously through experience with a high 

level of rigor in the given practice. I aim to present 

embodied knowledge through the lens of a 

systematic approach toward acquiring bodily 

intelligence that transcends mere technicality or 

talent. For me, embodiment stands for a state of 

observation and kinetic knowledge acquisition 

whereby one learns to articulate and think through 

movement. Additionally, it is sustained by internal 

mind-related processes such as body awareness, 

self-expression and a training of mind that 

exercises imagination and memory.

iveta karPathyova

oCad university

ikarpathyova@faCulty.oCadu.Ca

I graduated from Ryerson University Toronto, 

2010 with a Bachelor of Design and freelanced 

as a commercial illustrator in Paris, Montreal 

and California. I am currently a Master of Design 

candidate focusing on embodied research 

and the affordances of rotoscope animation 

in documenting bodily knowledge. With the 

animated films that I developed in my first year 

of study, I won the Martial Arts Studies film 

competition and screened my work at the 2016 

conference. I have been a practitioner of Shaolin 

kung fu and latin dancing since 2013, and I’m 

currently an assistant instructor and dancer in a 

bachata performance team.

animation design for doCumentation of 

Bodily knowledge.

an interdisCiPlinary researCh of  

emBodied teChniQue in animation,  

danCe and martial arts.

ConferenCe suBtheme: relations  

of artistiC ProduCtion

thematiC strand: multimedia PuBliCation

Within my research I am framing animation 

as a design tool for documenting embodied 

knowledge but also explore its affordances 

in analyzing body technique as I visually 

translate movement at 12 frames per second. 

Skilled manual control over tools and media 

allows animator to create effects that can 

be impossible to enact with the physical 

restrictions of human body. Traditional 
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Theatre Laboratory in Finland and a member 

of the Bridge of Winds group, an international 

platform for theatre research led by Iben Nagel 

Rasmussen. For more than 15 years he has 

travelled consistently with the group throughout 

Europe and Latin America training, performing 

and giving workshops.

affeCt: interruPted - an emBodied 

disCussion on the hiatus Between 

teChniQue and Creation.

This performative-lecture will expose some 

aspects of a long-term investigation Adriana La 

Selva and Mika Juuselahave been developing 

in the field of actors embodied practices to 

investigate- from an academic and artistic 

perspective- new potentialities for a body of 

techniques we share in common, embedded in 

the Theatre Anthropology tradition.

The GENEALOGICAL ETUDES ON EMBODIED 

TRANSMISSION is a 4 years research project, 

supported by Ghent University, a.pass Institute 

for performing arts Brussels, and both Flemish 

and Finnish government, that aims to question 

the notion of recurring principles, as defined by 

Eugenio Barba, in contemporary theatre, through 

the genealogical study of creative processes. 

The recurring principles have been thought of 

by Barba from the observing of a much less fluid 

intersection of cultures, from the perspective 

of a stable geographical map, very different 

from our current reality. We want to reflect 

upon the nomadic body of knowledgeS of the 

contemporary performer from a perspective that 

does not disconnect from the traditions we were 

endorsed with. 

emBodied ProCesses: Between invisiBility 

and materiality

Through the examination of different projects 

produced by Performa Teatro, an artistic collective 

based in São Paulo, embodied research is seen 

as a tension between invisibility and materiality, 

a process which involves a deep perceptual 

articulation between body and voice and its 

implications. In this respect, notes, photos, videos 

and audio recordings will function as ways of 

rebuilding and of problematizing a creative path. 

ProCessos de inCorPoração: entre 

invisiBilidade e materialidade.

Através do exame de diferentes projetos criados 

pelo Performa Teatro, Núcleo de Pesquisa e 

Criação Cênica sediado em São Paulo, a pesquisa 

sobre os processos de incorporação será vista 

como modos de instauração de uma tensão entre 

invisibilidade e materialidade, processo esse que 

envolve de maneira profunda uma articulação 

perceptiva entre corpo, voz e suas implicações. 

Desse modo, notas, fotos, e registros audiovisuais 

funcionarão como gatilhos para a reconstrução e 

problematização de um caminho criativo. 

mika Juusela & adriana la selva

a.pass institute for perforMing arts / 

university of ghent

Mika.juusela@gMail.CoM /

adri.laselva@gMail.CoM

Mika Juusela is a performer and theatre 

researcher. Graduated by the Theatrelaboratory 

ECS, he is now the artistic director of Fennica 

Concerning his artistic work, he is one of the 

founders of Performa Teatro with this collective 

he presented performances in Brazil, Chile, 

France, Scotland, England an Italy. See www.

performateatro.org

Beth Lopes is theater director, director and 

professor of the Graduate and Undergraduate 

levels in Performing Arts at the Universidade 

de São Paulo. Actually is a program graduate 

coordinator and vice-director of Teatro da 

Universidade de São Paulo TUSP. As a researcher, 

she published academic articles focused on 

corporeality, memory and performance. She 

completed two post-doctoral research: the 

first in Brazil in 2006, UFSM / RS, about the 

presence of the memory of the actor in the 

contemporary spectacle and the second in 2010 

on the performance in the Performance Studies 

Department , NYU, with Richard Schechner 

as supervisor. In New York, she became a 

member of the Hemispheric Council institute of 

Performance and Politics, who in 2011 participated 

in the program &quotArt and Resistance&quot 

in Chiapas in Mexico, taught by Diana Taylor, 

and in 2013, she organized the “ 8th Encuentro 

Hemispheric Institute of Performance and 

Politics&quot in São Paulo. She founded and directs 

the Companhia de Teatro em quadrinhos CTQ 

for which she realized around forty theatrical and 

performative artistis productions and received 

many awards and public recognition. It also 

followed an artistic training at the Odin Teatret, at 

the Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski and Richard 

Thomas, etc. Actually, she is the coordinator with 

Zebba Dal Farra of IFTR 2017 in São Paulo.

it. In considering the ‘material elements’ 

as originating substances for an imagining 

body, their dialectic qualities provoke infinite 

possibilities for a permanent renewal, expansion 

and transformation of practice, in essence, to the 

discovery of our own poetic body.

This research aligns with the interdisciplinary 

connections strand of the conference. The 

practice-led aspects of the research can also 

be explored through a workshop. I am keen to 

participate in both.

matteo Bonfitto & elisaBeth loPes

universidade estadual de CaMpinas (uniCaMp) / 

universidade de são paulo (usp)

Matteobonfitto@gMail.CoM /  

bethlopes7@gMail.CoM

Matteo Bonfitto is a performer, theatre director 

and a researcher. He received his BA cum laude 

from Bologna University, Italy, with a dissertation 

on Kabuki Theatre “Emptiness: Kabuki”. He 

received his MA in Theatre at São Paulo State 

University, Brazil, with a dissertation on physical 

action and composition in acting “The Actor as 

a Composer” and he was awarded a PhD from 

Royal Holloway University of London, England, 

with a thesis on Peter Brook’s Theatre “The 

Kinetics of the Invisible”. Since 2010 he has 

been developing a postdoctoral research on 

performative processes and part of it took place 

at The Graduate Center CUNY, EUA, at the Freie 

Universität, Germany, and at Paris 3 - Sorbonne 

Nouvelle, France. He is currently teaching at 

the State University of Campinas, in Brazil. 
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Fáceis” nomeia o mais recente trabalho de minha 

parceria artística com minha mãe, a bailarina e 

musicista Janice Vieira. Desde 2007, trabalhamos 

juntas em cena, fazendo uso da intersecção entre 

dança, teatro e música. O presente processo de 

criação reúne estudos “sonorocoreográficos” a partir 

de peças do compositor alemão Johann Sebastian 

Bach, em diálogo com sonoridades e movimentos 

das memórias culturais das artistas em cena. Para 

nomear o tipo de engajamento corporal e sonoro 

pretendido, adotamos o termo “sonorocoreografia” 

como emergência da voz cantada em movimento 

e da música tocada em movimento, em desenhos 

cênicos que se valem da indissociabilidade entre 

percepção, hábito motor, memória e musicalidade. 

O interesse em abordar esse processo de criação 

está em evidenciar o caráter “corporeado” da 

voz e do som, cujas investidas se dão na relação 

entre corpo e ambiente. Para dialogar com tal 

perscpectiva, buscamos contribuições de autores 

dos Estudos do Corpo, da Antropologia do Som e 

das Ciências Cognitivas, cujas pesquisas se acercam 

de temas como percepção, produção sonora e 

movimento, tais quais: Alwa Nöe 2004, José Miguel 

Wisnik 2006 e Helena Katz 2011.

Palavras-chave: corpo som dança 

sonorocoreografia

Pavlo Bosyy

ryerson sChool of perforrManCe, ryerson 

universitypavlo.bosyy@ryerson.Ca

Assistant Professor of Theatre Production at 

Ryerson Theatre School, Ryerson University, 

Toronto Ontario, Canada Pavlo Bosyy has 

involved in choreographic and musical events that 

arouse different cultural memories in sonorous and 

spatial traces. Easy Pieces names the most recent 

work of my artistic partnership with my mother, 

the dancer and musician Janice Vieira. Since 2007, 

we have worked together as performers, making 

use of the crossroads between dance, theatre and 

music. The process of creation of“Easy Pieces” 

brings together sonorocoreographic studies from 

pieces by the German composer Johan Sebastian 

Bach, in dialogue with sonorities and movements 

of our cultural memories. We use the term 

sonorocoreography as the emergence of singing 

voice in movement and music played in movement, 

in scenic designs that shows the inseparability 

between perception, motor habit, memory and 

musicality. The interest in abording this process of 

creation is to highlight the embodied character of 

voice and sound, whose emergency occur in the 

relationship between body and environment. In 

order to dialogue with this perspective, we seek 

contributions from authors of Body Studies,  

Sound Anthropology and Cognitive Sciences, 

whose research approaches about perception, 

sound production and movement, such as:  

Alwa Nöe 2004, José Miguel Wisnik 2006  

and Helena Katz 2011.

reflexões soBre o som CorPoreado na 

dança de Peças fáCeis

Esta pesquisa aborda a experiência 

artística do projeto “Peças Fáceis: Plataforma 

Sonorocoreográfica”, em que corpo, som e voz 

estão implicados em acontecimentos coreográficos 

e musicais que suscitam diferentes memórias 

culturais em traçados sonoros e espaciais. “Peças 

andreia nhur

usp

deianhur@yahoo.CoM.br

Andréia Nhur is a dancer, actress and 

researcher, working in the interface between 

theatre, dance, music and body-voice studies. 

She has graduated in dance at UNICAMP/

Brazil and has doctor degree in Communication 

and Semiotics at PUC-SP/Brazil. In 2011, she 

made an internship in the Dance Department 

at University of Paris 8 France. As a dancer 

and actress, she has already performed in 

International Festivals in Brazil Panorama-Rio 

de Janeiro, International Dance Festival-Recife, 

Portugal Festival da Fábrica and Belgium Festival 

International de Théâtre de Namur. Since 2007, 

she performs with her mother, the dancer and 

musician Janice Vieira, in autobiographical dance 

pieces with Pró-Posição Dance Project. In 2013, 

the project was prized by the APCA Association 

of Art Critics of São Paulo by the ensemble of 

pieces in dance. In 2015, Andréia Nhur was 

also nominated best actresses by the APCA 

for her performance in “Are the stars forever?” 

with Katharsis Theather Group, directed by 

her father, the director and dramaturg Roberto 

Gill Camargo. Since 2013, she is a professor of 

Scenic Arts Department at University of São 

Paulo USP.

refleCtions aBout the emBodied sound in 

the danCe of easy PieCes

This research discusses the artistic experience 

of the project Easy Pieces: Sonorocoreographic 

Platform, in which body, sound and voice are 

GEOPT is structured along 5 physical/

philosophical concepts that have a close 

connection to performance strategies. These 

concepts have been drawn from a postdramatic 

perspective, where virtuosism has been enriched 

with the benefits of failure, where presence has 

merged into a wide range of absences, where 

narratives have been deconstruct into non-

chronological fragments and into virtual multi 

spatialities. They are: repetition, interruption, 

vibration, apparatus and deconstruction. They 

shape the core of our investigations in relation to 

the recurring principles. 

For the sharing at IFTR, we will focus on the 

first two: repetition as developed in Deleuze’s 

ontology and interruption as developed in 

Walter Benjamin and Alain Badiou’s writings. 

Through a performative exercise, we will exhaust 

these notions to open a discussion on the hiatus 

between technique and creation. The proposal 

is directed to the embodied practice thematic 

thread of the embodied research working group.

***In addition or as an alternative, we will be 

glad to share a practice where the participants 

can experience the sources of our findings. 

In this format, we suggest working with one 

specific exercise we are very acquainted 

with, The Winds Dance, an exercise which 

grounds a great deal of research developed by 

our common group The Bridge of Winds. By 

deconstructing this practice, we articulate and 

explore repetition and interruption to approach 

new technique strategies to potentialize a 

performers creative process.
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The paper also shows how it’s possible to 

connect up all the ingredients of theatrical form 

- acting, movement, music, art ... in one compact, 

extremely impressive artifact, in one „body”.

dalmir rogério Pereira

usp

dhalrogerio@gMail.CoM

Set designer and costume designer works 

in the area of Puppet Theater. Professor of the 

scenography at Anhembi Morumbi University. 

He is a Master and PhD in Performing Arts 

from ECA / USP, where he researches the scene 

costume in the puppet theater from the work of 

the companies Giramundo Brazil and Royal de 

Luxe France.

the dimensions of the sCene Costume at the 

giramundo and the royal de luxe

This research is a study about the scene 

costume of in relation puppet / object and 

actor / manipulator, from the material, visual 

and symbolic dimensions that constitute it. The 

study covers two case studies: the Brazilian 

puppet theater company Giramundo and the 

French street theater company Royal de Luxe. 

For theoretical support, we sought the theatrical 

theory that analyzes the different proposals of 

use of the puppet in scene, contemplating the 

contemporary production. The subject of the 

research was also related with studies of fashion 

and visual arts that allow to analyze the costume 

and its inherent properties displaced for the 

scene. The hypothesis is that the scene costume 

vera velemanova

arts and theatre institute prague

vera.veleManova@tisCali.Cz vera. 

veleManova@divadlo.Cz

Researcher and employee of the  

Department of Czech Theatre Studies,  

Arts and Theatre Institute.

Her research focuses on the 19th and 20th 

century Czech set design and theatre history 

of Russian immigrants in Czechoslovakia 

between 1918 and 1938. She is an author of 

texts elaborating on the issues of legionary 

theatre in Russia between 1914 and 1920. She 

also works as a curator of the exhibitions with 

theatrical themes.

Since 2013: postgraduate studies at the 

Department of Theatre Studies of the Faculty of 

Arts, Charles University, Prague.

CzeCh arChiteCt and the emPeror of 

assyria: theatriCal freedom manifesto

Drama of Fernando Arrabal Architect and 

the Emperor of Assyria was staged in Czech 

Republic only once: in 1969, at the Theatre 

On the Balustrade in Prague, directed by 

Jaroslav Gillar and with set design by Libor 

Fára. This stylishly refined production was a 

kind of art, acting and directing manifesto of 

freedom and creativity, in the period after the 

Soviet invasion 1968, when the totalitarian 

regime has again tightened its ties. This 

performance showed that the eminently liberal 

artistic shape in the specific conditions of 

a totalitarian regime is at the same time an 

important political act. 

Boundaries Challenged, Blurred and  

re-invented: a showCase of the ProduCtion 

of “faust, or of freedom and of life he  

only is deserving...”

I am very interested in exploring how arts 

break genre canons and geographical boundaries 

I am intrigued and fascinated to see how 

different countries and traditions inform each 

other. Thus, in the production of “Faust, or Of 

Freedom and of Life He Only is Deserving...” 

at Volyn State Puppet Theatre Ukraine, 2016, I 

tried to apply to the Western-European classic 

the quintessentially Ukrainian way of theatrical 

thinking, which often manifests in a paradoxical 

mixture of extremes of sentimental solemnity 

and sardonic laughter.

As far as my current aesthetics is concerned, 

I am interested in the areas of design where 

technologies interact and overlap. 

The presentation will explore how a specific 

design concept can inform script writing and 

staging and will showcase the production of “Faust, 

or …” from the perspective of achieving synergy 

of the script, stage direction, design, and acting. 

The paper will address inclusion of the digital 

projection technology into the script, staging, and 

design. I will emphasize the mutual influence of 

aesthetic choices and possibilities – and sometimes 

limitations – of contemporary technologies.

Since I was the co-author of the script together 

with Anatoly Yurchenko, director, set, puppet, 

costume designer and a projection co-designer 

with Leonid Tyvoniuk for this production, I will 

analyze how the process of developing of the 

artistic vision functioned within the framework 

of a collaborative art form, the theatre.

taught Theatre Arts, History, and Humanities for 

more than 25 years at the college and university 

level. Pavlo also worked as Principal Resident 

Designer Scenographer at Kirovohrad State 

Puppet Theatre and Kropyvnytsky State Theatre, 

both in Kirovohrad Ukraine. He designed, 

directed or performed for about 200 projects 

at regional and academic theatres in Canada, 

Ukraine and the USA and at the Off-Broadway 

companies.Pavlo’s work has been featured in the 

Southeastern Theatre Conference, the Kennedy 

Center American College Theater Festival, the 

United States Institute for Theatre Technology’s 

Young Designers’ Forum, and in other numerous 

international conferences in the United States 

and Western Europe. He has participated in 

theatre design exhibits such as World Stage 

Design and Prague Quadrennial as well as at the 

Ming’s Clambake portfolio review. Professional 

credits include Volyn State Puppet Theatre, 

Odessa Theatre for the Young Audiences, 

Poltava State Puppet Theatre all in Ukraine, Le 

Ballet du Siècle de Taipei Taipei, Taiwan, New 

York Fringe Festival, Equity Showcases at Take 

Wing and Soar company, Yangtze Repertory 

Company and The Billie Holiday Theatre NYC, 

Michigan’s Meadowbrook Theatre, Plowshares 

Theatre Company and Jewish Ensemble Theatre, 

Texas Shakespeare Festival and Daemon Theatre 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Pavlo holds an MFA 

degree in Production Design and Technology 

from Ohio University USA he is a member of 

UNIMA and ADC. Pavlo’s work is available 

at his web sitehttps://sites.google.com/site/

pavlobosyy/
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an act that is identical in manner, is a generative, 

creative, and forward-looking process. Deleuze 

argues that repetition creates through difference 

rather than stabilises through replication, as 

it is often conceived. As a result, he pursues 

the notion that difference and repetition 

have the potential to be both destructive and 

constructive. This paper will explore what 

transpires when a performance such as The 

Corn Exchange production Man of Valour 

makes use of the destructive and constructive 

power of difference and repetition, particularly 

repetition’s ability to appeal to habit and connect 

with learned behaviour, in order to deepen the 

immersive potential of the performance for 

the spectator. This paper will consider how 

Deleuze’s notion of difference and repetition, his 

development of the notion of “a body without 

organs” and Mikel Dufrenne’s insights into 

aesthetic experience, inform and deepen the 

immersive potential for the spectator.

adam alston

university of surrey 

a.alston@gsa.surrey.aC.uk

Dr. Adam Alston is Lecturer in Theatre and 

Performance Studies and Programme Leader of 

the BA Theatre and Performance programme at 

the University of Surrey, UK. His first monograph, 

Beyond Immersive Theatre: Aesthetics, Politics 

and Productive Participation, is published with 

Palgrave Macmillan, and he has published a 

range of journal articles and book chapters 

exploring the politics and aesthetics of audience 

• History and Theory of Theatre and 

Performance III: Modernism to the Postdigital 

Module, Drama Studies Course

2016 Peer Reviewer for the TCD Journal of 

Postgraduate Research

Trinity College Dublin

2015-Present Dramaturg

 Kill the Cat Productions
publiCations: 

2017 Forthcoming article, “Home Body” to be 

published as part of The Home Project 

A collaboration between the Huston School 

of Film & Digital Media and various community 

groups in based in Co. Galway, Ireland. 

funding and aWards: 

2016-Present: Graduate Fellow at Trinity Long 

Room Hub Arts and Humanities Institute

2016-Present: Postgraduate Research 

Studentship Award

Awarded by Trinity College Dublin

2016: Travel bursary to attend and present at 

the IFTR 2016 Conference 

Awarded by IFTR

2015:  Scholarship to attend Summer School 

Awarded by Johannes Gutenberg University 

Mainz, Germany

2010/2011: IFTR New Scholars Prize-  

Third Prize

Awarded by IFTR

Phenomenal identifiCation and  

sensory immersion in the Corn  

exChanges man of valour

In 1968, Gilles Deleuze published Difference 

and Repetition, which set forth one of his most 

revolutionary proposals—repetition, rather than 

se expande sua investigação e entendimento para 

além do traje do boneco, alcançando a relação 

boneco/objeto e ator/manipulador. A pesquisa gerou 

indicativos teóricos que poderão ser utilizados em 

trabalhos futuros, como ponto de partida na análise 

de outros casos onde o traje de cena tenha como 

premissa as especificidades estabelecidas a partir 

da relação entre a figura humana/ator-manipulador 

e o objeto articulado inanimado/boneco. Não se 

espera, naturalmente, que os resultados obtidos 

nesta pesquisa sejam aplicáveis a todos os casos de 

apropriação do objeto/boneco como eixo central 

da cena em diferentes espetáculos, em que sua 

composição e relação com o ator-manipulador 

consiste em inúmeras possibilidades.

angela Butler

trinity College dublin

buterab@tCd.ie

eduCation:

2014-Present PhD Drama, Trinity College Dublin

Thesis: Immersive Sensory Spectacle as 

Performance: a study of sensory spectacle 

performance and the influence of digital culture

Supervisor: Dr Eric Weitz

2010-2011  MPhil Theatre and Performance 

Trinity College Dublin

2006-2009 BAHons Drama with Psychology 

University of Ulster

Work experienCe:

2016-Present Teaching Assistant

 Department of Drama, Trinity College Dublin

• Performance Analysis Module, Drama 

Studies Course

in the theater of animation acquires specific 

meanings when it expands its investigation 

and understanding beyond the costume of the 

puppet, reaching the relation puppet / object 

and actor / manipulator. The research generated 

theoretical indicatives that could be used in 

future work, as a starting point in the analysis 

of other cases where the costume of the scene 

is premised on the specificities established 

from relationship between the human figure/

actor-manipulator and the inanimate articulated 

object /puppet. It is not expected, of course, 

that the results from this research could be 

useful to all possible cases of appropriation of 

the object / puppet as the central axis of the 

scene in different spectacles as  we are aware 

its composition and its relation with the actor-

manipulator involves  uncountable possibilities.

as dimensões do traJe de Cena no 

giramundo e no royal de luxe

Esta pesquisa é um estudo sobre o traje de cena 

na relação boneco/objeto e ator/manipulador, a 

partir das dimensões materiais, visuais e simbólicas 

que o constituem. O estudo abarca dois estudos de 

caso: a companhia mineira de teatro de bonecos 

Giramundo e a companhia francesa de teatro de 

rua Royal de Luxe. Para suporte teórico, buscou-se 

a teoria teatral que analisa as distintas propostas 

de utilização do boneco em cena, contemplando a 

produção contemporânea. Relacionou-se também 

o tema da pesquisa com estudos de moda e artes 

visuais, que permitem analisar o traje e suas 

propriedades inerentes deslocadas para a cena. 

A hipótese é que o traje de cena no teatro de 

animação adquire significados específicos, quando 
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through interpretation and design work. The 

final design and shape of the costumes for this 

production was based on the expressive qualities 

of materials: new materials were researched 

and made for each individual character, and 

different textures and colour patterns were 

designed for each performer based on their 

shared personal memories. The costumes were, 

therefore, designed ‘through’ the performers. This 

presentation will analyse the artistic research and 

collaboration frame in order to contextualize this 

approach as a paradigm for performer-led design. 

I will be presenting this research as a ‘work in 

progress’ for peer feedback, with a view to further 

development and eventual publication.

luCy thornett

university of the arts, london

l.thornett@lCC.arts.aC.uk

Lucy Thornett is a scenographer and lecturer 

in Spatial Design at the University of the Arts, 

London. She has designed sets and costumes 

for numerous productions and has also 

exhibited her own immersive installations and 

performances. She is a co-convenor of the UK 

Theatre and Performance Research Association 

Scenography Working Group, and a regular 

contributor to Blue Pages, the Society of British 

Theatre Designers’ journal SBTD, as well as an 

SBTD committee member. Lucy was assistant 

curator for the Australian section of the Prague 

Quadrennial in 2015. Her research focuses on 

contemporary practice in scenography, with a 

particular interest in design-led performance 

University, Sofia founded Costume in Focus, the 

first research group on performance costume, 

and leads a 1.2M€ Academy of Finland research 

project on Costume Methodologies. Sofia has 

taught, lectured and published internationally.

Performer-led Costumes: designing 

through the Performer

The collaboration between costume designers 

and performers is essential in creating characters 

and expressing ideas through performing 

bodies. Yet, the time for personal collaboration 

between these professionals in performance 

fields such as that of opera is often limited and 

rare. After a 20-year professional career working 

extensively in the field of opera, my interest 

focuses on investigating the performer-costume 

designer collaboration and the potential of 

personalised, performer-inspired design. I am 

specifically interested in developing extended, 

and more private collaboration between the 

costume designer and the performers as a 

means to enhance the performers’ experience 

through developing stronger connections to their 

costumes. This presentation will be based on 

a recent opera production, the Tempest 2015, 

as an example of this approach. In the specific 

project, the ideas for the costumes did not 

come ‘only’ from the designer: the opera singers 

were invited to share their perspective on their 

‘role’ in this production as well as to discuss 

memories from their private life. The performers’ 

experiences informed and influenced the costume 

design hence the costumes included elements 

that were very personal to the performers, 

developed and integrated into the costumes 

a critical framework that reads the present 

through the past, offering a vocabulary and a 

set of concepts that might serve the analysis 

of both recent scenographic practice, and the 

kinds of imaginative engagement that it asks 

of audiences. By critically analysing decay and 

ruination as core features of decadence in work 

by three influential exponents of immersive 

theatre in the United Kingdom – Punchdrunk, 

dreamthinkspeak and SHUNT – I hope to 

arrive at an understanding of contemporary 

scenography that might tell us as much about 

theatrical space as the society that produces it. 

sofia Pantouvaki

aalto university 

sofsCeno@gMail.CoM

Dr. Sofia Pantouvaki is a scenographer PhD 

and Professor of Costume Design at Aalto 

University, Finland. Her background includes 

over 80 designs for theatre, film, opera and 

dance productions in Europe, as well as 

numerous curatorial and exhibition design 

projects. Co-author, History of Dress - The 

Western World and Greece 2010 editor, Yannis 

Metsis - Athens Experimental Ballet 2011 co-

editor, Presence and Absence: The Performing 

Body 2014. She is Project Leader of Performance: 

Visual Aspects of Performance Practice and 

Co-Editor, Studies in Costume and Performance 

Intellect, 2016. Vice-Head for Research, OISTAT 

Costume Design Group Costume Curator for 

World Stage Design 2013 Associate Curator, 

Costume in Action WSD 2013. At Aalto 

immersion and participation in contemporary 

theatre and cultural performance more broadly. 

His most recent work, Theatre in the Dark: 

Shadow, Gloom and Blackout in Contemporary 

Theatre – a collection of essays co-edited with 

Dr. Martin Welton – is due to be published 

with Bloomsbury in the summer. He was a 

founding co-editor of Contemporary Theatre 

Review’s online ‘Interventions’, and is currently 

co-convenor of the Theatre and Performance 

Research Association’s Performance, Identity 

and Community Working Group.

deCadent eChoes: sCenograPhy and 

suBJeCtivity in immersive theatre  

seminar ProPosal

This seminar draws together two of the 

conference’s core fields of interest: spaces of 

subjectivity, and boundaries of history. It looks 

to identify echoes of the European fin de siècle 

in contemporary scenography by focusing on 

the twinned notions of a ‘decadent aesthetic’ 

and a ‘decadent imagination’, which I argue 

are currently enjoying somewhat paradoxically 

a renaissance in a broad spectrum of work 

spanning live art and immersive theatre. For the 

purposes of this seminar, I choose to focus on 

the latter – immersive theatre – because of the 

frequent materialisation of a decadent aesthetic 

in the scenic landscapes of immersive theatre 

performances that appeal – often explicitly – to 

escapism. Drawing on the strangely insightful, 

but controversial and deservedly lampooned 

pseudo-science of Max Nordau, alongside 

key ‘symptoms’ of decadence in nineteenth-

century art and literature, I look to construct 
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By exploring three different immersive 

scenographic settings: the streets of Berlin in 

Remote Mitte Rimini Protokol, 2016, nature in 

Forest: The Nature of Crisis Constanza Macras, 

2013, and flight simulation in the theme area 

Hubei in the Air Wanda Movie Park, 2016, I will 

try to clarify how scenography’s environmental 

and technological potential can be used to 

enhance rather than restrict participation. 

Therefore, I invite you to follow me in a 

discussion on immersive sets and mobile 

audiences, guided by Tim Ingold´s discourse 

regarding environmental perception, in order  

to address the concept of belonging  

in scenography.

niCk hunt

rose bruford College of theatre and 

perforManCe

niCk.hunt@bruford.aC.uk

Nick was a professional lighting designer 

and technician before starting to teach lighting 

design at Rose BrufordCollege, where he is now 

Head of the School of Design, Management 

and Technical Arts. Nick’s research interests 

include the performative potential of light, 

digital scenography and performance, theatre 

technology history, and the roles and status of 

theatre-making personnel. Nick is an Associate 

Editor of the International Journal of Performance 

Arts and Digital Media, and was co-convenor 

of the Scenography Working Group of TaPRA 

2010-2013. He is currently a co-convenor of the 

Scenography Working Group of IFTR.

Routledge, 2015 and a chapter in Scenography 

Expanded Bloomsbury, 2017.

FOLLOW ME - Scenographic Reflections on 

Audience Mobility

In accordance with this year’s conference 

theme, I would like to discuss how a mobile 

audience perceives its scenographic 

surroundings. I will examine performance 

locations outside the theatre – both pre-existing 

and custom-made – that enable either physical 

or simulated audience micro-migration as part 

of the spectacle. Usually, spectators are invited 

either to follow a given pedestrian trajectory in 

site-specific theatrical events, or to follow the 

safety regulations of mechanical or technological 

movement-simulation devices, including 

riding seats and virtual-reality equipment in 

popular entertainment. Interestingly enough, 

although the opportunity to walk through 

site-specific events is supposed to correlate 

with the multisensory experience of our bodily 

exploration of the world, this ambition often falls 

short of expectations. On the other hand, using 

technology to simulate movement precisely 

targets the spectators’ senses, emphasising 

perceptual stimulus and enhancing the feeling 

of participation, even if the safety measures 

in place allow hardly any physical movement 

at all. Both of these strategies rely heavily on 

sight – a sense associated with un-involvement 

and distance. So what exactly makes the 

difference? Bearing in mind that the interactions 

between a moving audience, technology, and the 

environment continue to influence scenographic 

tactics, it is essential to understand the impact of 

visual perception on motion.

Elephant & Castle is currently the site of a 

contentious large-scale regeneration project 

that has been criticised due to the removal 

of existing communities and social housing, 

and the lack of affordable housing in the new 

plans. Thus, I argue the scenography produces 

a heterotopic space by simultaneously creating 

a sensory disjunction and affective unreality 

whilst highlighting the material and by extension 

political conditions of the real city-site.

Works Cited

Merleau-Ponty, M. 2012 Phenomenology of 

Perception. Translated by D.A. Landes. London: 

Routledge

neBoJša taBački

freelanCe sCenographer

ntabaCki@gMail.CoM

Dr. Nebojša Tabački is a freelance artist 

working in the theatre, film and television 

industry. He studied architecture in Belgrade 

and Berlin, and continued his education 

in stage and production design as a 

postgraduate in Munich before returning to 

Berlin to complete a PhD in art and cultural 

history. His scholarly interests focuson the 

impact of technology on scenography and 

theatre architecture. His book Kinetic Stages 

Transcript, 2014 examines the visionary 

concepts of the kinetic scenography and 

theatre buildings of the 1960s and the 1970s, 

influenced by modernist architecture heritage. 

His recent publications include an article in 

the Theatre and Performance Design Journal 

making, immersive audience experiences and 

intersections between scenography and broader 

spatial design practice.

sCenograPhiC disJunCtion and  

heterotoPia in tower

This provocation will discuss Tower, a 

scenographic practice research project presented 

in 2017 in Elephant & Castle, in Central London. 

Tower was performed in one high-rise building 

and watched from another through binoculars, 

with the audience also listening to a binaural 

recording of the performers’ movements through 

headphones. The binaural soundscape and the 

binoculars augment the visual and the auditory 

to create a mediated sensory proximity that 

is experienced in disjunction with the physical 

distance of the performance. 

Analysing my own response to this work from 

my dual perspective as a creator and spectator, 

I argue that the mediation of the visual and 

the aural disrupts the unity of the senses and 

thus thwarts the haptic perception of the three 

dimensional space of the performance, creating 

an ‘experimental upheaval’ Merleau-Ponty, 

2012, p. 212. In doing so, the scenography of 

this performance destabilises usual perceptions 

of the urban environment by producing a sense 

of unreality, which operates on an affective 

register to alienate the spectator from the 

quotidian nature of the city and heighten the 

fictional space of the performance. 

Conversely, I propose that the vantage point 

offered by the positioning of the audience in 

Tower reveals the scale and speed at which the 

real urban landscape is shifting and changing. 
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action stretches the limits and boundaries of 

the traditional theatrical space green make up, 

wigs and masks and even watermelon helmets 

queered their bodies as a performative action 

that constructs and reconstructs their identities. 

The interaction of fans with each other, with the 

geographical space, and the performative space of 

their own bodies in drag enables a consideration 

of the material body against and within the 

representational body, which affects and 

destabilizes the experience of the performative 

body and its engagement as theatrical event. 

This is juxtaposed to unintentional theatrical 

expressions in the realm of the everyday, created 

by the bodies of males dressed in “drag” not 

the bodies that perform in traditional theatrical 

settings, such as small stages in bars and 

nightclubs in the Canadian drag scene, but mostly 

the ones that perform in the ambit of the everyday 

in their “Drag personas” as part of the city’s 

urban theatricality. The paradoxical possibilities 

of the male queered body in both case studies 

proposes a new theatrical space produced by the 

usage of established cultural images transformed, 

destroyed and rebuilt for the creation of an 

unorthodox, carnivalesque and performative

Cristiano Cezarino rodrigues

universidade federal de Minas gerais - ufMg

CCezarino@gMail.CoM

Scenographer, architect and professor  

from Brazil.

Professor at the Architecture School of the 

Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais EAUFMG, 

 In July 2015, Mr. Sandoval joined the Faculty 

of the Theatre and Dramatic Arts Department 

at University of Lethbridge in Canada where he 

teaches and designs. 

 His latest credits include the costume 

design for The Importance of being Earnest 

for University of Lethbridge in the fall of 2016, 

the set design for Théâtre français de Toronto 

in February 2016, the costume design for two 

productions commissioned for the summer of 

2015 by The National Ballet of Canada and Ballet 

Kelowna, and at the Banff Centre for the Arts.

the Queered male Body  

as Costume: exPressions of  

the everyday in Canadian Culture

My work examines the question of 

performance and the performativity of the 

Bakhtinian carnivalesque queered body, 

through the exploration of two case studies: 

the Roughriders male fan base Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada and Drag culture in 

Canada. I aim to analyze these two case studies 

through the lens of the theatrical event and 

to explore them as subject matter in the way 

that gender identities can be constructed and 

reconstructed in a non-specialized realm, in 

other words, in the ambit of the everyday.

Saskatchewan’s football team, The 

Roughriders, has the biggest fan base within 

the Canadian Football League. Male fans 

show their complacency to the ideology of 

orthodox masculinity by cheering the team 

and transforming the physical space of their 

own bodies to unconsciously participate in the 

stimulating voyeurism of the dedicated fan. This 

the potential to contain action. My project seeks 

to discover conceptual, aesthetic and technical 

strategies to make such miniature scenographies 

that suggest possible narratives or dramatic 

worlds. I will be presenting this research as a ‘work 

in progress’ with a view to further development 

and eventual publication.

referenCes:

Michael Paul Smith http:// 

www.visitelginpark.com

Graeme Webb https://davidneat.wordpress.

com/2013/12/28/models-as-art-form-the-

constructed-images-of-graeme-webb/

Anne Hardy https://msuphotoresources.

wordpress.com/2012/04/09/anne-hardy/

Jorge sandoval

aalto university: doCtoral Candidate. university 

of lethbridge: leCturer

jorge.sandoval@uleth.Ca

Mr. Sandoval holds an MFA in Theatre and 

Interdisciplinary Studies from The University 

of Regina in Canada and is currently a PHD 

candidate at Aalto University in Helsinki, 

Finland. At Aalto, he works actively in the 

research of costume design through the group 

“Costume in Focus” and the FIDIPRO research 

project. He collaborated in the design of the 

exhibition for the conference “Critical Costume 

2015” in Helsinki, Finland.

He is actively writing and his latest article 

The rough riders: An exploration of theatricality, 

masculinity identities and voyeurism in Canadian 

football was published by Intellect books in 2016.

small sPaCes: using light and PhotograPhy 

to make miniature sCenograPhies

The set model is a familiar object used by 

designers as part of the process of developing, 

communicating and sometimes archiving scenic 

design ideas. ‘Peep boxes’ are sometimes used 

as an educational exercise in design training, 

where the viewer peers into a box where the 

interior has been treated as a scenographic 

space. It is less common for miniature 

scenographies to be part of the performance 

itself, with stage settings for puppet theatre 

being the most obvious exception.

The making of miniature worlds does form 

part of other kinds of artistic work, however, 

particularly combined with photography. Michael 

Paul Smith photographs combinations of visually 

highly realistic models and real backgrounds such 

as distant trees, generally lit by natural daylight to 

create images of ‘Elgin Park’, a nostalgic take on 

1950s middle America. In contrast, Anne Hardy’s 

photographs of her fictional, constructed spaces 

are often surreal, but suggest narratives and have 

theatrical qualities. Graeme Webb’s table-top 

model worlds are also surreal, and often feature 

dramatic lighting and miniature figures to suggest 

scenarios and narratives.

Bringing together some of the above themes, 

I want to introduce my own research-led work, 

located at the intersection of photography, model-

making, scenography and fine art practices. My 

aim is to investigate how miniature, found or 

constructed interior spaces may – through the 

transformative power of light and photography 

– be seen as scenographic spaces, in that they 

have a sense of place and of interiority, with 
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environment, or to the cyborg. What happens to 

the interaction between human and computers 

when we become a third thing? The interaction 

of the unpredictable algorithms that we can use 

for architectural design, but that can start to have 

their own agency. The interaction of performer 

and the softwares when composing, and the 

exposure of its procedure to affect the audience. 

The effects of audience participation/interaction 

or not in the theater structure.

This paper will talk about the interdisciplinary 

collaborative process as a possibility to expand 

ways of creating and proposing costume design. 

Opening this scenic element to exchange with 

other fields, in this case: space, architecture, 

sonic arts, audience, installation, set, human-

computer interaction, algorithmic design. To 

expand the concept of character’s body and the 

protection/ exposition of the performer’s self. 

figurino em ProCessos interdisCiPlinares. 

Como Physarum PolyCePhalum, um ÚniCo 

CorPo multiCelular.

A presente pesquisa é o resultado da minha função 

de figurinista no projeto “Interações Táteis, Mentes 

Corporificadas”. Uma prática como pesquisa, que 

provém do encontro das disciplinas de Computação 

e Mídia, Arquitetura e Artes Cênicas. Proposto por 

Gabrielle Kuzabaviciute da Lituânia e mestranda 

em Computação e Mídia, Roxane Fallah do Irã e 

mestranda em Computação e Mídia, Abdullah 

Soydan da Túrquia e mestrando em Artes Cênicas e 

eu do Brasil e mestranda em Teatro Técnico em um 

curso criado por nós com orientação da Doutora Pil 

Hansen da Dinamarca e da Doutora Vera Perlac da 

Servia/Canada na University of Calgary.

way of proposing set design model making 

and costume renderings with my research in 

site-specific and non-convectional ways of 

communication the set/costume renderings. 

I am interested in researching the costume 

boundaries with set design, always observing how 

the ways of process affect the product. How can 

costume and set affect the performer? performer 

as a person/thing/animal/object that is interacting 

with space. Furthermore, what is a body?

Costume design in interdisCiPlinary 

ProCess. like slime molds, a single  

multi-Cellular Body.

This research is a result from my role 

of the costume designer in the ongoing 

installation based project “Tactile Interactions, 

Embodied Minds”. A Practice as research 

coming of a cross over from the disciplines 

of Computational Media, Architecture and 

Performing Arts. Proposed by Gabrielle 

Kuzabaviciute from Lithuania and master in 

computational media, Roxane Fallah from Iran 

and master in computational media, Abdullah 

Soydan from Turkey and master in Sonic Arts 

and I from Brazil and master in technical 

theater in the Independent Study with the 

supervision from PhD Pil Hansen from Denmark 

PhD Vera Parlac from Servia/Canada at the 

University of Calgary, Canada.

Kuzabaviciute, Fallah, Soydan and I have the 

common interest in exploring the concept of 

interaction. Therefore, how it can be different in 

each of our fields. The diverse textures between 

the interaction of a human to a desktop computer, 

to an interactive surface immersed in our 

do evento cênico, e isso repercute na noção de 

teatralidade. Assim, pretende-se compreender 

como a cenografia contemporânea é concebida 

como uma prática espacial relacional. Através de 

uma análise crítica da produção do espaço cênico 

contemporâneo este trabalho busca entender como 

as alternativas de abordagem da relação entre ação 

e recepção influenciam a concepção do espaço 

cênico e performático contemporâneo.

Palavras chave: Cenografia, teatralidade 

performativa, espaço cênico, participação

BianCa guimarães de manuel

university of Calgary

bianCa.Manuel1@uCalgary.Ca

Master in Fine Arts, Drama, Technical Theatre 

at the University of Calgary, September 2016 to 

August 2018 - Bursar. 

Bachelor in Performing Arts at the 

Universidade Estadual do Paraná, UNESPAR, 

February 2012 to March 2016. On the Selective 

Process in 2012, I was approved in the second 

place. The final project in 2016 was called: 

Presences, Frontiers, Volumes: the costume 

design at the biota Molière30” with the 

supervision of Ph.D. Amabilis de Jesus. 

Lala Theatre Foundation, Technical Course, 

September 2007 to December 2010.

In fall of 2016 at the University of Calgary, I 

worked as a Teaching Assistant for the Professor 

Patrick Du Wors for the Drama 313 Course, 

Principles Of Design. Together we developed 

the last assignment for the course with a 

combination of the Canadian conventional 

Brazil. PhD in Architecture and Urbanism at 

EAUFMG. Brazilian architect and stage designer. 

Working with emphasis on research and creation 

of scenography, events design and ephemeral 

architectures seeking the interface between 

space and performance. Currently investigating 

the event design as a relational design which 

constitutes narrative spaces, with specific focus 

on scenography. Member of the Scenography 

Working Group of the IFTR.

the exPanded field of the  

Performative theatriCality in the 

ContemPorary sCenograPhy.

We realize that the scenic and contemporary 

performing arts have developed several 

procedures that extend the performativity of 

the scenic event, and this affects the notion of 

theatricality. Thus, we intend to understand 

how contemporary scenography is designed as 

a relational spatial practice. Through a critical 

analysis of the production of contemporary 

scenic space this work seeks to understand how 

the alternative approaches of the relationship 

between action and reception influence 

the design of the performing scenic and 

contemporary space.

Keywords: Scenography, Performative 

theatricality, Scenic space, Participation

o CamPo amPliado da teatralidade 

Performativa na Cenografia 

ContemPorânea

Percebe-se que as artes cênicas e performáticas 

contemporâneas desenvolveram vários 

procedimentos que ampliam a performatividade 
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renato reBouCas

usp

bolellirebouCas@gMail.CoM

Brazilian art director, architect, space 

and costume designer 1979. Art director at 

Grupo XIX 2004-2009, developing site-

specific projects for abandoned buildings 

and updating local memory and community. 

He collaborated with important artists and 

theatre companies in Brazil, UK London/

Barbican, Manchester/Contact and Berlin 

Frank Castorf’s Volksbühne and realized 

scenography, production design and urban 

intervention projects and workshops in many 

Brazilian cities and schools. 

Winner of important brazilian scenography 

awards and took part at PQ 2011 Brazilian 

Exhibition, Golden Triga’s winner. Coordenator 

of Projects at UAP | Usina da Alegria 

Planetária – artistic platform at São Paulo 

countryside, that offers a international art 

residency program. 

Winner the Manchester Theatre Awards 

2015 with the site-specific intervention The 

Shrine of Everyday Things, in a range of 

buildings in process of demolishion  

and gentrification. 

Scenography Master at USP/CAC, 

with the research The theatrical space 

construction: art direction processes of 

Grupo XIX de Teatro SP, which investigates 

the relationships between site-specificity 

and the ideologies of form. PhD reseacher 

at USP/Laboratory of Performative Practices 

exploring relations between the body and 

we get to know each other. In addition to not 

being confused with what they represent Ceci 

nest pas une pipe, pictures are never true to 

their referents. They are produced according 

to a set of values relative to their content their 

more obvious political dimension and their own 

visual rhetoric their specifically artistic political 

dimension. Pictures say more about their author 

than they do about what is depicted. The fact 

that pictures are inventions is precisely what 

imbues them with interest. This was my thought 

when, upon being invited to design the set for 

La Bayadére, at the National Ballet of Portugal, 

I saw pictures of the original scenario, from 

1877, where the European Romanticism features 

are more readily identifiable than India. The 

“exoticness” is limited to a few timid details in 

pictures that are as “Western” as ballet itself.

I propose presenting the five scenarios I 

designed for La Bayadère and discuss them as an 

iconographic construction of an invented India, 

using raw materials such as: 1 a postcard from 

the 1900s of the first mosque built in England 

2 a print of the Choultry of Thirumalai Nayak, 

Madurai, by Thomas and William Daniell 3 a 

1931 stamp from Jaipur and the protective cover 

it came in from eBay 4 the case of a puzzle 

depicting the throne of Louis II of Bavaria in the 

Moorish Pavilion of Linderhof Palace 5 a photo 

of the Taj-Mahal 6 an oriental dollhouse rug 

and 7 the print of a scenario Bibiena designed 

for Alexander in India, the first spectacle to take 

place at the Lisbon Royal Opera House of Tagus.

Operating conceptually in art. Operating 

conceptually in architecture. He teaches 

at University of Minho since 2000, where 

he lectures Architecture and Theatre, and 

carries out research at Lab2PT. He was one 

of the commissioners of the 2010 Lisbon 

Architecture Triennale. He is the Chairman of 

APCEN Portuguese Scenography Association.

He is the co-founder 2003, co-artistic director 

and scenographer of the mala voadora theatre 

company. He has worked as a scenographer 

with Rogério de Carvalho, João Mota, Miguel 

Loureiro, Álvaro Correia, Marcos Barbosa, 

Teatro Praga, Mickael de Oliveira/Nuno M. 

Cardoso, Raquel Castro, Companhia Maior 

PT, Voadora ES, collaborated with Third Angel 

UK and Association Arsène FR and worked for 

Casa-Museu Guerra Junqueiro, the Cultura 

em Expansão programme, National Ballet of 

Portugal, Maria Matos Municipal Theatre and 

São Luiz Municipal Theatre.

He writes regularly on the subjects of 

architecture and scenic design, presenting his 

work at national and international conferences. 

In 2013, he published a book about his work, 

entitled Ways of doing nothing. His work in 

Pirandello mala voadora earned him the prize 

Prémio Autores SPA 2016 for best scenic design.

CeCi nest Pas india

#iconography

#alterity

#the notion of “exoticness”

Iconography is one of the main vehicles 

of cultural relations between distant places 

across the globe. It is through pictures that 

Kuzabaviciute, Fallah, Soydan e eu temos o 

interesse de aprofundar o conceito de interação. 

Consequentemente, como o mesmo pode ser 

diferente em cada um de nossos campos. A diferença 

entre as texturas interativas de um humano com um 

computador de mesa, para uma superfície interativa 

imersa no nosso ambiente, e a de um cyborg. O 

que acontece com a interação entre humanos e 

computadores quando ambos se tornam uma terceira 

coisa? A interação de logaritmos imprevisíveis que 

podemos usar para design arquitetônicos, mas 

que podem começar a ter sua própria agência. A 

interação entre o performer e programa quando 

compondo, expondo procedimento para afetar o 

público. Os efeitos da participação/interação do 

público, ou não, na estrutura teatral. 

Esse artigo irá falar sobre o processo colaborativo 

interdisciplinar como uma possibilidade de expandir 

modos de criar e propor figurino. Abrindo esse 

elemento cênico para trocar com outros campos, 

nesse caso: espaço, arquitetura, artes cênicas, público, 

instalação, cenário, interação entre computadores 

e humanos, design algorítmico. Para expandir o 

conceito do corpo dx personagem e a proteção/

exposição do self dx performer.

José CaPela

university of Minho 

jMCrCapela@gMail.CoM

Nationality

Portugal

José Capela is an architect FAUP, 1995. 

He obtained his PhD with the thesis 
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kurt taroff

queens university belfast

k.taroff@qub.aC.uk

Kurt Taroff is Lecturer in Drama at Queens 

University Belfast. His work focuses on Nikolai 

Evreinovs theory of Monodrama. He is the founder 

of the Translation, Adaptation, and Dramaturgy 

working group at IFTR, and served as its convenor 

from 2008-2012. He is currently Co-Investigator 

on the AHRC-funded project Living Legacies 

1914-18, focusing on community performance in 

response to the legacy of the First World War.

mediating the enCounter: Journeys aCross 

media and Between self and other

In his novel, Amazon Beaming, Petru Popescu 

attempts to ‘capture the immediacy of an 

adventure happening here and now’ as he guides 

the reader through the mind of Loren McIntyre 

as he conveys his experience with the Mayoruna 

tribe. Simon McBurney’s The Encounter would 

appear to seek to convey that same experience 

in the theatre. However, while Popescu’s 

novel takes place in the Brazilian jungle, The 

Encounter’s setting is in the mind of a reader 

McBurney himself in the process of reading 

Amazon Beaming.

The most discussed aspect of The Encounter 

has been the use of binaural headphones given 

to each member of the audience, as Complicité 

creates a soundscape comprised of recorded 

sound and McBurney’s manipulation of found 

materials to mimic the Brazilian desert. Do 

these headphones isolate the spectator in the 

communal space of the theatre, as McIntyre’s 

As estratégias destrutivas, procedimento 

do sistema capitalista, ao mesmo tempo que 

incentivam a renovação de espaços e objetos, numa 

cenografização mundial genérica que toma tudo 

como aparência a ser transformada, conformam 

a paisagem entulhada de materiais efêmeros 

e precários, que circulam e são abandonados 

diariamente BOURRIAUD. POÉTICAS DA 

DESTRUIÇÃO define-se como um modo de perceber 

a realidade através de seus processos de destruição 

e reconstrução, tomando o descarte de materiais e 

objetos como repertório.

Acostumados à hiper-realidade, desejamos 

valores proferidos pelo mundo global, baseado 

na conquista do consumo e da riqueza como 

um valor sociocultural, especialmente em 

países colonizados que carregam a dimensão de 

inferioridade civilizatória. Assim, questiona-se: 

que imaginários habitam a construção de valores 

individuais e coletivos? Como relacionamos 

formas, materiais e técnicas a valores 

socioculturais? Qual a relação entre os valores 

europeus e americanos e a experiência espaço-

visual brasileira? Que poéticas podem surgir 

destas situações?

POÉTICAS DA DESTRUIÇÃO é utilizada ainda 

para destruir, desconstruir ou desmanchar imagens, 

imaginários, padrões preconcebidos. Apresenta-se 

como um acervo sobre o imaginário descartado, um 

repertório de imagens, videos, obras e performances 

que tomam o abandono, a destruição e a 

precariedade como linguagem, privilegiando ações 

de coleta, catalogação e a experiência direta com 

diferentes materialidades e seus estados. 

socio-cultural value, especially in colonized 

countries that carry the dimension of civilizing 

inferiority. Thus, we questioned: which imaginary 

inhabit the construction of individual and 

collective values? How do we relate forms, 

materials and techniques to sociocultural 

values? What is the relationship between 

European and American values and the Brazilian 

visual/spatial experience? What poetics can 

emerge from these situations?

Poetics of Destruction is used to destroy, 

deconstruct or dismantle images, imagery, 

preconceived patterns. Presented as a collection 

about the discarded imagery, a repertoire of 

images, videos, situations and performances that 

take materiality, destruction and precariousness 

as language, celebrating investigation, collection, 

catalogation and direct experiences with 

different materialities and their states. 

Cenografia, gloBalização, PerformanCe: 

PoétiCas da destruição

Esta pesquisa investiga a cenografia 

contemporânea rumo à performatividade, tendo 

como contexto o processo global de consumo e 

descarte de materiais. 

Compreendendo a realidade como um estado 

movente, onde circulam pessoas, formas, 

coisas e símbolos da cultura material, a 

cenografia torna-se relação CORNAGO, uma 

experiência que mobiliza corpo, matéria e seus 

atravessamentos no tempo-espaço. Neste 

processo, o cenógrafo expande sua linguagem e 

se coloca em situação, performa, age, tomando 

sua própria experiência como um laboratório de 

investigação da realidade LOTKER. 

materiality as a situation, that integrates 

collecting, catalogation and recreation of 

natural and artificial abandoned objects, 

resulting a poetic of destruction. www.

bolellireboucas.com

sCenograPhy, gloBalization, PerformanCe: 

PoetiCs of destruCtion

This research investigates contemporary 

scenography towards performativity, and the 

global process of consumption and disposal 

of materials as context. Understanding reality 

as a moving state, where people, forms, things 

and symbols of material culture circulate, 

scenography becomes a relation CORNAGO, 

an experience that mobilizes body, matter and 

its crossings in time-space. In this process, the 

scenographer expands his language and pus 

himself in situation, performing and acting, 

taking his own experience as an investigation 

laboratory of reality LOTKER.

The destructive strategies, procedure of 

the capitalist system, while stimulating the 

renovation of spaces and objects in a generic 

global scenography that takes everything 

as appearance to be transformed, conform 

a landscape accumulated with ephemeral 

and precarious materials abandoned that 

circulate everyday BOURRIAUD. Poetics of 

Destruction presents a way of perceiving 

reality through processes of destruction 

and reconstruction, taking the disposal of 

materials and objects as repertoire.

Naturalized to hyper-reality, people desire 

values given by the global world, based on the 

conquest of consumption and richness as a 
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eriC C heaPs

indiana university

eriCthefaCe@gMail.CoM

Eric C Heaps received his B.A. in Theatre 

Arts and Portuguese from Brigham Young 

University in Provo, Utah and his M.A. from 

Indiana University in Bloomington where he is 

currently a doctoral candidate. In his time at 

Indiana University, he has presented two of his 

translated works Refusing the Flower and I Didnt 

Expect Such Humanity with a third forthcoming 

Windstorm. All three plays are translated from 

works by Lucienne Guedes Fahrer, a playwright 

in São Paulo, Brazil. 

He has presented at numerous conferences 

such as ATHE, ASTR, and Comparative Drama, 

on topics ranging from translation to cognitive 

science to Luso-Brazilian theatre. Most recently, 

he presented a reading of The Meal, translated 

from Newton Moreno at ATHE and shared 

his work on kinesthetic image schema in this 

translation of Windstorm at ASTR.

He was co-founder of the Association for 

Research in Theatre at Indiana University, 

serving as Vice-President and President, during 

which time he co-chaired two symposiums. 

He currently serves as a graduate student 

representative for the Latinx, Indigenous, and the 

Americas Focus Group of ATHE.

translation as ConfluenCe: rivers teaCh 

aBout Cultural ContaCt

At Manaus, Brazil, the Rio Negro and the 

upper Amazon combine as part of the largest 

volume river in the world. At this “Meeting of 

develop a tactics, which would interweave 

discourses and would allow the tension 

between theory and practice to resonate 

in a series of embodied exchanges. As an 

attempt to sustain choreography as a practice 

of politics, the intention of Choreo_Drift 

had coincided with a persistent movement 

not only across media and discourses, but 

across languages, cultures and territories. 

On a thematic level, the concern has been 

to address issues such as: violence, human 

rights, language, nomadism, politics, 

migrants etc. Within such a complex frame, 

the dramaturgical structuring of the project 

unfolded along a diagrammatic model, which 

implied a conscious decision to contest 

dichotomies and displace the porous borders 

between theory and practice. If it is plausible 

to assert that the diagrammatic approach has 

its reason in the search for a method that will 

enable to bypass the dualism theory/practice 

and create a dynamic event of convergence, 

which in turn shall intensify the state of the 

in-between and becoming, in the case of 

Choreo_Drift it can be related to a specific 

way of thinking and practicing dramaturgy. 

In other words, the idea of a diagrammatic 

dramaturgy revolves around the potentiality to 

explore dramaturgy as a moving form, an in-

between form that embodies real and virtual 

connections and endures in a movement of 

permanent translation and transition. 

work, he explores relations between different 

media photography, video, performance, 

installation and since now he has participated 

in several group and solo exhibitions. The 

outcome of his artistic, pedagogical and 

theoretical work has been presented on 

various conferences and in different texts 

and publications. As a dramaturge, Mircev 

works with acclaimed choreographers and 

directors. He teaches History of Theatre and 

courses on Dramaturgy and Intermediality 

at the Acting and media department at the 

University of Rijeka. Since 2013 he is part of 

a scholarly network funded by the German 

Research Foundation Action Art Beyond the 

Iron Curtain, which is dedicated to studying 

performance and action art in former socialist 

countries in East Europe. 

Most important projects: Dream of Danilo 

Kis, Ichzolacia, Pedagogies of de/contamination, 

Territories/Diagrams of omitted knowledge.

diagrammatiC dramaturgies: in-Between 

theory, words and movements

Focusing on the project Choreo_Drift 2014 

– initiated by the Swedish choreographer 

Cristina Caprioli – to which I had contributed 

as a dramaturge, this paper aims to consider 

the possibility of a diagrammatic approach 

to dramaturgy. Since one of the key issues of 

the project has been to induce interactions 

between different formats of performing 

theory lectures, round tables, general 

discussions and displaying artistic media 

choreography, installation, performance, the 

main dramaturgical challenge has been to 

linguistic inadequacy isolates him amidst the 

communality of the Mayoruna? And what 

of the spectators who, like me, watched the 

performance in the comfort of home, at yet 

another level of mediation, through the live 

stream offered by Complicité? Have they 

somehow reapproximated, in their cloistered 

consumption, the very experience of reading 

being portrayed on stage? 

This essay will examine McBurney’s attempts 

to capture and convey the experience of reading, 

portraying both the deep immersion of the 

reading experience as well as the inevitable 

interruptions that take us out of these reveries. 

I will also place The Encounter in the broader 

context of performances such as Gatz! that 

stage the experience of the reader or arguably, 

the writer as the story takes shape in their head. 

Ultimately, I suggest, McBurney is attempting 

to adapt not a novel, but experience itself, 

communicating its journey and transformation 

through four minds—from McIntyre to Popescu to 

McBurney, and finally to each individual spectator.

andreJ mirCev

university of rijeka 

andrejMirCev@yahoo.CoM

Andrej Mircev born in 1979, Yugoslavia, 

theoretician, visual artist and dramaturge, 

graduated philosophy, history and theatre 

sciences at the Philosophical faculty in 

Zagreb. He received his PhD. at the Freie 

university in Berlin in 2011 within the research 

project InterArt. In his artistic-theoretical 
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thesis, no cultural conflicts but decidedly 

individual human circumstances are negotiated 

for example Ted Hughes Alcestis. An exchange 

of those stories, within the German-speaking 

area, only takes place in performances on theatre 

festivals in which the productions are shown 

in the local language using different types of 

simultaneous translation. Summing up, all these 

aspects show a huge variety of facets and at the 

same time limits of translation or translatability 

and adaptations in which geographic and 

cultural characteristics are inscribed. Based on 

examples from different countries this paper 

examines definitions and attributions in the area 

of tensions between translation and adaptation.

graham saunders

university of birMinghaM

g.j.saunders@bhaM.aC.uk

Graham Saunders is the Allardyce Nicol 

Professor of Drama in the Department of Theatre 

and Drama Arts at the University of Birmingham. 

He is author of Love me or Kill me: Sarah Kane 

and the Theatre of Extremes Manchester: MUP, 

2002, About Kane: the Playwright and the Work 

London: Faber 2009, Patrick Marber’s Closer 

Continuum, 2008 and British Theatre Companies 

1980-1994 Methuen, 2015. He is co-editor of 

Cool Britannia: Political Theatre in the 1990s 

Palgrave, 2008 and Sarah Kane in Context 

MUP,2010. He was Principal Investigator for the 

five year AHRC funded ‘Giving a Voice to the 

Nation’: the Arts Council of Great Britain and the 

Development of Theatre & Performance in Britain 

of Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, 

Germany. There she got her master degree 

in Theatre Studies and German Philology and 

her state examination in German and Greek 

language and literature. Her main topic in 

research are performances and adaptations of 

ancient Greek drama on contemporary stage. 

Furthermore she works as a dramaturg and 

assistant director for different theatres with 

young performers and professionals.

anCient world. adaPting ClassiCal  

greek drama today

Although over 2500 years old, numerous 

ancient Greek dramas appear on current 

stages – not only in Europe. In addition to 

performances of classical Greek tragedies, more 

and more adaptations which are dealing freely 

with the topics on the basis of one or more 

dramas exist at the same time. Considering 

Hans Blumenbergs Arbeit am Mythos Work on 

Myth the subjects are perpetuated, changed 

and passed on. Thus after a first process 

of translation from ancient Greek into the 

local language a second extensive process of 

transformation occurs. A remarkable aspect is 

that the adaptations vary widely from nation 

to nation through a different handling of the 

stuff and disparate approaches. Often in 

confrontation with their own past or present, 

current issues are negotiated or revised against 

the background of the ancient tragedies. These 

new adaptations seem to be laid down in their 

countries and are not easily transferable or 

translatable. Translations of these adaptations 

only exist in very rare cases in which, so my 

rios correm lado a lado por seis quilômetros antes 

de misturar, devido a diferenças em densidade, 

velocidade, e temperatura. No curso deste rumo, os 

dois rios se equilibrarem, eventualmente emergindo 

como um novo rio que é nem o rio Solimões nem o 

rio Negro, mas o pleno rio Amazonas, que apoia o 

ecossistema mais diverso na planeta.

Em meu trabalho, eu demonstro como olhar 

nas afinações articifiais e naturais de confluências 

de rios pode guiar tradutores metaforicamente 

no processo de combinar culturas no trabalho 

deles. Como no caso de rios, esta fusão de 

culturas inclui variáveis diversas que devem ser 

analisadas e contabilizadas quando se tenta alterar 

a confluência. Estes fatores aumentam quando 

se trata de tradução do teatro, com a inerente 

produção teatral.

 Implementando essa metáfora, eu espero 

fortalecer a habilidade do tradutor de reconhecer a 

sua própria influência em suas traduções e melhor 

guiar os seus esforços a equilibrar os rios de duas 

ou mais culturas envolvido na criação desse novo 

território. Concretizando as metáforas de tradução, 

tradutores podem ocupar o seu próprio espaço no 

processo criativo e ao mesmo tempo compreender  

o impacto de seu trabalho no mundo real.

annika rink

departMent of theatre studies at johannes 

gutenberg-university Mainz, gerMany

rink@uni-Mainz.de

Annika Rink is research assistant at the 

Department of Theatre Studies at the Institute 

of Film, Drama and Empirical Cultural Studies 

the Waters,” the rivers flow side by side for six 

6 km before mixing, due to their differences 

in density, speed, and temperature. Over 

this route, the two rivers equalize, eventually 

emerging as a new river that is neither the 

Rio Solimões the name for the upper Amazon 

in Brazil or the Rio Negro, but the full Rio 

Amazonas, supporting the most biodiverse 

ecosystem on the planet.

In my paper, I show how looking at the 

natural and manmade adjustments to river 

confluences can metaphorically guide 

translators in the process of combining 

cultures through their work. Like with 

rivers, this merging of cultures includes 

numerous variables that must be analyzed 

and accounted for when attempting to alter 

the confluence. Those factors increase when 

considering theatre translation, with its 

accompanying theatrical productions.

By implementing this metaphor, I hope to 

strengthen translators’ ability to recognize 

their own touch in their translations and 

better guide their efforts to equalize the 

rivers of the two or more cultures involved 

in the creation of this new territory. By 

concretizing the metaphors of translation, 

translators can occupy their own space in the 

creative process while comprehending the 

real-world impact of their work.

tradução Como ConfluênCia: rios ensinam 

soBre Contato Cultural

Em Manaus, Brasil, o rio Negro e o rio Solimões 

se combinam para criar o rio com mais volume de 

água no mundo. Nesta “Reunião das Águas,” os 
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of the ideas and issues explored in the book. 

Those issues include: dilemmas around 

authorship rights and collaborative models 

of theatrical creation responsibilities to the 

text, audience, and creative collaborators 

the pressure to articulate an ethics of 

spectatorship – arising from audiences’ 

implication as co-authors of performed 

events intercultural theatre practices self-

translation the notion of adaptation as 

occupation postdramatic theatre verbatim 

theatre the tightly interwoven relationship 

between ethics and politics and, of course, 

what do we mean by ethics?

felisBerto da Costa

universidade de são paulo (usp)

felisberto@usp.br

Felisberto Sabino da Costa is associate 

professor in the Performing Arts Department 

at the University of São Paulo. His research 

interests focuses on dramaturgy, performing 

objects mask, corporeality and cultural studies. 

Master at Arts from Universidade de São Paulo 

1990 and PHD from Universidade de São Paulo 

2000. Postdoctoral from Université Sorbonne 

Nouvelle - Paris 3 2011. He is a member of the 

editorial board of Móin Móin magazine edited 

by State University of Santa Catarina Udesc 

and Cultural Society of Jaraguá do Sul Scav. He 

currently serves as O Círculo – Grupo de Estudos 

Híbridos das Artes da Cena coordinator. The 

Circle -Research Group of Hybrids Studies on 

Contemporary Theatre.

He is co-convenor of IFTR’s Translation, 

Adaptation and Dramaturgy Working Group.

ethiCal exChanges in translation, 

adaPtation and dramaturgy:  

a round taBle

Translation, Adaptation and Dramaturgy 

can each function as a synecdoche for human 

communication: for our ability to understand 

and interpret, to empathise, to place the 

experience of the Other within our own lived 

parameters, and to be inspired by difference. In 

the service of such communication, the practices 

of Translation, Adaptation, and Dramaturgy 

necessarily involve a range of ethical issues, to 

which commentators have become increasingly 

alert in recent years. Indeed, ethics is a site at 

which core concerns of translators, adaptors and 

dramaturgs converge, as they strive to represent 

Otherness in new ways and for new audiences.

Ethical Exchanges in Translation, Adaptation 

and Dramaturgy, edited by Emer O’Toole, Andrea 

Pelegrí Kristić and Stuart Young and due to be 

published by Brill in mid 2016, arises from the 

recent research of, and contiguous debates 

among, members of the Translation, Adaptation, 

and Dramaturgy Working Group of the IFTR-FIRT. 

Through analysis of theatre and performance, 

the volume explores the compelling and complex 

ethical issues that concern practitioners and 

scholars in all three fields, encompassing a wide 

range of philosophies, perspectives, and, of 

course, productions.

Stuart Young, together with Emer O’Toole, 

proposes a round table discussion – also 

featuring other contributors – to extend debate 

received very little critical attention, but in terms 

of Pinter’s considerable output of adaptations that 

also includes screen adaptations his own plays it 

represents an important final work in its own right.

stuart young

university of otago

stuart.young@otago.aC.nz

Professor Stuart Young is Head of the Music, 

Theatre and Performing Arts Department at 

the University of Otago. His research interests 

include: Russian drama, in particular Chekhov, 

and its reception abroad Translation Studies and 

translation for the theatre modern British drama 

and theatre documentary/verbatim theatre 

New Zealand theatre and gay and queer drama. 

He has published in Modern Drama, Theatre 

Journal, New Theatre Quarterly, Australasian 

Drama Studies, New Zealand Slavonic Journal, 

and Journal of Dramatic Theory And Criticism. 

He is also a director, translator, and 

performance reviewer. He has translated 

plays by Chekhov, Pushkin, and Simon 

Gantillon. Circa Theatre, Wellington, has 

produced his translations of The Cherry 

Orchard and Uncle Vanya. 

His practice-led research on documentary 

theatre has resulted in the creation of Hush: 

A Verbatim Play about Family Violence, which 

played in various parts of New Zealand from 

2009 to 2011 Be | Longing 2012, which explores 

immigrants’ experiences of settling in New 

Zealand and The Keys are in the Margarine: A 

Verbatim Play about Dementia 2014.

1945-1994’ and co-investigator on the three 

year AHRC funded project Staging Beckett: The 

Impact of Productions of Samuel Becketts Drama 

on Theatre Practice and Cultures in the United 

Kingdom and Ireland.

He has contributed articles on contemporary 

British and Irish drama to journals including 

Modern Drama, Journal of Beckett Studies, 

Contemporary Theatre Review, Theatre 

Research International, New Theatre Quarterly 

and Studies in Theatre and Performance.

harold Pinter’s adaPtive sleuthing

This paper looks at Harold Pinter’s last realized 

writing project undertaken before his death in 

2008. Sleuth is a screen adaptation of Anthony 

Schaffer’s ?? play that notably had been adapted 

before into a film previously in ….. Pinter began 

the adaptation in 2003, finally completing the 

final draft in 2005. It was finally produced as 

a film in 2007, directed by Kenneth Branagh. 

While a prolific adapter of other writers, 

principally novelists, Sleuth is unusual because it 

represents the only example of Pinter adapting a 

play source, save for his unproduced screenplay 

of Shakespeare’s King Lear in 2001. 

The paper will draw extensively on materials 

held in the Harold Pinter archive to consider the 

adaptive process undertaken in realizing a piece 

of theatre to film, especially in light of his well-

established methodology for adapting novels to 

film. In particular, I want to look at the changes 

Pinter makes to take account of the adapting 

to a different medium and seek reasons for 

some of the radical departures that Pinter took 

with Schaffer’s play. To date, this last work has 
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Alinne Fernandes is a permanent member of 

staff at the Federal University of Santa Catarina 

and is currently based in Florianopolis, Brazil. She 

obtained her PhD in Dramaturgy & Translation 

from Queen’s University Belfast in November 

2012. Her current research interests are theatre 

translation, issues derived from intercultural 

encounters in translation & theatre, plays written 

by modern and contemporary Anglophone 

female playwrights, and comparative studies.

making room for women’s theatre on 

the Brazilian stage: the Case of PatriCia 

Brogans eCliPsed 1992

In this paper, I will discuss the unstable 

grounds on which notions of home are built. 

Those notions can be looked at from a linguistic 

point of view, in the act of doing theatre in one’s 

national language, as well as from the point of 

view of performance, when dramaturgically 

translating for the stage and using foreign 

theatrical practices as ways of rethinking 

domestic cultural practices. This proposal is 

part of my most current ongoing practice-

based research on contemporary women 

playwrights, with a focus on plays written by 

Irish and Northern Irish women playwrights, 

and how they may shed light on domestic 

issues in Brazil. This particular talk will examine 

how “Eclipsed” reflects on the new “homes” 

of women who had been sexually assaulted 

or had had contentious sexual experiences 

main focus remains on performance writing. 

He recently completed, in collaboration with 

Professor Elaine Aston of Lancaster University, 

a book which documents the impact of the 

Royal Court Theatre’s international work over 

the past 15 years.

foder e ir as ComPras – Brazilian 

aPProaChes to theatriCal translation  

and adaPtation

Much of the discourse of translation and 

adaptation studies remains inherently Anglo-

centric through both their epistemologies and 

their selection of cases for study. In terms of 

theatre, where the processes of production, 

critical reception and cultural politics remain 

at the forefront of enquiry, the ways in which 

British and American plays are translated, 

represented and adapted by other languages 

and cultures remains thoroughly under 

researched. As this year’s IFTR is located 

in São Paulo – South America’s premier 

city for theatre and theatrical innovation 

– I want to use this opportunity to explore 

Brazilian productions of British plays over 

the past ten years as a way of reframing and 

reinvigorating our conversation about culture 

and cultural exchange. In doing so, questions 

around selection, reception and cultural 

value will be explored as a means of moving 

beyond current paradigms for understanding 

and conceiving of theatre that crosses 

continents, languages and stages.

campo da antropologia e das artes da cena, valho-me 

do conceito de dramaturgia que rompe as fronteiras 

do cênico no seu sentido estrito, pois a conceituação 

que circunscreve a cena numa camisa de força 

impossibilita abraçar olhares que a expandem. Não se 

trata de um estudo comparativo, mas de estabelecer 

diálogos entre espaços distintos; em outras palavras, 

geografias que envolvem proximidade e distância, 

quanto às manifestações artísticas. 

mark o’thomas 

neWCastle university

Mark.othoMas@neWCastle.aC.uk

Mark is Professor of Theatre and Performance 

at Newcastle University where he is also the 

Dean of Academic Affairs. He was formerly 

Head of the School of Fine & Performing Arts 

at the University of Lincoln and the founding 

Director of the Institute for Performing Arts at 

the University of East London. He has worked 

as a playwright, translator and dramaturg for 

a number of theatres including Soho Theatre, 

The Royal Court Theatre and the Royal National 

Theatre, and has adapted a number of novels 

for the stage where his credits include Jorge 

Amado’s Dona Flor and her Two Husbands and 

Fernando Pessoa’s Book of Disquiet.

Mark is Associate Editor of Revista Brasileira 

de Estudos da Presença - the Brazilian 

Journal on Presence Studies - and his main 

research interest lays at the interface between 

translation, adaptation and dramaturgy. His 

work in this area has crossed many disciplines 

including musicology, film and literature but his 

tradition and ContemPoraneity:  

a study of dramaturgy in Portuguese-

sPeaking Countries.

Through dialogue between tradition and 

modernity, the research aims to investigate the 

dramaturgical creative processes developed in 

cultural contexts of countries of the Community 

of Portuguese Language Countries - CPLP. The 

clipping researched focuses on cultural events 

from tradition and the work dramaturgy of 

contemporary theater groups in cities-pole of 

the CPLP. The concept of dramaturgy enlarges 

the link established with the theater in the strict 

sense, privileging the expanded body, because 

the conceptualization that circumscribes the 

scene in a straitjacket makes it impossible to 

embrace glances that expand it. This is not 

a comparative study but a dialogue between 

distinct spaces, in other words, geographies  

that involve proximity and distance, as to the 

artistic manifestations

fiCo-lhe oBrigado: dramaturgias da 

tradição e da ContemPoraneidade  

em Países lusófonos.

Mediante o diálogo tradição e contemporaneidade, 

a pesquisa tem como objetivo investigar processos 

criativos dramatúrgicos, desenvolvidos em contextos 

culturais de países que integram a Comunidade 

dos Países de Língua Portuguesa, CPLP. O recorte 

pesquisado concentra-se em manifestações culturais 

que são alimentos para outros fazeres artísticos 

e no trabalho desenvolvido por grupos de teatro 

contemporâneo que atuam em cidades-pólo da CPLP 

(Comunidade dos países de língua portuguêsa). 

Tomando-se como referências teóricas estudos no 
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translation for the theatre modern British drama 

and theatre documentary/verbatim theatre 

New Zealand theatre and gay and queer drama. 

He has published in Modern Drama, Theatre 

Journal, New Theatre Quarterly, Australasian 

Drama Studies, New Zealand Slavonic Journal, 

and Journal of Dramatic Theory And Criticism. 

He is also a director, translator, and 

performance reviewer. He has translated plays 

by Chekhov, Pushkin, and Simon Gantillon. Circa 

Theatre, Wellington, has produced his translations 

of The Cherry Orchard and Uncle Vanya. 

His practice-led research on documentary 

theatre has resulted in the creation of Hush: 

A Verbatim Play about Family Violence, which 

played in various parts of New Zealand from 

2009 to 2011 Be | Longing 2012, which explores 

immigrants’ experiences of settling in New 

Zealand and The Keys are in the Margarine: A 

Verbatim Play about Dementia 2014.

He is co-convenor of IFTR’s Translation, 

Adaptation and Dramaturgy Working Group.

Emer O’Toole, PhD (2012), Royal Holloway 

University of London, is Assistant Professor 

of Irish Performance at Concordia University, 

Montreal. Her book Girls Will Be Girls (2015) is an 

accessible introduction to gender performativity. 

Her research spans interculturalism, ethics, 

performativity and activism.

ethiCal exChanges in translation, 

adaPtation and dramaturgy:  

a round taBle

Translation, Adaptation and Dramaturgy 

can each function as a synecdoche for human 

communication: for our ability to understand 

the searCh for fidelity in drama: retelling 

‘the man of mode, or sir foPling flutter’.

The challenge of presenting the theatrical 

past involves an extra amount of trouble 

when we deal with the staging of a play from 

another historical and geographical context. If 

for the theoretical study of the play, artefacts 

and discourses can give a good glimpse 

of the work, these elements are only the 

dramaturgical departure points in the case of 

a theatre production. Patrice Pavis categorizes 

the different possible approaches to a 

canonical dramatic text, from the maintenance 

of its context to its epic historicization or 

its deconstruction. In this article I report 

the process of making the translation of the 

english restoration play ‘The Man of Mode,  

or Sir Fopling Flutter’, by George Etherege, 

more understandable and more meaningful, 

for the theatre spectators of Florianópolis, 

Brazil, in 2016, trying to stay the most loyal 

possible to its original.

Ethical Exchanges in Translation, Adaptation 

and Dramaturgy: A Round Table Discussion of 

the new book from TAD 

stuart young / emer o’toole

university of otago / ConCordia university

stuart.young@otago.aC.nz / eMer.ot@gMail.CoM

Professor Stuart Young is Head of the Music, 

Theatre and Performing Arts Department at 

the University of Otago. His research interests 

include: Russian drama, in particular Chekhov, 

and its reception abroad Translation Studies and 

Flutter G.Etherege, 2016. As an actor he has 

recently appeared in Four Bombs in the Pocket 

U.Chiti, 2013 and Parasites M.von Mayenburg, 

2015. He is a member of the Lincoln Center 

Theater Director’s Lab and took also part 

of the international workshop for Theatre 

Practitioners at the Berliner Theatertreffen 

and the Presenter´s Week at the Santiago a 

Mil Festival. His plays include among others 

Provisory Title 2003, Brazilian Ministry 

of Culture Contest Award and Prey 2007, 

Staged Reading at the MASP/São Paulo/

Brazil. He holds a BA in Theater Directing from 

UFRGS/Brazil, a MA in Dramatic Literature 

from PUCRS/Brazil and a PhD in Theatre 

from the University of Colorado at Boulder/

USA for which he has been the recipient of a 

FULBRIGHT/CAPES scholarship for a 4-year 

PhD program abroad. ‘The Genettian Time 

disorder in the XXth Century Drama’ Pitágoras 

Journal/PPGAC-UNICAMP and ‘Opening 

Speech at the I SBEDR’Cena Journal/PPGAC-

UFRGS are his last publications. He has been 

also the University Secretary of Culture from 

2012 to 2014, promoting various Festivals 

and Seminars in the fields of music, theatre 

and human rights. In 2016 he organized the II 

SBEDR Brazilian Seminar of Dramatic Writing 

bringing together national and international 

playwrights and academicians to discuss 

the actual state of drama. He coordinates 

the NEEDRAM – Studies Group in Dramatic 

Writing, Directing and Marxism. He is 

currently an adjunct professor III of Directing, 

Theater History and Playwriting at the Federal 

University of Santa Catarina UFSC in Brazil.

out of the wedlock and were, thus, deprived 

of their freedom. The play was written by 

Patricia Brogan and performed for the first 

time in Galway, Ireland, in 1992, and its 

action takes place in the 1960s in St Paul’s, 

a Magdalene Laundry run by the Catholic 

Church. To put this into context, Magdalene 

Laundries were institutions at first designed 

for the rehabilitation of “fallen women” which 

used to house prostitutes in the 18th century. 

By the turn of the 19th century, however, 

Magdalene Laundries began to accept any 

women who had had extramarital practices 

or had become single mothers and were, 

therefore, the cause of embarrassment to 

their families. By reflecting upon my own 

translation of “Eclipsed”, two rehearsed 

readings of the translation and a full 

performance, I intend to examine the ways 

in which the harsh reality of the penitents at 

St Paul’s and the ways institutions in charge 

of vulnerable citizens, such as the Catholic 

Church, may resonate with and speak to 

Brazilian audiences.

Paulo riCardo Berton 

universidade federal de santa Catarina (ufsC)

pauloriCardoberton@gMail.CoM

P.R.Berton is a Brazilian theatre director 

and playwright. His last directing credits 

include The Game of Love and Chance 

P.Marivaux, 2009, Philistines M.Gorky, 

2009, King Kong´s Daughters T.Walser, 

2012 and The Man of Mode, or Sir Fopling 
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leitores completamente seduzidos e, ao mesmo 

tempo, ligeiramente ressabiados e atônitos ante 

o imenso poder de encantamento da poderosa 

voz de um mestre consumado. Como evitar ser 

transformado em câmara de eco de uma arquitetura 

de ruínas tão prestigiosa e aliciadora? Como não ser 

completamente engolido pelo rigor impressionante de 

sua obra? Como ler o drama e a prosa beckettianas 

de um ponto de vista interessado, ativo e, quem dera, 

inusitado, preservando ainda assim o espírito de sua 

poética singular, tão estritamente ligado à carnadura 

da forma revolucionária? Esta comunicação volta-se 

para recepção beckettiana no Brasil do século 21, 

examinando quatro recentíssimas montagens locais 

de sua obra – Fim de Partida, dirigida por Eric Lenate, 

e três versões de Esperando Godot, levadas a cabo 

por Leo Stefanini, Elias Andreato e César Ribeiro, 

todas em 2016 –, buscando pensar sua inserção na 

moderna tradição brasileira de diretores beckettianos 

nomes como os irmãos Guimarães, Rubens Rusche, 

Isabel Cavalcanti ou Isabel Teixeira e o modo como 

enfrentam os desafios implícitos na encenação de 

suas peças em contexto não europeu, combinando 

um tanto de reverência com certa fúria criativa.

luCiana Brito

Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul 

(UFRGS)

lucianatondo.gaia@gmail.com

Brazilian Body, euroPean sCriPt: 

interCulturality on the theatriCal 

Creation from the work of samuel BeCkett. 

The present article intends to reflect about 

interculturality processes through practical 

don’t we laugh? reCent BeCkett’s 

ProduCtions in Brazil

When considering Beckett’s readings in Brazil, 

one must sound at least a bit like Caliban. The 

necessary perspective is of one completely 

seduced by, yet at the same time rather 

suspicious and resentful of the compelling 

power of a master’s voice, even if not one’s 

master’s voice. How to avoid being converted 

into an echo chamber of such a prestigious, 

precise and alluring architecture of ruins? Is it 

at all possible not to be completely swallowed 

by his work, to read Beckett’s plays and prose 

from an interested, active, unusual point of view, 

but still preserve the spirit of his poetics, so 

strictly connected to the flesh of revolutionary 

form? Having in mind the challenges involved in 

staging Beckett in a peripheral cultural context, 

constantly mixing reverence with occasional 

creative fury, this paper concentrates on the 

twenty-first century reception of Beckett in 

Brazil, namely, giving a critical account of four 

last year’s local productions of his work - Eric 

Lenate’s Fim de partida Endgame, and Leo 

Stefanini’s, Elias Andreato’s and Cesar Ribeiro’s 

Esperando Godot – and investigating how they 

relate to other influential contemporary Brazilian 

Beckett’s stagings, such as those directed by 

Fernando and Adriano Guimarães, Rubens 

Rusche, Isabel Cavalcanti and Isabel Teixeira.

a gente não ri? BeCkett em Cena  

no Brasil ContemPorâneo

Quando se pensa nas leituras brasileiras de 

Beckett, não há como deixar deconsiderar a sombra 

de Caliban. A aproximação mais corrente é a de 

events intercultural theatre practices self-

translation the notion of adaptation as 

occupation postdramatic theatre verbatim 

theatre the tightly interwoven relationship 

between ethics and politics and, of course, 

what do we mean by ethics?

faBio de souza andrade

usp

fsouza@usp.br

Fábio de Souza Andrade is Professor of 

Literary Theory and Comparative Literature 

at the University of São Paulo, Brazil. He 

has published extensively on Brazilian and 

European Modernism, reviewing regularly 

fiction and poetry for Brazilian cultural 

periodicals. He is founder and coordinator 

of a multidisciplinary Brazilian Samuel 

Beckett Working Group Grupo de Pesquisa 

Estudos sobre Samuel Beckett, USP/CNPq. 

His publications on Beckett include Samuel 

Beckett: o silêncio possível Ateliê, 2001, 

“Facing other windows: Beckett in Brazil” in: 

Gontarski, S.E. ed., The Edinburgh Companion 

to Samuel Beckett and the Arts, E.U.P., 

2014, Échos et representations de Samuel 

Beckett au Portugal et au Brésil Firmo & 

Andrade, Travaux et Documents, Université 

Paris 8, 2013, as well as many articles and 

reviews. He has translated Waiting for Godot, 

Endgame, Happy Days, Murphy and Watt 

into Brazilian Portuguese Cosac Naify and 

is currently working in the translation of 

Beckett’s complete dramatic works.

and interpret, to empathise, to place the 

experience of the Other within our own lived 

parameters, and to be inspired by difference. 

In the service of such communication, the 

practices of Translation, Adaptation, and 

Dramaturgy necessarily involve a range of 

ethical issues, to which commentators have 

become increasingly alert in recent years. 

Indeed, ethics is a site at which core concerns 

of translators, adaptors and dramaturgs 

converge, as they strive to represent 

Otherness in new ways and for new audiences.

Ethical Exchanges in Translation, Adaptation 

and Dramaturgy, edited by EmerO’Toole, Andrea 

Pelegrí Kristić and Stuart Young and due to be 

published by Brill in mid 2016, arises from the 

recent research of, and contiguous debates 

among, members of the Translation, Adaptation, 

and Dramaturgy Working Group of the IFTR-FIRT. 

Through analysis of theatre and performance, 

the volume explores the compelling and complex 

ethical issues that concern practitioners and 

scholars in all three fields, encompassing a wide 

range of philosophies, perspectives, and, of 

course, productions.

Stuart Young, together with Emer O’Toole, 

proposes a round table discussion – also 

featuring other contributors – to extend 

debate of the ideas and issues explored in the 

book. Those issues include: dilemmas around 

authorship rights and collaborative models 

of theatrical creation responsibilities to the 

text, audience, and creative collaborators 

the pressure to articulate an ethics of 

spectatorship – arising from audiences’ 

implication as co-authors of performed 
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respeito de questões cognitivas e afetivas, nas 

quais as emoções, as ideias e as imagens integram 

uma constelação que muda de dominância durante 

o percurso decriação do espetáculo. Dessa forma, 

busca-se rever os princípios e procedimentos que 

nortearam a encenação, a partir da sua revisitação, 

da sua construção, da sua gênese, por meio da 

Crítica Genética. 

Cristina rosa

university of roehaMpton

Cristina.rosa@roehaMpton.aC.uk

danCe first, think later: looking at the 

human Condition through maguy marin’s 

adaPtation of BeCkett

This paper is concerned with May B (1981), 

an open-ended adaptation of Beckett’s work 

by the French choreographer Maguy Marin. 

Firstly, this paper situates this particular work in 

the context of the 1980’s contemporary dance, 

especially German Tanztheater and Japanese 

Butoh. In my analysis, I draw attention to the ways 

in which Marin’s choreographic score utilizes 

powerful, yet subtle, qualities of movement and 

bodily expressions to evoke themes common to 

Beckett’s work, from ironic puns to minimalistic 

theatricality. In addition to Marin’s felicitous 

use of pedestrian movements and repetition, I 

argue, the combined use of heavy clay makeup, 

character types, and classical music leads the 

audience to question what it means to be human.

In the second part of the paper I consider the 

revival of May B at the Happy Days festival in 

Enniskillen (UK) in 2015. On the one hand, I 

memoirs in stePs: the traCes left By samuel 

BeCketts o som dos Passos footfalls, 1976.

This article reflects on traces left by the 

staging of O som dos passos Footfalls, directed 

in 2004 by the author of this article. It is focused 

on how the traces and reminiscences echoed 

in that production. There will be an exercise 

in memories of this production and images 

and documents will be evoked, referring to the 

creative process of the staging, trying to gather 

and rescue what was thought at that time. The 

description of the creative process of a staging 

can be accomplished, in part by identifying 

cognitive and affective issues, in which emotions, 

ideas and images integrate a constellation, 

that changes dominance during the creation of 

the staging. In this way, it is sought to review 

the principles and procedures that guided the 

staging, from its revisiting, its construction, its 

genesis, through Genetic Criticism.

memórias em Passos: os rastros deixados 

Por o som dos Passos footfalls, 1976, de 

samuel BeCkett.

Este artigo reflete sobre os rastros deixados pela 

encenação de O som dos passos, peça dirigida 

em 2004 pelo autor desse artigo. Há a intenção 

de efetuar uma reflexão sobre como os vestígios 

e as reminiscências ecoaram naquela montagem. 

Será feito um exercício de algumas memórias 

dessa montagem e serão evocadas imagens e 

documentos referentes ao processo criativo da 

encenação, procurando reunir e resgatar o que 

foi pensado naquele momento. A descrição do 

processo criativo de uma encenação pode ser 

realizada, em parte, através da identificação a 

enJolras de oliveira matos 

universidade federal da bahia (ufba)

enjolrasdeoliveira@gMail.CoM

I am theatrical director, theater teacher, 

storyteller, musical researcher, set designer, 

costumer and actor. Bachelor of Performing 

Arts, with a degree in theatrical direction, 

graduated in 2004 by the Theater School 

of the Federal University of Bahia - UFBA. 

I am a Master in Performing Arts by the 

Postgraduate Program in Performing Arts - 

PPGAC - of the same University and currently 

doctorate by the same program. I staged 

two pieces of the Samuel Beckett: O som 

dos passos Footfalls, in 2004 - with two 

award winning actresses from the bahian 

theater and university professors from 

UFBA, Sonia Rangel and Iami Rebouças - 

and Fragmentos, in 2008 - adaptation of 

the theatrical text Rough For theater I. O 

som dos passos was nominated for the best 

actress for Iami Rebouças and Fragmentos 

participated in the 22nd International Festival 

of University Theater in Blumenau, taking 

in 2008 the Special Prize of the Jury of 

artistic contribution and the awards in the 

categories Professional Show Revelation and 

Better Lighting in the IV National Ipitanga 

Theater Festival in 2009 in the state of Bahia. 

I staged with Sonia Rangel Protocolo Lunar, 

which received the Funarte Miryam Muniz 

Circulation Award 2012 and we presented in 

some brazilian states. For six years we have 

been presenting this spectacle.

experiences of the Beckett-we Research Center, 

founded in 2012 in the city of Canoas – Brazil, 

which is dedicated to scenic surveys on the work 

of Samuel Beckett. Through the contact with 

Beckett’s dramaturgy, the group, who had never 

been in contact with his work, proposed to an 

approximation and resignification of it, through 

theatrical experiments inspired on the script 

All That Fall (1957). Due to the antagonism 

between the cultural references of the group 

and the researched author, a continuous cultural 

exchange process establishes, resulting in a 

peculiar artistic creation of the group. 

CorPo Brasileiro, texto euroPeu: 

interCulturalidade no ProCesso  

de Criação teatral a Partir da oBra de 

samuel BeCkett.

O presente artigo visa refletir acerca do 

processo de interculturalidade a partir de uma 

experiência prática com o Núcleo de Pesquisa 

Beckett-we, surgido em 2012 na cidade de 

Canoas – RS e dedicado a pesquisas cênicas 

sobre a obra de Samuel Beckett. Através do 

contato com a dramaturgia de Beckett, os 

envolvidos, que até então desconheciam o 

universo beckettiano, se propuseram a uma 

aproximação e ressignificação de sua obra, a 

partir de experimentos teatrais inspirados no 

texto Todos os que Caem (1957). Diante do 

antagonismo entre a referência cultural dos 

integrantes da pesquisa em relação ao autor 

pesquisado, estabelece-se um processo contínuo 

de intercâmbios e trocas culturais, que imprime 

uma peculiaridade na criação artística do grupo.
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luCiano gatti

universidade federal de são paulo (unifesp)

lfgatti@gMail.CoM

Since 2010 Full Professor of Aesthetics and 

Philosophy of Art at Universidade Federal de 

São Paulo, Brazil. Since 05.2016 Experienced 

Research Fellowship of the Alexander von 

Humboldt Foundation at Zentrum für Literatur- 

und Kulturforschung Berlin.

2008 - 2010 Post-doctoral Research 

Fellowship of the Fundação de Amparo à 

Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo at Pontifícia 

Universidade Católica de São Paulo, Brazil.

2003 - 2008 PhD at Universidade Estadual  

de Campinas, Brazil: Art and truth in Adorno  

and Benjamin.

2005 – 2006 Sandwich-Fellowship of the 

Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst 

DAAD at Universität Potsdam.

2000 - 2002 MA at Universidade Estadual de 

Campinas, Brazil: Walter Benjamins theory of 

experience.

1995 - 2002 Courses in Philosophy and Law at 

Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil.

series, variations and rePetitions: 

modernist innovations and new means of 

artistiC ProduCtion in samuel BeCketts 

television Play Quadrat i+ii.

Since his earliest prose, as the novel Murphy, 

Beckett makes use of series, repetitions and 

variations. From Watt and the postwar trilogy 

Molloy, Malone dies, The Unnamable on they 

gain prominence and are often suited to explore 

Becketts anti-heroes failures and, especially in 

which the repetition present on this text, such 

as images, words and characters were explored 

as a propulsive for creating a body dramaturgy. 

As a consequence of this process, memories 

and images were aroused, in particular, those 

ones caused by Alzheimer’s disease, present 

in the current condition of my maternal 

grandfather. In this perspective, and a new 

process under development, the play Rockaby 

(1980), also written by the irish playwright, is 

now searching for a deeper understanding of 

old age and their memory as a catalyst for new 

creative perceptions. 

reinvenções da memória em samuel BeCkett: 

rePetição Como um ProCedimento Criativo a 

Caminho da velhiCe. são Paulo, 2017.

O presente artigo consiste em aproximações 

entre dois processos distintos. O primeiro, 

Não Resta Nada a Dançar, consistiu numa 

prática criativa baseada no texto Improviso 

de Ohio (1980) de Samuel Beckett, em que a 

repetição presente no texto, como imagens, 

palavras e personagens foram exploradas como 

propulsor para a criação de uma dramaturgia 

corporal. Como consequência deste processo, 

as memórias e imagens foram despertadas, 

em particular, as causadas pela doença de 

Alzheimer, presente na atual condição de meu 

avô materno. Nesta perspectiva, e num novo 

processo em desenvolvimento, a peça Cadeira 

de Balanço (1980), também escrita pelo 

dramaturgo irlandês, está agora à procura por 

uma compreensão mais profunda acerca da 

velhice e sua memória como um catalisador para 

novas percepções criativas.

people, but at this time he puts the audience 

inside the mind of his characters, to make them 

company. To reach this goal Beckett invented a 

literary device which has specifc architeture and 

mechanism. The Ethical approach is due to this 

mechanism which sets a new position in the text 

to the audience. They are not seem anymore as a 

voyeur, or a scientist, not as a subjetct in relation 

to an object, but as companions.

isaBella amaral soares

uniCaMp

isabella8aMaral@gMail.CoM

É mestranda em Artes da Cena pela 

UNICAMP e graduada em Artes Cênicas pela 

Universidade Estadual de Londrina. Foi artista 

residente no Centro de Referência da Dança da 

Cidade de São Paulo. Investiga na sua criação 

as personagens de Samuel Beckett aliada à 

desmemória contida na doença de Alzheimer. 

Foi integrante da Cia. L2, grupo formado por 

estudantes de Artes Cênicas na cidade de 

Londrina. Participou de workshops realizados 

por Yoshito Ohno, Maureen Fleming, Taanteatro 

Companhia, Théâtre du Soleil entre outros. 

reinventions of memory in samuel BeCkett: 

rePetition as a Creative ProCedure on the 

road to old age. são Paulo, 2017. 

The present article consists on 

approximations between two distinct 

processes. The first, There is Nothing Left to 

Dance, consisted of a creative practice based 

on Samuel Beckett’s Ohio Impromptu (1981), in 

depart from the Czech-Brazilian philosopher 

Vilem Flusser’s work on the migrant to take a 

second look at this choreographic piece, in light 

of the current migration crisis in Europe and 

the UK’s decision to leave the European Union. 

In particular, I deploy Flusser’s understanding 

of exile as a creative space and rootlessness 

as synonym with dignity. On the other hand, 

I depart from North-American dance scholar 

Susan Foster’s work on empathy, to examine 

this choreography’s impact on the XXI century 

audience. Instinctively, I argue, the score seems 

to ask us ‘What it means to meet the Other?

Claudia maria de vasConCellos

usp

Claudia_vasConCellos@terra.CoM.br

Master Degree in Philosophy - USP. PhD in 

Drama and Literature - USP. Author of THEATER 

HELL: SAMUEL BECKETT São Paulo: Terracota, 

2012 SAMUEL BECKETT AND HIS DOUBLES: 

MIRROR, ABYSM AND OTHER VERTIGOS 

IN LITERATURE São Paulo, Iluminuras, 2017. 

Playwriter and writer. Awards as children writer: 

FEMSA, APCA, MINC, PREMIO BRASÍLIA DE 

LITERATURA.

maChines that Crushes indifferenCe - 

samuel BeCketts ethiCs

The last plays written by Beckett go a step 

forward the well known metalinguistic phase 

into a new realm that I propose to call Ethical. 

In these texts Ohio Impromptu, Rockaby, for 

instance the author continues depicturing lonely 
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Beckett, Fernando Arrabal, Eugène Ionesco, 

Jean Genet, Bernard-Marie Koltès, Aeschylus, 

Qorpo Santo, Jean-Paul Sartre, among other 

modern playwrights.

dialogism, PolyPhony, ChronotoPe 

and grotesQue in kraPP’s last taPe: a 

Bakhtinian reading

This article aims to present an analysis of 

Samuel Beckett s Krapp’s Last Tape, based on 

theoretical concepts from the writings of Russian 

literature theorist Mikhail Bakhtin, such as 

dialogism, polyphony, chronotope and grotesque 

in order to investigate the voices present in the 

play, according to the dramaturgical structure 

created by Samuel Beckett. Such concepts will 

serve as a support for a reflection that seeks to 

understand the relations between Krapp and 

his alterities, as well as the games and conflicts 

developed through the different selves of the 

different Krapps present in the text, sprung 

from the materiality of his recordings. It will 

focus on the space-time question proposed by 

Beckett in the play, as well as the grotesque 

characterization of Krapp and its relation to the 

genesis of the character, within what we call in 

our research of poetics of failure.

dialogismo, Polifonia, CronotoPo e 

grotesCo em a Última gravação de kraPP: 

uma leitura Bakhtiniana

Este artigo tem como objetivo apresentar uma 

análise da peça A última gravação de Krapp, de 

Samuel Beckett, a partir de conceitos teóricos 

provenientes dos escritos do teórico da literatura 

russo Mikhail Bakhtin, tais como dialogismo, 

to shed new light on Beckett studies via 

interdisciplinary literary analysis, but it strives 

to represent the graphic novel as a metatextual 

art form whose ekphrastic insight warrants 

greater critical attention, from both students 

and academics alike. 

feliPe augusto de souza santos

usp

felipedesouza@usp.br

Theater director, actor, teacher and 

researcher. He is a graduate in Artes Cênicas 

from the Escola de Comunicações e Artes 

of Universidade de São Paulo 2000 and has 

a Masters Degree in Linguística Aplicada e 

Estudos da Linguagem from the Pontifícia 

Universidade Católica de São Paulo 2015, 

with a dissertation entitled Poetics of failure: 

dramaturgy and staging in the theater of 

Samuel Beckett. He received a scholarship from 

the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento 

Científico e Tecnológico CNPq. Member of 

the research groups Grupo de Estudos Sobre 

Samuel Beckett USP/CNPq and Linguagem, 

Identidade e Memória PUC/CNPq. He is 

currentlydeveloping a doctoral research 

in the Departmento de Teoria Literária e 

Literatura Comparada FFLCH/USP, within the 

line of modern and contemporary narrative 

and drama, with a research related to the 

late theater of Samuel Beckett text and 

performance. He is a doctoral fellow at the 

Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de 

São Paulo FAPESP. He staged plays by Samuel 

roBert PatriCk murtagh

edinburgh university

r.Murtagh@live.ie

a tragi-Comedy in two arts: waiting for 

godot as a graPhiC novel

Samuel Beckett’s dramatic corpus has taken 

many cultural forms over the years. From Marcel 

Mihalovici’s operatic Krapp to Michael Colgan 

and Alan Moloney’s Beckett on Film project and 

countless other manifestations further afield, 

literary adaptation has proven not only to reflect 

the nature of an underlying intertextuality at play 

but allows for the richness of new meanings to 

surface in the process. Given Beckett’s well-

documented love of the visual arts, the fact that 

the graphic novel has, for the most part, escaped 

adaptive exegesis certainly begs elaboration. 

While Brazilian artist Gustavo Rinaldi’s “Waiting 

for Godot” illustration donning the front cover 

of The Graphic Canon Volume 3 (Edited by 

Russ Kick and published in 2013) is of serious 

emblematic significance in a compendium 

alongside over 70 other modernist adaptations, 

the choice says more about a possible future in 

Comics Studies than it does about the present 

state of Beckett’s work in relation to the medium. 

Applying Ferdinand de Saussure’s theory of 

signification, this study will consider ‘Godot 

Action Comics’ from Henry N. Beard’s “The 

Book of Sequels” as part of the material chain of 

signifiers that opens up new critical discourse 

in approximating a realisation of an idealistic 

signified, much akin to a Platonic world of the 

play. Through a close reading of the adapted 

text in this way, my paper not only attempts 

the first-person narratives, to threaten the very 

establishment of a fictional narrator. In theatre 

plays, such as Waiting for Godot and Endgame, 

the emphasis on repetition against resolution 

could be seen in the same way. Both in theatre 

and in prose the series enabled Beckett to 

resume ruptures and innovations in epic and 

dramatic genres promoted by modernism. 

In the late works, the highly choreographic 

television plays Quadrat I + II are dedicated 

to explore exhaustively the series procedures 

without recourse to literary texts. The 

combinatorial series are responsible for the 

two key formal aspects of the plays: the 

extreme control of time and motion, which 

prevents the clash between the figures, 

and the lack of purpose or direction of the 

movements, which may be endlessly repeated 

without any resolution. 

According to our hypothesis, the television 

plays resume a process of breaking boundaries 

between the literary genres initiated by Beckett 

earlier in prose and theatre works. According 

to that, the position of such plays in relation 

to his other works would be both of continuity 

and discontinuity: continuity if considered 

the immanent transformation of genres and 

discontinuity by configuring a new means of 

artistic production, developed by him along 

with the German public television Süddeutscher 

Rundfunk – SDR. In other words, Quadrat I + II 

would be a reflection on the transformation of 

artistic genres by serialism as well as a genre 

of its own, made possible only by means of the 

television production.
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thinking about narrative and a confrontation 

between recording technology and the forms 

of narrative art. Framed in this way, Beckett’s 

theatre is joining a discussion about the uneasy 

relationship between technology and artistic 

technique, a problem that has been intrinsic to 

debates about the implications of advancing 

image and auditory technology from the advent 

of photography in the nineteenth century to the 

current era of digital culture.  

lívia Bueloni gonçalves

universidade federal de Minas gerais (ufMg)

liviabueloni@gMail.CoM

Substitute professor in Theory of the Literature 

at The Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil 

(since 2016).

PH.D. in Literary Theory and Comparative 

Literature (University of São Paulo, Brazil, 2014, 

Fapesp scholarship). Dissertation entitled: 

“Searching for Company: The universe of Samuel 

Beckett’s late prose”.

Master’s Degree in Literary Theory and 

Comparative Literature (University of São Paulo, 

Brazil, 2009, Fapesp scholarship). Monograph 

entitled: “A narrator in the edge: the pathway 

of the Beckettian first person narrator from the 

nouvelles to the Textes pour rien”.

Bachelor’s Degree in Languages (University of 

São Paulo, Brazil, 2005).

A recent publication on Beckett: Entre o lodo e a 

luz. In: Beckett, S. Textos para nada. São Paulo: Cosac 

Naify, 2015. (“Between the mud and the light”, an 

afterword for Texts for nothing Brazilian edition) 

generally, but when he does come to address 

the aesthetic potential of film in the 1950s and 

1960s, reflection on the formal dynamics of 

the novel plays a central role. For example, in 

Minima Moralia (1951) Adorno distinguishing 

a form of filmic “radical naturalism” from 

the “pseudo-realism of the culture industry,” 

linking the former explicitly to Émile Zola and 

suggesting that this is one potential way forward 

for aesthetic reflection in the realm of cinema. 

It’s unclear which actual films or cinematic 

techniques, if any, Adorno is referring to here 

but what bears consideration is the convergence 

between reflection on the novel form and the 

problem of the relationship between art and 

technology. With this trajectory in mind, and 

given the intimate connection between Adorno’s 

aesthetic thought and the work of Beckett, my 

intervention considers how Beckett’s thinking 

about narrative and the components of the 

novel informs the experiments with technology 

in his plays and cinema. Krapp’s Last Tape 

(1958), for example, is among other things 

a portrait of a writer and the play suggests a 

reiterated and apparently frustrated attempt 

to consign past experience to a completed 

past, with an accompanying suggestion of 

irrevocability (“Thank God that’s all done with 

anyway”). In this regard Beckett’s play recalls 

one principal operation of the French preterit 

or simple past, which has been a cornerstone 

of analysis of the novel form (Sartre, Barthes, 

Moretti, Jameson), including the reflections 

on narrative that are central to Beckett’s 

turn to writing fiction in French in the 1940s. 

Krapp thus involves an extension of Beckett’s 

(Fellowship held in the Department of Modern 

Languages and Literatures, Western University)
publiCations (seleCted) 
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“To Burn or Not to Burn: Modernism’s 

Photographic Exposures.” The Contemporaneity 

of Modernism: Literature, Media, Culture. Ed. 

Michael D’Arcy and Mathias Nilges. New York: 

Routledge, 2016. 165-77. 

“’Blind Representation’: On the Epic Naiveté  

of the Cinema.” Postmodern Culture 25.2 

(January 2015). 

“Beckett’s Trilogy and the Deaths of (Auto)

biographical Form.” Samuel Beckett Today / 

Aujourd’hui 26: “Revisiting the Trilogy/Revisiter 

la trilogie,” 2014. 63-77. 

“Influence.” Samuel Beckett in Context. Ed. 

Anthony Uhlmann. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 

2013. 405-16 (solicited). 

“Indifferent Memory: Beckett, Naipaul, and 

the Task of Textuality.” The Journal of Beckett 

Studies 19.1 (2010): 56-77. 

“Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah and the Intentionality 

of the Image.” Visualizing the Holocaust: 

Documents, Aesthetics, and Memory. Ed. David 

Bathrick, Brad Prager, and Michael Richardson. 

Rochester: Camden House, 2008. 138-61. 

“Adorno, Beckett, and ‘the duty of reason’ after 

Auschwitz.” The Journal of Beckett Studies 16.1-2 

(2006/2007): 259-77. 

“Shadows of the opus”: The Narrative in 

Beckett’s Machines  

Theodor Adorno is notorious for his critical 

suspicion of the cinema and mass culture more 

polifonia, cronotopo e grotesco. Com o intuito de 

problematizar a questão das vozes presentes na 

peça, de acordo com a estrutura dramatúrgica 

criada por Samuel Beckett, tais conceitos servirão de 

suporte para uma reflexão que busque compreender 

a questão das relações existentes entre Krapp e suas 

alteridades, os jogos e conflitos desenvolvidos entre 

as diferentes consciências dos diferentes Krapps 

presentes no texto a partir da materialidade de suas 

gravações, a questão do espaço-tempo proposto 

por Beckett na peça, bem como da caracterização 

grotesca de Krapp e sua relação com a gênese do 

personagem, dentro do que chamamos, em nossa 

dissertação de mestrado, de poética do fracasso.
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st. franCis xavier university
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Ph.D. in Comparative Literature, Cornell 
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Associate Professor (tenured), Department of 
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Jaouad radouani

MohaMed ist university / faCulty of letters

jaouadradouani@gMail.CoM

Jaouad Radouani is a Moroccan postdoctoral 

researcher holder of a PhD in Theatre and 

Performance Studies. He is an active member of 

“The International Centre for Performance Arts” 

organising the yearly-held Performing Tangier 

Conference in Tangier. He participated in many 

conferences, study days and workshops inside 

and outside Morocco Europe, the Maghreb, 

& the Middle East and published articles and 

research papers addressing questions related 

to theatre, performance arts/studies, culture, 

identity, politics, and discourse analysis.

the interwoven history  

of moroCCan theatre seen through 

 loCal researCh findings

The interwoven aspect of theatre in Morocco 

aroused a number of debates and reactions 

with the re-consideration of its history and 

announcement of few preliminary findings. 

In fact, the idea that different performance 

arts cultures contributed to the molding 

and making of the Moroccan theatre in its 

current form has always been there present 

in every discussion dealing with the narrative 

formation, combination, configuration, and 

dissemination of the modern Moroccan 

theatrical scene. Although not “interweavingly” 

considered per se, and negotiated as a form of 

acculturation instead, the diversified cultural 

now interwoven bottom line drew attention, 

stimulated interest, and was constantly fed 

• Shakespeare in London Summer School 

program in King’s College London.

University of Geneva, BA in Humanities, 88% 

Class 2:1 2011 – 2014

• Bachelor of Arts in language and literature 

Modern English, Modern French and Latin.

the translation of mental verBs in 

BeCkett’s trilogy

Criticism on Beckett’s bilingualism has 

mainly focused on the authors unique case as 

a self-translator, in an attempt to favour one 

language over the other. Very few critics have 

truly submitted the French and English versions 

of Molloy, Malone Dies and the Unnameable to 

comparative close readings. This paper compares 

the translation of verbs describing mental 

processes in the trilogy, which include all types of 

cognitive actions and emotional states it analyses 

its repercussions on the representation of the 

mind. Differences in Beckett’s verb translations 

are indeed extremely common and vary in 

type. While translating the trilogy, the author 

often subtly widens or narrows the meaning of 

mental verbs. For instance, he disambiguates the 

polysemic French verb songer, at times resorting 

to a rational to think or to a fanciful to dream. 

However, Beckett also regularly substitutes a 

mental verb for another, in the process radically 

altering both the verb’s meaning and the verbal 

subject’s status. When verbs such as s’ouvrir 

à quelque chose are translated into to grasp 

something, the relationship between subject and 

object switches from passive to active. Semantic 

differences like these have an effect on the 

representation of the protagonists’ minds.

waQas mirza

university of oxford 

Waqas.Mirza@linColn.ox.aC.uk

Work experienCe

Translator for Lombard, Odier, Darier & Hentsch 

LODH 2015 - 2016

• Working part-time as a translator French & 

English of all document types, such as software 

user guides, official releases, reports and 

presentations.

• Improved ability to work to deadlines with 

minimal supervision as well as to manage multiple 

assignments, prioritize, and adapt to changing 

conditions.

Substitute teacher at Geneva’s Service des 

Remplacements SeRep 2011 - 2016

• Authorized by the Geneva Public School 

Department DIP to regularly teach French and 

English as a substitute teacher in schools both 

primary and secondary cycle orientation and 

College de Genève all year round.

• Developed patience, perseverance and 

discipline, as well as interpersonal and 

organizational skills.
eduCation

University of Oxford, DPhil in Humanities 2016 

- present

• Doctor of Philosophy, title: ‘A comparative 

reading of Beckett’s French and English trilogy: 

how self-translation affects the representation of 

the mind’.

University of Geneva, MA in Humanities, 87% 

Class 2:1 2014 – 2016

• Master of Arts in language and literature: 

Modern French and Modern English.

“the voiCe” in fiCtion and drama

 Since The Unnammable, the presence of “the 

voice” that drives the narration and impedes 

silence is remarkable in Beckett’s fiction. The 

voice also appears in works such as Texts for 

nothingand How it is. However, it is only in 

Company that it acquires body, autonomy 

and even light so as to show itself, adopting 

a distinct narrative role. It’s possible to think 

that it expresses the hearer´s interiority but 

there seems to be an effort to highlight the 

exact opposite – to make it exterior, outside 

the subject. The voice in Company is similar to 

the one in plays from the same period, such as 

That Time and A piece of monologue, denoting 

Beckett’s research on this narrative strategy. 

Ohio Improptu’s reader also presents similarities 

to Company’s voice, since it brings fragments of 

a life to its hearer.

Assuming the closeness between fiction 

and drama, especially in the author´s late 

works, the purpose of the paper is to reflect 

upon the role of “the voice” in Beckett’s work. 

The starting point will be Company and its 

relations to plays as Krapp’s last tape, That 

Time, A piece of monologue, Ohio Improptu. 

The intent is to discuss in which ways the use 

of this voice approaches a recurrent theme on 

Beckett’s work: the confrontation between the 

attempt to articulate a life’s history and the 

impossibility to achieve it.
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the International Federation for Theatre Research 

IFTR. He gained his Ph.D. at the University 

of Warwick, UK, with a thesis on post-9/11 

performance realities. While based in Cairo, he 

continues to maintain an internationally-oriented 

career as theatre and interdisciplinary humanities 

researcher university teacher professional 

translator of literary, media and audio-visual 

texts theatre and literary critic and cross-cultural 

animateur. He is Deputy Editor-in-Chief of 

al-Masrah, Egypt’s oldest existing specialist 

quarterly. He is also a founding board member 

of the Egyptian Centre of the International 

Theatre Institute ITI and Expert at the Arabic 

Language Academy, currently collaborating with 

a team of language specialists on a forthcoming 

Arabic Enclycopedic dictionary of theatre and 

performance terms. His international publications 

include articles, chapters, and edited journal 

issues at Theatre Research International, PAJ, 

Critical Survey, Ecumenica, and The Cambridge 

Companion to Theatre History. His book Staging 

Egypt on the Global Stage: Egyptian Performance 

Realities from 9/11 to the Arab Spring is 

forthcoming with Palgrave Macmillan.

revisiting tarek el-dewiris egyPtian 

adaPtation of inherit the wind in the age 

of national and gloBal alternative faCts

This paper is an investigation of director and 

dramaturg Tarek El-Dewris 2013 adaptation 

of the 1955 American playInherit the Wind, 

written by by Jerome Lawrence and Robert 

Edwin Lee as a fictional depiction of the so-

called Monkey Trial in 1925. Having won the 

best actor award at the 2013 National Theatre 

Humility 2015. Those plays were written before 

and after his departing his homeland to refugee 

camps Turkey. In addition to the poetic images 

he recurrently uses in his plays, his dramatic 

techniques are remarkable in characterization 

and travelling through time.Dramatic structure 

in The Tunnel: The Trench of Great Humility 

hold traces of Luigi Pirandellos Six Characters in 

Search of an Author 1921.

Al Othmans major concern, in his post-revolution 

theatre, seems to be the interweaving of the 

issues of survival, genes and historical shadow. 

Accordingly, in the ongoing flows of violence, the 

pains of loss, famine and depravity grow common 

to both the oppressed and the oppressors. These 

plays may be argued to act as commentary on 

calamities in Syria rather than cries of protest. Al 

Othman is the contemporary Syrian playwright 

who contends to answer the question Where does 

human equality exist within all those factors that 

perpetuate war and dictatorship?

My choice of this topic tends to retrieve the 

international interest in the Syrian theatrical 

closet drama which has faded since the death of 

Wannous in the last century.

hazem azmy

ain shaMs university,egypt

hMazMy@auCegypt.edu

HAZEM AZMY is Assistant Professor and 

postgraduate convener at the Department of 

Drama and Theatre Criticism at the Faculty of 

Arts of Ain Shams University, Egypt and co-

convener of the Arabic Theatre Working Group of 

Khaliji Plays: Translated in Sultanate of Oman. 

In IFTR Conference, She is the moderator of 

a Session “ ‘New’ Theatres? Exploring the 

Performance Cultures of the Arab Gulf.” She 

submitted to King’s College Performance 

Shakespeare 2016 Project information on 

Shakespeare in Saudi Arabia in regard with the 

performance “Hamlet Get Out of My Head”.

the imPaCt of unstaBle geograPhies on the 

ContemPorary syrian theatre

Among the most critical issues in the Arab 

World today is the Syrian refugees. Theatre 

has never been far from anticipating and 

depicting those Syrian calamities. Formerly 

Saadallah Wannous 1941-!997dramatized their 

bearings in his several plays such as Elephant, 

the King of All Times, 1969, The King is the 

King, 1977 Hanthalas Journey from Slumber 

to Consciousness, 1978, The Rape, 1990 

Fragments from History, 1994.Rituals of Signs 

and Transformations, 1994 Miserable Dreams, 

1995 A Day of Our Time, 1995 Mirage Epic, 

1996.Today, the socio-political tendency is 

intensified in the works of Mohammed Taha 

al Othman b 1984 who quotes Wannous in 

his plays. Al Othman is one of the emerging 

Syrian writers who won prizes in the Arab Gulf 

States. His novel, poetry and plays promotes 

relatedness of the present of Syria to the 

glorious past of Damascus.

This article aim to explore the impact of 

unstable geographies on the Syrian theatrical 

reflections of the present and the past in al 

Othmans play texts, The Cry of the Thrown 

Hand 2013 and The Tunnel: The Trench of Great 

on to correctly historicize the symbolic stages 

theatre-development undergone in this part 

of the world. Three Moroccan researchers’ 

findings will be discussed in this paper. Hassan 

Lamniaai’s, Khalid Amine’s, and Said Naji’s 

suggested mervelling discoveries constitute the 

argumentative basis of the presentation.
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Eiman Mohammed Said Tunsi is an associate 

professor in faculty of Arts and Humanities 

in King Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah, Saudi 

Arabia. She is specialized in Comparative drama 

and theatre. She is a member in IFTR, ICLA, 

ESCL, SHPS, ICOM, ICPS and a board member in 

Saudi Theatre Association and Saudi Association 

of Languages and Translation. She has written 

academic researches on “A Comparative Study 

of The Cherry Orchard by Anton Chekhov, 

David Mamet and Tom Murphy”, “Dramatizing 

the character of the Founder, King Abdul Aziz 

Al Saud, in Hypertexts”, “Past and Memory 

in Saudi Women Monodrama”, “Women in 

Saudi Translated Literature”, “Technicalities 

of Translating Drama: One-Act Play Across 

Borderlines”, “Arab Spring in Transcultural 

Theatre” and “Aspects of Children Theatre 

in Saudi Arabia”. She teaches Shakespeare, 

Western Drama and Poetry. Translation and 

Comparative Drama are her major fields of 

research. Her first volume in translation “War 

. . . and . . . Life” has been recently published in 
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Contemporary Egyptian Theatre Directors. 

Finally I have a book, under publishing, entitled 

The Female Directors in the Egyptian Theatre A 

semiotic study.

theatre and Boundaries of history, 

memory and invention samPle from egyPt

In her latest performances Laila Soliman, an 

Egyptian director, presented first a series of 

performances by which she, as a witness and 

participator, commented on and documented 

what was happening in Egypt after January 

2011. Perhaps the most important pieces of 

them were No Time for Art and Lessons in 

Revolting. Then she decided to reread the 

history in order to have a better understanding 

of the reasons which led Egypt to its current 

position. As a result, she staged a new serious 

of performances discussing through them the 

history of Egypt. By choosing 1910 as a starting 

point to her quest for knowledge, she staged 

Whims of Freedom at the beginning. Then 

last year she directed her interesting piece 

ZIGZIG. In these two pieces, Laila was just 

an interrupter and a reader to the incidents 

which took place at that time. So how did Laila 

manage to direct those pieces? Is it possible to 

classify all of them as a sort of documentary 

theatre? Where were the boundaries between 

memory, facts and imagination? This is exactly 

what my paper will discuss.

b. 1945. He touches upon women’s issues in the 

Arab world in many of his plays: Antaurr 1980, 

‘You are free’ and Salām al-nisā 2004, ‘The 

Peace of Women’ among others.

In this paper I discuss the portrayal of women 

characters in contemporary Egyptian theatre. 

I suggest that the problems of equality and 

freedom of women in the society generally are 

dramatised in Egyptian theatre female characters 

with passive roles in places, and through female 

role models in others. I argue that even though 

these attempts are not always successful, they 

pave the way for further discussion of women’s 

issues among the audiences, theatre critics and 

researchers and society as a whole, which can be 

described a positive move.

hadia mousa

helWan university

hadiahodhod@hotMail.CoM

Hadia A. Mousa, An assistant professor at 

Helwan University, Faculty of Arts, Theatre 

Dep. Ive finished recently my PhD, under the 

supervision of Prof. Marvin Carlson and Hani 

Motawe, which entitled Methods of Directing 

Contemporary Experimental Theatre Companies 

in Egypt and the U.S.A, 1990 to 2010. During 

my stay in the US, in San Francisco 2012, I 

participated in the forum of the Re-Orient 

Festival with a paper about The Arab Spring 

and Its Dramatic Reverberations in Egypt. Also 

I participated in the last IFTR Conference which 

was help in Sweden with a paper entitled The 

1919 Revolution in the Eyes of Modern and 

the paths of development of the Egyptian theatre 

through the examples of the plays “The Farfurs” 

and “The Earthly Comedy””. My current research 

focuses on Egyptian theatre and drama in the late 

20th and early 21st centuries.

Power and Powerlessness: 

CharaCterisation of women in 

ContemPorary egyPtian theatre

Egyptian feminist writer Nawāl al-Sadāwī 
b. 1931, in the Preface of her play Isis 1986, 

criticises the portrayal of the ancient Egyptian 

goddess in literature as failing to emphasise her 

true individuality. Al-Sadāwī argues that authors 

tend to underestimate Isis’s real place in the 

cultural history of humankind by portraying her 

merely as Osiris’s wife, whereas her role is in fact 

much bigger than that of a faithful wife. 

Al-Sadāwī’s criticism of the portrayal of Isis 

can equally well be applied to the portrayal of 

women in contemporary Egyptian drama in 

general. Female characters are often mothers, 

sisters, wives and daughters of the main 

characters and serve mainly to reveal the 

conflicts between the male protagonists. 

The lack of strong female characters in 

Egyptian theatre has resulted in a gap in the 

research on women’s place in that theatre. 

Furthermore, the under-representation 

of women in theatre reflects the reality of 

the society portrayed. However, issues of 

women and gender equality can be raised not 

only through the portrayal of strong female 

characters but also through a critical reflection of 

the reality and the place of women in that reality, 

as demonstrated in the works of Lenin al-Ramlī 

Festival, for playing the title role in Nora Amin’s 

interpretation of the Enemy of the People, 

al-Dewiri, who is Christian by birth, started 

rehearsing the play against the backdrop of a 

cultural landscape still reeling from the pains of 

the deadly overthrow of the religiously populist 

regime of the Muslim Brotherhood. As such, the 

play in its own new context appeared as a most 

fitting cry for a self-congratulatory activism by 

the secularist progressives against the perceived 

McCarthyite practices of the theoretically-

minded deposed regime. In 2014, the play won 

the best production and best director awards, 

along with the majority of the remaining others, 

at the National Theatre Festival. A February 

2017 revival of the production, against the 

backdrop of the much changed national and 

global landscapes, forces a deeper analysis of 

the Egyptian production in relation to its 1955 

original, along with its string of significant 

film and TV adaptations that tried, in varying 

manners, to capture the work’s core dilemma: 

the impassioned populist voice versus the more 

rational but largely secluded intellectual elite.

tiran manuCharyan

university of st andreWs
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I am a third year PhD student in Arabic at the 

School of Modern Languages, University of St 

Andrews, under the supervision of Mrs Catherine 

Cobham and Dr Fabio Caiani. I received my 

Master’s degree from Yerevan State University 

Armenia in 2007 Thesis: “Yusuf Idris’s views on 
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one another, the influence of old Hundred 

Entertainment tradition could be traced in 

common. All three styles were basically 

expressive rather than representative. They 

all put more emphasis on poetic atmosphere 

and sentiment than the causal representation 

of the story. In short, Song唱, Speech唱, Dance-

acting唱 and Combat唱, known as the basic 

convention of Chinese Opera, are also the 

basic components of these three theatres. This 

de-territorialization could work toward the 

creation of a Far Eastern Theatrical block much 

like many regional economic blocks. Owing 

to the Postmodernism nowadays, the idea of 

globalization expedites this de-territorialization 

of cultural borders in Asian theatre.

galia Petkova

international researCh Center for 

JaPanese studies, JaPan

128255@alumni.soas.aC.uk

My background is in Japanese and Gender 

studies. I have a BA/MA degrees in Japanese 

studies from Sofia University, Bulgaria 1996 and 

an MA degree in Gender studies from the Central 

European University in Budapest, Hungary 2001. 

I have earned my PhD in Japanese studies from 

SOAS, University of London 2014. The title of my 

doctoral dissertation is “Performing Gender in 

Edo-period Kabuki” 17–19 century. I am a guest 

lecturer in Asian theatre at the National Academy 

for Theatre and Film Arts in Sofia, Bulgaria. I 

teach the history of Asian theatres within a broad 

historical and social context, focusing on mutual 

de-territorialization of traditional 

theatriCal forms among China, korea and 

JaPan: the Joint ProduCtion of the story  

of Choonhyang

De-territorialization of cultural borders 

between the Oriental and the Occidental 

theatre began with the Interculturalism or 

Multiculuralism since the 1970s. Nowadays 

owing to Post-colonial views, Asian countries 

focus on their regional cultures and attempt to 

blur the border among them. The BeSeTo theatre 

festival, founded in 1994 to promote theatrical 

understanding among China, Korea and Japan, 

well reflects this trend. This festival has tried to 

seek the identity and the aesthetic potential of 

Oriental theatre. To meet this goal, the historical 

joint production of The Story of Choonhyang was 

held in 2000. The well-known classic Korean 

love story was chosen and divided into three 

sections: love, suffering and reunion. Chinese 

Yue Opera portrayed Love, Japanese Kabugi 

carried out the sweet memory and suffering of 

Choonhang, and Korean Changgeuk carried the 

torture scene of Choonhang and concluded the 

lovers reunion.

This production is a juxtaposition of the three 

theatrical styles without influences among 

them. But it created an interesting theatre 

production the sectional difference was not an 

obstacle to the smooth flow of the story, but a 

stimulus to provoke syn-aesthetic relationships 

among acting styles and forms. This production 

de-territorialized cultural borders theatre 

people in three countries recognized anew 

the common theatrical tradition among them. 

Although detailed styles are different from 

surrounding President Park and her confidante 

Choi, and the association is enhanced by the 

show’s symbolism and changgeuk form. Holding 

greater and more immediate relevance to the 

Korean audience than ever, the new version of 

Lady Macbeth demonstrates the crucial role 

of the socio-cultural context of reception in 

intercultural performance. Lady Macbeth, Han 

Taesook, intercultural performance, audience 

reception, South Korea, Park Geun-hye scandal

meewon lee

korean national university of arts

MWjolee@hotMail.CoM

Meewon Lee is a professor of Korea National 

University of Arts in Seoul, Korea. She received 

her Ph.D. at the University of Pittsburgh in 

the U.S.A. in 1983. Since then, she has been 

a professor and critic in Korea. She served 

as the president of Korean Theatre Research 

Association, and now serves as the president of 

Korean Theatre Critics Association these two 

groups are the biggest organizations for theatre 

in South Korea. She published ten books such 

as Korean Modern Drama, Globalization and 

Deconstruction in contemporary Korea theatre, 

Korea Mask-Dance Theatre, and Contemporary 

Korean Playwrights. Her English works are 

“Kamyonguk: The Mask-Dance Theatre 

of KoreaPh.D. Dissertation,” “Shamanistic 

Elements of Korean Folk Theatre, Kamyonguk,” 

“Tradition and Esthetics of Korean Drama,” “The 

Roots and Transmission of Korean Performing 

Arts” and many others.

Choi seokhun 

yonsei university

neWlifeCsh@yahoo.Co.kr

Seokhun Choi is a postdoctoral researcher 

and lecturer of the English Department at 

Yonsei University, South Korea. He received 

his PhD in theatre from The University of 

Kansas and is the author of many journal 

articles and book chapters.

interCultural PerformanCe and 

 the PolitiCal geograPhy of reCePtion:  

lady maCBeth 2016 and south korea 

Presidential sCandal

The essay attempts to reinterpret Han 

Taesook’s 2016 changgeuk Korean traditional 

opera adaptation of her own Lady Macbeth 

in the light of the recent presidential scandal 

of South Korea. The discourse of intercultural 

performance has revolved around the directorial 

vision and the political dynamic between the two 

cultures involved, while the context of reception 

and its impact on the overall meaning of the 

work have been overlooked. Lady Macbeth, 

Han’s own rewrite of Shakespeare’s Macbeth, 

focuses on the psychological journey of the 

eponymous heroine, who is haunted by the 

memories of her past crimes and eventually 

choked to death by guilt. Dealing with universal 

themes such as hubris, greed, corruption, 

and gender issues, Han’s play has mostly 

been interpreted from a feminist or humanist 

perspective. To the local audience who has been 

deeply unsettled by Choi Soon-sil gate, however, 

the show cannot but evoke the current situation 
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other reputed Institutions in India and abroad, 

having several Awards like Young Artist from 

Govt. of India, Merit Awards from University 

of Hyderabad and other state awards with 

few Publications in account. Areas of Interest 

are Acting Theory/Practice, Application of 

Theatre arts in Technical Institutions, Theatre 

in Education, Applied Theatre/ Theatre for 

Development and Asian Performance studies. 

He is currently working Telangana Samskruthika 

Sarathi(TSS)-Hyderabad Governement of 

Telangana, India.

Making of THE MONKEY KINGS: Experiencing 

Inter Asian Theatre Cultures through practice 

The proposed Performance analysis research 

paper reflects the conception, production 

and reciprocation of two plays based on the 

same theme with similar heroic characters, 

same anti- heroic characters and similar evil 

characters with two different contexts. The first 

theatrical presentation in IIIT- Hyderabad(April 

2015) was well accepted as the focus was on 

recapitulating the folk tale of “Journey to the 

West :The Monkey King of China”. The second 

theatrical presentation “THE MONKEY KINGS 

OF OGGUKATHA”(25TH December 2016)

used the narrative strategy of Oggukatha of 

Telanagana folk theater to extract the similar 

heroic characters of the fantastic folk tale hero 

monkey king and the godly character of the most 

sort Hindu god like mythological character on 

stage Lord Hanuman.

As our theatrical concept is most happening 

similarly Telanagana is the most happening 

state in India. With the view of the Chinese – 

Telanagana relations, the directors in China as 

actor who performed with Peking University, 

Institute of World Theatre in Beijing, China. 

Also gave several Guest Lectures at NACTA 

(National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts), 

and Honghu college in Beijing was born in a 

Traditional folk Theatre family (Oggu katha) 

hails from Koppur Village,Karimnagar,Telangana. 

After completion of Bachelors in Computer 

Applications, with the strong passion in Theatre 

Arts was done a PG-Diploma in Theatre Arts 

from Telugu University, Hyderabad and did 

Masters Degree (M.P.A) then PhD in Theatre 

Arts with UGC/JRF/SRF from Hyderabad 

Central University. Acted and directed more 

than 100 Theatre productions and 11 short films, 

4 feature films was an active member of Indian 

Society for Theatre Research (ISTR) and Asian 

Theatre Working Group (ATWG). He was also 

Participated in UNESCO- International and 

European Symposium on ART and CULTURAL 

EDUCATION in PARIS (FRANCE)-2007 and 

INTER-ASIA SUMMER CAMP at SEOUL 

(SOUTH KOREA) in June-2008, later With the 

Chinese Government Scholarship undergone 

Training in Beijing opera Physical at National 

Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA) 

in Beijing. As a practitioner and Researcher he 

was presented papers in  7 International and 6 

National Conferences and also performed in 5 

International shows at Beijing, China-2009-2012 

and in SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA. Along with 

Chinese/Indian Actors Planning for Indo-

Chinese Intercultural Theatre Project based on 

Indian Hanuman and Chinese Monkey King. 

Giving guest lectures and Conducting Theatre 

workshops with CCRT/IIT-Hyderabad and 

1453-1532?, and the kabuki play Narukami 

The Thunder God, frequently staged since 

1684 until today. A comparison is made with 

the analogous and equally popular story 

in Balinese performing arts that features 

a similar character but a female – Calon 

Arang, a widow, powerful in black magic who 

similarly brings disaster to the community and 

is defeated with the help of [male] wisdom 

and seduction, and by Barong, the lion-like 

mythological character in Balinese culture, the 

embodiment of good. The narrative is staged 

both by actors during temple festivals and 

in wayang kulit, the shadow puppet theatre. 

The main evil female character is always 

enacted by a man. The Calong Arang story 

derived from Javanese and Balinese folklore 

dated from the 12th century, which, in turn, 

was formed and influenced by Indian Hindu 

mythology. By juxtaposing the two narratives 

and their reincarnations in performance,  

this paper examine唱 the issues of power, 

gender and sexuality in Indian, Japanese and 

Balinese societies, within the context of the 

conference theme of multiple theatricalities, 

shifting geographies.

kumara swamy

hyderabad Central university

kuMarasiantheatre14@gMail.CoM/ 

kuMhCu6@gMail.CoM

Having more than 20 years of experience 

in Theatre arts Practice/Theory to his credit 

Dr.G. Kumara Swamy is the first Indian Theatre 

influences, and issues of power and gender. My 

research interests are traditional performing 

arts in Asia, focusing on Japan, and gender 

studies — cultural re/presentation of gender and 

construction of the notions and ideals of gender, 

especially femininity and masculinity, on the 

stage. I have conducted an extensive research on 

traditional Japanese performing arts, spending 6 

years in Japan in total. I have also done research 

on Indonesian performing arts, in Bali and Java. 

Currently I am a visiting research fellow at the 

International Research Centre for Japanese 

Studies in Kyoto, Japan.

theatriCalities of Power and gender  

in traditional JaPanese drama and 

Balinese PerformanCe

Based on conference theme that exercising 

our geographical imagination about Asia 

would help us to profoundly understand 

Asian theatre and its theatricalities, this 

paper explores one narrative transmitted 

from India to Japan and a similar story 

regularly performed in Bali. First, it reviews 

the Hindu-Buddhist legend of Rishyasringa 

– a holy man born with the horn of a deer 

and possessing supernatural abilities, who 

has never seen a woman, is seduced by one 

and thus loses his powers, releasing the 

imprisoned by him dragon gods of rain and 

ending a long, calamitous draught. Through 

China the narrative reached Japan, along 

with other Indian tales, c.12th century. The 

paper examines the Japanese versions of this 

legend: the noh drama Ikkaku Sennin The 

One-horm Hermit, written by Konparu Zenpô 
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person and cultural activist since 1972, 

experimenting in many languages,forms and 

techniques. His association with the rural and 

urban theater across the country has helped 

him evolve a unique style, where both the forms 

blend and yet are with contemporary sensibility.

Raina has been working in Kashmir for 

the last 15 years,through the times of 

extreme conflict in order to revive the dying 

indigenous performance art form of the 

Bhands, as well as to use culture as a tool 

for creating spaces of free self expression in 

an environment where there is none. He has 

directed over a 100 plays in several languages 

and conducted workshops for theater 

groups,both nationally and internationally. 

He has also presented at conferences and 

seminars across the globe, including recently 

at the IFTR 2015, 2016 in Hyderabad and 

Stockholm and Baku International Theater 

conference 2014 in Azerbaijan.

His many awards include the Sanskirit 

samman in 1980: Sahitya Kala Parishad Award 

in 1981 Best Director of the year by West Bengal 

Government in 1982 Best Director Award by 

Punjabi Academy in 1987 Sangeet Academy 

Award in 1995 and the Swarna Padak Award 

from the Government of Jammu and Kashmir in 

1996. He was also awarded one of Indias highest 

theatre awards, the B.V.Karanth award of life 

time achievement in 2007.

He is also being involved with academic 

institutions in various capacities including 

as a visiting Director at the National School 

of Drama, visiting Faculty at University of 

Hyderabad, scholar -in-residence at Jamia Milia 

Philippine Educational Theatre Association 

PETA’s The Care Divas. While the musical 

The Silent Soprano purports to problematize 

imbalances, via plot and staging choices, the 

presentation argues that the inequities are 

affirmed rather than fundamentally questioned. 

On the other hand, The Care Divas narrates 

the story of five transgender-female caregivers 

in Israel. In the musical, tolerance is a key 

disposition in relating to these individuals. The 

concept of tolerance is attached to a seemingly 

hyper-feminine sensibility, hence denying 

the “human” in the transgender individuals. 

With these examples, it is suggested that 

contemporary artists in Manila have a tendency 

to unintentionally editorialize their chosen 

subjects e.g. the DH. Many contemporary 

theater works in Manila are social dramas 

touching social issues and realistic in approach. 

On a more discursive reading of such plays, 

these productions may easily be identified 

with television shows because they present 

topical issues such as migrant workers, poverty, 

homosexuality, the disintegrating family, to 

name but a few and such issues are editorialized.

raina m.k.

national sChool of draMa

Mkraina1948@gMail.CoM

M.K.Raina, a graduate from the National 

School of Drama, is actively engaged in acting 

and direction in theater and media. Refusing to 

be tied down to the conventional professions, 

Raina has been a freelance theater works,film 

sir anril Pineda tiatCo

university of the philippines diliMan

sptiatCo@up.edu.ph

Sir Anril Pineda Tiatco obtained his PhD in 

Theatre Studies at the National University of 

Singapore. His essays appeared in Asian Theatre 

Journal, TDR: The Drama Review, Journal of 

Homosexuality, Modern Drama, Kritika Kultura 

and Humanities Diliman. He is the author 

of Entablado: Theaters and Performances in 

the Philippines University of the Philippines 

Press, 2015, Performing Catholicism: Faith and 

Theater in a Philippine Province University of 

the Philippines Press, 2016 and the forthcoming 

Buhol-Buhol/Entanglement: The Contemporary 

Theatre in the Metropolitan Manila Peter 

Lang International. An associate professor 

at the University of the Philippines Diliman 

Department of Speech Communication and 

Theatre Arts, Tiatco also practices dramaturgy in 

the Philippines.

Performing the ContemPorary in manila: 

rePresenting the domestiC helPer or the 

dilemma in staging soCial ProBlem Play

Many contemporary theatre artists in Manila 

perform a strategy of social activism, which in 

a way, is a call for resisting social and cultural 

threats whether real or imagined such as neo-

imperialism, neo-colonialism, political tyranny, 

globalization and transnational labor. In such 

strategy, the domestic helper DH is a favorite 

subject. This presentation reflects the way 

the DH is performed in Manila through two 

musicals: Dulaang UP’s The Silent Soprano and 

students of theater helped in conceiving and 

producing the first production cite specific and the 

second one proscenium. The Chinese guest were 

astonished with the idea and were entwined with 

both the shows. The Embassy of China has also 

expressed its willingness with a positive outlook 

to promote the likeliness of these two countries 

globally. Some of the issues raised through the 

process of making these productions.

Can we produce more of such plays within 

Asian countries and take an approach globally?

How can we record and understand the 

response for these plays from the audience? 

(differs on views of audience)

Will the issues from these plays be accepted 

globally and how?

How to flavor Asian-ness in productions which 

will be accepted globally?

What are the problems we are likely to face by 

these productions?

 Will crossing borders raise issues or accept/ 

adopt and understand either cultures?

Will all the Asian countries contribute and help 

in future to the centers of Asian theater study?

What are the alternatives to intercultural 

productions for better understanding  

between nations?

While practicing in inter Asian 

theater, we might experience ,Language 

barrier,Understanding cultures vice-

versa,Practicing change in styles etc will be 

analysed through this paper.
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and its practice” 2009: 2. For him, the actor’s 

work is not based on “acting as representation” 

but on an “energetics” of performance 2009: 1. 

The purpose of this paper is to trace the sources, 

techniques, theories, and knowledge that have 

forged Zarrilli’s approach of psychophysical 

acting. Furthermore, I will examine and assess 

his approach critically.

Keywords: Phillip Zarrilli, psychophysical 

approach to acting, yoga, taijiquan, 

kalarippayattu

yasushi nagata

osaka university

nagatays@let.osaka-u.aC.jp

Yasushi Nagata is a professor of Theatre 

Studies Section, Graduate School of Letters, 

Osaka University. He published many articles 

on theatre history, intercultural theatre, acting 

method and production analysis on modern 

and contemporary Japanese, Russian and Asian 

theatres in many books as follows Adapting 

Chekhov, The Local meets the Global, Theatre 

and Democracy, The Age of Avant-Garde, The 

Theory of Japanese Arts or so. And he is a 

Executive Producer of International Arts Festival 

‘Memory, Democracy and Identity’ 2013-

2015 Osaka University. He is a director of the 

Museum of Osaka University, and director of the 

art festival Theatre of Memories 2016. He was a 

member of Ex.com of IFTR, 2005 to 2013, and a 

convenor of Asian Theatre Working Group IFTR. 

He is also the president of Japanese Society for 

Theatre Research.

Artaud, Peter Brook, Robert Wilson, Jerzy 

Grotowski, Richard Schechner, Eugenio Barba, 

and Phillip Zarrilli. He is currently working on a 

book project on Antonin Artaud.

PhilliP zarrilli’s asian formula:  

a CritiCal study of his PsyChoPhysiCal 

aPProaCh to aCting

Phillip Zarrilli is an internationally renowned 

theatre director and actor trainer who has 

devised a unique “Asian” psychophysical 

approach to work with performing artists 

from different parts of the world. According 

to Eugenio Barba, Zarrilli “belongs to that rare 

species of scholar/practitioners” 1, able to 

negotiate the crosscurrents between theory 

and practice. He knows all the western acting 

theories by heart, ranging from the theory of 

Stanislavski, Meyerhold, Michael Chekhov, 

Decroux, Copeau, Lecoq, Artaud, Grotowski, 

to Barba, etc. Of eastern theorists, Japanese 

philosopher Yuasa Yasuo and Japanese Noh 

theater aesthetician, actor, and playwright Zeami 

Motokiyo are the ones he mentions and quotes 

from time to time. Many of Zarrilli’s insights 

of actor training are gained from his long-term 

encounter with Chinese and Indian paradigms 

and practices of acting, in particular Wu style of 

taijiquan, kalarippayattu the early twelfth century 

yoga-based indigenous martial art, hatha-yoga, 

and kathakali. As a director, Zarrilli often uses 

Indian yoga and Asian martial arts, such as 

Chinese taijiquan and Indian kalarippayattu, to 

train performer’s mindfulness, energy flow, and 

overall psychophysical acting skills. His Asian 

formula aims to reconsider “the nature of acting 

brought them openly in confrontation with this 

state , and the militants . The performances 

were no more hidden but where performed 

in the open landscapes on the hilltops or  in 

remote rural landscapes. Due to the popularity 

and strength of the performers and the form 

itself has resulted in people becoming the 

protagonists and also the line of defense .This 

assertion of right to perform and to watch the 

performance has turned into another zone of 

conflict between people ,state and the militants.

tsu-Chung su

departMent of english, national taiWan  

norMal university

tsuCsu@gMail.CoM

Tsu-Chung Su, Ph.D. in Comparative Literature 

at the University of Washington, USA, is 

Professor of English at National Taiwan Normal 

University. He is the author of two monographs: 

The Writing of the Dionysian: The Dionysian in 

Modern Critical Theory 1996 & The Anatomy 

of Hysteria: What It is, with Some of the Kinds, 

Causes, Symptoms, Representations, & Several 

Critiques of It 2004. He was a Visiting Scholar 

at Harvard University Dept. of Comparative 

Literature in 2002-2003, a Fulbright Scholar at 

Princeton University Center for Arts & Cultural 

Policy in 2007-2008, and a Visiting Scholar 

at Aberystwyth University Dept. of Theatre, 

Film and TV Studies in 2012-2013. His areas of 

teaching and research interest are performance 

studies and theatre anthropology. His recent 

publications include essays on Butoh, Antonin 

Central university, New delhi and fellow at Hawai 

University and Standford Humanities Centre.

Bhands of kashmir and terrorism

Terrorism and violent conflict for the last 

30 years in the Indian state of Jammu and 

Kashmir has impacted centuries old traditional 

theatre performers called Bhandpather. The 

dictate of the terrorist to the Bhands has 

been very clear that you can’t perform this 

traditional art ,in future. This dichotomy has 

created a situation where performance had 

to remain absent for almost 12 years. Some of 

the Performers had to pay with their lives. But 

most of the performance remained silent or 

underground. Further the displacement caused 

by the migration of the minorities increased the 

violence and sharpened the conflict. 

Reassertion of the performers after many 

years to reclaim their cultural space was gradual, 

hidden and very slow. Thus the tradition of 

performance, both in form and content had to 

overhaul itself to confront the contemporary 

needs and realities Hence the performers and 

groups of performers had to locate themselves 

between state of violence and the violence 

perpetuated by the Taliban. This created a very 

dynamic relationship between the very existence 

for the performers and their art and the right 

to perform visa. viz. the changing political 

landscape all the time. 

The new works thus produced from centuries 

old traditional repertory and from the masters 

of theatre like Shakespeare and their own 

contemporary language writers turned into a 

explosive material. This reassertion of Bhands 
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Her research is supported by FAPESP agency. 

Her doctoral thesis addresses the relations of 

otherness constructed through the presence 

of non-professional actors in nowadays 

creations. Co-executive editor of the scientific 

journal Aspas, in Brazil, she has published 

several articles in Brazilian journals of scientific 

excellence in the area, as Sala Preta and Art 

Research Journal. Member of the International 

Association of Theatre Critics IATC, she also 

collaborates in the theatrical criticism websites 

Horizonte da Cena and Teatrojornal.

theatre as a relational deviCe in the site 

sPeCifiC naQuele Bairro enCantado

In the contemporary theatre, connections 

between art and life are often linked to the 

idea of relational aesthetics BOURRIAUD, 

in reference to creations that functions as a 

relational device. Many times, these practices 

are based on the site specific format. In dialogue 

with that theoretical framework, this paper aims 

to analyze the performance Naquele bairro 

encantado At the enchanted neighborhood, 

created in the city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 

by the group Teatro Público Public Theatre. In 

the spectacle, the audience is invited to walk 

on the streets of one of the oldest and most 

traditional neighborhoods of the city Lagoinha’s 

district, which is nowadays in a situation of 

abandonment by the local government. In 

this performance, relational device is used 

to instigate residents to remember histories 

of the neighborhood past and narrate them 

to the public. There is no previous text: in 

each presentation the characters-performers 

space. In this paper, I explore a performance 

that explicitly details how the affective fear of 

sexual violence comes to be written into bodily 

movement and habits, visible in the unspoken 

codes of appropriate behavior for women in 

public space. Through a close, performative 

reading of the New Delhi-based, one-woman 

show Thoda Dhyaan Se Be A Little Careful, 2013, 

I argue that the ways in which women police their 

own bodies’ behaviors in order to “be careful” is 

a form of what Rob Nixon calls slow violence, “a 

violence that occurs gradually and out of sight, a 

violence of delayed destruction that is dispersed 

across time and space, an attritional violence that 

is typically not viewed as violence at all” Slow 

Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor, 

2. This violence is made visible in Thoda Dhyaan 

Se through its affect on the body of performance 

artist Mallika Taneja, who dresses herself in over 

thirty pieces of clothing over the course of twenty 

minutes in order to ensure that she is properly 

dressed to go out into the world. By attending 

to the performative responses to such affective 

resonances, Taneja is able to advocate for small 

but critical political changes to combat the slow 

violence done by women’s constant awareness of 

the risk of rape.

Julia guimaraes mendes

usp

juliataMpa@gMail.CoM

Julia Guimarães is a Brazilian PhD student in 

performing arts at the University of São Paulo 

USP, supervised by Prof. Dra. Silvia Fernandes. 
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Kat Frances Lieder is a PhD candidate in 

Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies at the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison. She is currently writing 

her dissertation, which explores performative 

responses to the Delhi bus gang rape of 2012 and 

argues for the importance of these performances 

in reframing discourse on sexual violence in India. 

Lieder is the honored recipient of an American 

Institute of Indian Studies Junior Research 

Fellowship and an American Association of 

University Women American Dissertation 

Fellowship to support her dissertation research 

and writing. She has published essays on theater, 

sexual violence, and feminism in India in Asian 

Theatre Journal and Peace & Change. She  

is also a practicing choreographer and theater 

director her most recent production credits 

include directing Lights Out and Harvest, both  

by Manjula Padmanabhan, for her theater 

company, In-House Theatre.

the everyday affeCtive resonanCe of slow 

sexual violenCe in thoda dhyaan se Be a 

little Careful, 2013

The majority of women live their entire 

lives taking tiny precautions to avoid putting 

themselves in situations that they believe might 

put them at risk of being raped Cahill, Rethinking 

Rape, 122. And yet, this constant awareness of 

the risk of rape is rarely fully analyzed for how it 

affects the daily experiences of women and their 

performances of gender in public and private 

trans-geograPhiCal trials of the Jokyo 

theatre ComPany

The Jokyo Theatre Company, The Situation 

Theatre Company in English, founded by Kara 

Juro in 1962, has produced unique ‘site-specific’ 

performances as a kind of guerrilla theatre. 

In these productions the pieces by Kara Juro 

have depicted Japanese colonialism pre war 

era through its unique ironical gaze, and have 

contemporized it in keeping with complex 

consciousness to postwar Asian politics and 

culture. His plays often described East Asian 

geography, Korea, Manchuria, Bangladesh and 

Taiwan or so, and provided geographical feeling 

of post-colonialism. At the same time the plays 

were produced in actual cities, Seoul, Dacca, 

Chittagone or refugee camps in Lebanon or Silija. 

These productions have shown the possibility 

towards a Japanese postcolonial-environmental 

theatre and established unique Historical-

Geographical theatre performance in Asia. 

Here the paper will deal with productions “A 

Tale of Two Citiesin 1972 or ”Bengal Tiger in 1973 

by Kara Juro, which was performed in Seoul and 

Bangladesh. These plays described a kind of 

interaction of colonial past and contemporary 

Japan, and both were actually performed on 

such places where the Japanese colonialism 

was expanded. The productions shows its 

geographical reference as a way of expression of 

memory of Japanese colonialism.
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meeting between both existing and migrant 

cultures transforms into a neoculture.

nese tosun

university of WarWiCk
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Nese Ceren Tosun is a final year PhD student 

at University of Warwick, School of Theatre, 

Performance and Cultural Policy Studies. 

Her ethnographic research is on migrant 

foodscapes of Turkish speaking communities 

in London, with a focus on narrative and 

culinary performances of home. Through the 

lens of food, home appears to be immediately 

available, yet also in constant need of re-

creation. Performing home in diaspora displays 

this productive tension between the narratives 

of dwelling and future oriented imaginations. 

Nese also teaches at the Warwick Business 

School as creative tutor. She  

trains 2nd year Law and Business students 

 in reflexively embracing their emotions and in 

heightening their body & space awareness, in 

order to have a critical perspective on Law and 

Business cases, and world wide issues at large.

your fuCking keBaB is shit! British keBaB 

awards and reClaiming the multiCultural 

nation as home

Kebab, a floating signifier loosely associated 

with grilled meat dishes, is thought to have 

travelled to Europe through the waves of 

Middle Eastern migrations. In London, its 

contemporary incarnations surely reflect the 

which largely rides on the back of voluntary 

participation. Carnival in Nigeria is a cultural 

object, a meaning-making practice that 

has crossed cultural, historical and social 

boundaries. Carnival is characterized by 

certain features like disguise in masks, fancy 

dresses, accessories, props and make-up, a 

feast of creativity where clothing functions as 

the dominant narrative metaphor. Carnival is 

defined by “innovation, novelty and the new”, 

a celebration in which “the acquisition of new 

forms by force, insertion or borrowing makes 

for new possibilities” Green, 2007, a vibrant 

festival that has responded well to change. The 

Postcolonial theory of Oritz’s transculturalism 

and Bhabha’s hybridization shall be the 

framework under which the costumes, 

accessories, props and make-up of the 

Nigerian Carnival tradition shall be examined. 

This paper intends to do an expose on the 

interconnectedness of Nigerian’s cultural 

environment as a result of transculturalism. 

It shall highlight the inter-dependence, 

intercultural exchange and convergence of 

Nigerians, Brazilians, the Caribbean and 

Asians in their Carnival traditions. This paper 

is a study that suggests ways of promoting 

intercultural alliance between different 

ethnic groups and nations, and how cultural 

boundaries can be broken especially in Nigeria 

that is bedeviled with ethnic, cultural, and 

religious diversities. Finally, the paper shall 

explain how transculturalism shall be used as 

a process from which a new reality emerges as 

per the various items that will be used in the 

Carnival celebration and how the result of the 

a cada apresentação os atores-personagens 

interagem com moradores distintos. Para criar 

o espetáculo, os atores alugaram uma casa 

no bairro e a habitaram durante 9 meses. Os 

personagens foram criados processualmente, 

a partir da interação com os moradores. No 

intuito de refletir sobre as potencialidades do 

dispositivo relacional no espetáculo, propomos o 

diálogo com três eixos: 1. A importância de uma 

residência de longa duração para intensificar 

a relação entre criadores e residentes e para 

redefinir as fronteiras entre arte e vida 2. O uso 

de uma perspectiva relacional tanto no processo 

de criação quanto na apresentação em si 3. O 

entendimento sobre como o dispositivo relacional 

contribui para resgatar memória histórica. 

ruth ePoChi-olise

College of eduCation, agbor

epoChiruth@yahoo.CoM

Ruth Etuwe Epochi-Olise is a Ph.D candidate 

at the University of Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria. 

My area of interest is in Theatre Semiotics, 

Performance Studies, Dramatic Literature, 

African Theatre and Theatre for Development. 

I also have strong interest in Creative/

Performance areas of acting and directing.

transCulturalism: Cultural ConvergenCe 

in nigerian Carnival tradition

Carnival is a street festival which brings 

people together in a celebration of freedom 

that enables a new style of interrelationship 

among individuals, groups and nations, 

interacts with different residents. To create the 

performance, the actors rented a house in the 

neighborhood and inhabit there for 9 months. 

The characters were created procedurally, from 

the interaction with the residents. To reflect 

about the relational device of this performance, 

we propose to dialogue with three axles: 1. The 

importance of a long-term residence to intensify 

relationship between creators and residents and 

to redefine the borders of art and life 2. The use 

of a relational perspective both on the process 

of creation and on the presentation itself 3. The 

understanding about how the relational device 

contribute to rescue historical memory.

o teatro Como disPositivo relaCional 

na haBitação CêniCa naQuele Bairro 

enCantado

No contexto da cena contemporânea, os 

entrelaçamentos entre arte e vida estão 

constantemente vinculados à ideia da estética 

relacional BOURRIAUD, em referência a criações 

que funcionam como dispositivos relacionais. 

Muitas vezes, essas práticas são realizadas no 

formato site specific. Tendo como base esse 

referencial teórico, esta comunicação pretende 

analisar o espetáculo Naquele Bairro Encantado, 

criado na cidade de Belo Horizonte, Brasil, pelo 

grupo Teatro Público. No espetáculo, o público 

é convidado a caminhar pelas ruas de um dos 

bairros mais antigos e tradicionais da cidade, o 

Lagoinha, atualmente em situação de abandono 

por parte do poder público. Na performance, 

o dispositivo relacional é usado para provocar 

os moradores a relembrar histórias do bairro 

e narrá-las ao público. Não há texto prévio: 
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Methods and Techniques of Teaching and in the 

Course of Theater of the School of Fine Arts of 

UFMG from 2015 to 2016.

translation, transPosition, transmission. 

from thought to sCene: the Performative 

aCtions of adeuzará

How do translations work between 

philosophical thinking and a performative scene? 

Starting from this question, we intend to carry 

out a critical analysis of the process of creation 

of the collective Adeuzará in his scenic and 

interdisciplinary montage inspired by Friedrich 

Nietzsches Thus Spoke Zarathustra: A book 

for all and no one, focusing our analysis on 

translation operations Poetic and intersemiotic 

and in the performative procedures that ground 

the procedural character of this practice.

Key Words? Nietzsche Creative Process, 

interdisciplinary montage.

tradução, transPosição, transmissão. 

do Pensamento à Cena: as ações 

Performativas de adeuzará

Como se operam traduções entre o pensamento 

filosófico e uma cena performativa? Partindo 

dessa pergunta, pretendemos realizar uma 

análise crítica do processo de criação do 

coletivo Adeuzará em sua montagem cênica 

e interdisciplinar inspirada na obra “Assim 

falou Zaratustra: um livro para todos e para 

ninguém” de Friedrich Nietzsche, centrando nossa 

análise nas operações de tradução poética e 

intersemiótica e nos procedimentos performativos 

que fundam o caráter processual dessa prática.

teatro de rua como componente em sua grade 

curricular, seja em disciplinas obrigatórias ou em 

disciplinas optativas. Nesta fase do trabalho é 

apresentada a análise do ementário de disciplinas 

obrigatórias dos cursos de algumas IES cujas 

grades curriculares contemplam a modalidade 

teatral em questão. 

leandro geraldo da silva aCaCio

Cefet - Centro federal de eduCação teCnológiCa 

de Minas gerais

leandrosilvaaCaCio@gMail.CoM

Leandro Silva Acácio is a performer, actor, 

researcher. Professor of Body Expression at the 

Theater School of PUC Minas and in the Free 

Courses of the Galpão Cine Horto BH / MG 

/ Brazil, where he teaches theater classes for 

children, adults. Master of Arts / Theater by 

the School of Fine Arts of the Federal University 

of Minas Gerais - UFMG with emphasis on 

performativity, theatricality and performative 

theater research 2011. Graduated in Bachelor in 

Arts Education / Music at the State University 

of Minas Gerais / ESMU - UEMG 2007. He 

was part of the Grupo Oficcina Multimédia 

BH directed by Ione de Medeiros from 1997 

to 2007, acting as an actor and body preparer. 

Collaborated in the Obscena Group BH from 

2011 to 2014. Co-idealizer of the ADEUZARÁ 

project. He works mainly on the following 

themes: movement for the scene, actor art, 

urban intervention, art and performance studies.

Substitute professor at the Faculty of 

Education of UFMG, in the Department of 

work group Performing Arts on the Street” of 

ABRACE - Brazilian Association of Research and 

Postgraduate Studies in Performing Arts. He has 

experience in Arts, with emphasis on Theatre, 

working mainly in the following subjects: 

environmental education, street theatre, 

community theatre, political theatre, theatre of 

the oppressed and non-formal education.

street theatre at the university: 

insertions and aBsenCes

This research, in early stages of development, 

is the insertion of the theatrical form of Street 

Theatre in classroom graduate courses in 

Performing Arts and Theater of Brazilian public 

higher education institutions. According to 

preliminary data, the 70 classroom courses 

offered by public higher education institutions 

in the country, only about a third insert street 

theater as a component in their curriculum, 

either as a compulsory subject or as an optional 

subject. At this stage of the work we present 

the analysis of plans of some courses whose 

curricula include the theatrical form in question.

teatro de rua na universidade:  

inserções e ausênCias

A presente pesquisa, em estágio inicial de 

desenvolvimento, trata da inserção da modalidade 

teatral de rua nos cursos de graduação 

presenciais de Artes Cênicas e de Teatro das 

instituições de ensino superior IES públicas 

brasileiras. De acordo com levantamento 

preliminar realizado por este pesquisador, dos 

70 cursos presenciais ofertados por públicas 

no país, apenas cerca de um terço inserem o 

cultures, periods and nations that contributed 

to its making, alongside the specificities of a 

take-away culture that is local, proper to London. 

An occasional appreciation of its succulence as 

part of a rich heritage runs parallel to its regular 

devaluation: as the food of the migrant-Other 

by its consumer, and as the food of the drunk by 

its caterer. Bastardized by both its caterer and 

consumer communities, is it possible for kebab 

to regain pride in situ? Beyond its own name, can 

kebab actually save the possibility of a dialogic 

relationship among communities? Can kebab 

help to re-design the multicultural British nation? 

In this paper, I will analyze the ways in which 

nations, as imagined communities, can be re-

invented by acts of culinary appropriations. I will 

specifically refer to tactical framings of kebab as 

enacted by the British Kebab Awards Ceremony 

BKA, a yearly competition organized by the 

kebab caterers in UK. Through the ceremony, 

kebab is domesticated, made-at-home in its 

variety, while a nation is re-imagined as the unity 

of its diverse and present elements.

alexandre falCao de arauJo

universidade estadual paulista (unesp)

afalCao.araujo@gMail.CoM

He is a graduate of the University of São 

Paulo 2005, holds a masters degree in Arts 

from Unesp - Universidade Estadual Paulista 

2013 and is a PhD student in Arts from the 

same university. He is currently lecturer of the 

Degree in Theatre at UNIR - Federal University 

of Rondônia, Brazil, and coordinator of the 
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Tudo isso é colocado no contexto político e 

social em que o Brasil vive hoje, onde a frase 

“Ocupar Tudo” é ouvida entre os cidadãos como 

uma forma de resistência e a criação de novos 

espaços de encontro.

vanessa santos

universitat poMpeu fabra

santosvaness@gMail.CoM

Vanessa Santos is a digital media artist 

and researcher. Her expertise is in video 

documentary, interactive narratives, locative 

media art, mobile and augmented reality 

applications. She holds a Master degree 

in Cognitive Systems and Interactive 

Media from Pompeu Fabra University 

2011. At present, she is a Ph.D. candidate 

in Communication at the same University 

conducting a study entitled “Designing 

Mobile Narratives – Discursive Strategies 

and Interaction Modes in Locative Media 

Art”. Vanessa had been collaborating on a 

European Commission FP7 funded project 

entitled CEEDS, on the development of an 

augmented reality based system to the 

“Bergen-Belsen Memorial” by combining 

science research, technology innovation, and 

high impact user methods. Her last work is 

“Chronica Mobilis” 2014, an interactive and 

geolocated performance with gameplay that 

happened in the streets of Barcelona. More 

info: https://vassportifolio.wordpress.com/

All of the above we place it under the political 

and social context in which Brazil is nowadays, 

where the phrase Occupy All is heard among 

citizens as a form of resistance and the creation 

of new spaces for meeting.

Criação na Casa okuPa ouvidor 63, são 

Paulo, Brasil: novos esPaços de Criação e 

difusão artístiCa

No centro da cidade de São Paulo, fica Casa 

Okupa Ouvidor 63, um centro artístico livre, que 

reúne uma centena de artistas de diferentes países, 

principalmente da América do Sul. Nesse lugar 

compartilham experiências e formas de fazer, 

gerando uma mistura de manifestações e novas 

linguagens, onde não existe uma Instituição oficial 

que avalie e financie o trabalho artístico.

Esta experiência nos leva a questionar e refletir 

sobre os seguintes tópicos:

• O papel das Universidades e Instituições  

na formação e financiamento de artistas.

• A presença do Estado na criação de espaços  

de difusão

• Refletir sobre as novas formas de 

alternativas de coexistência social, uma vez 

que muitos artistas vivem neste espaço, 

provocando assim uma Vida pela Arte,  

onde as fronteiras das disciplinas artísticas 

parecem desaparecer.

Localizados no centro da cidade de São Paulo, 

os artistas que convergem ali testemunham a 

dinâmica da cidade, transformando-se  

em portavoz da sua contemporaneidade.  

Os resultados de suas obras artísticas são 

voltados para as ruas, com contribuição 

voluntária dos cidadãos.

Childrens History Book Publisher at Editorial 

Zig-Zag, Chile 2014: 

Creator of Didactic Material for the formation 

of children in History in Zig-Zag Publishing

2015:

Artistic creation: “The Charter”, Actress

“Creation in the house okuPa ouvidor 63, 

sao Paulo, Brasil: new sPaCes of Creation 

and diffusion artistiC”

In the center of the city of Sao Paulo, stands 

Casa Okupa Ouvidor 63, a free artistic center, 

which brings together a hundred artists from 

different countries, mainly from South America. 

In this place they share experiences and ways 

of doing, generating a mixture of manifestations 

and new languages, where there is not an 

official Institution that evaluated and finances 

the artistic work.

This experience leads us to question and 

reflect on the following topics:

• The role of Universities and Institutions in the 

training and financing of artists.

• The presence of the State in the creation of 

spaces of diffusion

•    Reflect on the new forms of social 

coexistence alternatives, since many artists live 

in this space, provoking in this way a Living for 

Art, where the borders of artistic disciplines 

seem to disappear.

Being located in the center of the city of Sao 

Paulo, the artists that converge there witness 

the dynamics of the city, transforming itself into 

spokesman of its contemporaneity. The results 

of their artistic works are turned to the streets, 

with voluntary contribution by the citizens.
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Lyotards writings on hospitality and, in linking 

public to non-resident, proposes a body that 

muddies the distinctions of citizen and migrant 

that inflame current discourse.

deBorah souto alleman

universidade federal de pelotas (ufpel)

deboralleMand@hotMail.CoM

Is Substitute Teacher of UFPels Dance course, 

in the area of Moviment Analysis and Creative 

Process. Have Masters in Architecture and 

Urbanism in the UFPels Program, with the 

research intituled Bodygraphys of the City 

through the Dance: the use of the street for the 

...AVOA! Núcleo Artístico. Have graduation in 

Architecture and Urbanism and Dance, both from 

UFPel 2013 and 2015. Works with links between 

Contemporary Dance and Urban Space, doing 

Urban Interventions and Dance in the Street.

territories Created By ...avoa! nÚCleo 

artístiCo: PossiBle relationshiPs Between 

danCe and City

The research presents the project Entre-

espaços, of ...Avoa! Núcleo Artístico. Through 

eight Rua São Bento’s stops, São Paulo/SP’s 

center, the groups place of action, the text lists 

some of the movements made by ... AVOA! 

with concepts studied, such as the ritornelo, 

control societies, body-space and emancipated 

spectator. In the end, it was discovered that 

the city can be understanded also through the 

persons that lives her. Then, the street art is 

understand as a resistance way in the capitalist 

aCCommodations: negotiating 

 PuBliC and Private sPaCe

The sepia-tinged backwater of the Malvern 

History Facebook group was recently brought 

to a roiling crescendo through mention of the 

Castlemorton Common Festival 1992, the largest 

free festival in the UK for over a decade, bringing 

over 20,000 participants to the semi-rural 

site and, in its aftermath, bequeathing us the 

Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994. The 

pitched battle on Facebook, with unrepentant 

revellers squaring off against indignant residents, 

was peremptorily curtailed by the page owner, 

though not before ongoing tensions over control 

of public space had come to the fore. Accepting 

that public space has to be demarcated through 

a process of accommodating the rights of 

those entities both private and commercial that 

abut the space, leads to an understanding of 

public that, far from being inclusive, designates 

those without claim to residence in the space 

they have populated. In those instances where 

performances in public space have a durational 

quality, they first fall foul of ordinances typically 

concerning noise levels late at night and then, 

running counter to the expectation of gathering 

and dispersing in accordance with the rhythms 

of the surrounding environment, accrue labels 

such as protest and occupation. 

This paper will argue that the making of 

the public occurs not in the open invitation 

to assemble in a space over which rights of 

access have ben relaxed, but in the inevitable 

quantification of such relaxation when the often 

implicit understandings upon which such an 

invitation is made are breeched. It engages with 

while participants interact, navigate and 

explore the geography. 

What takes into consideration for building 

meaningful artistic experiences that dialogue 

with the urban space? How the technology 

can come affording new manners for authoring 

and accessing the citys narratives? How to 

design a performance based on a peculiar 

diegetic space that blends fictional and 

nonfictional elements, the material and the 

virtual domains? How can participants interact 

in such interactive experiences? All these 

topics are discussed through a case study 

based methodology focused on Chronica 

Mobilis artistic process.

tim white

university of WarWiCk

t.White@WarWiCk.aC.uk

Tim White is a Principal Teaching Fellow in 

Theatre and Performance Studies at Warwick, 

having previously held a full-time post at Central 

Saint Martins in London. He currently teaches 

modules on practical video, experimental music, 

food and performance and performing online. 

Publications include Diaghilev to the Pet Shop 

Boys Lund Humphries Publishers, 1996 as well 

as articles for Contemporary Theatre Review and 

Dance Theatre Journal, Performance Research 

and contributed to the recent volume Theatre 

Noise. He is currently collaborating with Yvette 

Hutchison and JC Niala on Who We Think We 

Are, a performance to be premiered at Tate 

Modern in March 2017.

Playing with Connotative and denotative 

meanings of the urBan sPaCe in a 

geoloCated PerformanCe

A wide range of artistic practices with 

portable, networked, location-aware media 

emerged based on the navigation through the 

urban environment augmented with historical 

or even fictional data. Some artworks 

virtually tag the world adding layers of data 

in mapped locations seeking to demystify 

some places. Others, trace the action of 

the subject in space using high technology 

to stimulate everyday practices such as 

walking or occupying public areas. Chronica 

Mobilis is a geolocated performance that 

anchors on both methods to propose a 

more transformative relationship between 

art and society. In the expansiveness of the 

performative field, it contests some artistic 

standards in an interdisciplinary combination 

of theater, games, cinema, and digital media 

that generates an embodied and interactive 

narrative experience placed in the urban area. 

Gentrification, one of the controversial 

topics in the urban planning of 

contemporary cities is the core content of 

this performance enacted by participants 

in the streets of Poblenou district, in 

Barcelona. Though fictional, the ontological 

and emergent narrative it brings refers 

to an ongoing territorial and symbolic 

phenomenon with all the shifts and 

consequences it had been causing in this 

neighborhood. In Chronica Mobilis, while 

artists edit the cityscape to work with its 

connotative and the denotative meanings, 
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corpo, como um registro a serem analisados e 

praticados pela pesquisadora.

gustavo garCia da Palma

USP

gustavosol@gmail.com

Actor, director, coach and researcher in 

performing arts with experience in Brazil, 

Spain, Portugal, Mexico, França, Germany 

and Switzerland. PhD in Theater at ECA/USP: 

States of poetic presence mapped through 

Electroencephalography EEG and Oximeter 

BPM and a performative proposition by 

means of live neurophysiological sensing.” 

under the tutoring of Prof. PhD. Luiz Fernando 

Ramos 2017. Master in Communication and 

Semiotics at PUC/SP. Dissertation title: 

“Modified States of Conscience in Art-media: 

the role of the body in the work of the actor” 

- orientation of Prof. PhD. Helena Katz 2008. 

Bachelor in Theatre at State University of 

Campinas, UNICAMP 2000. Started working 

on physical training leading to altered states 

of conscience and its use for the scenic 

creation, having Jerzy Grotowski’s concepts 

as a starting point while also incorporating 

the knowledge of Brazilian rituals. Currently 

studying the neurophysiology’s maps of 

states of poetic presence in “technologically 

rich environments” through the performance 

Discontinuous Object 2013 - , in which 

uses an EEG as brain computer interface to 

interact with audiovisuals elements and a 

digital dramaturgy process.

imagination in order to create fiction, such as 

in Stanislaviski proposals 2 The use of images 

related to an experience of the body, as we 

can find in some aspects of Artauds work. 

Thus, the researcher proposes to discuss 

the relation created by the artist with his/

her body through imagination, exploring and 

articulating some different understandings 

of the body in performing arts studies, 

anthropology and cognitive sciences. Finally, 

a notebook of exercises is being developed, 

analysing practical research on exercises that 

work the body through imagination.

a imaginação na exPeriênCia CorPoral do 

artista da Cena

O presente trabalho pretende investigar 

alguns aspectos da relação do corpo e da 

imaginação no trabalho do artista no contexto 

da cena contemporânea. Interessa-nos 

repensar os usos da imaginação no teatro tendo 

como foco a experiência corporal do ator e a 

construção de dispositivos de comunicação. 

Para elaborarmos esse problema partimos da 

confrontação entre: 1., o uso da imaginação 

na criação de universos ficcionais, como por 

exemplo em Stanislávski, e 2., a imagem 

relacionada a experiência dos estados do 

corpo, como aparece em Artaud. A partir desta 

questão, nos propomos problematizar a relação 

que o artista estabelece com seu corpo através 

da imaginação, investigando e articulando 

algumas abordagens do corpo das artes da 

cena, da antropologia e das ciências cognitivas. 

Finalmente será elaborado um caderno de 

exercícios que trabalhem a imaginação no 

luisa JaCQues de moraes 

dalgalarrondo 

universidade estadual de CaMpinas (uniCaMp)

ludalga@hotMail.CoM

Student at the PhD Programme in 

Universidade Estadual de Campinas- 

UNICAMP, in Campinas, Brazil, tutored by 

Professor Cassiano Sydow Quilici. Luisa 

did her MA in Performance and Culture - 

Interdisciplinary Perspectives in  Goldsmiths 

- University of London, London, UK, where 

she was taught by Professor Maria Shevtsova. 

Luisa has a degree in Arts of the Scene 

from UNICAMP, Universidade Estadual de 

Campinas, where she worked with Verônica 

Fabrini, Arrigo Barnabé, Marcelo Lazzaratto, 

Márcio Tadeu and Matteo Bonfitto. 

Luisa has worked as an actor, a producer, a 

lighting designer and researcher in different 

groups since 2008. She worked in Companhia 

Tugudum from 2008 to 2012, in Companhia 

Avenida 2 from 2011 to 2012 and in Los 

Cucarachos group from 2014 to 2016.

imagination whitin the Performers Body-

mind exPerienCe

The present project investigates some 

aspects of the relation between imagination 

and the corporeality on the performers 

work. The research aims to rethink the 

use of imagination focusing on the body-

mind experience of the performer and in 

the creation of communication devices. 

To structure this question, the researcher 

suggests a confrontation between 1 the use of 

contemporary city, wich is able to transform it 

from inside of economic and social system. This 

is an academic paper that can be transformed in 

a workshop. The workshop should to be realized 

in a public space and the participants have to put 

up physically available to experiment different 

places and ways to be in the city.

territórios Criados Pelo ...avoa!  

nÚCleo artístiCo: relações Possíveis  

entre dança e Cidade

A pesquisa apresenta o projeto “Entre-

espaços”, do ...AVOA! Núcleo Artístico. Através 

de oito paradas na Rua São Bento, centro de 

São Paulo/SP, local de ação do grupo, o texto 

relaciona alguns dos movimentos realizados 

pelo ...AVOA! com conceitos estudados, como 

o ritornelo, as sociedades de controle, o corpo-

espaço e o espectador emancipado. Ao final, 

descobriu-se que a cidade pode passar a ser vista 

também a partir das pessoas que a habitam. 

Assim, a arte de rua vem a ser entendida como 

uma forma de resistência na cidade capitalista 

contemporânea, que é capaz de transformá-

la de dentro do próprio sistema econômico e 

social. Este é um trabalho acadêmico que pode 

ser transformado em uma oficina. A oficina 

deve ser realizada em um espaço público e os 

participantes devem colocar-se corporalmente 

disponíveis para experimentar diferentes espaços 

e formas de estar na cidade.
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dramaturgy and design and telematics and 

performance. She is co-artistic director, with 

Brazilian Magda Miranda, of Lembrança Live 

Performance. Her work has toured to New 

York, Taiwan, Germany, Brazil and Japan.

i forget who i am while i rememBer who i was 

so i Can Perform who i am: intentionality 

and neural-identity in the making of solo 

autoBiograPhiCal work ‘Pedaços’

This paper considers specific moments within 

the making of contemporary theatre work, 

Pedaços. A Portuguese word meaning pieces 

or fragments ‘Pedaços’ sits as homage to the 

past to the selves we always remember, and is 

designed as a solo work blending movement, 

text and objects.

The paper examines key moments within the 

making of the work where temporalities are 

paralleled: here now, now, then, here then etc.

 The performance, like a memory, becomes 

a place to belong and to seek consolation, yet 

also complicates and confounds the self. Past 

memories: lived moments, anecdotes and 

artefacts collected over a life, are restored 

in the place of performance, while at the 

same time are deconstructed, disentangled 

and made new, as the memory place of 

remembering in the self is renewed.

 The research through practice project 

set out to investigate notions of memory, 

the performer’s experience of memory, and 

performer /creative agency when devising 

for performance. Using Shaun Gallagher’s 

2006 conception of intentionality the paper 

unpacks the neuro-collisions of body schema 

princípios relevantes para o entendimento 

das relações entre emoções, decisões, 

regulagem sensorial, memória e percepção no 

trabalho do ator/intérprete/performers sob 

a perspectiva da neurocomputação afetiva e 

das tecnologias de biosensoriamento EEG e 

BPM. Os padrões neurofisiológicos encontrados 

ajudam delimitar a ideia de estados de 

presenças poéticas e caracterizam diferentes 

genealogias performativas, parametrizadas por 

meio de recortes históricos/procedimentais, 

neurofisiológicos, self-reportings e dramatúrgicos. 

Ficaram demonstradas evidências de uma 

Gramática Operativa de Estados e princípios 

importantes sobre o papel das emoções no 

trabalho do ator foram revistos por meio da 

criação de uma rede de neurônios artificiais 

Interface de Gravação e Identificação de Estados 

de Presença Poética e de um mecanismo 

computacional Ator Virtual que permite ao 

computador se adaptar à condição de estresse da 

performance ao vivo Dramaturgia Digital.

rea dennis

deakin university

rea.dennis@deakin.edu.au

Rea Dennis is a performance practitioner 

and scholar based at Deakin University, 

Melbourne Australia. A senior lecturer in 

Art and Performance, she has research 

interests in the body in performance, 

embodied cognition, and performance 

dramaturgy. She has published research 

papers on autobiographical performance, 

emotions for the actor were reviewed through  

the creation of an artificial neuron network 

Interface of Capturing and Identifying States 

of Poetic Presence and of a computational 

mechanism Virtual Actor that allow the 

computer to adapt to the stress condition of a live 

performance Digital Dramaturgy.

estados de Presenças PoétiCas maPeadas Pela 

téCniCa de eletroenCefalografia eeg e Pela 

freQuênCia CardíaCa BPm e uma ProPosta 

de Criação Performativa Por meio do 

sensoriamento neurofisiológiCo ao vivo.

Existem padrões de estados neurofisiológicos 

que caracterizam diferentes genealogias 

performativas? Existem regras que condicionam 

as relações gramaticais entre os estados e 

que determinam a criação poética? Como 

as tecnologias de sensoriamento biométrico, 

especialmente o Eletroencefalograma EEG e 

o Oxímetro BPM podem atuar a compreender 

as presenças poéticas e a criação no teatro de 

dramaturgia digital? Afinal o que são estados de 

presença e como eles se relacionam para criar 

performances poéticas? Este estudo apresenta 

um mapeamento de estados de presença poética 

por meio da tecnologia de Eletroencefalografia 

EEG e da captação de frequência cardíaca BPM, e 

uma proposta de criação em que o EEG atua como 

interface cérebro máquina ICC para o acionamento 

de fluxos poéticos audiovisuais através do 

biosensoriamento emoções, expressões e padrões 

neurais intencionais durante a performance ao 

vivo Performance Objeto Descontínuo. Uma 

leitura complementar aos estudos cognitivos no 

campo da performatividade é proposta discutindo 

states of PoetiC PresenCe maPPed through 

eleCtroenCePhalograPhy eeg and oximeter 

BPm and a Performative ProPosition By 

means of live neuroPhysiologiCal sensing.

Are there patterns of neurophysiological 

states that characterize different performative 

genealogies? Are there rules conditioning 

grammatical relations between states which may 

determine poetic creations in the theater? How 

can biometric sensing technologies, especially 

Electroencephalography EEG and the Oximeter 

BPM, help to understand poetic presences of the 

actor and thus assist in creating a theater of digital 

dramaturgy? This study presents a mapping 

of states of poetic presences through EEG and 

BPM technology, and describes the creation of 

the performance Discontinuous Object, in which 

EEG acts as a brain machine interface BMI for 

the activation of audiovisual poetic flows through 

biosensing processes screening of emotions, 

expressions and intentional neural patterns. A 

complementary reading of cognitive studies in 

the field of performativity is proposed, discussing 

principles relevant to the understanding of the 

relationships between emotions, decisions, 

sensory regulations, memories and perceptions 

in the actor’s work from the perspective of 

affective neurocomputing and biosensing. The 

neurophysiological patterns found help to delimit 

the concept of states of poetic presences and 

characterize different performative genealogies 

parameterized through historical, procedural, 

neurophysiological and dramaturgical accounts, 

which demonstrate evidences of an Operative 

Grammar of States in the performers’s work. 

Important principles concerning the role of 
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Since the days of enslavement, Christianity 

and the Black Church has been one of the most 

impactful elements of Black life and culture 

in America and in African American Theater, 

it remains the most powerful and recognized 

motif in the Black experience. This paper 

examines the trope of religion spirituality and 

consciousness in the hit play sweeping the 

country, The Mountaintop 2009 by Katori Hall. 

In this popular work, on the night before Dr. 

Martin Luther King Jr’s tragic assassination, 

the playwright reimagines the Angel of Death 

and how individuals who fight for justice, 

daily battle with fear, responsibility and the 

precariousness of life.

Peter zazzali

university of kansas

pzazzali@ku.edu

Current and past positions seleCted

• August 2013-Present: Assistant Professor 

tenure track, Department of Theatre, University 

of Kansas.

• August 2012-May 2013: Visiting Assistant 

Professor, Department of Theater and Dance, 

Colby College.

• September 2006-July 2013: Adjunct/

Assistant Professor, Department of Theatre, 

Hunter College/CUNY.

eduCation 

• Ph.D. Theatre Studies CUNY Graduate 

Center. September 2013.        

• Doctoral Certificate American Studies CUNY 

Graduate Center. September 2013.

With over 29 produced plays, including 

“Count Down to Boom” 2014 and 2013 

commemorating the 50th anniversary of the 

16th Street Baptist Church bombing, her stage 

credits include over 20 productions, 8 one-

woman shows including, Legacy: Lessons from 

the Other Side of Love St. Francis College, New 

York, June 2015. She has performed poetry in 

over 93 national and international venues, is a 

contributing poet to 31 anthologies, and author 

of 11 books of poetry.

“From Whence Cometh My Help”: 

on the mountaintoP and the troPe of 

religion, sPirituality and ConsCiousness in 

afriCan ameriCan theater

Since its earliest beginnings with the first 

recognized play A Leap for Freedom 1858 

written by Williams Wells Brown an African 

American in the United States , African 

American Theater AAT has utilized the trope 

of religion, spirituality and consciousness as 

a palatable way to address issues of racism, 

injustice and oppression. In works like Loraine 

Hansberry’s Les Blanc 1970 or August Wilson’s 

Joe Turner’s Come and Gone 1984, some of 

the more contemporary plays in the African 

American Theater canon highlight African 

retentions and old world/first world African 

rituals and traditions like Yoruba, Obeah, drums 

and ring shouts. But the trope that is most often 

used in African American plays like Georgia 

Douglas Johnsons A Sunday Morning in the 

South 1925 or Paulina Hopkins Peculiar Sam 

1880 are myriad references to Christianity and 

the Black Church.

desvela as neuro-colisões do esquema corporal e 

da imagem de si ao criar a partir da memória de 

infância. Parte de um projeto de pós-doc de longo 

prazo que resultou em trabalhos como: Apart of and 

A Part From 2007, 2008 e Train Tracks and Rooftops 

I, II e III 2009, 2010, 2011 nos quais eu dirigi e atuei. O 

trabalho atual desloca o foco do meu trabalho em um 

papel apenas de direção. Interpretado por Magda e 

informado por sua memória.

kimmika williams-withersPoon 

teMple university

kWilli01@teMple.edu

Kimmika Williams-Witherspoon, PhD Cultural 

Anthropology, M.A. Anthropology, MFA Theater, 

Graduate Certificate Womens Studies, B.A. 

Journalism is an Associate Professor of Urban 

Theater and Community Engagement in the 

Theater Department at Temple University. 

Author of Through Smiles and Tears: The History 

of African American Theater Lambert Academic 

Publishing, 2011 The Secret Messages in African 

American Theater: Hidden Meaning Embedded 

in Public Discourse” Edwin Mellen Publishing, 

2006, she is a recipient of: The Miriam Maat 

Ka Re Award for scholarship 2013 an Associate 

Provosts Arts Grant 2013 2008 Seed Grant, 

2003 Provost’s Arts Grant 2001 Independence 

Foundation Grant, the 2000 PEW fellowship, 

the 1999 DaimlerChrysler National Poetry 

Competition the 1996, Lila Wallace Creative Arts 

Fellowship and a two-time returning playwright 

with the Minneapolis Playwrights Center/Pew 

Playwrights Exchange.

and self ‘image’ when devising from childhood 

memory. Part of a long-term post-doc project 

which has included earlier performance 

outcomes: Apart of and A Part From 2007, 

2008 and Train Tracks and Rooftops I, II, and 

III 2009, 2010, 2011 in which I performed and 

directed. The current work shifts focus to my 

work in a directorial role alone. Performed by 

Magda and informed by her memory.

eu me esQueço de Quem eu sou enQuanto 

me lemBro de Quem fui Para Que eu 

Possa então atuar Quem eu sou: 

intenCionalidade e identidade neural na 

elaBoração do Pedaços

Este artigo aborda momentos específicos da peça 

teatral contemporânea, Pedaços. A palavra que em 

português significa fragmentos, porções, partes - 

Pedaços serve de homenagem ao passado para os 

eus que nós sempre nos recordamos, e é elaborado 

como um trabalho solo que mistura movimento, 

texto e objetos.

A performance, como a memória, torna-se 

um lugar para pertencer e buscar consolo, mas 

também complica e confunde o eu. Memórias 

passadas: momentos vividos, anedotas e artefatos 

recolhidos ao longo de uma vida, são restaurados 

no espaço da performance, ao mesmo tempo 

em que são desconstruídos, desembaraçados e 

renovados, à medida que a memória lugar de 

lembrança no eu se renova.

O projeto de pesquisa através da prática se propôe 

a investigar noções de memória, a experiência 

de memória do ator e sua capacidade criativa 

enquanto cria o trabalho. Usando a concepção de 

intencionalidade de Shaun Gallagher 2006, o artigo 
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the idiom of a ContemPorary  

adaPtation: PerformanCe of a Chinese 

oPera in malayalam

In the discourse of translating and performing 

for the stage, adaptations of ancient theatrical 

forms, especially when staged as translations 

become doubly significant. They not only 

open up the question of translating for stage 

in general but also the process of adopting a 

form in particular. In this context, I would like to 

analyze the creation of a new theatrical idiom in 

the adaptation of Twice a Bride, a Chinese opera 

–performed in Malayalam a regional language 

spoken by the people of Kerala, a state on the 

South Western coast of India. The opera, is of 

an unknown authorship of the 14th century. The 

English translation -Twice a Bride, was the source 

for the Malayalam script and performance, 

translated and directed by Ramesh Varma. The 

opera titled ‘Iruvattam Manavatti Twice a Bride 

had over a hundred performances across Kerala 

during the late 1990s.

This new idiom signifies a transformation 

in the theatrical form of the Chinese opera in 

the process of its adaptation into Malayalam 

language and theatre. Though retaining the 

original Chinese names of the characters, 

plot, and even hints in the costumes about 

the source text, the performance ‘text’ is a 

deliberate and ideologically orchestrated 

project which draws upon different traditions 

religious and secular of Kerala’s dance, music, 

and theatre classical and folk. The director 

and performers created a new theatrical 

idiom despite their lack of formal training in 

performing a classical Chinese opera. My paper 

Whether or not the cultural consumer is 

aware of it, he is helping to reinforce the 

sociocultural status quo. 

Do consumers bear responsibility for the 

social repercussions of their theatergoing? 

The answer to this query—in partdepends 

upon their consciousness relative to the 

sociocultural dynamics of their theatrical 

tastes. In short, I argue that theatre 

audiences and producers should account for 

the sociocultural ramifications of the work 

in which they jointly participate. Combining 

cultural studies and studies in consciousness, 

I will conduct a materialist examination of 

what I am terming New York’s “highbrow” 

theatre and performance scene.

sanJay kumar

Central european university Ceu, budapest, 

hungary

kuMars@Ceu.edu

Dr Sanjay Kumar is a Visiting Professor in 

the Department of History, Central European 

University CEU, Budapest, Hungary. He is 

piloting a new course on Narratives and 

Theatre from the academic year 2017-2018 

in CEU pioneering an interface between 

academia and performers and theatre 

practitioners in Hungary. His current research 

interests are Theatricality, Urban Studies, 

South Asian Studies and Narratives and 

Applied theatre. He is also interested in 

different traditions of storytelling

and the Branding of Diversity,” Theatre Journal 

May 2010: 151-172 contributing author.

ConsCiousness and Cultural ConsumPtion: 

a materialist examination of new york’s 

‘high Brow’ theatre sCene

New York City is home to some of the 

most eclectic offerings of theatre in the 

world. From the glitter and commercialism 

of Broadway to Grotowski-inspired 

performances occurring “downtown,” New 

York is a site of “multiple theatricalities” 

with the potential to reinforce or disrupt 

an “unstable” social order. With respect 

to the former, most audience members 

unconsciously contribute to the hegemonic 

determinism that defines the social 

stratification of New York in particular and 

the US in general. The fact remains that the 

overwhelming majority of theatre-goers in 

America are educated, white, middle to upper 

middle class, and over the age of fifty. This 

profile especially applies to what could be 

termed as New York’s “highbrow” theatre and 

performance scene, such as exemplified in 

the offerings of Lincoln Center, the Brooklyn 

Academy of Music, or St. Anne’s Warehouse. 

As Lawrence Levine demonstrates in 

his seminal text, Highbrow/Lowbrow, 

cultural consumers—theatre audiences and 

otherwisereaffirm the very social “hierarchy” 

from which they benefit. A subscriber to the 

Met or Manhattan Theatre Club, for example, 

is likely to fit the abovementioned audience 

profile, thereby justifying the programming 

and approach of a given artistic institution. 

• M.F.A. Acting University of Delaware. May 1999.

• M.A. Liberal Studies Monmouth University. 

May 2006.

• B.F.A. Acting California Institute of the Arts. 

May 1990. 
publiCations seleCted 

book

Acting in the Academy: The History of 

Professional Actor Training in US Higher Education. 

New York: Routledge 2016. 

journal artiCles peer revieWed

“Star Struck!: The Phenomenological Affect of 

Celebrity on Broadway,” Journal of 

American Drama and Theatre Spring 2016.

“Toward Revising Undergraduate Theatre 

Education,” Theatre Topics 

Fall 2015: 261-76. 

Guest Editor for Special Issue on Performance 

and Consciousness, Journal 

Dramatic Theory and Criticism July 2015.

“Trust and Communication in the Director 

Voice Coach Collaboration: A Case 

Study of Much Ado About Nothing at the 

University of Kansas,” Voice and 

Speech Review 8.3 September 2014: 250-60.  

“An Examination of the Actor’s Double-

Consciousness Through Stanislavski’s 

Conceptualization of ‘Artistic Truth,’” 

Stanislavski Studies 4 May 2014: 47-55. 

• “The Role of Theatre in Society: a 

Comparative Analysis of the Socio-Cultural 

Theories of Brecht, Benjamin, and Adorno,” The 

European Legacy October 2013: 685-97. 

• “Actor Training in New York City,” Performing 

Arts Journal 35.1 January 2013: 49-56. 

• “Let Our Freak Flags Fly: Shrek the Musical 
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USA. MIT Press, Five Cambridge Centre, 

Cambridge.

Performing kashmir: loCating theatre in 

the midst of disloCations

This presentation uses theatrical performance 

to intervene in a complex vortex of intermittent 

war between the countries India and Pakistan, 

worsened by Hindu-Muslim religious conflict, 

and whirling within that the situation of Kashmir. 

Distinctly India in the Indian map, Pakistan 

in the Pakistani map and elided as disputed 

area in most international maps, where lies 

the identity of Kashmir, of the Kashmiri in this 

plurally overwhelming performative? Seeking to 

comprehend the macro sagas, this paper works 

with a series of performances. Theatre done 

in Kashmir by the Indian activist theatre group 

pandies’ theatre occupies the centre-stage of 

this presentation.

I locate the collective pandies’ voice, present 

here since the beginning of this century, as the 

perceiving voice and the evolving consciousness. It 

tries to assimilate quotidian meaningful moments 

in the backdrop of larger complexities. Following 

the politics of larger performances, we locate our 

panopticon in the power centric New Delhi, we turn 

our sights to the Hindutva dominated Jammu, from 

there to the Islamic Kashmir Valley and then up the 

mountains towards the mystical Shia Muslim and 

Buddhist Ladakh. 

Some pandies’ landmarks to be explored:

2002: pandies first foray into Jammu and 

Kashmir. Under the eye of both the Indian 

Armed Forces and jihadi Islamic organisations, 

the pioneer effort had to be shut down. 

The most prestigious IVLP International 

Visitors Leadership Program as a guest of the 

US government tour of Artists in the US one 

month - September 2011 - rubric “Social Change 

through Arts.”

Three residencies in New York between Oct 

2011 and June 2012. 
reCent international perforManCe

Play - “Offtrack.” Directed and written/collated 

by me presented at the Performing the World, 

Conference in New York in October 2012.

relevant publiCations:

 “Performing on the Platform,” TDR: The 

Drama Review 57:4 T220 Winter 2013. ©2013, 

New York University and the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology

“Can failed theatre enable consciousness?” 

Consciousness, Theatre, Literature and the 

Arts, 2013, ISBN 10: 1-4438-3458-0. ed. 

Daniel Meyer-Dinkgrafe, Cambridge Scholars 

Publishing, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, 2013.

“Dramatising an Evolving Consciousness: 

Theatre with Nithari’s Children,” Consciousness, 

theatre, Literature and the Arts 2011, ed. 

Daniel Meyer-Dinkgrafe, Cambridge Scholars 

Publishing, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, 2012. 

“The Good Person of Szechwan: Political, 

Dramaturgical and Pedagogic Concerns,” 

Modern European Drama: Ibsen to Beckett, ed. 

Swati Pal, Pencraft International, New Delhi, 

India, 2012.

“A Child’s Act,” The Journal, Psychological 

Foundations December 2005, Psychological 

Foundations Trust, New Delhi 

“pandies’ theatre,” The Drama Review Fall, 

2004, Volume 48 Number 3, NYU, New York, 

Presentation on platform children in 

Performing The World 2010, All Stars, New York 

Oct 2010

“Performing with Marginalized People and a 

Methodology,” William Patterson University, 

New Jersey Oct 2010

3 Workshops - training of trainers working 

with young, traumatized people in their 

communities in Contact Theatre, Manchester 

and Western Yorkshire Playhouse, Leeds UK, 

May and June 2011

Workshop in New York October 2011 on 

working with trauma of the young with East Side 

Institute of Psychotherapy New York 

Workshop in Hamilton, Canada June 2012 with 

trainers, psychologists and performers on the use 

of performance to deal with those in suffering.

Workshop with Castillo theatre, Broadway, 

New York in June 2012 on Transperforming - 

Creating theatre from Conflict.

Workshop on the theme of Loss at the Axis 

Ballyumin Theatre, Dublin, Ireland, June 2013.

Presentations on the above issues in New York, 

New Jersey, UK, Canada and many universities 

and theatres in India.
reCent international residenCies

Rockefeller Centre, Bellagio, Italy One 

month from 26th August to 24th Sept 2010 - 

presentations and interaction with an international 

group of developmentalists and artists.

WYP, Leeds 12 days - 3rd to 14th June 2011 

- discussions on Methodology with trainers 

working on Outreach programmes with the 

marginalized young, participation in a three 

person panel discussion on “Politics and Theatre” 

and Readings from my plays in the WYP festival.

would try to answer the central issue of reading 

the form and content of the “end product” in 

this case – a performance of an adaptation 

effected through a translation. The paper finally 

analyses the contemporary relevance of this 

performance in understanding the changing 

meaning of adaptations within local traditions 

in a globalized world. 

sanJay kumar fnu

pandies theatre, delhi and university of delhi

pandies@netsCape.net

Date of Birth: 11.02.1961

aCadeMiC

Ph.D 2014 Theatre and Performance Studies, 

School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, Delhi. 

Title of thesis: Activist Theatre: Acting against 

the Status Quo

M.Phil English, 1987 University of Delhi

Organisation: pandies’ theatre regd. 1860 

Society’s Act 2.9.1993, Delhi

Designation: Founding President of  

pandies’ theatre

Presently Director of pandies’plays

Chief Faciilitator of its workhops

And one of three playwrights of the company 

Organisation: Hans Raj College,  

University of Delhi

Designation: Associate Professor, Department 

of English
reCent Workshops overseas

Presentation on platform children in 

Rockefeller Centre, Bellagio, Italy Sept 2010
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teachers become spectators? And how might 

these spectators’ identities have a rapport 

with the macro contexts which they belong? 

The methodological strategies are inspired by 

the comparative theatre, proposed by Jorge 

Dubatti. It goes from a macro context to a 

micro context, going through a supranational 

conjuncture to a regional and national realities, 

until arriving into a specific group of Performing 

Arts teachers. Quantitative data as well 

as qualitative analyses will take part of the 

explanation. Therefore, this paper is about 

audience and reception studies in context, 

education, teachers’ experiences, teacher’s 

training, and pedagogy of spectators in the 

contemporary world. The research regards the 

Brazilian context. However, it crosses the micro 

data with the macro internationals contexts.

háBitos e PrátiCas Culturais: o Caso dos 

Professores de artes CêniCas Brasileiros

Este artigo analisa e compara dados sobre 

práticas e consumo cultural de quatro contextos 

diferentes. A primeira pesquisa citada é o 

Eurobarometer – Cultural Access and Participation, 

que trabalha com dados de 27 países membros da 

Comunidade Europeia, produzida pela Comissão 

Europeia. A segunda é a Encuesta Latinoamericana 

de Habitos y Prácticas Culturales, sobre hábitos 

e práticas culturais na América Latina, realizado 

pela Organización de Estados Iberoamericanos. A 

terceira é uma pesquisa brasileira sobre consumo 

cultural, intitulada Públicos de Cultura, realizada 

pelo SESC e pela Fundação Perseu Abramo. E, 

finalmente, o último grupo de dados é proveniente 

de uma pesquisa doutoral realizada em co-

published 2016, about the teaching of History of 

Performing Arts in the secondary schools. Also, 

during her career as art educator and professor 

in Brazil, she coordinated several projects for 

art’s teachers training and co-edited some 

academic books.

Cultural haBits and PraCtiCes: the 

Brazilians Performing arts teaChers Case

This paper intends to analyse and to compare 

data of cultural practices and consumption 

from four different contexts. The first research 

mentioned is the Eurobarometer – Cultural 

Access and Participation, that works with 

data from 27 countries members of European 

Community, by European Commission. The 

second one is the Encuesta Latinoamericana 

de Habitos y Prácticas Culturales, about habits 

and cultural practices in Latin America, by 

Organización de Estados Iberoamericanos. The 

third one is a Brazilian research about cultural 

consumption, named Públicos de Cultura, 

by SESC and Fundação Perseu Abramo. And, 

finally, the last group of data comes from the 

doctoral research made in a cotutela system 

between Federal University of Bahia and 

University of Bologna and concerns a group 

of 95 Brazilians Theatre and Dance teachers. 

Habits and cultural practices experienced 

for these teachers were questioned. All the 

data from the four surveys were collected in 

the year 2013. The main purpose here is to 

problematize the differences in these contexts 

of reception, focusing in the relationship 

stablished between audience and Performing 

Arts. Thus, the research question is: how do 

identification has constituted a problem, 

majority of the populace sees itself as oppressed 

and in a hostile relationship with India.

In this presentation, together we revisit old 

sites, explore new terrains as the perceiving 

consciousness absorbs and tries to theorise. 

We also push the boundaries of activist theatre: 

ameliorate pain, reformulate old questions, 

create new ones and refurbish strategies.

taís ferreira

universidade federal de pelotas (ufpel)

taisferreirateatro@gMail.CoM

Taís is a theatre teacher at Federal University 

of Pelotas Brazil since 2009. She has a BA in 

Performing Arts 2002 and a Master Degree 

in Education 2005 from Federal University of 

Rio Grande do Sul BR. Doctor in Theatre from 

Federal University of Bahia BR and University of 

Bologna IT. She has experience in: Performing 

Arts and Education, Theatre History, Reception 

and Audience Studies, Cultural Studies, Children 

and Young People’s Theatre, and Teacher’s 

Training. She has published many papers and 

wrote three books for a Brazilian collection of Art 

& Education. The first one 2006, 2010 is about 

children’s spectatorship experiences mediated 

by the school. The second 2012 is about 

practices in Theatre and Dance in the primary 

school. This book was selected by a Brazilian 

governmental program, receiving a new edition 

of 150.000 copies 2014 that was distributed 

to state schools libraries all over the country. 

A new book dedicated to teachers was just 

2003: At the British Council Delhi, teenagers 

from diverse parts of Kashmir and Jammu 

perform as part of a North India Child Rights 

initiative organised by pandies’ theatre and the 

British Council North India.

2005: Under a pandies’ initiative, Muslim and 

Pandit Hindu create theatre for the first time 

in Gulmarg in the Kashmir Valley while bombs 

explode a kilometre away.

2011: Bhaderwah Jammu: a sophisticated 

theatre workshop as college students from all 

over Jammu and Kashmir come together. 

2013: Sonamarg Kashmir Valley: theatre 

workshop with the infamous “stone pelters 

of Kashmir” under strict police detention and 

surveillance. 

2015: Jammu: Dramatised reading of the 

acclaimed American play Seven in the Jammu by 

Seven change makers from Jammu and Kashmir 

as part of an American Center Delhi and 

pandies’ GBV Gender Based Violence initiative .

2014, 15 16: pandies forays into Ladakh, the 

margin of margins, a region that experiences a 

sense of exploitation and deprivation vis-a-vis 

the “marginalised” Kashmir. Workshop theatre, 

rather Installation theatre consisting hundreds of 

young people spread over vast beautiful valleys 

of the region.

Larger performances take place upstage 

with Kashmir as the emotional centre of the 

binational conflict. Having vacillated between 

becoming part of India, or Pakistan, or remaining 

independent as the British left the sub-continent 

in 1947, the erstwhile rulers of Jammu and 

Kashmir opted for India. Politically a part of 

India, for Kashmir and its residents, emotional 
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of Tartu Estonia. In 2010-2014, she was 

working as a Lecturer of Estonian Culture at the 

University of Helsinki Finland. Saro has been a 

convener of the international working groups 

Project on European Theatre Systems 2004-

2008 and Theatrical Event 2011-2017. She has 

been active as the Editor-in-Chief of Nordic 

Theatre Studies 2013-2015 and as a member 

of the executive committee of the International 

Federation for Theatre Research 2007-2015. 

Saro has published articles on Estonian theatre 

history and system, performance theory and 

audience research. She has edited several books, 

amongst others “Global Changes - Local Stages. 

How Theatre Functions in Smaller European 

Countries“ 2009, with Hans van Maanen 

and Andreas Kotte and “Eesti teatriteaduse 

perspektiivid” 2013. Her new book “101 Eesti 

teatrisündmust” will be published in 2017.

Contextualisation of interCultural 

theatriCal events

The paper will discuss how to analyse contexts 

of intercultural theatrical events, focusing on two 

theatre scandals in Estonia – cultural encounters 

between Estonian and Finnish theatre makers. 

In 1932, Hella Wuolijoki’s play “Koidula” 

caused in the Estonia theatre a heated debate 

about historical “truth” and accuracy of 

representation. Wuolijoki was Estonian born 

girl Ella Murrik who went to study in Finland, 

married and stayed there. Nevertheless, she 

became quite soon outsider, the Other. Her play 

about Koidula – Estonian poet and playwright 

of the 19th century and the symbol of national 

awakening – was rather provocative because it 

de Uberlândia. Therefore, it results from 

a trajectory and a research and teaching, 

launching questions about the places that 

seemingly homogenizing nomenclatures 

still have in a contemporary world markedly 

heterogeneous and based on the valuation of 

cultural diversity and multiplicity.

e Por falar em teatro Brasileiro...

Esta proposta de trabalho surgiu a partir de alguns 

debates com dúvidas de pesquisadores, em congressos 

e palestras, a respeito dos caminhos que a escrita do 

teatro brasileiro, e de sua respectiva contextualização, 

percorreu e tem percorrido ao longo do século XX. 

Mas, principalmente, ancorado nas dúvidas que 

tem surgido sobre a adequação de ainda se usar o 

termo, a nomenclatura, o verbete Teatro Brasileiro. 

Em sentido paralelo, também tem uma profunda 

ligação com a sala de aula, em virtude de ministrar 

as disciplinas de Teatro Brasileiro na graduação e pós 

em Teatro da Universidade Federal de Uberlândia. 

Portanto, resulta de uma trajetória e de uma pesquisa, 

e ensino, lançando interrogações sobre os lugares que 

nomenclaturas, aparentemente homogeneizadoras, 

ainda possuem num mundo contemporâneo 

marcadamente heterogêneo e calcado na valorização 

das diversidades e multiplicidades culturais.

anneli saro

university of tartu

anneli.saro@ut.ee

Anneli Saro is Professor of Theatre Research 

and Vice Dean for Academic Affairs of the 

Faculty of Arts and Humanities at the University 

Literária da Universidade Federal de Uberlândia. 

Pós-doutoramento na Universidade Autônoma 

de Barcelona-CAPES/Universidade do Estado 

de Santa Catarina. É membro associado da 

ABRACE Associação Brasileira de Pesquisa 

e Pós-Graduação em Artes Cênicas, na 

qual coordenou o GT História das Artes do 

Espetáculo e da ABRALIC Associação Brasileira 

de Literatura Comparada. Concluiu o doutorado 

em História pela Pontifícia Universidade Católica 

de São Paulo em 2003. Publicou artigos em 

periódicos especializados e trabalhos em anais 

de eventos. Possui capítulos de livros e livros 

publicados. Participou de eventos no Brasil e 

no exterior. Orientou trabalhos de iniciação 

científica e trabalhos de conclusão de curso 

e dissertações de mestrado nas áreas de 

Artes/Teatro e Estudos Literários. Atualmente 

coordena projetos de pesquisa. Atua na área de 

Artes, com ênfase em estudos de dramaturgia 

brasileira, memória e história.

and sPeaking of Brazilian theater ...

This work proposal arose from some debates 

with doubts of researchers, in congresses and 

lectures, regarding the ways that the writing 

of the Brazilian theater, and its respective 

contextualization, has traveled and has covered 

throughout the twentieth century. But, mainly, 

anchored in the doubts that have arisen on 

the adequacy of, still, if using the term, the 

nomenclature, the entry Theater Brazilian. In 

parallel, also has a deep connection with the 

classroom, by virtue of teaching the subjects 

of Brazilian Theater in the undergraduate and 

post in Theater of the Universidade Federal 

tutela entre a Universidade Federal da Bahia e a 

Universidade de Bolonha e concerne a um grupo de 

95 professores de teatro e dança brasileiros. Hábitos 

e práticas culturais desses professore são indagados. 

Todos os dados das quatros investigações foram 

produzidos no ano de 2013. O objetivo central aqui 

é problematizar as diferenças nesses contextos de 

recepção, focando no relacionamento estabelecido 

entre as audiências e as artes da cena. Assim, a 

questão de pesquisa é: como professores se tornam 

espectadores? E como podem essas identidades de 

espectador relacionar-se com os macro contextos 

a que pertencem? As estratégias metodológicas 

são inspiradas no teatro comparativo, proposto 

por Jorge Dubatti, indo de um macro a um micro 

contexto, através de uma conjuntura supranacional 

para realidades regionais e nacionais, até 

chegar ao específico grupo de professores de 

arte cênicas. Dados quantitativos, bem como 

análises qualitativas, farão parte da explanação. 

Esse artigo versa, portanto, sobre estudos de 

recepção contextualizados, educação, experiências 

e formação de professores e pedagogias do 

espectador no mundo contemporâneo. A pesquisa 

refere-se ao contexto brasileiro, cruzando, no 

entanto, microdados com macrodados dos 

contextos internacionais. 

luiz humBerto martins arantes

universidade federal de uberlândia (ufu)

lharantes@yahoo.CoM.br

Pesquisador, diretor e professor Associado 

II DE no Curso de Graduação em Teatro e nas 

Pós-Graduações em Artes Cênicas e Teoria 
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people and events as well as stories and genres 

to begin constructing mental models and from 

them, an understanding of the narrative at 

hand. Characters develop as new information 

about them is presented and settings (time/

place) vary from the ‘real’ world to the extent 

that exceptions are implied or explained. The 

question that this paper addresses is not only 

how spectators try to construct meaning through 

mental models and schemata but also how the 

processing of these cognitive representations 

(comparing, anticipating, modifying, achieving) 

can result in the phenomenological experience 

of becoming lost in the narrative. In other 

words: how should one conceptualize notions 

such as the ‘suspension of disbelief’ or ‘deictic 

shift’ – purporting to transport theatregoers 

into fictional worlds? It is suggested that 

the extent to which the spectator becomes 

absorbed in the activity of constructing and 

processing mental models is responsible for the 

feelings of immersion in the theatrical world. 

Identification is thereby seen as a continuous 

process of weighing internal as well as external 

consistencies whereby the spectator does not so 

much looses him/herself but rather functions as 

the main context of the performance. 

diana del monte

diana.delMonte@gMail.CoM

when sleeP no more meets newyorkers. 

 a Case study

Given the high production costs, and the 

extensive and diverse cultural offerings in New 

could have influence on the production field 

of theatre. Does this interfere with the striven 

towards autonomy in the field?

The example will be compared with Brian 

Singelton’s research about Oscar Asche, and the 

campaign against the low moral values.

Peter eversmann

university of aMsterdaM

p.g.f.eversMann@uva.nl

Peter Eversmann (1955) studied a year at the 

Wittenberg University, Ohio, USA and after that 

completed his studies in History of Art and in 

Theatre at the University of Amsterdam in 1982. 

His dissertation De ruimte van het theater (The 

Space of the Theatre) was defended in 1996. He 

is currently associate professor at the department 

of Theatre Studies, University of Amsterdam. 

He teaches and has published on the theory 

and history of theatre architecture as well as 

on empirical audience and reception research. 

Current research interests include the theatrical 

experience of the spectator as a specific form of 

the aesthetic encounter, theatre iconology and 

the use of information technologies for education 

in the performing arts. He is editor in chief of the 

Themes in Theatre series (Brill).

the sPeCtator as Context of the theatriCal 

event. Cognitive ProCesses and mental 

models of fiCtive worlds.

When initiating engagement with a theatrical 

narrative audience members use preexisting 

knowledge structures about places, times, 

the Call against low Quality and 

immorality at alBert ranft’s theatres  

in stoCkholm 1921.

I will exam the turbulence that was started by 

the premiere of Mikhail Artsybashev’s Jealousy 

in March 1921. In the Christian daily paper 

Svenska morgonbladet published the 6th April 

the headline was “Albert Ranft – a front man 

for theatre decadence”. The daily paper was 

connected to the Free Church movement, and 

reported also about a private investigation of 

the public entertainment in Stockholm and its 

low standard of morality. The attack and the 

investigation was reported about in several other 

daily papers, and often not in support of Ranft. In 

the same time he was also criticized for being too 

much of a businessman and that his repertoire 

not could be considered as high art. The question 

was even object for a debate in the Parliament.

On one hand Ranft answered with a register 

over his repertoire during 29 years on 7 theatres 

in Stockholm, for proving that important parts of 

it has constitute of “high drama”. On the other 

hand the argument was that he haven’t received 

any subsidies from either the government or 

from private sources. 

The struggle in the theatrical context did build 

up strange alliances between the advocates of 

high art and the guardians of morality. Five years 

after this struggle the empire of Ranft collapsed.

Through the use of Bourdieu’s field theory in 

combination with the theatrical event model 

will this occasion be analysed in the contextual 

theatricality organization and structure and 

cultural context politics and value in the society. 

Of interest is also how moral and religious values 

relayed on rather subjective biography of Koidula 

written by a Finn, Aino Kallas and interpreted the 

life of Koidula from feminist perspective.

In 2008, Finnish writer, director and 

performance artist Teemu Mäki staged a play 

he had written together with his countryman 

Juha-Pekka Hotinen „The Harmony“ in the 

Von Krahl Theatre, Estonia. The play had the 

following subtitle: “Unofficial jubilee production 

of Estonian State about anger, economy and 

pleasure”. Radicalism of the message and artistic 

criticism of capitalism represented point of view 

that was almost unknown in Estonian theatre. 

But a scandal broke out because the Estonian 

national flag was misused in the production. 

Based on these empirical case studies, 

I question the role of outsiders in cultural 

dynamics and analyse cognitive processes 

that take place in sensemaking of intercultural 

theatrical events.

rikard hoogland

stoCkholM university

rikard.hoogland@teater.su.se

Rikard Hoogland is a senior lecturer in 

Theatre Studies at Stockholm University. He 

has published in peer-reviewed journals and in 

anthologies published by Rodopi, Cambridge 

Scholars, Palgrave, Ohlms, and Cambridge 

University Press. He is currently participating in 

a state-funded research project about Swedish 

stage art in the period 1880−1925. During spring 

2017 he was a visiting researcher at the Freie 

Universität in Berlin..
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shows when Bruno Beltrão’s dancers produce, 

as material for their dance performances, in 

web-based recycling a repertoire of gestures 

of mankind. Stirred up by streetdance-rhythms 

and stylized movements the well-known 

occurs, and the uncertain suddenly emerges 

to conscience as somehow particular. In the 

affective-ecstatic layers of Jürgen Kruse’s 

mises-en-scènes, space is constituted by 

bodies, memories, and imaginations, that 

embrace the co-present attendees as an 

affective historical context. The lecture finally 

asks which traditions may be recognized 

in the very transgressions and in the 

suddenness that characterize these affective 

spaces – as resistance, ambition and critique 

against esthetical and social dissolutions or, 

respectively, appropriations.

silvia dumitriu

royal Central sChool of speeCh and draMa

silvia.duMitriu@Cssd.aC.uk

I am a PhD Student at Royal Central 

School of Speech and Drama. My main 

research interest is to relate the study of the 

postdramatic dramaturgies with Derridas 

deconstruction. As a theatre director I have 

worked on Partners in Crime by Eric Emmanuel 

Schmitt and Zoo Story by Edward Albee . I 

have translated more than 10 contemporary 

plays from English and French into Romanian. 

As a playwright I have written Merry Arcadia, 

a Commedia dellArte play for the 21st century, 

and Cruel Games, a tragic farce.

the suddenness of reality – affeCtive  

sPaCe in Jürgen kruse’s and Bruno  

Beltrão’s PerformanCes

Occasionally, theatre presents itself to the 

spectator in an affective and ecstatic, or else 

ice-frozen and precise manner. How to analyze 

theatre esthetics that are not characterized 

by dramatical action nor by the performative 

participation of meaning-producing spectators, 

but rather by their specific and persisting 

effects upon spectators? Spinoza described 

affects as effects between external bodies 

and internal processes. Energies, ecstatic 

states, and the rupturing of bound tensions 

don’t take place in but between individuals. 

For an affective model of shared interspace of 

stage and audience I develop on the ground 

of the spacial turn, Jens Roselt’s dialogical 

theatre concept, and Frederik Tygstrups 

spacial concept of affects a phenomenological 

concept of affective space that discribes 

situational, relational, and corporeal aspects 

as affective key conditions of performance. 

In Jürgen Kruse’s theatre and the dance-

choreographies of the brasilian choreographer 

Bruno Beltrão affectivity and spaciality appear 

paradigmatically as complex, multi-layered 

interspacial phenomena. How are such spaces 

constituted from or as the performance’s 

potential? And how, for example, in the case 

of space concepts as developed by Michel 

de Certeau, historical contexts as the former 

space-building dimensions can appear 

corrupted by reality suddenly braking into 

their affective structure? How historical and, 

at the same time, how actual a situation is, 

frithwin wagner-liPPok

university of hildesheiM

hiMMelsChWarz@hotMail.CoM

Frithwin Wagner-Lippok – theatre director 

and theorist in Berlin, Barcelona and Rio 

de Janeiro. Teacher for representation and 

presence technics at Technical University Duale 

Hochschule Baden-Württemberg Karlsruhe, 

Germany. At the University of Hildesheim he 

is writing his PhD thesis on theatrical event 

and affective space in productions of Jürgen 

Kruse und Bruno Beltrão. His theoretical-

practical projects focus upon contemporary 

esthetics, performativity, and the restructuring 

of affects by medialization and its effects 

on contemporanian theatre. After theatre 

formation in Canada, he had fundated the 

avantgarde theatre group Tantalus, was 

employed by several German theatres and 

collaborated in opera productions. He directed 

over 17 plays and developped in Barcelona, 

in collaboration with Christina Schmutz, new 

formats such as entrevistas performáticas 

and lecturas2go performáticas combining 

theory and media-performance and including 

theorists and performers like She She Pop and 

Rimini Protokoll, the results leading to several 

publications. After working at the Institut 

del Teatre, Barcelona, he cooperates with 

scientists, artists, and students at the Pontifícia 

Universidade Católica PUC in Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil, in the project „Theoretical Imagination 

in Contemporary Literary Studies and Theatre 

Practice“ and the XII. International Congress of 

Literary Studies: Affective Spaces.

York, the city is a demanding task for creative 

industries. Therefore, Theatre Performances 

successes are often the result of a long adaptive 

process. Through the case study of the New 

York Immersive Theatre performance Sleep 

No More by Punchdrunk, this paper aims 

to explore the interplay between identity 

work and professional practice that led the 

performance to become a commercial success. 

Based on written and iconographic documents, 

my research first traces the most significant 

stages of the twelve years long path that 

transformed the avant-guard performance 

into a commercial phenomenon. This section 

of the study highlights the relevance of the 

collaborative relationships among the theatre 

company and the local agents of the New 

York production, suggesting that these were 

crucial for the performance’s artistic identity 

and success. Later, the study focuses on the 

“Immersive Theater” concept at the core of 

Sleep No More, in which this performance is 

probably the most popular representative. The 

“Immersive theatre” trend is stretching the 

historical crucial role played by the audience 

in theatre, and it asserts to give the “creation 

power” to the spectator who, therefore, becomes 

the main producer of his or her own experience. 

Choosing an interpretative approach, the paper 

inquires on the quality and the fundamentals of 

this interaction in Sleep No More. The research 

on the audience also highlights a new passage 

in the path that connects the tradition of 

storytelling with the Immersive Media and the 

Marketing practice (F. Rose 2014), making its 

return to the theatre practice in a different form.
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aoife monks

queen Mary university of london

a.Monks@qMul.aC.uk

Dr Aoife Monks is co-convenor of the Feminist 

Research Working Group for IFTR with Prof 

Charlotte Canning. She is the author of two 

books on theatre costume, Consulting Editor 

of CTR journal, and is currently working on a 

monograph on virtuosity and Irish performance 

during the Celtic Tiger economy.

zany unCertainties: institutional 

anxieties and CeltiC tiger virtuosity.

The Celtic Tiger period in Ireland, emerging 

in the mid 1990s was a period characterised 

equally by its economic boom and the 

emergence of a series of public scandals, 

in which major state institutions such as 

the Catholic Church, the British justice 

system and the education system were 

revealed to have committed major abuses 

and miscarriages of justice, most often 

against women and children. This paper 

considers how virtuosic popular performance 

navigated a complex relationship to state 

power and institutional authority in the 

period by articulating anxieties about cultural 

powerlessness through comic drunken 

zaniness. In particular, I will examine how 

drunken zaniness is both depicted and 

enacted in performances of the Catholic 

clergy, such as in the television series, Fr Ted, 

the all-female singing troupe, The Nualas and 

the stand up comedians, the D’Unbelievables. 

In each case, the Catholic Church was framed 

Rich – Beautiful – Dead adapted from No Exit by 

Jean-Paul Sartre. She curated several exhibitions, 

e.g. in 2013/14 Education as an Adventure and in 

2011/12 Half Time. Looking at the Middle Age at 

Vögele Kultur Zentrum Pfäffikon Switzerland and 

in 2008 The Generation of ’68. Short Summer – 

Long Impact at Historisches Museum Frankfurt 

am Main Germany.

from Baal to Birdland. the Praetext as 

Context of the theatriCal event

In 2014, Birdland by Simon Stephens, an 

adaptation of Baal by Bertolt Brecht, premiered 

at the Royal Court Theatre in London. The paper 

analyses the relationships of the praetext Baal, 

the dramatic text Birdland, and the production of 

Birdland on stage. The presentation focuses on 

two main aspects: 

1. Transfer: Baal is characterised by a 

dramaturgy of potentiality which is transferred 

to Birdland. Furthermore, Stephens´ 

contemporary paraphase of Brecht´s play even 

deepens the ambiguity, e.g. in terms of the plot 

structure. The production of Birdland transfers 

this dramaturgical potentiality on stage by using 

theatrical means.

2. Overwrite: In comparison to Baal Birdland 

and its stage production make some significant 

changes regarding the possibility of empathy 

for the protagonist as well as the relationship 

between the protagonist and his social 

environment.

In the context of the working group´s research 

focus this case study aims at a reflection of a 

theoretical approach to the analysis of texts as 

contexts of theatrical events.

what Derrida calls the violent inscription of 

reason. If for Derrida the blind spot of reason 

consists in the erasure of its own violence 

in the establishment of the metaphysical 

idea of presence, I will suggest through a 

deconstructive analysis that Kane’s interest in 

a programmatic departure from the mimetic 

form and the rule of 3 unities involves a 

reconsideration of the traditional relation 

between representation and its repressed.

Beate sChaPPaCh

institute of theatre studies,  

university of bern, sWitzerland

beate.sChappaCh@itW.unibe.Ch

Beate Schappach studied Theatre and German 

Literature at Freie Universität Berlin and at the 

Universities of Zurich and Berne. Since 2002 

she has been working as a researcher and 

lecturer at the Institute of Theatre Studies, 

University of Berne. In 2011 she finished her 

PhD Aids in Literatur, Theater und Film. Zur 

kulturellen Dramaturgie eines Störfalls AIDS 

in Literature, Theatre, and Film. The Cultural 

Dramaturgy of Disorder. She is currently working 

on her habilitation project Dramaturgy. The 

Art of Tidying up. She is president of the Swiss 

Society for Cultural Studies and convenor of the 

working group Literature–Medicine–Gender. In 

addition, she worked as a dramaturg for theatre 

productions in Germany and Switzerland, e.g. 

in 1997 The Fall of the House of Usher by Edgar 

Allan Poe, in 2006 Turandot by Carlo Gozzi, in 

2004 Judgement by Barry Collins and in 2006 

sarah kane: PostdramatiC gestures and 

deConstruCtion

Escaping the hegemony of the mimetic 

is a gesture reinscribed by postdramatic 

dramaturgies upon the very way of conceiving 

the contemporary stage and its matters 

enhancing the value of the questions that 

emerge through a reconsidering of the 

concept of truth through Derrida’s lens is 

constitutive to the project of the postdramatic. 

Questioning traditional ideas of truth and 

presence with their logocentric emphasis on 

reason and systematicity, reframing them as 

effects of a discourse which merely repeats 

the metaphysical references and advances a 

series of hierarchical oppositions that inform 

the idea of a ‘natural’ language, is constitutive 

to a new approach that radicalizes the ideas 

of play and context, bringing to the fore their 

role into producing new theatrical meanings . 

The idea of the text as tissue or interweaving 

of threads invites the acknowledging of the 

role of the multiple, the residual, and the 

resonance into producing a reading/a reality/ 

a theatricality of the stage. A generalized 

context/disorder of writing, which bypasses 

distinctions between the cultural, the political 

and social, revealing their dependence 

and divergence, allows for the no longer 

stable positioning of the spectator and the 

questioning of the role of text into producing 

of a type of writing/reading that is specifically 

theatrical. Proposing a fundamental fracture 

within an apparently cohesive mimetic form, 

Kane’s Blasted exposes the mimetic as an 

authoritative form fundamentally obscuring 
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desemPenho e ativismo  

feminista deColonial

O texto é resultado da minha pesquisa de 

doutorado em Artes Cênicas, em andamento na 

Universidade de São Paulo. Proponho pesquisar 

expressões artísticas e ativismos que tomam as 

questões das mulheres e aspectos das atuais teorias 

feministas como premissas criativas. Nesse sentido, 

tenho interesse pela função social ou política da 

cena e da performance de mulheres artistas latino-

americanas, com a prerrogativa de criação de atos 

estéticos que induzem expressões de subjetividades 

políticas. Como exemplo, apresento a pesquisa 

cênica do que resultou na criação da performance 

Para aquelas que não mais estão 2015, parceria 

entre o Coletivo Rubro Obsceno SP e a performer 

mexicana Violeta Luna.

stefania lodi rizzini

nouvelle sorbonne paris 3

stefania.lr@gMail.CoM

My name is Stefania Lodi Rizzini and i am 

currently PH student at Universitée Paris 3 

la Nouvelle Sorbonne, in the Group LIRA, 

under the direction of Josette Féral. The 

subject of my thesis is The Female Identity in 

contemporay theatre. 

I graduated at the University Of Milan, with 

the title thesis The female identity in YAB, 

Gillian Wearing, Mona Hatoum, Tracey Emin - 

Publication of the thesis is on Culture from the 

University of Milan. I was at the IFTR conference 

2016 in Stockholm with the article Strategies of 

Subvertive gender

newspapers and other publications, which are 

the main battleground of this war over language. I 

will then analyze two works by female artists who 

have taken this tension over to the stage. Pamela 

Palenciano’s one-woman confessional show No 

sólo duelen los golpes, explores the uncertain lives 

of victims of domestic violence by sharing her 

relationship with her abusive first boyfriend. The 

duo Las XL deconstructs romantic love through 

humor and music in Abandónate mucho. I explore 

how these works are caught in a kind of instability 

paradox. They must navigate the instability 

produced by the postmachismo reaction to 

egalitarian feminist claims by advancing a stable 

commitment to gender equality, while at the 

same time allowing for a more fluid, unstable 

conceptualization of gendered identity itself.

stela fisCher

usp

stelafis@terra.CoM.br

Stela Fischer is a Theatre and Performance 

Arts PhD student at University of São Paulo, 

holding a Master’s degree in Arts/Theatre by the 

State University of Campinas. She’s the author of 

the book Processo Colaborativo e Experiências 

de Companhias Teatrais Brasileiras Cooperative 

Process and Experiences of Brazilian Theatre 

Companies, published by Hucitec, 2010. She’s 

the coordinator of the Coletivo Rubro Obsceno 

Crimson Obscene Company, based in São Paulo, 

a group of women artists aiming to debate 

gender-related issues in scenic arts. E-mail: 

stelafis@terra.com.br

unstaBle semantiC Borders: PostmaChismo 

versus feminazismo in sPanish 

ContemPorary PerformanCe

Forty-four women were killed in Spain by 

their male partners or ex-partners in 2016. As 

one of the efforts being made towards gender 

equality, Spain keeps an official count of victims 

of gender violence. While machismo is the 

Spanish language denomination for anti-female 

sexism, which consists on a specific set of 

behaviors deeply embedded in Spain’s culture 

and social norms, postmachismo refers to a 

new iteration of machismo that has appeared 

in the last decade. Postmachismo appropriates 

feminist language and uses it in a distorted way, 

destabilizing claims to equality by arguing that 

the feminist laws and behaviors that protect 

women are discriminatory. In the context of this 

post-machismo attitude, the new portmanteau 

term feminazismo has been coined to refer to 

feminists as extremists who want women to gain 

superiority over men. 

In this paper, I consider the tension between 

postmachistas and feminists as a linguistic 

fight over unstable semantic borders that is 

transforming language and creating a new 

feminist public discourse as well as new forms 

of sexist reactions in media and social networks. 

These changes include holding journalists 

accountable for the language they use in 

reporting the murder of women in cases of sexist 

domestic violence, or the creation of neologisms, 

such as micromachismo, hembrismo, or 

neomachismo. I will examine the performance 

of feminism and postmachismo in social media 

and in the “Comments” sections of online 

as a site of zany helplessness, in which  

the frenzied non-productive powerlessness 

of its characters articulated the anxieties of 

the period about state power. This paper will 

draws on a longer history of the Irish comedian 

to consider how Irish clowning works as a 

decoy for anxieties about institutional power 

through zany chaos. In particular I will consider 

how zany anxiety was gendered, examining 

the relationship between popular comedy and 

gendered injustice.

mara valderrama

Cuny the graduate Center

MaravalderraMa@live.CoM

Mara Valderrama is a level II student in the 

Theatre program at The Graduate Center. She 

works as an instructor in the Communication 

Department at Baruch College in New York, and 

she is the regional managing editor for Spain 

at The Theatre Times. Her interests include 

feminism and gender, Spanish contemporary 

theatre and migration and refugee theatre. 

After earning her Bachelor’s degree in Spanish 

Language and Literature at the Complutense 

University in Madrid, she completed two 

Masters degrees in Theatre and Performance 

Arts and in Comparative Literature. In addition 

to her current ventures as a scholar, she has 

wide experience as a performer. Valderrama 

graduated from the Music Conservatory of 

Ferraz in Madrid, and has been a Language and 

Literature teacher in public high schools in Spain 

and the US.
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Sarah Ruhl’s _he Clean House_ 2006 as 

a central example. This paper focuses on 

the play as an exemplary instance of how 

cleaning offers a mode for exploring gender, 

care, intimacy and power in the theatre. 

Ruhl’s play addresses the way in which 

such labour fits within frames of inequality 

between men and women, between the 

domestic and the political, and between the 

global north and south. 

If, as Mary Douglas has shown, dirt can 

be regarded as ‘matter out of place’, then 

cleaning becomes a way of creating order, 

containing chaos. Often however, the impulse 

to create such order is enacted by and made 

possible by precarious labour. The perceived 

stability and order of the clean house 

depends in these cases on the often unstable 

labour situation of the domestic cleaner, as 

imaged in Ruhl’s play through the figure of 

the Brazilian cleaner, Matilde. 

Cleaning is an intimate act of labour 

that goes right to the heart of personhood, 

in all its gendered aspects we all share a 

relationship of some sort with the idea or 

ideal of a clean domestic space. In spite 

of this, such labours of domestic intimacy 

and care remain, on the whole, invisible 

housebound and are often performed by 

precarious labourers. This paper is an 

initial investigation into what the practices 

of second wave feminism, in regard to 

maintenance art and the narrative of wages 

for housework, may offer in troubling the 

invisibility of everyday practices and their 

exclusion from the realm of the political.

poéticos feministas, em 24 anos de existência. 

Desvendar e sistematizar, através de documentos, 

imagens gravadas, depoimentos, apontamentos, 

fotografias, roteiros, questionários, entrevistas, os 

códigos de origem na construção do corpo cênico 

das Mal-Amadas e a teatralidade através da 

Poética do Desmonte. 

trish mCtighe

university of birMinghaM

t.MCtighe@bhaM.aC.uk

Trish McTighe is Lecturer in Theatre at the 

University of Birmingham. Previously, she 

lectured at Queen’s University, Belfast and 

was an AHRC post-doctoral researcher on 

the Staging Beckett Project at the University 

of Reading 2012-2015. Her book, The Haptic 

Aesthetic in Samuel Beckett’s Drama, was 

published with Palgrave in 2013, and she 

recently co-edited the double volume Staging 

Beckett in Ireland and Northern Ireland and 

Staging Beckett in Great Britain Bloomsbury-

Methuen, 2016. She has published in the 

journals Modern Drama, Samuel Beckett Today/

Aujourd’hui, and the Irish University Review, on 

topics such as Beckett’s drama, embodiment, 

and Irish culture and performance histories. 

She is theatre reviews editor for the Journal of 

Beckett Studies.

maintenanCe art in the 21st Century: sarah 

ruhl’s the Clean house

This paper will consider the act of cleaning 

as a literary and dramaturgical device, using 

and Judith Butler have used the word gender 

to continue to deconstruct the definition 

of woman, debating the “principal subject” 

of the first feminist waves and promoting 

a proliferation of gender configurations 

outside the restricting frames of masculinist 

domination and compulsory heterosexuality.

I will address the topic of gender and 

fears relating to some Italian cases, where 

collective association and institutions have 

raised against different performances, trying 

to prevent the show to perform in particular 

the children play from Emma Dante “La 

bella Rosaspina addormentata” and Giuliano 

Scarpinato, with the “Fa’afafine, mi chiamo 

Alex e sono un dinonsauro.!. among others.

maria marta Baião seBa

usp

Martabaiao@usp.br

Doutoranda em Artes Cênicas, Artivista 

Feminista, Diretora/encenadora, atriz, 

psicodramatista, repórter fotográfica, artista 

plástica, performances e visualidades.

Direção Mal-Amadas Poética do Desmonte 

Grupo de Teatro Feminista.

mal-amadas uma PoétiCa do desmonte

Pesquisa, análise e organização da memória do 

grupo de teatro feminista Mal-Amadas, revisitando 

o processo que garantiu a formação das atrizes, bem 

como, a criação e produção de um repertório de 

mais peças teatrais, interpelações contraimaginário, 

performances, intervenções, instalações, manifestos 

gender and unCertainties -  

the fear of gender

Zygmunt Baumann recalls us that 

Uncertainties, the incapacity to understand 

what is happening and not knowing how 

to proceed, has featured the modernism 

in his response to Ancient Régime. The 

reaction of modernism has been promoting 

a system of order and control, symbolized 

in the Panopticon project. In this system all 

institutions are industries of orders, and as 

any reconstituted institution they aim to a 

purpose, in this specific case it aims to restore 

the certainties, remove causalities, makes the 

behaviors of its own members regular and 

predictable. Restoring the order in a scenario 

in which the subjective perception can reflect 

itself in a reassuring way into the certainties. 

Directly related to certainties is the concept 

of fear. Every epoch has produced his own 

systems of fears, for example the fears of 

deviance which for Horkheimer and Adorno 

figures out the central core of modern angst 

as the fear of emptiness, experimented as the 

fear of being different and therefore isolated. 

Fear of inadequacy is for Baumann a core fear 

of our times, even if it hard to understand due 

the fragmentation and layered structure of our 

system. A porno-pharmaco capitalistic system 

as Paul Preciado defines it.

In a system, which has fixed the binary 

systems of masculine and feminine roles in 

society underlining their mutual exclusiveness 

and opposition, gender is a destabilizing force 

within it deconstructing nature and culture 

systems. Authors such as Teresa De Lauretis 
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Claiming truth and nature to destaBilise 

traditional gender norms in the raPid 

Changes of modernisation

Profound socio-economic and cultural 

transformations connected to modernisation 

are considered to have reached a critical point 

during the decades around the fin- de- siècle. 

One of the strongest forces was capitalism, 

including money economy, highly centralized 

and mechanised manufacture and competitive 

free markets. The growing market of mass 

customized articles produced new patterns 

of consumption, connected to commodity 

fetishism. These changes affected the view 

of the female body. Women’s bodies were 

exposed just like merchandise was displayed 

in the windows of the department stores in 

the cities. Commodity fetishism reinforced 

the cultural objectification of women that 

already existed. In the plays from the 

1880’s by the Swedish playwright Anne 

Charlotte Leffler women’s liberation from 

objectification and subordination is the main 

issue. The aim of my article is to discuss 

the gender ideology of Leffler’s plays in the 

intersection of stability and instability, and in 

the context of the peaking transformations 

of modernization. Commodifiction of 

women’s bodies is criticised in Leffler’s 

plays. Capitalism, liberalism and patriarchy 

are shown as intertwining parts of a system 

maintaining the hegemony, autonomy and 

wealth of aristocratic and bourgeois men, 

and influencing ideas of love and sexuality. 

Leffler goes further though, by sketching a 

utopian alternative beyond patriarchal, liberal 

interweave the, the issue of citizenship, in this 

case the theatre makers with non citizens, as the 

actual subjects which I would read as ‘unstable 

genders and uncertain lives’ on whom the play 

is based with larger issues of violence, sexual 

exploitation and shifting notions of perception.

Birgitta Johansson lindh

university of gothenburg

birgitta.johansson.lindh@lir.gu.se

2014 Received funding from the Swedish 

Research Council for research on the reception 

in Europe of plays by Anne Charlotte Leffler 

within the Project “Swedish Women Writers’ 

Work on Export”

2014 Received funding for research about 

women’s playwriting 1890-1815 from SRC within 

the project Turning Points and Continuity: The 

Changing Roles of Performance in Society 

1880-1925

2012 Received funding for a 3-year long 

research project ”Emotion and liberation – 

sentimental and melodramatic elements in 

women’s socio-realistic plays of the modern 

breakthrough

2010, Associate Professor, University of 

Gothenburg 

2008, PhD, Comparative Literature with 

a specialization in Theatre dissertation title: 

Befrielsen är nära. Feminism och teaterpraktik 

i Margareta Garpes och Suzanne Ostens 

1970-talsteater Liberation is near: Feminism and 

theatrical practice in Margaretha Garpe’s and 

Suzanne Osten’s theatre of the 1970’s

ok tata Bye Bye’: farewell to the loCal non 

Citizens: Performing gendered CitizenshiP 

through Playwriting.

The paper intends to critically assess the 

broader perspective of a gendered citizenship 

while focusing on a particularly theatrical 

piece. OK Tata Bye Bye by a young playwright 

Poorva Naresh and presented by the theatre 

company, Rage Mumbai, India. The dramatic 

piece emerged out of a long term initiative by the 

Rage and Royal Court Theatre London, to nurture 

young Indian playwrights through an intense 

one month workshop. The play, Ok Tata Bye Bye 

is based on a true experience of the playwright 

to document the women’s life of a village on 

the main highway in India, which connects 

Delhi to Mumbai, where catering to the sexual 

desires of the Truck Drivers are seen as the 

main profession and livelihood for the women. 

Naresh draws a complex story around the 

shifting uncertain geographies of an urban life of 

neo-Liberal India and isolated and insular village 

life with questions of morality, respectability 

debates, sex work, ethics of documentation for 

a global market circulation through films and 

mediated read as feminist intervention dramatic 

texts and personal relationships which emerge 

between the village girls and the documentary 

maker’s assistant,the author herself. 

The paper tries to map a critical framework 

of shifting geographies which sees the play-

writing project and its performance circuit 

amongst Indian cities and civil society as an 

useful but limited cultural mode with a series of 

mediated gender-conscious interventions by the 

author, performers and director. My intent is to 

BishnuPriya dutt

jaWaharlal nehru university

bishnupriyapaul@gMail.CoM

Bishnupriya Dutt is a Professor of Theatre and 

Performance studies, in the School of Arts and 

Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India. 

Her area of research includes colonial and post 

colonial theatre in India, feminist readings of 

Indian Theatre and political theatre. She has 

recently completed the collaborative research 

Project on ‘gendered citizenship manifestations 

and performance’. UGC and UKIERI 

sponsoredwith the School of Theatre and 

Performance Studies, University of Warwick 

 Her publications include Performing 

Resistance with Maya Rao: Trauma and Protest 

in India CTR vol 25 issue 3, August 2015 

Engendering Performance, Indian Woman 

Performers in Search of an Identity, Sage Delhi 

2010, Actress Stories : Binodini and Amal 

Allana, in Aston and Case, eds.: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2007, Historicizing Actress Stories 

: English Actresses in India 1839-42, Singh, 

OUP 2009, In Dialogue with Histories : The 

Dancer and the Actress, in Sarkar and Burridge, 

Routledge 2011, Theatre and Subaltern 

Histories, Chekov Adaptations in Post Colonial 

India in Clayton and Meerson, eds., Routledge, 

London, 2012, Unsafe spaces of Theatre and 

Feminism in India Identity Politics Forum, TRI 

Issue 37.1, March 2012 . 

Bishnupriya has completed the second 

volume of Indradhanush II , covering the 

performances staged at President Palace 2016.
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oBJeCt Body female: exPeriment 1 , history 

Center of florianóPolis

In 2015, the Laboratory for Essays and 

Unexpected began a series of experiments in 

public spaces, one of them titled Stereo / Mono. 

The experiment was carried out in two very distinct 

urban flow locations: the downtown sidewalks 

and the sidewalk that cut across the Federal 

University of Santa Catarina. The proposal had 

an investigative assumption to propose a break 

in the sound isolation caused by the use of audio 

devices, headphones and mp3, which predisposes 

the pedestrian to a particular affection, giving the 

urban experience a rhythm and landing that is not 

shared by the other walkers.

The work was structured from the individual 

approach of people walking with headphones. In 

experiment 1 we approached passersby asking 

what music he was listening and then offering a 

dance to that song by dividing the headset with 

him/her or listening alone.

However, throughout this performance we 

came across a violent aspect of urban daily life: 

the masculine eyes that objectified the female 

bodies of the performers, eroticizing the actions 

and completing the offered dance with sounds of 

harassment, laughter and sinuous jokes.

This article reflects on the theories written by 

Elizabeth Wilson and Elizabeth Grosz about the 

manufacture of a specific behavior for the female 

body in public spaces.

oBJeto CorPo feminino: exPerimento 1, 

Centro históriCo de florianóPolis

Em 2015 o Laboratório para Ensaios e 

Imprevistos iniciou uma série de experimentos 

and multiple readings by our audience. This 

is where the magic is sited and may provide a 

force for resistance against the current wave of 

bigotry. Drawing on the early work of feminist 

philosopher Judith Butler I have sought to create 

a ‘living monument’ to Mary Wollstonecraft 

using live performance, film and book publishing. 

This approach researches through performance 

the contribution made by Butler to recognize the 

repetition and rehearsal that produces gendered 

identities. In Feminist Perspectives on the Body 

2010, 2014 Lennon argues the importance of 

embodiment in ‘subjectivity, corporality and 

identity’ in ‘making sense of sexed difference’. 

The possibilities afforded by live performance, 

film and place to create the conditions where 

resignification Butler, 1993, p55 might emerge is 

the practice research methodology discussed in 

this paper. 

thais vieira alves

universidade do estado  

de santa Catarina (udesC)

thais_0110@hotMail.CoM

Student of graduation in Theater at UDESC 

since 2012. She studies contemporary dance 

and its confluences with video and cinema. 

Since 2015 performs in public spaces, 

interested in the intersections of the image-

movement with the body-duracional of the 

performer. This interest in the durations of 

memory leads to the creation of imagery and 

movement events, relating mainly to the body 

and its relations with the city.

donald J trumP is a man who doesn’t like 

women’s Bodies- is disgusted By them, 

desCriBes them as disgusting - unless he 

wants to have sex with them or the Body 

Belongs to ivanka tumP. 

Jean hannah edelstein the oBserver 

22012017

My plan is to address the question: “How do 

we work with certainty and uncertainty with our 

audiences, readers, colleagues, collaborators?’ 

With reference to practice research and literary 

history this paper will look at how the process 

of bringing historical scripts to the stage 

requires a commitment to process and research 

and development as against end-gaming. 

The same can perhaps be applied to bringing 

hidden histories of women to the fore through 

performance. In January 2017 100,000 people 

participated in the Women’s March on London 

https://www.womensmarchlondon.com where 

our bodies produced a political statement to 

resist the bigotry of the POTUS. This embodied 

resistance can be seen in the direct action of 

Sisters Uncut http://www.sistersuncut.org 

where young women in particular are visibly 

empowered by their direct action which includes 

and marching and occupation. By focusing 

on productions in Britain 2011-15 of selected 

suffrage plays including A Pageant of Great 

Women, I plan to show how updating historical 

material necessarily produces uncertainty. The 

problem with history and geography is that 

both disciplines invite certainty supported by 

published books and scripts live performance 

and marching however will always be subject to 

weather conditions, precarious human bodies 

and capitalist gender norms. She does so 

by referring to truth and nature beneath 

the distorting forces of the prevailing social 

and cultural system. Furthermore elements 

from a melodramatic and sentimental 

theatrical tradition, which normally 

produce a nostalgic retrospect of past 

times, are used to create the imagery of 

her utopian alternative. In conclusion: the 

idea of something fixed and stable is used 

as a means to unsettle traditional gender 

norms and simultaneously to counter the 

consequences of the socio-economic and 

cultural transformations of modernisation.

anna BirCh

royal Conservatoire of sCotland

a.birCh@rCs.aC.uk

As a practice researcher, publishing includes 

co-editing Site-Specificity and Mobility, 

Contemporary Theatre Review, Vol 22, Issue 2 

Routledge and a collection entitled Performing 

Site-Specific Theatre: Politics, Place, Practice 

which includes my essay ‘Repetition and 

Performativity: Site-Specific Performance 

and Film as Living Monument’ Palgrave, 2012 

both with Professor Joanne Tompkins. With 

Professor Katharine Cockin I am co-editor of 

Performance-Research-History: Pageants and 

Pioneers from Hrotsvit to Women’s Suffrage 

Drama pending. Anna is member of the Mary 

on the Green Campaign calling for a memorial 

sculpture to Mary Wollstonecraft http://www.

maryonthegreen.org.
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feminismo em temPos somBrios

No atual contexto de instabilidade global, 

e mais especificamente, no clima de recessão 

econômica e instabilidade política resultantes do 

recente golpe no Brasil - que colocou no poder um 

governo totalmente branco e masculino - estamos 

presenciando um aumento de violência contra 

mulheres e minorias LGBT. A retórica misógina 

que marcou o impeachment da presidente Dilma 

Roussef, exemplificada pela infame frase “Tchau, 

querida” usada pelos golpistas, expressa o desejo 

de não apenas remover a presidente como também 

de retirar todas as mulheres de posições de poder, 

mandando a clara mensagem de que, sob o novo 

regime, mulheres são cidadãs de segunda classe.

A despeito dos ataques políticos e jurídicos, 

incluindo propostas de lei que visam retirar direitos 

das mulheres e criminalizar ainda mais o aborto, 

e, em resposta à violência diária contra mulheres 

e minorias LGBT, questões feministas e de gênero 

nunca foram tão discutidas no Brasil como agora. 

Enquanto a mídia tradicional ainda se mostra 

tímida em relação ao tópico, nas redes sociais 

e no espaço cibernético o debate desenvolve-se 

com plena força. Nota-se também um crescente 

interesse no meio acadêmico, evidenciado por 

publicações recentes de estudos voltados para as 

relações entre gênero e trabalho, assim também 

como estudos que recuperam a história de 

mulheres artistas no Brasil. É particularmente 

interessante o engajamento, no debate 

feminista, de mulheres novas e adolescentes, que 

representaram a maioria das participantes em 

recentes protestos pelos direitos da mulher.

Este trabalho visa fazer um balanço da situação 

atual dos debates feministas no Brasil, examinando 

women and LGBT minorities. The misogynistic 

rhetoric that marked the ousting of President 

Dilma Rousseff, epitomized by the infamous 

phrase “Tchau, querida” Goodbye, darling used 

by the putschists, expressed their desire to 

not only oust the president but to drive out all 

women from positions of power as well, sending 

the clear message that under the new regime 

women are second class citizens.

In spite of the political and legal attacks, 

including bills aiming to roll back women’s 

rights and to further criminalize abortion, and 

in response to the everyday violence against 

women and LGBT persons, feminism and gender 

issues have never been so discussed in Brazil 

as now. While the traditional media is still timid 

in relation to the topic, in social networks and 

in the cybersphere the debate is full blown. 

There has been also an increased interest in 

the academic environment, with the recent 

publications of works dealing with labor 

and gender, as well as works recovering the 

histories of women artists in Brazil. It is of 

particular interest that the feminist debate 

is most engaging among young women 

and teenagers, who have made up the 

majority of participants in recent women’s 

demonstrations.

This paper aims to take stock of the current 

state of feminist debates in Brazil, examining 

how, given our colonial and slave history, 

intersectionality has contributed to these 

debates, and how instability and uncertainty 

can function as productive forces to unsettle 

patriarchal thought in a society deeply shaped by 

sexism and social inequality.

qualquer fluidez passa a ser vista a partir de 

uma denotação erótica.

ana Bernstein

universidade federal do rio de janeiro (unirio)

ana.bernstein@unirio.br

Ana Bernstein is a Professor of Aesthetics 

and Theater Theory at the Federal University of 

the State of Rio de Janeiro UNIRIO - Brazil. She 

has a PhD in Performance Studies New York 

University and a Masters in Social History of 

Culture PUC-Rio de Janeiro. She is the author of 

Of the Body/Of the Text - Desire and Affect in 

Performance Doctoral dissertation, Francesca 

Woodman - Fotografia e Performatividade 

In: Corpos Diversos, Ed. Uerj, 2015, Here and 

Now...Again and Again - Reperformance as 

Difference and Repetition Variations n. 19, Peter 

Lang, 2011 and A Crítica Cúmplice - Décio de 

Almeida Prado e a formação do teatro brasileiro 

moderno São Paulo: IMS, 2005, nominated 

for the Jabuti Prize. Research interests include 

performance theory, body art, gender studies, 

visual arts, art history and criticism. She is 

also a photographer, translator, and curator of 

exhibitions and theater festivals.

feminism in dark times

In the current context of global instability, and 

most specifically, in the climate of economic 

recession and political uncertainty resulting from 

the recent coup d’état in Brazil — which put 

in power an all white male government —, we 

are witnessing an increase of violence against 

em espaços públicos, um deles entitulado 

Stereo/Mono. O experimento foi realizado em 

duas localizações de fluxo urbano bastante 

distintas, o calçadão do centro da cidade e o 

calçadão que interveio a Universidade Federal 

de Santa Catarina. A proposta tinha como 

pressuposto investigativo propor um rompimento 

no isolamento sonoro provocado pelo uso dos 

aparelhos de audio, fones e mp3, que predispõe 

o pedestre a um afeto particular, conferindo à 

experiência urbana um ritmo e aterrissagem que 

não é partilhado pelos demais caminhantes. 

O trabalho estruturava-se a partir da abordagem 

individual das pessoas que caminhavam usando 

fones de ouvido, no experimento 1 abordamos os 

transeuntes perguntando qual música ele estava 

ouvindo em seguida oferecendo uma dança para 

aquela música dividindo o fone de ouvido com  

ele (a) ou ouvindo sozinho.

Entretanto, ao longo desta performance 

nos deparamos com um aspecto violento 

do cotidiano urbano: os olhares masculinos 

que objetificavam os corpos femininos das 

performers, erotizando as ações e completando 

a dança ofertada com sonoridades de assédio, 

risadas e piadas sinuosas.

Este artigo reflete sobre as teorias forjadas por 

Elizabeth Wilson e Elizabeth Grosz, a despeito 

da manufatura de um comportamento específico 

para corpo o feminino em espaços públicos. 

Destaca-se aqui a reflexão sobre o movimento 

desprovido de função de deslocamento como 

imediata provocação de alusão à sensualidade 

e questionamos como a objetificação da mulher 

consolida-se a partir de uma ideia de privação 

do movimento em espaços públicos quando 
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Nagel, who have explored the masculinist roots 

of nationalism in its theory and practices. For a 

consideration of the construction of vulnerability 

and invulnerability, I draw upon the work of 

Judith Butler, Erinn Gilson and Ann Murphy, as 

well as Nancy Tuana to frame the discussion 

of gendered vulnerability in the context of 

resurgent extremist nationalism.

CandiCe amiCh

vanderbilt university

CandiCeaMiCh@yahoo.CoM

Candice Amich is an Assistant Professor of 

English at Vanderbilt University. Her research 

and teaching interests include Latino/a and Latin 

American literatures and performance, feminist 

theory, and globalization studies. She is currently 

at work on a book that tracks the emergence of 

a precarious feminist aesthetic in the neoliberal 

Americas. Her articles on the intersection 

of politics, poetics and performance have 

appeared in Modern Drama, Theatre Research 

International, and The Global South.

utoPian trash: CeCilia viCuñas PreCarios

In this paper I trace our current neoliberal 

moment of uncertainty back to the Chilean 

coup of 1973, the first experiment in neoliberal 

state formation. Through an examination of 

Chilean poet and artist Cecilia Vicuña’s pre 

and post-coup aesthetics, from the gender-

bending ecstatic imagery of the Popular Unity 

period to the fragile sculptures made from 

debris composing her Diary of Objects for the 

practice in Ireland. She is currently working on a 

project on honour, gender and performance.

nationalism and gendered vulneraBility

The rise of nationalism across the globe 

has troubling implications for the civil rights 

of female citizens. Historically, nationalism 

has tended to relegate women to domestic 

roles, particularly to the role of mother of 

the nation, or helpmate of the national hero. 

Women are often the repository of the national 

culture, raising the next generation of citizens, 

and guarding the nation’s honour through 

their sexual fidelity to the men of the nation. 

While the increasingly diverse populations in 

globalized economies correspondingly increase 

the number of transcultural partnerships, it 

also heightens anxieties about inter-racial and 

inter-ethnic relationships. In far-Right circles 

there has been increasing expression of hate 

linked to a narrative of rape that alleges that 

most rapes are committed by ethnic minority 

and Muslim immigrants, but that the media 

covers this up and that the only way to combat 

rape is to limit immigration and to prevent 

refugees from entering the country.This rhetoric 

of course ignores the true statistics about 

rape: that most rapists are known to their 

victims, and that rape within relationships and 

families is the most common. It represents 

immigrants and refugees as always male, and 

as threatening to the indigenous or native male 

population and it perceives the native women 

as ontologically vulnerable to sexual violence. 

This paper draws upon the work of a number 

of scholars, including Cynthia Enloe and Joane 

Thus, they escape and potentially disrupt the 

visual field. They often take place in hidden 

areas like in night clubs, brothels, dark rooms or 

obscure cruising areas. 

They underlie the norms and rules of 

visibility. Nevertheless, they also take place in 

more accessible areas, like in contemporary 

performance art theatre and erotic fairs. 

Therefore, sex-performances are deeply 

contradictory phenomena. They create a space 

of heterotopia, in which they – on the one hand 

– represent and fulfil sexual norms and – on 

the other hand – call exactly those norms into 

question, despite constantly reproducing them. 

Based on this paradox, I want to examine the 

following questions in my paper: 

Which bodies are represented as 

vulnerable? Which contradictory circulations 

of power appear during sex-performances? 

How is obscenity expressed and related to 

heterotopia? How does the realm of the 

obscene constitute sex-performances? What 

acts are excluded from sex-performances 

onstage? Does the heterotopian character 

enable actors and visitors to call sexual norms 

into question? Do sex-performances have the 

potential to destabilize gender-norms?

lisa fitzPatriCk

university of ulster, uk

l.fitzpatriCk@ulster.aC.uk

Dr Lisa Fitzpatrick is senior lecturer in Drama 

at Ulster University. Her research interests are 

in the performance of violence, and theatre 

como a interseccionalidade tem contribuído para 

esses debates, especialmente dado o nosso passado 

colonial e escravocrata, e como a instabilidade 

e a incerteza podem configurar-se como forças 

produtivas para desestabilizar o pensamento 

patriarcal numa sociedade profundamente moldada 

pelo sexismo e pela desigualdade.

lea-soPhie sChiel

freie universität berlin

lea-sophie.sChiel@fu-berlin.de

Lea-Sophie Schiel studied Theater- and 

Media Science and Philosophy at Friedrich-

Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg FAU 

and at University of Bern. From 2012 to 2015 

she worked as research assistant at FAU. There 

she worked in the Gender & Diversity Office 

from 2008 to 2013. Since 2012 she’s a PhD-

student at Freie Universität Berlin. Currently, 

she’s a phd-scholarship holder of Rosa-

Luxemburg-Stiftung. Her master thesis was 

awarded with „Förderpreis der Gesellschaft für 

Theatergeschichte 2012“ young scholar‘s prize 

for historical theatre research and published 

in 2016. Furthermore, Lea-Sophie Schiel is a 

member of the feminist performance collective 

Hysterisches Globusgefühl.

PuBliC sex-PerformanCes  

as sights of heterotoPia

Sex-performances perform explicit sexual 

actions. They show actions that are normally 

hidden, offstage and behind the scenes. They are 

obscene. They show what must not be shown. 
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Performance with Urmimala Sarkar-Munsi 

is now in press. She is also editing a volume 

called, Women Speak Nation unravelling the 

intersectionalities of caste, class and gender 

within the current rubric of Indian politics. 

A student of Manjusri Chaki-Sircar, she has 

performed extensively with Dancers’ Guild, 

in India and abroad and now works as a 

choreographic-collaborator with the Guild.

danCing dirty in sleazy theatres: the 

CaBaret Queen of CalCutta

In the immediate aftermath of partition of 

India, a young refugee girl migrated from East 

Pakistan to India with her flat-broke family 

and rose to fame as a celebrated cabaret 

dancer called Miss Shefali, ruling supreme over 

postcolonial Calcutta’s nightlife. A highly-rated 

performer, she failed, not unsurprisingly, to fit 

into the sanitized cultural space of the new 

nation as she stepped outside respectability 

and honour, dancing beyond the purview of 

the nation’s sanctioned space of performance. 

This article explores the many journeys of Miss 

Shefali by weaving together her many fractured 

selves through an intra-texted double reading of 

her life and dance. 

Grappling with the multiple layers of power 

politics played upon her body, she danced and 

lived her life to the fullest–from nightclubs 

to commercial theatre, from films to folk-

theater, celebrating her culturally unsanctioned 

bodily identities, till she was banned by the 

‘progressive’ ruling elite of Bengal on grounds 

of obscenity and immorality. Inhabiting the 

underbelly of an unsettled city life, where dance 

and impoverished thousands of New Yorkers in 

Hell’s Kitchen neighborhood where the theater 

is located. Fundamental to their urban research, 

and a provocation for feminist critique, is the 

situationist dérive, a mode of embodied urban 

investigation in which drifters open themselves 

to the “ambiences,” the strong emotional 

currents that attract and repel its wanderers. 

The derive was not a stroll through the city 

but a means of reconnoitering it, of resisting 

the eternal spectacle of the commodity. 

Albeit allergic to feminism, the situationists 

address us across the decades, providing 

critical frameworks through which to grasp the 

multivocality of “hands up, don’t shoot”! 

aishika ChakraBorty

sChool of WoMen’s studies j 

adavpur university, india.

aishika@rediffMail.CoM, aishikaChak@gMail.CoM

Aishika Chakraborty is Associate 

Professor of the School of Women’s Studies, 

Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India. With her 

specialization in History, Women’s Studies 

and Dance Studies, Aishika has authored 

and widely presented articles on feminist 

interventions in Indian modern/contemporary 

dance movement. Her edited book, Ranjabati, 

A Dancer and Her World brings out some 

pioneering reflections on contemporary 

dance movement by her fellow-dancer, 

Ranjabati Sircar exploring the politics of 

gender in the Indian dance movement. 

Her edited book Moving Space: Women in 

of Performance and Cultural Politics Routledge 

1996 and co-editor of The Cambridge 

Companion to Caryl Churchill [with E. Aston] 

CUP, 2009, and of Performance, Feminism, 

and Affect in Neoliberal Times [with D. Varney 

and C. Amich] Palgrave, 2017. Her essays 

on drama, performance and feminist theory 

have appeared in Theatre Journal, PMLA, ELH, 

Discourse, TDR, Modern Drama, TRI, Kenyon 

Review, Art and Cinema, Maska, Cahiers 

Renaud-Barrault, and in numerous anthologies 

published in the United States, Europe, and 

India. She is currently at work on a book on 

mimesis, modernism, and performance.

BlaCk lives matter, mimesis, and the 

situationist dérive in a feminist frame

When, in December, 2014, the cast of an 

off-Broadway play used the space of a third 

curtain call to raise their arms in the “hands 

up, don’t shoot” gesture, in imitation of the 

gestures of the thousands protesting the 

killing of Michael Brown the previous August 

in Ferguson, Missouri, the borders of a familiar 

theatrical geography became productively 

unstable. This paper seeks to reframe, and 

deepen, that mimetic moment, using the terms 

and practices of the situationists of the 1950s 

and early 1960s, as well as the renovated 

notions of mimesis offered by Walter Benjamin 

and Theodor Adorno in the 1930s and 1940s. 

A situationist perspective would place that 

off-Broadway theater in the “integrated 

spectacle” of the neoliberal city, where 

gentrification, going under the title of “urban 

regeneration,” has, since the 1980s, displaced 

Resistance in the exile years, I locate a feminist 

aesthetic that resists the commodification of life. 

An early practitioner of performance art in Chile, 

Vicuña seized upon the utopian possibilities 

of merging art and life in a socialist society. 

Suddenly exiled by Pinochet’s coup, she created 

hundreds of small sculptural objects to counter 

her dislocation, announcing in an exhibit catalog 

that “Politically, [the objects] stand for socialism, 

magically they help the liberation struggle, and 

aesthetically they are as beautiful they can 

be to recomfort the soul and give strength.” 

Referring to these objects as her “precarios,” 

Vicuña inaugurates a new mode of revolutionary 

aesthetic practice. Whereas previous aesthetic 

movements with revolutionary aims mimicked 

the creative destruction of capitalism, Vicuña’s 

precarios negate the neoliberal making-

precarious of life. Taking this sculptural method 

from city streets in London and New York to 

remote locations in the Andean mountains, 

Vicuña charges the spaces she works in with 

performative energies that politicize time and 

space. In doing so, Vicuña enables alternative 

modes of living to flash into visibility.

elin diamond

rutgers university

elin.diaMond@rutgers.edu

Elin Diamond is Professor of English and 

Comparative Literature at Rutgers University. 

She is the author of Unmaking Mimesis: Essays 

on Feminism and Theater Routledge 1997 and 

Pinters Comic Play Bucknell 1985, and editor 
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science, in order to revaluate the relationship 

between contemporary theatrical mimesis and 

the growing tide of anti-intellectualism that has 

supported the rise of Trump et al. Right now 

fact is at stake earth and biological sciences are 

at stake reading, writing, thinking are at stake 

the relationship between human experience, 

the power of affect, and the objective realities 

in which we live, together, in a precarious world 

are all at stake. What does theatre that can 

effectively address these stakes look like?

No answers yet, of course, but Dan Rebellato 

and I are at the beginning of a collaboration that 

thinks carefully about these and related issues 

in the work of Katie Mitchell. In this paper I’ll 

test the waters by discussing Mitchell’s 2016 

production of Sarah Kane’s Cleansed. What does 

Mitchell’s commitment to scientific precision 

on stage, blended with Kane’s dystopian, post-

apocalyptic story of a man who is posing as a 

scientist in order to wreak havoc on the bodies 

around him, say to us, do for us, now?

elaine aston

lanCaster university

e.aston@lanCaster.aC.uk

Elaine Aston is Professor of Contemporary 

Performance at Lancaster University, UK. Her 

monographs include Theatre As Sign-System 

1991, with George Savona Caryl Churchill 

1997/ 2001/ 2010 Feminism and Theatre 

1995 Feminist Theatre Practice 1999 Feminist 

Views on the English Stage 2003 Performance 

Practice and Process: Contemporary [Women] 

kim solga

Western university

ksolga@uWo.Ca

Kim Solga is Professor of Theatre Studies at 

Western University, Canada. Her most recent 

solo book is Theatre & Feminism Palgrave, 

2015 her most recent edited collection is A 

Cultural History of Theatre in the Modern Age 

Bloomsbury, 2017. Kim shared the 2016 ATHE 

Excellence in Editing Award with her colleagues 

D.J. Hopkins and Shelley Orr, for the 2009 

and 2013 books Performance and the City and 

Performance and the Global City. Her teaching 

blog, The Activist Classroom, is available at 

Wordpress.com.

faCts and alternatives: Performing the 

human Post-trumP

Like many, I still cannot believe what’s 

happening. A barrage of fact-finding, revealing 

the emptiness of his bluster, and a penchant 

for crude, racist, sexist, and abusive remarks 

have somehow not stopped Donald J. Trump 

from taking the oath of office, setting in 

motion a wave of actions at the expense of 

the worlds most vulnerable – women, children, 

brown, and queer.

Post-November 8, I have had to rethink 

the fundamental core of my commitment to 

realism and naturalism as feminist practices in 

the wake of neoliberalism, now at full throttle 

with a bankrupt, billionaire populist at the 

helm. What has emerged for me is the need to 

go back to naturalism’s original commitment 

to science, in some cases to very shaky “alt” 

Contours of resistanCe: fluidity and 

affeCt in olwen fouéré’s riverrun

In the 2013 production, riverrun premiered at 

the Galway International Arts Festival, Olwen 

Fouéré adapted, directed and performed the 

final section of James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake. 

Fouéré’s remarkable performance embodied 

Anna Livia Plurabelle: the voice of Dublin’s 

river Liffey. Both the rewriting of myths and 

tropes of fluidity and fragmentation can be 

traced through a feminist tradition, as well as 

the literary modernist experiments of Joyce 

among others. I am interested in examining 

how Fouéré’s adaptation explores these strands 

against the backdrop of a period of economic 

instability in Ireland following the 2008 crash 

and the adoption of austerity measures. French 

feminist thinkers, such as Luce Irigaray, have 

been drawn to fluidity as a way of expressing 

female corporeal experience and rejecting 

the limits and stability of patriarchal forms. 

Mobility intimates resistance and transformative 

potential, indeed the circular structure of 

Joyce’s novel suggests renewal, yet in contrast 

to the Celtic Tiger narrative of upward-mobility, 

the post-crash period was characterised by 

stasis. How tenable is fluidity as a resistant 

strategy against the reality of precarity and 

gendered experiences of this precarity? The 

extent to which the trope of fluidity destabilises 

gender within this sociocultural context will be 

examined. My analysis will focus on the affective 

power of Fouéré’s performance through analysis 

of the unity of word, gesture and body, as well 

exploration of the production’s soundscape.

meets transactional sex, how did Shefali blur 

the binaries between moral/immoral and licit/ 

illicit? How did her dance of pleasure violate the 

revolutionary aesthetic of Bengal? 

 In her subversive testimony, published two 

decades after her eviction from the space 

of public theatre, she walks us through her 

moments of transgressions and surrender as 

she re-turns the gaze to her audience-readers, 

questioning the censorious elite’s monopoly 

to own and articulate ‘culture’ and the liberal 

democratic state’s power to strip her off her right 

to dance and her claim to culture. 

shonagh hill

university College dublin

shonagh_hill@yahoo.Co.uk

Shonagh Hill is an Irish Research Council 

Postdoctoral Fellow based at the School of English, 

Drama and Film, University College Dublin, where 

she is preparing the manuscript of her monograph, 

Embodied Mythmaking: A Genealogy of Women 

in Irish Theatre. Shonagh has published articles 

on the work of women in Irish theatre in Theatre 

Research International, Etudes Irlandaises, as 

well as chapters in the edited collections Radical 

Contemporary Practices by Women in Ireland 

and The Theatre of Marie Jones. Shonagh is 

a member of the International Federation for 

Theatre Research’s Feminist Working Group and 

has contributed a chapter on ANU’s The Boys 

of Foley Street to the group’s recent publication, 

Performance, Feminism and Affect in Neoliberal 

Times Palgrave Macmillan, 2017.
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its hopes for structural change in the future. 

This event was cross-sectional, and speakers 

from various industries spoke to gendered 

discrimination still active in the workforce today. 

Karen McLaughlin, the Arts and Culture Officer 

with SIPTU, the largest trade union in Ireland, 

declared that an 1884 report spoke of three 

key issues faced by women in the workforce: 

childcare, low pay, and length of day. 133 years 

later, they remain the three key issues for women 

in the workforce. Marie Tierney, production 

manager and designer, also spoke to the money 

there is a 14% pay gap. At current rates, she 

will be over 200 years old by the time this 

balance is addressed. This paper will address 

the institutionalised and historic sexism rooted 

in the Irish theatre industry via close reading of 

contemporary structures.

maggie inChley

queen Mary university of london

M.inChley@qMul.aC.uk

Maggie Inchley is a lecturer in Drama, 

Theatre and Performance at Queen Mary 

University of London. She is interested in 

the voice, testimony, gender and political 

and cultural audibility. Her publications 

include Voice and New Writing 1997-2007 

Palgrave, 2015, and ‘Touring Testimonies: 

Rebalancing the Public Realm Through Human 

Rights Activism in Asylum Monologues 

and Seven’, Lateral: Journal of the Cultural 

Studies Association, 5.2 2016.Maggie is also 

a practitioner, and running an ongoing project 

International ‘Perform, or Else!’ 2014. She has 

published multiple essays in international 

journals, including Modern Drama ‘Honourable 

Mention’, 2014, New Theatre Quarterly, 

Mortality and Irish Studies Review. She is an 

elected executive committee member of the 

Irish Society for Theatre Research.

unCertain lives, Certain  

disCriminations: gender, sexism  

and the irish theatre industry

When the national theatre of Ireland, the 

Abbey, released its ‘Waking the Nation’ 

programme to ‘interrogate rather than 

celebrate’ the centenary of Ireland’s 1916 

Easter Rising, it simultaneously produced a 

snapshot history of institutionalised sexism 

in Irish theatre. This 90% male-authored 

programme, however, ironically birthed one of 

the most significant feminist interventions in 

recent Irish cultural history, the formation of 

#WakingTheFeminists. In response to the initial 

criticism of the programme, the Abbey’s then-

director, Fiach MacConghail, tweeted ‘them the 

breaks’, an apt summative comment perhaps 

not only on the politics of his programming, 

but the programme of privilege that dominates 

national politics at this juncture. 

This flippant response prompted theatre 

artist Lian Bell’s ‘Fuck it. Press send’ moment, as 

she facebooked and tweeted her frustrations. 

Following a year of campaigning and activism, 

the core driving force behind ‘#WTF’ concluded 

its organised campaign with a public event 

hosted by the Abbey, ‘One Thing More’ to tell of 

its fruits from the previous 12 months, as well as 

convention of forming a community chorus 

alongside professional actors, it also eschewed 

the ancient, male-only acting tradition: the 

chorus was made up of young women from the 

city of Edinburgh. 

Drawing on Greig’s production, I offer three 

key points of feminist reflection: on autonomy, 

protectionism, and emancipation. Exploring 

how the young women come to ‘occupy’ the 

stage with their chanting and stomping, their 

supplications and lamentations, I consider 

the ways in which these matters are brought 

together to ‘stage’ a feminist protest. Ultimately, 

countering the supposed ‘autonomy’ of 

the ‘empowered’ individual espoused by 

neoliberalism, thinking through the deployment 

of the chorus, I come to consider a ‘communally 

embedded’ mode of feminism.

KEY WORDS: Feminism, tragedy, Suppliant 

Women, David Greig, autonomy, protectionism, 

emancipation.

miriam haughton

national university of ireland, galWay

MiriaMhaughton@hotMail.CoM

Dr Miriam Haughton is a Lecturer at the 

O’Donoghue Centre for Drama, Theatre and 

Performance at the National University of 

Ireland, Galway. Her monograph Staging Trauma: 

Bodies in Shadow is forthcoming with Palgrave 

Macmillan 2017. With Maria Kurdi, she co-

edited the collection Radical Contemporary 

Theatre Practices by Women in Ireland 2015 

and the ISTR journal special issue Irish Theatre 

Practitioners 2008, with Geraldine Harris 

A Good Night Out for the Girls 2013, with 

Geraldine Harris and Royal Court: International 

2015, with Mark O’Thomas. She is the co-editor 

of The Cambridge Companion to Modern 

British Women Playwrights 2000, with Janelle 

Reinelt Feminist Futures: Theatre, Performance, 

Theory 2006, with Geraldine Harris Staging 

International Feminisms 2007, with Sue-Ellen 

Case and The Cambridge Companion to Caryl 

Churchill 2009, with Elin Diamond. She has 

served as Senior Editor of Theatre Research 

International and is currently Vice President of 

IFTR for publications and internationalisation.

suppliCation and deMonstration: protesting 

feMinisM in david greig’s suppliant WoMen

In October 2016, the Scottish playwright 

David Greig, then newly appointed as the 

Artistic Director of Edinburgh’s Royal Lyceum 

Theatre, opened his inaugural season with the 

Suppliant Women. This was a new version 

of Aeschylus’s tragedy written by Greig and 

staged in a co-production with The Actors 

Touring Company, directed by Ramin Gray. The 

theme of democracy is core to the tragedy as 

the Greek city of Argos deliberates whether 

to grant asylum to 50 young women fleeing 

from enforced marriage and the threat of male 

violence in the East. To offer sanctuary will be to 

invite war on the city, a dilemma that is resolved 

by putting the women’s plight to a democratic 

vote. Thus, in this tragedy, the democratic 

debate is initiated not by an individual, 

named protagonist, but by the female chorus. 

While Greig’s production followed the Greek 
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deserted club grounds the film’s reality 

in painful ‘inner’ emotional experience 

articulated through a ‘caged bird’ trope 

of beautiful unheard song. If gender, to 

follow Judith Butler and her legacies, is 

performing to an infinitely receding and ever 

more unattainable ideal, then the singer’s 

knowledge of the human condition rather 

than of an essential female experience is 

profound. But the film’s portrayal of violence 

against the ciswoman sex worker suggests 

transwomen’s complicity with oppressive 

gender hierarchies that benefit not trans nor 

cis women. This paper begins to raise the 

much wider issue of how feminisms respond 

to transgender experiences.

for care experienced children, The Verbatim 

Formula, at QMUL with Peoples Palace 

Projects and the Greater London Authority.

tangerine and the transgender Blur

The film Tangerine 2015, made on three 

iPhone 5s mobiles and directed by Sean 

S. Baker, portrayed the friendship of two 

transgender sex workers in Hollywood, Los 

Angeles. The critically acclaimed film was 

viewed as a breakthrough for its casting of 

transgender performers, and Mya Taylor 

was awarded Best Supporting Actress by 

the San Francisco Film Critics Circle. But the 

film, which depicts amongst other things 

in its ‘realistic’ portrait of LA subculture 

the violent assault on a ‘fish’ the transsex 

workers’ term for a cisgender woman, 

attracted protests by activist group Lesbian 

Nation on the grounds of misogyny, and its 

depiction and comic treatment of violence 

against women.

Blurry in its ideologies as well as in its 

artistic framing, the low tech low budget 

filming and subject matter of Tangerine 

suggests documentary reality, but its post-

production makeover is more attuned to 

the glamorous aesthetics of commercial 

Hollywood movies. I argue that the film 

raises a range of uncertainties for feminist 

response including the grounds in which 

the reality of feminine experience is rooted, 

and the ways that economic and media 

structures enforce the experiences and 

aspirations of being a woman. A sequence 

in which Taylor’s character sings to a 
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New ScholarS’ Forum

Wei Zhang

uNiverSity oF hawai‘i at maNoa

weizh@hawaii.edu

Wei Zhang is a PhD candidate at University 

of Hawai‘i at Manoa. From August 2009 to 

August 2010, she was the visiting scholar in 

the Department of World Arts and Cultures 

at UCLA. Wei received the 2015 Emerging 

Scholars Award from the Association for Asian 

Performance in the U.S. Her article “Adapting 

Brecht’s The Good Person of Szechwan: 

Innovative Chuanju and Yueju in China’s 

Transition” was published in Asian Theatre 

Journal 33, 2. 2016.

Wei is the author of Ceremonial and Anti-

Ceremonial of the Festival Carnival in the 

Three Forms of Shandong Yangge Beijing: 

Communication University of China Press, 2009, 

co-author of The General Theory of Dance Art 

Nanjing: Nanjing University Press, 2006. To date 

she has published more than twenty Chinese 

-language journal articles on theater, dance, and 

performance studies. Wei has presented papers 

at various conferences, including Performance 

Studies international Conference, Comparative 

Drama Conference, German Studies Association, 

Association for Asian Performance, Asian 

Performance Conference UK in Lincoln, and 

Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association 

RMMLA, etc.

Modernity, Chinese Culture and dialeCtiCs: 

Bertolt BreCht’s turandot and Wei Minglun’s 

Chuanju Play Chinese PrinCess turandot

My paper focuses on two reinterpretations 

of Turandot: Bertolt Brecht’s Turandot or the 

Whitewashers’ Congress written in 1953 and 

Chinese dramatist Wei Minglun’s chuanju play 

Chinese Princess Turandot 1998 and 2012, and it 

aims to examine the similarities and differences 

between these two versions with regard to 

their form, content, structure, and motifs. Both 

Brecht and Wei’s adaptations reflect features 

of modernity, Chinese culture, and dialectics in 

different ways. 

The modernity of Brecht’s adaptation lies in 

its montage structure and somewhat absurd 

elements. The structure of this play suggests 

a portrait exhibition as it covers a vast class of 

people, including peasants, “Tuis,”intellectuals 

and an Emperor. Brecht resets the story of 

Turandot in a capitalist Chinese society to 

analyze the problem of capitalism and its social 

contradictions by transplanting the economic 

model of capitalist exploitation into ancient 

Chinese society. In Brecht’s work, Turandot 

is a subversive female character with a non-

traditional attitude in ancient China.

Wei’s chuanju play Turandot reassembles 

the characters, plot and theme of Puccini’s 

opera according to Chinese aesthetics and 

cultural understanding. By innovatively infusing 

the classic material with a modern spirit, he 

reveals his dialectic thinking about love, secular 

hierarchy, and ethical concepts.

Brecht’s adaptation primarily concentrates on 

the intellectuals’ social responsibility in capitalist 

society at his time while Wei’s reinterpretation 

centers around philosophical deliberations 

on social problems and ethical values from a 

Chinese intellectual’s standpoint.

In general, Brecht’s Turandot is a play awash in 

philosophical dialectics and Chinese knowledge 

and culture, which is not easy to recognize and 

stage for either Western or Chinese audiences. 

Wei’s more linear structure, Chinese ethics, and 

imagistic aesthetics in Turandot are suited for 

performance on the Chinese xiqu stage.

Keywords: Turandot, Bertolt Brecht, Wei Minglun, 

Chuanju, Modernity, Chinese Culture, Dialectics

Kondal reddy

PottiSree ramulu telugu uNiverSity

koNdalreddy2345@gmail.com

Completed my mpatheatre arts from Telugu 

University, qualified ugc jrf in the year june 2014, 

directed two theatre plays: 1. Laa.okkinthayu 

leduexceptional and rule; 2. Baki ithihasbadal 

sircar. Participated in NSD workshop on theatre 

design and theatre techniques. Pursuing PhD 

from Pottisree Ramulu Telugu University. 

Directed two short films: 1. Whos next? 2.Ddil 

tho baachcha hai ji.

shyloCK in a feMale Body...“reth” is a Play an 

adaPtation of “MerChant of VeniCe”

Shakespeare has been performed extensively 

in varied ways, expressed through multiple 

cultures of India from folkloric presentations 

to the contemporary theater, Shakespeare 

plays are being adapted, transformed, altered, 

restructured and successfully presented for the 

last two hundred years. This paper will identify 

the “RETH: The song of sand” is an Indian urban 

folkloric presentation based on Shakespeare’s 

“The Merchant of Venice” by exploring the 

potential of a lady Shylock in Rajasthani 

backdrop, first ever experiment in the world…

Shylock, a male & dominative character 

in the original script of Shakespeare shares 

all the shades and passions of revengeful 

dominating personality.

In this play Shylock has been re-interpreted 

as a women and interesting amalgamation of a 

women’s beautiful nature and revengeful Shylock 

creates and increasingly tense theme.
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transmitting knowledge in the body: Case 
study in the restoration of Baku ishii’s piece by 
his student, Kaoru ishii.

In this presentation I will discuss the idea 

of transmitting knowledge in the performing 

arts through the event, Dance Archive in Japan 

2015, where important choreographers from 

the current Japanese scene reconstructed and 

performed the works of the pioneers of modern 

dance in Japan. I will give a brief account of the 

presentation of Baku Ishii’s pieces, “Mask” 1923 

and “Machines are Alive” 1948, restored by his 

last direct student, Kaoru Ishii. Based on Kaoru’s 

reflection on the restoration of these pieces 

and, in the light of Richard Schechners Restored 

behavior, I will seek to point out questions that 

lead us to think about the archive and succession 

of the knowledge in the performing arts.

Marija KrniC

uNiverSity oF warwick

m.krNic@warwick.ac.uk

Marija Krnic is a PhD student at the Theatre 

and Performance Studies Department, University 

of Warwick and she works on the doctoral thesis 

on the doctoral thesis entitled ‘Hybridity, Cross-

Cultural Transfer, and Performance of National 

Identity – Saints’ Plays in Croatian Theatre and 

Culture’. She is interested medieval religious 

theatre and its contemporary re-actualizations. 

Specifically, her research explores saints’ plays 

in eastern Adriatic urban communities, focusing 

on the cultural and social history of such 

performances, and the revival of saints’ plays in 

contemporary play is in dialogue with its 

historical predecessor. In doing so, the 

production exposes the racial and gendered 

anxieties that reflect nineteenth-century 

theatrical sensibilities. By centering this 

project on the staging of the slave auction in 

both productions, I argue that Jacobs-Jenkins 

interrogates Boucicault’s historical play and 

its popularity to highlight how racial anxieties 

inform nineteenth-century theatrical form: 

melodrama. Restaging this nineteenth-century 

melodrama tethers time and geography. What 

are the implications of restaging a nineteenth 

century melodrama in the twentieth-first 

century? How do contemporary audiences 

negotiate a theatre history steeped in racial 

anxieties? Jacobs-Jenkins critiques American 

and British theatre history, while exposing 

the racial residue that permeates into 

contemporary practices.

Keywords: Melodrama octoroon Transatlantic 

Tethering History

nadya alMeida

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

morettoNadya@gmail.com

Nadya Moretto D’Almeida – is performer 

and PhD student in Performing Art at 

University of São Paulo USP under the 

supervision of Sayonara Pereira. She has 

special interest in Japanese performing 

arts. Her currently study is about 

Intercultural corporal heritages in modern 

Japanese dance.

Neoliberal Critique” – Association for Theatre in 

Higher Education. Chicago, IL Summer 2015;

“’I was waitin’ fo you at tha doh’: Editing 

Foxxxxy, Beyond Scared Straight, and Trans 

Digital Technologies” – Association for the Study 

of African American Life and History. Atlanta, 

GA Fall 2015;

“Black Greek Strolling on College Campuses: 

Performing Diaspora Through Gestures in 

Dance” – Association for the Study of African 

American Life and History. Atlanta, GA Fall 2015;

“Sonic Resonances on ABC’s Scandal: The 

Racial Politics of Background Music with Race-

Conscious Casting” – Association for Theatre in 

Higher Education. Montreal, CA Summer 2015.

restaging the transatlantiC: tWo 

oCtoroons that tether tiMe and geograPhy

This paper examines Branden Jacobs-

Jenkins’s An octoroon 2014. This 

contemporary production is an adaptation of 

Dion Boucicault’s international melodrama: 

The octoroon 1859. More than simply 

restaging the historical production popularized 

in America and Britain, An octoroon 

exemplifies, what theatre scholar Harry J. 

Elam cites as, critical historicism in African 

American historiography. An octoroon 

interrogates how the transatlantic past 

to informs the present. Although Jacobs-

Jenkins maintains Boucicault’s two-plot 

structures, characters, sides of dialogue, 

and melodramatic aesthetics, Jacobs-

Jenkins’s play also presents important 

theatrical, dramaturgical, and visual devices 

and projections which reposition how the 

In the original script the whole conflict revolves 

around only one gender that is male, which is so 

very logical as per the times of Shakespeare. But 

with the changed time and place, like many other 

things of the script, this too needs a revisiting. 

This female Shylock- ‘Rani Bhamari’ enriches 

the dimensions of the real conflict of the play 

visually as well as intellectually.

RETH play directed by Dr. Satyabratha Rout
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run by the lower castes as a manifestation of 

tribal self identity. The question that the paper 

tries to raise is how significant is identity politics 

which depoliticises itself through its cultural 

expression and reduces a complex problem into 

an historical allegory.

Mariana Conde rhorMens loPes 

uNiverSidade eStadual de camPiNaS (uNicamP)

mariaNa.rhormeNS1@gmail.com

I am a qualified actress by the State University 

of Campinas and a current PhD student with the 

“Mapiko Mask: between identities and alterities” 

project. I was awarded an MA title with the 

project “A look at the Mapiko mask: technical, 

symbolical and creative appropriation”, under 

the supervision of Matteo Bonfitto Junior. I 

deepened studies about the Mapiko mask 

during an intensive and immersive work in 

Mozambique. I was part of Pic & Nic, Av. 2 and 

Buzum! theatre companies. I am the founder and 

act in the Desembargadores do Furgao group 

which develops research about masks. I am also 

part of the Samba de Dandara music group that 

explores the afro-Brazilian musicality.

the MasKs and the MaPiKo tradition: 

Colonial Borders and Migratory ProCesses.

Mapiko is the cultural manifestation of 

Maconde people, native from Cabo Delgado 

province at the north of Mozambique and south 

of Tanzania. Surrounded by mystery and secrecy, 

to the sound of drums and traditional song, the 

masquerade holds his dance. The expression 

Migration, laBour and CitiZenshiP as an 

allegoriCal PerforManCe narratiVe

Labour migrations are complex economic, 

social and cultural issues but potential spaces 

of violence when they are woven with religious 

and caste identities. Assam, the eastern state 

of India shares a border with neighbouring 

Bangladesh and since the partition of India and 

Pakistan, of which Bangladesh was Eastern 

Pakistan 1947, there have been largescale 

migrations from Bangladesh, particularly the 

Hindu population. This has created tensions 

and anxieties between the migrant labour 

and the local tribal populations. The tribal 

people in certain sense belong to the lower 

castes scheduled tribes as categorized by the 

colonial census. With the coming of the Hindu 

right wing government at both the national 

and state level in 2014 and 2016 and trying to 

create modifications to the citizenship laws of 

the country to create a vote bank of the Hindu 

migrants from Bangladesh, the tension in Assam 

has worsened in the last few years.

Assamese regional theatre always a domian 

of the middle class often ignores the tensions 

which are always present at the subterranean 

level of society, often engaging with the local 

forms to create an apparent identity culture but 

apolitical in most aspects. A recent production 

of Tagore’s ‘Rather Rashi’ The chariot rope by 

Badungduppa theatre, tried to reflect the trends 

of migration through the lense of one such tribal 

groups the Rabha tribes. With no pretensions of 

being political but wanting to reap the benefit of 

the political tensions, the play has tried to adopt 

the narrative of the chariot which can only be 

genre was successfully embedded within the 

community. on the other hand, this process did 

not occur without resistance.

I will pursue the following questions: How 

was a typical Florentine genre of saints’ plays 

adapted to the context of late medieval and 

early modern eastern Adriatic communities? 

How did this transfer affect the linguistic and 

visual aspects of the plays? How did the authors 

targeted different parts of heterogeneous 

audiences—diversified in gender and class—

according to theikeyr knowledge of different 

languages?

Keywords: saints plays, cultural transfers, 

adaptation

deBajit Bora 

School oF artS aNd aeSheticS, Jawaharlal Nehru 

uNiverSity JNu, New delhi deboJeetbora@gmail.com

Debajit Bora is presently pursuing PhD in 

Theatre and performance studies, School 

of Arts and Aeshetics, Jawaharlal Nehru 

University JNU, New Delhi. Earlier he has 

submitted his M.Phil. thesis entitle ‘Performing 

History Identity and Cultural Politics: A study 

on the ojapali Performance of Assam’ in 

the same department. He is an MA in Mass 

Communication and Journalism from Tezpur 

University, Assam. Besides, he has been 

actively engaged with academic research with 

organisations like NCERT and Sahapedia. His 

paper entitle Politics of performance: Creation 

of Darangi identity has been published in Ride 

published by Routledge in 2015.

the context of the late-twentieth-century state-

building project in Croatia. Before coming to 

Warwick she gained an MA degree in Medieval 

studies at the Central European University in 

Budapest, an MA in Croatian philology and 

Comparative literature from the University of 

Zagreb, and she was a visiting student at the 

University of Trieste. She also worked as a dance 

teacher and choreographer.

the genesis of dalMatian saints’ Plays in 

Cross-Cultural PersPeCtiVe

The genesis of the genre of saints’ plays is a 

controversial issue and is often misinterpreted 

in Croatian history of theatre. In my thesis 

I intend to demonstrate that the existing 

‘autonomy hypothesis’ is over simplifying, and 

excludes the majority of the corpus of saints 

plays from the analyses, since the origin of the 

majority of the corpus can indeed be traced to 

Italian role models. Following recent trends in 

historiography, the genesis of the genre will be 

regarded in a transnational perspective and the 

emergence of the genre will be explained as the 

product of cross-cultural transfers. Contrary to 

the understanding of the nineteenth-century 

historiographers whose studies so far have not 

been challenged, I will prove that saints’ plays 

are not the product of mere translation, but of 

adaptation. Finally, I will discuss the nature of 

cross-cultural theatre drawing the complexity 

of the theories of intercultural performances. 

I will argue that due to the themes and ideas 

transmitted with the plays, which are universal 

to the Catholic community, the adaptation of 

the genre was easily facilitated, and that the 
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if they may appear, and claim to be old. 

Taking this approach to traditions as recent, 

artificial, and modern inventions, I examine 

performances of traditional Korean elements 

produced by Korean immigrants in Hawai‘i in 

the 1920s and 1930s. Specifically, I discuss a 

cultural organization established explicitly to 

revive traditional Korean performing arts: the 

Hyung Jay Club that a YWCA social worker, 

Ha Soo Whang, founded mostly with second-

generation Korean American youngfemales 

in 1927. Specifically, I propose that this 

female-dominated organization facilitated 

the redefinition of boundaries of traditional 

gender roles and the expansion of Korean 

women’s influence to the public. The Club’s 

performances appear to have promoted an 

all-encompassing imaginary of ‘old Korea’ 

by lumping together diverse elements 

that had different societal contexts in pre-

modern Korea under the illusive category 

of ‘tradition.’ Based upon its participants’ 

recollection, I posit that such imaginary of 

‘old Korea’ was readily embraced not only 

in the Korean communities but also in the 

larger Hawaiian society it would respond well 

to Korean and Hawaiian needs to develop 

myths of distinctive Korean-ness and ideal 

multiculturalism, respectively. This research 

ultimately calls attention to the ways in 

which tradition was invented beyond the 

boundary of national territory under the 

context of colonization and globalization, 

and questions how such transnational project 

influenced on national building.

PublicatioNS Selected liSt:

- “Docudramas by Korean Immigrants in 

the U.S. during the Japanese Colonial Period,” 

Journal of Korean Theatre Studies Association 

59 September 2016.

- “American Theatre Remembering 9/11” 

Theatre Forum December 2016.

- “A Study on Lotus Bud, an English Adaption 

of The Story of Hong Gildong Produced by 

Korean immigrants in Hawai‘i in the 1930s,” The 

Korean Journal of Art Studies Forthcoming.

- “The ‘First’ Korean Chain-drama Published 

in San Francisco 1917,” Review of Korean Studies 

Forthcoming.
coNFereNce PreSeNtatioNS Selected liSt:

- “Music Drama Performances in Korean 

Communities in the U.S. 1920s,” The Learned 

Society of Korean Theatre and Drama Annual 

Conference, Ulsan, Korea, July 2016.

- “Beyond the Enclosure of Area Studies: 

The First Korean Kino-Drama Produced in San 

Francisco in 1917,” Mid-America Theatre Annual 

Conference, Cleveland, oH., March 2014.

- “Anya and Trofimov in Colonial Korea: 

Contributors in Constructing Modernity in the 

Korean Premiere of The Cherry orchard in 1930,” 

Association for Asian Performance Annual 

Conference/Association for Theatre in Higher 

Education, Washington, D.C., August 2012.

reCalling old Korea, illuMinating neW 

Korea: Korean traditional PerforManCe 

ProduCed in haWai‘i 1920s-1930s

Traditions, as Eric Hobsbawm and Terence 

Ranger insightfully claim, are conscious 

products of modern state formation, even 

existência de ligação lógica entre o dançarino 

mascarado e as suas crenças. Tal manifestação 

possibilita, através da arte, a representação dos 

diferentes modos de estar na vida espiritual, 

usando a força da sua história e do seu cotidiano, 

transmitindo em cada dança as suas convicções. 

Mapiko é elemento de identidade cultural do 

povo Maconde. É um veículo da cultura onde se 

perpetuam experiências e situações cotidianas. 

Ao longo dos anos a região dos Macondes passou 

por muitas transformações políticas colonizações, 

guerras de libertação, independências e diversas 

organizações políticas desde então. Tais processos 

trouxeram demarcações de fronteiras e migrações 

que acabaram por interferir no desenvolvimento  

e evolução de tal manifestação, Mapiko.  

O presente artigo tem como base o pensamento 

descolonial e discute as fronteiras coloniais,  

os processos migratórios e como tais processos e 

fronteiras interferem, transformam e recriam  

a tradição Mapiko.

Palavras-chave: Mapiko, Máscara,  

Fronteiras, Tradição

young ji jeon

uNiverSity oF illiNoiS at urbaNa-chamPaigN 
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educatioN:

- Ph.D. in Theatre, University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign

- M.A. in Theatre, Miami University,  

oxford, ohio 

- B.A. in Art History and Archaeology, Seoul 

National University, Seoul, Korea

has its base on the imaginary of Maconde’s 

people who appropriates the spiritual world, 

creating a conviction on the existence of a 

logical link between the masquerade dancer and 

his beliefs. Such expression enables, through 

art, the representation of different ways of 

being in the spiritual life. It uses the power of 

its stories and its everyday aspects conveying 

in each dance its beliefs. Mapiko is a cultural 

identity element of Maconde`s people. It is 

a carrier of culture where everyday life and 

experiences are perpetuated. over the years 

the Maconde`s region went through many 

political transformations colonisations, liberation 

wars, independence and a range of political 

organisation since. These processes drew new 

borders and pushed migratory movements that 

impacted the development and evolution of the 

Mapiko manifestation. The present article is 

based on a decolonial thinking and discusses the 

colonial borders, the migratory processes and 

how these processes interfere, transform and 

recreate the Mapiko tradition.

Keywords: Mapiko, Mask, Borders, Tradition.

as MásCaras e a tradição 

 MaPiKo: fronteiras Coloniais e  

ProCessos Migratórios.

O Mapiko é manifestação cultural do povo 

Maconde, originário da província de Cabo 

Delgado, norte de Moçambique e do sul da 

Tanzânia. Rodeado de mistérios e segredos, ao som 

de batuques e cantos tradicionais, o mascarado 

realiza sua dança. A manifestação, tendo como 

base o imaginário do povo Maconde, apropria-

se do mundo espiritual e cria a convicção da 
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places affected by DFDR, I was able to identify 

the object of my research as scenographic 

operations of deterritorialization and 

reterritorialization and to define my research 

and artistic process as a geoscenography, or 

scenography from the milieu.

My paper intends to present the findings 

of my doctoral research and clarify the 

terms ‘geoscenography,’ ‘scenography from 

the milieu’ and ‘scenographic operations of 

deterritorialization and reterritorialization’.

Keywords: Geoscenography, Scenography 

from the milieu, Development-forced 

displacement and resettlement, 

deterritorialization and reterritorialization

iZaBela gaVioli

uNiverSidade Federal do rio graNde do Sul (uFrgS)

izabela_lg@hotmail.com

Graduated in Medicine UFRGS - Federal 

University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil Internal 

Medicine, Rheumathology and Sports Medicine 

specialist. Master degree and PhD Candidate 

on Performing Arts UFRGS. Teaching Dance 

Medicine at Catholic University- PUC-RS post-

graduation program. Assistant professor on 

Dance Graduation at UFRGS Federal University 

of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

neurosCienCe and CreatiVe  

ProCesses in danCe

Dance has been the subject of study of 

brain processes involving the execution of 

the movement, creation, perception and body 

at the University of Vienna with a grant from the 

Portuguese Science and Technology Foundation 

FCT. Her research is dedicated to scenography, 

spatial performance, and currently to the 

refinement of the concept of geoscenography, 

implying methodologies from the milieu such as 

fieldwork practice and walking as creative process.

geosCenograPhy. sCenograPhy froM the 

Milieu of deVeloPMent forCed disPlaCeMent 

and resettleMent

Commonly abbreviated to DFDR, development 

forced displacement and resettlement involves 

the programmed and irreversible destruction 

of whatever is considered home, the forced 

displacement and the resettlement of its dwellers. 

Entailing political, social, cultural and ecological 

complexities all at once, DFDR was challenging 

as to re-imagine an approach and create a 

theoretical frame that would make sense of 

scenography as a spatial and embodied practice 

with a greater social and political engagement.

In the last four years, I have investigated how 

scenography could bring a newperspective 

on performance processes at stake in DFDR 

and how the observation and analysis of such 

performance processes in the context of DFDR 

could nourish my own practice and expand it 

to new forms of scenography. observing and 

analysing performance processes in DFDR 

from the perspective of scenography gained a 

substantial perspective through Deleuze and 

Guattari’s ‘geophilosophy’ (Gilles Deleuze 

and Guattari 1994) with a particular focus on 

the revolving concept of ‘deterritorialization 

and reterritorialization.’ As I travelled to four 

How is Arab theatre presented on German 

stages? How do geopolitical, institutional, 

discoursive frameworks translate into working 

conditions, artistic choices and tradaptated 

content? What strategies can assist in 

resisting limitations, and subverting hegemonic 

narratives? How to create translocal or even 

transformative spaces when navigating this 

specific field of cultural production?

My case studies show how the performing arts 

can embody the role of showcase for counter 

narratives, mirror to reflect prevailing dynamics 

or laboratory to practice encounter, transform 

vision and realize utopia.

Keywords: Arab Theatre, Germany, Contact 

Zone, Cultural Brokering, Tradaptation, 

Transfer, Transformation, Postmigrant Theatre, 

orientalism, Postcolonialism, Intersectionality, 

International Market, Funding Mechanisms, 

Representation, Critique, Encounter, Utopia.
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Carolina E. Santo completed her BA in theatre 

studies at the Sorbonne University in Paris, France. 

Since the year 2000, she has been working as a 

scenographer. Her works include scenography 

installations, stage and costume designs for 

theatre and opera productions in Portugal, 

France and Switzerland. In 2009, she completed 

a MAS scenography at the Zurich University 

of the Arts with a grant from the Gulbenkian 

Foundation. Carolina is presently a PhD candidate 

nora haaKh

berliN graduate School muSlim  

cultureS aNd SocietieS

Nora.haakh@gmail.com

Nora Haakh Middle Eastern Studies, Arabic 

Literature, Political Science and Contemporary 

History in Berlin, Paris, Istanbul and Cairo. She 

worked as a dramaturg in Berlins postmigrant 

Theatre Ballhaus Naunynstraße 2012-2015 and 

is active as theatre dramaturg, director and co-

writer, e.g. in collaboration with writer/director 

Nora Abdel-Maksoud. Her publications include 

a book Debates around Islam in postmigrant 

Theatre, Bielefeld, 2017 and various articles. 

Nora Haakh is currently finishing her practice-

based PhD in Berlin.

staging ConteMPorary araB theatre in 

gerMany. Challenges and strategies

Describing theatre performances on the move 

and taking into account their production and 

presentation condititions, I discuss dynamics 

of Cultural Brokering and the Contact Zone in a 

specific post-colonial, intersectional setting.

Re/Presentations of the Middle East are amongst 

the most contested in current German debates. 

In this context, I am interested in how the work of 

theatremakers from the Arab-speaking Middle 

East, has been staged in Germany in the post-9/11-, 

pre-Trump-period. For my PhD, I have analyzed 

guest performances, stage adaptations, and 

collaborative projects, and conducted interviews 

with theatermakers as well as others involved 

in the process, such as translators, members of 

funding instititions, dramaturgs, or curators.
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Francaise French Cultural Centre in Lagos, 

Nigeria. His areas of interest include Dance 

psychology, Dance Therapy and African 

Contemporary dance. His paper presentation 

at the 2016 IFTR conference in Stockholm, 

Sweden has been accepted for publication.

tranCe: transPosition of  

the Mind through danCe

Dance presents itself as an art that engages 

the whole of human cognition in expression, it 

has been a part of human activities overtime, 

both in religious and social gatherings. 

Choreographers have exploited methods to 

produce altered states of consciousness in 

themselves and their dancers in order to reach 

deep within for dance creations and expressions 

both in training and performances. Shamans 

on the other hand have depended heavily on 

the use of dance to cross the borders between 

worlds: physical and psychic to seek relief to 

spiritual concerns in particular.

When people dance, they cease being 

themselves, they transpose from being just 

dancers to embody several forces and energies 

which are sometimes evident in some modern 

and contemporary dance works, especially 

those that bear forms of spirituality. Trance, 

being one of the tenets of altered consciousness, 

involves changes in ones mental state, almost 

always temporary. “Dance and music often 

accompany states of trance, most notably those 

linked to possession” Viviane Baeke, 2008:195 

therefore, it offers a reliable channel to explore 

the malleability of the human mind when 

involved in such practices. It allows dancers to 

dynamics. The selection of ordinary elements 

and gestures that once brought to scene can 

create fissures and deviations in the staging 

pattern will be analyzed as daily aesthetics. 

Creations with amateurs and professionals, 

public and artists, without completely defined 

roles, put the daily aesthetics on the scene and 

dislocate from the conceptions and idealizations 

of the artist as unique and virtuous. As a result, 

the places and identities of the artists and the 

public are reframed. Artists working in the 

international scene of contemporary dance as 

Jérôme Bel 1964 and Wagner Schwartz 1972 

will be in the research field and discussion. It is 

possible to note on their work, a deconstruction 

of the scenic signs and a discourse production 

about what to do on the scene. Authors such 

as Josette Feral and Erika Fischer-Lichte will be 

critical to ponder theatricality and performativity 

as well as Geisha Fontaine to consider aesthetic 

procedures in contemporary dance.

saMson aKaPo

uNiverSity oF ibadaN 

akaPoSamSoN44@gmail.com

Samson Akapo is currently a PhD candidate 

in the Department of Theatre Arts, University 

of Ibadan where he currently teaches dance 

and choreography as an Arts Fellow. Prior to 

his appointment as a lecturer, he worked with 

several theatre design companies and Alajotas 

Dance Company thereby attending, among 

others, Dance Meets Danse international 

dance festival, hosted by the Alliance 

Palavras-chave: Neurociência, dança, coreografia, 

processos de criação.
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I am an actress and researcher in Performing 

Arts and have completed a bachelors degree 

in Theatre and Psychology. I started my 

theoretical / practical training in southern 

Brazil. I am currently a PhD student of 

Performing Arts at the University of São Paulo 

and have completed my masters degree in 

Études Théâtrales at the Université Paris 

VIII, with mobility at the Université Libre de 

Bruxelles and at the Université Nice Sophia-

Antipolis as part of the programme Master 

Erasmus Mundus in Performing Arts studies. 

My field of study is contemporary scenic 

creation and its aesthetic features.

the daily aesthetiCs as a theatriCality 

ProCedure in the Creations of 

ConteMPorary danCe.

The present abstract aims to study the 

emergent theatricality in the contemporary 

dance production, which highlights a hybrid 

creation among arts. Specifically, it approaches 

the utilization of aesthetics procedures that 

question fixed discourses within the art of dance 

and problematize the dancers practice. Those 

theatricalities will be understood as procedures 

that shift the commonplace from the artist as 

well as the audience towards to a relational 

expression. In their different approaches - 

somatic education, creation, performance, 

reception - dance was greatly benefited from the 

contribution brought by neurocognitive studies. 

Dance and neuroscience share research topics 

whose questions can only be answered by the 

approach of both fields. The creation process 

holds special interest in neuroscience applied to 

the dance, considering the individuality of the 

creator and at the same time the multiplicity 

of possible operating procedures. This study 

aims to understand mental manifestations of 

the creative process in dance, giving relief to the 

emotions that lead to decision-making.

Keywords: Neuroscience, dance, 

choreography, creation processes.

neuroCiênCia e ProCessos  

de Criação eM dança

A dança tem sido objeto de estudo de processos 

cerebrais envolvendo a execução do movimento, 

criação, percepção e expressão do corpo. Em suas 

diversas abordagens – educação somática, criação, 

performance, recepção – a dança foi grandemente 

beneficiada com o aporte trazido por estudos 

neurocognitivos. Dança e neurociência compartilham 

tópicos de investigação cujas questões só podem 

ser respondidas pela abordagem de ambos os 

campos. O processo de criação constitui um 

interesse especial na neurociência aplicada à dança, 

tendo em vista a individualidade do criador e, ao 

mesmo tempo a multiplicidade de procedimentos 

operacionais possíveis. O presente estudo propõe-

se ao entendimento das manifestações mentais 

do processo de criação em dança, dando relevo às 

emoções que levam à tomada de decisões.
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Concordia University, studying with performance 

studies scholar MJ Thompson. He is in residence at 

the Goethe Institut in Salvador de Bahia from June 

to August, 2017.

]transVersal atMosPheres: the PolitiCs of 

danCing the Weather

This is writing and thinking about the weather. 

It follows a three-year project that has aimed 

to conceive of the weather as a tool for holding 

complex affective knowledges in amodal, 

nondisciplinary and nonsensous spaces. Rather 

than a way of escaping the here-and-now, I 

think and write of weather as neutral material 

that helps us to feel and perhaps to know the 

complex forces acting on the body—from within 

and without—as it labours to move through and 

against the atmospheres of the world: political 

and affective, abstract and material, immanently 

here and powerfully elsewhere. This paper 

recounts an experimental genealogy of weather 

as it has been taken up in performance across a 

variety of contexts, in my own work and in the 

performance works of others. The weather here 

serves as a forceful reminder that the exterior 

is always in relay with the interior, never in 

such exemplary fashion than at the site of the 

dancer’s body. For the months leading up to 

the conference, I am in residency at the Goethe 

Institut in Salvador de Bahia. During this time, 

I am involved in archival and practical research 

into the institutional formations that have taken 

place in order to negotiate interiors and exteriors 

of politics, dance histories, and cultural practice 

in Brazil. In doing so, I hold the weather as a 

middle term, something that can both specify 

explore the possibilities of some ‘impossibilities’ 

and also liberates them towards breaking 

through emotional and physical barriers as 

the mind develops. Focusing on the works of 

Qudus onikeku in recent performances and 

workshops, this research relies on notions 

from psychology, phenomenology of dance, 

movements and perception to interpret 

empirical material and findings.

Keywords: Dance, Trance, Psychology 
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Adam Kinner in an American artist and 

academic who lives and works in Montreal, 

Canada. Trained as a musician, he began working 

in dance in 2011 as a way of experimenting with the 

radical potentials of the performing body. His work 

moves across music, performance, choreography, 

and documentation as it composes the performing 

body within the matters, affects, discourses, 

histories and objects of the lived present. His work 

has been presented in Montréal at Tangente, 

oFFTA, Studio 303, Usine C, the McCord Museum, 

SBC Gallery, Leonard & Bina Ellen Gallery and 

Innovations en Concert, as well as in Toronto, 

Washington DC, Chicago, New York, London, 

Mons Belgium and Marseille. In addition to a solo 

practice he has developed ongoing collaborations 

with Noémie Solomon USA, Ame Henderson and 

Public Recordings Toronto, Jacob Wren and PME-

ART Montreal and Christopher Willes Toronto/ 

Montreal. In 2016, he completed an M.A. at 

and delineate dance practices as they come to 

define or complicate times, spaces, narratives 

and scenes of belonging.

luiZa BanoV
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Luiza Romani Ferreira Banov is a dancer, 

choreographer and body educator. Bachelor and 

graduated in Dance by Unicamp, she is master 

in Arts 2011 by the same institution. PhD in 

Performing Arts at ECA-USP. As an author, has 

created the authoral works Cocoon of Silk 2006, 

For Those Who Have Been Here... 2011 and Blow 

2013. She directs the Research Center in motion 

in the city of Piracicaba since 2010. Areas of 

interest: modern dance, body education, creation 

process, movement awareness, collective 

creation, ancestry among others.

eCology and art _  

Path of Meeting huMan Being

The present text aims to present a perspective 

of the current society towards the art, ecology, 

education and culture. For this, through authors 

as Deleuze e Guattari, 1990, Lazzaratto, 

2006, Unger, 2000, among others. Proposes 

the discussion of the making of dance as 

a profession and elaboration of culture in 

the country side of the State of São Paulo, 

emphasizing the city of Piracicaba, SP. In this 

way, presents a research on dance that mixes 

with environmental issues, held in that city in 

November 2015, as part of the artistic residence 

held by the Australian Polyglot Theater group 

in partnership with the Research / Movement 

NucleusDéDaLos.

Keywords: Art, Dance, Ecology, organizations.

eCologia e arte _ CaMinho  

de enContro CoM o ser huMano

O presente texto tem por objetivo apresentar 

uma perspectiva da sociedade atual perante a 

arte, ecologia, educação e cultura. Para tanto, 

através de autores como Deleuze e Guattari, 

1990, Lazzaratto, 2006, Unger, 2000, entre 

outros, propõe a discussão do fazer da dança 

enquanto profissão e elaboração da cultura no 

interior do Estado de São Paulo, ênfase à cidade 

de Piracicaba, SP. Desta maneira, apresenta uma 

pesquisa em dança que se mescla com questões 

ambientais, realizada na referida cidade, no mês 

de Novembro de 2015, como parte da residência 

artística realizada pelo grupo Australiano Polyglot 

Theater em parceria com o NúcleoDéDaLOs de 

pesquisa em/de movimento.

Palavras-chave: Arte, Dança,  

Ecologia, Organizações.

luVel garCia leyVa

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

luvel1976@gmail.com

Critico e pesquisador teatral. Doutorando do 

Programa de Pós-graduação em Artes Cênicas 

PPAC, Área de Concentração Pedagogia Teatral, 

da Universidade de São Paulo USP. Bolsista de 

Doutorado da FAPESP. Possui Mestrado em 

Artes pelo PPAC/USP 2015. Possui graduação 
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vertente possível de reflexão pedagógica no teatro 

com crianças na região.

Palavras-chaves: Ação cultural com crianças, 

teatralidade, performatividade, subjetividade 

infantil, pedagogia teatral, teatro latino-americano 

com crianças.

Pedro haddad Martins

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

Pedrom@uol.com.br

From São Paulo, Brasil. PhD student in 

Performing Arts - Theater Pedagogy in 

the School of Communications and Arts 

– University of São Paulo ECA-USP and 

Master in Performing Arts by University of 

Campinas UNICAMP. Holds a degree in Social 

Communication Journalism from Pontifícia 

Universidade Católica de São Paulo PUC 

SP and is an actor formed by Célia Helena 

Theater School. As a founding artist of the 

Theater Company “Cia. Elevador de Teatro 

Panorâmico Theater Company, he has acted 

in 15 plays, and has been producing and 

researching since 2000. Currently a substitute 

professor of the Undergraduate Degree in 

Art-Theater at University of The State of 

São Paulo UNESP - disciplines of practice in 

teaching and supervision of internships. Also 

teaches theater for students between 10 and 

14 years in Lourenço Castanho School. Has 

been Professor of Improvisation at the Faculty 

“Superior School of Arts Célia Helena”. Has 

experience in the area of Arts, Subarea of 

Performing Arts, with emphasis on Theater 

Cenários infantis latino-aMeriCanos: 

teatralidades e PerforMatiVidades 

eMergentes da ação Cultural

As complexas relações que se estabelecem na 

atualidade entre as crianças latino-americanas e a 

cena estão manifestando um significativo alcance 

na configuração das subjetividades infantis. Essas 

relações estão atravessadas, mais do que pela 

repercussão da dissolução das fronteiras e limites 

geopolíticos, sociais e culturais estabelecidos pela 

Modernidade, pelos novos fenômenos de fixação 

de fronteiras sob as condições de dissipação 

das mesmas como resultado da radicalização 

do capitalismo. Nessas circunstâncias, têm se 

estabelecido um campo de tensões ao redor 

das crianças no qual os discursos, as práticas, 

as instituições, os saberes têm travado uma 

luta intensa por se apropriar da legitimação da 

realidade social e dos processos de subjetivação 

nas crianças. São dispositivos que tentam descobrir 

novas maneiras de habitar o corpo da criança e, 

através disso, pautar o seu relacionamento com 

o mundo. Nessa perspectiva a teatralidade e a 

performatividade, enquanto dispositivos que só 

podem acontecer no encontro de presenças, que 

tomam como horizonte a esfera das interações 

humanas, que implicam uma determinada produção 

simbólica pela criança e uma afetação de seu 

eu, constituem-se como fenômenos que podem 

incidir na configuração da subjetividade infantil, ao 

propor às crianças novas formas de habitabilidade 

no mundo. Dai que o presente trabalho tente 

mergulhar nos alcances desses dois fenômenos em 

práticas cênicas de quatro grupos latino-americanos 

associadas a modalidades de ação cultural com 

crianças de meios sociais desfavorecidos, como 

the new phenomena of fixation of borders 

under the conditions of dissipation of the 

same ones as a result of the radicalization 

of capitalism.In these circumstances, a 

field of tensions has been established 

around children in which discourses, 

practices, institutions, and knowledge have 

waged an intense struggle to appropriate 

the legitimation of social reality and the 

processes of subjectivation in the children. 

They are devices that try to discover new 

ways to inhabit the body of the child and, 

therefore, to guide their relationship with the 

world. In this perspective, the theatricality 

and the performativity, as devices that can 

only happen in the meeting of presences, 

that take as horizon the sphere of human 

interactions,that imply a certain symbolic 

production by the child and an affectation of 

his self, constitute as phenomena that can 

influence in the configuration of the infantile 

subjectivity, by proposing to children new 

forms of habitability in the world. In this 

sense, the present article attempts to delve 

into the scope of these two phenomena 

in scenic practices of four Latin American 

groups associated with cultural action 

modalities with children from disadvantaged 

social backgrounds, as a possible aspect of 

pedagogical reflection in the theater with 

children in the region.

Keywords: Cultural action with children, 

Theatricality, Performativity, Child subjectivity, 

Theatrical pedagogy, Latin American theater 

with children.

em Arte Teatral, perfil teatrologia, na Faculdade 

de Artes Cênicas do Instituto Superior de Arte 

de Cuba 2004, bem como Especialização em 

Trabalho Comunitário a partir da Educação 

Popular na Associação de Pedagogos de Cuba 

2007. Tem trabalhado no campo da Cooperação 

Internacional em projetos de desenvolvimento 

cultural e educativo infantil com diversas 

entidades internacionais. Foi professor em várias 

instituições do Ensino Artístico em Cuba e assessor 

dramático da televisão cubana. Durante doze 

anos atuou como Especialista de Teatro Infantil 

no Teatro Nacional de Cuba. Foi Membro do 

Comitê Executivo da Associação Internacional de 

Teatro/Drama e Educação IDEA. Tem oferecido 

oficinas, curso e palestras sobre o trabalho teatral 

com crianças em Centros de Estudos em Arte, 

Universidades, Institutos, Centros Comunitários, 

ONGs de Cuba, México, Hong Kong, Coreia do Sul, 

Colômbia, Reino Unido, Guatemala, Brasil, Bolívia, 

França, Uruguai. Como critico e pesquisador 

teatral vem atuando principalmente em torno dos 

seguintes temas: teatro infantil contemporâneo, 

teatro com crianças, pedagogia teatral.

latin aMeriCan Childish sCenarios: 

theatriCalities and PerforMatiVities 

eMergent of Cultural aCtion

The complex relationships that are 

established nowadays between children Latin 

American and the scene are manifesting 

a significant scope in the configuration of 

infantile subjectivities.These relations are 

crossed more than by the dissolution of the 

borders and geopolitical, social and cultural 

limits established by the Modernity, by 
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what extent the practice in theater groups in 

the school experienced by the subjects in their 

stages of formation contribute to the expansion 

of the theatrical experience, to take the theater 

out of the walls of the institution. The references 

for the research are from the field of experience, 

from studies related to memory and community 

theater and from theater pedagogy.

Keywords: Theater group School  

Experience Memory.

a exPeriênCia dos gruPos de teatro  

na esCola PúBliCa

A pesquisa parte da análise de memoriais 

escritos por alguns professores de teatro egressos 

da Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul. Ela 

busca averiguar em que medida a experiência em 

grupos de teatro na escola vivenciadas pelos sujeitos 

em suas etapas de formação contribuem para a 

expansão da experiência teatral, ou seja, para levar 

o teatro para fora dos muros da instituição. As 

referências para a pesquisa são do campo da própria 

experiência, dos estudos relacionados à memória e 

do teatro comunitário e da pedagogia do Teatro.

Palavras-chave: Grupo de teatro Escola 

Experiência Memória.

sandra Pestana

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

PeStaNa.SaNdra@gmail.com

Actress and costume designer, doctorate in 

ECA / USP, where researches La Pocha Nostra: 

costumes in performance, under the guidance 

of Prof. Dr. Fausto Viana. Master in Arts by 

legítima. Investigamos, assim, a inserção desta 

performatividade dentro de determinados objetivos 

teatrais e padrões estéticos que proporcionem 

uma educação teatral potente. A pesquisa se 

desenvolveu a partir da prática, durante cinco anos, 

com quarenta turmas de teatro com alunos-atores 

entre 10 e 14 anos, dentro do ensino básico formal. 

A reflexão sobre esta prática - a partir do conceito 

de Teatro Performativo Josette Feral, de elementos 

dos Estudos Performativos Richard Schechner, 

da relação entre Teatro e Pedagogia do Teatro 

Florien Vassen e de escritos de Walter Benjamin 

– tem se mostrado de extrema importância para 

o fortalecimento do ensino do teatro no Brasil, 

propondo novas abordagens que dialogam com a 

contemporaneidade.

Palavras-chave: Pedagogia do Teatro: Ensino do 

Teatro: Teatro na Educação: Performatividade.

WilliaM Molina

uNiverSidade Federal do rio graNde do Sul (uFrgS)

will_Fm@yahoo.com.br

Theater teacher in Public School since 

2012, Master in Performig Arts 2016 and PhD 

student in Performing Arts. Research interess: 

spectators pedagogy and experience of theater 

groups at school.

the exPerienCe of theater grouPs  

at PuBliC sChool

The research is based on the analysis of 

memorials written by some theater teachers 

who graduated from the Universidade Federal 

do Rio Grande do Sul. It seeks to ascertain to 

years, within the formal basic education. The 

reflection on this practice - from the concept of 

Performative Theater Josette Feral, elements 

of Performative Studies Richard Schechner, 

the relationship between Theater and Theater 

Pedagogy Florien Vassen and writings by 

Walter Benjamin - has been shown of extreme 

importance for the strengthening of theater 

teaching in Brazil, proposing new approaches 

that dialogue with contemporaneity.

Keywords: Theater Pedagogy: Theater 

Teaching: Theater in Education: Performativity.

Pedagogia PerforMatiVa – uM diálogo 

entre o ensino do teatro na esCola BásiCa 

e o teatro PerforMatiVo.

Esta presente comunicação apresenta uma 

reflexão teórico-prática  a respeito do ensino do 

teatro na educação básica que, através de sua 

íntima relação com o teatro performativo, tem sua 

prática enriquecida, configurando uma metodologia 

onde os processos em sala de aula se configuram 

como manifestações artísticas genuínas. A noção 

de performatividade permite, desta maneira, que 

alunos-atores desenvolvam ações artísticas através 

da prática do jogo, consolidando a experiência 

estética como processo de formação teatral, fazendo 

das aulas “atos performativos”. Dentre os conceitos 

que caracterizam a Arte da Performance, a questão 

da presença do intérprete como significante artístico 

dá sentido à singularidade de cada participante 

dentro do trabalho coletivo, estabelecendo a 

alteridade como material primordial para a criação. 

Deste modo, privilegiar a performatividade dos 

alunos-atores é afirmar a potencia que todos 

carregam de passar pela experiência artística 

Interpretation, Improvisation and Teaching 

of Theater, acting mainly in the following 

subjects: theater pedagogy, theater in 

education, theater games, improvisation and 

theatrical production.

PerforMatiVe Pedagogy - a dialogue 

BetWeen the teaChing of the theater in the 

BasiC sChool and the PerforMatiVe theater

This paper presents a theoretical-practical 

reflection on the teaching of theater in basic 

education that, through its intimate relationship 

with performative theater, has its practice 

enriched, configuring a methodology where the 

processes in the classroom are configured as 

genuine artistic manifestations. The notion of 

performativity allows, in this way, student-actors 

to develop artistic actions through the practice 

of ludic games, consolidating the aesthetic 

experience as a process of theatrical formation, 

making the classes performative acts. Among 

the concepts that characterize Performance Art, 

the question of the presence of the performer 

as an artistic signifier gives meaning to the 

individuality of each participant within the 

collective work, establishing otherness as the 

primordial material for creation. In this way, to 

privilege the performativity of student-actors 

is to affirm the power that all carry of passing 

through a legitimate artistic experience. We thus 

investigate the insertion of this performativity 

into certain theatrical goals and aesthetic 

standards that provide a potent theatrical 

education. The research developed from the 

practice, during five years, with forty theater 

classes with student- actors between 10 and 14 
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busca a criação de espaços utópicos, mesmo que 

temporários, porém altamente politizados, anti-

autoritários, interdisciplinares e repletos de ternura, 

em que os participantes possam expressar-se e 

experimentar com liberdade e confiança.

Considerações do filósofo Peter Pál Pelbart - 

integrante da Cia. Teatral Ueinzz, composta por 

pacientes e usuários de serviços de saúde mental, 

terapeutas e artistas -, a cerca tanto da ação do 

biopoder sobre os corpos, quanto da biopotência 

destes, contribuem para direcionar o olhar sobre 

participantes e equipe envolvidos no trabalho. Além 

de possibilitar refletir sobre as ações desenvolvidas 

na atividade, tomando-as como estratégias para 

vestir a vida nua dessa efêmera multidão que se 

forma todas as segundas-feiras à tarde no CLUBE.

Palavras-chave: biopoder, biopotência, figurino, La 

Pocha Nostra

jhonny alexander MuñoZ aguilera

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

JhoNNy.alexaNder@yahoo.com

Ator, diretor e músico colombiano. Estudou 

Licenciatura em Arte Dramática na Universidad 

del Valle Colômbia. Fez mestrado em Artes 

Cênicas na USP, sob orientação da Profa. Dra. 

Maria Thais Lima Santos. Sua pesquisa de 

mestrado, que contou com o apoio da FAPESP, 

abordou o estudo dos modos de transmissão da 

Grima, jogo marcial afrocolombiano praticado 

com facão. É estudante de doutorado do 

Programa de Pós-graduação Interunidades em 

Estética e História da Arte da USP. Sua pesquisa 

no doutorado estuda o Nyanga, dança e prática 

reflect on the actions developed in the activity, 

taking them as strategies to dress the naked life 

of this ephemeral crowd that is formed every 

Monday afternoon in the CLUBE.

Keywords: biopower, biopotency, costumes, La 

Pocha Nostra

Vestindo Vidas nuas – a PerforManCe-

Pedagogia do la PoCha nostra CoMo 

Manejo ClíniCo CoM adolesCentes  

e joVens adultos

O artigo apresenta uma primeira abordagem 

sobre possíveis apropriações da performance-

pedagogia desenvolvida pelo coletivo transnacional 

La Pocha Nostra. Observar como tal metodologia 

opera não somente no contexto dos workshops 

do coletivo é um dos aspectos da pesquisa de 

doutoramento La Pocha Nostra: trajes de cena em 

performance, em desenvolvimento na ECA/USP, sob 

orientação do Prof. Dr. Fausto Viana.

Este trabalho aborda a utilização do traje de cena 

figurino e de elementos da metodologia do La Pocha 

Nostra como via de expressão subjetiva, criação de 

vínculo e interação social dentro da atividade Ação 

Cênica a partir do Traje, realizada desde 2014 no 

CLUBE - espaço de convivência, práticas artísticas e 

acompanhamento clínico para adolescentes e jovens 

adultos que possuem dificuldades para estabelecer 

vínculos sociais e alcançar autonomias.

Relata e analisa como elementos da performance-

pedagogia desenvolvida por Guillermo Gómez-Peña, 

Roberto Sifuentes e colaboradores do La Pocha Nostra 

operam como vias de transformação da subjetividade 

e das relações sociais dos participantes. Considerando 

que tal sistematização dos procedimentos de criação e 

o desenvolvimento de uma pedagogia de performance 

workshops is one of the aspects of the doctorate 

research La Pocha Nostra: costumes in 

performance, in development at ECA / USP, under 

the guidance of Prof. Dr. Fausto Viana.

This paper deals with the use of the costumes 

and elements of the methodology of La Pocha 

Nostra as a way of subjective expression, 

creation of bond and social interaction within 

Ação Cênica a partir do Traje activity carried 

since 2014 in CLUBE - space of coexistence, 

artistic practices and clinical accompaniment 

for adolescents and young adults who have 

difficulties in establishing social bonds and 

achieving autonomy.

It reports and analyzes how elements 

of performance-pedagogy developed by 

Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Roberto Sifuentes and 

collaborators of La Pocha Nostra operate as 

ways of transforming subjectivity and social 

relations of the participants. Considering that 

such a systematization of the procedures of 

creation and the development of a performance 

pedagogy seeks to create utopian spaces, 

even if temporary, but highly politicized, 

anti-authoritarian, interdisciplinary and full 

of tenderness, in which the participants can 

express themselves and experience with 

freedom and confidence.

Considerations of the philosopher Peter 

Pál Pelbart - a member of the Ueinzz Theater 

Company, composed of patients and users of 

mental health services, therapists and artists 

-, about both the action of biopower on bodies 

and the biopotency of these bodies, contribute 

to direct the look about participants and staff 

involved in the work. In addition to being able to 

ECA / USP, where researched Brazilian Cultural 

Identity in the Costumes of o Rei da Vela, under 

the same guidance. Bachelor in Performing Arts 

from UNICAMP.

Coordinates the activity Ação Cênica a partir 

do Traje at the CLUBE, a space for coexistence 

and clinical monitoring for adolescents and 

young adults.

Researching scenic visibility exploring the 

relationship between body, costume and space. 

Created works like Do BARRo DE MANoEL 

- an street intervention with costumes that 

purport to be poetry in space And PARANGoLÉ-

GRAFFITI - performance for creation of wearable 

graffiti - Quadrennial Scenofest Prague / 

2011. Created the scenery of NoSSA CIDADE, 

directed by Antunes Filho, and CELEBRAÇÃo 

DA REALIDADE, based on Eduardo Galeanos 

The Book of Embraces, directed by John Mowat. 

Make costumes for several Brazilian productions, 

such as MabeMA, directed by Tadashi Endo 2011 

and creations of the Interdisciplinary Nucleus of 

Theater Research of UNICAMP – Lume Teatro 

such as PUPIK, 2015, PERCH, 2014 and WHAT 

WoULD BE oF US WITHoUT THINGS THAT 

Do NoT EXIST, 2006.

to dress naKed liVes- the PerforManCe-

Pedagogy of la PoCha nostra as CliniCal 

ManageMent With adolesCents and 

young adults.

The article presents a first approach on possible 

appropriations of performance-pedagogy 

developed by the transnational collective La Pocha 

Nostra. observing how such as methodology 

operates not only in the context of the collective 
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exPloring MedieVal texts through 

PerforManCe WorKshoP

While there is general agreement that 

Medieval Texts were performed, actual use of 

performance in an academic context remains 

rare. In both an MA program in English at 

the University of Saskatchewan and now an 

MFA at the University of Calgary, I have been 

working extensively and exclusively on using 

performance as a means of analyzing and 

articulating texts including Chaucer’s Canterbury 

Tales and Donne’s Sermons in their original 

languages in a workshop setting. Recently, I 

worked with Professor Peter Robison to develop 

his honors-level course, Medieval Texts in the 

Digital Age, around performance entirely.

This paper will examine the techniques 

and benefits of researching Medieval texts 

qualitatively through workshopping. While 

scholars such as Linda Marie Zaerr have used 

performance work in the past, the workshop-

style of performance I use is underutilized. I 

am currently studying the Anglo-Saxon poem 

“The Wanderer,” from around 800 A.D. As my 

workshop concept, I have decided to place the 

poem in dialogue with a similar story told by 

an Indigenous performer from Treaty 7 lands, 

closely surrounded by the audience. I assert 

how this not only helps ground the narrative 

of “The Wanderer” in this location at this time 

and therefore helps connect to the particular 

audience it will be performed to, but that 

presenting it in dialogue with a narrative from 

a people who have experienced displacement 

and cultural erasure helps highlight the critical 

themes of exile and loss of culture present 

ao trabalho destes mestres e seus alunos, os 

reconhecendo como “nossos iguais em artes 

e ofícios” BRANDÃO, 1983, p. 15 e “em sua 

capacidade de fabricar teorias sobre si e sobre 

outrem” SZTUTMAN, 2008, p. 15. Desta forma, 

a pesquisa que desenvolvemos constitui mais do 

que uma procura de respostas, a possibilidade de 

achar perguntas iniciais.

Colin giBBings

uNiverSity oF calgary 

coliN.gibbiNgS@ucalgary.ca

educatioN

• BA Honors in English - University of 

Saskatchewan - 2014

• MA in English - University of  

Saskatchewan - 2015

• MFA in Theater Studies - University of 

Calgary - ongoing

PreSeNtatioNS

• Literature Matters: A Reprise of Mr. Colin 

Gibbings as Geoffrey Chaucer performing the 

“General Prologue” to The Canterbury Tales In 

conversation with Professor Peter Robinson - 

Sept 2015

• U of R/ U of S Speakers Exchange: 

Performing Medieval and Renaissance Texts, - 

April 2016

PerFormaNceS

• 2nd Prebend Sermon – John Donne – 2016

• The General Prologue – Geoffrey  

Chaucer – 2015

• The Miller’s Tale – Geoffrey Chaucer - 2015

this practice in these two communities, its 

technical aspects, its history and the cosmology 

which permeates it. We will try to create 

this connection by taking into account an 

“epistemological equivalence” which will allow 

us to approach and recognize the work of these 

two teachers and their students as “our equals 

as artists and professionals” BRANDÃo, 1983 

p. 15 and “in their ability to create theories 

about themselves and others” SZTUTMAN, 

2008, p. 15. In this way, the investigation to be 

carried out, more than a search for answers, 

hopes to discover fundamental questions.

o Que é a arte da griMa? Modos de 

transMissão e resistênCia eM uM Bairro 

rural do norte do CauCa ColôMBia.

Esta é uma etnografia, “um exercício 

multifacetado e por natureza aberto ou 

inconcluso” CESARINO, 2011, p.16 sobre a prática 

e transmissão da Grima, jogo marcial praticado 

com facão, por afrodescendentes do Estado de 

Cauca Colômbia. Acompanhamos aqui o trabalho 

artístico e pedagógico dos Mestres Ananías 

Caniquí, morador da vereda Mazamorrero Buenos 

Aires e Porfirio Ocoró, que reside na vereda San 

Francisco Santander de Quilichao. Assumimos 

para a pesquisa o papel de aluno, participando 

das aulas e realizando um processo formativo 

com o Mestre Ananías. Interessa-nos conhecer 

e dissertar aqui, sobre os modos como este 

jogo é transmitido nestas comunidades, seus 

aspectos técnicos, sua historia e a cosmologia que 

transversaliza esta prática. Tentamos construir 

este cruzamento considerando uma “equidade 

epistemológica” que permita nós aproximar 

musical do povo Nyungwe de Moçambique.

Trabalhou como ator na Corporación Teatro del 

Valle Colômbia, dirigida por Alejandro González 

Puche, participando em festivais da Colômbia, 

Rússia, Espanha, México, Estados Unidos, Peru 

e Chile. Trabalhou também com as agrupações 

Versión Libre Teatro e La Banda de Fredy. Foi 

professor no Programa de Arte Dramática da 

Universidad del Valle, a Licenciatura em Arte 

Teatral do Instituto Departamental de Bellas 

Artes e a Licenciatura em Educação Artística 

da Unicatólica todas em Cali, Colômbia. Como 

músico se dedica à pesquisa, construção e 

interpretação da Flauta de Pã.

Trabalha atualmente como ator na Cia Teatro 

Balagan São Paulo.

What is “griMa”? Methods of transMission 

and resistanCe in a Village in northern 

CauCa ColoMBia.

This is an ethnographical study, “a multi-

faceted exercise by its very nature open and 

inconclusive” CESARINo, 2011, p. 16, of the 

practice and teaching of Grima, a machete-

based martial art practiced by Afro-Colombians 

in the Department of Cauca, Colombia. The 

study focuses on the artistic and pedagogical 

work of two teachers, Ananías Caniquí, in 

the village of Mazamorrero Buenos Aires and 

Porfirio ocoró, in the village of San Francisco 

Santander de Quilichao. In order to carry out 

the research, we took on the role of student, 

participating in workshops and going through 

a training process with professor Caniquí. The 

objective was to understand and describe 

the methods which are used to transmit 
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theatrical artist with thesis, Processes of creation of 

dramaturgy s - Masking in urban spaces, guided by 

Prof. Armando Sérgio da Silva, in the Postgraduate 

Program in Performing Arts of the ECA / USP.

She is part of the Center for Research in 

Scenic Experimentation of the Actor CEPECA, 

coordinated by Prof. Eduardo Tessari Coutinho in 

the Department of Performing Arts ECA / USP 

since 2009. Author of the book: A look through 

... Masks: A pedagogical possibility, published By 

Editora Perspectiva in 2014.

Researcher directed to the development and 

training of creative actors.

the Body’s MasKing, their PresetifiCation in 

urBan sPaCes and draMaturgys Creation.

The starting point of development at this 

docotoral research is the Processes of creation 

of dramaturgys - Masking in urban spaces. The 

objective of this forum of New Researchers 

is to reflect the bodys masking, the play 

established in the alterity of the relations 

developed by these bodies in the street space, 

the perceptions of affectations and crossings 

that occurred in the relations with passers-

by-spectators, as a mechanism of Creation of 

playwrights. I present a live, procedural and 

moving dramaturgy.The materiality of objects 

performing masks functions in the performers 

body, gains another status, generates a social 

and political body. In this ongoing research, 

the presence of bodys masking in urban 

space drives the creation of a fictional text 

starting from the real. The unpredictability 

of the urban spaces and the presentification 

of the performer who acts motivated by his 

de obras canônicas fraturadas e ressignificadas em 

uma nova criação. Nestas práticas, o procedimento 

apropriativo gera, no momento da leitura das obras 

de base, grifos tipificados como grifo-temático, 

grifo-imagem, grifo-fragmento e grifo-ação que 

caracterizam um modo de leitura em que o saber 

cênico busca na tradição literária, imagens e 

ações potentes de serem materializadas na cena. 

Agenciando um extenso material referente, esse 

autor-dramaturgo-performer-rapsodo costura o 

tecido dramático que faz emergir a nova obra.

O trabalho, a partir da análise do processo de 

criação de duas práticas de escrita intertextual, 

objetiva 1 compreender a gênese dessas criações 

a partir do conceito de antropofagia e das 

manifestações de leitura solicitação, ablação e grifo 

e 2 questionar-se sobre o sujeito dessas práticas 

intertextuais que, pela gênese de sua criação, situa-

se em um entre lugares de funções como a de autor-

dramaturgo, autor-performer e autor-rapsodo.

Como aportes teóricos os estudos sobre citação 

e apropriação de Antoine Compagnon Oswald de 

Andrade e Leyla Perrone-Moisés sobre o conceito de 

antropofagia Jorge Glusberg e Renato Cohen sobre 

performance e Jean-Pierre Sarrazac sobre o conceito 

de autor-rapsodo.

Palavras-chave: Dramaturgia intertextual 

apropriação autor-rapsodo autor-performer.

renata KaMla

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

reNatakamla@hotmail.com

Director and theater teacher. Doctorate in Arts 

in the area: Pedagogy of the theater, formation of 

resignified in a new creation. In these practices, 

the appropriate procedure generates, in the 

reading of the referring works, griffins typified 

as grifo-themed, grifo-image, grifo-fragment 

and grifo-action that characterize a form of 

reading in which the scenic knowledge searches 

in the literary tradition, images and actions that 

can be materialized in the scene. Gathering 

a great reference material, this author-

playwright-performer-rhapsody sews the text 

creating the new work.

The work, analyzing two practices of 

intertextual writing, intends 1 understand the 

genesis of these creations based on the concept 

of anthropophagy and the reading manifestations 

solicitation, ablation and griffon and 2 think about 

the subject creator of these intertextual practices 

that, due to the genesis of his creation, is in a 

place between functions as the author-playwright, 

author-performer and author-rhapsode.

The research articulates the studies 

about citation and appropriation of Antoine 

Compagnon oswald de Andrade and 

Leyla Perrone-Moisés on the concept of 

anthropophagy Jorge Glusberg and Renato 

Cohen on the concept of performance and 

Jean-Pierre Sarrazac on the concept of 

author-rhapsode.

Keywords: Intertextual dramaturgy 

appropriation author-rhapsode author-performer.

draMaturgias intertextuais:  

dos grifos a uMa noVa oBra

Este trabalho tem como campo de pesquisa o 

processo de criação de dramaturgias intertextuais 

em que a composição se dá pela apropriação literária 

in the poem, themes that are comparatively 

rare in English literature that depicts its own 

indigenous population.

Ultimately, I assert that due to the oral nature 

of Medieval literature, Medieval texts studied 

through workshopping allows for students to 

more easily find and explore gaps in research to 

engage with these texts in unique ways.

Keywords: Workshop, Medieval, Anglo-Saxon, 

Indigeneity, Performance

Virgínia Maria sChaBBaCh

uNiverSidade Federal do rio graNde do Sul (uFrgS)

vikaSchabbach@gmail.com

Actress, teacher, cultural producer and 

playwright, Virginia Maria Schabbach graduated 

in Theater Interpretation UFRGS / 1997 and in 

Arts Education - Theater UFRGS / 2007. She has 

a masters degree in Performing Arts from the 

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul PPGAC 

/ UFRGS / 2016 with the dissertation Virginia 

Woolf, appropriation and dramaturgy: a textual 

writing procedure for theater. With this research, 

she obtained direct passage for the doctorate, 

following the studies of intertextual dramaturgy 

in the Postgraduate Program in Performing Arts 

/ Doctorate UFRGS / 2017.

intertextual draMaturgy: froM the 

griffon to a neW WorK

This work investigates the creation process 

of intertextual dramaturgies in which the 

composition is created from the literary 

appropriation of canonical works, cut out and 
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artistas Tadeusz Kantor e Rodrigo García a partir 

da perspectiva da dramaturgia performativa, 

traçando paralelos entre os dispositivos elaborados 

por Garcia no âmbito do trabalho com o grupo 

La Carnicería Teatro e suas semelhanças aos 

processos instaurados pelo encenador polonês 

junto ao Teatro Cricot. O objetivo deste 

trabalho é apresentar atuações possíveis do 

fazer dramatúrgico no Teatro Performativo, 

sugerindo que este tipo de processo não seja uma 

exclusividade da contemporaneidade, mas um 

modo de estar inserido no fazer teatral que se 

distingue de uma posição distanciada da cena 

e considera a criação dramatúrgica enquanto 

materialidade a ser friccionada aos demais 

elementos cênicos presentes na obra.

A partir das indicações cênicas de García para 

a obra Notas de Cocina e dos escritos de Kantor 

a respeito do Teatro-Happening, discutiremos 

a criação dramatúrgica enquanto articuladora 

de processos, discursos, sentidos e sensações, 

além de catalisadora de materialidades cênicas 

e imagens poéticas. Dramaturgia enquanto 

construtora de condições, sentidos e situações 

e não somente de um artefato, de um texto. 

Traremos para esta discussão o filósofo Giorgio 

Agamben e com a ideia de profanação de 

dispositivos, a teórica Érika Fischer-Lichte 

através do conceito de multiestabilidade 

perceptiva e o professor Óscar Cornago, a partir 

de suas considerações sobre dramaturgias 

contemporâneas.

Palavras-chave: dramaturgia performativa 

processos de criação Tadeusz Kantor Rodrigo García.

elaborated by Garcia in the scope of the work 

with the group La Carnicería Teatro and their 

similarities to the proceedings instituted by the 

polish director at the Theatre Cricot. The purpose 

of this work is to present possible operations 

of the dramaturgical performance in the 

Performative Theater, suggesting that this kind of 

process is not an exclusivity of contemporaneity, 

but a way of being inserted in the theater that 

distinguishes itself of a position distanced from 

the scene and considers the dramaturgical 

creation as materiality to be friction to the others 

scenic elements presents in the work.

From the scenic indications of Garcia to the 

work Notas de Cocina and of Kantors writings 

about Theatre Happening, we will discuss 

dramaturgical creation as an articulator of 

processes, discourses, senses and sensations, 

as well as a catalyst for scenic material and 

poetic images dramaturgy as a constructor of 

conditions, senses and situations and not only 

of an artifact, of a text. We will bring to this 

discussion the philosopher Giorgio Agamben 

dealing with the profanation of apparatuses, 

the theoretical Érika Fischer-Lichte through 

the concept of perceptual multistability 

and Professor Óscar Cornago, from his 

considerations on contemporary dramaturgies.

Keywords: performative dramaturgy creative 

processes Tadeusz Kantor Rodrigo García

interseções PerforMatiVas nos  

ProCessos CriatiVos de rodrigo garCía  

e tadeusZ Kantor

O presente trabalho apresenta algumas 

aproximações entre os processos criativos dos 

presentes nesse processo criativo fundamentados 

nas ideias de: Josette Féral acerca do teatro 

performativo e teatralidades cotidianas e nas ideias 

de “multiestabilidade perceptiva” de Érika Fischer-

Lichte, quando o espectador se encontra num “entre” 

a “ordem de representação” e a “ordem da presença”.

Palavras-chave: Dramaturgia Corpo 

Mascaramentos Processo criativo.

CaMila daMasCeno

uNiverSidade eStadual de camPiNaS (uNicamP)

camila.damaSceNo@outlook.com

Camila Damasceno is Master of Arts of 

the Scene from State University of Campinas 

Unicamp, advised by Professor Matteo Bonfitto 

Jr, where she researched the relationship 

between performative dramaturgy and 

corporeality. Her project has been supported 

by the São Paulo Research Foundation FAPESP. 

Dramaturge formed by the SP Drama School 

- Center of Education for Stage Arts 2013 and 

Journalist graduated from the Federal University 

of Juiz de Fora 2008, she’s also the dramaturge 

of Núcleo Tumulto! of Scenic Investigation, been 

working in the city of São Paulo since 2013.

PerforMatiVe interseCtions

in CreatiVe ProCesses of rodrigo garCía 

and tadeusZ Kantor

The present work presents some 

approximations between the creative processes 

of the artists Tadeusz Kantor and Rodrigo García 

from the perspective of performative dramaturgy, 

drawing parallels between the apparatuses 

subjective, political and social questions and 

not by a character that will represent, are 

present in this creative process based on the 

ideas of: Josette Féral on performative theater 

and daily theatricalities and In Erika Fischer-

Lichte ideas of perceptual multistability, when 

the spectator is in a between the order of 

representation and the order of presence.

Keywords: Dramaturgy Body Masking  

Creative process.

os MasCaraMentos CorPorais, suas 

Presenças nos esPaços urBanos e a Criação 

de draMaturgias.

Tendo como ponto de partida a pesquisa em 

desenvolvimento de doutorado, Processos de 

criação de dramaturgias – Mascaramentos em 

espaços urbanos. Objetiva-se neste fórum de Novos 

Pesquisadores, refletir os mascaramentos corporais, 

o jogo que se estabelece na alteridade das relações 

desenvolvidas por esses corpos no espaço da rua, 

as percepções das afetações e atravessamentos 

ocorridos nas relações com os transeuntes-

espectadores, como mecanismo de criação de 

dramaturgias. Apresento uma dramaturgia viva, 

processual e em movimento.

A materialidade dos objetos que executam funções 

de máscaras no corpo do performer, ganha outro 

estatuto, gera um corpo social e político. Na referida 

pesquisa em curso, a presença dos mascaramentos 

corporais no espaço urbano impulsionam a 

criação de um “texto” ficcional partindo do real. 

A imprevisibilidade dos espaços urbanos e a 

presentificação do performer que age motivado por 

suas questões subjetivas, políticas e sociais e não 

por uma personagem que irá representar, estão 
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Oral de imigrantes haitianos, Teatro Documentário 

e Literatura Pós-colonial haitiana, acrescentam-se 

pilares dramatúrgicos retirados do Lexique du drame 

moderne et contemporain de Jean-Pierre Sarrazac 

(2012) para construir o texto dramatúrgico.

Palavras-chave: Teatro, Dramaturgia, História 

oral, Pós-colonialismo, Imigrantes haitianos

olga fernándeZ

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

olgaFerNaNd@gmail.com

Actress, teacher and pos graduated student 

in theater by ECA-USP. Graduated in Social 

Comunication by ECo-UFRJ, and master by 

UNI-RIo, graduated in Theater by CAL-RJ and in 

acting and actor´s direction by Instituto del Cine 

from madrid, Spain. olga researches conexions 

between theater and cinema, specially related 

to actor´s interpretation with emphasis in the 

use of the voice the word and other infinited 

posibilities of sounds and related to creative 

processes. She acts as a vocal coach in works 

that investigate the body and the voice in a 

integrated perspective, originated by hearing the 

experience of each person in it´s singularity.

the theater WorK in leon’s  

hirsZMan CineMa

Leon Hirszman 1937-1987 continues being 

one of the most important movie´s director that 

Brazil has produced, this being the reason for his 

work continues calling the atention by the way 

how it congregates art and politique, action and 

practice, individual and society, but also cinema 

da história oral à draMaturgia:  

MeMórias de iMigrantes haitianos  

no rio grande do sul

O trabalho investiga a criação dramatúrgica a 

partir da memória de imigrantes haitianos no Rio 

Grande do Sul. O maior desafio está em como 

contornar a barreira linguística e cultural para a 

comunicação de histórias e memórias. Através de 

entrevistas de História Oral, criou-se um repertório 

para a dramaturgia, que ainda se encontra em 

processo. Segundo Jacques Le Goff (1990), a 

História Oral busca a História dos Pequenos, 

daqueles que estão à margem. Esta pesquisa propõe 

pensar a supremacia histórica do documento 

escrito e a oportunidade gerada para as múltiplas 

narrativas com o retorno da legitimação do 

documento oral. Assim, ao realizar entrevistas com 

haitianos que migraram para o Rio Grande do Sul, 

traz-se a voz dessas pessoas para a documentação 

histórica e artística, preservando seus costumes e 

imaginário com o objetivo de transformá-los em 

dramaturgia. Como propõe Richard Cándida Smith 

(2012), a análise de História Oral não depende 

somente do conteúdo das entrevistas, mas das 

várias formas de expressão dos sujeitos, da sua 

performance física e vocal. Busca-se, desta forma, 

a expressão dos sujeitos como inspiração para a 

criação de fragmentos textuais e personagens, 

procurando manter sua oralidade. As questões 

pós-coloniais e de hibridação cultural também 

atravessam essa pesquisa com autores como 

Canclini (2015). A dramaturgia é também inspirada 

em matrizes do Teatro Documentário e da literatura 

pós-colonial haitiana, principalmente na obra Pays 

Sans Chapeau de Dany Laferrière (2011). Por fim, 

a essa matriz constituída por análises de História 

the dramaturgy still in process. According to 

Jacques Le Goff (1990), oral History seeks the 

History of the Little ones, those who are on the 

margins. This research proposes to think the 

historical supremacy of the written document 

and the opportunity generated for the multiple 

narratives with the return of the legitimation 

of the oral document. Thus, when conducting 

interviews with Haitians who migrated to Rio 

Grande do Sul, the voice of these people is 

brought to historical and artistic documentation, 

preserving their customs and imagery with the 

objective of transforming them into drama. As 

proposed by Richard Candide Smith (2012), the 

analysis of oral History does not only depend 

on the content of the interviews but on the 

various forms of expression of the subjects, 

their physical and vocal performance. In this 

way, the expression of the subjects is sought as 

inspiration for the creation of textual fragments 

and characters, trying to maintain their orality. 

Postcolonial issues and cultural hybridization 

also go through this research with authors 

such as Canclini (2015). The dramaturgy is 

also inspired by matrices of the Documentary 

Theater and the Haitian postcolonial literature, 

mainly in the work Pays sans Chapeau by Dany 

Laferrière (2011). Finally, this matrix constituted 

by oral History of Haitian immigrants, 

Documentary Theater and Haitian Postcolonial 

Literature is developed by dramaturgic pillars 

taken from the Lexique du drame moderne et 

contemporain by Jean-Pierre Sarrazac (2012) to 

build the dramaturgical text.

Keywords: Theater, Dramaturgy, oral History, 

Postcolonialism, Haitian immigrants

Carina Zatti Corá

uNiverSidade Federal do rio graNde do Sul (uFrgS)

cariNa.zatti.cora@gmail.com

Carina Zatti Corá is currently studying her 

Masters degree in Performing Arts at UFRGS 

(Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul) as 

CAPES scholar. Her advisor is prof. Dr. Clóvis 

Dias Massa, who had also been her advisor 

during her under graduation Theater course at 

UFRGS as a CNPq scientific initiation scholar 

in the research History and Perspectives of 

the Theater in Porto Alegre from the years 

of 2013 until 2015. Carina is an actress and 

playwright. Among her acting works is William 

Despedaçado, and as a playwright, the plays 

Lobo de óculos: trilogia onírica and Útero XY, 

published on the website Lexotan do Drama 

Moderno. She has also published the book 

Memórias Fictícias, a youthful novel released 

in 2013 by the Novo Século publisher. Her 

master´s research focuses on oral History 

as a starting point for a dramaturgic creation 

which is composed of the memories of Haitian 

immigrants in Rio Grande do Sul.

froM oral history to draMaturgy: 

MeMories of haitian iMMigrants in rio 

grande do sul

The work investigates the dramaturgical 

creation based on the memories of Haitian 

immigrants in Rio Grande do Sul. The biggest 

challenge is how to circumvent the linguistic 

and cultural barrier to the communication of 

stories and memories. Through interviews 

of oral History, a repertoire was created for 
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layers of meanings to provide a unique sensory 

experience to the audience. It was quite 

challenging to perform with ‘the body’ in devised 

performance. The process of reflection made 

me to think about how a contemporary actor’s 

body being shaped, craft a performance text and 

various breathing techniques and its involvement 

to create a space and execution from real to re 

creation for actual performance. The process 

was deal with various bodies in space in terms 

of power body, image body, political body, 

abstract body, metaphor body, body in unity 

and compartmental body etc.  The expressions 

created through the word to sentence, sentence 

became dialogue by the actor himself which 

helps him to produce a new performance 

vocabulary. The paper would be addressing how 

the actor’s visual body spoken than written text 

and in the complex situation how ‘the body’ 

emerge into the performance.

deViKa Menon n.

Jawaharlal Nehru uNiverSity, New delhi, iNdia

devika.N.meNoN@gmail.com

I am currently pursuing my PhD in the 

Department of Theatre and Performance 

Studies, School of Arts and Aesthetics, 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 

India. I submitted my MPhil dissertation titled 

Labour, Play and Ritual Services: A Study of the 

Performance Practices of Paniyas and Adiyas in 

Wayanad in July 2015 and was awarded anMPhil 

Degree with an A+ Grade from the Department 

of Theatre and Performance Studies. I completed 

guntheti naVeen

uNiverSity oF hyderabad

vaJraNvN459@gmail.com

Guntheti Naveen is a research scholar at 

Department of Theatre Arts, S. N. School of Arts 

and Communication, University of Hyderabad. 

As an actor he has worked under the direction 

of reputed and distinguished theatre exponents 

like Prof. Mohan Maharshi, Prof. Ramgopal 

Bajaj, Rabin Das, Abhilash Pillai, Aniruddha 

Khutwad, Deepan Shiva Raman, Jane Collins, 

Karen Libman and Duglous o’Connel . He has 

participated in several national and international 

theatre festivals as an actor. He has presented 

papers in many national and international 

theatre conferences and seminars.

aPProPriation of the ConVentions: a 

CritiCal aPProaCh Based on a deVised 

PerforManCe, ‘refleCtions’.

The paper deals with actor devise 

performance, named ‘Reflections’ Directed 

by Mr. Noushad Mohamad Kunju. The main 

theme of the performance is ‘being in the 

moment’ under the context of ‘the suffering 

body’. During the formation, how the actors and 

their thoughts, notes and exercises have been 

transformed into performance. The flexible and 

imaginative outreach was significant because 

the actor was continuously pushed into a zone 

to create new things with full of freedom and 

enthusiasm. Apparently it has a no story, but 

various forms of extra theatrical inputs have 

provided that story incidental. Forms, metaphors 

both audio and visual, emphasize many different 

o traBalho teatral no CineMa  

de leon hirsZMan

Leon Hirszman 1937-1987 segue sendo um dos 

mais importantes cineastas que o Brasil já produziu, 

razão pela qual sua obra permanece mobilizando 

atenção pela maneira como congrega arte e política, 

ação e prática, indivíduo e sociedade, mas também 

cinema e teatro. Seu cinema é muito mais ligado 

ao teatro do que se imagina. Sua formação teatral 

se iniciou com a observação atenta e o convívio 

com integrantes do Teatro de Arena de São Paulo, 

fundamental Companhia teatral do moderno teatro 

brasileiro. É possível afirmar, mutatis mutandis, que 

a formação teatral nas coxias do Arena na juventude 

de Leon Hirszman é tão decisiva para o seu trabalho 

posterior no cinema como o foi a experimentação 

teatral no Proletkult para Sergei Eisenstein, cineasta 

que Leon reivindica desde sua estreia. Observando, 

dialogando e refletindo sobre procedimentos de 

trabalho desenvolvidos no Arena, entre seus atores 

e diretores, Leon se motivou a estudos sobre o ator 

e a cena, de Stanislavski à dialética de Bertold 

Brecht, influenciando diretamente a elaboração de 

seu trabalho como diretor e diretor de atores. Esta 

pesquisa busca contribuir com as reflexões sobre as 

interações entre os campos do teatro e do cinema, 

para melhor entender a obra de um dos principais 

cineastas do cinema brasileiro moderno e os alcances 

de sua ação estética e política. Abrange, portanto, 

como desdobramento, a investigação dos processos 

criativos de Leon em suas ficções-recriações de 

originais de nossa dramaturgia A falecida, 1965 e Eles 

não usam Balck Tie, 1981, e em São Bernardo 1972, 

versão do romance de Graciliano Ramos, exemplo 

máximo, na trajetória de Leon, da presença de uma 

estratégia criativa calcada no teatro.

and theater. His cinema is much more conected 

to the theater that it´s posible to imagine. His 

theater formation originated with the close 

observation with the participants from the 

Teatro de Arena from São Paulo, esential theater 

company from modern brasilian theater. We 

can affirm, mutatis mutandis, that his theater 

formation in the backstage from the Arena in 

Leon´s youth is so decisive for his future work in 

cinema as it was in the theater experiemntation 

in the Proletkult for Sergei Eisenstein, 

moviemaker that Leon reveres since his first 

film. observating, dialoguing and reflecting 

about work procedures developed in the Arena, 

between the actors and the directors, Leon 

was motiveted tu study about actor and scene, 

from Stanislavski to Brecht´s dialetic theater, 

influencing directely the elaboration of his 

own work as director and actor´s director. This 

research looks to contribute with reflections 

about the interactions between the fields from 

theater and cinema, to better understand 

the work of one of the most important movie 

creator from the modern brasilian cinema and 

the richness of his estetic and political action. 

Embraces, as well, as a development, the 

investigation of the creative processes from 

Leon in his recriative-fictions from originals 

of our dramaturgy A falecida, 1965 and Eles 

não usam Black Tie, 1981, and in São Bernardo, 

1972, his version of Graciliano Ramo´s 

romance - this one, the maximum exemple, in 

Leon´s career, from the presence of a creative 

strategyfounded in the theater.

Keywords: Theater studies and it´s frontiers
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UDESC as an experiment of articulation between 

architecture, sounding memory and movement, 

who was concreted as a video-dance Elizabete 

Anderle Award 2015.

Concepts of prehension, memory and 

immanence plan are investigated to suggest 

the co-operation between body and space. 

We emphasize strategies for a pedagogy of 

improvisation who takes privilege in a practice 

of emancipation of the space as an performance 

entity too Gil, 2009. What is conditioned, which 

are the minimal permissive conditions to have a 

coherence in improvisation when we integrate 

an architectonic context full of peculiarities 

historic patrimonial, for example are some 

questions that permeate this work. Finally, 

aborting this strategies to identify environment 

and subject on a co-emergency perspective, in 

this article we defend a parallel with stem cells, 

the microenvironment and plasticity, in which 

denote possibilities, maintained in instabilities, 

defined by a collaboration and permission 

network Trainor, 2002 Fuchs, 2004.

Keywords: improvisation processual 

philosophy architecture environment memory.

o PaPel do aMBiente CoMo agente  

na iMProVisação

Este artigo parte dos conceitos de Interno e 

Externo concebidos na filosofia processual de 

A.N. Whitehead para sugerir uma digressão na 

concepção sobre efeitos de presença nos espaços 

da cidade através da dança. A partir da noção de 

evento W. James, sugere-se aqui uma abordagem 

teórica para as ações em espaços não tradicionais 

que admite extrapolar a percepção de entorno 

body’s art more late in life. She was performed-

creator of “Solos de Silêncio” duo contemporary 

dance spectacle Elisabete Anderle Award 2013 

and performer at “Espaços Móveis Ruídos” 

video-dance Elisabete Anderle Award 2015. 

Actually participate at Laboratório de Ensaios 

e Imprevistos at CEART/UDESC with research 

focus in the intangible-sensitive, transducing 

the common, starting with improvisation, site 

propositions, memory, city, performed body, 

allying processual philosophy, speculative 

philosophy and relational art. Personal interests 

are seen in improvisation process, performance, 

life painting, philosophy of art, environmental 

intelligence, vegetal democracy, processual 

philosophy, intuitive music and relationships 

between body-city-memory-life.

the enVironMental role as eleMent  

in iMProVisation

This article starts with Internal and External 

concepts of A. N. Whitehead processual 

philosophy to suggests a digression on the 

conception about presence effects on urban 

spaces through dance. The notion of event W. 

James used here suggest a theoretical approach 

to performance in non traditional sites who 

admit open the surrounding perception not like 

a place but an localized instant who influences 

the next step during a performance or/and an 

improvisation process.

We will present examples of works consecrate 

in Brazilian post-modern dance through its 

pragmatic of spatiality, treated by the idea of 

flow. We will still present our last work Espaço 

Móveis Ruídos executed in the Center of Arts/

of existing hierarchical social structures. 

This paper will specifically analyse the 

performance of Thira which is a ritual dance 

summoning gods in the temple compounds 

of land owning dominant Hindus. For the 

purpose of my study, ritual performance as a 

form of service rendered to a higher body of 

power becomes important in the context of 

performances by Adiyas and Paniyas at the 

behest of dominant caste families. The focus 

of the paper is the body in ritual practices. 

I will attempt to analyse and study these 

dimensions with reference to questions of 

historically instituted notions of dependence 

and indebtedness.This paper engages with 

the cultural practices of tribal or indigenous 

people to understand the interstices between 

performance, labour and history. My research 

addresses the notion of performance and 

labour in the context of bondage. It further 

explores the significance of performance to 

understand the history of adivasi indigenous 

communities which recorded and embodied 

in the body and its memory.

Meline Coelho da Costa

uNiverSidade eStadual de SaNta catariNa (udeSc)

meliNe.coelho@gmail.com

Meline Coelho is a Visual Arts student 

at University of the State of Santa Catarina 

UDESC since 2015. Starting her academic life 

with studies in biology, focusing the research 

in the influence of the micro-environment 

and plasticity of stem cells, she entered in the 

my Bachelors in English Hons from Lady Shri 

Ram College, Delhi University, New Delhi 

2011 and Masters in Theatre and Performance 

Studies, Cinema Studies and Visual Studies from 

the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal 

Nehru University, New Delhi 2013. I completed 

my MPhil from the Department of Theatre 

and Performance Studies, School of Arts and 

Aesthetics, JNU in 2015.

My present research engages with adivasi 

indigenous people cultural practices to 

understand the interstices between performance 

and history. Further, I also explore cultural and 

political adivasi movements of resistance and 

subversion from the paradigm of performance 

and cultural practices. My work also includes 

a rigorous documentation of oral histories and 

songs of the oppressed sections which are 

gradually being erased from public memory.

negotiating the saCred sPaCe: the Body in 

ritual serViCes

In my paper, I intend to analyse the 

performance of the “sacred” by Adiya and 

Paniya adivasi or tribal communities as part of 

ritual services performed for dominant land 

owning Hindus in Wayanad in the south 

Indian state of Kerala. Historically, both 

Adiyas and Paniyas were subjugated as 

bonded labourers in the agricultural fields 

of dominant feudal landlords. Embodying 

this history of servitude, the adivasi body in 

the performance of ritual services becomes 

an important site that transgresses hitherto 

forbidden geographies of spatial demarcation 

and offers multiple possibilities of rupture 
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research is around the Japanese descendants 

in Brazil and how they are inserted in Brazilian 

artistic scenery, in the city of São Paulo, more 

specifically. This theme runs through the 

questions about identity/identification, prejudice 

whitewashing and yellowface and memory 

stereotypes, imaginaries

niKKei onstage: susPended Body

Are you Japonese? This is a common question 

to all Japanese descendants borned in Brazil. 

Although there is more than 100 years of 

Japanese immigration to Brazil, there’s still a lot 

of stereotypes and imaginaries around the Nikkei 

Japanese descendant. And, when it comes to 

Scenic Arts considering Theater, Dance and 

Performance, that’s not a different reality. 

Brazil has not only the highest concentration 

of Japaneses and descendants outside Japan 

as well has the highest number of researchers 

about Japan in Latin America. However, the 

question about the low representativeness of 

these descendants in Scenic Arts intrigues me 

and motivates me. My research runs through 

the concept of mestiçagem and understands 

that this body, the nikkei’s body, is beyond 

the boundary lines that delimit and encase in 

just “be Japanes” or “be Brazilian”. From the 

understanding of the Corpomidia Theory Katz 

& Greiner, in which body and environment 

commute and coevolve simultaneously and 

uninterruptedly and from the displaced 

understanding of the Japanese word Ma okano, 

the proposal is that the Nikkei body is suspended 

and always in process, in other words, it’s a 

body that never “is”, but always “being”. other 

Keywords: body. deficiency. inclusion. theater. 

Wheelchair. accessibility.

o Que nós QuereMos? aCessiBilidade Para o 

CorPo defiCiente! dentro e fora de Cena

A proposta desta pesquisa tem como meta uma 

reflexão sobre a possibilidade de inclusão de corpos 

considerados fora do padrão de eficiência no campo 

das artes cênicas e, muitas vezes, considerados 

incapazes para tal prática.

Essa proposta tem como base a experiência 

pedagógica de teatro de vinte e um anos junto 

à Escola Especial Educandário São João Batista, 

com alunos com paralisia cerebral e, em sua 

maioria, cadeirantes.

A motivação da pesquisa parte da seguinte questão: 

como realizar a inclusão com deficientes quando a sala 

de aula ainda espelha o meio social que os exclui com 

pouca ou inexistente acessibilidade?

No momento atual da pesquisa busca-se 

relacionar e examinar diferentes conceitos que 

operam sobre o corpo chamado deficiente, como: 

corpo de/eficiente inumano intruso, ciborgue 

ausente, rebelado, estigmatizado, anormal e etc.

Palavras-chave: corpo. deficiência. inclusão. 

teatro. cadeira de rodas. acessibilidade.

isis aKagi

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

iSiSakagi@gmail.com

Graduation in History at University of Sao 

Paulo 2010 currently enrolled in the Post-

Graduation Program in Scenic Arts at the same 

University to get the Masters degree. The main 

eliZaBeth Pinto

uNiverSidade Federal do rio graNde do Sul (uFrgS)

bethamedeiroS@uol.com.br

PhD student and Master in Performing Arts 

at PPGAC / UFRGS, 2010. With a degree in 

Theater from the Federal University of Rio 

Grande do Sul 1990 and a degree in Physical 

Education from the Federal University of Rio 

Grande do Sul 1999, Specialization in Theater 

Theory Contemporary DAD / UFRGS. Currently 

drama and physical education teatcher at 

Special School Educandário São João Batista - 

Rehabilitation Center.

What do We Want? aCCessiBility for the 

disaBled Body! on and off the stage

The purpose of this research is to reflect on 

the possibility of including bodies considered 

to be outside the standard of efficiency in the 

field of performing arts and, often, considered 

incapable of such practice.This proposal is based 

on the twenty-one-year pedagogical experience 

of theater at the Escola Especial Educandário 

São João Batista, with students with cerebral 

palsy and, for the most part, wheelchair users.

The motivation of the research starts from the 

following question: how to carry out inclusion 

with the disabled when the classroom still 

mirrors the social environment that excludes 

them with little or no accessibility?At the present 

moment of the research we seek to relate and 

examine different concepts that operate on the 

body called deficient, such as: body de / efficient 

inhuman Intruder cyborg Absent, rebellious, 

stigmatized, abnormal, etc.

não como lugar mas como um instante localizado 

que influencia o próximo passo durante uma 

performance, e ou um processo de improvisação.

No texto são apresentados como exemplos 

trabalhos consagrados na dança pós-moderna 

brasileira a partir de sua pragmática de 

espacialidade, tratada a partir da ideia de fluxo 

e também exemplificados através do trabalho 

Espaços Móveis Ruídos, executado no Centro de 

Artes da UDESC como experimento de articulação 

entre arquitetura, memória sonora e movimento, 

concretizado na concepção de um vídeo-dança 

Prêmio Elizabete Anderele 2015.

São investigados os conceitos de preensão, 

memória e plano de imanência para sugerir a 

co-operação entre corpo e espaço e o destaque de 

estratégias para uma pedagogia da improvisação 

que privilegia uma prática de emancipação do lugar 

como ente também performativo. GIL, 2009.

O que é condicionado, quais são as condições 

permissivas mínimas para uma coerência na 

improvisação quando tratamos de integrar um 

contexto arquitetônico repleto de peculiaridades 

patrimônio histórico, por exemplo. Finalmente, ao 

abordar tais estratégias para identificar ambiente 

e sujeito sob uma perspectiva de co-emergência, 

defende-se neste artigo um paralelo com as 

concepções elaboradas pelas células-tronco, 

o microambiente e plasticidade, que denotam 

a indicação de possibilidades, mantidas em 

condição de instabilidades, definidas a partir de 

uma rede de colaboração e inibição Trainor, 2002 

Fuchs et al., 2004

Palavras-chave: Improvisação, filosofia processual, 

arquitetura, meio ambiente, memória.
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natalie lee

the uNiverSity oF hull

N.lee@2013.hull.ac.uk

Natalie Lee is currently completing her 

PhD at The University of Hull. Her research is 

concerned with contemporary arts practice 

and its applications within the field of social 

housing in the UK, specifically relating to 

notions of belonging and identity both individual 

and collective. She is interested in exploring 

the possibilities and practicalities of using 

arts practice not only on the immediate, 

community level but also as a form of political 

engagement and intervention within the social 

housing context. As an artist, she specialises 

in installation and solo performance, exploring 

themes of home and attachment to place. 

She aims to create work that subverts popular 

cultural/media narratives that exist around 

council estates and their residents. Performance 

work includes Parachuting 2016, Estate, 2014 

and 1 Roch Crescent 2009. She has presented 

papers as part of the New Scholars’ Forum at the 

2014 IFTR conference in Warwick and TAPRA 

annual conference, 2014, at Royal Holloway.

autoBiograPhy and soCial  

housing: PerforManCe-MaKing on  

the thornton estate

In this presentation I share elements of 

my research as a PhD student. Approaching 

my final year of study, my research concerns 

performance works that exist within areas 

of social housing. I investigate the effects of 

such practices in the immediate area they 

employ the basic elements of time, space, 

performer’s body and interaction between 

the performer and the audience to convey 

messages of societal injustices and or 

discrimination of a group of people, as well as 

project the ideals of the artist. The performance 

artist explores the limits of the body and uses 

it as the performance space and object. The 

practice of body art, as seen in scarification, 

tattoos and body painting as forms of 

beautification is a long existing practice among 

many cultures in Africa and some other parts 

of the world. However, the deliberate use of 

the body as a tool and the space to conceal 

and convey layered meanings by a performer 

in artistic public performances manifests as 

ontological alternative communication which 

construct socio-political meanings. This type of 

performances is scant and less studied.

Through direct observatory study, participant 

observation, analytical investigation of 

materials and interviews, this paper explores 

the public performances of Jelili Atiku as they 

recreate the performer’s body as a space of 

the performance and as mediated elements 

for the performance. Jelili Atiku is a Nigerian 

artist whose works focus on thematic issues of 

human violence, poverty, corruption, climate 

change etc., through a radical and ideological 

performance approach. His performance 

therefore denotes a theatrical context and 

social meaning which are constructed through 

the deployment of bodily tools to create 

imagery and figures that appeal to the social 

and political sense of the spectators.

outras teorias que auxiliam na construção desse 

pensamento é o hibridismo de Nestor Canclini 

e Homi Bhabha e a questão de identidade 

pensada por Zygmunt Bauman e Stuart Hall. 

Ademais, busca-se um pensamento para além 

dos estereótipos pré-estabelecidos, tentando 

entender as relações dos e nos corpos artistas 

nipo-brasileiros.

funMilola Cole

uNiverSity oF ibadaN Nigeria  

aNd kaNSaS State uNiverSity

aSakecole05@gmail.com

Funmi Cole is a scholar and practitioner of 

applied theatre from Nigeria. She has a B.A in 

Mass Communication from ooU Nigeria, a B.A 

in Theatre Arts from the University of Ibadan 

Nigeria and a Master’s Degree in Applied Theatre 

and Drama Therapy from Kansas State University 

USA. Her areas of research interests include 

Evolving Performance Styles in Africa, Drama and 

Performance Therapy/Theater for Development, 

and Childrens Theater and Theatre for the 

development of Children. She has coordinated 

and executed various projects that involve using 

theatre and performance techniques for human 

development in different settings including 

prisons and neuropsychiatric facilities.

Mediated Body and eMBodied sPaCe as 

ontologiCal ConCePts in jelili atiKu’s 

PuBliC PerforManCes

Modern performance arts is a veritable 

medium of expression through which artists 

theories that help in the construct of this 

thought is the hybridism of Nestor Canclini 

and Homi Bhabha and the inquiry around 

identity of Zygmunt Bauman and Stuart Hall. 

Furthermore, the search is for a thought 

beyond the pre-established stereotypes, 

trying to understand the relations of and in the 

Japanese-Brazilian artists bodies.

niKKei eM Cena: CorPo eM susPensão

Você é japonesa? Essa é uma pergunta 

comum a todos os descendentes de japoneses 

nascidos no Brasil. Apesar dos mais de 100 

anos de imigração japonesa ao Brasil, ainda há 

muitos estereótipos e imaginários em torno 

da figura do nikkei descendente de japoneses. 

E, nas artes da cena considerando aqui teatro, 

dança e performance, essa realidade não é 

diferente. o Brasil conta não só com a maior 

população de japoneses e seus descendentes 

fora do Japão, como também com o maior 

número de pesquisadores acerca do Japão na 

América Latina. No entanto, a questão da pouca 

representatividade dos descendentes nas artes da 

cena me intriga e me motiva. Minha investigação 

perpassa o conceito de mestiçagem e entende 

que este corpo, o do nikkei, está além das linhas 

de fronteiras que delimitam e encaixotam em 

apenas “ser japonês” ou “ser brasileiro”. A partir 

do entendimento da Teoria Corpomídia Katz & 

Greiner, em que corpo e ambiente se comutam e 

coevoluem simultaneamente e ininterruptamente 

e do entendimento deslocado da palavra japonesa 

Ma okano, propomos que o corpo nikkei está em 

suspensão e sempre em processo, ou seja, é um 

corpo que nunca “é”, mas sempre “está sendo”. 
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Christiane Martins

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

chriStiaNemartiNS@uSP.br

I began my academic career by obtaining 

a degree in Art Education from UDESC in 

2006, followed by a bachelors degree in Social 

Sciences at UFSC in 2009. I continued with 

a Masters degree in Arts at USP completed 

in 2012 with the thesis topic comparative 

analysis of the works Proyecto Filoctetes by 

Emílio García Wehbi and Project Embed by 

Mark Jenkins, which analyzed the hybridism 

in contemporary artistic productions and their 

nomenclatures. In 2016 I began a doctorate in 

Arts at USP, researching the poetic devices used 

by interventionist artists to create works that 

transform passerbyers into spectators.

From a PaSSer-by to a SPectator

This research aims to answer if related works, 

like the urban intervention Cegos by Desvio 

Coletivo, create images that allow to include the 

passer-by into the work, making him subject and 

object, admirer and admired, where we start to 

discuss about what is the border between observer 

and observed, fantasy and reality, if the work is a 

visibility device that allows to the spectator think 

about the space and time that he is inserted into.

Let’s take the assumption that Works of 

Relational Aesthetics create “another forms 

of common sens, another temporal devices, 

another communities of words and things, 

forms and meanings” RANCIÈRE: 2012, p. 99, 

and this is possible because there are the works 

at the public space, for the unaware passer-by, 

a two-hour walking tour around the town’s 

historic sights that is largely predicated on 

a sense of realness. In a kind of tripartite 

operation, the pageant relies on ostensibly 

real content as actors re-enact moments from 

the town’s history, locates its performances 

in real present-day site-specific locations, and 

animates real audience members to become a 

boon for the tourist economy. The pageant thus 

blends past, present, and future into a weave 

of performative time that is both affecting and 

effective for audiences, such that, as Artistic 

Director Donna Butt notes, “we [as audience 

members] are a part of the story,” caught in this 

cross temporality and motivated to preserve the 

unique Newfoundland culture.

This paper examines the ways in which 

temporal blending coupled with site-specificity 

operationalizes an affective real, with a particular 

focus on the apparent realness of historical past 

and its potential hauntings of both present and 

future realities. Making use of theories of affect 

and theatrical time, I begin by considering the 

ways in which the historical past may be used 

as a marker and maker of real identity using 

the work of Han-Thies Lehman, Elin Diamond, 

and Erin Hurley. I then consider the present-day 

realness invited by the pageant’s site-specificity 

and use of real locality. Finally, I examine notions 

of temporal affect vis a vis Rebecca Schneider 

and Sara Ahmed as a means of considering what 

real effect the pageant’s cross-temporality may 

have for the future of Trinity.

Keywords: site-specific, geography, Canada, 

affect, theatre of the real, time, temporal, culture, 

history, past, present, future

Kelsey laine jaCoBson

uNiverSity oF toroNto

JacobSoN.kelSeylaiNe@gmail.com

Kelsey is a current PhD candidate at the 

University of Toronto in the Centre for Drama, 

Theatre, and Performance Studies. Her dissertation 

considers the affective dimensions of realness 

onstage in contemporary performance. She 

previously completed her MA in Theatre and 

Performance at Queen Mary, University of London, 

UK and her BA Honours at Queen’s University 

in Kingston, Canada. Kelsey has won numerous 

awards and scholarships, and is currently 

supported by an ontario Graduate Scholarship, 

a University of Toronto Fellowship, and a Massey 

College Junior Fellowship. Kelsey has presented at 

various conferences including ATHE, CATR, and 

MATC, and most recently with her supervisor Dr. 

Kathleen Gallagher at three Taiwanese universities 

including the National Taiwan University. Kelsey is 

also a research assistant on two nationally funded 

projects at the University of Toronto, and is a 

founding director of the Centre for Spectatorship 

and Audience Research, which is the first North 

American home for critical audience and reception 

studies. In addition to her scholarly activities, 

Kelsey is active in the theatre community, 

previously as a Junior Researcher at Shakespeare’s 

Globe in London, UK and currently as a board 

member at Tarragon Theatre in Toronto, oN.

“’you Will reMeMBer’: loCating real 

neWfoundland in the trinity Pageant”

The Trinity Pageant in Trinity, Newfoundland, 

Canada aims to animate local culture through 

are situated, as well as the impact they have 

in the wider political and cultural dialogues 

concerning UK social housing policy. I have 

developed my own practice in this context, 

with an autobiographical performance, Estate 

2014, based on the council estate that I grew 

up on in Manchester, UK. My practice aims to 

destabilise and challenge popular cultural/media 

narratives that exist around council estates 

and their residents. Namely, the common trope 

of a broken, unusable system with broken, 

undesirable tenants. This presentation will 

specifically focus on a recent piece of work, 

Parachuting 2016, which was generated from 

time engaging with the Thornton Estate, Hull, 

UK. The Thornton Estate is an area where 

various arts projects exist, with the local 

development agency initiating an arts council 

funded project, Estate of the Nation which 

includes participatory artist in residence 

programmes. This presentation explores how 

my autobiographical performance-making sits 

alongside this focus on participatory practices 

and community engagement. Drawing on 

themes of aesthetics, representation, audience, 

and ethics, the presentation asks questions 

about what arts practices located within the 

field of social housing are saying about that 

particular context, and how autobiographical 

methodologies could be used to explore 

new ways of thinking about and presenting 

performances regarding social housing.
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social status… which have the most influence 

on theatre performers today? How do these 

facets fit into a mise-en-scène and how does 

the audience perceive them? Such questions 

urderpine my thesis project, ‘The Configuration 

of Identity in Basque Contemporary 

Experimental Theatre’, a multilayered framework 

involving historical, psychological, sociological, 

and anthropological approaches along with a 

comparative analysis of case studies, and my 

own artistic practice/reseach.

My presentation will focus on two examples of 

performance in order to highlight certain traits of 

identity that I have found to be relevant, not only 

for contemporary Basque theatre, but also to the 

methodology behind my approach to the project.

I will compare the experimental works of 

two women, Rakel Mazón, with her durational 

performance «Raqueta Brokovitx on the 

rocks» and my own, with my contemporary 

cabaret «Erbeste». Despite being structurally 

different, these two works share some defining 

characteristics: their questioning of cultural 

identity their use of an alter-ego to transcend 

autobiographical trauma related to gender and 

the empowering of the actresses -who also 

become the authors- through interaction with 

the audience in order to share experiences about 

their social reality.

These cases will serve us to reflect on ideas 

about cultural identity and the self, especially in 

relation to feminist and de-colonializing critique. 

These ideas, in turn, relate to the importance of 

PaR/PbR as the most appropriate procedural 

approach for the conceptual and methodological 

challenges the project entails.

raKel Marin eZPeleta

autoNomouS uNiverSity oF barceloNa

rakelezPeleta@hotmail.com

Rakel Marin Ezpeleta is an actress and singer 

born in Basque Country and based in Barcelona 

since 2001. She has a BA with Honours in Art 

History from University of Basque Country UPV/

EHU and a MA in Performance Studies from 

Autonomous University of Barcelona UAB and 

Theatre Institut IT.

For several years she has combined 

professional work as performer either in 

classical, experimental or popular forms with 

theoretical or academic research projects: In 

2007 and 2009 she was awarded grants from 

KREA to conduct a study on contemporary 

Basque theatre history in relation to postmodern 

theory during 2012-13 academic year she was a 

Research Assistant to Dr. Henry Daniel Simon 

Fraser University-Vancouver for research/

creation Project Barca: New architectures of 

Memory and Identity.

She is currently a PhD candidate in Theatre 

Studies Doctoral Program at UAB with a trans- 

disciplinary project about Identity Configuration in 

Contemporary Experimental Basque Theatre. Her 

project conflates historical, anthropological and 

sociological approaches to contemporary theatre 

in Basque Country, a case study of some current 

mise-en-scènes, and her own artistic practice.

identity, Culture and autoBiograPhy in 

BasQue ConteMPorary sCene

What are the facets of cultural identity 

personal memories, language, tradition, gender, 

obra funciona como dispositivo de visibilidade, 

possibilitando ao espectador a reflexão sobre o 

espaço temporal em que se encontra.

Partimos da hipótese de que obras de estética 

relacional criam uma realidade distinta, criam 

“outras formas de senso comum, outros dispositivos 

espaço temporais, outras comunidades de palavras 

e coisas, formas e significados” RANCIÈRE: 2012, 

p. 99, e isso é possível por estar as obras no espaço 

público, para o transeunte desavisado, criando 

imagens e sentidos que o impossibilita de antecipar 

o efeito da obra sobre ele.

Refletiremos sobre a analogia da vida social com 

a questão da teatralidade realizada por Erving 

Goffman, a qual um conjunto de signos presentes 

em um mesmo espaço interagem com o espectador, 

onde esse manipula impressões, chegando ao 

que Goffman chamou de fachada para definir o 

“equipamento expressivo de tipo padronizado 

intencional ou inconscientemente empregado pelo 

indivíduo durante sua representação” 2007. p. 29.

Disso buscaremos compreender a relação 

direta entre modos de produção e percepção 

artística e o campo da vida social, percebendo a 

influência mútua que uma exerce sobre a outra 

constantemente, podendo, muitas vezes, utilizar 

os mesmos elementos característicos como 

analogias capazes de defini-las e/ou explicá-las.

bibliograFia

GOFFMAN, Erving. A representação do eu na vida 
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RANCIÈRE, Jacques. O espectador emancipado. 

São Paulo: Editora WMF Martins Fontes, 2012.

Palavras-chave: Intervenção Urbana. 

Contemporaneidade. Recepção. Espectador.

creating images and senses that does not allow 

to forecast the effect of the work upon him.

We will reflect about the analogy of social life 

with the matter of theatricalism, made by Erving 

Goffman, to whom a set of signs that are in a 

same place, where it manipulates one’s emotions, 

reaching what Goffman named façade, to define 

“the impressive equipment of standardized type, 

deliberate ou unconsciously used by the individual 

during its representation” 2007. p. 29

From that point, we will try to unterstand the 

direct relationship among the artistic perception 

and production modes with the social life 

fields, noticing the mutual influencia that one 

constantly has on another, allowing to reuse the 

same typical elements as analogies capable of 

define and/or explain them.

bibliograPhy

GoFFMAN, Erving. A representação do eu na 

vida cotidiana. Petrópolis: Vozes, 2007.

RANCIÈRE, Jacques. o espectador 

emancipado. São Paulo: Editora WMF Martins 

Fontes, 2012.

Keywords: Urban Intervention. 

Contemporaneousness. Reception. Spectator.

de transeunte a esPeCtador

Tal pesquisa busca responder se obras 

relacionais, como a intervenção urbana Cegos do 

Desvio Coletivo, criam imagens que possibilitam 

incorporar o transeunte/espectador na obra, 

tornando-o sujeito e objeto, contemplador e 

contemplado, onde possamos discutir sobre quais 

são os limites entre observador e observado, 

arquitetura e cenário, ficção e realidade, se a 
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Proex researcher at UFRJ, in the Literature 

Theory Department, majoring in Comparative 

Literature/Cultural Studies. Her thesis is about 

the audiences role in nineteenth-century 

Brazilian theatre, particularly in Rio de Janeiro. 

She has professional experience as a teacher, 

playwright, cultural producer, and theatre critic. 

Her main subjects are nineteenth-century 

theatre history, dramaturgy, theatre criticism, 

identity, public sphere, reception theory, 

globalization, culture studies.

the theatre of a War: audienCe’s 

engageMent in BraZilian theatre under the 

Paraguayan War 1864-1870

This paper will examine relations between 

stage and audience during the period of the 

Paraguayan war that was fought between the 

Triple Alliance Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and 

Paraguay, one of the most relevant conflicts 

in nineteenth-century Brazil, that lasted from 

December 1864 to March 1870. As Leslie Bethell 

understands, it was the bloodiest inter-state 

war anywhere in the world between the end of 

the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 and the outbreak 

of the First World War in 1914. In order to 

investigate this historical period, we will focus 

on the production of the Lyric-Dramatic Cabral 

Company 1866-1870, a professional theatre 

company that during wartime, toured from the 

Court in Rio de Janeiro to the conflict venue in 

Rio Grande do Sul, and attracted great audiences 

to its performances in a climate of patriotic 

demonstration. The spectators’ engagement 

seemed to call for a theatre that could celebrate 

a unified nation, despite nineteenth-century 

mais intensificada pelo reconhecimento de dor no 

momento da incisão. Assim, o que um corte revela 

ou expõe no contexto de uma performance? O que o 

desvio do olhar problematiza no ato espectatorial? 

O que não se pode testemunhar mesmo que atraia 

o seu testemunho? A experiência pessoal do desvio 

do meu olhar de um corpo que gritava de dor em 

ato de perfuração – na performance Santuário Ring, 

de Martin OBrien e Sheree Rose - é usado como 

caso que guia a exploração da questão. Embora 

a fenomenologia de Maurice Merleau-Ponty 

enquadre essa incursão, as teorias de Jacques Lacan 

e George Bataille, acerca do olhar e do olho, são 

implementadas enquanto fundações importantes 

para esta investigação.

Palavras-chave: olho, ferida, intolerabilidade, 

espectador

andrea CarValho dos santos

uNiverSidade Federal do rio de JaNeiro (uFrJ)

aNdreacarvalhoStark@gmail.com

Andrea Carvalho Stark public name of 

“Andrea Carvalho dos Santos” was born in 

Rio de Janeiro - Brazil. She holds a Master´s 

degree in Theatre and Culture – major: Brazilian 

Theatre History and Historiography - from the 

Federal University of the Rio de Janeiro State 

UNIRIo with a dissertation about the Italian 

prima-donna Augusta Candiani Milan, Italy, 

1820- Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1890. From Rio de 

Janeiro Federal University UFRJ, she obtained a 

Bachelor´s degree in Languages and Literature 

and also a graduated in Liberal Arts/Education. 

Presently she is a PhD student and a Cnpq-

the desire to see, through a transgressive act, 

the hidden in the body, the onlooker cannot 

tolerate the act of looking at it. Such dynamics 

could be further intensified by the recognition 

of pain in the act of wounding. Thus, what does 

a cut reveal or expose in performance? What 

does the aversion of the gaze problematise in 

spectatorship? What is it that one cannot quite 

look at even if drawn to witnessing it? A personal 

“looking away” from the sight of a screaming 

body in pain whilst engaged in an act of 

perforation - in the performance Sanctuary Ring, 

by Martin o’Brien and Sheree Rose – is used as 

a guiding case to address the matter. Although 

the phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty 

frames this venture, aspects of the theories of 

Jacques Lacan and George Bataille, on the gaze 

and the eye, are employed as founding grounds 

for this investigation.

Keywords: eye, wound, intolerability, spectator

o Corte, o olho, e o desVio do olhar: uM 

estudo de Caso

Este artigo investiga o desvio do olhar no 

testemunho de incisões na performance artística. O 

desvio do olhar e/ou fechamento dos olhos parece 

ser uma reação espectatorial recorrente diante 

da iminência de um corte, onde a cegueira auto-

infligida protege contra a ameaça apresentada por 

um ato julgado “intoleravelmente real” Rancière, 

2009 para ser testemunhado. O corte da pele pode 

potencialmente evocar reações ambivalentes no 

espectador: apanhado pelo desejo de ver, através 

de um ato transgressor, o que se esconde no corpo, 

ele não pode tolerar a sustentação do seu olhar 

frente a tal ato. Essa dinâmica poderia ser ainda 

Keywords: Experimental theatre, Basque, 

identity, autobiography, women artists, 

contemporary culture, contemporary society.

alessandra Montagner

uNiverSidade eStadual de camPiNaS (uNicamP)

aleSSaNdramoNtagNer@gmail.com

Alessandra Montagner is a doctoral candidate 

at the State University of Campinas BR, 

performer, and director. She holds an M.A. in 

Dance Theatre: The Body in Performance from 

Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance 

/ City University of London, and a B.A. in Acting 

2004 and a B.A. in Directing 2006, both, from 

the Federal University of Santa Maria BR. Her 

research interests focus on: spectatorship, 

theatrical and performative aesthetics, 

performative writing, and directing and devising. 

She is currently developing her doctoral research 

as a practice-led investigation on spectatorship 

and shock in contemporary performance.

the Cut, the eye, and the aVersion of the 

gaZe: a Case study

This paper investigates the aversion of 

the gaze in the witnessing of wounding in 

performance. The act of looking away and/

or closing one’s eyes seems to be a recurrent 

spectatorial reaction to the imminence of a cut, 

where an self-inflicted blindness guards against 

a threat posed by a deed judged “intolerably 

real” Rancière, 2009 to be witnessed. The 

breaking of the skin can potentially evoke 

ambivalent responses in the viewer: caught in 
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como apontou Ruth Manus em um artigo publicado 

no jornal O Estado de São Paulo. Ela afirma 

que os jovens de hoje -- aqueles que já estão no 

mercado de trabalho -- fazem parte da geração 

que não busca segurança, não se preocupa com a 

estabilidade material e está disposta a correr riscos. 

Pessoas que não querem possuir um carro ou uma 

casa, que abandonam seus empregos formais e 

buscam novos padrões de sucesso baseados em 

uma vida simples. No entanto, isso confronta com o 

futuro que seus pais visualizaram para eles, e essa 

fricção os coloca em um momento de crise.

Esse pensamento será apresentado por meio de 

dois exemplos de montagens teatrais -- Brasil e 

Argentina -- e assim será possível articular como 

a tensão do estar entre o Real e o Ficção no teatro 

pode ser relacionada com a aflição que este público 

está vivendo.

Palavras-chave: Crise Ficção Real Realidade 

Liminaridade Público Dramaturgia.

tessa Buddle

uNiverSity oF glaSgow

t.buddle.1@reSearch.gla.ac.uk

Tessa Buddle is a PhD researcher at the 

University of Glasgow, in receipt of a studentship 

from the Arts and Humanities Research Council 

AHRC. Her practice-as-research PhD explores 

the intersections of the various utopian impulses 

in her own theatre practice. Primarily concerned 

with dramaturgy, collaboration and touring 

theatre,Tessa’s PhD project will attempt to take 

‘utopia on tour’. Devising and touring a new 

performance, the project explores concepts 

South America is facing a crisis moment, as Ruth 

Manus pointed in an article published in the 

newspaper o Estado de Sao Paulo. She affirms 

todays young adults – those ones already in the 

labor Market -- are part of the generation that 

do not seek safety, do not care about material 

stability, and are willing to take risks. People who 

do not want to own a car or house, who abandon 

their formal jobs and seek new standards of 

success based on a simple life. However, this 

confronts with the future their parents visualized 

for them, and this friction put themselves in a 

moment of crises.

This thought will be enunciated by giving 

two examples of theater productions – Brazil 

and Argentina -- and so it will be possible to 

articulate how the tension of being between Real 

and Fictional in theater can be related to the 

affliction this audition is facing.

Keywords: Crisis Fiction Real Reality Liminality 

Audience Dramaturgy.

“Correr risCos” é o Que Quer o PúBliCo  

da noVa geração

O objetivo deste artigo é lançar a reflexão sobre 

o texto de Erika Fischer-Lichte, Realidade e Ficção 

no Teatro Contemporâneo, e o teatro na América 

do Sul. Ao analisar o artigo foi possível identificar 

que o movimento ao qual se refere a autora – e que 

causa uma experiência de crise -- desarmou o teatro 

do realismo psicológico e ficcional propondo uma 

ruptura através do real manifestado pela presença do 

corpo fenomenal do ator dentro da narrativa teatral.

Essa ideia dicotômica será relacionada com o 

fato de que o público da nova geração na América 

do Sul está enfrentando um momento de crise, 

giselle freire

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

FreiregiSele@uSP.br

I am actress and theater producer since 2000. 

In Brazil I worked with the theater group Tapa for 

3 years. During this time we studied Tennessee 

Williams one-act plays, and from this process 

was born the research of my Master in USP. I am 

also the founder of the theater company called 

Quase Nada. The company was created in 2004 

and since 2011 we have being researching the 

Panic Theater of the Spanish autor Fernando 

Arrabal. In 2008 I performed the play Maresia 

in London as a result of the partnership with 

Cia. Latissimus Enterprise Festival 2009. I also 

a drama teacher and since 2015 I am working in 

Associação Cultura Inglesa in São Paulo. I direct 

plays with English learners where they have the 

experience of acting in speaking English.

“taKe risKs” thats What the audienCe of 

neW generation Wants

The purpose of this paper is to launch the 

reflection on the text of Erika Fischer-Lichte, 

Reality and Fiction in Contemporary Theater, and 

South America theater. In analyzing the article 

it was possible to identify that the movement to 

which the author refers has disarticulated the 

theater of psychological and fictional realism 

proposing a rupture through the real manifested 

by the presence of the phenomenal body of the 

actor within the theatrical narrative. And these 

facts causes an experience of crises.

This dichotomous idea will be related to the 

fact that the audience of new generation in 

Brazilian plural and fragmented society. This 

audience was composed of Brazilians and 

foreign nationals, mainly men and women from 

elite groups, but also commercial workers, young 

intellectuals and students, who formed a cultural 

community inside the theatre building. Italian 

operatic arias, dramas and comedies by Brazilian 

and Portuguese playwrights, French drama 

and operettas, orchestral music – including 

the Brazilian National Anthem – were part 

of a repertoire that reflected the spectators’ 

intellectual emancipation – as Jacques Rancière 

understands the term – rather than a didactic 

or simply entertaining intention. Rancière´s 

community definition - “the measure that 

governs the community is directly incorporated 

into the living attitudes of its members”- and the 

emancipated spectator – the one that asserts the 

equality of intelligence and opposes “intellectual 

emancipation to popular instruction” - 

theoretically underpin our approach to highlight 

the audience´s active role that might reveal 

more about a society than any other kind of 

artistic production in nineteenth-century Brazil.

Keywords: Paraguayan war Second Empire 

19th century Brazilian theatre.

o teatro da guerra: o engajaMento da 

Plateia no teatro Brasileiro durante a 

guerra do Paraguai (1864-1870)
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Johannesburg in a way that engages social 

identity and practices as emergent through 

the daily material enactment of relationships 

between people, things, landscape, structures, 

elements, institutions. Though the textures of 

daily life are my focus, these textures inevitably 

connect to issues of political power mobility and 

immobility economy, work and livelihood and 

popular culture. My paper poses the question: 

how might participatory drama and participatory 

theatre as a final artistic product offer 

fragmented but valuable insights into the daily 

life of contemporary Bertrams? What might 

these insights expose of a multi-perspective, 

emergent inner-city Johannesburg space-

becoming-place?

Keywords: participatory, theatre, public art, 

urban spaces, relational ontologies.

anna White-noCKleBy

harvard uNiverSity

awhiteNockleby@FaS.harvard.edu

Anna White-Nockleby is a PhD candidate 

in Romance Languages and Literatures at 

Harvard University. Her research focuses on 

contemporary theater and film in Latin America, 

particularly as it intersects with memory 

politics, economics and trends in technology 

and representation. She has published reviews 

in Theatre Journal and Informe Escaleno and 

has written on documentary theater, site-

specific performance and the relationship 

between economic circumstances and theatrical 

aesthetics. She is currently writing a dissertation 

routes create, that continually shape and are 

shaped by the built environment. Her interest 

is foundationally underpinned by notions 

of becoming of cities and people - and the 

relationship between them that constructs the 

urban – as constantly in a process of emergence. 

outside of her research she works with 

environmental activism theatre company, Well 

Worn Theatre, and continues to make her own 

performance work. She teaches part-time at the 

Market Theatre Laboratory and the University of 

Witwatersrand Drama Division and writes for a 

daily radio soap opera.

MaKing With johannesBurg: inVestigating 

sPaCe and PeoPle through theatre and 

PerforManCe PraCtiCes

My PhD research has been to explore how 

participatory theatre and performance practices 

might be useful in understanding the ways in 

which people and city spaces are in a constant 

relational construction of one another through 

daily actions. I have been working in Bertrams, 

one of the oldest inner city suburbs, running 

a year-long series of participatory drama 

workshops with local institutions to explore 

participants’ daily experiences, routes and ways 

of living. The workshops culminated in a street 

theatre/walking tour I created with a small cast 

of professional actors performing alongside 

participants from the drama groups. In this paper 

I draw on Claire Bishop’s thinking around public 

art and the ways that aesthetics and ethics 

can be held in productive tension. I explore 

how theatre and notions of theatricality might 

contribute to understandings of contemporary 

rather than a place’, and sociologist Ruth Levitas 

argues for an even more nuanced consideration 

of this trend, by suggesting that ‘utopia as 

method’ requires a recognition of, not simply 

openness, but ‘provisionality and dialogue’.

This practice-based research explores the 

limits and possibilities of such provisionality and 

dialogue in collaborative performance practice, 

theorizing this experience as a contingent 

utopia. The research aims to bring together the 

latent utopianism of collaborative performance 

practice, with contemporary understandings 

of utopia, to generate new knowledge about 

theatre’s utopian function.

alexandra halligey

uNiverSity oF caPe towN

alexhalligey@gmail.com

Alex Halligey is a PhD candidate with the 

University of Cape Town’s Drama Department 

and the African Centre for Cities. Up until 2012 

she worked predominantly as a theatremaker 

and performer in South Africa. Her work 

frequently included participatory artistic 

projects concerned with issues of social justice 

and development. In 2013, having completed 

a Masters in Performance Studies at NYU, 

she returned to South Africa to pursue a 

PhD, combining critical theory with her more 

practical skills to think through how theatre and 

performance as public art might work with city 

spaces and city people. Her concern is with the 

performance of everyday lives the gestures and 

routes, and the narratives these gestures and 

such as indeterminacy, plurality and reflexivity 

– terms that are common to the contemporary 

discourses surrounding both performance 

practice and utopia.

Tessa has a BA in Theatre Studies 

from Lancaster University, and her MA 

in Contemporary Arts from Manchester 

Metropolitan University was a practice-based 

research project titled The Dramaturgy of Utopia. 

She has previously presented her research at 

international conferences in the UK, and to 

groups of students and peers. Tessa is a founding 

member of The Suitcase Ensemble theatre 

company, and works as a freelance performer, 

director, dramaturg and project manager.

Contingent utoPias in CollaBoratiVe 

PerforManCe PraCtiCe

Can the collaborative experience in 

performance be considered a contingent 

utopia? What might an understanding of such 

experience reveal about the utopian function of 

collaborative theatre making?

From collaborative devising projects to 

performances that call upon the participation 

of spectators, this research considers 

how collaboration in performance creates 

contingent utopias.

over the history of utopian thinking, and 

since the 1960s especially, there has been 

a shift in emphasis from utopia as a static 

blueprint, towards utopia as a more open, 

transformative process. Henri Lefebvre called 

for an ‘experimental utopianism’ in architecture, 

art critic Alison Green asks if utopia might seem 

more ‘palatable’ if we considered it ‘a drive 
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teatro eM BeléM: PoétiCas, MeMórias e 

MilitânCias 1964-1992.

A presente comunicação tem por objetivo discutir 

a relação entre teatro e política no contexto da 

ditadura militar brasileira 1964-1985 na região 

amazônica, mais especificamente na cidade de Belém 

do Pará. Estudos sobre as práticas cênicas na capital 

paraense no século XX são importantes caminhos 

para se pensar e perceber os encontros entre a arte 

a sociedade. Os anos controlados pelos militares 

foram momentos de uma intensa produção cultural, 

na qual os artistas de teatro estavam imiscuídos 

com diversas linhas de pensamento e produção. As 

décadas que antecederam o regime militar, em Belém 

do Pará, foram marcadas pela intensa atividade do 

chamado teatro amador e de estudante, articulados, 

nacionalmente, por Paschoal Carlos Magno, a principal 

referência brasileira do século XX para esse tipo de 

fazer teatral. Os artistas e intelectuais paraenses 

promoveram seus trabalhos pautados no princípio de 

modernizar os palcos locais, por meios dos produtos 

culturais pensados e produzidos pela tradição erudita 

e, também, pelas vanguardas contemporâneas. Nesse 

sentido, a partir da década de 1960, a produção teatral 

em Belém vai, paulatinamente, dialogando com as 

novas conjunturas sociopolíticas nacionais. Esse novo 

contexto é analisado, neste trabalho, a partir das 

discussões de Hobsbawm 2013 sobre os fracassos das 

vanguardas, cujo mostra que o projeto modernizante 

do s intelectuais do século XX não conseguiram 

criar mecanismos que dialogassem de fato com os 

fatores da contemporaneidade. Para fundamentar 

a relação entre teatro e a realidade brasileira no 

período da ditadura militar, fundamentamos nossas 

discussões na análise de Heloísa Buarque de Holanda 

1981, que mostra a intensa experimentação dos 

theatre in BeleM: PoetiCs, MeMories and 

MilitanCies 1964-1992.

This paper aims at analysing theatre and 

politics during Brazilian military dictatorship 1964-

1985 in the Amazon region, specifically in Belém, 

capital of Pará state, Brazil. We are concerned 

about how art and society meet during military 

regime as an intense cultural production emerged, 

while theatre artists were committed to different 

thoughts and kinds of production. The decades 

prior to the regime, in Belém city, were marked 

by an intense amateur/student´s theatre activity, 

articulated by Paschoal Carlos Magno, a reference 

figure in 20th century Brazilian amateur theatre. 

Artists and intelectuals from Pará promoted their 

works based on the principles of local theatre 

modernization, by creating cultural products that 

followed tradition and contemporary avant garde. 

In this sense, since the 1960´s, theatre production 

in Belém has been establishing a dialogue with 

the Brazilian social political context. This paper 

discusses this process by considering Hobsbawm 

2013 on his thought about the avant-garde, that 

demonstrates a lack of dialogue between the 

contemporary and the intelectuals modernization 

project. Underpinning this discussion we also 

consider Heloísa Buarque de Holanda 1981 when 

she analyses artists and intelectuals revolutionary 

project for art and society, motivated by their 

political engagement in the period. In this way, 

beyond systematizing the datas collected, we can 

build an analysis on Pará theatre production under 

a context of multiple meanings in the Brazilian 

contemporary history.

Keywords: Theatre - Belem – Military 

dictatorship

Moguillansky discover creativity both in their 

attempts to secure financial compensation, 

and in their scrutiny of the market. At the 

same time, they connect dramaturgical 

potential to the communication necessary to 

navigate the market, prompting a rethinking 

of the relationship between artistic labor and 

money. Thus the play dramatizes and calls into 

question the often unacknowledged economic 

circumstances behind artistic work.

jose denis de oliVeira BeZerra

uNiverSidade Federal do Pará

deNiSletraS@yahoo.com.br

Denis Bezerra JoSÉ DENIS DE oLIVEIRA 

BEZERRA is graduated in Languages and 

Literature from the State University of Para 

UEPA and has a Master´s degree in Literature 

Theory from the Federal University of Para UFPA, 

where he is a teacher of Drama and Theatre 

History since 2014, working at the Drama 

School with actor´s training and theatre history 

research, after starting his teaching career in 

2011 at UEPA, Faculty of Letters. He is presently 

finishing his thesis under the supervision of 

Professor Antônio Maurício Dias da Costa, about 

modernity and avant-garde theatre in the city 

of Belem 1941-1968, at UFPA - Amazonia Social 

History Post-graduation Program. Also he is an 

actor with a degree from the Technical School of 

Dance and Theatre at UFPA. He works under the 

main themes: Brazilian theatre, Amazonia State 

culture/theatre, education, memory.

about the artistic production following 

Argentina’s financial crisis of 2001. Building on 

her work as a Fulbright fellow in Buenos Aires, 

this project focuses on work that illuminates and 

critiques the relationship between aesthetics 

and the market during precarious times.

“draMatiC exChange: Por el dinero  

and the staging of finanCe in  

21st Century argentina”

The title of the 2013 play by Argentine artist 

couple Luciana Acuña and Alejo Moguillansky, 

Por el dinero, could be followed by a question 

mark. What, indeed, does an artist create 

“for the money,” and how does this relate to 

what one does for love? Acuña a dancer and 

Moguillansky a filmmaker offer up their own 

lives – and livelihoods – as the raw material for a 

documentary theater production that ultimately 

questions to what extent economic constraints 

impact artistic decisions. The staging of this 

conundrum is particularly significant in the 

context of Argentina’s recent economic past. 

Just 12 years prior to the premier of Por el dinero, 

Argentina suffered its biggest economic crisis 

in history, in which the state defaulted on $130 

billion in foreign loans, savings accounts of the 

middle class plummeted, and a staggering 50% 

of the country fell below the official poverty line. 

By 2013, rapid inflation was again stifling wages 

and so-called “vulture funds” were demanding 

compensation for 2001 losses. Under those 

circumstances, the play asks us to reflect 

on how changing economic circumstances 

impact not only artists, but also the artwork 

produced. As my paper will argue, Acuña and 
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nos perguntamos: a experiência do Teatro do 

Sentenciado na periferia do capitalismo não teria 

também algo a revelar da experiência social e 

cultural global?

Palavras-chave: Teatro e Prisão Resistência Cultural

Paola loPes ZaMariola

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

Paola.loPeS.zamariola@gmail.com

Paola Lopes Zamariola develops a Doctoral 

Research in Performing Arts from the 

Universidade de São Paulo, under the orientation 

of Sílvia Fernandes. She holds a Master’s 

degree from the same institution and also a 

specialization of Visual Arts from Arts Institute 

from the Universidade Estadual de Campinas. 

She works as an actress, director and art director, 

as well as executing projects involving artistic 

and pedagogical practices. Since 2016 she has 

been an editor of Aspas magazine.

the deMoCraCy in MexiCo 1965-2015

As part of the Doctorate Contemporary Latin 

American scene: correspondences between 

the dissident theatricalities of now, of yore and 

to come, the communication presents the first 

works of the research carried out by the group 

Lagartijas Tiradas al Sol from the project La 

Democracia en México 1965-2015. From the 

eponymous book of the writer Pablo González 

Casanova written in 1965, the creators Luisa 

Pardo and Gabino Rodriguez reflect on the 

contradictions linked to the democratic ideals 

fifty years after the publication of Casanova. 

teatro do sentenCiado: resistênCia 

Cultural das Classes PoPulares

O foco deste trabalho, fruto de pesquisa 

de doutorado em andamento, é o Teatro do 

Sentenciado, expressão cunhada por Abdias 

Nascimento para descrever as experiências de 

encenação desenvolvidas no interior da unidade 

prisional em que esteve encarcerado. Tal produção 

teatral diz respeito às representações realizadas 

dentro da penitenciária do Carandiru no período 

de 1941 a 1944. Ao sair da prisão, fundou o Teatro 

Experimental do Negro – TEN. A experiência teatral 

que examinaremos ocorreu antes da fundação 

do TEN, protagonizada por sujeitos altamente 

invisibilizados na nossa sociedade, constituindo-se 

também como resistência cultural e étnica, uma 

vez que já na década de 40 o perfil da população 

carcerária possuía raça, classe social, faixa etária e 

grau de escolarização específicos. O fato de Abdias 

ser um militante do movimento negro, encarcerado 

por três anos, permite também refletir sobre que 

impactos a população carcerária da época pode ter 

promovido em sua trajetória. O sujeito encarcerado 

será compreendido como pertencente a setores 

historicamente marginalizados da sociedade 

brasileira. A contextualização de nossa discussão 

se dará a partir da compreensão de que este teatro 

se refere às expressões das classes populares 

da sociedade brasileira e, portanto, é necessário 

recapitular as relações entre tais setores de extração 

popular e o mundo do teatro na história brasileira. 

Com apoio no pensamento de Roberto Schwarz 

2003 e 2006, de quem tomamos emprestado 

para nossa reflexão o aspecto da especificidade 

do local, em especial a ideia de que a periferia tem 

condições de revelar algo específico do global, 

do Sentenciado, an expression coined by Abdias 

Nascimento. This theatrical production concerns 

the representations made inside the penitentiary of 

Carandiru from 1941 to 1944. Shortly after he was 

released, he founded the Teatro Experimental do 

Negro - TEN. The theatrical experience that we will 

examine took place before the founding of the TEN, 

and was carried out by individuals who are highly 

invisible in the Brazilian society, constituting also as 

cultural and ethnic resistance, since already in the 

forties the profile of the Brazilian prison population 

had specificities of race, social class, age group and 

schooling level. The fact that Abdias is a militant of 

the black movement, who was imprisoned for three 

years, also allows to reflect on what impacts the 

prison population of that time may have promoted 

in his trajectory. The incarcerated individual 

will be understood as belonging to historically 

marginalized sectors of Brazilian society. The 

contextualization of our discussion will be based 

on the understanding that this theater refers to 

the expressions of the popular classes of Brazilian 

society and therefore it is necessary to recapitulate 

the relations between such sectors of popular 

extraction and the world of theater in Brazilian 

history. With support in the thinking of Roberto 

Schwarz 2003 and 2006, of whom we borrow 

for our reflection the aspect of the specificity of 

the place, especially the idea that the periphery 

is able to reveal something specific of the global, 

we ask ourselves: the experience of the Teatro do 

Sentenciado in the peripheries of capitalism, would 

not also have something to reveal of the global 

social and cultural experience?

Keywords: Theater and Prison Cultural 

Resistance

artistas e intelectuais envolvidos com o projeto 

revolucionário para arte e para a sociedade 

nacional, impulsionados pela efervescência do clima 

de mobilização política provocada pela época. Dessa 

maneira, propomos a análise da produção teatral 

paraense nesse contexto de múltiplas significações 

para a história contemporânea brasileira.

Palavras-chave: Teatro – Belém – Ditadura Militar.
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and also Licentiate in Performing Arts - from 

the Federal University of the State of Rio de 

Janeiro 2008, a Masters Degree in Performing 

Arts from the Federal University of the State 

of Rio de Janeiro 2007 and is a PhD student 

in the Postgraduate Program in Performing 

Arts at the School of Communications and 

Arts of the University of São Paulo USP. She is 

currently Adjunct Professor, level I, of the Federal 

University of the State of Rio de Janeiro. She 

has coordinated the Degree in Theater at Unirio 

and was Head of the Department of Theater 

Education. She works in the university extension 

coordinating in partnership with other teachers 

the Extension Culture in Prision Program.

teatro do sentenCiado: Cultural 

resistanCe of the PoPular Classes

This paper is a result of a doctorate research 

in progress, the work is focused on the Teatro 
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the German Unification 1871, where 25 duchies 

and principalities joined the Kaiserreich, there 

seems to be a need for a common cultural identity 

or a national spirit which was displayed in these 

historical presentations. Methodologically my 

approach is rooted in theatre historiography 

influenced by New Historicism Greenblatt. My 

PhD thesis uses concepts of theatricality and 

understands the 19th century as a theatrical era 

Peter W. Marx. I will use archival material such as 

photographs, sketches, newspaper clippings etc., 

as tracks and traces Ginzburg while understanding 

them as techniques of orientation Krämer.

ana Zanandréa

uNiverSidade Federal do rio graNde do Sul (uFrgS)

aNazaNaNdrea@yahoo.com.br

Currently, theatre director and PhD student 

at “Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do 

Sul” with research focus on theatre direction 

and creative process. Master in Performing 

Art Studies 2012 from the “Université de Nice- 

Sophia Antipolis” and the “Université Libre de 

Bruxelles” European Commission scholarship. 

Bachelor in Theatre Direction 2009 by the 

“Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul”. 

Ana Paula was also a performing arts special 

student for half year at the “Universidade Trás-

os-Montes e Alto Douro-Portugal” financed 

by the “Programa de Bolsas Luso-Brasileiras” 

Santander Bank grant. Between 2014 and 2016, 

she lectured theatre direction and acting at 

“Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul”. 

Her most important works as theatre director 

and commercial exhibitions, bourgeois festival 

culture and the representations of sovereignity in 

the urban context of Frankfurt am Main.

staging festiVity. historiCal entertainMent 

in late 19th Century franKfurt

Already in Antiquity people gathered for festivals 

in order to generate a particular cultural self-

consciousness or a specific notion of community 

through theatrical presentations. My PhD thesis 

deals with these “agencies of theatrical display” 

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett in festivals, exhibitions, 

historical reenactments and tourist attractions 

in the urban context of late 19th century 

Frankfurt am Main Germany. I am interested in 

the ways the social event itself as well politics, 

architecutral space, exhibitions, artistic and musical 

compositions assumed a theatrical sensibility. I 

will examine the role of theatrical festivities for 

the construction of community and identity in 

late 19th century Frankfurt am Main. I will do this 

by analyzing both real and virtual images which 

were applied in order to give visible form to the 

political and social order of civic society. Following 

Kati Röttger, I understand theatricality as “a mode 

of perception”. It also produces “spectacular 

events for the spectator” Féral/ Bermingham. 

Theatricality is an act of representation that works 

at the unstable border between fact and fiction, 

reality and illusion. In my paper, I will analyze and 

compare three spectacular theatrical set ups that 

focused on historical representation of Frankfurt’s 

own history: The urban festivities „Alt-Frankfurter 

Tage“ old Days of Frankfurt 1896, „Altstädtisches 

Fest“ Historic City Festival 1905 and „Riesenschau 

Alt-Frankfurt“ old Frankfurt 1912. Considering 

da realidade e a produção de ficção, as obras Vera 

Cruz 2016 e Tijuana 2016 abordam questões 

ligadas à violência de Estado presente nos diferentes 

territórios do México. Ao final do projeto os 

criadores pretendem criar 32 obras, uma para cada 

estado mexicano, e suas múltiplas experiências com 

a democracia. Ao articular o projeto La Democracia 

en México com os campos conceituais do agora, 

do outrora e do porvir que orientam a construção 

da presente tese, almeja-se que tais eixos auxiliem 

no debate acerca da crise das representações na 

América Latina nas últimas décadas, tanto na arte 

quanto na política. Como reflexo deste contexto, 

as teatralidades dissidentes, como as elaboradas 

pelo Lagartijas Tiradas al Sol e outras singulares 

experiências da cena latino-americana, demarcam 

na atualidade a possibilidade concreta de se 

produzir rupturas com a ordem estabelecida ao 

cogitarem novas hipóteses de futuro.

Christina VollMert

uNiverSity oF cologNe

chriStiNa.vollmert@gmail.com

Christina is a PhD candidate at the 

Department of Media Culture & Theatre at the 

University of Cologne where she also completed 

the masters’ programme in Theatre and Art 

History. She is a research assistant at the 

Theaterwissenschaftliche Sammlung, the theatre 

archive in Cologne. At the Schauspielhaus in 

Cologne she also worked as an assistant director. 

The working title of her dissertation is “A 

Media-Cultural History of Fin de Siècle Frankfurt 

a.M.” In this project, she examines industrial 

Through different procedures related to the 

documentation of reality and the production of 

fiction, the works Vera Cruz 2016 and Tijuana 

2016 address issues related to the State violence 

present in different territories of Mexico. At 

the end of the project the creators intend to 

create 32 works, one for each Mexican state, 

and their multiple experiences with democracy. 

By articulating the project La Democracia 

en México with the conceptual fields of the 

now, the yore and the to come that guide the 

construction of this thesis, it is hoped that such 

axes will help in the debate about the crisis of 

representations in Latin America in the last 

decades, both in art as in politics. As a reflection 

of this context, the dissident theatricalities, such 

as those elaborated by the Lagartijas Tiradas 

al Sol and other unique experiences of the 

Latin American scene, currently demarcate the 

concrete possibility of producing ruptures with 

the established order when considering new 

hypotheses of the future.

a deMoCraCia no MéxiCo 1965-2015

Como parte do doutorado “Cena latino-americana 

contemporânea: correspondências entre as 

teatralidades dissidentes de agora, de outrora e do 

porvir”, a comunicação apresenta as primeiras obras 

da pesquisa realizada pelo grupo Lagartijas Tiradas 

al Sol no projeto La Democracia en México 1965-

2015. A partir do livro homônimo do escritor Pablo 

González Casanova escrito em 1965, os criadores 

Luisa Pardo e Gabino Rodriguez refletem sobre as 

contradições ligadas aos ideais democráticos 50 

anos após a publicação de Casanova. Através de 

diferentes procedimentos ligados à documentação 
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and more specifically, the actor NeyPiacentini 

also a PhD student at the University of São Paulo 

and author of this proposal. The idea is to expose 

how, over twenty years of research and scenic 

productions, the interpreters of the São Paulo 

association have appropriated the dialectical 

mode of acting, circumscribed in dramaturgies 

in which the contradiction of the terms served as 

the north to the works. The two main references 

of our investigations are the German author 

Bertolt Brecht and the Russian director and actor 

Constantin Stanislávski. The intersection, in the 

field of interpretation, of the two great names of 

the world theater, promoted in Brazilian lands, 

plus the approaches of the Company itself, is 

what interests this analysis.

o ator dialétiCo

O ator dialético trata da trajetória dos elencos 

da Companhia do Latão, agrupamento teatral 

sediado na cidade de São Paulo- Brasil e, mais 

especificamente, do aprendizado do ator Ney 

Piacentini também doutorando na Universidade 

de São Paulo e autor dessa proposta neste âmbito. 

A ideia é expor como, ao longo de vinte anos de 

pesquisas e produções cênicas, os intérpretes da 

agremiação paulistana foram se apropriando do 

modo dialético de atuar, circunscrito em dramaturgias 

nas quais a contradição dos termos serviu de norte 

para os trabalhos. As duas principais referências 

das nossas investigações são o autor alemão Bertolt 

Brecht e o diretor e ator russo Constantin Stanislávski. 

O cruzamento, no campo da interpretação, dos dois 

grandes nomes do teatro mundial, promovido em 

terrras brasileiras, acrescido dos enfoques da própria 

Companhia, é o que interessa a esta investigação.

como base para esta reflexão a bibliografia existente 

sobre o tema, especialmente de Sophie Proust e 

Jacques Derrida, complementada por entrevistas 

com diretores e atores.

Palavras-chave: encenação, direção de atores, 

destinerrância, processo de criação.

ney PiaCentini

uNiverSidade de São Paulo (uSP)

Ney.PiaceNtiNi@uSP.br

Ney Luiz Piacentini holds a Masters Degree 

in Theater Pedagogy and a PhD from the 

School of Communication and Arts ECA at 

the University of São Paulo PPGAC USP. He 

wrote the books Eugênio Kusnet: from actor 

to teacher and revived Stanislavski org. with 

Paulo Fávari, both in 2014. He published, among 

others, the articles The politicization of an 

actor through a theater group in the magazine 

Pitágoras 500 of the Department Stanislávski 

and Toporkov: a profitable relationship between 

director and actor, in the Moringa Magazine 

of the Department of Performing Arts of the 

Federal University of Paraíba UFPB. He has 

been an actor in the Brass Company since its 

foundation in 1997 and in 2016 he premiered his 

first monologue - Mirrors, a transcription of the 

homonymous tales. Mirror by Machado de Assis 

and Guimarães Rosa, directed by Vivien Buckup.

the dialeCtiCal aCtor

The dialectical actor deals with the casting 

process of Companhia do Brass, a theatrical 

grouping based in the city of São Paulo-Brazil, 

and Jacques Derrida, and complemented by 

interviews with actors and directors.

Keywords: staging, actors’ direction, 

destinerrance, creative process

enCenar Para aléM da estreia: 

destinerrânCias no ProCesso  

de direção de atores

O final do século XIX é marcado pelo surgimento 

e pela afirmação do encenador como artista. Desde 

então, suas funções e competências vêm sendo 

constantemente revistas, questionadas e tensionadas. 

Esta  tendência à destinerrância do encenador põe 

em causa algumas certezas que permeiam o seu 

métier, como a de que o diretor não influenciaria o 

andamento da apresentação pública do espetáculo. 

Se por um lado é verdade que a maioria dos diretores 

tendem a se afastarem da cena com a eminência 

da estreia, por outro lado, alguns encenadores 

abalam esta lógica ao interferirem diretamente no 

andamento das apresentações.

Em guisa desta premissa, a presente pesquisa 

propõe a investigação das implicações do encenador 

dentro do processo de criação teatral para além da 

estréia do espetáculo. Através do estudo de caso, 

propõe-se analisar os meios pelos quais o diretor 

se manifesta durante a apresentação pública do 

espetáculo, objetivando entender esta dinâmica 

que, além de um resultado cênico, reforça o caráter 

processual das apresentações. A hipótese lançada 

é de que estas manifestações poderiam corroborar 

para prolongar o processo de direção de atores 

mesmo após a chegada do público.

Uma atenção especial será dada ao 

desenvolvimento dos conceitos de direção de atores 

e destinerrância aplicados ao encenador. Servirão 

are “Concentração” 2015 and the trilogy “o País 

de Helena” 2009.

staging Beyond the PreMiere: 

destinerranCe in aCtors’ direCtion ProCess

The end of the 19th century is known for the 

emergence and the affirmation of the theatre 

director as artist. His functions and competences 

are since then in constant review, tension and 

question. This tendency to the destinerrance 

questions some basic assumptions that surround 

the theatre director like, for example, that he 

does not influence the play during the public 

performance. If it is true that most of directors tend 

to get away from the stage as the opening comes, it 

is also possible to find directors who break with this 

logic as they take a place on stage and interact in 

the performance while the public is present.

Considering this introduction, the present 

research aims to investigate the theatre 

director’s implication during the creative process 

beyond the opening of the play. The analysis 

of various ways that the director manifests 

himself during the public performance will be 

conducted by developing a case study. The 

primary research objective is to understand 

this dynamic that provokes not only the scenic 

result but reinforces the processual character 

of performances. I hypothesize that these 

manifestations help to extend the actors’ 

direction process beyond the public arrival.

Special attention will be given to the 

development of the concepts of actors’ direction 

and destinerrance applied to the theatre 

director. The basis for this reflection will be the 

bibliographical references by Sophie Proust 
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em vários espetáculos: Ricardo II, de William 

Shakespeare, Peça Coração, de Heiner Müller, A bilha 

quebrada, de Henrich Von Kleist, e Torquato Tasso, 

de J. W. Goethe. Além dos trabalhos como atriz, 

Luah Guimarãez frequentemente ministra oficinas e 

orientação artístico-pedagógica nestas instituições: 

SP Escola de Teatro, Núcleo Experimental de Artes 

Cênicas do SESI, Escola Superior de Artes Célia 

Helena, Oficina Cultural Oswald de Andrade, ECA 

no CAC USP e Escola de Dança de Santo André.

traVessia

This project proposes to investigate my 

artistic experience of the crossing - Travessia in 

the light of Stanislávski études. The crossing- 

Travessia is a procedure of pedagogical and 

artistic work where, from a fictional material 

novels, short stories, novels or dramaturgy, the 

experience of the living by a collective of work 

is privileged. It is an artistic experience that I 

have been doing in my own work processes and 

also in classes with actors in training. The term 

crossing – Travessia - was used for the first time 

in 2008 during the dramaturgical research of 

the show The Idiot - a theatrical novel 2010-

2012, by mundana companhia, direction of Prof. 

Dra. Cibele Forjaz Simões.

Between 2010 and 2013 I worked with the 

Russian director Adolf Shapiro and from this 

experience of rehearsing and building the shows, 

I began to study the last years of the opera and 

Dramatic Art Studio created by Stanislávski at 

the end of his life 1935 to 1938. During these 

years the Russian actor, director and theoretician 

develops a new way of working in the essays: 

the analysis of the piece and role through 

Theater Institute – SITI, fundada e co-dirigida por 

Anne Bogart e Tadashi Suzuki 1997 e mantém o 

sistema Viewpoints como fonte de treinamento e 

pesquisa. Em 2007 fundou a mundana companhia 

ao lado de Aury Porto. Em 2016 finalizou a Pós 

Graduação latu sensu com Especialização em 

Interpretação pela Escola Superior de Artes Célia 

Helena. E em 2017 inicia sua pesquisa de mestrado 

na ECA USP com o projeto chamado Travessia.

Os seus trabalhos de maior visibilidade em teatro 

foram: com a mundana companhia Na Selva das 

Cidades - em obras 2016,2017 e O Idiota – uma 

novela teatral 2010-2012 ambos dirigidos por Cibele 

Forjaz , este último recebeu vários prêmios entre eles 

o Prêmio especial APCA 2011 Pais e Filhos e Tchekhov 

4 – uma experiência cênica, ambos dirigidos pelo 

diretor russo Adolf Shapiro  2010- 2013  Let’s just 

kiss and say good-bye dirigido por Elisa Otahke A 

Bruxinha Atrapalhada, dirigido por Marcia Abujamra 

sobre o livro homônimo de Eva Furnari Arena conta 

Danton dirigido por Cibele Forjaz 2004 Mostra de 

Dramaturgia Contemporânea 2001-2004 realizada 

em parceria integral com o SESI , que lhe rendeu, 

por sua atuação, o Prêmio Especial da APCA em 

2003 e o Prêmio Shell 2002 na categoria especial 

por idealização e curadoria À Margem da Vida 

1998-1999, de Tennessee Williams, direção de Beth 

Lopes e produção da atriz Regina Braga, espetáculo 

pelo qual foi indicada para o Troféu Mambembe e o 

Prêmio APETESP na categoria de Atriz Coadjuvante 

Esperando Godot 2001, de Samuel Beckett, dirigido 

por Cristiane Paoli-Quito Um céu deestrelas 1996, 

com direção de Lígia Cortez e adaptação de Jean-

Claude Bernardet, Fernando Bonassi e Tata Amaral. 

Durante cinco anos 1992-1996, atuou na Companhia 

Razões Inversas, sob a direção de Marcio Aurelio, 

Cieślak, Ludwik Flaszen, Thomas Richards, Mario 

Biagini, François Kahn, Jennifer Kumiega and 

others. In this analytic review some terminologies 

created by other important artists – Constantin 

Stanislávski, Antonin Artaud, Gordon Craig, 

Michael Chekhov, Peter Brook, Rudolf Laban, 

Luís otávio Burnier, Renato Ferracini and others 

– are also going to be explored and compared, 

showing how the same paradox and pragmatic 

problem of the scenic work was expressed 

or discussed in different ways different terms 

and conceptions. The second part of this work 

presents the Paratheatre – projects accomplished 

by the Polish group Laboratory Theatre from 1970 

to 1982 under the guidance of Jerzy Grotowski 

– and the analysis of the intersection between 

structure-spontaneity in theses paratheatrical 

propositions. The aim here is to demonstrate 

how, in Paratheatre, where apparently there was 

no scenic structure play or demonstration or 

something similar, the dimension structure/form/

score nevertheless existed, arranged in various yet 

subtle different ways.
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projetos encenados há 25 anos. Formada em Artes 

Cênicas pela UNICAMP 1987-1991, participou do 
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companhia nova-iorquina Saratoga Internacional 
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Has PHD and Master Degree in Performing 

Arts from Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

University of Campinas, UNICAMP, Brazil, under 

the guidance of Prof. Matteo Bonfitto and Prof. 

Tatiana Motta-Lima. Graduated in Performing 

Arts at the Universidade Federal do Rio de 

Janeiro UNIRIo, Brazil. During her undergraduate 

and graduate studies has been receiving 

scholarships from the Brazilian government 

and research institutions CNPq, CAPES and 

FAPESP. Since 2000, works professionally as 

actress and producer. Studied with Briget Pannet 

Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts in London, 

Benes Markes Living Theater, New York and 

Grotowski´s partners Thomas Richards, Mario 

Biagini, Mietek Janowski, Andrzej Paluchiewicz 

and Brazilian masters.

ConjunCtio oPPositoruM

The central theme of this paper is the notion 

of Conjunctio oppositorum, term used by Jerzy 

Grotowski to express the paradoxical intertwining 

between structure and spontaneity in the 

performing work. Grotowski probably borrowed 

this term from Carl Jung’s books, especially the 

ones in which he was dialoging with Alchemy 

knowledge and vocabulary. The first and main 

objective focused here is to provide a brief 

historical analysis and a bibliographic review 

of the theme, showing where and how this 

paradoxical issue was discussed by some artists, 

particularly by Grotowski and his partners Ryszard 
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Vida e rePresentação nas linguagens do 

teatro e da PerforManCe

Este estudo reflete sobre as possíveis relações 

entre o teatro e a performance, na questão do 

ator ou performer, bem como do espectador ou 

participante. Através do aprofundamento nas 

teorias específicas, pensando neste caso, onde os 

limites entre tais características são localizados, 

percebendo que eles não são fixados e inflexíveis, 

pelo contrário, eles se movimentam o tempo inteiro. 

Tais limites estão localizados simultaneamente 

entre pólos como realidade e ficção e pertencem ao 

mesmo tempo aos dois extremos. Sob o prisma dos 

pontos de concentração teóricos da performance 

as pesquisas de Richard Schechner e Renato Cohen 

com seus estudos e revisões sobre as teorias da 

performance e a linguagem da performance art. 

Acrescento a visão contemporânea de Josette 

Féral sobre as influências mutuas do teatro e da 

performance. Juntamente com o campo do teatro, 

através de Antonin Artaud e o teatro da crueldade, 

demonstrar como as indagações e propostas da 

performance art já vinham sendo desenvolvidas 

previamente em diversas áreas artísticas, como o 

teatro. Esta pesquisa demonstra que há questões 

primordiais da linguagem da performance como 

a aproximação com a vida, o afastamento da 

representação e a busca pelo acontecimento no 

instante presente, que já permeavam os estudos 

teóricos de Artaud no início do século XX. Através 

do aprofundamento dessas questões, a performance 

apresenta novas potências sobre o público, ativando 

uma percepção que acontece mais sensorialmente, 

que impulsiona o agir coletivamente e estende a 

vivência da ação para o instante presente.

life and rePresentation in the languages 

of theater and PerforManCe

This study reflects on the possible relations 

between theater and performance, on the 

issue of the actor or performer as well as the 

spectator or participant. Through the deepening 

of specific theories, thinking in this case, where 

the boundaries between such characteristics 

are located, realizing that they are not fixed and 

inflexible, on the contrary, they move all the time. 

Such boundaries are located simultaneously 

between poles as reality and fiction and belong 

at the same time to the two extremes. Hereby 

of the theoretical points of concentration of 

performance the researches of Richard Schechner 

and Renato Cohen with their studies and reviews 

on performance theories and the language of 

performance art. I add the contemporary vision of 

Josette Féral about the mutual influences of theater 

and performance. Together with the field of theater, 

through Antonin Artaud and the theater of cruelty, 

demonstrate how the questions and proposals 

of performance art had already been developed 

previously in various artistic areas, such as 

theater. This research demonstrates that there are 

primary questions of the language of performance 

such as the approach to life, the distance from 

representation and the search for the event in the 

present moment, which already permeated the 

theoretical studies of Artaud in the early twentieth 

century. Through the deepening of these questions, 

the performance introduces new powers to the 

audience, activating a perception that happens 

more sensorially, that drives the action collectively 

and extends the experience of the action to the 

present moment.

ativo e presente. Este projeto tem como objetivo, 

então, aprofundar o estudo da análise ativa de 

Stanislávski e, através dele, ampliar as possibilidades 

de entendimento e prática da “travessia” enquanto 

experiência artística e pedagógica.
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Tem experiência na área de Artes, com ênfase em 

Artes Cênicas. 

Atualmente pesquiso o espectador como 

participante e co-criador em trabalhos que 

unem teatro e performance através do projeto, 

A linguagem da performance e público como 

participante.

action, better known as active analysis, thus 

through the practice of the études radicalizes 

the experience of the living In search of an 

active and present actor. The purpose of this 

project is to deepen the study of Stanislávski 

active analysis and, through it, to expand the 

possibilities of understanding and practicing 

the crossing - Travessia as an artistic and 

pedagogical experience.

traVessia

Este projeto propõe investigar minha experiência 

artística da “travessia” à luz dos études de 

Stanislávski. A “travessia” é um procedimento de 

trabalho pedagógico e artístico onde, a partir de 

um material ficcional romances, contos, novelas 

ou dramaturgia, privilegia-se a experiência do vivo 

por um coletivo de trabalho. É uma experiência 

artística que venho realizando em meus próprios 

processos de trabalho e também em aulas com 

atores em formação. O termo “travessia” foi usado 

pela primeira vez em 2008 durante a pesquisa 

dramatúrgica do espetáculo O Idiota – uma novela 

teatral 2010-2012, pela mundana companhia, 

direção da Profa. Dra. Cibele Forjaz Simões.

Entre 2010 e 2013 trabalhei com o encenador russo 

Adolf Shapiro e a partir desta experiência de ensaios 

e construção dos espetáculos, comecei a trilhar um 

caminho de estudos sobre os últimos anos do Estúdio 

de Ópera e Arte Dramática criado por Stanislávski 

no fim de sua vida 1935 a 1938. Durante esses anos, 

o ator, diretor e teórico russo desenvolve uma nova 

forma de trabalho nos ensaios: a análise da peça 

e do papel através da ação, mais conhecida como 

“análise ativa”, assim através da prática dos études 

radicaliza a experiência do vivo em busca de um ator 
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Estadual de Campinas UNICAMP. She was a 

Doctoral student 2011-2015 funding Capes 2011-

2013 / FAPESP 2013-2015 and now is a Post-

Doctoral researcher funding FAPESP 2016-2017 

in Education from the Universidade de São Paulo 

USP. She has been a trainer for actors, educators 

and theater teachers since 2001 and is dedicated 

to cultivating and updating dramatic practices of a 

living tradition in a contemporary work on oneself.

draMatiZation as VehiCle and 

Manifestation of a WorK on oneself

This communication is based on the empirical 

investigations of dramatization, a poetic 

experience that asks the temporary acceptance 

of an illusion in the incarnation of a behavior 

(Caillois, 1990) of all its participants, who take 

turns between imitate by the means of action 

and watch these simple improvisations.

In the context of this research, dramatization is 

seen as the vehicle and manifestation of a type 

of work on oneself (Gurdjieff, 1993 ouspensky, 

1995), in a search for self-formation, whether 

or not it is professionals of the Performing Arts 

(Cabrera, 2015).

It has been tried to gather conditions so that 

in the processes of dramatization the performer 

realizes that many inner processes happen 

simultaneously with to act or to play roles: 

unnecessary muscular tensions, mental rigidity 

and closure of sentiment, which interpose the 

direct contact of the performer with oneself 

and, consequently, a genuine encounter with 

his partners. In the practices of dramatization 

work is done on the attention, simple but 

arduous basis, so that the performer cultivates 

de conferir territórios de dissolução entre vida e arte 

nas artes presenciais. Evocando ainda os estudos 

de Richard Schechner, Gaston Bachelard, André 

Lepecki e Matteo Bonfitto, busca-se refletir sobre os 

diferentes modos de percepção e alteridade do ator-

performer em relação aos espaços de criação.

Nesse contexto errante, de uma poética em 

curso, as ações do performer brasileiro surgem a 

essa escrita como forma de ampliar e potencializar 

certos pensamentos sobre questões concernentes 

à presença nas artes da cena. Das artes visuais 

por formação, suas fotos e videoperformances nas 

quais se coloca presente, em carne e potência, 

registram a radicalização da experiência de imersão 

em ambientes naturais e, mais além, promovem 

a dissolução de fronteiras entre as linguagens 

artísticas em favor de uma verdade que emerja da 

relação com a paisagem.

Nômade, esse artista dotado de raízes móveis e 

que deambula entre territórios implica em um sujeito 

cuja identidade se constrói em trajetória. O contorno 

de sua produção se faz então pela relação profunda 

– mas sempre móvel! – que estabelece com o seu 

entorno, o que demanda desse artista modos mais 

sensíveis de percepcionar os espaços e o tempo.

Palavras-chave: Espaço Performance Vida e Arte.

theda CaBrera
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Theda Cabrera s artist-educator and storyteller 

of oriental oral tradition. Studied Bachelors 

Degree 1997-2000 and Masters Degree 2002-

2004 in Performing Arts in the Universidade 

of conferring territories of dissolution between 

life and art in the live arts. Further evoking the 

studies of Richard Schechner, Gaston Bachelard, 

André Lepecki and Matteo Bonfitto, it is sought 

to reflect on the different modes of perception 

and alterity of the actor-performer in relation to 

the spaces of creation.

In this wandering context, of an ongoing 

poetics, the actions of the Brazilian performer 

appear to this writing as a way to broaden 

and potentiate certain thoughts on questions 

concerning the presence in the arts of the scene. 

From the visual arts through formation, their 

photos and video performances in which they 

present themselves, in flesh and power, record 

the radicalization of the experience of immersion 

in natural environments and, furthermore, 

promote the dissolution of frontiers between 

artistic languages in favor of a truth that emerge 

from the relationship with the landscape. 

Nomad, this artist endowed with moving roots 

and wandering between territories implies a 

subject whose identity is built on a trajectory. 

The outline of its production is then made by 

the deep relationship - but always mobile! - 

which establishes with his surroundings, what 

demands of this artist more sensitive ways of 

perceiving spaces and time.

Keywords: Space Performance Life and Art.

PrátiCas ereMitas: a PerforManCe de 

rodrigo Braga e a Construção de esPaços 

de intiMidade.

A partir do conceito “artista radicante”, de Nicolas 

Borriaud, esse ensaio pretende visitar o trabalho do 

performer brasileiro Rodrigo Braga com o objetivo 

MoaCir roManini jr.
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romaNiNi2014@gmail.com

Moacir Romanini Junior is an actor-perfomer, 

director, teacher and theatrical researcher. He 

graduated in Performing Arts from the State 

University of Londrina in 2006 - where he was 

also a temporary teacher in 2013 - and a Master 

of Arts from Unicamp. He was a professor, 

director and cultural manager for seven years 

in Paraná, where he also directed more than 

ten shows and contributed to the formation 

of Danunó Cia de Teatro. Together with the 

Department of Social Assistance and Health 

Secretariat, he was a theater professor for 

eight years, ministering the classes for different 

programs. In São Paulo he is part of Cia Cavala 

de Theatre and the Six + 1 Dance Company. He 

recently began his PhD research by Unicamp, 

under the guidance of Matteo Bonfitto, in which 

he studies under Latin American Earth-body-art.

In the course of his career, the following are the 

main practical experiences: Mário Biagini Italy, 

Claudio Mássimo Paternó Italy, Matteo Bonfitto 

Junior Performa, Carlos Simioni Lume, Naomi 

Silman Lume, Ana Cristina Colla , Fernando 

Montes Colombia, Maria Thais Balagan, Inês 

Marocco UFRGS and Thais D’Abronzo UEL.

herMit PraCtiCes: the PerforManCe of 

rodrigo Braga and the ConstruCtion of 

sPaCes of intiMaCy.

From Nicolas Borriauds concept of radiant 

artist, this essay intends to visit the work of the 

Brazilian performer Rodrigo Braga with the aim 
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to the performative theatre (FÉRAL, 2008). The 

methodology reconciles bibliographic review, 

interviews with the group, follow-up of essays 

and presentations.

Keywords: group theatre, political theatre, 

contemporary theatre, performative theatre, 

Latin-American theatre

o PotenCial PolítiCo do teatro 

ConteMPorâneo nas Criações do Magiluth

Desde 2004, talvez a principal característica 

do Magiluth, grupo teatral pernambucano, seja 

uma produção explicitamente vinculada ao 

real. Nos âmbitos social, político, ou até mesmo 

individual, os criadores dialogam enfaticamente 

com o real nas suas montagens, de modo 

que questões como o lugar do espectador, a 

presença do ator/performer, ficção/realidade 

e dimensão processual são discussões 

transbordantes nos espetáculos.

A partir da análise teórica da trajetória 

do Magiluth e, mais especificamente, do 

seu espetáculo mais recente, o ano em 

que sonhamos perigosamente, a intenção é 

investigar como o grupo está lidando, em sua 

escritura cênica, com questões nevrálgicas do 

real, como as tensões políticas e econômicas. A 

experiência reflexiva e crítica sobre o trabalho 

do Magiluth pretende ainda discutir pontos 

fundantes para o grupo, como a noção de jogo 

(HUIZINGA, 2012). Além disso, as proposições 

para o encaminhamento dessa pesquisa 

estão alinhadas a questões do próprio teatro 

contemporâneo, desde a tensão entre texto 

e cena com a crise do drama (SZoNDI, 2011) 

até o teatro performativo (FÉRAL, 2008). A 

Cenas Curtas 2013, Festival Janeiro de Grandes 

Espetáculos JGE 2013, Mostra Capiba de Teatro 

2011, 2012, 2013, Festival Palco Giratório-Recife 

2012 and she has also written reviews for many 

festivals including Porto Alegre em Cena, Festival 

de Curitiba, Cena Contemporânea and Festival 

Recife do Teatro Nacional.

the PolitiCal Potential of the 

ConteMPorary theatre in the  

Creations of Magiluth

Since 2004, perhaps the main characteristic 

of Magiluth, a theatrical group created in 

Pernambuco, in Northeast of Brazil, is a explicitly 

production linked to the real. In social, political, 

or even individual contexts, creators dialogue 

emphatically with the real in their plays, so that 

issues such as the place of the spectator, the 

presence of the actor/performer, fiction/reality 

and procedural dimension are overflowing 

discussions in the spectacles.

From the theoretical analysis of Magiluths 

trajectory, and more specifically from his 

most recent play, o ano em que sonhamos 

perigosamente The Year in which We Dream 

Dangerously, the intention is to investigate how 

the group is dealing, in its scenic writing, with 

neuralgic questions of the real, such as political 

and economic tensions. The reflexive and critical 

experience about Magiluth´s work still intends 

to discuss founding points for the group, such 

as the notion of game (HUIZINGA, 2012). In 

addition, the propositions for the direction of this 

research are aligned with issues of contemporary 

theatre itself, from the tension between text and 

scene with the crisis of drama (SZoNDI, 2011) 

trabalha-se sobre a atenção, base simples mas 

árdua, para que o atuante cultive sua capacidade 

de receber impressões, de acolhê-las integralmente. 

Numa ética-poética obtida por meio das próprias 

dramatizações, no seio de um trabalho realizado 

em grupo, gera-se um campo de experiência para 

o atuante, para seus partners e para potenciais 

espectadores. Na busca por afinar o funcionamento 

interior do atuante é que pode transbordar uma 

qualidade extraordinária para sua expressão e 

comunicação dramáticas, podendo atingir um 

contato de coração a ser coração.

Palavras-chave: Dramatização. Trabalho sobre si. 

Ético-poética. Experiência. Atuante.
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and cultural producer, Pollyanna Diniz is 

pursuing a Masters Degree in Performing Arts at 

the Universidade de São Paulo USP. Membership 

of International Association of Theatre Critis 

IACT, she is also one of the creators of the blog 

Satisfeita, Yolanda? www.satisfeitayolanda.

com.br, which is a web page specialized in 

theatre reviews, interviews and news about 

performing arts. As a journalist, she has worked 

at Diario de Pernambuco newspaper, the main 

newspaper in Recife, writing about theatre and 

visual arts. She has also worked at Rede Globo 

Nordeste and TV Universitária. She was guest 

reviewer of Mostra Internacional de Teatro de 

São Paulo MITsp 2016, 2015 and 2014, Festival 

its capacity to receive impressions, to accept 

them integrally. In a ethic-poetic obtained by 

the means of the dramatizations themselves, in 

a group work, a field of experience is generated 

for the performer, for his partners and for 

potential spectators. In the search of the fine 

tuning in the inner workings of the performer 

is that it can overflow an extraordinary quality 

for its communication and expression dramatic, 

reaching a contact from heart to heart.

Keywords: Dramatization. Work on oneself. 

Ethic-poetic. Experience. Performer.

draMatiZação CoMo VeíCulo e 

Manifestação de uM traBalho soBre si

Esta comunicação tem como base as 

investigações empíricas de dramatização, 

experiência poética que pede a aceitação 

temporária de uma ilusão na encarnação de um 

comportamento (Caillois, 1990) de todos os seus 

participantes, que se revezam entre imitar por meio 

da ação e assistir à estas improvisações simples.

No contexto desta pesquisa, a dramatização é 

encarada como veículo e manifestação de um tipo 

de trabalho sobre si (Gurdjieff, 1993 Ouspensky, 

1995), numa busca por autoformação, seja ou não 

de profissionais das Artes Cênicas (Cabrera, 2015).

Tem-se buscado reunir condições para que nos 

processos de dramatização o atuante se aperceba 

de que muitos processos interiores acontecem 

simultaneamente ao de atuar ou representar 

papéis: tensões musculares desnecessárias, 

rigidez mental e fechamento do sentimento, que 

obstaculizam o contato direto do atuante consigo 

e, consequentemente, um encontro genuíno com 

seus partners. Nas práticas de dramatização 
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earth, Water , fire and sCreens : 

PerforMing  Materiality & interMediality 

on stage

Post 1990s, in urban India specifically in New 

Delhi, one can notice the emergence of a parallel 

new aesthetics loosely called “Gender Based 

Theatre” in the works of select women directors 

Amal Allana, Anamika Haksar, Anuradha Kapur, 

Maya K Rao, Neelam Mansingh who have explored 

the question of gender,body and space on stage. 

In the wake of cases of sexual violence, right wing 

cultural assertion and the forces of neoliberalism, 

their works have evolved in complex ways. My 

research attempts to read the feminist debates 

created within an aggressive conversion of all 

urban spaces into neo-liberal spaces, reflecting the 

effects of globalization, through the conflicts and 

anomalies arising out of their work. I am using the 

framework of Partha Chatterjee’s civil and political 

society in relation with Janelle Reinel’s theory 

of mediated dramaturgy and citizenship to see 

that how these works endorse as well challenge 

the disciplinary formations and assumptions of 

contemporary investment in market logic and 

notions of freedom.

This paper approaches the works of 

Neelam Mansingh and Maya Rao through the 

transformative character of a ‘material’ used 

on stage to its ‘materiality’ which is visible and 

seeks attention from the audience. It is insightful 

to draw a parallel between Mansingh’s recurrent 

usage of an array of objects and inclusion of 

elements such as fire, earth, water, ice with Rao 

who also uses everyday objects but extends it 

further by incorporating intermediality , thereby 

both producing different kind of materialities. By 

na possibilidade de escutar silêncios, espaços, 

imagens, movimentos e dizeres de objetos, e mais 

ainda o fluxo de relações entre eles, é o propósito 

desta pesquisa. Persigo a relação integrativa 

entre o produto dos sentidos como pensamento 

total em ação, onde os limites dos sentidos não se 

apresentam totalmente delimitados, de maneira 

estanque, mas sim em movimento, se comportam 

como territórios híbridos, criando espelhamentos 

e multiplicidades cognitivas. Este trabalho propõe 

reflexões para uma cartografia da escuta, de forma 

em que possamos adentrar e desenhar espaços 

multiversos, ligados a um possível entendimento da 

construção da percepção como pensamento total.

Palavras chave: Escuta, movimento, corpo, 

pensamento em ação, performance
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completed his MPhil from JNU and submitted his 
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Chowdhry. His areas of interests include 

Postcolonial theatre, Modernism, Post modernism 
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of perception that isolate the auditory act in 

performance. The creative process through the 

study of performance, as well as the pedagogical 

development of perception, are points of view of 

this research. From the physiological phenomenon 

of the codification of sounds and musicality, 

to the metaphorical dimension residing in the 

possibility of listening to silences, spaces, images, 

movements and “sayings of objects”, and even 

more the flow of relations between them, is the 

purpose of this research. I pursue the integrative 

relation between the product of the senses 

as total thought in action, where the limits of 

the senses are not completely delimited, in a 

sealed way, but in movement, behave as hybrid 

territories, creating mirroring and cognitive 

multiplicities. This work proposes reflections for 

a cartography of listening, so that we can enter 

and draw multiverse spaces, linked to a possible 

understanding of the construction of perception 

as total thought.

Keywords: Hearing, movement, body, 

perception, thought in act, performance

esCuta do MoViMento

Este artigo compartilha os resultados de uma 

investigação que mapeia as noções de escuta 

na constituição do ato performativo. A pesquisa 

almeja expandir a extensão da escuta como relação 

sinestésica e questionar padrões de percepção que 

isolam o ato auditivo na performance. O processo 

criativo através do estudo da performance, bem 

como o desenvolvimento pedagógico da percepção, 

são pontos de vista desta investigação. Desde 

o fenômeno fisiológico da codificação de sons e 

musicalidade, até a dimensão metafórica residente 

metodologia concilia revisão bibliográfica, 

entrevistas com o grupo, acompanhamento de 

ensaios e apresentações.

Palavras-chave: teatro de grupo, teatro político, 

teatro contemporâneo, teatro performativo, 

teatro latino-americano
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hearing to MoVeMent

This article shares the results of an investigation 

that maps the notions of listening in the 

constitution of the performative act. Research 

aims to expand the extent of listening as a 

synaesthetic relationship and to question patterns 
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their own particular customs and traditions. 

Within the Banjara community, the ritualized 

expression of sorrow and mourning by women 

has acquired its own meaning and style which 

has been followed through the centuries as 

the part of their nomadic cultural life. This 

communal expression of sorrow, called ‘Dawalo’ 

in the Banjara Ghormati dialect, is used during 

occasions of happiness, sadness, meeting with 

a loved one, various cultural rituals, and death 

rituals. This paper focuses on the lamentation 

rituals of the women of the Banjara community, 

its mode of performance, and its role in 

historical times associated with nomadism of 

the community and its present occurrence in 

the Telangana State of India. The above study 

draws on material collected through intensive 

field work among the Banjara community in the 

Govindpur Thanda of Telangana.
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Christopher Dowling is currently studying at 

the University of Warwick, his interest in theatre 

and performance having taken an academic turn 

after 3 years of writing, directing and producing 
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prestigious fringe venues. Hailing from the UK’s 

second city, Birmingham, he hopes to pursue 

his academic and artistic interests within and 

about a place very often conceived of as having 

no literary nor theatrical culture of its own in the 

hopes of shining a light on the wonderful and 

substantiate the theatrical integrity of these 

emergent art. The overall objective is to 

interrogate the tenuous borderlines of genre 

to posit them as “in-between and betwixt” 

theatre forms due to the different cultures 

of their parturition, on the one hand, and the 

many artistic genres of not only stage and 

screen but also of virtual and live realities, that 

they straddle, on the other.
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laMentation rituals of WoMen in a 

noMadiC CoMMunity: a study of the 

daWalo ritual aMong the Banjaras in 

goVindPur thanda, telangana.

Communal expressions of sorrow, lamentation 

and happiness, are frequently found in such 

communities around the world and have 

strongly performative features. India has various 

indigenous tribal communities which have 

numerous conferences across the globe. one 

of his most cherished publications is the Igbo 

language translation of Chinua Achebe’s 

Things Fall Apart titled, Ihe Aghasaa. Dr. 

Nwankw’ lives in Awka, Anambra State, with 

his wife and two sons.

froM stage to Virtual sPaCe: trans-generiC 

huMour in eMergent theatre and neW 

Media afriCan CoMedies

owing to bad economy, live theatre in 

sub-Saharan Africa witnessed a decline 

from the mid-1980s, leading by the 1990s 

to expressions in less-expensive mediums. 

In the last decade, however, new media—

facilitated by the internet and cable TV—has 

aided the proliferation of a virtual theatre 

of mostly comedic skits, of which there are 

different forms, largely unified by their cross-

generic nature, postcolonialist stance, piebald 

cultural origins and predisposition to humour-

generation. Academic research has paid little 

or no attention to these emergent forms 

especially from the purview of theatre studies. 

This exactly is what my essay seeks to do 

through comparatively examining purposively 

selected news videos and their edited hilarious 

versions distributed on social media. Their 

authors are mostly anonymous, but their 

senses of humour and theatre are evident 

in these works. Homi Bhabha’s theorizing 

on cultural hybridity and the “third culture” 

emergences inform the predilection of my 

essay on the multicultural influences of these 

skits, while Richard Schechner’s postulation 

on theatre and performance is deployed to 

critically examining these materialities , this 

paper tries to capture the tensions between 

the ephemeral/material and explore if the 

potential networks of spaces opened by the 

objects and mediatization, transmit or dispute 

neo-liberal spaces.
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como mitos, danças dramáticas, cerimônias, 

inscrições, literatura.  A pesquisa tem como 

objetivo refletir sobre a perda de referências 

de outras culturas, como a egípcia, a partir da 

demarcação da origem do teatro do ocidente na 

Grécia Antiga. Autores como Baty e Chavance 

1932 em “Vie de l’art théatral des origines 

a nos jours” trazem relato de papiros com 

textos dramatúrgicos do Antigo Egito com 

uma estrutura muito similar a encontrada em 

textos posteriores de autores gregos. Com 

a ajuda destes autores e também de Araújo 

2000, que traz uma análise da literatura 

do Egito faraônico com vários exemplos de 

textos de representações teatrais, e também 

de diretores/pensadores do Teatro como 

Brook 1970 e Grotovski 1992, com o auxílio de 

Campbell 1997, especialista em mitos, iremos 

traçar um caminho de busca de respostas e 

aprofundamento, em que, certamente, outros 

autores serão chamados para dialogar conosco.

Palavras-chaves: Teatro Formação Egito 

Sagrado História processos de transmissão.
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theater in old egyPt and the searCh for the 

saCred in the WorK of the theater artist

This work intends to investigate the 

relationship between the theater and the sacred 

through the culture of Ancient Egypt and its 

transmission processes, such as myths, dramatic 

dances, ceremonies, inscriptions, literature. The 

research aims to reflect on the loss of references 

of other cultures, such as the Egyptian, from the 

demarcation of the origin of Western theater in 

Ancient Greece. Authors like Baty and Chavance 

1932 in Vie de l’art théatral des origines a nos 

jours bring papyrus accounts with dramaturgical 

texts from Ancient Egypt with a structure very 

similar to that found in later texts of Greek 

authors. With the help of these authors and 

also Araújo 2000, which brings an analysis of 

the literature of Pharaonic Egypt with several 

examples of texts of theatrical representations, 

as well as directors / thinkers of the Theater 

as Brook 1970 and Grotovski 1992 With the 

help of Campbell 1997, a specialist in myths, 

we will trace a path of search for answers and 

deepening, in which other authors will certainly 

be called to dialogue with us.

Keywords: Theater Formation Egypt Ancient 

Sacred HistoryTransmission processes.

teatro no antigo egito e a BusCa Pelo 

sagrado no traBalho do artista teatral

Este trabalho pretende investigar a relação 

entre o teatro e o sagrado através da cultura do 

Antigo Egito e seus processos de transmissão, 
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Culture of the State of São Paulo And in the state 

of Paraíba, where he currently resides. She was 

a teacher at the Free School of Theater in Santo 

André SP and the School-Theater Célia Helena SP. 

From 2001 to 2003, she was a substitute professor 

at the Department of Arts of the UFPB, assuming 

the status of effective as of 2008, in the Theater 

Course of the Department of Performing Arts, 

of the same institution, where she teaches and 

develops research, preferably in the Theater area 

-Education. Masters degree in education by the 

Graduate Program in Education, UFPB, defended 

in 2006 a dissertation on the theme Theater 

and awareness: a look at the movement Bailei na 

Curva 1982-1985. She is currently coordinator of 

the degree course in Theater and Research Group 

Theater in Education, theater line and teacher 

training. He is a member of the NDE Teaching 

Structuring Nucleus responsible for the PPCs of the 

important work being created within this much-

neglected hotbed of creativity.

“youth as, and youths using, a sPaCe of 

radiCal oPenness”

Taking its cue from bell hook’s seminal 

essay, this presentation considers the liminal 

space of ‘Youth’ as one which displays and 

performs a radical openness. For the purposes 

of this provocation I define ‘Youth’ as a space 

occupied both physically and conceptually by 

those individuals aged roughly 14-18 a liminal 

space between childhood and adulthood. As 

per the definition of liminality put forward by 

Horvath, Thomassen, and Wydra in Introduction: 

Liminality and Cultures of Change International 

Political Anthropology 2009 it is a period of all 

kinds where social hierarchies may be reversed 

or temporarily dissolved, continuity of tradition 

may become uncertain – this dissolution of 

order during liminality creates a fluid, malleable 

situation that enables new institutions [which 

I propose we understand as spaces] and 

customs [which I present as modes of being or 

becoming] to become established. Using Soja’s 

ideas of Third Space and Foucault’s theories of 

‘Heterotopia’ I interrogate the spaces created 

and occupied by “Youths”, spaces including 

both geographical locations most often urban 

public spaces and the spaces of the body itself, 

to investigate and demonstrate this radical 

openness. I argue that the individual’s entry into 

adulthood, and thus the social resolution to the 

indeterminacy of this radical openness, is most 

often signalled by an entry into the world of 

capital i.e. obtaining full time employment.
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a neW and liBertarian Pan-aMeriCanisM

The trajectory of the Argentine playwright, 

poet and essayist in History of Theater Tulio 

Carella 1912-1979 in the city of Recife, state of 

Pernambuco, Brazil, in the years of 1960 and 

1961, acquired forums of libertarian performance. 

In addition to his teaching of interpretation 

and theater direction at the Federal University 

of Pernambuco UFPe, his individual activity in 

the deteriorated historical urban center, along 

with social classes and sexual genres objects of 

strong discrimination at the time became known 

after the publication of his personal journals, 

entitled orgia 1968. The Argentinian intellectual 

and writer increased his daily life in the city 

with a dynamic of actions, experiences and live 

performances that became a kind of landmark 

in the thinking of avant-garde artists and 

groups from the Northeast to the present, with 

influences also in the Southeast of the country. 

The dramatist Hermilo Borba Filho 1917-1976 

shared with his Argentine colleague -- invited by 

him to settle in Recife -- the conception of a new 

Pan-Americanism, in everything contrary to the 

instrument of American imperialist domination 

forged by the Doctrine Monroe in the nineteenth 

century. For their new Pan-Americanism, the 

Argentine and Brazilian playwrights hailed the 

Afro-indigenous roots of the South American 

continent. Carella, in particular, described and has 

put into practice, whether in books or in actions, a 

libertarian concept based on pan-racial and pan-

sexual celebration, in order to explode, in practice, 

borders of nationality and culture.

Keywords: Pan-Americasm, Pan-Sexuality 

Pan-Racial.

we have a targeted violence taken as natural. 

This article proposes us to question about 

victims and their persecutors in relation to 

naturalization and gender violence taking as 

example the reflective group of men punished by 

the law “Maria da Penha” at the feminist NGo 

“Collective – sexuality and health

Keywords: Culture, Body, gender, violence

uMa esCuta CoM hoMens  

eM gruPo de ressoCialiZação

Crer que temos uma cultura opressora e violenta, 

talvez seja acreditar que a cultura é algo exterior 

a nós e nos forma e comanda de uma forma única, 

linear e contínua, sem nos dar opções de mudanças. 

Porém, notamos que em determinados espaços 

existe uma parcela privilegiada de cor, gênero, 

sexo, e que nossas diferenças naturais se tornaram 

ideologicamente desiguais para tal manutenção de 

privilégios, assim, temos uma violência direcionada, 

endereçada e tomada como natural. O trabalho 

propõe nos questionarmos sobre vítimas e algozes 

em relação à naturalização e violência de gênero, 

tendo como exemplo o grupo reflexivo de homens 

autuados pela lei Maria da Penha, na ONG – 

Coletivo Feminista Sexualidade e Saúde.

Palavras–chave: Cultura, Corpo, gênero, violência.
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traveling orchestra and scheduled performance 

duration instead of timelines determined by the 

artist’s creative agency. My current work traces 

the socio political history of this lost technique 

– improvisation. I will also present a pedagogical 

model implemented in my dance school, 

Tiruchitrambalam, to reintroduce improvisation as 

an aesthetic technique amongst intermediate and 

senior students of dance.
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Confession or CoMPlaint? a listening With 

Men in a resoCialiZation grouP

To Believe that we have an oppressive and 

violent culture, perhaps it might be believe 

that culture is something outside us and also 

builds and rules us as a unique way, linear and 

continually without giving us opportunities 

to change. However we can see that in some 

spaces on society there is a privileged cast on 

color gender identity and sex and our natural 

differences became Ideologically unequal 

for that maintenance of privileges. Therefore 

predominantly girls, between 5 and 25 years of 

age. Her research concerns the pedagogy and 

practice of Bharatnatyam, an Indian neo classical 

dance form among diaspora communities in the 

United States paying close attention to the socio 

political constructions of religion, caste, class 

and gender that are incumbent in the practice.

What haPPened to iMProVisation in 

BharatnatyaM?

Bharatnatyam, an Indian neo-classical dance 

from South India, as a result of anti-colonial 

nationalism since the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century, has been reimagined and 

reconstructed, to be a metonym of spirituality, 

which draws its essence from an upper caste 

Hindu religiosity. In the1950s mythological dance 

dramas gained prominence in the dance field, 

which in turn influenced the solo practice too 

wherein these mythological stories of upper caste 

Hindu deities were dramatized by solo dancers in 

their performances through a linear storytelling 

format. This project of majoritarian Hindu 

nationalism has caused an almost irreversible 

structural shift in the pedagogy and performance 

of Bharatnatyam. The performance idiom 

lost the improvisational techniques that were 

centered on elaborating a line of lyric in secular 

non-linear interpretative ways, which was at the 

core of the hereditary practice. This is further 

exacerbated by the demands of a neoliberal 

world. Today’s performances take the form of pre-

choreographed dances, which uses a set musical 

score leaving very little room for improvisations. 

The globalized presence of Indian dance today 

necessitates pre-recorded music instead of a 
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against the punishment that women with 

power were exposed to.

Inspired by Koestenbaum’s concept of 

identifying diva codes, I will propose a way 

of understanding the complexities of the 

nineteenth century diva tradition. My case 

study are some processes that distinguished 

three Swedish divas: Jenny Lind, Christina 

Nilsson and Ellen Hartman. From three different 

generations of the nineteenth century they 

were all role models for Swedish women and 

took their specific diva brand abroad. They not 

only used their personal history in their public 

image, they also marketed themeselves as 

typically Swedish in different ways. I suggest 

that it is possible to discern a nationalistic 

strand in both their public image and in the 

discourses that desbribed them. Divas are 

ultimately made by their audience through 

different processes. By structuring some of 

these codes the diva tradition can start to 

become demystified.

Keywords: Diva, nineteenth-century, 

diva codes, nationality, public image, self-

representation, discourses, Jenny Lind, Christina 

Nilsson, Ellen Hartman, Wayne Koestenbaum.
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in searCh of the nineteenth Century diVa 

tradition MaPPing the sWedish diVa

The subject for this paper is suggesting a 

method for mapping the nineteenth century 

diva tradition. Today almost anyone can be 

named a diva. However, everybody seems to 

agree that the nineteenth century was the era 

of the real, unforgettable and incomparable 

divas like Sarah Bernhardt, Maria Malibran 

and Jenny Lind. What distinguished them from 

other stars of the stage? And how did they 

distinguish themselves from each other?

Tracy C. Davis describes the diva concepts 

original meaning: The true diva - from opera, 

ballet, or drama - possesses exceptional 

skill, marketed with uncommon personality 

and an incalculable measure of ego. Wayne 

Koestenbaum on the other hand reflects 

around the diva’s method of moving the body 

through the world. He sees her self-staging 

as a defensive strategy and as an armor 

Por uM noVo e liBertário 

Pan-aMeriCanisMo

A trajetória do dramaturgo, poeta e teatrólogo 

argentino Tulio Carella 1912-1979 na cidade do 

Recife, estado de Pernambuco, Brasil, nos anos 

de 1960 e 1961, adquiriu foros de performance 

libertária. A par de seu ensino de interpretação e 

direção teatral em curso superior da Universidade 

Federal de Pernambuco UFPe, sua atividade 

individual no miolo urbano histórico deteriorado, 

junto a classes sociais e gêneros sexuais objetos de 

forte discriminação à época, tornou-se conhecida 

após a publicação de seus diários pessoais, 

intitulados “Orgia” 1968. O intelectual e escritor 

argentino incrementou seu cotidiano na cidade com 

uma dinâmica de ações, experiências e atuações 

em vivo que se tornou uma espécie de marco no 

pensamento de artistas e grupos de vanguarda 

nordestinos até o presente, com influências também 

no Sudeste do país. O teatrólogo pernambucano 

Hermilo Borba Filho 1917-1976 dividia com o colega 

argentino -- por ele convidado para se estabelecer 

no Recife -- a concepção de um novo pan-

americanismo, em tudo contrário ao instrumento 

de dominação imperialista norte-americano forjado 

pela Doutrina Monroe no século XIX. Para seu novo 

pan-americanismo, os dramaturgos argentino e 

brasileiro conclamaram as raízes afro-indígenas 

do continente sul-americano. Carella, em especial, 

descreveu e colocou em prática, seja em livros ou em 

ações, conceito libertário embasado em celebração 

pan-racial e pan-sexual, de modo a “explodir”, na 

prática, fronteiras de nacionalidade e cultura.

Palavras-chave: Pan-americanismo pan-racial 

pan-sexualidade.
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